HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
WORD LIST
What you are reading is Easy English. Easy English is a language with 900 words.
This book has a picture for each one of the 900 words in the Easy English language.
If you do not understand an Easy English word, look for the word in the list on pages three to six.
The list will show you page numbers where you can find pictures for each word.
Endings for some words are on pages six and 33.
More rules for how to use words are on pages 267 to 275 at the back of this book.
Colours will tell you if you use the word for a...

thing

action

noun *
(blue)

verb *
(pink)

BALL

RUN

quality of a
thing

joining
word

adjective *
(yellow)

conjunction * or
preposition *
(green)

SAD

ON

When you know the 900 words that have pictures, you will know all the words in
Easy English. You can use these words to understand any other word.
When you want to understand a difficult word, find the difficult word in the second
part of this book (from page 34). The second part of this book uses Easy English
to help you understand difficult words.
In the second part of the book you will find pictures for many new words too. If
we use one of the new words to help you understand another word, the new
word will be in BIG LETTERS. If you do not understand a word in big letters, find
the page with that word on it in the second part of the book. It will have a picture
with it.
Easy English words do not have pictures with them in the second part of the
book, because you can find pictures for them in the first part of the book. Easy
English words have a star (*) in front of them.

ACTOR..............11
ADD..................22
ADULT...............10
AFRAID.............24
AFTER..........31 31

quality of a
quality or
quality of an
action
adverb *
(orange)

WRONGLY
DIFFICULT WORDS

ANOPHELES (n) MOSQUITO
that can give people a serious
sickness.
MOSQUITO (n)
small flying insect
that bites people
and drinks their
blood.

The words noun, pronoun, verb, adjective, adverb, preposition, conjunction, and interjection are not Easy English words.
But you should know them to read this book. A few letters after each word in the list (n; pro; v; adj; adv; prep; conj; interj)
will tell you what group that word is part of.
NOUN (n) word that is the name of a person, place, or thing and answers the question "What?" (ball, air, policeman,
country, greed, timber, happiness).
PRONOUN (pro) word that is a person or thing, without giving the name (it, she, they, some, we, me, that).
VERB (v) word that shows action and says what a person or thing does (run, grow, think) or a word that shows being (is,
are, were, am).
ADJECTIVE (adj) word that is a quality of a person or thing (red, big, happy, greedy, loose, best, rubber).
ADVERB (adv) word that is a quality of an action, telling how, where, or when an action happens (quickly, there, now);
or a word that is a quality of a quality (very, too, as).
PREPOSITION (prep) word that joins a thing with another word (of, to, for, on).
CONJUNCTION (conj) word that joins words or groups of words that are the same in some way (and, or, but, when).
INTERJECTION (interj) word to show a feeling without any other words to help it (Oh! Hello! Yes!).
VOWELS are letters that make a sound in the throat without movement in the mouth: a, e, i, o, or u.
CONSONANTS are letters that are not vowels.
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A
A..........................28
ABILITY ......22 27
ABLE..................27
ABOUT..............32
ABOVE..............32
ACCIDENT.........11
ACROSS............32
ACT........11 17 31
ACTION.17 30 32
ACTOR...............11
ADD...................22
ADULT.................10
AFRAID...............24
AFRICA..............12
AFTER......... 31 31
AGAIN................30
AGAINST...........32
AGREE............... 21
AGREEMENT......21
AIR......................13
ALCOHOL............8
ALIVE.................25
ALL........28 28 32
ALMOST............30
ALWAYS............31
AM................31 32
AMERICA...........12
AN......................28
AND............. 28 32
ANGEL...............15
ANGER..............15
ANGRY..............26
ANIMAL..............16
ANKLE................10
ANOTHER....28 28
ANSWER......20 20
ANY.....................28
APART...............30
APPLE...........8 32
ARABIA..............12
ARE................... 31
ARGUE...............21
ARGUMENT.......21
ARM..................10
ARMY.................11
AROUND...........32
ART....................14
AS......................29
ASIA...................12
ASK....................20
ASLEEP.............24
AT......................32
ATLANTIC..........12
AUSTRALIA.......12
AWAKE............ 24
AWARD.................21
AWAY................30
AXE.....................9

EASY ENGLISH WORD LIST
B
BABY.................10
BACK.....10 14 14
BACKWARD......30
BAD....................27
BADLY...............30
BAG................ 9
BALL.................. 7
BANANA.......... 8
BANK.................13
BAR.................. 9
BASKET............ 9
BE.................31 32
BEACH...............11
BEAK..................16
BEAR.................16
BEAUTIFUL..25 32
BECAUSE.........32
BECOME...........19
BED................... 8
BEE...................16
BEER................ 8
BEFORE.31 31 32
BEHIND............. 32
BELIEVE............20
BELL.................. 7
BELOW..............32
BELT................. 8
BEND...........18 18
BENDING...........25
BESIDE............. 32
BEST.................27
BETTER............27
BETWEEN......... 30
BICYCLE........... 9
BIG...............28 29
BIRD..................16
BIRTH................ 24
BITE.............19 19
BLACK...............27
BLADE............... 9
BLOOD.............. 11
BLUE..................27
BOARD..............27
BOAT...................9
BODY.................10
BONE.................10
BOOK..................7
BORDER............12
BORING.............26
BORN.................24
BOTH..................28
BOTTLE...............9
BOTTOM......14 14
BOWL...................9
BOX.....................9
BOY...................10

BRAIN................10
BRANCH............11
BREAD.............. 8
BREAK...............23
BREAST.............10
BREATHE...........19
BRING................20
BRITAIN.............12
BROKEN.............24
BROOM............ 9
BROTHER.........10
BROWN..............27
BUDDHIST..15 15
BUILD...............18
BUILDING..........13
BULLET...............9
BURN.................23
BURY................. 23
BUS....................9
BUSH.................11
BUT....................32
BUTTER..............8
BUTTOCKS.......10
BUTTON..............7
BUY....................22
BY......................32

C
CABBAGE......... 8
CABINET........... 8
CAKE................. 8
CAMERA........... 9
CAN.................... 31
CANADA............12
CANNOT............31
CAR................... 9
CARD, CARDS..11
CARRY..............18
CAT...................16
CATCH........18 18
CATERPILLAR..16
CHAIN............... 7
CHAIR............... 8
CHANGE......19 19
CHANNEL.......... 7
CHEAP...............25
CHEESE............ 8
CHEMICAL........ 27
CHESS..............11
CHEST..............10
CHEW................19
CHICKEN............16
CHILD................10
CHILDREN........10
CHINA................12
CHOOSE............20
CHRIST.............15
CHRISTIAN.15 15
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CHURCH.....13 15
CIRCLE..............14
CLAW.................16
CLAY..................18
CLEAN.........18 26
CLEAR...............24
CLEARLY..........30
CLIFF.................11
CLOCK..............14
CLOSE...22 30 30
CLOSED............25
CLOTH........ 27 27
CLOTHES.......... 8
CLOUD...............12
COAL.................11
COAT................. 8
COFFEE............ 8
COIN....................7
COLD.................24
COLLAPSE........23
COLOUR........... 27
COLOURED.......27
COME................17
COMPANY.........10
COMPETE..........21
COMPETITION....
....................11 21
CONCAVE.........26
CONFIDENCE...15
CONFIDENT......26
CONTAINER...... 9
CONTROL..........20
COOL.................24
COOK.................18
COOKED............24
CORN............... 8
CORNER............14
COTTON..... 11 11
COUCH.............. 8
COUNT...............22
COUNTRY.........12
COURT..............13
COVER........23 26
COVERED..........26
COVERING........26
COW..................16
CRAZY...............24
CRICKET...........11
CRIPPLED...24 32
CROSS........14 20
CRUEL...............26
CRY...................19
CUBA.................12
CUBE.................14
CUP................... 9
CURVE.........25 25
CUT.. 7 18 23 23
CYLINDER.........14

D
DANCE........17 17
DANGER............26
DANGEROUS....26
DARK...........13 25
DAUGHTER.......10
DAY....................14
DEAD.................25
DEEP.................28
DEER.................16
DESTROY..........23
DESTROYED.....24
DEVIL.................15
DIE.............. 19 23
DIFFERENCE... 29
DIFFERENT.......29
DIFFICULT........25
DIG....................18
DIRECTION.......30
DIRT...................11
DIRTY................26
DISAGREE.........21
DISCOURAGE...21
DISH, DISHES... 9
DISOBEY............20
DISTANCE.........14
DO..................... 31
DOCTOR...........11
DOES.................31
DOG..................16
DONKEY...........16
DOOR.................13
DOWN........ 32 32
DRAW................22
DRAWING..........14
DRESS........ 8 23
DRILL.......... 9 18
DRINK......... 8 19
DRIVE................17
DROP.................18
DRUG................ 7
DRY.............23 26
DUCK................16
DYING................19

E
EACH.................28
EAR...................10
EARLY.........31 31
EARTH...............13
EASILY..............30
EAST..................12
EASY.................25
EAT....................19
EFFECT.............32
EGG................... 8
EGYPT...............12
EIGHT................28

EIGHTEEN.........28
EIGHTY..............28
ELBOW.............10
ELECTRICITY..7 12
ELEPHANT.......16
ELEVEN.............28
EMOTION..........15
EMPTY..............25
ENCOURAGE....21
END.............17 17
ENGLISH...........14
ENOUGH...........25
ENTERTAINER..11
ENTERTAINMENT
...........................11
ENTHUSIASM....15
ENTHUSIASTIC.26
EQUAL...............29
EQUATOR.........12
EUROPE............12
EXERCISE...17 17
EXPENSIVE.......25
EXPLODE..........23
EXPLOSION....11
EYE....................10

F
FACE.................10
FALL.............17 17
FALSE................26
FAMILY..............10
FAR....................30
FAST.................. 25
FAT........28 28 32
FATHER............10
FEAR..................15
FEATHER..........16
FEED..................19
FEEL..................18
FEELING...........15
FEET..................10
FEMALE......10 10
FENCE............... 7
FEW.............28 28
FIFTEEN............28
FIFTY.................28
FIGHT..........21 21
FILL....................23
FIND...................21
FINGER.............10
FINISH.17 17 18 18
FINISHED...........24
FIRE...................11
FIRST................25
FISH ............16 23
FIVE...................28
FIX.....................24
FIXED................24
FLAG................ 7

FLAT.................. 26
FLOOR..............13
FLOWER............11
FLY..............16 17
FOLLOW..... 20 31
FOLLOWER......20
FOOD................ 8
FOOLISH.....26 31
FOOLISHNESS. 15
FOOT................10
FOOTBALL.........11
FOR...................32
FORCE........18 18
FORGIVE........... 21
FORTY.............. 28
FORWARD........30
FOUR................28
FOURTEEN....... 28
FOX...................16
FRANCE............12
FREE................. 25
FRIEND.............. 21
FRIENDLY.........26
FROG...............16
FROM................32
FRONT........ 14 14
FRUIT................ 8
FULL.................. 25
FURNITURE...... 8
FUTURE............ 31

G
GAME................11
GAS.............24 24
GENERAL......... 28
GENEROUS...... 26
GERMANY........ 12
GET................... 20
GIRL.................10
GIVE.................. 22
GLASS.... 9 27 27
GLASSES......... 27
GO, GOES........ 17
GOAT...............16
GOD.................. 15
GOOD............... 27
GRAIN............... 8
GRAPES..... 8 32
GRASS.............. 11
GREECE........... 12
GREED.............. 15
GREEDY........... 26
GREEN.............. 27
GREY................27
GROUND...........11
GROUP.............10
GROW............... 19
GUN................... 9

H
HAIR.................10
HALF........... 28 28
HAMMER.... 9 18
HAND............... 10
HANDLE...... 9 18
HANG................ 23
HAPPEN........... 31
HAPPINESS...... 15
HAPPY.. 26 31 32
HARD................25
HAS...................22
HAT.................. 7
HATE........... 21 21
HAVE................. 22
HE............... 29 31
HEAD................ 10
HEALTHY.......... 27
HEAR................ 19
HEART.............. 10
HEAT......11 23 23
HEAVY.............. 25
HEIGHT............ 14
HELP..... 21 21 31
HER............. 29 29
HERE.................30
HERSELF..........29
HIDE..................21
HIGH............30 30
HILL................... 7
HIM.....................29
HIMSELF............29
HINDU......... 15 15
HIS.....................29
HIT............... 21 21
HOLD.................18
HOLE................. 7
HORIZONTAL....26
HORN........... 7 16
HORSE.............16
HOSPITAL.........13
HOT....................24
HOUR.................14
HOUSE..............13
HOW..................30
HUG.............21 21
HUMBLE............26
HUNDRED.........28
HURT.................21
HUSBAND..........10

I
I..............29 31 32
ICE.................... 7
IF........................32
IMPORTANT......24
IN.......................32
INDIA..................12
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INDIAN...............12
INDONESIA.......12
INSECT.............16
INSIDE.........32 32
INSTRUMENT..9 14
INTEREST....26 26
INTERESTING...26
INTESTINE........10
INTO...................32
IS..................28 31
ISLAM................15
ISRAEL..............12
IT..................29 31
ITALY.................12
ITS.....................29
ITSELF...............29

J
JAPAN...............12
JESUS...............15
JEW...................15
JEWISH..............15
JOB....................11
JOIN.............20 32
JOINT................10
JUDAISM...........15
JUMP...........17 17
JUMPER............ 8

K
KEEP.................22
KICK.............17 17
KILL...................23
KIND...................26
KISS.............21 21
KNEE................10
KNIFE................ 9
KNIT...................23
KNIVES............. 9
KNOW.................22

L
LAND............11 12
LANGUAGE.......14
LAST..................25
LATE............31 31
LAUGH.........19 19
LAZY..................26
LEAD............20 31
LEADER...........20
LEAF..................11
LEARN...............20
LEAVE...............20
LEAVES.............11
LEFT..................12
LEG...................10
LENGTH.............14
LESS..................28
LETTER............. 7

LIFE.................. 19
LIFT.............18
LIGHT.....13 25 27
LIGHTNING.......12
LIKE ............ 21 29
LINE...................14
LION.................16
LIP....................10
LIQUID.........24 24
LIST..............22 22
LISTEN...............19
LITTLE................28
LIVE.............. .....19
LIZARD.............16
LOCK........... 7 24
LOCKED.............24
LOLLIES............ 8
LOLLY................25
LONG.................28
LOOK.....19 19 31
LOOSE...............24
LOSE............21 22
LOUD.................25
LOVE............21 21
LOW.............30 30
LUNG................10

M
MACHINE.......... 9
MADE.................31
MAGAZINE........27
MAKE.................18
MALE...........10 10
MAMMAL..........16
MAN..................10
MANY...........28 28
MAP...................12
MARK.....14 22 22
MARRIED...........24
MARRY..............21
MATE.................19
MATERIAL.........27
ME......................29
MEASURE..14 22 28
MEAT................ 8
MEDICINE......... 7
MEET.................20
MEETING..........10
MELT..................23
MEN..................10
MESSY...............26
METAL.........27 27
MEXICO.............12
MIDDLE..............30
MILK.................. 8
MIX......................23
MIXTURE...........23
MONEY.............. 7

MONKEY............16
MONTH..............14
MOON................13
MORE................28
MORNING..........14
MOST...........28 28
MOTHER..........10
MOTOR............. 9
MOUNTAIN........ 7
MOUSE.............16
MOUTH.............10
MOVE.................17
MOVEMENT.......17
MUCH.................28
MUSCLE...........10
MUSIC................11
MUSICAL...........14
MUSLIM.......15 15
MUST................. 31
MY......................29
MYSELF.............29

N
NAIL........... 9 10
NAME................ 7
NARROW...........28
NEAR........... 30 30
NEAT..................26
NECK................10
NEED.................22
NEVER..................31
NEW....................25
NEWSPAPER.... 27
NIGHT................14
NINE...................28
NINETEEN..........28
NINETY..............28
NO......................28
NOISE................14
NORTH........12 12
NOSE................10
NOT..............24 27
.........28 29 30 31
NOTHING..........28
NOW.................. 31
NUMBER............28
NUT................... 8

O
OBEY................. 20
OCEAN..............12
OF................ 28 32
OFF..............25 32
OFTEN............... 31
OIL..................... 9
OLD...................25
ON............... 25 32
ONE ............ 28 32

OPEN...........22 25
OPENLY............30
OPPOSITE............
...............25 25 32
OR.....................32
ORANGE.8 27 32
ORGAN...........10
OTHER...28 28 31
OTHERS............28
OUR...................29
OURSELVES.....29
OUT............. 32 32
OUTSIDE.....32 32
OVER.................32
OWN.......22 29 29

PRINTED...........18
PRISON.............13
PRISONER........13
PROBLEM..........22
PROJECT..........23
PROJECTION....23
PROTECT..........22
PROUD..............26
PULL............18 18
PUNCTUATION.14
PUNISH..............20
PURPLE.............27
PUSH...........18 18
PUT....................18

Q
P
PACIFIC.............12
PAGE...................7
PAIN...................24
PAINT............7 18
PAINTING..........14
PANTS.................8
PAPER.........27 27
PARALLEL.........26
PARENT...........10
PART...........14 28
PAST.................31
PASTE.................7
PATTERN............7
PAY....................22
PENIS................10
PEOPLE...........10
PERFECT..........25
PERSON...........10
PETROL..............9
PICTURE..........14
PIECE................28
PIG...................16
PINK..................27
PLACE...............30
PLAN...........18 18
PLANE.................9
PLANET.............13
PLANT.........11 18
PLASTIC......27 27
PLAY..................21
POINT..........14 21
POLICE..............11
POLICEMAN......11
POLICEMEN......11
POOR................25
POUR.................23
POWDER..........27
PRAY.................19
PRESENT..........31
PRICE..................7
PRINT................18

QUALITY.24 29 30
QUESTION........20
QUICKLY...........30
QUIET................25

R
RABBIT............16
RACE...........21 21
RADIO.............. 9
RAIN............12 12
READ.................22
REAL.................26
REASON............32
RECEIVE...........22
RED....................27
REFRIGERATOR.....9
RELIGION..........15
REMEMBER......22
REPTILE...........16
REST...........21 21
RESTAURANT...13
RETURN............17
RHYME..............22
RIB....................10
RICE.................. 8
RICH..................25
RIDE..................17
RIGHT..........12 25
RIVER................12
ROAD............... 7
ROB...................22
ROBBER............22
ROCK.................11
ROOF.................13
ROOM................13
ROOT.................11
ROPE................ 7
ROUGH.............25
ROUND..............25
RUB...................18
RUBBER......27 27
RUG...................13
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RULE.................15
RUN.......17 17 31
RUSSIA..............12

S
SAD....................26
SADNESS..........15
SAFE...................26
SAIL............. 9 17
SALT................. 8
SAME.................29
SAND.................11
SAY....................20
SCANDINAVIA...12
SCHOOL............13
SECOND............25
SECRET...... 30 30
SECRETLY........30
SEE.....................19
SEED.................11
SELL..................22
SEND.................20
SEPARATE............
...............20 20 30
SERIOUS...........26
SEVEN...............28
SEVENTEEN.....28
SEVENTY..........28
SHAKE...............18
SHALLOW.........28
SHAPE.........14 18
SHARP...............24
SHE....................29
SHEEP..............16
SHELF............... 7
SHELL............... 11
SHELVES.......... 8
SHIP................... 9
SHIRT............ ... 8
SHOE.................. 8
SHOOT.............. 23
SHOP.................13
SHORT..............28
SHOULD............31
SHOUT........19 19
SHOW................20
SHY....................26
SICK....................27
SICKNESS..........27
SIDE.............14 14
SING..................19
SISTER.............10
SIT.....................17
SIX......................28
SIXTEEN...........28
SIXTY................28
SIZE...................28
SKIN.................10

SKY....................11
SLEEP..........21 21
SLEEPY.............24
SLEEVE............ 8
SLOW................25
SLOWLY............30
SMALL.........28 29
SMART..............27
SMARTNESS....27
SMELL.........19 19
SMILE..........21 21
SMOKE........11 23
SMOOTH............25
SNAKE..............16
SNOW..........12 12
SOAP................ 7
SOCKS........... 8
SOFT.................25
SOFTLY.............30
SOLDIER............11
SOLID..........24 24
SOME..........28 28
SON..................10
SONG................19
SORE.......... 7 24
SOUND.............14
SOUR.................25
SOUTH........12 12
SPACE...............13
SPAIN................12
SPEAR.............. 9
SPECIAL............28
SPICE............... 8
SPIDER............16
SPIRIT...............15
SPIRITUAL........15
SPORT...............11
SQUARE......14 25
SQUEEZE..........18
STAGE...............11
STAND...............17
STAR..................13
START..................
.........17 17 18 18
STAY..................17
STEEP...............26
STEER...............17
STEP. 7 17 17 28
STICK...........11 24
STICKY..............24
STOMACH.......10
STONE...............11
STOP..................17
STORY............. 7
STRAIGHT.........25
STRENGTH.......27
STRING............. 7
STRONG......27 32

STRONGLY........30
STUDENT..........11
STUDY...............22
STUPID..............27
SUGAR............. 8
SUM....................28
SUN...................13
SURPRISE...23 23
SWEET..............25
SWIM...........17 17

T
TABLE............... 8
TAIL..................16
TAKE..................22
TALK..................19
TALL...................28
TAPE................. 7
TASTE..........19 19
TEA................... 8
TEACH...............20
TEACHER..........11
TEETH..............10
TELEPHONE... 9
TELEVISION..... 9
TELL...................20
TEMPLE............13
TEN....................28
TENNIS..............11
TESTICLES........10
THAN.................29
THAT......30 30 31
THE....................28
THEIR................29
THEM.................29

THERE...............30
THEY............29 31
THICK.................28
THIN..................28
THING..... 7 15 24
THINK.................22
THIRTEEN.........28
THIRTY..............28
THIS.............30 30
THOUSAND......28
THREE...............28
THROAT...........10
THROUGH.........32
THROW........18 18
TIE......................18
TIED...................24
TIMBER..27 27 31
TIME............14 28
TIN..................... 9
TIRED.................24
TO......................32
TOE..................10
TOGETHER..30 32
TOMATO........... 8
TONGUE...........10
TOO..............29 30
TOOL................ 9
TOOTH.............10
TOP..............14 14
TOUCH..............18
TOWARD...........32
TOWN................12
TOY................... 7
TRACTOR......... 9
TRAIN............... 9

TRAVEL.......17 17
TREE..................11
TRIANGLE.........14
TRICK...........23 23
TRUCK.............. 9
TRUE............25 26
TRUTH...15 25 26
TRY....................22
TUBE................. 7
TURN...........17 17
TWELVE.............28
TWENTY............28
TWO...................28
TYING................18

U
UGLY.................25
UMBRELLA....... 7
UNCOVERED....26
UNDER..............32
UNDERSTAND..22
UP................32 32
US......................29
USE....................22

V
VEGETABLE..... 8
VEHICLE........... 9
VERTICAL.........26
VERY..................29

W
WAIT..................17
WALK...........17 17

WALL.................13
WANT.................22
WAR...................11
WARM................24
WAS.............31 32
WASH.................23
WATCH..............19
WATER.. 7 11 12
WAY................... 7
WE......................29
WEAK................27
WEALTH............ 7
WEAPON.......... 9
WEAR.................23
WEATHER.........12
WEEK................14
WELL.................30
WERE................31
WEST.................12
WET...................26
WHALE.............16
WHAT................29
WHEAT.............. 8
WHEEL.............. 9
WHEN...........31 32
WHERE..............30
WHITE................27
WHO.............29 29
WHOLE........28 28
WHOSE..............29
WIDE..................28
WIFE.................10
WILD..................24
WILL.............31 32

WIN...............21 32
WIND.................12
WINDOW...........13
WINE................. 8
WING................16
WITH............ 8 32
WITHOUT..........32
WOMAN............10
WOMEN............10
WORD......7 31 32
WORK..........18 18
WORKER...........11
WORLD..............12
WORRIED..........24
WORRY.......24 24
WORSE..............27
WORST...............27
WRIST..............10
WRITE................22
WRONG.............25
WRONGLY.........30

Y
YEAR.................14
YELLOW............27
YOU...................29
YOUNG..............25
YOUR.................29
YOURS..............29
YOURSELF........29

Z
ZERO.................28

ENDINGS
CHANGES IN THE QUALITY OF A THING
If you want to show that a quality is more strong than the same quality in another thing, you can often
add "er" to it: fast and faster, sick and sicker, kind and kinder. (He is fast, she is faster.)
If the quality is the most strong in a group, you can often add "est" to show this: rough and roughest,
green and greenest, tall and tallest. (She is the tallest girl in the group.)
If the quality word ends in a "e" you do not need need to add another "e": safe, safer and safest;
blue, bluer and bluest; wide, wider and widest.
If the quality word ends in "y", change the "y" to "i" before adding the ending: ugly, uglier and ugliest;
lazy, lazier and laziest. But if the letter before the "y" is a vowel (a, e, i, o, or u), do not change the "y": grey,
greyer and greyest.
CHANGING A QUALITY OF A THING TO A QUALITY OF AN ACTION
Many qualities of things can be changed to qualities of actions by adding "ly": soft and softly, secret
and secretly, warm and warmly. (The letter is secret. I was writing it secretly.)
If the quality word ends in "y", change the "y" to "i" before adding the ending: easy, easily; happy
and happily, heavy and heavily.
You can find more endings for words on page 33. More rules for how to use words are on pages 267 to 275.
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Nouns

THINGS

BALL

BELL

CHANNEL/WAY

FLAG

ICE

BOOK

COIN

HAT

LETTER

CUT

LETTER

NAME

PRICE

ROAD/WAY

FENCE

HOLE

LOCK

HORN

MEDICINE/DRUGS

PAGE

ROPE

CHAIN

ELECTRICITY

HILL

MOUNTAIN

STEPS

BUTTON

PAINT

SHELF

STORY

PASTE

MONEY

PATTERN

SOAP

SORE

STRING

TAPE

STET (n) word to
say not to change
a writing.

TOYS

TUBE

UMBRELLA

WATER

7

WEALTH

WORD

Nouns
CLOTHES

COAT

DRESS

JUMPER

PANTS

SOCKS

SHIRT

BELT

SHOES

(SLEEVE)

FURNITURE

BED

CABINET

CHAIR

COUCH

SHELVES

TABLE

FOOD

BREAD

BUTTER

CAKE

LOLLIES

CHEESE

EGGS

GRAIN

MEAT

NUTS

SALT

SPICES

FRUIT

APPLE

BANANA

GRAPES

MILK

WHEAT

VEGETABLES

ORANGE

CABBAGE

DRINKS

COFFEE

RICE

CORN

DRINKS WITH

TEA

(SUGAR)
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BEER

TOMATO

ALCOHOL

WINE

Nouns

MACHINES
VEHICLES

(SAIL)

CAMERA
RADIO

BICYCLE

BOAT

BUS

PLANE

CAR

SHIP

TRACTOR

REFRIGERATOR

TRAIN

TELEPHONE

(MOTOR)

TELEVISION

TRUCK

(OIL)

(PETROL)

INSTRUMENTS

TOOLS
BROOM

(WHEEL)

WEAPONS
SPEAR

(HANDLE)

(BLADE)

(HANDLE)

BAR
(NAIL)

(HANDLE)

AXE

(BULLET)

(HANDLE)

DRILL

HAMMER

GUN

KNIFE

KNIVES

CONTAINERS
DISHES

BAG

BASKET

BOTTLE

BOX

TIN
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BOWL

DISH

CUP

GLASS

Nouns

PEOPLE

GROUP

GROUP

MEETING

COMPANY

ADULTS
MEN

FAMILY

WOMEN

(GROUP)

HUSBAND

CHILDREN

WIFE

PARENTS
FATHER

MOTHER

SON

DAUGHTER

BROTHER

SISTER

CHILD CHILD

CHILD

MAN

MAN

WOMAN WOMAN

THE

HEAD

(MUSCLE)

CHEST

(SKIN)

ELBOW

BREAST
THROAT
BACK
BUTTOCKS

(JOINT)

EAR

FACE
LUNGS

LIP

LEG

TEETH
TONGUE

HEART

STOMACH

(JOINT)

ANKLE

EYE
NOSE

KNEE

TOOTH

MOUTH
FINGER
NAIL

(JOINT)

INTESTINES

TOE

(PERSON)

HAIR
BRAIN

WRIST

TESTICLES

MALE/MALE

BABY

BODY

RIBS

PENIS

FEET FOOT

GIRL

NECK

(JOINT)

ARM

BOY

BONES

FEMALE
FEMALE (PERSON)
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ORGANS

HAND

Nouns
JOBS

(ACCIDENT)

POLICE

(BLOOD)

DOCTOR

POLICEMAN

POLICEMEN

TEACHER

WORKER

WORKER

WORKERS

WORKER

ENTERTAINMENT/ACTS

WAR

ACTOR

(STUDENTS)
EXPLOSION

SOLDIER SOLDIER SOLDIER SOLDIER SOLDIER

SOLDIER

(MUSIC)

ENTERTAINER ENTERTAINER ENTERTAINER

ARMY

(STAGE)

GAMES

CARDS

COMPETITIONS

CHESS

PLANTS

CRICKET

FOOTBALL

TENNIS

BEACH

TREE

LAND

LEAF
LEAVES

FLOWER

SPORT

SKY

CLIFF

ROCKS

WATER
BRANCH

SEED

BUSH

STONE

SAND
SMOKE

GRASS
STICK

GROUND
COTTON
COTTON

ROOTS

SHELL

HEAT

DIRT

GRASS

SAND
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FIRE
COAL

Nouns

THE

SCANDINAVIA

WORLD

(Scan)
RUSSIA
(Rus)

CANADA
(Can)

EUROPE
(Eur)

EUROPE

(Eg)

ARABIA
(Ar)

BRITAIN

CHINA

ISRAEL(Is)

EGYPT

NORTH
AMERICA
(N Am)

JAPAN
(Jap)

ASIA
INDIA
(In)

AMERICA

(Br)

(Ch)

(Am)

ATLANTIC
OCEAN

GERMANY
(Ger)

FRANCE

CUBA

(Fr)

MEXICO

AFRICA
SPAIN

(Af)

(Sp)

GREECE

(Mex)

(Gr)

ITALY

EQUATOR

(It)
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INDONESIA

INDIAN OCEAN

PACIFIC OCEAN

(Indon)

NORTH (N)

COUNTRY
SOUTH
AFRICA
(S Af)

MAP

BORDER

SOUTH
AMERICA
(S Am)

AUSTRALIA
(Aus)
EAST (E)
RIGHT

WEST (W)
LEFT

RIVER
TOWN
WATER

SOUTH (S)
LAND

(CLOUD)

WEATHER
LIGHTNING (ELECTRICITY)

RAIN/RAIN

SNOW/SNOW

WIND

Nouns

SPACE
PLANETS

MOON

EARTH
AIR

SUN

LIGHT

DARK

STAR

BUILDINGS

HOUSE

SHOP

RESTAURANT

BANK
TEMPLES

PRISON

COURT

(PRISONER)
CHURCH
ROOF

ROOM
DOOR

WALL
WINDOW
RUG

SCHOOL

HOSPITAL
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FLOOR

Nouns
TIME

(MEASURES)

DISTANCE

(CLOCK)

HEIGHT

WEEK

YEAR

MONTH

DAY

HOUR

LENGTH

PARTS

MORNING

TOP/ TOP

FRONT

BACK

FRONT

BACK

SIDE/ SIDE
BOTTOM
DAY

BOTTOM

NIGHT

SHAPES
(CORNER
POINT)

CIRCLE

SQUARE

TRIANGLE

CROSS

CYLINDER

SOUNDS

LANGUAGES

CUBE

(LINE)

NOISES

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

ENGLISH
Hello!

PICTURE

ART

PICTURE

PUNCTUATION MARKS

DRAWING
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PAINTING

Nouns

SPIRITUAL THINGS
TRUTH

ANGELS
GOD

JESUS CHRIST

DEVIL
CHRISTIANS/ CHURCH
CHRISTIAN

RELIGIONS

BUDDHIST

HINDU

BUDDHIST

JUDAISM

HINDU

JEW

ISLAM

JEWISH

MUSLIM

MUSLIM

SPIRITS/ EMOTIONS/ FEELINGS

HAPPINESS

SADNESS

CONFIDENCE

FEAR

FOOLISHNESS

RULES

ENTHUSIASM

GREED
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ANGER

Nouns

ANIMALS
REPTILES

FISH

FROG

SPIDER

LIZARD

INSECTS

SNAKE

BIRDS
(BEAK)
(CLAW)

BEE

CATERPILLAR

FLY

DUCK

CHICKEN

(WING)

(FEATHER)

MAMMALS
(HORN)

BEAR

DONKEY

HORSE

CAT

COW

ELEPHANT

LION

MONKEY

DEER

FOX

MOUSE
(TAIL)

(TAIL)
RABBIT

SHEEP

WHALE
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DOG

GOAT

PIG

Verbs

ACTIONS
MOVE/ MOVEMENT

SIT

STAND

DANCE/ DANCE

STEP/ STEP

ACT

START/ START

WALK/ WALK

FALL/ FALL

KICK/ KICK

SWIM/ SWIM

FINISH/ FINISH
END/ END

RUN/ RUN

JUMP/ JUMP

EXERCISE/ EXERCISE

STOP

TRAVEL
TRAVEL
STEER

FLY
DRIVE

RIDE

GO/ GOES

SAIL

WAIT
RETURN

COME
TURN/ TURN

STAY
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Verbs

WORK/

WORK
PRINTED

CLEAN

COOK

DIG

PLANT

PRINT

MAKE/ BUILD

START/ START

PLAN/ PLAN

CUT

DRILL

FINISH/ FINISH

HAMMER

PAINT

HANDLE

TOUCH/ FEEL

RUB

SHAKE

SQUEEZE

BEND/ BEND

TIE/ TYING

(CLAY)

BUILD

SHAPE

THROW/ THROW

CATCH/ CATCH

HOLD

DROP

FORCE/ FORCE

LIFT

CARRY

HOLD

PUT
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PUSH/ PUSH

PULL/ PULL

Verbs

LIFE
GROW/ LIVE

MATE

CHANGE/ CHANGE/ BECOME

GROW/ LIVE

DIE/ DYING

EAT

BREATHE

SEE

TALK

DRINK

LOOK/ LOOK
WATCH

SHOUT/ SHOUT

BITE/ BITE

CHEW

SMELL/ SMELL TASTE/ TASTE

SING/ SONG

LAUGH/ LAUGH
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FEED

HEAR

CRY

LISTEN

PRAY

Verbs

LEAD AND FOLLOW
LEAD/ LEADER
LEARN

FOLLOW/ FOLLOWER

SAY

TELL

GET

SHOW

TEACH
QUESTION ANSWER

ASK

ANSWER

BRING

SEND

DISOBEY

LEAVE

PUNISH

TELL

BELIEVE

CONTROL

OBEY

CROSS

MEET

JOIN

CHOOSE

SEPARATE
SEPARATE
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Verbs
(AWARD)

COMPETE/ RACE
WIN

COMPETITION/ RACE

LOSE

DISCOURAGE

ENCOURAGE

REST

PLAY

REST

POINT

HIDE

FIND

DISAGREE

SLEEP/ SLEEP

ARGUE/ ARGUMENT
HELP/ HELP

FIGHT/ FIGHT/ HURT

SMILE/ SMILE LIKE

HATE/ HATE

HIT/ HIT/ HURT

FRIENDS

FORGIVE

KISS/ KISS

AGREE/ AGREEMENT

HUG/ HUG
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LOVE/ LOVE

HELP/ HELP

MARRY

Verbs

ABILITIES
MARK/ MARK

DRAW

WRITE

LIST/ LIST

RHYME

PROBLEMS

READ

STUDY

COUNT

ADD

KNOW

MEASURE

UNDERSTAND

TRY

THINK

REMEMBER

GIVE
AND

TAKE

HAVE/ HAS

NEED

SELL

BUY/ PAY

KEEP

TAKE

OWN

LOSE

GIVE

RECEIVE

USE

ROBBER

WANT

ROB

PROTECT
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OPEN

CLOSE

Verbs

KNIT

WASH

FILL

POUR

DRY

MIX/ MIXTURE

SMOKE

DRESS

COVER

WEAR

HANG

HEAT/ HEAT

BURN

MELT

DESTROY

BREAK

CUT/ CUT

EXPLODE

COLLAPSE
DIE

SHOOT

TRICK/ TRICK

KILL
DESTROY

FISH

SURPRISE/ SURPRISE
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BURY

PROJECT/ PROJECTION

Adjectives

QUALITIES OF THINGS

SLEEPY/ TIRED

ASLEEP

AWAKE

CRAZY

AFRAID WORRIED/WORRY/WORRY

GAS/ GAS
TIED

LOCKED/ LOCK

LOOSE

STICKY/ STICK

LIQUID/ LIQUID

HOT

SHARP

MARRIED

IMPORTANT

WARM

CLEAR

BORN/ BIRTH

NOT IMPORTANT

COOL

COLD

CLEAR

BROKEN

SORE/ PAIN

CRIPPLED

WILD
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FIXED/ FIX

NOT WILD

SOLID/ SOLID

DESTROYED

COOKED

FINISHED

Adjectives

OPPOSITE/ OPPOSITES

LIGHT

HEAVY

LIGHT

DARK

SOFT

EASY

HARD

ON

DIFFICULT

RIGHT/PERFECT
TRUE/ TRUTH

OFF

WRONG

(CHEAP)

FULL/ ENOUGH

EMPTY

RICH

EXPENSIVE

POOR

FREE

ALIVE

DEAD

LOUD

YOUNG

QUIET

OLD

(LOLLY)

OLD
SWEET

SOUR

BEAUTIFUL

UGLY

NEW

(SECOND)

FAST
FIRST

LAST

SLOW

OPEN

CLOSED

SQUARE

ROUND

CURVE

ROUGH

SMOOTH

STRAIGHT

BENDING
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cyan magenta yellow black

Adjectives

CLEAN

DIRTY

NEAT

HAPPY

SAD

FRIENDLY

ANGRY

CONFIDENT

SHY

HUMBLE

PROUD

REAL
TRUE/ TRUTH

FALSE

MESSY

GENEROUS

GREEDY

WET

KIND

SERIOUS

DRY

CRUEL

FOOLISH

ENTHUSIASTIC

LAZY

COVER/ COVERING

INTERESTING
INTEREST/ INTEREST

BORING

SAFE

DANGEROUS
DANGER

FLAT

HORIZONTAL VERTICAL

COVERED

UNCOVERED

STEEP

FLAT

FLAT
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PARALLEL

CONCAVE

Adjectives
ABLE/ ABILITY

NOT ABLE

STRONG
STRENGTH

WEAK

ABLE/ ABILITY

NOT ABLE

SMART

STUPID

SMARTNESS

GOOD

ABLE/ ABILITY NOT ABLE

SICK

HEALTHY

SICKNESS

COLOURED/ COLOURS

BAD

RED
ORANGE
YELLOW
BEST

BETTER WORSE

BLACK

GREEN

WORST

BLUE
BROWN
WHITE

PURPLE

MATERIALS

(LIGHT)

PINK

GREY

(NEWSPAPER)

(MAGAZINE)

(GLASSES)
(BOARD)

GLASS/ GLASS

METAL/ METAL

TIMBER/ TIMBER

PAPER/ PAPER

PLASTIC/ PLASTIC

CLOTH/ CLOTH

(POWDER)

CHEMICALS

RUBBER/ RUBBER
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Adjectives
SIZE
(FAT)

BIG

FAT/ THICK

LITTLE/SMALL

SHORT

LONG

TALL

STEPS/ MEASURES

SHORT

THIN

WIDE

NARROW

SHALLOW

DEEP

NUMBERS

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
ZERO

ONE

TWO

THREE

FOUR

FIVE

SIX

SEVEN

EIGHT

NINE

TEN

ELEVEN

TWELVE

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 30 40 50
THIRTEEN FOURTEEN FIFTEEN SIXTEEN SEVENTEEN EIGHTEEN NINETEEN TWENTY

THIRTY

FORTY

FIFTY

60 70 80 90 100 1000 1+1=2 2x1=2
SIXTY

MUCH

SEVENTY

EIGHTY

NOT MUCH

NINETY

ONE HUNDRED ONE THOUSAND

WHOLE/ WHOLE

AND

HALF/ HALF PARTS/ PIECES

MORE

NO/ NOTHING

GENERAL
A/AN/ANY

TIMES
OF

IS SUM

IS

PART/ PIECE

LESS

FEW/ FEW
SOME/ SOME

MANY/ MANY
SOME/ SOME

MOST/ MOST
SOME/ SOME

SPECIAL/ THE

BOTH

EACH
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ALL/ ALL

OTHERS

OTHER

ANOTHER

OTHER

ANOTHER

Nouns

Adjectives
WHO/ WHO

I/ ME/ MYSELF

THEY/ THEM

WHAT

HE/ HIM SHE/ HER IT
HIMSELF HERSELF ITSELF

YOU/ YOURSELF US/ WE/ OURSELVES

WHOSE/ OWN/ OWN

MY

YOUR/ YOURS

OUR

THEIR

HIS

HER

ITS

Adverbs

QUALITIES OF QUALITIES

BIG

NOT

SMALL

SMALL

NOT

BIG

TOO

TOO

SMALL

BIG

VERY

VERY

BIG

THAN

AS

DIFFERENT/ DIFFERENCE

SAME/ LIKE / EQUAL
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SMALL

Adverbs

QUALITIES OF ACTIONS
HOW

NOT

WRONGLY

BADLY

ALMOST

WELL

EASILY

QUICKLY
TOGETHER / TOO

AGAIN

STRONGLY

SLOWLY

SOFTLY

CLEARLY

OPENLY

SECRETLY/SECRET/SECRET

WHERE/ PLACES
AWAY

THERE
THAT/ THAT

MIDDLE

FAR

NEAR/ NEAR
CLOSE/ CLOSE

HIGH/ HIGH

HERE
BETWEEN

THIS/ THIS

DIRECTION

TOGETHER

APART/ SEPARATE

FORWARD

BACKWARD
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LOW/ LOW

Adverbs
PAST

Verbs

PRESENT

BEFORE/ BEFORE

I WAS

FUTURE

NOW

AFTER/ AFTER

I AM

I WILL BE

WHEN

EARLY/ EARLY

IT WAS

THEY WERE

IT IS

IT WILL BE

THEY ARE

THEY WILL BE

LATE/ LATE

NEVER/ NOT

OFTEN

ALWAYS

ACTION WORDS THAT HELP OTHER ACTION WORDS

CAN RUN

CANNOT RUN

SHOULD RUN

MUST RUN

HE DOES LEAD

THEY DO FOLLOW

LEADING HAPPENS

FOLLOWING HAPPENS

BEING

BE HAPPY

ACT FOOLISH

LOOK BEAUTIFUL
31
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MADE OF TIMBER

Prepositions and Conjunctions

JOINING WORDS
ABOVE

ON

IN/ INTO

OFF

OUT

OUTSIDE
INSIDE/ IN

BEHIND

INSIDE

OUTSIDE

OUT
OUT

BEFORE
AROUND
ABOUT

BELOW
UP/ UP

OVER

BESIDE
BY/ AT

AGAINST

THROUGH

DOWN
DOWN

ACROSS
BY
TO/ TOWARD
FOR/ AT
UNDER

FROM
OF/ BY

WITH

WITHOUT

JOINING ACTIONS
EFFECT

REASON

I WILL BE HAPPY

EFFECT

WHEN/ IF I WIN

I AM HAPPY

BECAUSE I WAS WINNING

JOINING OPPOSITES
STRONG

REASON

ONE

BUT CRIPPLED

APPLES

OR

ORANGES

OR

GRAPES

ALL TOGETHER

FAT

BUT

BEAUTIFUL

APPLES
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AND ORANGES AND GRAPES

ENDINGS
ONE THING

DOING AN ACTION

the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the

runs
f ixes
crosses
finishes
teaches
c ries
buys
pays
obeys

dog
fox
gas
dish
church
baby
boy
way
monkey

RULES
When one thing does an action in the present, add “s” to the action.
When the word ends in “x”, “s”, “sh”, or “ch”, add “es” to the action.

When the last letter is “y”, change the “y” to “i” and add “es” .
When the last letter is “y” and the letter before “y” is a vowel (a, e, i, o,
or u) do not change the “y”. Add an “s” .

TWO OR MORE THINGS DOING AN ACTION
the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the

dogs
foxes
gases
dishes
churches
babies
boys
monkeys

run
fix
cross
finish
teach
cry
buy
obey

Follow the rules above to put an ending on a word for a thing when you
want to show it is for more than one thing.
When two or more things are doing the action, do not put an ending on
the action word.

Some words do not follow these rules (man and men, child and children). Words that end in “f” or “fe” often change
the “f” or “fe” to “ve”: shelf and shelves, knife and knives, leaf and leaves, wife and wives, half and halves.
ADDING “ING” TO ACTION WORDS
When you add “ing” to an action word, the new word can be an action word, a thing, or a quality.
ACTION

ACTION

THING

QUALITY

fly
teach
grow

I will be flying.
She was teaching.
The seeds are growing.

Flying can be dangerous.
I like teaching.
Growing up is difficult.

This is a flying fish.
Books are good teaching tools.
He is a growing boy.

If the last letter is “e”, and the letter before “e” is a consonant, you often drop the “e” before adding
“ing”: make and making, ride and riding, love and loving, use and using.
Often you add another letter like the last letter before you add “ing”: planning, getting, swimming,
robbing, hugging.

ADDING “ED” TO ACTION WORDS
With many action words, you can add “ed” to the word to show that it is an action that was happening in
the past. You can often use the same word to show a quality of a thing.
ACTION

ACTION IN THE PAST

QUALITY

fix
cover

I fixed the tool very quickly.
He covered the tin of paint.

Now all of the tools are fixed.
Covered paint will not dry well.

Add “d” to words that end in “e”.
use
force

She used the car for one week.
The dogs forced the door open.

We will be selling used clothes here.
Forced smiles are not true smiles.

If the last letter is “y”, change the “y” to “i” before adding “ed” .
worry

We worried too much about it.

The lady is worried.

You can find more endings for words on the bottom of page 6. For more help with English read pages 267 to 275.
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A
*A (adj) one; some; any; for each.
AARDVARK (n)
mammal like a
small bear
that eats
ANTS.

ABACK (adv) backward; by surprise.

ABACUS
(n) tool with
round, moving pieces
on strings,
for counting.

ABALONE (n) ocean animal that lives
in a shell, that people eat.
ABANDON (v) leave.
ABANDONED (adj) (of a building) that
people were not using for a long time;
(of a child) that a parent was leaving.
ABASE (v) make humble.
ABASHED (adj) shy.
ABATE (v) make or become less strong.
ABATTOIR (n) place for killing animals
for people to eat.
ABBESS (n) female leader of a place
where many NUNS live.
ABBEY (n) place where many church
leaders live together.
ABBOT (n) leader of a place where
many church leaders live together.
ABBREVIATE (v) use part of a word for
the whole word; make a thing less
long.
ABBREVIATION (n) letter or part of a
word that you use for the whole word.
ABDICATE ( v ) ( o f a K I N G o r o t h e r
leader) choose to stop leading.
ABDOMEN (n) part of the body where
the stomach and intestines are.
ABDOMINAL (adj) of the part of the
body where the intestines are.
ABDUCT (v) take a person away by
force; pull away.
ABEAM (adv) on a square ANGLE to
the body of a ship or plane.
ABERRANT (adj) bad.
ABET (v) encourage or help to disobey
a rule.
ABEYANCE (n) time when people are
not using a thing.
ABHOR (v) hate.
ABHORRENT (adj) very bad; easy to
hate.
ABIDE (v) stay; live; be; be strong
enough for.
*ABILITY (n) strength or smartness to
do a thing.
ABJECT (adj) very bad.
ABJURE (v) strongly disagree or talk
against a thing.
ABLAZE (adj) with fire or light coming
from it.

*ABLE (adj) strong or smart enough
to do a thing.
ABLE-BODIED (adj) healthy.
ABLUTIONS (n) washing of hands or
other things.
ABNEGATE (v) strongly choose not to
do a thing that you want to do.
ABNORMAL (adj) different from how a
thing is at most times.
ABOARD (adv) on, or onto, a vehicle.
ABODE (n; v) house; place where a person or animal lives; was living or staying in a place.
ABOLISH (v) stop a rule from being, or
an action from happening.
ABOMINABLE (adj) easy to hate; very
bad.
ABORIGINAL (adj) of the first people
living in Australia; being a plant or
animal that was first living in a place.
ABORIGINES (n) plants or animals that
were first living in a place; first people living in Australia.
ABORT (v) stop a thing before it is finished; force a baby to be born before
it is big enough to live.
ABORTION (n) forcing a baby to be
born before it is big enough to live.
ABORTIONIST (n) person who forces
babies to be born before they are big
enough to live.
ABOUND (v) be rich; have many or
much.
*ABOUT (adv; prep) around; in; near.
*ABOVE (adv; prep) over.
ABOVE-BOARD (adj; adv) true and
open; openly.
ABRACADABRA (interj) word a MAGICIAN says when doing a trick.
ABRASION (n) sore on the skin from
rubbing.
ABRASIVE (n; adj) paste or other material for rubbing; rubbing.
ABREAST (adv) side by side and looking in the same direction.
ABRIDGE (v) take some parts away, to
make a thing more short.
ABRIDGEMENT (n) short thing from a
more long thing.
ABROAD (adv) to, or in, a different
country across the ocean; in many directions.
ABRUPT (adj) fast; changing quickly;
not smooth.
ABSCESS (n) sore with white liquid in
it.
ABSCOND (v) leave secretly.
ABSEIL (v) go down a cliff, using a
rope.
ABSENCE (n) not being in a place.
ABSENT (adj) not in a place.
ABSENTEE (n) person who is not in a
place.
ABSENT-MINDED (adj) not remembering well.
ABSOLUTE (adj) perfect; whole.
ABSOLUTELY (adv; interj) for all parts;
very; word to show that you agree
strongly.
ABSOLUTION (n) forgiving.
ABSOLVE (v) forgive.
ABSORB (v) take in.
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ABSORBENT (adj) easily taking in liquids.
ABSTAIN (v) choose not to do.
ABSTEMIOUS (adj) not using too much
food or other things.
ABSTENTION, ABSTINENCE (n) choosing not to do an action.
ABSTRACT (adj; n) difficult to see or
understand; not a thing you can
touch; short writing from a long writing.
ABSTRUSE ( a d j ) d i f f i c u l t t o u n d e r stand.
ABSURD (adj) very different; foolish.
ABSURDITY (n) thing that is very different and very foolish or stupid.
ABUNDANCE (n) having many things.
ABUNDANT (adj) having many things.
ABUSE (v; n) hurt; use badly; bad or
angry words or actions.
ABUT (v) touch the border of another
place or thing.
ABYSMAL (adj) too deep to measure;
very bad.
ABYSS (n)very deep hole.

ACACIA (n)
tree or bush
with a sticky
liquid in it.

ACADEMIC (adj) of a school.
ACADEMY (n) school.
ACCEDE (v) agree.
ACCELERATE (v) go more quickly.
ACCELERATOR (n) part of a car or other
machine that controls how fast it goes.
ACCENT (n; v) special sounds a person makes when saying words; give a
strong sound or mark to make a thing
easy to hear or see.
ACCENTUATE (v) help to make a thing
easy to see or hear.
ACCEPT (v) choose to receive.
ACCEPTABLE (adj) good enough.
ACCEPTANCE (n) choosing to receive.
ACCEPTED (adj) that most people believe is not wrong.
ACCESS (n) road, door, or way to a
place, person, or thing.
ACCESSIBLE (adj) that you can go to.
ACCESSORY (n) person or thing that
helps a more important person or
thing.
*ACCIDENT ( n ) t h i n g t h a t h a p p e n s
without planning; vehicles hitting
each other without planning.
ACCIDENTED (adj) (of a vehicle) that
was in an accident in the past (In).
ACCLAIM ( v ; n ) s a y g o o d t h i n g s
about; good sayings about.
ACCLAMATION (n) loud and enthusiastic agreeing.
ACCLIMATISE (v) change to become
happy with a new place.
ACCOLADE ( n ) a w a r d ; g o o d t h i n g
people say about you.
ACCOMMODATE (v) give a place to;
change for.

ACCOMMODATION (n) room or place
for a person or thing; changing for a
person or thing.
ACCOMPANIMENT (n) music that goes
with singing.
ACCOMPANY (v) go with.
ACCOMPLICE (n) person who works
with another person to do a bad thing.
ACCOMPLISH (v) do; finish.
ACCOMPLISHED (adj) with much ability.
ACCORD (n) agreement.
ACCORDING (adv) with agreement.
ACCORDINGLY (adv) going the way an
action was pointing.
ACCORDION (n)
musical instrument
a person pushes
together and
pulls apart
between
the arms.
ACCOST
(v) go to a
person and
talk to him or
her with confidence.
ACCOUNT (n; v) list of numbers from
buying and selling; think; give an answer for.
ACCOUNTABLE (adj) able to give an
answer for things that are wrong.
ACCOUNTANT (n) person who makes
and studies lists of numbers from
buying and selling.
ACCOUNTANCY, ACCOUNTING (n) making and studying lists of numbers
from buying and selling.
ACCOUTREMENTS ( n ) m a n y l i t t l e
things that go with an important thing.
ACCREDITED ( a d j ) w i t h i m p o r t a n t
people saying it is good or right.
ACCRETION (n) material like dirt slowly
covering a thing, and then covering
itself many times.
ACCRUE (v) grow in wealth.
ACCUMULATE (v) get more and more
of a thing or things over time.
ACCURACY (n) being true; being right.
ACCURATE (adj) true; right.
ACCURSED (adj) very bad; that people
hate.
ACCUSATION ( n ) t h i n g y o u s a y i s
wrong or bad about another person.
ACCUSATIVE (adj) (of a word for a
thing) showing that it is receiving an
action.
ACCUSE (v) say a person is wrong or
bad.
ACCUSTOM (v) change to be happy with.
ACE (n) the number one, in cards,
GOLF, tennis, and some other games
(see DICE and DOMINOS); person who
is very good in a special ability.
ACERBATE (v) make sour or worse.
ACETATE (n) chemical people make
cloth from.
ACETIC (adj) like a sour liquid from
wine.
ACETONE (n) liquid with no colour,
that cleans paint, oil, and other strong
dirt from things.

ACETYLENE (n) gas that burns easily.
ACHE (n; v) pain; hurt.
ACHIEVE (v) do; finish.
ACHIEVEMENT ( n ) g o o d t h i n g y o u
were finishing.
ACHILLES (n) vertical piece like a rope
at the back of your ankle.
ACID ( a d j ; n ) s o u r ; s o u r c h e m i c a l ;
medicine that makes pictures in your
brain.
ACKNOWLEDGE (v) agree to the truth
of; say the truth after you were wrong.
ACME (n) most high point of; place
where a thing is perfect or best.
ACNE (n) red skin sores on the face.
ACOLYTE (n) person who follows or
helps a Christian PRIEST or other
important person.
ACORN (n)
nut seed from
a tree with hard
timber.
ACOUSTIC (adj) of sound.
ACOUSTICS (n) study of sounds; how
sounds travel in a room or building.
ACQUAINT (v) meet and learn or know.
ACQUAINTANCE (n) person you know;
knowing.
ACQUIESCE (v) agree.
ACQUIESCENT (adj) easily agreeing.
ACQUIRE (v) get.
ACQUIRED (adj) that you were learning, and were not born with.
ACQUISITION (n) thing you get.
ACQUISITIVE (adj) greedy.
ACQUIT (v) (of a court) say a person
was not wrong.
ACQUITTAL (n) saying by the leaders
in a court that a person was not wrong.
ACRE (n) measure of land size.
ACREAGE (n) size of a piece of land.
ACRID (adj) with a strong sour taste
or smell; easily becoming angry.
ACRIMONY (n) hate.
ACROBAT (n) entertainer who
bends his or her body
in many different
ways and does
other difficult
things
with it.

ACRONYM (n)
word made from the
first letters of other words.
ACROPHOBIA (n) fear of high places.
*ACROSS (prep; adv) from one side to
the other side.
ACROSTIC (n) words with the first or
last letters of each line making a word.
ACRYLIC (n) cloth or paint that is made
from a plastic chemical.
*ACT (v; n) do; thing you do; piece of
entertainment.
ACTING (n) work of an actor.
*ACTION (n) movement; thing you do.
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ACTIONABLE (adj) (of an action that
disobeys a rule) bad enough that you
can ask a court or policeman to help
you stop it.
ACTIVATE (v) start a thing moving or
working.
ACTIVE (adj) moving; working.
ACTIVIST (n) person who does actions
to change the thinking of a country.
ACTIVITY (n) action; thing you do.
*ACTOR (n) male entertainer who does
the actions of a person in a story.
ACTRESS (n) female entertainer who
does the actions of a person in a story.
ACTUAL (adj) real.
ACTUALLY (adv) in truth.
ACTUARY (n) person who works for a
company by studying the number of
people who are sick, die, or cannot
work in a job.
ACTUATE (v) start a machine moving
or working.
ACUITY (n) being clear in seeing or
thinking.
ACUMEN (n) smartness.
ACUPUNCTURE (n) putting NEEDLES
in the skin to fix sicknesses.
ACUTE (adj) sharp; smart.
ACUTELY (adv) strongly.
AD (n) ADVERTISEMENT.
ADAGE (n) smart thing many people
often say.
ADAGIO (adj; n) (of music) slow; slow
piece of music.
ADAMANT (adj) not changing in thinking.
ADAPT (v) change.
ADAPTOR
ADAPTATION (n)
change.
ADAPTOR (n)
piece you use to
join two WIRES
that use electricity.
*ADD (v) join together.
ADDENDA (n) things you add to a writing.
ADDENDUM (n) thing you add to a writing.
ADDER (n) small dangerous snake with
a black ZIG-ZAG pattern.
ADDICT (n) person who cannot stop
wanting, using, or needing a thing.
ADDICTED ( a d j ) a l w a y s n e e d i n g a
thing.
ADDICTIVE (adj) difficult to stop doing or using after you start doing or
using it.
ADDITION (n) adding; thing you add.
ADDITIVE (n) thing you add.
ADDLE (adj) make bad, dirty, or crazy.
ADDRESS (n;
v) number and
name of a building and road;
put the number
and name of a building and road on a
thing going to that place; talk to or
about.
ADDRESSEE (n) person you are talking
or writing to.
ADDUCE (v) show or say a thing to argue that another thing is true.

ADENOIDS (n) small organs between
the back of the nose and the throat.
ADEPT (adj) with very good ability.
ADEQUATE (adj) enough.
ADHERE (v) stick together.
ADHERENT (n) follower.
ADHESION (n) sticking together.
ADHESIVE (n; adj) paste, tape, or other
thing that sticks things together; sticking together.
ADIEU (Fr), ADIOS (Sp) (interj) friendly
word to say when leaving a person.
ADJACENT (adj) being the one most
close to, and often touching, this one.
ADJECTIVE (n) word that is a quality
of a thing.
ADJOINING (adj) being the one most
close to, and often touching, this one.
ADJOURN (v) stop a meeting for a
short time to finish it in the future.
ADJUDICATE (v) choose who was winning in a competition.
ADJUNCT (n) less important thing joining a more important thing.
ADJURE (v) tell or ask very strongly
and seriously to do a thing.
ADJUST (v) change to be right; move.
ADJUSTMENT (n) small change.
ADJUTANT (n) leader who helps a more
important army leader with little jobs
like writing letters.
AD-LIB (v) talk, lead, make music, or
do another action without time to plan.
ADMINISTER (v) lead; give.
ADMINISTRATE (v) lead a company or
other big group.
ADMINISTRATION (n) leaders of a country or other very big group; leading a
country or other big group.
ADMIRABLE (adj) very good.
ADMIRAL (n) leader of soldiers who
travel in ships.
ADMIRALTY (n) leaders of an army that
travels in ships.
ADMIRE (v) like strongly; think a person or thing is very good.
ADMISSIBLE (adj) that you or a court
can receive as true.
ADMISSION (n) saying the truth after
you were wrong; paying to go into a
place; receiving people into a place.
ADMIT (v) say the truth after you were
wrong; choose to receive.
ADMITTANCE (n) receiving people into
a place.
ADMONISH (v) encourage a person to
do a good thing; tell a person he or
she is wrong.
ADO (n) action.
ADOBE (n) BRICK that people were drying in the sun.
ADOLESCENCE (n) time in life when a
child is almost an adult.
ADOLESCENT (n) boy or girl who is almost an adult.
ADOPT (v) choose; choose to receive;
take a person into your family.
ADOPTION (n) taking a person into
your family.
ADORABLE (adj) easy to love.
ADORATION (n) love.
ADORE (v) love.

ADORN (v) be on a thing to make it
more beautiful.
ADORNMENT (n) thing that is on another thing to make it more beautiful.
ADRENALINE (n) chemical in the body
that helps a person move quickly when
he or she sees danger or is angry.
ADRIFT (adv; adj) moving with no clear
direction.
ADROIT (adj) smart; with much ability.
ADULATE (v) say many good things
about a person.
ADULATION (n) strong, good words
about a person.
*ADULT (n; adj) man or woman or other
animal after it is finished growing; of,
or for, adults.
ADULTERATED (adj) with dirt or another bad thing stopping it from being perfect.
ADULTERER (n) man who mates with a
married woman that he is not married
to.
ADULTERESS (n) woman who mates
with a married man that she is not married to.
ADULTERY (n) mating with a married
person that you are not married to.
ADVANCE (v; n) go forward; give before the time; going forward; friendly
action; money you give before the
time you must give it.
ADVANCED (adj) smart; old.
ADVANCEMENT (n) receiving a better
job because you were doing well with
the job you have.
ADVANTAGE (n) good or better place
or thing.
ADVANTAGEOUS (adj) good; better.
ADVENT (n) coming of an important
person; four weeks before the day
when we remember the birth of Jesus
Christ.
ADVENTITIOUS (adj) happening without planning.
ADVENTURE (n) thing you do that is
dangerous and interesting.
ADVENTUROUS (adj) doing dangerous
and interesting actions.
ADVERB (n) word that is a quality of
an action or of another quality.
ADVERSARY (n) person who hates you
or fights against you; the devil.
ADVERSE (adj) bad; dangerous.
ADVERSITY (n) bad thing that happens
to you.
ADVERT (n)
ADVERTISEMENT.
ADVERTISE (v)
tell many people.
ADVERTISEMENT (n) words
to many people,
to sell a thing.
ADVICE (n) words that try to help a
person in the future.
ADVISABLE (adj) good to do for the
future.
ADVISE (v) tell a person things that
you think will help him or her in the
future.
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ADVISORY (adj) able to talk about
changes, but not able to force
changes.
ADVOCAAT (n) drink with alcohol and
eggs.
ADVOCACY ( n ) a g r e e i n g w i t h a n d
arguing for a person.
ADVOCATE (n; v) person who argues
for you in a court; friend; ask or argue
for.
ADZE (n) tool
like an axe with
a blade at a
right ANGLE to
the handle.
AEGIS (n)
agreement.
AEON (n)
very long measure of time.
AERATE (v) push gas into a liquid; put
in a place with much air around it.
AERIAL (n; adj) part of a radio that receives sounds from the air (see ANTENNA); in the air.
AEROBATICS (n) LOOPS or other difficult flying movements of a plane.
AEROBICS (n) exercises that make you
breathe strongly.
AERODROME (n) big piece of land that
planes go up from and come down
on.
AERODYNAMICS ( n ) s t u d y o f s o l i d
things moving in the air.
AEROFOIL (n) wing or other part of a
plane with a shape that helps it to lift
the plane when flying.
AEROGRAM (n) letter with FOLDS, that
becomes a very light ENVELOPE.
AERONAUTICS (n) study of air travel.
AEROPLANE
(n) plane.
AEROSOL (n)
container
that
uses a gas to
push very small
pieces of a liquid into the air.
AEROSPACE (n)
air around the earth,
and space away from the earth.
AEROSPHERE (n) air around the earth.
AEROSTAT (n) BLIMP or other flying
vehicle that is not as heavy as air.
AESTHETIC (adj) about what is beautiful; about art.
AESTHETICS (n) study of what makes
a thing beautiful.
AFAR (adv) at, or to, a far place.
AFFABLE (adj) friendly.
AFFAIR (n) difficult or special thing
that is happening; loving and mating
with a person you are not married to.
AFFAIRS (n) all the plans and agreements of a person or group; interesting happenings of a country or town.
AFFECT (v) change; make an effect;
act like a false thing is real.
AFFECTATION (n) action showing false
emotion.

AFFECTION (n) love.
AFFECTIONATE (adj) easily giving love.
AFFIDAVIT ( n ) i m p o r t a n t p a p e r t o
show what is true.
AFFILIATE (v; n) join with; person who
is in a group you are in.
AFFINITY (n) liking; being in the same
family.
AFFIRM (v) say a thing is true.
AFFIRMATION (n) serious saying that
a thing is true.
AFFIRMATIVE (adj; n) agreeing; word
to show agreement.
AFFIX (v) stick to; add on.
AFFLICT (v) hurt.
AFFLICTION (n) sickness; pain.
AFFLUENT (adj) rich.
AFFORD (v) be rich enough to buy.
AFFORESTATION (n) planting many
trees on empty land.
AFFRAY (n) fight.
AFFRONT (v; n) say a cruel thing to a
person, often with other people listening; cruel thing that a person says.
AFGHAN (n)
tall thin dog;
person from a
country near
India;
coat
from the skin
and hair of a
sheep.
AFIELD (adv) away.
AFIRE (adj; adv) burning.
AFLAME (adj; adv) burning quickly.
AFLOAT (adj; adv) on the top of water
or air.
AFOOT (adj; adv) coming near; walking.
AFORE (adv; prep) before.
AFOREMENTIONED, AFORESAID (adj)
that the person was saying before.
*AFRAID (adj) with fear.
AFRESH (adv) again.
*AFRICA (n) very big piece of land
south of Europe.
AFRICAN (n) person from Africa.
AFRIKAANS (n)
language in South
Africa.
AFRO (n) hair
with many very
small COILS in
all directions.
AFT (adv) in, or to the back of, a
boat.
*AFTER (conj; adv; prep) when an action is finished; later in time; behind.
AFTERBIRTH (n) skin and blood coming out of a mother after a baby is
born.
AFTER-EFFECT (n) effect of an action
or happening.
AFTERGLOW (n) light in the sky for a
short time after the sun goes down;
good feeling after a happening.
AFTERLIFE (n) another life, that begins
after you die.

AFTERMATH (n) effect of a very bad,
dangerous action.
AFTERNOON (n) time in the day after
the middle of the day.
AFTERSHAVE (n) liquid a man puts on
his face after he uses a RAZOR on it.
AFTERTHOUGHT (n) thing that you
think or remember after a happening.
AFTERWARD, AFTERWARDS (adv) after an action is finished.
*AGAIN (adv) another time.
*AGAINST (prep) in the opposite direction; toward, to hit.
AGAPE (adj) with the mouth open.
AGATE (n) very hard expensive stone.
AGE (n) long measure of time; number of years from when a person was
born or a thing was made.
AGEBARRED (adj) not able to do a
thing because you are not old enough
(In).
AGED (adj; n) old; old people.
AGELESS (adj) good or true for all
time.
AGENCY (n) shop; action.
AGENDA (n) list of things to do at a
meeting.
AGENT (n) person who talks, or buys
and sells, for another person.
AGE-OLD (adj) very old.
AGGLOMERATION (n) many things together without a plan or pattern.
AGGRANDISEMENT (n) becoming more
rich, strong, or important.
AGGRAVATE (v) make a thing worse.
AGGREGATE (adj; n; v) with all of the
parts together; broken stones for
making roads and other things; bring
together in one group.
AGGRESSION (n) action to hurt people who were not hurting you.
AGGRESSIVE (adj) wanting to fight or
compete.
AGGRIEVED (adj) angry or sad from receiving pain.
AGGRO (adj) wanting to argue or fight.
AGHAST (adj) showing much surprise
or fear.
AGILE (adj) moving quickly and easily.
AGILITY (n) ability to move quickly.
AGITATE (v) shake; make people think.
AGLOW (adj) with a soft light or happiness showing from it.
AGNOSTIC ( n ) p e r s o n w h o t h i n k s
people cannot know if God is real.
AGO (adv) in the past.
AGOG (adj) very enthusiastic to hear
more about a happening.
AGONISE (v) strongly worry about.
AGONY (n) much pain.
AGORAPHOBIA (n) fear of open places.
AGRARIAN (adj) about land and growing things on land.
*AGREE (v) think the same about a
thing; be the same.
AGREEABLE (adj) friendly.
*AGREEMENT (n) agreeing; paper to
show what you agree on.
AGRICULTURE (n) working to grow
plants and animals.
AGRONOMY ( n ) g r o w i n g t h i n g s o n
FARMS.
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AGROUND (adv) (of a boat) sitting on
the bottom of shallow water.
AGUE (n) sickness with fast changes
from feeling very hot to feeling very
cold.
AH (interj) word you use when you are
trying to think of what to say; word to
show happiness.
AHA (interj) word to show happiness
about finding a thing.
AHEAD (adv) forward; more forward.
AHOY (interj) word people shout on
ships when they want you to see them.
AID (v; n) help; helping; thing or person that helps.
AIDE (n) person who is helping.
AIDS (n) sickness in the blood, that
makes the body not able to fight well
to stop other sicknesses.
AIL (v) make sick or sore.
AILERON (n) moving piece on the wing
of a plane to help steer it.
AILERON

AILING (adj) sick.
AILMENT (n) sickness.
AIM (v; n) try; look where you want to
go; thing you want; TARGET.
AIMLESS (adj) without a plan.
*AIR (n) the gases that we breathe.
AIRBORNE (adj) flying.
AIR-CONDITIONER (n) machine that can
make air cold and dry in a building.
AIRCRAFT (n) planes and other machines that fly.
AIRFIELD (n) big piece of land that
planes go up from and come down
on.
AIRLETTER (n) letter with FOLDS, that
becomes a very light ENVELOPE.
AIRLIFT (n) carrying many people or
things in planes.
AIRLINE (n) company that moves people with planes.
AIRLINER (n) big plane for carrying
many people.
AIRPLANE (n) plane.
AIRPORT (n) building where people go
when they are travelling in planes.
AIRSHIP (n) BLIMP.
AIRSPEED (n) how fast a plane is travelling.
AIRSTRIP (n) piece of land that small
planes go up from and come down
on.
AIRTIGHT (adj) with no holes for air to
go through; perfect.
AIRWAVES (n) sounds and pictures
from radio and television.
AIRWORTHY (adj) safe to fly.
AIRY (adj) with much air; not strong.
AISLE (n) narrow walking place in a
room, with lines of chairs on each
side.
AJAR (adv; adj) (of a door) open a little.
AKIMBO (adv) with hands on the sides
and elbows pointing out from the
body.

AKIN (adj) of the same family; almost
the same.
ALABASTER (n) soft white stone that
light can go through.
ALACRITY (n) enthusiasm.
ALARM (n; v) fear; thing that tells of
danger; tell others of danger.
ALARMIST ( n ) p e r s o n w h o m a k e s
people too afraid of dangers.
ALAS (interj) word to show sadness.
ALBATROSS (n) big
ocean bird with
very long
wings.

ALBEIT ( c o n j ) n o t b e i n g i m p o r t a n t
enough.
ALBINO ( n ) p e r s o n o r a n i m a l w i t h
white hair and skin and pink eyes.
ALBUM ( n ) b o o k y o u p u t p i c t u r e s ,
names, or other things in.
ALBUM

ALBUMEN (n) white or clear part of an
egg.
ALCHEMY (n) study in the past, of
changing cheap metals to expensive
metals.
*ALCOHOL (n) drug in beer or wine that
makes people tired, foolish, sad,
happy, or angry.
ALCOHOLIC (n; adj) person who always needs alcohol; always needing
alcohol.
ALCOVE (n) concave place projecting
from a room into a wall (see NICHE).
ALDERMAN (n) one of a group of leaders in a town.
ALE (n) beer.
ALERT (n; adj; v) listening and looking; tell others of danger.
ALFALFA (n) grass that cows eat.
ALGAE (n) plants that grow in water.
ALGEBRA (n) study of numbers, that
uses letters for some numbers.
ALIAS (n) false name a person uses.
ALIBI (n) saying you were in a place
when a bad thing was happening in
another place, that shows you were
not doing the bad thing.
ALIEN (n; adj) person from another
country or planet; from another country or place.
ALIENATE (v) make a person angry with
another person.
ALIGHT (v; adv; adj) come down to
land from the air or from a vehicle;
burning.
ALIGN (v) make straight; agree with.
ALIGNMENT (n) being in a straight line
or in agreement with.

ALIKE (adv; adj) in the same way;
same.
ALIMENTARY (adj) feeding.
ALIMONY (n) money a man must give
to his wife after he leaves her.
*ALIVE (adj) living; not dead.
ALKALI (n) chemical that burns skin
when it is wet.
*ALL (adj; n) whole number or group.
ALLAH (n) Muslim name for God.
ALLAY (v) make less.
ALLEGATION (n) bad thing that you
say a person was doing.
ALLEGE (v) say that a thing is true.
ALLEGIANCE (n) being happy to work
for a leader, group, or country.
ALLEGORY (n) story that teaches.
ALLEGRO (adj) (of music) fast.
ALLELUIA (interj) word of love to God.
ALLERGIC (adj) becoming sick or sore
from tasting food, smelling flowers,
or being close to some animals.
ALLERGY (n) sickness from tasting
food, smelling flowers, or being close
to some animals.
ALLEVIATE (v) make less.
ALLEY, ALLEYWAY (n) narrow road between buildings.
ALLIANCE (n) joining, to do an action
together.
ALLIGATOR (n) big reptile from China
or America, with a long tail like a
CROCODILE.
ALLITERATION ( n ) u s i n g w o r d s t o gether that start with the same sound
or letter.
ALLOCATE (v) give or say that a thing
is for a special person or action.
ALLOT (v) give out pieces to.
ALLOTMENT (n) piece of land you use
to grow vegetables on.
ALLOTROPE ( n ) c h e m i c a l t h a t c a n
change to look and act like a different
chemical.
ALLOW (v) not stop a person or thing
from doing an action.
ALLOWANCE (n) money or other thing
you receive to use.
ALLOY (n) metal made from a mixture
of two different metals.
ALLSPICE (n) spice from a sweet red
BERRY that grows on trees in ISLANDS near Cuba.
ALLUDE (v) talk about a thing without clearly saying you are talking
about it.
ALLURE (n; v) being beautiful; change
the thinking of a person by showing
love and being beautiful.
ALLURING (adj) able to change the
thinking of a person by being beautiful.
ALLUSION (n) words about a thing that
do not say clearly that they are talking
about it.
ALLUVIAL (adj) from river water.
ALLY (n; v) friend; join with a person
or group to do an action together.
ALMANAC (n) book with a list of happenings by months and days.
ALMIGHTY (adj; n) most strong; God.
ALMIRAH (n) WARDROBE (In).
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ALMOND
(n) nut
with
an oval
shape.
*ALMOST (adv) close to.
ALMS ( n ) t h i n g s y o u g i v e t o p o o r
people for free.
ALOE (n) medicine from a plant with a
sharp, bad taste.
ALOFT (adv) high up in the air.
ALONE (adj; adv) with no others.
ALONG (adv; prep) with; beside; on.
ALONGSIDE (adv; prep) close to the
side of.
ALOOF (adj) with little feeling for other
people.
ALOUD (adv) with a sound others can
hear.
ALPACA (n) LLAMA with long hair.
ALPHABET (n) all the letters in a language; letter (In).
ALPHABETICAL (adj) in the pattern we
use for listing all the letters in a language.
ALPINE (adj) of the mountains.
ALREADY (adv) before this or that
time; early.
ALRIGHT (adj) good enough.

ALSATIAN
(n) big dog
that
many
people use to
stop robbers
from coming into their houses.
ALSO (adv) with another thing; too.
ALTAR (n) table or place to pray and
give love to God.
ALTER (v) change.
ALTERATION (n) change.
ALTERCATION (n) argument.
ALTERNATE ( v ; a d j ) c h a n g e m a n y
times between two things; coming
one after the other.
ALTERNATIVE ( n ) o t h e r t h i n g t o
choose from.
ALTERNATOR (n) machine for making
electricity change directions as it
moves.
ALTHOUGH (conj) not being important
enough.
ALTIMETER (n) instrument that tells
how high a plane or other thing is.
ALTITUDE (n) how high a thing is; distance from the bottom to the top of a
triangle.
ALTO (n) low female singing sound.
ALTOGETHER (adv; n) for the whole;
being without any clothes on.
ALTRUISM (n) love.
ALUMINA (n) chemical from mixing air
with a very light, white metal.
ALUMINIUM, ALUMINUM (Am) (n) very
light, white metal.
ALUMNA (n) female student.

ALUMNAE (n) female students.
ALUMNI (n) students.
ALUMNUS (n) student.
*ALWAYS (adv) at all times.
*AM (v) be (for the person talking).
AMALGAM (n) paste from a mixture
of a liquid metal and a solid chemical;
mixture of two or more things.
AMALGAMATE (v) mix; join together.
AMASS (v) bring many things or much
money together.
AMATEUR (n; adj) person working for
love and not for money; not for
money.
AMATEURISH (adj) without much ability.
AMATORY (adj) of loving or mating.
AMAZE ( v ) s u r p r i s e p e o p l e w i t h a
strong quality or action.
AMAZING (adj) having a very strong
quality that surprises people.
AMAZON (n) strong woman.
AMBASSADOR (n) person who talks
for a country in a different country.
AMBER (adj; n) yellow.
AMBERGRIS (n) chemical from a whale,
that people use to make liquids with a
beautiful smell.
AMBIDEXTROUS (adj) able to use both
hands well.
AMBIENCE (n) special quality or spirit
of a place.
AMBIGUOUS (adj) (of words) not clear
in what they are saying.
AMBIT (n) all the places where a thing
or person goes.
AMBITION ( n ) e n t h u s i a s m t o w o r k ;
what you want in the future.
AMBITIOUS (adj) working with enthusiasm to get what you want.
AMBIVALENCE (n) feeling opposite
emotions at the same time.
AMBLE (v) walk or move slowly and
easily.
AMBROSIA (n) food that gods eat; any
very good food.
AMBULANCE (n) vehicle that carries
sick people.
AMBULATORY (adj) of, or for, walking.
AMBUSH (v; n) fight or kill after hiding
and surprising; fighting after hiding
and surprising.
AMELIORATE (v) make better.
AMEN (interj) word to say you agree
with what a person is saying.
AMENABLE (adj) easy to lead.
AMEND (v) change.
AMENDMENT (n) change.
AMENITIES ( n ) r e s t a u r a n t s , s h o p s ,
sport buildings, and other good
things about a place; TOILET.
*AMERICA (n) country in North America between Canada and Mexico; one
of two very big pieces of land with
many countries in them.
AMERICAN (n) person from America.
AMETHYST (n; adj) beautiful purple
stone; purple.
AMIABLE (adj) friendly.
AMICABLE (adj) without arguing.
AMID, AMIDST (prep) in the middle of.
AMINO (adj) of a gas with a bad smell.

AMISS (adv; adj) wrongly; wrong.
AMITY (n) being friends.
AMMETER (n) instrument for measuring electricity.
AMMO (n) bullets.
AMMONIA (n) gas or liquid with a bad
smell and no colour, that people use
for cleaning, explosions, and helping
plants to grow.
AMMUNITION (n) bullets.
AMNESIA (n) sickness of not remembering.
AMNESTY (n) forgiving.
AMNIOTIC (adj) (of a liquid) around a
baby before it is born.
AMOEBA (n)
PROTOZOA
that can change
shape easily.
AMOK (adv) with a crazy enthusiasm
to kill.
AMONG, AMONGST (prep) with; between many others.
AMORAL (adj) very bad; without rules
about what is right or wrong.
AMOROUS (adj) wanting to love or
mate.
AMORPHOUS (adj) with no clear shape.
AMOUNT (n; v) sum; be equal to.
AMOUR (n) secret love and mating between two people.
AMP, AMPERE
(n) measure of
electricity.
AMPERSAND
(n) special shape
for the word “and”.
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AMPHETAMINE (n) drug that makes
you move quickly, but not want to eat.
AMPHIBIAN (n) frog or other animal or
vehicle that lives or moves in water
and on land.
AMPHIBIOUS (adj) able to live or move
in water and on land.
AMPHITHEATER, AMPHITHEATRE (n)
round, open building with BENCHES
or chairs, where many people look at
entertainment.
AMPLE (adj) enough; much.
AMPLIFIER (n) instrument that works
with a MICROPHONE, and uses
electricity to make sounds very loud.
AMPLIFY (v) make a thing more loud,
or more strong.
AMPOULE, AMPULE (n) small container
of medicine for a HYPODERMIC
NEEDLE.
AMPUTATE (v) cut off.
AMUCK (adv) with a crazy enthusiasm
to kill.
AMULET (n) thing you wear because
you believe it will stop the devil or bad
things from hurting you.
AMUSE (v) give entertainment; make
people smile or laugh.
AMUSEMENT (n) interesting thing that
people are happy to do; entertainment.
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*AN (adj) one; some; any; for each.
ANABOLIC (adj) building muscles.
ANABRANCH (n) small river that leaves
a big river and later joins it again.
ANACHRONISM (n) person or thing in
the wrong time.
ANACONDA (n) big snake like a BOA,
from South America.
ANAEMIA (n) sickness of the blood,
that makes a person feel tired.
ANAESTHESIA (n) not feeling pain because a special medicine is stopping
all pain.
ANAESTHETIC (n; adj) medicine that
stops all ability to feel; stopping all
ability to feel.
ANAESTHETIST (n) doctor who uses
medicines to stop pain for people that
other doctors cut into.
ANAGRAM (n) word made from all the
letters of a different word, like “meat”
and “mate”.
ANAL (adj) of the hole between the
buttocks.
ANALGESIC (n; adj) drug that stops
pain; stopping pain.
ANALOGOUS (adj) parallel in qualities.
ANALOGUE (n) thing that is like another thing in one special quality.
ANALOGY (n) parallel quality or truth;
story or thing that shows parallel
qualities or truths.
ANALYSE (v) study to understand.
ANALYSIS (n) studying to understand.
ANALYST (n) person who studies to
understand, for a job.
ANALYTICAL (adj) clear in thinking.
ANARCHIST (n) person who does not
want any leaders.
ANARCHY (n) many people with no
leader.
ANATHEMA (n) thing people hate; hate
coming from God or the church.
ANATOMICAL (adj) about the body.
ANATOMY (n) study of the body.
ANCESTOR (n) any parent from a line
of parents into the past.
ANCESTRY
(n)
country of the parents of your parents.
ANCHOR (n) heavy
thing on the bottom
of water, that holds
a boat in one place.

ANCHORAGE (n) place where you hold
a boat with an ANCHOR; act of holding a boat in one place.
ANCHORMAN (n) person talking on the
radio or television for a job; last person to run in a RELAY.
ANCHOVY (n) small fish with a sharp
taste like salt.
ANCIENT (adj) very old.
ANCILLARY (adj) being a less important part.
*AND (conj) adding; with.
ANDANTE (adv) (of music) slowly.
ANDIRON (n) heavy metal shape under
burning timber in a FIREPLACE.

ANDROGYNOUS (adj) like both males
and females in actions and thinking.
ANECDOTE (n) short story.
ANEMOMETER (n) instrument for measuring how fast the wind is moving.
ANEMONE (n) ocean animal that looks
like a flower; plant with red, white,
black, or pink flowers.
ANEURISM, ANEURYSM (n) dangerous
wide place in a body tube for blood.
ANEW (adv) again.
*ANGEL (n) person who comes from
God to talk to us.
*ANGER (n; v) feeling when you are angry; make a person angry.
ANGINA (n) pain in the chest and left
arm from a heart sickness.
ANGLE (n; v) two
straight lines that
join together;
fish, with a
string and
HOOK.

ANGLICAN ( n ) p e r s o n i n a s p e c i a l
church from Britain.
ANGLICISE (v) change to English.
ANGLO-INDIAN (n) person from India,
with a parent in the past who was from
Britain.
ANGLOPHILE ( n ) p e r s o n w h o l i k e s
people from Britain very much.
ANGORA (n) goat, rabbit, or cat with
long white hair; cloth made from the
hair of this goat or rabbit.
ANGRILY (adv) with anger.
*ANGRY (adj) not happy or friendly.
ANGST (n) strong worry about all the
bad things on the earth.
ANGSTROM (n) very small measure of
distance (one of 100,000,000 equal
parts of a CENTIMETRE).
ANGUISH (n) very strong pain or sadness.
ANGULAR (adj) with ANGLES.
ANHYDROUS (adj) without water.
*ANIMAL (n) living thing that can walk,
swim, or fly.
ANIMATE (v) move, or give life to.
ANIMATION (n) movement of pictures
(see PROJECTOR); enthusiasm.
ANIMISM (n) believing that spirits live
in things that are not alive.
ANIMOSITY (n) hate.
ANISE (n) plant with a seed that has a
good smell.
ANISEED (n) liquid from the seed of a
plant with a good smell, that people
use to make medicines or to give a
good taste to some lollies.
*ANKLE (n) place where the foot joins
the leg.
ANKLET (n) string or chain that you
wear around your ankle.
ANNALS (n) all writings of things happening in a country or group.
ANNELIDAN (n) WORM.
ANNEX, ANNEXE (v; n) add by force;
building or other thing that you add.
ANNIHILATE (v) destroy.

ANNIVERSARY (n) day each year when
you remember a special happening.
ANNOTATE (v) write or say a few words
about.
ANNOUNCE (v) tell all people in a place.
ANNOUNCEMENT (n) words telling all
people in a place.
ANNOUNCER (n) person at entertainment who tells the people what is happening.
ANNOY (v) make a person a little angry.
ANNOYANCE (n) thing that makes you
a little angry.
ANNUAL (adj; n) for a year; plant that
lives for one year before dying; book,
magazine, or newspaper that is made
one time each year.
ANNUALLY (adv) happening one time
each year.
ANNUITY (n) money that comes to you
one time each year.
ANNUL (v) stop a rule.
ANNUNCIATION (n) time when an angel was telling the mother of Jesus
that he will be born.
ANODE (n) place where electricity goes
into a BATTERY or other thing.
ANODISE (v) cover a metal with another
metal, using electricity.
ANODYNE (n) medicine or action that
stops pain or sadness.
ANOINT (v) cover with oil.
ANOMALOUS (adj) not following most
rules, and often not right.
ANOMALY (n) thing that is different,
and often not right.
ANON (adv) in the near future; quickly.
ANONYMOUS (adj) with no name.
ANOPHELES (n) MOSQUITO that can
give people a serious sickness.
ANORAK (n) warm coat with a HOOD.
ANOREXIA (n) sickness of not wanting to eat because you are afraid of
becoming fat.
*ANOTHER (adj; pro) one more; one
more thing.
*ANSWER (n; v) thing or words to fix a
question; give an answer to a question.
ANT (n) small insect
that lives in groups.
ANTACID (n) medicine for the stomach.
ANTAGONISE (v)
make a person angry.
ANTAGONISM (n) fighting; hate.
ANTAGONIST (n) person you are fighting against.
ANTARCTIC ( a d j ; n ) o f t h e b o t t o m
part of the earth; this part of the earth.
ANTARCTICA (n) big ISLAND covered
with snow at the bottom of the earth.
ANTE (n) money you pay to play in a
card game.
ANTEATER (n) ANT-eating mammal
with a long, sticky tongue (see AARDVARK and ECHIDNA).
ANTECEDENT (n) thing that is like another thing, but before it in time.
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ANTECHAMBER (n) small room leading to a big room
ANTEDATE (v)
ANTELOPE
happen before
another
thing
was
happening.
ANTEDILUVIAN
(adj) very old;
from before a
time in the past
when water was
covering the
whole earth.
ANTELOPE (n)
animal like a deer.
ANTENATAL (adj)
in the time before a baby is born.
ANTENNA (n) thing on the head of an
insect, that can smell, hear, and
touch; projection from a radio or other
machine, that receives sounds.

ANTENNA

ANTENNA

ANTERIOR (adj; n) at, of, or to the
front; front part.
ANTEROOM (n) small room where you
wait before going into a big room.
ANTHEM (n) song people sing in a
church.
ANTHOLOGY (n) group of writings by
different people, often together in one
book.
ANTHRACITE (n) a hard coal.
ANTHRAX (n) dangerous sickness of
cows and sheep.
ANTHROPOID (n; adj) monkey that is
like a person; like people.
ANTHROPOLOGY (n) study of people.
ANTHROPOMORPHISE (v) think of God
or animals as being like people.
ANTIBIOTIC (n; adj) medicine that kills
GERMS; able to kill GERMS.
ANTIBODY ( n ) c h e m i c a l t h e b o d y
makes to fight against sicknesses.
ANTICHRIST (n) person who hates Jesus; leader of the world in the future,
who will fight against all Christians.
ANTICIPATE (v) want a thing to come;
think a thing will come.
ANTICLIMAX (n) end of a story or happening, that is not interesting.
ANTICS (n) foolish actions.
ANTIDOTE (n) medicine for a person
who eats or drinks a dangerous thing.
ANTIFREEZE (n) liquid you put in water to stop it from becoming ice.
ANTIGEN (n) chemical in the body that
can make you sick.
ANTIHISTAMINE (n) medicine for sicknesses from the smell of flowers or
from being close to some animals.
ANTIMONY (n) blue-white metal that
makes other metals strong.

ANTIPATHY (n) feeling of hate for a
long time between two people.
ANTIPERSPIRANT (n) medicine to stop
water from coming out of the skin.
ANTIPODES (n) countries at opposite
sides of the earth.
ANTIQUARIAN (n) person who thinks
expensive old things are interesting.
ANTIQUATED (adj) old; not good for
the present.
ANTIQUE (n; adj) very old thing; very
old.
ANTIQUITY (n) time far in the past.
ANTISEPTIC ( n ; a d j ) m e d i c i n e f o r
cleaning a sore; destroying GERMS.
ANTISOCIAL (adj) not wanting to be
with other people.
ANTITHESIS (n) perfect opposite.
ANTITOXIN (n) medicine to destroy a
dangerous chemical in the body.
ANTIVENENE (n) medicine for a dangerous snake or spider bite.
ANTLER (n) horn with branches, from
the head of a deer or ANTELOPE.
ANTONYM (n) opposite word.
ANUS (v) hole between the buttocks.

APLOMB (n) confidence.
APOCALYPSE (n) BIBLE book about
bad happenings on earth in the future.
APOCRYPHA (n) book that is in some
BIBLES, but not all BIBLES.
APOGEE (n) ORBIT place where a thing
is most far from the thing it goes
around.
APOLOGIA (n) argument for a thing
that you believe strongly.
APOLOGISE (v) ask a person to forgive you.
APOLOGIST (n) person who argues
strongly for a thing.
APOLOGY (n) asking a person to forgive you.
APOPLEXY (n) sickness when a person cannot move or feel for a short
time.
APOSTASY (n) leaving the truth.
APOSTLE (n) person who travels to a
place where people do not know about
Jesus, and teaches them about him.
APOSTOLIC (adj) from the first followers of Jesus.

ANVIL (n)
heavy metal
shape you hit
other pieces
of metal
on to shape
them.

APOSTROPHE
(n) punctuation
mark
between
letters in a word.

ANXIETY (n) worry.
ANXIOUS (adj) worried.
*ANY (adj; pro) some; one or another.
ANYBODY (pro) any person.
ANYHOW (adv) not changing because
of a reason you were giving for changing.
ANYONE (pro) any person.
ANYTHING (pro) one or more things.
ANYWAY (adv) not changing because
of a reason you were giving for changing.
ANYWHERE (adv) any place.
ANZAC (n) soldier from Australia.
AORTA (n) big tube for blood coming
from the left side of the heart.
APACE (adv) quickly.
*APART (adv) away from each other.
APARTHEID (n) separating black people from white people in South Africa.
APARTMENT ( n ) p a r t o f a b u i l d i n g
where one family or person lives.
APATHETIC (adj) without enthusiasm.
APATHY (n) being without enthusiasm
or interest in a thing.
APE (n) monkey with no tail.
APERITIF (n) drink with alcohol, that
you drink before a MEAL.
APERTURE (n) small hole.
APEX (n) top point.
APHID, APHIS (n) small insect that lives
on plants.
APHORISM (n) smart saying that many
people say.
APHRODISIAC (n) drug or food that
makes people want to mate.
APIARY (n) HIVE for bees.
APIECE (adv) for each.
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APOTHECARY
(n) person who sells medicines.
APOTHEOSIS (n) perfect showing of a
quality.
APPALLING (adj) very bad.
APPARATUS (n) thing or things you
use; tool or machine.
APPAREL (n) clothes.
APPARENT (adj) easy to see.
APPARENTLY (adv) from what people
can see.
APPARITION (n) living spirit of a dead
person, that people can see.
APPEAL (v; n) ask strongly; be beautiful; time of asking; thing that makes
you want to help.
APPEAR (v) come where people can
see it; show itself.
APPEARANCE (n) coming where people can see it; shape, colour, and other
qualities of a thing, that you can see.
APPEASE (v) make happy or quiet.
APPELLANT (n) person who asks for
help from a big court.
APPELLATION (n) name.
APPEND (v) add.
APPENDAGE (n) thing you add to a
more important thing; projection.
APPENDICITIS (n) sickness of a small
organ on the right side of the intestines.
APPENDIX (n) short writing you add to
a book or other writing; small organ
on the right side of the intestines.
APPERTAIN (v) about, or part of.
APPETITE (n) feeling of wanting to eat,
or to do some other thing to feel good.
APPETISER (n) food you eat before a
MEAL.
APPLAUD (v) hit the hands together
to make a noise that encourages a
person.
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APPLAUSE (n) much noise from people to encourage a person.
*APPLE (n) big round tree fruit with
red, yellow, or green skin.
APPLIANCE (n) tool or machine.
APPLICABLE (adj) right for the thing
you are talking about.
APPLICANT (n) person asking for a job
or other thing.
APPLICATION (n) paper you write on
to ask for a job or other thing.
APPLIED (adj) that you use for fixing
real things.
APPLIQUE (n) small piece of beautiful
cloth on another piece of cloth.
APPLY (v) put on; give; ask.
APPOINT (v) give a job to a person.
APPOINTMENT (n) job; time to meet a
person to do a thing.
APPORTION (v) give part of a thing to
each person.
APPOSITE (adj) good or right for what
you are talking about.
APPRAISE (v) say how good a thing
is, after serious thinking.
APPRECIABLE (adj) enough to see or
feel; that people like or are happy with
(In).
APPRECIATE (v) think a thing is important; like; understand; become
more important.
APPREHEND (v) hold a person who
wants to run away; understand.
APPREHENSION (n) worry; holding a
person who wants to run away; ability to understand.
APPREHENSIVE (adj) worried.
APPRENTICE (n) student learning a job.
APPRENTICESHIP (n) time of learning
a job.
APPRISE (v) tell about a thing.
APPROACH (v; n) come near; coming
near.
APPROACHABLE (adj) friendly.
APPROBATION (n) saying a thing is
right or good.
APPROPRIATE (adj) right or good for a
special time or using.
APPROVAL (n) telling a person that he
can do a thing.
APPROVE (v) say a thing or person is
good or right; say a person can do a
thing.
APPROXIMATE (adj; v) near to right;
come or bring near to.
APPROXIMATELY (adv) near to.
APRICOT (n) orange tree fruit with a
big hard seed, like a PEACH.
APRIL (n) a month.
APRON (n) cloth
you wear in front of
your body to cover
your clothes; place
where planes stop
for people to go into them; part of a
stage in front of
the CURTAIN.

APROPOS (adv; adj) about this; right
and good for.

APT (adj) smart; right or good; that
can easily happen.
APTERYX (n) KIWI.
APTITUDE (n) smartness or ability for
a job or other action.
AQUALUNG (n) container of air for
breathing under water (see FROGMAN).
AQUAMARINE ( a d j ; n ) b l u e - g r e e n
colour.
AQUAPLANE (n; v) boat that another
boat is pulling; move in a vehicle
across very shallow water, without the
ability to change directions.
AQUARIUM (n) container or building
for water plants and water animals.

AQUARIUM

AQUATIC (adj) in, near, on, or of water.
AQUEDUCT (n) channel people build
above the ground for water.
AQUEOUS (adj) of water.
AQUILINE (adj) of an EAGLE.
ARAB (n) person from Arabia.
*ARABIA (n) country between Europe,
Africa, and Asia.
ARABESQUE (n) (of a BALLERINA)
standing on one leg, with the other
leg projecting out behind you.
ARABIAN (n) from Arabia.
ARABIC (n) language of Arabia; from
Arabia.
ARABLE (adj) (of land) that is good
for growing plants.
ARACHNID (n) spider, SCORPION, or
other animal with eight legs.
ARBITER (n) person who must say who
is right or wrong.
ARBITRARY ( a d j ) w i t h o u t o b e y i n g
rules.
ARBITRATION (n) having a person listen to both sides of an argument and
choose who is right.
ARBOREAL (adj) of, or living in, trees.
ARBOR, ARBOUR (n) place with a roof
and walls of trees or VINES.
ARC (n) part of the border of a circle.
ARCADE (n) covered place where people walk, often with shops on the
sides.
ARCANE (adj)
very secret.
ARCH
(n) curve
above a
door, window,
or
other part
of a building.

ARCHAEOLOGY (n) study of very old
things.
ARCHAIC (adj) very old; not right for
the present.
ARCHANGEL (n) best angel.
ARCHBISHOP (n) important leader of
many churches.
ARCHDEACON (n) important leader in
a church.
ARCHDIOCESE (n) part of a town or
country that a group of churches covers.
ARCHENEMY (n) person who hates and
fights against you most.
ARCHER (n) person who uses a BOW
and ARROWS.
ARCHERY (n) using a BOW to shoot
ARROWS.
ARCHETYPE (n) first or best of many
things.
ARCHIPELAGO (n) group of small ISLANDS.
ARCHITECT (n) person who makes
plans for making buildings.
ARCHITECTURE (n) study of buildings.
ARCHITRAVE (n) timber around a door
or window.
ARCHIVES (n) place where people keep
old papers and books.
ARCTIC (adj; n) of the top, very cold
part of the earth; top, very cold part of
the earth.
ARDENT (adj) enthusiastic.
ARDOUR (n) enthusiasm.
ARDUOUS (adj) difficult.
*ARE (v) be (for “you”, or for “they”).
AREA (n) place; size of a place.
ARECA (n) a PALM tree.
ARENA (n) big place where people
fight, compete, or give entertainment.
AREOLA (n) dark circle of skin at the
point of a breast.
ARGENTINA ( n ) c o u n t r y i n S o u t h
America.
ARGON (n) gas with no colour or smell,
that is inside most light GLOBES.
ARGOSY (n) big ship carrying things
that people sell.
ARGOT (n) special words that a group
of people use.
*ARGUE (v) fight with words.
*ARGUMENT (n) time of arguing.
ARGUMENTATIVE (adj) easily arguing.
ARIA (n) song by one person in a singing story.
ARID (adj) dry.
ARIGHT (adv) in the right way.
ARISE (v) come up; stand up.
ARISTOCRACY (n) all rich, smart, and
important people in a country.
ARISTOCRAT (n) person who is rich,
smart, and important.
ARITHMETIC (n) study of numbers.
ARK (n) big boat with many animals in
it, from a story in the past; box.
*ARM (n; v) part of the body from the
SHOULDER to the fingers; projection;
give weapons to.
ARMADA (n) group of ships fighting
in a war.
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ARMADILLO (n) mammal from South
America, with hard skin, that digs
holes.

ARMAGEDDON (n) war between all
armies and God, at the end of time.
ARMAMENT (n) weapon or other thing
for war.
ARMATURE (n) part of a motor that
uses electricity and goes around in circles.
ARMED (adj) carrying a weapon.
ARMISTICE ( n ) a g r e e m e n t t o s t o p
fighting.
ARMLET (n) circle you wear around
your arm.
ARMOR, ARMOUR (n) metal covering
to protect a person or thing.
ARMORY, ARMOURY (n) place where
people keep many weapons.
ARMPIT (n) concave part of your arm,
under your SHOULDER.
ARMS (n) weapons.
*ARMY (n) soldiers and other people
who work together in fighting a war.
ARNICA (n) plant people often use as
a medicine for sore muscles.
AROMA (n) smell.
AROMATIC (adj) with a strong smell
that is often good.
AROSE (v) was coming up; was standing up.
*AROUND (prep; adv) on all sides.
AROUSE (v) bring out of sleep or out
of not doing.
ARRAIGN (v) take a person to court to
say he or she is wrong or bad.
ARRANGE (v) put things in a pattern
of right places; plan.
ARRANGEMENT (n) plan; things that
are put in a pattern of right places.
ARRANT (adj) very bad.
ARRAY ( n ; v ) i n t e r e s t i n g g r o u p o f
things; clothes; put in a place to
show.
ARREARS ( n ) w h a t i s n o t f i n i s h e d
when it should be; being late to pay.
ARREST (v; n) stop; make a person a
prisoner; stopping; making a person
a prisoner.
ARRIVAL (n) coming to the place where
you were going.
ARRIVE (v) come to the place where
you were going.
ARROGANCE ( n ) b e i n g p r o u d a n d
pushing.
ARROGANT (adj) proud and pushing.
ARROGATE (v) give yourself a job or
strength that you should not have.

ARROWS

ARROW (n) line or stick with a point at
one end.

ARROWROOT (n) food from the root
of a plant that grows near Cuba.
ARSE (n) buttocks.
ARSENAL (n) place to make or put
weapons.
ARSENIC (n) grey or white chemical
that will kill you if you eat it.
ARSON (n) disobeying a rule to destroy
a house or other good thing with fire.
*ART (n; v) beautiful thing you make;
smartness in making things; are.
ARTEFACT (n) thing a person makes.
ARTERIAL (adj) (of a channel or road)
important.
ARTERIOSCLEROSIS ( n ) s i c k n e s s
when the walls of blood tubes become
hard.
ARTERY (n) thin tube for blood in the
body; channel.
ARTESIAN (adj) of water pushing up
through a hole in the ground.
ARTFUL (adj) smart about being secretly bad.
ARTHRITIC ( a d j ) w i t h p a i n i n t h e
joints.
ARTHRITIS (n) pain in joints.
ARTHROPOD ( n ) i n s e c t , s p i d e r , o r
other animal with
joints in six or
more legs.
ARTICHOKE
(n) plant with a
big flower that
people eat part
of.
ARTICLE (n) thing; piece of writing in
a newspaper, magazine, or book; the
word “the”, “an”, or “a”.
ARTICULATE (adj; v) talking clearly,
with people understanding you well;
talk clearly.
ARTICULATED (adj) (of a vehicle) with
a joint between two parts of the vehicle.
ARTIFACT (n) thing a person makes.
ARTIFICIAL (adj) false.
ARTILLERY (n) big guns for war.
ARTISAN (n) person who makes things
very well.
ARTIST (n) person who makes pictures
or beautiful things; person who works
with enthusiasm.
ARTISTE (n) entertainer who sings or
dances.
ARTLESS (adj) not very smart, but easily telling the truth.
ARVO (n) time after the middle of the
day (Aus).
*AS (adv; conj) how; like; when.
ASBESTOS (n) soft stone people use
to make a cloth that will not burn.
ASBESTOSIS (n) sickness of the lungs
from breathing very small pieces of a
soft metal.
ASCEND (v) go up.
ASCENDANCY ( n ) b e c o m i n g m o r e
strong.
ASCENT (n) going up.
ASCERTAIN (v) learn; know.
ASCETIC (n) person who makes many
difficult rules for himself or herself.

ASCORBIC (adj) like the liquid from an
orange.
ASCRIBE (v) say what a thing is the
effect of.
ASEPTIC (adj) with no dirt or GERMS.
ASEXUAL (adj) without mating.
ASH (n) tree with a grey skin; grey
powder after a thing burns.
ASHAMED (adj) shy because you are
wrong or bad.
ASHEN (adj) white, often from fear.
ASHORE (adv) from a boat to the land.
ASHTRAY ( n ) c o n t a i n e r f o r C I G A RETTES after people finish smoking
them.
*ASIA (n) very big piece of land with
many countries in it, east of Europe.
ASIAN, ASIATIC (n; adj) person living
in Asia; from Asia.
ASIDE (adv) to, or on, one side; away;
apart.
ASININE (adj) stupid.
ASIO (n) secret police in Australia.
*ASK (v) make a question.
ASKANCE (adv) looking at a person
with a feeling that he or she is bad.
ASKEW (adj) not pointing straight forward; not straight.
*ASLEEP (adj; adv) sleeping.
ASP (n) little snake from Egypt.
ASPARAGUS (n) long green vegetable.

ASPARAGUS

ASPECT (n) part; direction where a
thing is looking.
ASPEN (n) tall tree with leaves that
make a sound in wind.
ASPERITY (n) sound of anger in talking.
ASPERSIONS (n) sayings that make
people think another person is bad.
ASPHALT (n) smooth, hard, black road.
ASPHYXIATION (n) dying because you
cannot get air to breathe.
ASPIC (n) soft, cold food, often with
eggs or meat in it.
ASPIDISTRA (n) plant with big leaves,
that people often grow inside buildings.
ASPIRATION ( n ) t h i n g y o u w a n t
strongly in the future.
ASPIRE (v) feel a strong wanting for a
very good or difficult thing.
ASPIRIN (n) medicine that stops little
pains.
ASS (n) donkey; stupid person; buttocks (Am).
ASSAIL (v) hit; fight against.
ASSAILANT (n) person who is hitting
or fighting against you
ASSASSIN (n) person who kills a very
important person.
ASSASSINATION (n) killing a very important person.
ASSAULT (n; v) hits; hit; work against.
ASSAY (v) study the quality of a metal.
ASSEMBLAGE (n) group meeting in one
place.
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ASSEMBLE (v) come or put together.
ASSEMBLY ( n ) m e e t i n g o f p e o p l e ;
making of a thing.
ASSENT (v; n) agree; agreement.
ASSERT (v) say strongly.
ASSERTION (n) strong saying.
ASSERTIVE ( a d j ) c o n f i d e n t t o s a y
things strongly.
ASSESS (v) give a price or measure of
a quality of a thing.
ASSESSOR (n) person who says what
the prices of things should be.
ASSETS (n) wealth; good things or
qualities.
ASSIDUOUS (adj) working well.
ASSIGN (v) give.
ASSIGNATION (n) secret meeting.
ASSIGNMENT (n) short job.
ASSIMILATE (v) make or become like
people or things around it.
ASSIST (v) help.
ASSISTANT (n) person who helps you
in a job.
ASSIZES (n) court meeting in Britain
in the past.
ASSOCIATE ( n ; v ) f r i e n d ; j o i n ; d o
things with a person.
ASSOCIATION (n) group; doing things
together.
ASSORTED ( a d j ) m i x i n g d i f f e r e n t
things.
ASSORTMENT (n) different things together, often in small groups.
ASSUAGE (v) make a pain or other bad
feeling less strong.
ASSUME (v) believe a thing is true without asking questions about it; receive.
ASSUMPTION (n) thing you believe
without asking questions about it;
believing a thing is true.
ASSURANCE (n) confidence; thing that
gives confidence.
ASSURE (v) make a person believe he
or she is safe.
ASTER (n) DAISY with star-shaped
flowers.

ASTERISK (n)
punctuation
mark like a
star.

*

ASTERN (adv) behind, or in the back
of, a boat.
ASTEROID (n) small thing that goes
around the sun.
ASTHMA (n) sickness when a person
cannot breathe enough air.
ASTIGMATISM (n) wrong shape of an
eye.
ASTIR (adv; adj) moving; out of bed.
ASTONISH (v) surprise.
ASTONISHMENT (n) surprise.
ASTOUNDING (adj) surprising.
ASTRAKHAN ( n ) s k i n f r o m a b a b y
sheep with black or grey hair.
ASTRAL (adj) of the stars; of spirits.
ASTRAY (adv; adj) off the right road.
ASTRIDE (adv) with legs wide apart;
with one leg on each side.

ASTRINGENT ( a d j ; n ) s h a r p ; h a r d ;
squeezing; chemical that squeezes
small tubes in the body.
ASTROLOGY (n)
believing that stars
can tell the future
for people.
ASTRONAUT
(n) person who
travels away
from the earth
in a SPACECRAFT.

ASTRONOMICAL (adj) very big.
ASTRONOMY (n) study of planets and
stars.
ASTROPHYSICS (n) study of chemicals
and actions in planets and stars.
ASTUTE (adj) smart.
ASUNDER (adv) apart; in pieces.
ASYLUM (n) place where a person is
safe; place for poor or sick people to
sleep and eat.
ASYMMETRICAL (adj) with sides that
are different; without a pattern.
*AT (prep) to; toward.
ATE (v) was eating.
ATHEIST (n) person who does not believe that God is real.
ATHIRST (adj) needing and wanting
water to drink.
ATHLETE (n) strong person who competes in sports.
ATHLETIC (adj) strong; for sports.
ATHLETICS (n) running, jumping, and
throwing competitions.
*ATLANTIC (n) ocean between Europe
and America.
ATLAS (n) book of maps.
ATMOSPHERE (n) air around the earth;
spirit of a place.
ATMOSPHERICS (n) noise on radios,
from electricity in the air.
ATOLL (n) circle-shaped
ISLAND made from
CORAL.

ATOM (n) very small
part of all chemicals,
that people cannot see.
ATOMIC (adj) coming from ATOMS.
ATOMISER (n)
instrument that
pushes a liquid
into the air, in
very small pieces.
ATONE (v) fix a wrong action.
ATONEMENT (n) fixing a wrong action.
ATOP (adv) on the top of.
ATRIUM (n) part of the heart.
ATROCIOUS (adj) very bad.
ATROCITY (n) very bad action.
ATROPHY (n) becoming weak or thin
because of not having food or exercise.
ATTACH (v) join.

ATTACHÉ (n) person working for one
country in a different country.
ATTACHMENT (n) thing that joins to
another thing; strong love and needing for another person.
ATTACK (v) fight; work against.
ATTAIN (v) come to, often with much
work.
ATTEMPT (v; n) try; time of trying.
ATTEND (v) be at; think about; try to
fix a problem.
ATTENDANCE (n) going to; being at;
number of people at.
ATTENDANT (n; adj) person at a meeting to help; being with another thing.
ATTENTION (n; interj) thinking and listening; word to tell soldiers or students to stand up straight.
ATTENTIVE (adj) thinking and listening well.
ATTENUATE (v) make small or weak.
ATTEST (v) say or show a thing is true.
ATTIC (n) room at the top of a house.
ATTIRE (n) clothes.
ATTITUDE (n) what you think and feel
about a person or thing.
ATTORNEY (n) person working for you,
often in a court, to say you are right.
ATTRACT (v) pull toward yourself with
a force that people cannot see.
ATTRACTION ( n ) i n t e r e s t i n g t h i n g ;
ability to pull toward.
ATTRACTIVE (adj) beautiful.
ATTRIBUTE (n; v) quality; say where a
quality comes from.
ATTRIBUTIVE (adj) (of a word for a quality of a thing) coming before the word
for the thing.
ATTRITION (n) slowly becoming tired
or weak from much arguing or fighting.
ATTUNED (adj) understanding and liking.
ATYPICAL (adj) very different.
AUBERGINE (n) big egg-shaped purple
vegetable (Br).
AUBURN (adj; n) red-brown colour.
AUCTION (n; v) time of selling a thing
to the person who agrees to pay the
most for it; sell a thing in this way.
AUCTIONEER (n) person who sells
things for others, to the person in a
meeting who agrees to pay most for
it.
AUDACIOUS (adj) with too much confidence.
AUDACITY (n) too much confidence.
AUDIBLE (adj) loud enough to hear.
AUDIENCE (n) people who listen to a
person or thing.
AUDIO-VISUAL (adj; n) that people can
see and hear; thing that helps to teach,
using sounds and pictures (see PROJECTOR).
AUDIT (v; n) study at a school without
planning to receive a paper to show
that you were doing it (Am, In); look
at the papers of a person or company
to know if their money sums are right;
this action.
AUDITION (v; n) make entertainment
in a competition; competition to
choose an entertainer.
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AUDITOR (n) person who looks at
money sums to know if they are right,
for a job.
AUDITORIUM (n) big room for entertainment.
AUDITORY (adj) of
hearing.
AUGER (n) tool for
making holes.
AUGHT (n) any thing.
AUGMENT (v) help; make more big.
AUGUR (v; n) say what will happen in
the future; person who tells what will
happen in the future.
AUGUST (adj; n) important; a month.
AUK (n) fat ocean bird with small, narrow wings for swimming (see PENGUIN).
AUNT, AUNTIE (n) sister of your mother
or father; wife of the brother of your
mother or father; any adult female (In).
AURA (n) spirit or feeling around a person or place.
AURAL (adj) of the ear.
AURICLE (n) part of the heart; outside
part of the ear.
AURORA (n) light in the sky at the top
or bottom of the earth.
AUSPICES (n) help from an important
person or group.
AUSPICIOUS (adj) good for the future.
AUSSIE (n) person from Australia.
AUSTERE ( a d j ) p o o r ; w i t h d i f f i c u l t
rules; with much working.
AUSTRAL (adj) from the south.
AUSTRALASIAN (adj) from Australia or
Asia.
*AUSTRALIA (n) big ISLAND country
south of Asia.
AUSTRALIAN ( n ; a d j ) p e r s o n f r o m
Australia; from Australia.
AUTHENTIC (adj) real; true.
AUTHENTICATE (v) show that a thing
is real or true.
AUTHOR (n) person who writes a thing.
AUTHORESS (n) woman who writes.
AUTHORISATION (n) strength that another person gives you to do a thing.
AUTHORISE (v) give strength to a person to do a thing.
AUTHORITARIAN (adj) strongly believing that people should obey leaders.
AUTHORITY (n) strength to tell people
to obey; person or group with
strength to tell people to obey; person who knows much about a thing.
AUTHORSHIP (n) who was writing a
book or other writing.
AUTISM (n) sickness where a person
cannot think of other people.
AUTISTIC (adj) not able to think about
other people because of a sickness.
AUTO (n) car; vehicle to carry people
from place to place in India.
AUTOBIOGRAPHY (n) story a person
writes about things he or she was
doing in his or her life.
AUTOCLAVE (n) machine for cleaning
tools with very hot gas from water.
AUTOCRACY (n) strong leading by one
person.

AUTOCRAT (n) cruel leader.
AUTOGRAPH (n; v) name of the person who writes it; write your name on.
AUTOMAT (n) machine you buy food
from.
AUTOMATIC ( a d j ) w o r k i n g w i t h o u t
people thinking to do it.
AUTOMATION (n) using machines.
AUTOMATON (n) person who acts like
a machine, without thinking.
AUTOMOBILE (n) car.
AUTONOMY (n) leading yourself.
AUTOPSY (n) study of a dead body.
AUTUMN (n) part of the year before
the weather is most cold.
AUXILIARY (adj; n) helping; people
who help.
AVAIL (n; v) helping; help; use.
AVAILABLE (adj) that you can use.
AVALANCHE (n) stones and much ice
and snow falling from a mountain.
AVANT-GARDE ( a d j ; n ) t h i n k i n g o r
showing new things; people who
think of new things.
AVARICE (n) greed.
AVARICIOUS (adj) greedy.
AVENGE (v) hurt a person who was
hurting you.
AVENUE (n) road.
AVER (v) say strongly that a thing is
true.
AVERAGE (n; adj) middle number of
many numbers; of the middle.
AVERSE (adj) not wanting.
AVERSION (n) hate; not liking.
AVERT (v) turn away.
AVIARY (n) CAGE for birds.
AVIATION (n) flying planes.
AVIATOR (n) person who flies planes.
AVID (adj) enthusiastic.
AVOCADO
(n) green vegetable with a
big, hard seed.
AVOCATION (n) job.
AVOCET (n) black and white bird with
a long, thin beak that curves up at the
end.
AVOID (v) try to stay away from a person or thing.
AVOIRDUPOIS (n; adj) group of measures to show how heavy things are;
of this group of measures.
AVOW (v) say clearly that a thing is
true.
AVUNCULAR (adj) (of an old person)
being kind and friendly to young
people.
AWAIT (v) wait for.
*AWAKE (adj; v) not sleeping; stop
sleeping.
AWAKEN (v) stop sleeping.
*AWARD (n; v) thing you give a person
for doing a good thing; give this
thing.
AWARE (adj) knowing.
AWARENESS (n) knowing.
AWASH (adj) with water covering it.
*AWAY (adv) far; in any direction from
a place.
AWE (n) a little fear of an important
person or thing.

AWEIGH (adv) (of an ANCHOR) up.
AWESOME (adj) very strong or important, and making people a little afraid.
AWESTRICKEN, AWE-STRUCK (adj) a
little afraid of an important
person or thing.
AWFUL (adj) bad.
AWFULLY (adv) very much.
AWHILE (adv) for a short time.
AWKWARD (adj) not smooth;
not easy.
AWL (n) tool for making holes
in LEATHER.
AWNING (n)
projection
over a
window,
or in front
of a shop or
CARAVAN.

AWOKE (v)
was becoming
awake.
AWRY (adj; adv) not straight; bending; off the right road.
*AX, AXE (n) sharp, heavy tool that you
hit timber with, to cut the timber.
AXIOM (n) truth that most people believe.
AXIS (n) line through the middle of a
turning thing, that the thing turns
around.
AXLE (n) piece that joins two wheels
on a vehicle.

AXLES

AYE (interj) word to show you agree.
AZALEA (n) bush with flowers, that is
like a RHODODENDRON.
AZURE (adj) blue.

B
BABBLE (n; v) much foolish talking;
sound of water moving; talk quickly.
BABE (n) baby.
BABEL (n) sound of many people talking at the same time.
BABOON (n) big monkey from Africa
or Arabia.
*BABY (n) very young child.
BABY-SIT (v) protect and lead children
when their parents are away.
BACCARAT ( n ) c a r d g a m e t o w i n
money.
BACCHANALIAN (adj) with very much
drinking, noise, and often some mating.
BACH (v) (of a man) cook and clean
for yourself.
BACHELOR (n) man who is not married.
BACILLUS (n) very small GERM.
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*BACK (n; adj; adv; v) part of a thing
that is away from you, or opposite to
the front; in the back; away; to the
place that it was coming from; move
backward; encourage, or give money
to help, a person or group.
BACKBENCHER (n) leader of a country, who is not one of the most important leaders; student who sits in the
back chairs in a big room (In).
BACKBITING (n) saying bad things
against a person who is not with you
when you are saying the bad things.
BACKBLOCKS (n) land far from towns.
BACK-BREAKING (adj) (of work) very
heavy or difficult.
BACKCHAT (v; n) argue with a person
who is telling you a thing; argument
like this.
BACKCLOTH (n) big CURTAIN at the
back of a stage.
BACKDATE (v) make a rule start from a
time before the rule was made.
BACKDROP (n) big CURTAIN at the
back of a stage (Am).
BACKFIRE (v) explode at the wrong
time, often hurting the person who
was making the explosion; have a very
bad effect that you were not planning
for.
BACKGAMMON
(n) game like
chess, where
people move
small pieces
on a big, flat
square.

BACKGROUND (n) things behind what
you are looking at.
BACKHANDED (adj) with the back of
the hand moving forward; with the
same words saying a kind or a cruel
thing.
BACKING (n) music to help a person
who sings; material to cover the back
of a thing.
BACKLASH (n) strong opposite action
against another action.
BACKLOG (n) list of things you should
do.
BACKMARKER (n) competitor in a race
who starts behind all the other
competitors.
BACKPACK (n) KNAPSACK.
BACK-PEDAL (v) become less strong
about a thing you were arguing for.
BACKSIDE (n; adv) buttocks; at the
back of (In).
BACKSLIDE (v) stop being good, or
stop believing in God.
BACKSPACE (v) move the cylinder on
a TYPEWRITER back one letter space.
BACKSTROKE (n) way of moving the
arms to swim on your back.
BACKTRACK (v) return the way you
were coming, often to find a thing.
*BACKWARD, BACKWARDS (adv; adj)
in the opposite direction to forward;
not smart.

BACKWASH (n) strong water movement on the side of a ship that is moving through water; list of things you
must do (In).
BACKWATER (n) water on land by a
river that is not moving with the river;
place where people do not change
much.
BACKWOOD (In), BACKWOODS (n)
place that is far from big towns.
BACON (n) thin pieces of meat from
pigs, with salt, sugar, or smoke in
them to change the taste.
BACTERIA (n) very small GERMS.
*BAD (adj) not good.
BADDY (n) bad person in a story.
BADE (v) was saying.
BADGE (n) little thing that you wear or
carry to show who you are.
BADGE

BADGER (n) animal like a small bear
(from North America and Europe) that
lives in a hole in the ground.
*BADLY (adv) not well.
BADMINTON (n) game like tennis, with
people hitting a SHUTTLECOCK.
BAFFLE (v; n) stop a person, or make
it difficult for the person to do a thing;
piece that controls movement of a liquid, gas, or sound.
*BAG (n; v) soft cloth or paper container; catch an animal; win an award (In).
BAGATELLE (n) thing that is very easy
or not important.
BAGGAGE (n) LUGGAGE.
BAGGY (adj) hanging in loose bends
(see BLOOMERS).

BAGPIPES
(n) musical
instrument
from Britain,
that uses
wind from
a bag.

BAH (interj) word to show you do not
like a thing.
BAIL (n; v) money you give to leave
prison for a tme; cross piece on a
WICKET; piece holding the paper
against the cylinder on a TYPEWRITER; jump from aa plane; take
water out of a boat with a container;
give money for a person to leave
prison for a time.
BAILIFF (n) person who does small
jobs in a court; person who gets
money from people using land, for the
person who owns the land (Br).
BAILIWICK (n) place where a person
is working.

BAIRN (n) child (Br).
BAIT (n; v) thing that an animal wants,
that you use to catch the animal; try
to make a person or animal angry by
being cruel to it; use a thing that an
animal wants, to catch the animal.
BAIZE (n) thick green cloth for covering SNOOKER tables.
BAKE (v) cook in a dry place.
BAKERY (n) place where people make
bread to sell.
BAKSHEESH (n) money you give to a
poor person, or to a person who helps
you (Asia, Ar).
BALACLAVA (n)
piece of clothes
that covers the
head and face.

BALALAIKA (n)
triangle-shaped musical instrument
from Russia, with three strings.
BALANCE (n; v) SCALES; middle; ability to stay vertical, without falling to
one side; money a person returns to
you when you give too much money
(In); make two sides equal.
BALCONY (n) high floor that is open
on one side.
BALD (adj) with no hair; smooth.
BALDERDASH (n) stupid words.
BALDING (adj) losing hair.
BALE (v; n) take water out of a boat
with a container; tie loose things together, to become a solid shape; box
shape of loose things together; very
bad thing that destroys.
BALEFUL (adj) full of hate.
BALK (v) stop an action before you
finish it.
*BALL (n) round toy or other thing;
happy meeting for dancing.
BALLAD (n) song that is a story.
BALLAST (n) heavy things in the bottom of a boat, that hold the boat
straight.
BALL-BEARING ( n ) m e t a l b a l l t h a t
makes
movement
smooth in a
machine joint.

BALLERINA
(n) female who
dances on the
points of her
toes.

BALLET (n)
dancing with music
to tell a story.
BALLISTIC (adj) of bullets.
BALLOON (n)
round container
you push air or
gas into, to
make a ball.
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BALLOONIST (n) person who travels
under a big BALLOON of gas in the
air.
BALLOT (n) piece of paper a person
puts marks on to choose; many people
putting marks on papers to choose.
BALL-POINT (n) BIRO.
BALLROOM (n) big room to dance in.
BALLYHOO (n) much talking about a
thing that is not important.
BALM (n) medicine with a good smell.
BALMY (adj) soft and warm, often with
a good smell; crazy.
BALONEY (n) foolishness; DEVON.
BALSA (n) very light timber.
BALSAM (n) medicine in an oil with
a good smell.
BALUSTRADE
(n) fence of vertical sticks, often
beside steps.
BAMBOO (n) very
big grass like a tree.

BAMBOOZLE (v) trick a person.
BAN (n; v) rule that stops an action;
stop an action with a rule.
BANAL (adj) not important.
*BANANA (n) long, thin fruit with a yellow skin.
BAND (n; v) group; flat, thin piece of
material that holds things together;
people who use musical instruments
together; hold together.
BANDAGE (n; v) piece of cloth that you
put around a sore; put a piece of cloth
around a sore.
BANDANNA (n) square piece of cloth
with a strong colour, and yellow or
white POLKA-DOTS on it.
BANDH (n) stopping of work by all
workers in a place (In).
BANDICOOT ( n ) a n i m a l l i k e a b i g
mouse, that eats insects, and carries
its babies in a POCKET on its stomach; mouse that is almost as big as a
cat (In).
BANDIT (n) robber.
BANDOLEER, BANDOLIER (n) belt you
put bullets in, and wear over your
SHOULDER.
BANDY (v; adj) throw and catch, and
catch and throw; give and take; (of
legs) bending apart at the knees.
BANE (n) destroying; reason for worrying.
BANG (n; v) loud, short sound; make
a loud, short sound; say many bad
things about a person (In).
BANGER (n) toy that explodes (Br);
piece of meat like a FRANKFURTER
(Br).
BANGLE (n) circle of metal you wear
on your wrist or ankle.
BANIAN (n) FIG tree with branches that
grow down to the ground and become
new roots.
BANISH (v) force a person to go and
stay away from a place.
BANISTERS (n) fence of vertical cylinders beside steps.

BANJO (n)
instrument like a
GUITAR with metal strings.
*BANK ( n ; v ) c o n t a i n e r o r b u i l d i n g
where you put money; side of a river;
line of things; put your money in a
bank for a time.
BANKCARD (n) card people use to buy
things without giving paper money.
BANKNOTE (n) piece of paper money.
BANKROLL (n) money to do an action
(Am).
BANKRUPT (adj) with no money.
BANKRUPTCY (n) being without money.
BANKSIA (n) bush with yellow flowers
(see BOTTLEBRUSH and HONEYSUCKLE).
BANNER (n) flag with words on it.
BANNISTERS (n) fence of vertical cylinders beside steps.
BANNS (n) paper telling all people that
two people want to be married (Br).
BANQUET (n; v) time when many people eat much food, and a person talks
to all the people who are eating; eat
much good food.
BANSHEE (n) female spirit that cries to
say a person in your family will die
(Br).
BANTAM (n) very small chicken.
BANTER (n) foolish talking.
BANYAN (n) FIG tree with branches
that grow down to the ground and become new roots.
BAOBAB (n) fruit tree with a very big
middle part, and small branches.
BAPTISE (v) cover, often with water.
BAPTISM (n) covering with water, love,
or another thing, often to show you
believe God.
BAPTISTRY (n) place in a church, for
covering people with water.
*BAR (n; v) long, hard thing; thick line;
COUNTER where people buy beer and
drink it; use a rule to stop a thing from
happening.
BARB (n) sharp point (see HOOK).
BARBARIAN (n) wild person.
BARBARIC, BARBAROUS (adj) cruel
and wild.
BARBECUE (v; n) cook meat outside
of a house; cooking and eating outside; metal piece above an open fire,
that you cook meat on.
BARBED ( a d j ) h a v i n g m a n y s h o r t ,
sharp points (see HOOK).
BARBELL (n) metal bar with heavy
round pieces on the ends, that you
lift for exercises.
BARBER (n) person who cuts hair for
a job.
BARBIE (n) cooking and eating outside (Aus); metal piece above an open
fire, that you cook meat on (Aus).
BARBITURATE (n) drug that makes a
person feel sleepy.

BAR-CODE (n)
pattern of parallel
lines on a thing
you buy,
that
tells a COMPUTER the price of
the thing.
BARD (n) person who writes words that
often rhyme and sound like music.
BARE (adj) with no clothes or other
covering.
BAREBACK (adv; adj) on a horse without a SADDLE.
BAREFACED (adj) without feeling shy
about a bad thing you were doing.
BAREHEADED (adj) not wearing a hat.
BARELY (adv) with nothing more.
BARGAIN ( n ; v ) v e r y c h e a p t h i n g ;
agreement; argue to get a better price.
BARGE (n; v) boat with a flat bottom;
come into a place with much noise or
pushing.
BARITONE (n) male singing sound.
BARIUM (n) soft white chemical like a
metal.
BARK (n; v) skin of a tree; ship with
square sails; sound a dog makes;
make the sound of an angry dog.
BARKER (n) person who shouts for
people to buy things.
BARLEY (n) grain people eat, or use to
make a drink with alcohol.
BARMAID (n) woman who sells beer
in a shop where people drink the beer.
BARMAN (n) man who sells beer in a
shop where people drink the beer.
BARMY (adj) crazy; very foolish.
BARN (n) building on a FARM for holding cows, or for holding food for
cows.
BARNACLE (n) animal with a shell, that
sticks to the outside of the bottom of
ships.
BARNEY (n; v) argument; fight or argue.
BARNSTORM (v) travel to many small
towns to talk to or entertain many
people (Am).
BAROMETER (n) instrument that helps
to tell what the weather will be in the
near future.
BARON (n) important person (Br).
BARONESS (n) important woman (Br).
BAROQUE (adj) (of art or buildings)
with very many small beautiful parts
(Eur).
BARQUE (n) ship with square sails.
BARRACK ( v ) s h o u t t o e n c o u r a g e
people (Aus).
BARRACKS (n) building where soldiers
sleep.
BARRACOUTA (n) long narrow fish
(Aus).
BARRACUDA (n) big dangerous fish in
waters between North and South America.

BARRACUDA
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BARRAGE (n) many things coming after each other.
BARRAMUNDI (n) fish that lives in rivers and LAKES.
BARREL (n) big
round container
(see DRUM).
BARREN (adj)
with no children;
with no life.
BARRICADE (n;
v) thing across a
road or door to stop
people; put a thing across a road or
door to stop people.
BARRIER (n) fence or other thing that
stops, or makes action difficult.
BARRISTER (n) person who argues for
you in a court (Br, Aus).
BARROW (n) WHEELBARROW.
BARTENDER (n) person who sells beer
in a shop where people drink the beer
(Am).
BARTER (v) argue to get a better price
for a thing; give a thing and receive a
thing for it, without using money.
BASALT (n) dark green or brown stone.
BASE (n; adj) bottom; chemical that
changes a sour chemical to a salt;
place where people lead actions for
other places; place in BASEBALL and
some other games,
that you must
touch; low; bad.

BASEBALL (n)
sport where people
hit a ball with a stick
and run to corners
of a DIAMOND
shape on the
ground.
BASELINE (n) border at each end in
games like tennis.
BASEMENT (n) bottom rooms, under
the ground.
BASES (n) first things that lead to other
things.
BASH (v) hit with much strength.
BASHFUL (adj) shy.
BASIC (adj) first; most important.
BASICALLY (adv) for the most important part.
BASICS ( n ) m o s t i m p o r t a n t f i r s t
things.
BASIL (n) spice with a sweet smell.
BASILICA (n) big, long church building.
BASILISK (n) DRAGON that breathes
fire.
BASIN (n) bowl; SINK; low piece of
ground that receives and holds water
from land around it.
BASIS (n) first thing that leads to other
things.
BASK (v) sit or rest, receiving good
feelings from the sun or another thing.
*BASKET ( n ) c o n t a i n e r m a d e f r o m
grass or string.

BASKETBALL
(n) sport where
people run and
throw
a ball
through a high,
metal circle.
BAS-RELIEF
(n) art piece that
projects out from
a wall or picture.
BASS (n; adj)
big fish; low male
sound; with a low
male sound.
BASSET (n) long
dog with short legs.
BASSINET ( n )
basket that a baby
sleeps in.
BASSOON (n) instrument like a big
OBOE with bends.
BASTARD (n; adj) child with a mother
and father who are not married; very
difficult thing that makes you angry;
false.
BASTARDISATION (n) being cruel to a
new person in a group, to see if the
person is strong.
BASTE (v) cover meat with oil when
cooking; fix a hole in cloth with very
thin string.
BASTION (n) strong, safe place.
BAT (n; v) flying mammal; stick for hitting a ball; hit a ball with a stick; (of
eyes) close and open very quickly.
BATS

BATCH (n; v) number of things coming together; (of a man) cook and
clean for yourself.
BATCH-MATE (n) student at the same
school and in the same group with you
(In).
BATE (v) hold back from too much action.
BATH (n; v) washing the whole body;
water for washing or swimming; TUB;
wash the whole body.
BATHE (v) wash with water; swim.
BATHERS ( n ) c l o t h e s y o u s w i m i n
(Aus).
BATHROOM (n) room with a TUB or
SHOWER, and often a TOILET.
BATHYSCAPHE, BATHYSPHERE (n) big
strong ball you go to the bottom of
the ocean in, to look at things.
BATIK (n) way of making patterns on
cloth (from Indonesia), using a chemical to cover the parts you do not want
to put colour on.
BATMAN (n) worker who helps a leader
in an army (Br).
BATON (n) stick for a policeman, music leader, or for a person running in a
RELAY.

BATSMAN (n) person who is trying to
hit the ball in cricket.
BATTALION (n) big number of soldiers
together.
BATTEN (n; v) bar of timber or metal;
hold in a place with a timber or metal
bar.
BATTER (v; n) hit many times; eggs
and milk you mix together for cooking; person who hits a ball with a BAT
in BASEBALL or cricket.
BATTERY (n) thing that makes or holds
electricity; place for big guns; line of
boxes for chickens to live in.
BATTERIES

BATTING (n) big thick pieces of cotton.
BATTLE (n; v) fight.
BATTLEAXE (n) strong, angry woman.
BATTLEMENT (n) low wall on the top
of a building or other place, where
soldiers can stand and hide when using weapons.
BATTLER (n) person who tries very
hard (Aus).
BATTY (adj) crazy.
BAUBLE (n) thing that is not big or
important.
BAULK (v) stop an action before you
are finished.
BAUXITE (n) chemical that people use
to make a very light, white metal.
BAWDY (adj) rough and foolish.
BAWL (v) cry with much noise.
BAY (v; n) cry like a dog; water with
land on three sides; projecting window; red-brown horse with a black tail.
BAYONET (n) knife on the end of a RIFLE.
BAYOU (n) part of a river with many
trees and other plants by it (Am).
BAZAAR (n) shop or shops that sell
many things.
BAZOOKA ( n ) g u n t h a t u s e s s m a l l
ROCKETS to explode army machines.
*BE (v) live; stay; is, am, or are.
*BEACH (n; v) place where flat land
meets the water; move a boat to where
it stops on the ground of a beach.
BEACHCOMBER (n) person who looks
for interesting things on a beach.
BEACH-HEAD (n) place on a beach, that
an army starts fighting from.
BEACON (n) light that shows where a
thing is.
BEAD (n) little round thing; small piece
at the end of a gun; circle where a rubber TYRE joins a metal wheel.
BEADING (n) long thin piece of timber
to cover the border of another piece
of timber.
BEAGLE (n) small dog that helps people find and kill rabbits.
*BEAK (n) hard nose and mouth of a
bird.
BEAKER (n) big glass or cup.
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BEAM (n; v) big piece of timber or metal
across the top of a room; piece of light
moving through the air; give out a
piece of light through the air.
BEAN (n) seed people use
for food; long, thin,
green vegetable.
BEAN

*BEAR (n; v) big strong mammal with
much hair; carry.
BEARER (n) person carrying a thing;
worker who brings food or drinks to
you in a restaurant or PUB (In).
BEARD (n) hair on the bottom of the
face.
BEARING (n) direction; how a person
acts or walks; piece that makes movement smooth on a machine joint.
BEAST (n) animal.
BEASTLY (adj) very bad.
BEAT (v; n) hit many times; mix liquids quickly; win against another person; equal pieces of time in music;
place where a policeman works.
BEATER (n) tool for mixing food.
BEATIFIC (adj) showing much quiet
happiness.
BEATITUDE (n) happy spirit.
BEATNIK (n) person in the past who
was using different actions and
clothes to say he or she was not happy
with the greedy spirit of countries like
America.
BEAU (n) person who wants to marry
you.
BEAUT (adj) very good (Aus).
BEAUTEOUS (adj) beautiful.
BEAUTICIAN (n) person who makes the
face and hair of women look beautiful.
*BEAUTIFUL (adj) good to see, smell,
taste, or hear.
BEAUTIFULLY (adv) well.
BEAUTIFY (v) make beautiful.
BEAUTY (n) being beautiful; very good
or beautiful person or thing.

BEAVER (n)
mammal with
a flat tail, that
builds a house
in water.

BECALMED (adj) (of a boat with sails)
not able to move, when there is no
wind.
BECAME (v) was becoming.
*BECAUSE (conj) for the reason that.
BECKON (v) use movement of your
hand or head to tell a person to come.
*BECOME (v) change or grow to be.
BECOMING (adj) beautiful; right.
*BED (n) thing to sleep on.
BEDAZZLE (v) make thinking difficult,
by surprising a person.
BEDCHAMBER (n) room where you
sleep.

BEDCLOTHES, BEDDING (n) BLANKETS,
PILLOWS, and other cloth things on a
bed.
BEDECK (v) cover with beautiful things.
BEDEVIL (v) do many things to make
action or thinking difficult for a person.
BEDFELLOW (n) friend; person you
sleep with.
BEDHEAD (n) vertical part of a bed behind your head.
BEDLAM (n) place of much noise; place
where many crazy people live.
BEDPAN (n)
container a
person uses
for a TOILET
when he or she
cannot leave a bed.
BEDRAGGLED (adj) broken and dirty.
BEDRIDDEN (adj) in bed with a sickness.
BEDROCK (n) solid rock under loose
dirt in the ground.
BEDROLL (n) BLANKETS you carry
with you when travelling.
BEDROOM (n) room where a person
sleeps.
BED-SITTER (n) room you can sit in
and sleep in.
BEDSORE (n) sore from being in a bed
for a long time.
BEDSPREAD (n) QUILT.
BEDSTEAD (n) strong timber or metal
parts of a bed.
BED-TEA (n) tea you drink in bed (In).
BEDTIME (n) time for going to bed.
*BEE (n) insect that gets sugar from
flowers; meeting, with all people working together.
BEECH (n) tree with smooth leaves and
skin.
BEEF (n) meat from cows; muscle;
thing you are angry about.
BEEFBURGER (n) HAMBURGER.
BEEFY (adj) solid; with many muscles.
BEEHIVE (n) HIVE.
BEE-LINE (n) straight line between two
places.
BEELZEBUB (n) the devil.
BEEN (v) was being.
BEETLE
BEEP ( n ; v ) s h o r t ,
clear, high
sound
from a car horn or
other instrument;
make a short, clear,
car horn sound.
*BEER (n) drink from
plants, with alcohol
in it.
BEET (n) BEETROOT.
BEETLE (n) insect with hard wings.
BEETROOT (n)
big, red, round,
root vegetable.

BEEVES (n) cows.
BEFALL (v) happen.

BEFIT (v) be right for.
*BEFORE (adv; prep; conj) in front; at
a more early time than.
BEFOREHAND (adv) before a thing happens.
BEFOUL (v) make dirty.
BEFRIEND (v) help; be a friend to.
BEFUDDLE (v) make thinking not clear.
BEG (v) ask strongly many times for
food or other things.
BEGAN (v) was starting.
BEGAT (v) was having children.
BEGET (v) have children.
BEGGAR (n) person who asks strongly
many times for food or money.
BEGGARLY ( a d j ) p o o r ; b a d ; n o t
enough.
BEGIN (v) start.
BEGINNER (n) person starting to learn.
BEGINNING (n) starting place.
BEGONE (interj) angry word to tell a
person or animal to go away.
BEGONIA ( n ) f l o w e r w i t h d i f f e r e n t
coloured leaves, that grows in warm
countries.
BEGOT (v) was having children.
BEGOTTEN (adj) born.
BEGRUDGE (v) be angry that another
person has a good thing.
BEGUILE (v) trick a person into believing you.
BEGUN (v) was starting.
BEHALF (n) for one person, by another
person.
BEHAVE (v) work; do; act.
BEHAVIOR , BEHAVIOUR (n) how a person or thing acts or works.
BEHEAD (v) cut off the head of.
BEHELD (v) was seeing.
BEHEMOTH (n) very big animal.
BEHEST (n) telling.
*BEHIND (adv; prep) in back of; at the
back (In); after.
BEHOLD (v) see.
BEHOOVE, BEHOVE (v) be right or good
for.
BEIGE (adj; n) yellow-grey colour.
*BEING (n) having life or another quality; thing that is alive.
BELATED (adj) late.
BELCH (v) push air from the stomach
through the mouth, with a noise.
BELEAGUER (v) push around on all
sides.
BELFRY (n) high place in a church or
other building, for a bell.
BELIE (v) not agree with a truth or quality.
BELIEF (n) believing; thing you believe.
*BELIEVE (v) think a thing or person is
true or right.
BELITTLE (v) say bad things about.
*BELL (n) cup-shaped metal instrument that you hit to make a musical
sound.
BELLADONNA ( n ) c h e m i c a l f r o m a
plant, that will kill you if you eat it.
BELL-BOTTOMED (adj) (of pants) with
wide bottoms on the legs.
BELLBOY, BELLHOP (Am) (n) person
who carries SUITCASES and other
things for people who pay to sleep in
a big building.
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BELLE (n) beautiful woman.
BELLICOSE (adj) easily wanting to
fight.
BELLIGERENT (adj) wanting to fight.
BELL-JAR (n) glass with the shape of
a bell, for covering instruments or
plants, or holding gases.
BELLOW (v; n) make a loud noise like
an angry cow; this noise.
BELLOWS (n) tool for pushing air into
a fire or into a musical instrument.
BELLOWS

BELLY (n) stomach.
BELLY-ACHE (v) say too much that you
are not happy.
BELLY-BUTTON (n) hole on the body
where a tube was joining your stomach to your mother before you were
born.
BELLY-FLOP (v; n) fall or jump into water with the body in a rough, horizontal direction.
BELLYFUL (n) more than enough of a
thing.
BELLY-LAUGH (n) strong laugh.
BELONG (v) be part of; be right for; be
a thing you own.
BELONGINGS (n) things that you own.
BELOVED (adj; n) receiving much love;
person you love.
*BELOW (prep; adv) under; down.
*BELT (n; v) thin piece of LEATHER or
rope you tie around your stomach; hit.
BEMOAN (v) say you are not happy
with a thing.
BEMUSE (v) make thinking not clear.
BENCH (n) long chair; table for working on (see COUNTER).

BENCH

BENCH-MARK (n) important mark or
place that you measure other things
from.
*BEND (v; n) change the shape of a
straight thing; curve.
BENDER (n) time of drinking much alcohol.
*BENDING (adj) not straight.
BENEATH (adv; prep) below; under.
BENEDICTION (n) loving words from
God at the end of a church meeting.
BENEFACTOR (n) person who gives
money or other things to help people.
BENEFICENT (adj) very kind.
BENEFICIAL (adj) helping.
BENEFICIARY (n) person who receives
good things from a kind person.

BENEFIT (v; n) receive good things
from; do good things to; thing that
helps.
BENEVOLENT (adj) kind; helping; wanting to do good things.
BENIGN (adj) kind; not dangerous.
BENT (adj) not straight.
BENZENE (n) liquid from petrol and
coal, that you can burn, or use for
cleaning things.
BENZINE (n) liquid for cleaning clothes
without water.
BEQUEATH (v) agree to give a thing to
a person after you die.
BEQUEST (n) thing you give to a person after you die.
BERATE (v) say angry things to a person who was wrong or bad.
BEREAVEMENT (n) sadness when a person you love dies.
BEREFT (adj) without a thing, or person, that you love.

BERET (n) round,
flat, cloth hat (Fr).

BERG (n) very big piece of ice in the
ocean.
BERIBERI (n) sickness from not eating
healthy food.
BERK (n) stupid person (Br).
BERLEY (n) small pieces of food that
you put in water to make fish come
close to where you are fishing.
BERMUDA (n) a strong grass.
BERRY (v) small, soft fruit with very
small seeds (see RASPBERRY and
STRAWBERRY).

BERRIES

BERSERK (adj) very angry and fighting.
BERTH (n) sleeping place on a boat or
train; place where a ship stops (see
QUAY).
BERYL (n) expensive green stone.
BESEECH (v) ask.
BESET (v) come many times to fight
against a person.
*BESIDE (prep) at the side of; close to.
BESIDES (adv; prep) too; adding to.
BESIEGE (v) push around on all sides.
BESMIRCH (v) make dirty.
BESOM (n) broom made from small tree
sticks.
BESOTTED (v) foolish or crazy from liking a person or thing too much.
BESOUGHT (v) was asking.
BESPEAK (v) show.

BESPECTACLED (adj) wearing glasses.
*BEST (adj) most perfect.
BESTIAL (adj) like animals.
BESTIALITY (n) mating between people and animals.
BESTIR (v) move after resting.
BESTOW (v) give.
BEST-SELLER (n) book or other thing
on a list of what very many people were
buying.
BET (v; n) give money when you will
receive more money if you are right;
agreement to do this.
BETEL (n) tree with leaves that some
people in India eat.
BETIDE (v) happen.
BETIMES (adv) early.
BETRAY (v) help to hurt a person who
is your friend.
BETROTH (v) say you will marry a person.
BETROTHAL (n) saying you will marry
a person.
*BETTER (adj; adv) more perfect.
*BETWEEN (prep) in a place with two
or more other things on the sides.
BETWIXT (prep) between.
BEVEL (n; v) tool for making ANGLES
on the border of timber; INCLINE; cut
a square ANGLE to a make a different
ANGLE.
BEVERAGE (n) liquid you drink.
BEVY (n) group of women or birds.
BEWAIL (v) cry for.
BEWARE (v) look around for a bad or
dangerous thing.
BEWDY (n) very good thing (Aus).
BEWILDER (v) make thinking not clear.
BEWILDERMENT (n) thinking that is not
clear, often from surprise.
BEWITCH ( v ) c o n t r o l w i t h s t r e n g t h
from the devil.
BEYOND (prep; adv) on the far side.
BIANNUAL (adj) happening two times
a year.
BIAS (n) wanting to
be on one side more
than the other.
BIB (n) cloth you
put around the
neck of a baby
when he or she
eats.

BIBLE ( n ) b i g b o o k o f m a n y s m a l l
Christian books from
God.

BIBLICAL (adj)
from the BIBLE.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
(n) list of books.
BIBLIOPHILE (n)
person who loves
books.
BICAMERAL (adj) (of leaders of a country) with two groups making rules.
BICARB, BICARBONATE (n) white power
for cooking or medicine.
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BICENTENARY, BICENTENNIAL (n) special time to remember what was happening 200 years in the past.
BICEPS (n) muscle from the SHOULDER, that bends the elbow.
BICKER (v) argue.
BICUSPID (n) one of eight front teeth;
opening between spaces in the heart.
*BICYCLE (n) vehicle with two wheels.
BID (v; n) ask to come; say; say how
much money you will give or ask for a
thing; how much money a person says
he or she will give or ask for.
BIDE (v) stay or wait.
BIDET (n) washing bowl that you can
sit over (Fr).
BIENNIAL (adj; n) happening each two
years; plant that dies after two years.
BIER (n) table people use to carry a
dead body on.
BIFF (v) hit with the FIST.
BIFOCALS (n) glasses that help you
to see things both near and far.
BIFURCATE (v) go in two different directions (see FORK) (In).
*BIG ( a d j ) o p p o s i t e o f s m a l l ; w i t h
much size; important; generous.
BIGAMIST (n) person with more than
one wife or husband at one time.
BIGAMY (n) having more than one wife
or husband at one time.
BIG-HEADED (adj) proud.
BIG-HEARTED (adj) easily giving to
help others; opposite to greedy.
BIGHT (n) circle of rope; part of the
ocean with land on three sides.
BIGOT (n) person who argues and will
not listen to other people.
BIGOTRY (n) arguing without listening.
BIGTOP (n) very big TENT for entertainment.
BIGWIG (n) important person.
BIKE (n) bicycle.
BIKER (Am), BIKIE (Aus) (n) person who
rides MOTORCYCLES.
BIKINI (n) small pieces of cloth that
some women wear when they swim.
BILATERAL (adj) with two sides.
BILBERRY (n) small bush with blue or
black BERRIES.
BILE (n) liquid from a body organ, that
breaks food into very small pieces.
BILGE (n) bottom of a ship; water in
the bottom of a ship.
BILINGUAL (adj) able to talk in two different languages.
BILIOUS (adj) with too much gas in the
stomach and intestines.
BILK (v) try not to pay what you should.
BILL (n; v) paper saying you must pay
for a thing; paper making a new rule
for a country; beak; give a paper saying a person must pay money.
BILLABONG (n) hole with water, where
a river was (Aus).
BILLBOARD (n) wall for a company or
others to put big ADVERTISEMENTS
on.
BILLET (n; v) place where a soldier or
other person sleeps and eats for a
short time; give a place to a soldier or
other person for a short time.

BILLFOLD (n) small, flat container for
paper money (Am).
BILLIARDS (n) game like SNOOKER,
with three balls on a table.
BILLION (n) 1,000,000,000,000 (Br,
Aus); 1,000,000,000 (Am, Fr).
BILLOW (n; v) big round movement of
clouds in the sky, water in the ocean,
or another thing like this; move in big
round shapes, with wind or air pushing.
BILL-POSTER (n) person who sticks
ADVERTISEMENTS on walls in a town.

BILLY (n) container
for cooking tea or
food on an open fire
(Aus).
BILLY-CART (n) toy vehicle that
children make, with a
box on wheels
(Aus).

BILLY-GOAT (n) male goat.
BILLY-O (n) much strength and enthusiasm.
BIN (n) big box.
BINARY (adj) of two numbers.
BIND (v) tie; hold together.
BINDER (n) cover for papers.
BINDERY (n) shop where people put
books together.
BINDI-EYE (n) small plant with seeds
that have many sharp projections.
BINDING (n) part of a book that holds
the pages together.
BINDWEED (n) VINE with big TRUMPETshaped flowers.
BINGE (n) time of drinking much alcohol, or doing too much of another action.
BINGO (n) game with numbers and letters on a piece of paper.
BINOCULARS (n)
glasses that make
things that are far
look like they are
near.
BINOMIAL (adj) with two names or
numbers.
BIOCHEMISTRY (n) study of materials
in living things.
BIODEGRADABLE (adj) that weather or
GERMS can destroy.
BIOGRAPHY (n) story of the life of a
person.
BIOGRAPHICAL (adj) about the life of
a person.
BIOLOGICAL (adj) about living things.
BIOLOGY (n) study of living things.
BIONICS (n) using machines to make
the body work better.
BIOPHYSICS (n) study of the actions
and forces in living things.
BIOPSY (n) study of a small piece from
a living animal.

BIOSCOPE (n) place where people go
to watch moving pictures (In).
BIOSPHERE (n) parts of the earth where
plants and animals live.
BIOTIC (adj) about life or living things.
BIPARTISAN (adj) of two groups.
BIPED (n) animal with two feet.
BIPLANE (n) plane with two wings, one
above the other.
BIRCH (n) tree with smooth skin, that
grows in cold places.
*BIRD (n) animal with feathers and two
wings; girl (Aus).
BIRD-BRAINED (adj) stupid.
BIRDIE (n) hitting a GOLF ball into a
hole in one hit less than most people;
SHUTTLECOCK.
BIRO (n) writing instrument with a very
small ball at the point.
BIRO

*BIRTH (n) time when a baby is born.
BIRTH-CONTROL ( n ) t r y i n g t o s t o p
babies from starting when people
mate.
BIRTHDAY (n) day each year when you
remember the day when you were
born.
BIRTHMARK (n) mark on your skin that
you were having when you were born.
BIRTHRIGHT (n) special thing a person
receives because he or she was born
in a special family or country.
BISCUIT (n) sweet,
thin, hard piece of
bread (Br, Aus);
small, round piece
of bread you often
BISCUIT
eat with butter (Am).
BISECT (v) cut into two equal parts.
BISECTOR (n) line that cuts into two
equal parts.
BISEXUAL (adj) wanting to mate with
both males and females.
BISHOP (n) important church leader.
BISHOPRIC (n) job of an important
church leader.
BISMUTH (n) a pink metal.
BISON (n) BUFFALO (Eur, Am).
BISTRO (n) restaurant with wine and
food.
BIT (n; v) small
piece; part of a
drill that makes
a hole; piece
you put in the
mouth
of a
BITS
horse to turn
it; was biting.
BITCH (n; v) female dog; angry woman;
say angry things about many things
that you do not like.
*BITE (v; n) squeeze with the teeth;
act of squeezing with the teeth; sore
from a person or animal biting you.
BITTER (adj) sour; not sweet; very
cold; giving much pain.
BITTERN (n) bird with long legs for
walking in water.
BITTER-SWEET (adj) with happy and
sad feelings together.
BITUMEN (n) black or brown, smooth,
hard road (Aus).
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BIVALVE (n) ocean animal in a shell
that opens like a book (see OYSTER).
BIVOUAC (n) time when soldiers or
other people sleep on the ground,
without buildings.
BIZARRE (adj) very different and ugly.
BLAB (v) talk too much about secret
things.
BLABBERMOUTH (n) person who talks
too much about secret things.
*BLACK (adj; n) very dark, with no colour; disobeying rules of a country (In);
colour of night; person with dark skin.
BLACKBALL (v) stop a person from
being part of a group.
BLACKBOARD (n) wall that a teacher
writes on when teaching.
BLACKEN (v) make a thing black.
BLACKGUARD (n) very bad person.
BLACKHEAD (n) small black spot on the
face from dirt in a small hole in the skin.
BLACKJACK ( n ) g a m e w i t h c a r d s ;
short heavy stick for hitting a person
(Am).
BLACKLEG (n) worker who will not
stop working when other workers stop
to show they are angry with a company (Br).
BLACKLIST (v) put a person on a list
of people you are secretly fighting
against.
BLACKMAIL (v; n) force a person to give
money to stop you from telling a bad
thing about him or her; this action.
BLACKOUT (n) time when all radios,
electricity, or the brain of a person stop
working for a time.
BLACKSMITH (n) person who works
shaping metal on an ANVIL.
BLACKWOOD (n) tall ACACIA tree with
expensive dark timber (Aus).
BLADDER (n) bag in the body or in a
ball.
*BLADE (n) flat part of a knife or other
tool; flat, narrow leaf like grass.
BLAH (n; adj) talking that is not important; boring.
BLAME (v; n) say a person is the reason for a bad thing; say bad things
about a person (In); reason for a bad
thing.
BLANCH (v) make fruit or vegetables
white by putting them in very hot water.
BLAND (adj) (of food) with no spices
or sharp tastes; not interesting.
BLANDISHMENT (n) kind saying to encourage a person to do a thing.
BLANK (adj; n) empty; with no words
or pictures on it; place that should
have words, but does not.
BLANKET
(n; v)
heavy cloth to keep
a person warm in
a bed; cover.

BLARE (v) make the sound of a loud
horn.
BLARNEY (n) soft (and often false)
words to push a person to do or believe a thing.
BLASÉ (adj) thinking a thing is boring.
BLASPHEME (v) say bad things about
God.
BLASPHEMY (n) saying bad things
about God.
BLAST (n; v) strong wind; loud noise;
explosion; explode.
BLAST-FURNACE (n) container for melting metal with a very hot fire and much
hot air pushing into the fire.
BLAST-OFF (n) explosion to start a
ROCKET.
BLATANT (adj) very easy to see or understand.
BLATHERSKITE (n) proud person who
says many foolish things.
BLAZE (n; v) fire; burn; mark clearly;
tell all people.
BLAZER (n) coat for school or sport.
BLAZON (v; n) tell all people; special
pattern or picture for a family or group.
BLEACH (n; v) liquid to make clothes
white; make a thing white.
BLEACHERS (n) long BENCHES for
many people at a place for sports
(Am).
BLEAK (adj) cold; empty; boring.
BLEARY (adj) (of eyes) with water in
them, and not seeing well.
BLEAT (v) cry like a sheep or goat.
BLED (v) was losing blood from a cut.
BLEED (v) lose blood from a cut.
BLEEDER (n) person with blood that
does not quickly become dry when it
leaves a cut.
BLEEPER (n) instrument you carry, that
makes a special sound when another
person wants to talk to you.
BLEMISH (n) dirty or bad place on a
clean or good thing.
BLENCH (v) move away in fear.
BLEND (v; n) mix things together to
make one new thing; smooth mixture.
BLENDER (n) machine that uses electricity to quickly mix foods together.
BLESS (v) make happy; ask God to
help.
BLESSED (adj) special for God.
BLESSING (n) good thing from God;
words you use to pray before eating
or at another special time.
BLEST (adj) special for God.
BLETHER (v) say stupid things.
BLEW (v) was moving with wind.
BLIGHT (n) sickness of some plants.
BLIGHTER (n) person you do not like,
or who was doing a wrong thing.
BLIMEY (interj) word to show surprise.
BLIMP (n) air vehicle using a very big
container of gas to go up in the air.

BLIMP

BLIND (adj) not able to see.
BLINDFOLD (v; n) cover the eyes with
a cloth; cloth to cover the eyes.
BLINDNESS (n) not being able to see.
BLINK (v; n) close your eyes and open
them very quickly; being broken.
BLINKERS (n) pieces you put on the
sides of the eyes of a horse, to stop
the horse from looking to the sides.
BLIP (v) hit quickly.
BLISS (n) perfect happiness.
BLISTER (n) sore full of water, on the
skin.
BLITHE (adj) happy; not worrying.
BLITHERING (adj) talking too much
foolishness.
BLITZ (v; n) destroy with fast, strong
fighting; fast, strong fighting against.
BLIZZARD (n) very much snow and
wind.
BLOAT (v) make or become more big
from too much air or water going into it.
BLOB (n) small round soft piece of liquid or paste.
BLOC (n) group of countries or other
big groups working together.
BLOCK (n; v) toy for building; cube;
piece of land; piece of land between
four roads; fat piece of timber; PULLEY in a covering; make moving difficult; stop.

BLOCKS

BLOCKADE (n) action to stop movement of people or things through a
place.
BLOCKAGE (n) thing that is stopping
movement.
BLOCKBUSTER (n) weapon that explodes; very big or strong thing.
BLOCKHEAD (n) stupid person.
BLOCKIE (n) person who owns many
VINES for growing grapes (Aus).
BLOKE (n) man (Aus, Br).
BLOND (n) male with light coloured
hair.
BLONDE ( n ; a d j ) f e m a l e w i t h l i g h t
coloured hair; with white, yellow, or
light brown hair.
*BLOOD (n) red liquid in the body.
BLOOD-BATH (n) much killing.
BLOOD-CURDLING (adj) making much
fear.
BLOODHOUND (n) big dog that can find
people by smelling them.
BLOOD-MONEY (n) money you pay a
person to kill another person.
BLOODSHED (n) killing or hurting.
BLOODSHOT (adj) (of eyes) red from
blood showing in thin lines.
BLOODSTOCK (n) very good horses.
BLOODSTREAM ( n ) b l o o d m o v i n g
through the body.
BLOODSUCKER (n) animal that takes
blood from another animal.
BLOODTHIRSTY (adj) wanting to see
killing or hurting.
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BLOOD-VESSEL (n) small tube that
blood travels in, in the body.
BLOODY ( a d j ; a d v ; v ) w i t h b l o o d ;
cruel; bad; very (Aus, Br); put blood
on.
BLOODY-MINDED (adj) strongly against
changing your thinking for other
people.
BLOOM (n; v) flower; become a flower;
be very alive.
BLOOMERS ( n ) l o o s e p a n t s t h a t a
woman wears under a dress.

BLOOMERS

BLOSSOM (n; v) flower; open to be a
flower.
BLOT (n; v) small dirty place; make
dirty; make dry by pushing a cloth or
soft paper against.
BLOTCH (n) small dirty place; piece of
skin that is a different colour.
BLOTTER (n) paper you push against
INK to make it dry.
BLOTTO (adj) very sleepy, often from
drinking too much beer.
BLOUSE (n) shirt for a female.
BLOW (v; n) move or push with wind
or breathing; one hard hit; short rest.
BLOWER (n) telephone (Aus).
BLOWFLY, BLOWIE (n) big fly that eats
meat (Aus).
BLOW-HOLE (n) hole on a whale, that
it breathes through.
BLOWLAMP (n) tool with a very hot
fire for melting metal or burning old
paint.
BLOWN (v) was moving or pushing
with wind.
BLOW-OUT (n) explosion through a
hole in a TYRE; time of much eating.
BLOWPIPE ( n ) t u b e y o u b r e a t h e
through, to heat a fire or to push a
small weapon through the air (see
GLASS-BLOWER).
BLOWSY (adj) (of a person) fat, often
red in the face, and messy.
BLOWTORCH (n) tool with a very hot
fire for melting metal or burning old
paint.
BLOW-UP (n) big picture from a little
picture; argument.
BLUBBER (n; v) fat part of whales; cry
with much noise.
BLUDGE (Aus) (v; n) be lazy; ask for
things without paying; easy job.
BLUDGEON (n; v) heavy stick; hit with
a heavy stick.
*BLUE (n; adj) fight (Aus); colour of a
clear sky; sad.
BLUEBELL (n) small plant from Europe
with blue bell-shaped flowers.
BLUE-BLOODED (adj) being part of the
family of a KING or other very important person.

BLUEBOTTLE (n) big blue fly that eats
meat; soft ocean animal that can give
pain if you touch it (Aus).
BLUE-CHIP (adj) of a company that is
very strong and rich.
BLUE-COLLAR (adj) doing the work
that uses muscles, in a big company.
BLUE-PENCIL (v) take parts of a writing out of it.
BLUEPRINT (n) plan for a building or
machine, often on blue paper.
BLUESTOCKING (n) smart woman who
does not want to follow men.
BLUETONGUE (n) STUMP-TAIL lizard
with a blue tongue (Aus).
BLUEY (n) paper from a policeman, to
say you must pay money or go to
court (Aus); person with red hair
(Aus); blue thing; clothes and blankets a person carries when travelling
(Aus).
BLUFF (n; v) wide cliff; false strength
to make a person fear you; trick a person with false strength.
BLUISH (adj) with some blue colour.
BLUNDER (v; n) move without seeing;
stupid action.
BLUNDERBUSS (n) short RIFLE with a
wide opening at the end.
BLUNT (adj; v) not sharp; (of talking)
without kind thinking about how others will feel; destroy a sharp quality.
BLUR (n; v) mark that is not clear; make
a thing difficult to see clearly.
BLURB (n) words for an ADVERTISEMENT for a book or other thing.
BLURRY (adj) not clear.
BLURT (v) say quickly, without thinking.
BLUSH (v) become red in the
face when shy.
BLUSTER (v)
make
much
wind and noise.
BOA (n) very
big snake that
squeezes other
animals to kill them.
BOAR (n) male pig.
*BOARD (n; v) thin, flat, timber piece;
thick, heavy paper; group that leads a
company or school; food in a house,
that a person living there pays for, or
works for; pay to live and eat at a
house; walk into a plane, train, or ship.
BOARDING-SCHOOL (n) school that
children live at.
BOARDROOM (n) room where leaders
of a company meet.
BOARDWALK (n) timber walking place
by a beach (Am).
BOAST (v; n) say good things about
yourself; proud saying.
*BOAT (n) vehicle that travels in water.
BOATER (n) hard grass hat with a flat
top and BRIM.
BOATHOOK ( n ) l o n g s t i c k w i t h a
HOOK, for pushing and pulling boats.
BOATSWAIN (n) leader on a ship, who
leads the people who fix the ship.

BOB (v; n) cut hair short; move up and
down; short hair or tail; a coin (Br,
Aus).
BOBBIN (n) REEL for thin string.
BOBBLE (n) small round ball that you
wear, or that you put on a thing to
make it beautiful.
BOBBY (n) policeman (Br).
BOBCAT (n) small wild cat from North
America.
BOBSLED, BOBSLEIGH (n) vehicle with
SKIS, for travelling on snow or ice.
BOBTAIL (n) horse or dog with a tail
that was cut short.
BOD (n) person (Br).
BODE (v) show a truth about the future.
BODGE (v) make or fix in a rough way.
BODICE (n) top part of a dress.
BODILY (adv) of, or in, the body.
BODKIN (n) thick NEEDLE that is not
very sharp.
*BODY (n) person or animal; group;
most important, strong, or big part of
a thing.
BODYGUARD (n) strong person who
travels with an important person to
stop people from hurting that person.
BODY-LINE (n) throwing the ball very
fast, and very close to the man with
the BAT, in cricket.
BODYWORK (n) outside, metal part of
a vehicle.
BOFFIN (n) smart person who studies
things for a job.
BOG (n; v) wet, soft ground; stick to
wet, soft ground.
BOGEY (n) thing people are too afraid
of.
BOGGLE (v) jump with surprise.
BOGIE (n) wheels and floor of a train
car; train car that people travel in (In).
BOGONG (n) dark-coloured MOTH that
some people eat (Aus).
BOGUS (adj) false.
BOGY (n) thing that people are too
afraid of.
BOHEMIAN (n) person (often one who
writes books or makes art) who
dresses and acts in ways that are different from most other people.
BOIL (n; v) hard sore on the skin; cook
in hot water; change liquid to gas with
heat; be very hot.
BOILER (n) container for changing water from liquid to gas; chicken that
you cook in water.
BOILING (adj) (of weather) very hot.
BOISTEROUS (adj) loud and happy.
BOLD (adj) confident; very clear.
BOLE (n) thick part of a tree.
BOLERO (n) fast dance from Spain;
short, loose coat.
BOLL (n) seed container for cotton and
some other plants.
BOLLARD (n) short, thick cylinder on
a ship or JETTY, that you tie very
heavy ropes around.
BOLLOCKS (n) testicles; very wrong
or foolish thing.
BOLONEY (n) foolishness (Am); DEVON (Am).
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BOLSTER (n; v) long, round PILLOW
across a bed or couch; hold a person
or thing up.
BOLT (n; v) metal bar or cylinder to
hold things together, or to hold a door
closed; very long piece of cloth; use a
BOLT to hold a thing; run away; eat
food without chewing it well.
BOLT

BOMB (n; v) weapon that explodes;
drop, throw, or put a thing in a place
to explode it.
BOMBARD (v) hit quickly with many
bullets or other things.
BOMBARDIER (n) person who drops
weapons from a plane in a war.
BOMBASTIC (adj) loud and proud.
BOMBSHELL (n) weapon that explodes
after you drop it from a plane; very
surprising truth; very beautiful woman.
BONA FIDE (adj) real.
BONANZA (n) very much money; very
good thing that happens.
BON-BON (n) lolly.
BOND (v; n) stick together; thing that
holds together; agreement to give
money, and receive it again after a
time, if you do the right actions.
BONDAGE (n) being a prisoner.
*BONE (n; v) hard piece in the body;
take bones from meat.
BONE-DRY (adj) very dry.
BONEHEAD (n) stupid person (Am).
BONER (n) stupid thing you were doing wrongly; hard penis (Am).
BONFIRE (n) fire on the ground, to
make people warm.
BONG ( n ) i n s t r u m e n t f o r s m o k i n g
MARIJUANA.
BONGOS (n) two small drums together,
that you hit with your fingers.

BONGOS

BONKERS (adj) crazy.
BONNET (n) hat with strings to hold it
on; door over the motor of a vehicle
(Br, Aus).
BONNY (adj) beautiful and healthy (Br).
BONSAI ( n ) w a y o f s t o p p i n g s m a l l
plants from becoming big.
BONUS (n) award; another good thing.
BONY (adj) with many bones; with little
meat covering the bones.
BONZER (adj) very good (Aus).
BOO ( i n t e r j ; v ) w o r d t o s u r p r i s e a
child; word to show you do not like
an entertainer or other person; shout
this word at a person.
BOOB (n) foolish, wrong thing; breast.
BOO-BOO (n) sore; wrong thing that
you were doing because you were not
thinking well.
BOOBY (n) stupid person; breast.
BOOBY-TRAP (n) secret weapon that
explodes when you touch it.

BOOGIE (v) dance to fast music.
*BOOK (n; v) many papers together
with a cover; long story; agree for a
person to do a thing at a special time
in the future; (of a policeman) give a
paper to a person to say that person
was not obeying a rule.
BOOKBINDER (n) person who puts covers on books.
BOOKCASE (n) cabinet with shelves for
books.
BOOK-END (n) heavy thing you put on
the end of a line of books, to hold them
in a vertical direction.
BOOKIE (n) person who takes money
from people at horse or dog races, and
gives them more money if they are
right in saying what animal will win.
BOOKKEEPER (n) person who lists the
money a company gives and receives.
BOOKLET (n) small book with a paper
cover.
BOOKMAKER (n) person who takes
money from people at horse or dog
races and gives them more money if
they are right in saying what animal
will win.
BOOKMARK (n) thin piece of cloth or
other material to mark a place in a book.
BOOKMOBILE (n) vehicle carrying many
books that people can take home and
read, and return when they finish.
BOOKWORM (n) person who reads
many books.
BOOM (n) long horizontal bar or stick
that moves at one end; deep, loud
sound; growing enthusiasm about a
thing, by many people in a country.
BOOMER (n) big male KANGAROO
(Aus).
BOOMERANG (n; v) stick you throw,
and it returns to you; return.

BOOMERANG

BOON (n) good thing you receive.
BOOR (n) person who is proud, rough,
and talks too much.
BOOST (v; n) push from below; pushing from below.
BOOSTER ( n ) s e c o n d m o t o r i n a
ROCKET; second piece of medicine,
to help the first piece.
BOOT (n; v) shoe that covers the ankle;
place for carrying things in the back
of a car; good thing; kick.
BOOTEE (n) soft shoe for a baby.
BOOTH (n) very small building with one
room.
BOOTLACE (n) string for holding together a shoe that covers the ankle.
BOOTLEG (v) disobey rules to make
and sell drinks with alcohol in them.
BOOTY (n) award; money and things
people take after a fight or war.
BOOZE (n; v) beer; drink much beer.
BOOZE-UP (n) time of much beer drinking.
BOP (n; v) dance.

BORAX (n) chemical people use to
clean sores and to make glass.
BORDELLO (n) building where people
pay money to mate.
*BORDER (n; v) line where the side of a
thing or place is; be on the side line of
a thing.
BORE (v; n) talk very much about boring things that are not interesting; be
boring; drill a hole; make a small hole
in an ear (In); was carrying; hole in
the ground for water (Aus); person
who is boring.
BOREDOM (n) boring feeling.
*BORING (adj) not interesting; difficult
to do or listen to with enthusiasm.
*BORN (adj) coming out of its mother.
BORNE (v) was carrying.
BORON (n) a yellow chemical.
BORONIA (n) small bush from Australia, with sweet-smelling flowers.
BOROUGH (n) small town, or part of a
town.
BORROW (v) use a thing for a time,
that is not yours.
BORSTAL (n) prison for young people
(Br).
BOSOM (n) breast; heart; middle.
BOSS (n; v) leader; lead.
BOSSY (adj) (of a person) making too
many rules for other people.
BOSUN (n) leader on a ship, who leads
the people who fix the ship.
BOTANICAL (adj) of plants.
BOTANY (n) study of plants.
BOTCH (v) do a thing badly or wrongly.
BOTH (pro; adj) each of two.
BOTHER (v; n) make a person worry or
work; worrying or working.
BOTHERATION (n) problem.
BOTHERSOME (adj) giving you worry
or work.
*BOTTLE (n; v) glass container for liquids, with a small hole at the top; put
liquid into bottles.
BOTTLEBRUSH (n) BRUSH for cleaning inside bottles; bush from Australia with flowers that look like this
BRUSH.

BOTTLEBRUSH

BOTTLENECK (n) narrow place where
things do not move together well;
problem (In).
BOTTLE-OPENER
(n) tool for
opening bottles.

BOTTLER (n) very good thing or person (Aus).
*BOTTOM (n; adj) buttocks; most low
place or part; most low.
BOTULISM (n) sickness from eating
bad meat, or bad food from tins.
BOUCLE (n) rough cloth from many
bends in the string in the cloth.
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BOUDOIR (n) room where one woman
sits or sleeps.
BOUGAINVILLAEA, BOUGAINVILLEA
(n) VINE with thin red or purple flowers, that grows in warm countries.
BOUGH (n) big branch on a tree.
BOUGHT (v) was buying.
BOUILLABAISSE (n) food from cooking fish in water with vegetables.
BOUILLON (n) hot liquid food from water and meat.
BOULDER (n) big smooth loose stone.
BOULEVARD (n) wide road, often with
trees.
BOUNCE (v) go up and down, or forward and returning, like a ball.
BOUNCER ( n ) s t r o n g p e r s o n w h o
pushes people out of a shop or meeting if leaders do not want the people
there.
BOUND (v; adj; n) jump; tied together;
going; border.
BOUNDARY (n) border.
BOUNDER (n) bad man (Br).
BOUNDLESS (adj) without borders.
BOUNTEOUS, BOUNTIFUL (adj) giving
much; not greedy.
BOUNTY (n) things a person gives;
money you receive for killing a bad
animal.
BOUQUET (n) flowers together, that a
woman can carry in her hands at a
special time; smell of wine.
BOURBON (n) drink with alcohol in it,
that people make from corn.
BOURGEOIS (n; adj) person in a country who is not very different; of the
people who are in the middle, between
smart and stupid, and between important and not important, but a little
rich.
BOURGEOISIE (n) middle people in a
country, who are not very different.
BOURSE (n) place where people buy
and sell parts of companies (Eur).
BOUT (n) time of fighting.
BOUTIQUE (n) little shop that sells
clothes.
BOUZOUKI ( n ) m u s i c a l i n s t r u m e n t
from Greece, that is like a MANDOLIN.
BOVINE (adj) of cows.
BOW (n; v) weapon with a string, for
shooting ARROWS (see CROSSBOW);
beautiful, tied piece of thin cloth; tool
you pull over the strings of a VIOLIN
or other musical instrument to make a
sound; front part of a boat; bend the
body over at the stomach; show another person is better than you.

BOWS

BOWDLERISE (v) take parts out of a
writing.

BOWED (adj) with a curve like a BOW.
BOWELS (n) intestines; feelings of
love.
BOWER (n) special card in a game;
room with many plants; ANCHOR at
the front of a boat.
BOWER-BIRD (n) bird from Australia,
that keeps many little things it cannot
use.
BOWIE (n) long knife from America for
cutting meat from animals that you kill.
*BOWL (n; v) deep dish that holds liquids; timber ball (see BOWLS); throw
a ball.
BOW-LEGGED (adj) with the knees far
apart when the ankles are together.
BOWLER (n) DERBY.
BOWLINE (n) special way of tying a
rope.
BOWLING (n) game to hit timber bottle
shapes with a heavy ball, on a narrow
piece of floor.
BOWLING-CREASE (n) line you stand
behind when throwing a ball in cricket.
BOWLING-GREEN
(n) grass for
BOWLS.
BOWLS (n)
game with
timber
balls on
grass.
BOW-SAW (n) SAW that looks like a
BOW.

BOWSER (n)
machine at a
shop, that you
can get petrol
from (Aus).

BOWSPRIT (n) stick
projecting from the
front of a ship.
BOW-TIE (n) BOW
that a man wears around his neck.
BOW-WOW (n) name a child uses for a
dog.
*BOX (n; v) container like a cube or
cylinder; SUITCASE (In); put in a box;
hit with the FISTS.
BOXCAR (n) train car like a big box for
carrying things.
BOXER (n) person who fights with thick
GLOVES on his hands, for a sport;
strong dog.
BOX-OFFICE (n) place where people
pay to see entertainment.
BOX-PLEAT (n) two parallel PLEATS
in opposite directions.
BOXWOOD (n) EUCALYPTUS tree from
Australia, with hard, white timber.
*BOY (n) male child; poor male worker
(In).
BOYCOTT (v; n) stop talking to or buying from, to show you disagree; this
action by many people against a person, company, or country.

BOYSENBERRY (n) black BERRY.
BRA (n) piece of clothes that holds up
the breasts of a woman.
BRACE (v; n) hold a thing up that will
fall if you do not hold it up; thing that
holds another thing up; part of a drill
that turns the BIT.
BRACELET (n) chain or circle of metal
that you wear around your wrist.
BRACER (n) strong drink; covering for
the wrist in FENCING.
BRACES (n) rope or cloth over the
shoulders, that holds pants up.
BRACING (adj) making you feel strong
and enthusiastic.
BRACKEN (n) big FERN.
BRACKET (n)
thing
projecting from
a wall to
hold up a
shelf; one of two
PARENTHESES.
BRACKISH (adj) (of water) with a little
salt.
BRAD (n) small, thin nail.
BRADAWL (n) small AWL.
BRAG (v) say good things about yourself.
BRAGGART (n) person who says he or
she is very good.
BRAHMIN (adj)
(of food) without
meat (In).
BRAID (n ; v)
PLAIT ;
bend
three o r more
ropes or pieces
of hair into a
PLAIT.
BRAILLE
(n)
writing
that a
person can read
with his fingers.
*BRAIN (n; v) part of the body that remembers, thinks and feels; smart person; kill by hitting on the head.
BRAINCHILD (n) thing you were planning and making.
BRAIN-DRAIN (n) movement of very
smart people from poor countries to
rich countries.
BRAINLESS (adj) stupid.
BRAINSTORM (n) plan you were quickly
receiving in your thinking.
BRAINWASH (v) teach with much pushing.
BRAINWAVE (n) good plan.
BRAINY (n) smart.
BRAISE (v) cook meat slowly in very
little water.
BRAKE (n; v) part that stops a machine;
stop a machine quickly.
BRAKE-DRUM (n) part of a wheel that a
stopping tool rubs against to stop it.
BRAKE-SHOE (n) part of a stopping
tool that rubs against a wheel.
BRAMBLE (n) wild bush with sharp
points.
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BRAN (n) outside part of wheat.
*BRANCH (n; v) arm of a tree; side part
of a road, group, or other thing; go
from one place, in two or more different directions.
BRAND (n; v) company name; mark to
show you own a thing.
BRANDISH (v) move a thing in the air
to help people see it.
BRAND-NEW (adj) very new.
BRANDY (n) drink from wine or fruit,
with much alcohol in it.
BRASH (adj) too confident.
BRASS (n) yellow metal; money.
BRASSERIE (n) small restaurant or
shop for drinking alcohol.
BRASSIÉRE (n) piece of clothes that
holds up the breasts of a woman.
BRASSY (adj) loud and false.
BRAT (n) bad child.
BRAVADO (n) showing much confidence.
BRAVE (adj) confident and strong; not
afraid of pain.
BRAVERY (n) strength and confidence,
without being afraid of pain.
BRAVO (interj) word to say you think a
person was doing a good job.
BRAVURA (n) doing a thing with special actions to show how good or important you are.
BRAWL (n; v) loud argument or fight;
be part of a loud argument or fight.
BRAWN (n) muscles; cold meat food
made from the head of a pig.
BRAWNY (adj) big and strong.
BRAY (n; v) loud noise from a donkey;
make a loud noise like a donkey.
BRAZE (v) join metal together with heat
and a yellow metal.
BRAZEN (adj) doing bad things with
no fear of people knowing.
BRAZIER (n) small metal container for
a fire.
BREACH (v; n) break; disobey; broken
place; disobeying.
*BREAD (n) food from cooked grain;
money.
BREAD-BASKET (n) stomach.
BREAD-FRUIT (n) fruit that grows on
some South Pacific ISLAND trees.
BREAD-LINE (n) line of poor people
waiting to receive food.
BREADTH (n) measure from side to
side.
BREADWINNER (n) person who pays for
food and other things for his or her
family.
*BREAK (v; n) separate into two or
more pieces without cutting; teach a
horse to obey; disobey (a rule); run
away from; change quickly; broken
place; rest.
BREAKABLE (adj) easily broken.
BREAKAGE (n) measure of what was
breaking.
BREAKAWAY (n; adj) animal running
away from a group of animals; leaving a group.
BREAKDOWN (n) sickness from not
resting; breaking that stops a machine
or action.

BREAKER (n) heavy WAVE breaking on
a beach.
BREAKFAST (n) first MEAL of the day,
in the morning.
BREAK-IN (n) breaking into a locked
building by a robber or other bad person.
BREAKING-POINT (n) measure or place
where a thing breaks.
BREAKNECK (adj) dangerous.
BREAKTHROUGH (n) important step
that makes what you are trying to do
more easy after it happens.
BREAK-UP (n) separating; collapsing;
happy meeting at the end of a school
year.
BREAKWATER (n) big stones to stop
the movement of WAVES at a beach.
BREAM (n) wide, flat fish.
BREAM

*BREAST (n) part of the body of a
woman where a baby gets milk.
BREASTBONE (n) bone joining ribs at
the front of the body.
BREASTPLATE (n) covering to protect
the chest of a soldier.
BREASTSTROKE (n) pushing the arms
forward together, and pulling them
out to the sides and back, to swim.
BREATH (n) air in the lungs; very small
wind.
BREATHALYSER (n) tool that measures
alcohol in the air you breathe out.
*BREATHE (v) take air into the lungs;
push wind softly.
BREATHER (n) short rest.
BREATHING-SPACE (n) time for a rest,
or for thinking.
BREATHLESS (adj) without wind or
breathing.
BREATHTAKING (adj) with a very strong
quality that surprises a person.
BRED (v) was mating animals to make
animals with special qualities.
BREECH (n) buttocks; part of a gun
where you put the bullets.
BREECHES (n) short pants finishing at
the knees.
BREED (v; n) mate animals to make animals with special qualities; special
group of animals.
BREEDING (n) teaching you receive
from your parents.
BREEZE (n; v) little wind; easy work;
move easily.
BREEZEWAY (n) floor joining two buildings, with a roof but no walls.
BREEZY (adj) with many little pushes
of wind; friendly and happy.
BREKKIE, BREKKY (n) first MEAL of the
day, in the morning (Aus).
BREN-GUN (n) light MACHINE-GUN.
BRETHREN (n) brothers.
BREVIARY (n) book you can use each
day to help you pray.
BREVITY (n) being short in time.
BREW (v; n) make tea or beer; cook
slowly in water; liquid you cook
slowly; a drink.

BREWERY (n) place where people make
beer to sell.
BRIAR (n) wild bush with sharp points
.
BRIBE (v; n) give money to a person to
encourage the person to disobey a
rule; money you give for this reason.
BRIBERY (n) giving money to encourage a person to disobey a rule.
BRIC-A-BRAC (n) mixing of little, old,
beautiful, or interesting things.

BRIGAND (n) one person in a group of
robbers.
BRIGANTINE (n) ship with two sails.
BRIGHT (adj) smart; full of light; easy
to see; enthusiastic.
BRIGHTEN (v) make or become more
smart, enthusiastic, or full of light.
BRILL (interj) word to show you are
very happy with a thing (Br).
BRILLIANT (adj) very smart; very full
of light; very easy to see.

BRICK
(n; v)
small, hard, box
shape you use
to make a building; build with
BRICKS.

BRIM (n) top border
of a cup or
channel;
projecting
border of
a hat.

BRICKBAT (n) words to say what is
wrong with a person.
BRICKLAYER (n) worker who builds
with BRICKS.
BRICKWORK (n) all the BRICKS together in a building.
BRIDAL (adj) of a new wife; of marrying.
BRIDE (n) new wife.
BRIDEGROOM (n) new husband; most
important person at a happening (In).
BRIDESMAID (n) woman who helps a
new wife on the day she marries.
BRIDGE (n; v) road over a river or over
another road; game with cards; high
floor on a ship where the leader
stands; top of the nose; make a road
over a place.

BRIDGE

BRIDGEHEAD (n) place where soldiers
stop, after crossing water to fight
against another army.
BRIDGEWORK (n) DENTURES with
some holes for your real teeth.
BRIDLE (n; v) rope that forces a horse
to turn (see BIT); hold or stop.
BRIDLEPATH, BRIDLEWAY (n) road for
horses, but not for vehicles.
BRIE (n) a soft cheese from France.
BRIEF (adj; n; v) short; with few words;
important paper about a person the
police say was disobeying a rule;
quickly teach or show a plan.
BRIEFCASE (n) small, thin SUITCASE
for carrying important papers.
BRIEFS (n) UNDERPANTS.
BRIER (n) wild bush with sharp points.
BRIG (n) army prison; ship with two
sails.
BRIGADE (n) people who wear UNIFORMS and work together.
BRIGADIER (n) army leader (Br).
BRIGALOW (n) an ACACIA bush.
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BRIMFUL (adj) full to the top border.
BRIMMING (adj) full.
BRIMSTONE (n) yellow powder that
burns with a bad smell.
BRINDLE, BRINDLED (adj) brown with
other colours.
BRINE (n) water with salt in it.
*BRING (v) come with a thing.
BRINK (n) border of a cliff or other dangerous place.
BRINKMANSHIP (n) coming close to a
war, but not fighting it.
BRINY (adj) with much salt.
BRIQUETTE (n) cube of coal powder.
BRISK (adj) fast; full of life; cold.
BRISKET (n) meat from the breast of
an animal.
BRISKLY (adv) quickly.
BRISTLE (n; v) short, hard hair; hair or
other projection on a BRUSH or
broom; be angry; (of hair) stand up
straight.
BRIT (n) person from Britain.
*BRITAIN (n) ISLANDS north of France.
BRITISH (adj; n) of Britain; all the people of Britain.
BRITON (n) person from Britain.
BRITTLE (adj) hard, and easy to break.
BROACH (v) start; open; put a hole
into.
BROAD (adj; n) wide; woman.
BROADCAST (v; n) tell many people,
often on radio or television; telling
many people.
BROADEN (v) make or become more
wide.
BROADLOOM (n) very wide rug.
BROADMINDED (adj) not easily angry
at people who are different, or who
disobey rules.
BROADSHEET (n) big piece of paper
with writing on one side.
BROADSIDE (n) side of a ship with
guns projecting from it; angry
words against a person.
BROCADE (n) cloth
with a projecting
pattern.
BROCCOLI (n)
vegetable with
hard, green
flowers.

BROCHURE (n) little book or paper that
is often an ADVERTISEMENT.
BROGUE ( n ) s t r o n g s h o e ; s p e c i a l
sound when talking for some people
from Britain.
BROIL (v) cook on a fire.
BROILER (n) young chicken with soft
meat.
BROKE (v; adj) was breaking; with no
money.
*BROKEN ( a d j ) n e e d i n g f i x i n g ; i n
pieces; rough; (of talking) with much
stopping and starting.
BROKEN-HEARTED (adj) sick from sadness.
BROKER (n) middle person between a
person who buys and a person who
sells.
BROKERAGE (n) money you pay to a
middle person who buys or sells for
you.
BROLGA (n) big bird from Australia,
with grey feathers and a red place on
its head.
BROLLY (n) umbrella (Br, Aus).
BROMIDE (n) chemical people use in
making medicine and making pictures
with a camera.
BROMINE (n) red-black, heavy liquid
chemical.
BRONCHIAL (adj) of the tube between
the throat and lungs.
BRONCHITIS (n) pain in the tube between the throat and lungs.
BRONCO (n) wild horse (Am).
BRONCO-BUSTER (n) person who rides
wild horses (Am).
BRONTOSAURUS ( n ) v e r y b i g D I NOSAUR that was not eating other
animals.
BRONZE (n; adj; v) brown metal; made
from this metal; brown; become
brown on the skin from the sun.
BRONZE-WING (n) brown PIGEON from
Australia.
BROOCH (n) small beautiful metal thing
a woman puts on her dress.
BROOD (n; v) children from one family; baby birds from one bird; sit on
eggs; think much about a thing that
makes you sad or angry.
BROODY (adj) quiet, but sad or angry
at the same time.
BROOK (n; v) very little river; receive a
difficult thing without being angry.
*BROOM (n) tool for pushing dirt.
BROOMSTICK (n) handle of a broom.
BROTH (n) hot drink made from meat.
BROTHEL (n) building where people
pay money to mate.
*BROTHER (n) son of your parents.
BROTHERHOOD (n) group of friends.
BROTHER-IN-LAW (n) brother of your wife
or husband; husband of your sister.
BROUGHAM (n) light vehicle that one
horse was pulling in the past.
BROUGHT (v) was bringing.
BROUHAHA (n) much noise without a
good reason.
BROW (n) top of a hill or other thing;
part of the head over the eyes.
BROWBEAT ( v ) p u s h s t r o n g l y w i t h
words.

*BROWN (n; adj; v) colour of coffee,
timber, or hair on a monkey; make a
thing brown with heat.
BROWNIE (n) sweet bread with brown
sugar and nuts; brown coin (Aus);
small, spiritual person who helps people; young girl from a special group
that learns to help people.
BROWSE (v) look through many different things without serious interest.
BRUCELLOSIS (n) sickness in people
and cows.
BRUISE (n; v) dark colour on the skin
after a thing hits it; hit; make a dark
colour on skin by hitting.
BRUISER (n) strong, fighting person.
BRUMBIE, BRUMBY ( n ) w i l d h o r s e
(Aus).
BRUNCH (n) food you eat in the middle
of the morning.
BRUNETTE (n) woman with black or
brown hair.
BRUNT (n) part of a fight that hurts
the most.
BRUSH (n; v) small broom for hair,
painting, or cleaning; small plants
and trees growing close together;
short meeting of
two
people
or
things; rub
against when
m o v i n g
through or
by; clean or
m a k e
smooth with
a BRUSH.
BRUSH-OFF (n) action to show you do
not want to talk to a person.
BRUSHTAIL (n) POSSUM from Australia with a big soft tail and a sharp
nose.
BRUSHWOOD (n) small dead branches;
rough open land with small bushes
and trees on it.
BRUSQUE (adj) fast; not smooth.
BRUTAL (adj) cruel.
BRUTALITY (n) cruel action or actions.
BRUTE (adj; n) like an animal; animal;
stupid or cruel person.
BUBBLE (n; v) ball of gas in a liquid or
solid; make balls of gas in a liquid.
BUBBLE-AND-SQUEAK (n) meat, potatoes, and cabbage that you cook together in hot oil (Br).
BUBBLER

BUBBLER (n) PIPE with a handle that
you turn to receive water in your
mouth.
BUBBLY (n; adj) wine with a gas in it;
with many small balls of gas in it.
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BUCCANEER (n) person who lives in a
ship and robs things from other ships.
BUCK (n; v) piece of money (Am, In);
male deer, rabbit, or mouse; (of a
horse) jump up and try to throw a person off its back; push against; fight.
BUCKBOARD (n) light vehicle made of
boards between big timber wheels
(Am).

BUCKET (n)
round container
for carrying water.

BUCKETFUL (n) measure of liquid that
fills a BUCKET.
BUCKJUMPER (n) person who rides
wild horses for entertainment.
BUCKLE (n; v) metal piece on a belt,
that holds the ends together; put the
ends of a belt together; bend or break
from heavy pushing.
BUCKLER (n) strong, flat thing you
hold in front of your body to protect
yourself.
BUCKLEY’S (n) little or no reason to
think a thing will happen (Aus).
BUCKSHOT (n) small metal balls you
shoot from a gun.
BUCKSKIN (n) soft leather from a deer
or goat.
BUCK-TOOTHED (adj) with projecting
front teeth.
BUCKWHEAT (n) a grain.
BUD ( n ; v ) f l o w e r o r l e a f b e f o r e i t
opens; young man or boy (Am); start
to grow.
*BUDDHIST (n) person from a religion
in Asia that teaches people to find
happiness by controlling their love for
wealth, food,and mating.
BUDDY (n) name for a friend (Am).
BUDGE (v) move a little.
BUDGERIGAR (n)
small yellow and
green bird from
Australia, that
many people
keep in their
houses.

BUDGET (n; v) plan to use money.
BUDGIE (n) BUDGERIGAR.
BUFF (n; adj; v) person who is enthusiastic about a special thing; skin; yellow; rub a thing to make it smooth
like glass.
BUFFALO (n) big, often wild, cow.

BUFFALO

BUFFER (n) thing between two other
things, that makes their hitting together more soft; old man (Aus).
BUFFET (v; n) push many times; long
piece of furniture that you put dishes
in; table or other place where you put
food in bowls and dishes for people
to take from.
BUFFOON (n) foolish person.
BUFFOONERY (n) foolishness.
BUG (n; v) insect or other very small
animal; sickness; broken or bad part
in a machine or plan; machine that listens secretly; hide a machine and listen to people through it; make a person a little angry.
BUGABOO (n) thing people fear when
they should not fear it.
BUGBEAR (n) little thing that is making you afraid or making an action difficult.
BUG-EYED (adj) with eyes wide open
or projecting out.
BUGGER (n; v) bad person or thing;
break a thing, so it will not work well.
BUGGERY ( n ) m a t i n g b e t w e e n t w o
men; place where bad people go when
they die.
BUGGY (n) small, light vehicle that a
horse pulls, or that you push a baby
in (see PRAM).

BUGLE
(n) small
horn.
*BUILD (v; n) make; shape of the body.
*BUILDING (n) house, school, shop, or
other place with walls and a roof.
BUILD-UP (n) much dirt on top of old
dirt; growing feeling leading to a very
strong feeling.
BUILT (v) was building.
BUILT-UP (adj) (of land) with many
buildings on it, like a town.
BULB (n) light GLOBE; thing with a
round shape on a small cylinder
shape; bottom part of some plants
with this shape (see GARLIC and ONION).
BULBOUS (n) with a round shape projecting from it.
BULGE (v; n) grow more fat, or curve
out from a straight or smooth thing;
projecting curve.
BULK (n; adj) very much of a thing.
BULKHEAD (n) wall in a ship.
BULKY (adj) too big to move easily.
BULL (n) male cow, whale, or elephant;
person who buys with confidence;
foolish or false talking.
BULL-ANT (n) big black, brown, or red
ant from Australia, with a strong bite.
BULL-BAR (n) strong ROO-BAR (Aus).

BULLDOG ( n )
short, fat, strong
dog with short hair
and a big head.

BULLDOZER (n)
big tractor that
pushes trees and stones with the flat
part of a heavy blade on the front (see
CATERPILLAR).
BULLDUST (n) talk that is not true and
is good for nothing (Aus).
*BULLET (n) thing that comes out of a
gun with an explosion.
BULLETIN (n) short telling to many
people.
BULLETIN-BOARD (n) place on a wall
for putting short letters to many
people (Am).
BULLFINCH (n) small bird with a pink
breast and black head.
BULLFROG (n) big frog from America.
BULL-HEADED (adj) not wanting to
change, and not listening well to others.
BULL-HORN (n) LOUD-HAILER.
BULLION (n) piece of very expensive
metal.
BULLOCK (n) male cow with no testicles.
BULLOCKY (n) person who uses male
cows to pull vehicles (Aus).
BULL-PUNCHER (n) person who works
with cows (Am, Aus).
BULLRING (n) place where a person
fights a male cow for entertainment.
BULLROARER (n) flat piece of timber
or stone on the end of a rope, that
makes a noise when it goes around in
circles (Aus).
BULL’S-EYE (n) middle of a TARGET.
BULLSHIT (n) talk that is not true and
is good for nothing.
BULLY (n; v; adj) person who tries to
make others fear him or her; push
other people with fear; (of meat) with
salt in it.
BULRUSH (n) tall grass that grows in
water.
BULWARK (n) strong wall to protect
you; side of a ship.
BUM (n; adj; v) buttocks (Br); lazy person; broken; ask for a thing without
working for it.
BUMBLEBEE (n) big bee with much hair.
BUMBLING (adj) stupid and often doing wrong things.
BUMMER (n) bad or boring action.
BUMP (n; v) hole or projection in a
smooth or straight thing; hit softly;
move forward with little hits on holes.
BUMPER (n; adj) bar on the front or
back of a vehicle; very good.
BUMPKIN (n) shy or stupid person who
does not live in a town.
BUMPTIOUS (adj) making other people
angry by leading too much.
BUN (n) small, soft, round sweet bread;
small, round ball of hair on the head.
BUNCH (n) some things growing, or in
a group, together.
BUNDLE (n; v) things tied together;
much money; tie together.
BUNDY (n) clock that tells the time when
people start and finish a job (Aus).
BUNG (n; v; adj) CORK or other thing
you put in a bottle or BARREL to stop
liquid from coming out; put; throw;
broken.
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BUNGALOW (n) house with all rooms
close to the ground (Br); big house
(In, Af, Asia).
BUNGEE (n) rubber rope.
BUNGER (n) toy that explodes (Aus).
BUNGLE (v; n) do a thing wrongly; bad
action.
BUNION (n) sore joint on the big toe.
BUNK (n; v) narrow bed, often with one
above another; BOWSER (In); sleep.

BUNK

BUNKER (n) big room for coal or oil on
a ship; (in GOLF) place with much
sand, where it is difficult to hit the
ball; safe, strong place under the
ground in a war.
BUNKUM (n) thing that is not true.
BUNNY (n) rabbit; stupid person.
BUNT (v) stop a ball with a BAT without hitting it strongly.
BUNTING (n) many small flags on a
string; material for flags.
BUNYIP (n) animal that people in Australia say lives in water holes.
BUOY (n; v) thing you put in water to
show boats where to go; hold up in
water.
BUOY

BUOYANT (adj) easily going up in water or air.
BUR (n) seed container or other part
of a plant that sticks to clothes when
you rub against it.
BURDEN (n; v) thing you carry; put a
heavy thing on a person, for the person to carry.
BURDENSOME (adj) heavy.
BUREAU ( n ) c a b i n e t ; p a r t o f a b i g
group of people who do the same
work together.
BUREAUCRACY (n) leading of a country by many different leaders and
groups.
BUREAUCRAT (n) person working for
the leaders of a country.
BURETTE (n) glass tube with a TAP at
one end, for measuring liquid.
BURG (n) town (Am, Germ).
BURGEON (v) grow quickly.
BURGHER (n) person who lives in a big
town.
BURGLAR (n) person who robs from
buildings when no people are in them.
BURGLARY (n) robbing.

BURGLE (v) rob from a building when
no person is in it.
BURGOMASTER (n) leader of a town in
Germany and other countries in Europe.
BURGUNDY (n; adj) red wine; colour of
red wine.
BURIAL (n) burying.
BURIAL-GROUND (n) place for burying
dead bodies.
BURLAP ( n ) r o u g h c l o t h f r o m t h i n
rope.
BURLESQUE (adj; n) foolish writing or
entertainment.
BURLY (adj) big and strong.
*BURN (v; n) destroy or hurt with fire;
feel strong heat or emotion; sore or
mark from burning.
BURNER (n) part of a stove, or other
machine, where fire burns.
BURNISH (v) make smooth like glass
by rubbing.
BURN-OFF (n) action of burning grass
and other small plants on a piece of
land, to make it safe from big fires.
BURNT (v) was burning.
BURP (v) push air from the stomach
through the mouth.
BURR (n) rough border on metal or paper; seed container or other part of a
plant that sticks to clothes when you
rub against it.
BURRO (n) donkey.
BURROW (n; v) horizontal hole where
a fox, rabbit, or other animal sleeps;
make a long, thin hole in the ground
or in other material.
BURSAR ( n ) p e r s o n w h o h o l d s t h e
money for a big school.
BURSARY (n) money from a school to
help a person study.
BURST (v; n) explode; go quickly out
of or through; explosion; very fast
movement out of or through.
*BURY (v) put a dead body in the ground;
cover or hide under other things.
*BUS (n; v) big vehicle that carries
many people; carry people in a bus.
BUSBY (n) tall hat from animal skin that
some soldiers wear (Br).
*BUSH (n; adj) big plant like a small
tree; part of a country away from the
towns (Aus); small metal piece around
a moving piece in a machine; of places
away from towns (Aus).
BUSHBABY (n) small mammal from Africa with big eyes and a long tail.
BUSH-BAPTIST (n) person who believes
in God without joining a church (Aus).
BUSHED (adj) tired (Am); not knowing
where you are (Aus).
BUSHEL (n) big basket for fruit or vegetables.
BUSHRANGER (n) prisoner in the past,
who was running away from prison
and robbing people in places away
from towns (Aus).
BUSH-WHACKER (n) person who lives
in places away from towns (Aus).
BUSHY (adj) (of hair) thick, with much
of it close together.
BUSINESS (n) company; shop; job;
work.

BUSINESS-LIKE (adj) working well, with
good plans and little or no emotions.
BUSK (v) make entertainment by the
road.
BUSMAN (n) person
who drives a bus.
BUSS (v) kiss.
BUS-STOP (n)
place where buses
stop.
BUST (n; v) shape
of the head, SHOULDERS, and chest;
BUST
chest; breaking; break.
BUSTARD (n) big running bird.
BUSTER (n) name for a boy or man.
BUSTLE (v; n) go quickly with much
action; much fast action; thing a
woman wears under her dress to make
her buttocks look big.
BUST-UP (n) separating; argument.
BUSTY (adj) with big breasts.
BUSY (adj) doing many things; working.
BUSYBODY (n) person who wants to
know too much about other people;
person doing much work (In).
*BUT (conj; prep) with this thing that
is different, or changing; without.
BUTANE (n) gas with no colour, that
burns, often in a LIGHTER.
BUTCH (adj; n) (of a woman) like a
man; game children play, jumping on
one foot and pushing stones (In).
BUTCHER (n; v) person who cuts and
sells meat; kill and cut in pieces.
BUTCHERY (n) shop for buying meat.
BUTLER (n) worker who leads workers
who cook food in a house.
BUTT ( n ; v ) t h i c k e n d o f a t o o l o r
weapon; CIGARETTE after a person
was smoking it; person others are
laughing at; buttocks (Am); push with
the head like a goat; push into a place.
BUTTE (n) one big hill in a place with
no other hills.
*BUTTER (n; v) solid yellow food made
from the fat in milk; put butter on.
BUTTER-BEAN (n) long yellow BEAN,
or flat, white, dry seed.
BUTTERCUP (n) RANUNCULUS with
small yellow flowers.
BUTTERFAT (n) fat in milk.
BUTTER-FINGERS (n) person who easily drops things.
BUTTERFLY
(n) insect with
very big wings,
that grows from
a caterpillar; way
of swimming with
both arms coming
out of the water toBUTTERFLY
gether.
BUTTERMILK (n) liquid you have after
making butter from milk.
BUTTERNUT (n) PEAR-shaped PUMPKIN (see GOURD).
BUTTERSCOTCH (n) sweet food and
taste.
BUTTERY ( n ) r o o m w h e r e y o u p u t
food, spices, and other things for
cooking.
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*BUTTOCKS (n) part of the body that
you sit on; top of back legs of an animal.
*BUTTON (n; v) small hard thing on
clothes, that goes into a cut in the
cloth to hold pieces together; thing
you push with one finger; hold pieces
of cloth together by putting buttons
through cuts in it.
BUTTONS

BUTTONHOLE (n; v) cut in cloth that
you push a button through; talk to a
person who does not want you to talk
to him or her.
BUTTRESS (n; v) thing beside a wall,
that holds it up; hold a thing up, or
make it more strong.
BUXOM (adj) (of a woman) beautiful, a
little fat, and with big breasts.
*BUY (v; n) give money to own a thing;
thing you give money to own.
BUZZ (n; v) sound of a bee, many people talking, or some machines working; make this sound; fly a plane close
to a person to make the person afraid.
BUZZARD (n) big bird from the HAWK
family, that eats many other animals.
BUZZER (n) thing that makes a noise
like a bee, often using electricity.
BUZZ-SAW (n) machine with a round,
flat SAW blade.
*BY (adv; prep) near; beside; across;
using.
BYE (n) time when a group or person
in a sport does not have another group
or person to compete against.
BYE-BYE (interj) friendly word to say
when you leave a person.
BYE-BYES (adv) to sleep.
BYE-ELECTION, BY-ELECTION ( n )
choosing a new leader in a country
after the old leader dies or chooses to
stop leading.
BYE-LAW, BY-LAW (n) rule that a town
makes.
BYGONE (adj; n) in the past; happening in the past.
BY-HEART (v) say a thing by remembering it without reading it (In).
BYLINE (n) line in a newspaper telling
who was writing the story.
BYPASS (n; v) road around a thing;
go around.
BYPATH (n) line where few people walk.
BY-PLAY (n) what is happening at the
same time as a more important
happening.
BYPRODUCT (n) second thing that is
made when you are making a more
important thing.
BYRE (n) building for cows.
BYSTANDER (n) person who is near a
thing that happens.
BYTE (n) one piece of truth for a COMPUTER.
BYWAY (n) road that few people use.
BYWORD (n) name or saying that many
people know and use.

C
CAB (n) TAXI; part of a truck or train
where you sit to drive it.
CABAL (n) small secret group.
CABARET (n) restaurant with entertainment when you are eating.
*CABBAGE (n) big round vegetable
with green and white leaves.
CABBY (n) person who drives many
people to many different places in a
town, for a job.
CABER (n) very long, heavy piece of
timber that people throw in a competition in parts of Britain.
CABERNET (n) grape that makes a
good red wine.
CABIN (n) small timber house; room
in a ship or plane; room where a person works at a DESK (In).
CABIN-BOY ( n ) p e r s o n w h o b r i n g s
food or drinks to people on a ship.
*CABINET (n) piece of furniture with
containers and shelves in it; group of
leaders who work together.
CABLE (n; v) thick metal rope; words
travelling by electricity through
WIRES; send words by electricity
through WIRES.
CABLE-CAR (n) vehicle that a thick
WIRE pulls up a hill or across an open
place.
CABOODLE (n) all of a thing.
CABOOSE (n) last car on a train, where
a person who works on the train sits
(Am).
CACAO (n) tree from South America
with seeds that people use to make
CHOCOLATE.
CACHALOT (n) big whale.
CACHE (n) place to hide money; money
that you hide.
CACHET (n) quality that makes others
like you.
CACK (n) DUNG.
CACK-HANDED (adj) rough in movements, or easily dropping things.
CACKLE (n; v) sound of female chickens; loud, high laughing sound; make
this sound; talk much, but not about
things that are important.
CACOPHONY (n) much noise.

CACTI (n) more than
one CACTUS.
CACTUS (n) plant with
no leaves, and sharp
points.

CAD (n) bad man.
CADAVER (n) dead body.
CADAVEROUS (adj) (of a person) very
thin and white.
CADDIE (n) person who carries sticks
for people who are playing GOLF;
carry sticks for people who are playing GOLF.

CADDY (n; v) small box for tea; person who carries sticks for a person
who is playing GOLF; carry sticks for
a person who is playing GOLF.
CADENCE (n) time and sound, moving
in equal steps.
CADENZA (n) difficult piece of music
for one person.
CADET (n) young person learning to
be a soldier, policeman, or to write for
a newspaper.
CADGE (v) ask for a thing without working or giving money for it.
CADMIUM (n) a metal.
CADRE (n) small group working in the
middle of a big group.
CAECUM (n) small bag at the side of
the intestines.
CAESAREAN (adj) cutting through the
body to take a baby from inside the
mother.
CAFÉ (n) small restaurant.
CAFETERIA (n) restaurant where the
people who buy the food carry it to
the table.
CAFFEINE (n) chemical in tea and coffee that stops people
from sleeping.
CAFTAN (n)
very long shirt
or dress.
CAGE (n; v)
prison for animals; put in
a prison.
CAGEY (adj) quiet and smart, hiding
some truths.
CAGOULE (n) light, short coat that
water cannot go through.
CAHOOTS (n) working together.
CAIRN (n) small hill of stones to mark
a place.
CAISSON (n) truck for carrying bullets
and weapons; big container people
work in when they are working under
water; big machine for lifting a boat
out of water.
CAJOLE (v) change a person by much
talking.
*CAKE (n; v) sweet bread; small, flat
piece of soap or other thing; cover
with a liquid that becomes solid.
CAKE-WALK (n) a dance; easy job.
CALABOOSE (n) prison (Am).
CALAMINE (n) liquid you put on skin
to stop some small pains on the skin.
CALAMITY (n) very bad happening.
CALCIFY (v) become hard like a bone.
CALCIUM (n) white chemical in milk,
bones, and teeth.
CALCULATE (v) work with numbers to
find the right sum; plan well.
CALCULATING (adj) making plans to
use other people to get what you
want.
CALCULATIONS (n) sums.
CALCULATOR (n) machine for adding
numbers.
CALCULUS (n) special way of studying numbers; stone in the body.
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CALDRON (n) big container to cook liquids in.

CALENDAR
(n) list of days
and months of
the year.

CALENDER (n) machine with cylinders,
for making paper or cloth smooth.
CALF (n) young cow, elephant, whale
or deer; back of the leg below the knee.
CALIBER (n) size of a bullet or the inside measure across a tube; measure
of how good or important a thing is.
CALIBRATE (v) find or make the measure of a thing.
CALIBRE (n) size of a bullet or the inside measure across a tube; measure
of how good or important a thing is.
CALICO (n) white cotton cloth.
CALIPER (n) piece of metal to help a
weak leg; tool for measuring bullets,
tubes, and other round things.
CALIPH (n) leader in Arabia.
CALISTHENICS (n) exercises to make
a person strong and beautiful.
CALL (v; n) tell a person to come; use
a telephone to talk to a person; ask
(In); shout; talking on a telephone;
special sound a bird makes.
CALL-BOX (n) very small room where
you can use a telephone.
CALLER (n) person who comes to your
house for a short time; person who
uses a telephone; person who tells all
the people what is happening in a
horse race.
CALL-GIRL (n) woman who mates for
money.
CALLIGRAPHY (n) making beautiful
writing.
CALLING (n) job.
CALLIPER (n) piece of metal to help a
weak leg; tool for measuring bullets,
tubes, and other round things.
CALLISTHENICS (n) exercises to make
a person strong and beautiful.
CALLOUS (adj) hard; not kind.
CALLOW (adj) not smart about being
an adult.
CALL-SIGN (n) words or letters for the
name of a radio company.
CALL-UP (n) letter telling you that you
must work in the army.
CALLUS (n) hard piece of thick skin.
CALM (adj; n; v) quiet, with no wind;
confident; quiet time, with no wind;
make a person or animal quiet and not
afraid.
CALORIE (n) measure of how much a
food can help the body work.
CALUMNY (n) saying bad things about
a person, that are not true.
CALVE (v) give birth to a baby cow.
CALVES (n) young cows, elephants,
whales, or deer; backs of the legs below the knees.
CALVINISM ( n ) t e a c h i n g t h a t G o d
chooses who will be good and who
will be bad.

CALYPSO (n) music from ISLANDS
near Cuba, with metal hitting sounds.
CAM ( n ) s m o o t h p r o j e c t i o n o n a
wheel.
CAMARADERIE ( n ) s p i r i t b e t w e e n
friends.
CAMBER (n) shape of a road, from side
to side.
CAMBIUM (n) part of a tree that is between the skin and the hard timber.
CAMBRIC (n) thin white cotton cloth.
CAME (v) was coming.

CAMEL

CAMEL (n) animal like a horse, with a
thick projection on its back.
CAMELLIA (n)
bush that has
smooth, green
leaves in all
months of the
year; red, pink,
or white flower
from this bush.
CAMEMBERT (n) soft cheese with a
strong taste.
CAMEO (n) picture that is cut into an
expensive stone; small acting part.
*CAMERA (n) machine that makes pictures.
CAMOMILE (n) plant with a good smell,
that people use to make medicine or
tea.
CAMOUFLAGE (n; v) colours on ships,
guns, or other things, to make them
difficult to see; make a thing difficult
to see, often by using colours.
CAMP (n; v; adj) place where soldiers,
or others who travel, live without
houses; live in a place without
houses; sleep at a place for a few days
(In); of men who mate with other men.
CAMPAIGN (v; n) work in a plan for
important actions; plan for important
actions.
CAMPER, CAMPERVAN (n) CARAVAN
with a motor (see VAN).
CAMPHOR (n) medicine with a strong
smell that insects do not like.
CAMPION (n) wild plant from Europe
with red, white, or pink flowers.
CAMPSITE (n) place where people who
travel live without houses, often in
TENTS.
CAMPUS (n) ground around a school.
CAMSHAFT (n) metal cylinder in a motor, with smooth projections that lift
parts of the motor when it turns.
*CAN (n; v) tin; cook food and put it in
containers that have no air in them;
is, am, or are able to.
*CANADA (n) country north of America.

CANADIAN ( n ; a d j ) p e r s o n f r o m
Canada; of Canada.
CANAL (n) river that people make by
digging a channel.
CANAPÉ (n) small piece of dry bread
with a paste or other food on it.
CANARD (n) saying that is not true.
CANARY (n) little yellow singing bird
that people often keep in their houses.
CANASTA (n) a card game.
CANCAN (n) dance from France with
women kicking their legs high in the
air.
CANCEL (v) stop a meeting or a rule.
CANCER (n) very bad sickness that can
kill people.
CANDELABRA (n) metal shape that
holds more than one CANDLE.
CANDID (adj) showing what is true.
CANDIDATE (n) person who
wants other people
to
choose him or her for a job.
CANDIED (adj) covered with
sugar.
CANDLE ( n ) s t r i n g w i t h
solid oil around it, that you
burn slowly to give light.
CANDLEPOWER (n) measure of light.
CANDLESTICK (n) stick that holds a
CANDLE.
CANDOR, CANDOUR (n) showing what
is true.
CANDY (n; v) lolly; lollies; cover with
sugar.
CANDY-STRIPED (adj) with STRIPES of
white and pink or another colour.
CANE (n; v) very big piece of grass
like BAMBOO (see SUGAR-CANE);
stick you use when walking; hit with
a stick.
CANE-CHARGE ( o f p o l i c e m e n ) h i t
people with a stick (In).
CANE-SUGAR (n) sugar from SUGARCANE.
CANINE (n; adj) tooth with a sharp
point; dog; of a dog.
CANISTER (n) small metal box.
CANKER (n) sore; bad thing that grows;
caterpillar that eats many leaves.
CANKERWORM (n) caterpillar that eats
many leaves.
CANNABIS (n) plant for making rope
or drugs.
CANNELLONI (n) PASTA tubes with
meat in the middle (It).
CANNERY (n) place where people put
food into tins.
CANNIBAL (n) person who eats other
people.
CANNON

CANNON (n; v) very big gun that is on
the ground; hit against, and change direction, without stopping movement.
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CANNONADE ( n ) m a n y e x p l o s i o n s
from guns, at one time.
CANNON-BALL (n) big metal ball that
explodes from a CANNON.
CANNON-FODDER (n) men that leaders
think are not important in an army.
*CANNOT (v) am, is, or are not able to.
CANNY (adj) smart about understanding dangers and understanding other
people.
CANOE (n) small boat with a smooth,
round bottom, like an open KAYAK.
CANOEIST (n) person who rides in a
small boat with a smooth, round bottom like an open KAYAK.
CANON (n) rule in a church; leader in a
church; list of very good Christians.
CANONICAL (adj) following rules or
leaders in a church.
CANONISE (v) put the name of a dead
person on an important list of very
good Christians.
CANOODLE (v) kiss and hug (Br).
CANOPY (n) covering above a person;
cloth part of a PARACHUTE; part of a
plane that covers the person driving it.
CANST (v) can.
CANT (n) rule a person makes without
believing in what it teaches.
CANTALOPE, CANTALOUPE (n) big,
round MELON (Am).
CANTANKEROUS (adj) easily becoming
angry.
CANTATA (n) singing entertainment by
many people.
CANTEEN (n) restaurant in a school or
in a place where people work; bottle
for carrying water when walking.
CANTER (n; v) easy running of a horse;
run easily.
CANTICLE (n) special song in a church.
CANTILEVER (n) strong, long, metal
stick projecting from a wall.
CANTON (n) part of a country.
CANTONMENT (n) group of buildings
or TENTS where soldiers live; town
where soldiers were living in the past
(In).
CANTOR (n) singing leader in a church.
CANVAS (n; adj) strong cloth for sails,
paintings, and TENTS; made from this
cloth.
CANVASS (v) ask many people what
they think about a thing.
CANYON (n) long, deep, thin channel
between two cliffs.
CAP (n; v) soft hat with no BRIM; paper that explodes in a toy gun; top
covering; cover the top or end of a
thing; do a better thing.
CAPABILITY (n) enough of a quality
to do a thing; ability.
CAPABLE (adj) smart, strong, good, or
bad enough to do a thing; able.
CAPACIOUS (adj) with much space to
put things in.
CAPACITOR (n) thing that holds electricity for a short time.
CAPACITY (n) how much strength a
thing has, or how much room it has to
hold a thing.
CAPE (n) coat with no sleeves; piece
of land projecting into the ocean.

CAPER (n) fast movement; flower from
a bush, that people eat.
CAPILLARY (adj; n) like hair; very thin
tube for blood in the body.
CAPITAL (adj; n) most important; killing; money; big town where leaders
of a country work; big letter like the
letters in the words under pictures on
this page.
CAPITALISE (v) change to money or
another thing that will help you;
change small letters to big letters.
CAPITALISM (n) believing that leaders of a country should not own the
wealth of the country, and that different companies should compete with
each other.
CAPITOL (n) building where leaders
of a country work (Am).
CAPITULATE (v) stop fighting.
CAPON (n) male chicken with no testicles.
CAPPUCCINO (n) coffee with milk (It).
CAPRICE (n) change in thinking that a
person makes without a good reason.
CAPRICIOUS (adj) changing often without good reasons.
CAPSICUM
(n) red or green
vegetable with
much air inside it;
spice from this vegetable.
CAPSIZE (v) (of a boat) turn over.
CAPSTAN (n) BARREL that turns like a
REEL, for a rope to go around in a COIL.
CAPSULE (n) small closed container
for seeds or medicine; small container
for an ASTRONAUT (see NOSECONE).
CAPTAIN (n; v) leader; lead.
CAPTAINCY (n) being the leader of a
group.
CAPTION (n) words that are with a picture, telling about the picture.
CAPTIVATE (v) be very interesting to
people.
CAPTIVATING (adj) very interesting.
CAPTIVE (n; adj) prisoner; in a prison.
CAPTIVITY (n) being in a prison.
CAPTOR (n) person who catches a person or animal to be put in a prison or
CAGE.
CAPTURE (v) catch, to put in a prison
or CAGE.
*CAR (n) vehicle with wheels.
CARAFE (n) bottle for wine or water.
CARAMEL (n) sugar that is brown from
burning; a soft lolly.
CARAT (n) measure of how heavy an
expensive stone is, or how perfect an
expensive metal is.
CARAVAN (n) house on wheels, that a
vehicle can pull; group travelling together.
CARAVAN

CARAWAY
(n) plant with seeds that people use
for a spice in cakes and other foods.

CARBIDE (n) chemical made by joining the chemical in coal with another
chemical.
CARBINE (n) short RIFLE.
CARBOHYDRATE (n) chemical in food
like sugar, bread, and PASTA, that
helps the body to work.
CARBON (n) black pieces after a fire;
chemical that coal and DIAMONDS are
made from.
CARBONATED (adj) (of a liquid) with
many small balls of gas in it.
CARBONIFEROUS (adj) making coal.
CARBONISE (v) burn.
CARBORUNDUM ( n ) h a r d m a t e r i a l
people use to rub other things to make
them smooth.
CARBOY (n) big round bottle with a
basket covering it.
CARBUNCLE (n) red expensive stone;
red, hard sore under the skin.
CARBURETOR (Am), CARBURETTOR,
CARBY (n) motor part that mixes air
with petrol.
CARCADE (n) group of cars travelling
with an important person (In).
CARCASE, CARCASS (n) dead body of
an animal.
CARCINOGEN (n) any chemical that can
start a very dangerous sickness in the
body.
CARCINOMA (n) fast-growing part of
the body, that should not be growing
and that can be very dangerous.
*CARD ( n ; v ) p i e c e o f t h i c k p a p e r ;
CLOWN; tool like a COMB for making
hair from a goat or sheep smooth;
make hair smooth with this tool.
CARDAMOM, CARDAMON (n) a spice
from India.
CARDBOARD (n) thick paper for making boxes and other things.
CARD-CARRYING ( a d j ) b e l i e v i n g
strongly in what a group teaches.
CARDIAC (adj) of the heart.
CARDIGAN (n) jumper that opens like
a coat.
CARDINAL (adj; n) very red; very important; small red bird; leader in a
church, who wears red clothes; number.
CARDIOGRAPH ( n ) i n s t r u m e n t f o r
studying movements in the heart.
CARDIOID (adj) heart-shaped.
CARDIOLOGY (n) study of the heart.
CARDIO-VASCULAR (adj) of the heart
and blood channels.
*CARDS (n) game with many small
pieces of thick paper.
CARE (n; v) worry; love; work; look at
to help, fix, or protect.
CAREEN (v) turn a ship over on its side
to clean the bottom of it; (of a vehicle)
turn almost over on its side.
CAREER (n; v) job or plan for your life;
go very quickly without control.
CAREFREE (adj) without worrying.
CAREFUL (adj) looking for danger.
CARELESS (adj) not thinking about
doing things well.
CARER (n) person who helps a sick or
very old person.
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CARESS (v; n) touch with love; loving
touch.
CARET (n)
to
show
to put more
or another
in a writing.

mark
where
words
thing

^

CARETAKER (n) person who looks at
and fixes a building for a job.
CAREWORN (adj) worried, tired, and
sad.
CARGO (n) things you carry in a vehicle.
CARIBOU ( n ) b i g d e e r f r o m N o r t h
America.
CARICATURE (n) drawing of a person
with some parts too big (see CARTOON).
CARIES (n) sores in teeth and bones.
CARILLON (n) group of bells.
CAR-LIFTER (n) person who robs a car
(In).
CARMINE (n; adj) very red colour.
CARNAGE (n) many killings.
CARNAL (adj) bad, often about mating.
CARNATION (n) pink
or white flower that
people often wear
on clothes.
CARNIVAL (n) time
of special happiness,
competitions,
or
other actions for a town.
CARNIVORE (n) animal that eats meat.
CARNIVOROUS (adj) eating meat.
CAROB (n) powder like CHOCOLATE,
from dark brown tree seeds.
CAROL (n; v) happy song; sing a happy
song.
CAROTID (n) tube for blood, from the
heart to the head.
CAROUSE (v) drink too much beer.
CAROUSEL ( n ) m a c h i n e t h a t g o e s
around in circles, with people or LUGGAGE on it (Am).
CARP (n; v) fish that lives in rivers and
lakes; say what is wrong about a thing.
CARPARK (n) place where people leave
cars for a time.
CARPENTER (n) person who works
with timber.
CARPENTRY (n) making things with
timber.
CARPET ( n ; v ) r u g t h a t c o v ers the
whole floor; cover the floor or ground.
CARPETBAG (n) travelling bag made
from rug material.
CARPETBAGGER ( n ) p e r s o n w h o
moves to a different town, to try to
become a leader of that town (Am).
CARPORT (n) building for a car, with a
roof but no walls.
CARPUS (n) wrist.
CARRIAGE (n) carrying of things; how
a person walks; vehicle with four
wheels, that two or more horses pull;
car on a train; part of a machine that
moves other parts to the right place.

CARRIAGEWAY (n) part of the road
where vehicles travel.
CARRIER (n) person
carrying dangerous
GERMS in his or her
body; person,vehicle,
or machine that carries things.
CARRION (n) old,
dead bodies.

CASE-HISTORY (n) truths about one
person, that a doctor or other person
keeps.
CASEIN (n) chemical in milk that builds
muscles.
CASEMENT (n) window that opens out
from a building.
CASE-WORK (n) helping one person
at a time, for a job.
CASH (v; n) change to money; money.

CARROT (n) orange
root vegetable.

CASHEW (n) nut
with a bend in it.

CARROTY (adj) with red hair.
*CARRY (v) hold up and move; have a
baby growing inside of you (In).
CARRYALL (n) container for carrying
clothes and other things.
CARRYCOT (n) container with handles
for carrying, that a baby sleeps in (Br).
CART (n; v) strong vehicle with two or
four wheels, that holds heavy things;
carry; move with a vehicle.
CARTAGE (n) price for carrying.
CARTEL (n) group of companies.
CARTILAGE (n) soft bones.
CARTOGRAPHY (n) drawing maps.
CARTON (n)
box made from
heavy paper.

CASHIER (n) person who works with
money.
CASHMERE (n) very good, soft hair
from a goat from Asia.
CASHPOINT (n) machine outside a
bank, that you can get money from.
CASING (n) covering around a thing.
CASINO (n) room or building where
people play games with money to win
money.
CASK (n) big container for wine or beer.
CASKET (n) small box; long box for a
dead body.
CASSATA (n) ICE-CREAM with different tastes, often with fruit and nuts in
it.
CASSAVA ( n ) t h i c k r o o t p l a n t f r o m
South America.
CASSEROLE (n) covered container for
cooking food; food cooked in a covered container.
CASSETTE (n) CARTRIDGE.
CASSOCK (n) long, loose dress for
men.
CASSOWARY (n) big bird from Australia that cannot fly.

CARTOON (n)
easy drawing
with lines.

CARTRIDGE (n) container that goes
into a gun, camera, or a writing tool.

CARTRIDGE-PAPER (n) thick, rough paper.
CARTWHEEL (n) turning the body in a
circle, by falling to the side, with your
hands on the ground and your feet in
the air, and going around to stand on
your feet again.
CARTWRIGHT (n) person who makes
strong timber vehicles with two or four
wheels.
CARVE (v) cut to a shape.
CARVERY (n) restaurant where cooked
meat is cut in the room where you eat.
CARVING-KNIFE (n) big sharp knife for
cutting cooked meat.
CASCADE (n; v) water falling over a
cliff; fall over and down like water.
CASE (n; v) box, cabinet, or covering;
thing that happens; plan for an argument; study a place before you rob
from it.
CASEBOOK (n) book with lists of people a doctor or other person helps.

CAST (n; v) thing
to hold broken
bones in
place;
actors who work
together
in
a
story;
shape;
thing made from
li-quid
metal;
throw; make a
thing from liquid
metal.
CASTANET (n) small timber hitting instrument a person holds in one hand
when dancing.
CASTAWAY (n) person in the ocean after the ship he or she was travelling in
goes down under the water.
CASTE (n) group that your family was,
and is, always in (In).
CASTER (n; adj) small wheel on the
bottom of the leg of a piece of furniture; (of sugar) in a smooth white
powder.
CASTIGATE (v) hurt a person who was
bad, with words or with hitting.
CAST-IRON (adj) made from a hard
metal that breaks easily; very strong.
CASTLE (n) house that is very strong
(see MOAT); special movement of two
pieces in chess.
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CASTOR (n; adj) small wheel on the
bottom of the leg of a piece of furniture; a vegetable oil; (of sugar) in a
smooth white powder.
CASTRATE (v) cut off the testicles.
CASUAL (adj) not with rules or serious thinking; for a short time.
CASUALTY (n) person who dies or is
hurt in a war or an accident; accident.
*CAT (n) mammal with sharp teeth,
soft hair, and sharp claws.
CATACLYSM (n) dangerous thing that
makes many changes.
CATACOMB ( n ) r o o m u n d e r t h e
ground, where people put dead bodies.
CATALOGUE (n; v) list of each thing in
a group; make a list.
CATA LYST ( n ) t h i n g t h a t h e l p s a
change to happen.
CATAMARAN (n) two trees or boats
joining together to make one boat.
CATAPULT (n; v) SHANGHAI or other
tool that throws stones; throw, jump,
or fly through the air.
CATARACT (n) water falling over a cliff;
sore on the eye.
CATARRH (n)nose or throat sickness.
CATASTROPHE (n) very bad thing that
happens.
CATCALL (n) loud noise you make to
show you do not like a person.
*CATCH (v; n) receive and hold a thing;
receiving and holding; back pain (In).
CATCHER (n) person in a ball game
who catches balls.
CATCHING (adj) (of a sickness) that
other people can receive from the person who is sick with it.
CATCHMENT ( n ) l a n d w h e r e w a t e r
comes from, to fill a river or lake.
CATCH-PHRASE (n) saying that many
people know and use.
CATCHWORD ( n ) w o r d o r w o r d s t o
make people listen to, or read, other
words.
CATCHY (adj) easy to learn and like.
CATECHISM (n) teaching by questions
and answers.
CATECHIST ( n ) t e a c h e r w h o u s e s
questions to teach.
CATECHUMEN (n) student learning to
be a Christian.
CATEGORICAL ( a d j ) f o r a l l t h i n g s ;
clear.
CATEGORY (n) part of a big group of
things.
CATER (v) give food for a meeting;
help.
CATERER (n) person who makes food
for meetings of people, for a job.
*CATERPILLAR (n) young BUTTERFLY
or MOTH, when it looks like a WORM
with legs; vehicle with special metal
wheels for travelling on rough ground.
CATERPILLAR

CATERWAUL (v) make a loud noise like
a cat.
CATFISH (n) fish with long hairs on its
face, like hairs on the face of a cat.

CATFISH

CATGUT (n) string made from the intestines of a sheep, horse, or donkey.
CATHARSIS (n) giving out a strong
emotion, with a feeling of rest after it.
CATHEDRAL (n) special big church
building.
CATHETER (n) tube that is put into the
body.
CATHODE (n) place where electricity
comes out of a battery or other thing.
CATHOLIC (adj) for all people; of a very
big church from Italy.
CATKIN (n) long, thing, soft flower that
hangs on some trees.
CATNAP (n) short sleep.
CATNIP (n) plant with blue flowers and
a good smell.
CATSUP (n) thick liquid from tomatoes
(Am).
CATTLE (n) cows.
CATTY (adj) hiding hate.
CATWALK (n) narrow walking BRIDGE.
CAUCASIAN (n; adj) person with lightcoloured skin; with light-coloured
skin.
CAUCUS (n) meeting of people in a
group that leads a country.
CAUDAL (adj) like a tail.
CAUGHT (v; adj) was catching; that a
person was catching; in a prison.
CAULDRON (n) big container you cook
liquids in.
CAULIFLOWER
(n) vegetable
like a cabbage with a
big, hard,
white flower in the
middle.

CAULK (v) cover small holes in a boat,
wall, or roof, with a paste that water
cannot go through.
CAUSAL (adj) of the reason and effect.
CAUSE (n; v) thing that makes another
thing happen; reason; make.
CAUSEWAY (n) road that is above the
ground around it.
CAUSTIC (adj) burning the skin.
CAUTERISE (v) burn with a hot piece
of metal.
CAUTION (n; v) thinking about what is
safe and what is dangerous; tell a person to think about what is dangerous.
CAUTIOUS (adj) thinking about what
is dangerous.
CAVALCADE (n) group of vehicles or
horses travelling together in a line.

CAVALIER (adj) not thinking about doing things well.
CAVALRY (n) soldiers on horses.
CAVE (n) big hole under ground, or in
the side of a cliff.
CAVEAT (n) rule that says you must
do one action before you can do another action.
CAVE-IN (n) collapsing.
CAVEMAN (n) person who was living
in a hole in the ground many years in
the past.
CAVERN ( n ) b i g d a r k h o l e i n t h e
ground.
CAVERNOUS (adj) like a big dark hole.
CAVIAR, CAVIARE (n) eggs from a fish,
that people eat with salt.
CAVIL (v) say bad things about a thing
that is not important.
CAVING ( n ) s p o r t o f g o i n g i n t o b i g
holes in the ground.
CAVITY (n) hole.
CAVORT (v) run, jump, and be foolish.
CAW (n) sound a RAVEN makes.
CAYENNE (n) hot spice from some CAPSICUMS.
CEASE (v) stop.
CEASEFIRE (n) stopping of fighting
with guns, in a war.
CEASE-WORK (n) stopping of work to
show you are angry about a thing (In).
CEDAR (n) tree with hard, red timber
that has a good smell.
CEDE (v) give.
CEDILLA (n)
small mark under the letter
“c”, to show it
has the sound
of the letter “s”.
CEILING (n) top; top of a room; how
high a plane can fly.
CELEBRANT (n) leader in a church
meeting, or in a meeting to marry two
people.
CELEBRATE (v) do a special thing to
remember a special day.
CELEBRATION (n) special meeting or
action to remember a special day.
CELEBRITY (n) person who very many
people know and like.
CELERITY (n) going
very quickly.

CELERY (n) long, thin,
yellow-green vegetable.

CELESTIAL (adj) of
the sky; of the place
where God lives.
CELIBACY (n) not mating.
CELIBATE (adj) not mating.
CELL (n) small room for one person;
room in a prison; very small part of a
plant or animal; small group; cylindershaped BATTERY (In).
CELLAR (n) room below ground.
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CELLIST ( n ) p e r s o n w h o p l a y s a
CELLO.
CELLO (n) big musical
instrument with four
strings, like a
VIOLIN.

CELLOPHANE
(n) plastic paper
that you can see
through.
CELLULAR (adj)
made of many
little parts that
are the same.
CELLULOID (n) chain of plastic pictures that make moving pictures when
you put them through a PROJECTOR.
CELLULOSE (n) material in plants, that
people use to make plastics, paints,
and cloth.
CELSIUS (adj) measure of heat.
CELTIC (adj) of some parts of Britain.
CEMENT (n; v) paste that holds other
things together when it is dry; stick
things together with paste.
CEMETERY (n) place where you bury
people.
CENOTAPH (n) special stone in one
place, to help you remember a person
who is buried in a different place.
CENSER (n) container for burning a
chemical that makes a good smell.
CENSOR (v; n) take out or cover parts
of books, pictures, or other things that
you think are bad for people; person
who does this.
CENSORSHIP (n) taking out or covering parts of things that you think are
bad.
CENSURE (v; n) say a person or thing
is bad; saying a person or thing is bad.
CENSUS ( n ) c o u n t i n g o f p e o p l e b y
leaders of a country.
CENT (n) small coin; 100 parts.
CENTAUR (n) animal with the head of
a man and the body of a horse.
CENTENARIAN (n) person who is 100
years old.
CENTENARY, CENTENNIAL (n) time
when a thing is 100 years old.
CENTER (n; adj) middle; in the middle.
CENTIGRADE (adj) with 100 steps.
CENTIMETRE
(n) measure that
is about the distance from side
to side of one
CENTIMETRE
small finger.
CENTIPEDE (n) small animal with many
legs.

CENTIPEDE

CENTRAL (adj) of the middle; first;
most big, or most important.
CENTRALISE (v) bring to a middle place
that leads the other parts.

CENTRALISM (n) wanting the leaders
of a country to have strong rules for
the whole country.
CENTRE (n; adj) middle; in the middle.
CENTREFOLD (n) page in a magazine
that opens out to become very big.
CENTRIFUGAL (adj) moving or pulling
away from the middle.
CENTRIFUGE (n) machine that moves
in fast circles.
CENTRIPETAL (adj) moving or pulling
toward the middle.
CENTURION (n) leader of 100 soldiers
in the past (It).
CENTURY (n) 100 years.
CEPHALIC (adj) of,or in, the head.
CEPHALOPOD (n) OCTOPUS or other
animal with legs coming from the
head.
CERAMIC (adj; n) made from cooking
clay; thing made from clay.
CEREAL (n) grain you can eat.
CEREBELLUM (n) back of the brain.
CEREBRAL (adj) of the brain; smart.
CEREBRUM (n) front part of the brain.
CEREMONIAL (adj) using special actions in a special meeting.
CEREMONY (n) special action people
do in a special meeting.
CERTAIN (adj) clearly happening, or
clearly true; special; knowing.
CERTAINLY (adv) with people clearly
knowing it is true; with agreement.
CERTAINTY (n) knowing clearly; thing
you know clearly.
CERTIFIABLE (adj) crazy.
CERTIFICATE (n) paper that shows a
thing is true.
CERTIFY (v) say a thing is true, using
a special paper to say it.
CERTITUDE (n) knowing clearly.
CERULEAN (adj) blue like the sky.
CERVIX (n) thing like a neck; opening
to where a baby grows inside its
mother.
CESSATION (n) stopping.
CESSPIT, CESSPOOL (n) hole in the
ground that holds very dirty liquid.
CETACEAN (n) whale, or other mammal that lives in the ocean.
CHABLIS (n) a dry, white wine.
CHA-CHA (n) fast dance from South
America.
CHAFE (n; v) sore made by rubbing;
rub.
CHAFF (n) part of grain that people do
not eat; dry grass.
CHAFFINCH (n) small singing bird from
Europe.
CHAFING-DISH (n) container you use
when cooking or heating food at a
table.
CHAGRIN (n) strong sad or shy feeling.
*CHAIN (n; v) metal circles joining to
make a rope; many of the same things
together in a line, or working together;
hold things together with a chain.
CHAIN-GANG (n) prisoners tied together with chains.
CHAIN-LETTER (n) letter you send to
many people and ask them to send to
many other people.
CHAIN-MAIL (n) cloth from many small
chains joining together.

CHAINSAW (n) machine that pulls a
chain with sharp
points through
timber, to cut it.

CHAIN-SMOKER (n) person who starts
a new CIGARETTE with the end of the
CIGARETTE he or she was finishing.
*CHAIR (n; v) thing people sit on; lead
a meeting.
CHAIRLIFT (n) machine that pulls a line
of chairs up a mountain on WIRES.
CHAIRMAN, CHAIRPERSON (n) leader
in a meeting.
CHAISE (n) light vehicle that a horse
pulls.
CHAISE-LONGUE (n) couch with one
arm and often a back on half of its
length.
CHALAN (In) (n; v) piece of paper, often about buying and selling; (of a
policeman) give a person a paper saying he or she was disobeying a rule.
CHALCEDONY (n) blue or blue-white,
expensive stones.
CHALET (n) small
mountain house in
a country in Europe.
CHALICE (n) container
for drinking wine.

CHALK (n) soft white
writing stone.
CHALLAN (n; v) piece of paper, often
about buying and selling (In); (of a
policeman) give a person a paper saying he or she was disobeying a rule
(In).
CHALLENGE (v; n) argue with; tell a
person that you want to compete
against him or her; competition; interesting and difficult work.
CHALLENGING (adj) difficult, but interesting.
CHAMBER (n) room; place in a gun
where you put the bullet.
CHAMBERLAIN (n) leader of house
workers for a KING or QUEEN.
CHAMBER-MAID ( n ) w o m a n w h o
cleans rooms where people sleep.
CHAMBER-POT (n) container you use
for a TOILET near your bed.
CHAMELEON (n) small lizard that can
change the colour of its skin.
CHAMFER (n) small channel on a tool
or a piece of timber.
CHAMMY, CHAMOIS (n) soft skin from
a sheep, goat, or deer.
CHAMOMILE ( n ) p l a n t w i t h a g o o d
smell, that people use to make medicine or tea.
CHAMP (n; v) person who wins in a
competition; person who fights for a
good thing; make much noise with the
mouth when eating.
CHAMPAGNE, CHAMPERS (n) a white
wine with a gas in it.
CHAMPION (n) person who wins in a
competition; person who fights for a
good thing.
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CHAMPIONSHIP (n) competition to find
the best; winning of this competition.
CHANCE (n) way things happen, without planning; good time to do a thing.
CHANCEL (n) front part of a church
building, where the leader sits or
stands.
CHANCELLERY (n) rooms or building
for the leader of a big school (Br) or
for a leader of a country (Ger).
CHANCELLOR (n) leader of a very big
school (Br); leader of a country (Ger).
CHANCY (adj) dangerous.

CHANDELIER
(n) glass LAMP
that
hangs
from the top
of a room
and holds
many lights
for the room.

CHANDLER (n) person who sells CANDLES, soap, oil, and paint.
*CHANGE (v; n) make or become different; difference; other clothes that
you are not wearing now; money a
person returns to you when you give
too much money; coins.
CHANGEABLE (adj) easily changing.
CHANGELING (n) child you secretly
give for another child.
*CHANNEL (n; v) narrow place for liquids, sounds, or other things to travel
in; put into a channel.
CHANNELISE (v) put into a channel (In).
CHANT (n; v) song without musical instruments; sing without musical instruments.
CHAOS (n) much noise and movement
with no plan or leader.
CHAP (n; v) man or boy; make skin
sore from cold wind.
CHAPEL (n) small part of a big building, that people use for a church; very
small church building.
CHAPERON, CHAPERONE (n; v) woman
who goes to a place with a young
woman; go with a young woman to
protect her.
CHAPLAIN (n) person who talks about
God as a job for an army, company, or
other big group.
CHAPLAINCY (n) job of talking about
God for an army, company, or other
big group.
CHAPLET (n) circle of leaves for the
head; part of a string of small, round
things some people use when praying.
CHAPPIE, CHAPPY (n) man or boy.
CHAPS (n) strong pants for people sitting on horses.
CHAPTER (n) big part of a book; one
group that is part of many groups in
different places.
CHAR (v) burn or make black with fire.
CHARABANC (n) old bus.
CHARACTER (n) person in a story;
very different and interesting person;
being good; a letter or number.

CHARACTERISE (v) tell or show the
qualities of a person or thing.
CHARACTERISTIC (n; adj) quality or
ability; being or showing an important quality or ability of a person or
thing.
CHARADE (n) game with people trying
to say things without talking; thing
that is clearly false.
CHARCOAL (n) black timber after a fire
was burning it.
CHARD (n) BEETROOT that people eat
the leaves of.
CHARGE (v; n) go quickly against; put
electricity into; say you will pay for a
thing in the future; put a price on;
price; happy emotion; electricity; fast
movement against.
CHARGER (n) machine that puts electricity into a BATTERY; strong army
horse; big flat dish.
CHARGESHEET (n; v) list of people that
policemen say were not obeying a
rule; put the name of a person on this
list (In).
CHARIOT (n) vehicle with two wheels,
that a horse pulls.
CHARIOTEER (n) person who drives a
vehicle with two wheels, that a horse
pulls.
CHARISMA (n) ability from God to help
you be a very good leader.
CHARISMATIC (adj) with ability from
God.
CHARITY ( n ) l o v e ; h e l p i n g p o o r
people; group that helps poor people;
act of helping a poor person (In).
CHARLADY ( n ) w o m a n w h o c l e a n s
rooms for a job.
CHARLATAN ( n ) p e r s o n w i t h f a l s e
smartness or another false ability.
CHARLESTON (n) fast dance (Am).
CHARM (v; n) make people like you;
lead with help from God or the devil;
being easy to like; spiritual help; thing
that gives spiritual help.
CHARMING (adj) easy to like.
CHART (n; v) lines on paper, that show
truths, often about numbers; plan
with lines, often on a map.
CHARTER (n; v) paper that leaders of
a country give to say a person can do
a thing; pay to use a plane or boat.
CHARTREUSE, (n; adj) yellow-green
colour.
CHARWOMAN (n) woman who cleans
rooms for a job.
CHARY (adj) looking for dangers in all
that you do or say.
CHASE (v; n) go after to push or hold;
make a person go away; going after.
CHASER (n) strong drink after a weak
drink; weak drink after a strong drink.
CHASM (n) long, deep, thin channel
between two cliffs.
CHASSIS (n)
bottom of a
vehicle.

CHASTE (adj) very clean and good;
perfect (in).
CHASTEN, CHASTISE (v) say angry
things to a person who was bad.
CHASTITY (n) being clean; not mating.
CHAT (v; n) talk about things that are
not important; short, friendly talking.
CHÂTEAU (n) big house in France.
CHATTELS (n) things you own that you
can move.
CHATTER (v; n) talk quickly or too
much; much talking.
CHATTERBOX (n) person who talks too
much.
CHAUFFEUR (n) person who drives a
car for another person for a job.
CHAUVINISM (n) being too proud of
your country or a group you are part
of.
*CHEAP (adj) with a low price.
CHEAPEN (v) bring the price of a thing
down; make a thing less good.
CHEAT (v; n) hide the truth to get a
thing; person who hides the truth to
get a thing.
CHECK (n; v) paper with writing on it,
that is like money (Am); look at; stop.
CHECKERED ( a d j ) w i t h m a n y l i t t l e
squares (Am); with a mixing of good
times and bad times (Am).
CHECKERS ( n ) D R A U G H T S ( A m ) ;
pieces that you move in this table
game (Am).
CHECKMATE (v; n) win against a person in a chess game; end of a chess
game.
CHECKOUT (n) COUNTER in a big shop
where you pay for things that you were
buying.
CHECKPOINT (n) place where vehicles must stop, for a policeman or
other person to look inside them or
ask questions.
CHECKS (n) small squares of different
colours.
CHECKUP (n) time when a doctor or
other person looks at a person or thing
to know if all the parts are working
well.
CHEDDAR (n) a hard cheese.
CHEEK (n) side of the face below the
eye; too much confidence.
CHEEKY (adj) with too much confidence.
CHEEP (n; v) weak sharp sound of a
young bird; make this weak sharp
sound.
CHEER (v; n) make a person happy with
words; loud shout to encourage a person; happiness.
CHEERFUL (adj) happy.
CHEERIO (interj) happy word to say
when leaving a person.
*CHEESE (n) solid food from old milk.
CHEESEBURGER (n) HAMBURGER with
cheese.
CHEESECLOTH (n) very thin cloth.
CHEESED (adj) angry.
CHEESE-PARING (n) being too afraid
to use money.
CHEETAH (n) very fast, big, wild cat
from Africa.
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CHEF (n) person who cooks in a restaurant.
*CHEMICAL (n) solid, liquid, or gas that
other things are made from.
CHEMISE (n) dress.
CHEMIST (n) person who sells medicines; person who studies chemical
qualities.
CHEMISTRY (n) the study of chemicals.
CHEMOTHERAPY (n) fixing sicknesses
with medicines.
CHENILLE (n) cloth with many strings
projecting from it in patterns.
CHEQUE (n) paper with writing on it,
that is like money.
CHEQUERED ( a d j ) w i t h m a n y l i t t l e
squares; with a mixture of good times
and bad times.
CHEQUERS (n) DRAUGHTS; pieces you
move in this game.
CHERISH (v) love.
CHEROOT (n) CIGAR
with both ends open.
CHERRY (n) small, round red
fruit with one big seed.
CHERUB (n) angel;
very good child.
CHERUBIM (n) angels.
*CHESS (n) game you play by moving
pieces on squares.
CHESSEL (n) tool for shaping cheese.
CHESSMEN (n) chess pieces.
*CHEST (n) body from the neck to the
stomach; big box.
CHESTERFIELD (n) couch with high
sides.
CHESTNUT ( n ) h a r d , b r o w n , v e r y
smooth seed from a tree;
red-brown colour.
CHEVRON (n)
cloth with V
shapes on it,
that is on the
SHOULDER of
some UNIFORMS.
*CHEW (v) make soft by biting.
CHEWY (adj) hard and sticky when you
bite into it with your teeth.
CHIANTI (n) wine from Italy that is often red.
CHIC (adj) like things rich people do.
CHICANERY (n) trick.
CHICK (n) young bird; young woman.
*CHICKEN (n; adj) bird people eat; person who is afraid; afraid.
CHICKENFEED (n) almost no money.
CHICKEN-HEARTED, CHICKEN-LIVERED
(adj) afraid.
CHICKENPOX (n) sickness many children receive, that makes marks on the
skin.
CHICKPEA (n) small, round vegetable.
CHICKWEED (n) plant with small leaves
and white flowers.
CHICLE (n) rubber liquid from a tree in
South America.
CHICORY (n) root of a plant, that people often mix with coffee.

CHIDE (v) talk with a little anger to a
person who was bad.
CHIEF (n; adj) leader; most important.
CHIEFTAIN (n) leader of a few families.
CHIFFON (n) light cloth.

CHIRP (v) talk with happiness.
CHIRPY (adj) happy.
CHISEL (n; v) tool for shaping timber;
shape timber with a tool; rob money
by saying things that are not true.

CHIHUAHUA (n)
very small dog
from Mexico.
CHILBLAIN (n)
sore on the hand
or foot, from too
much cold weather.
*CHILD (n) young person.
CHILDBIRTH (n) time when a baby is
born.
CHILDHOOD (n) time when you are a
child.
CHILDISH (adj) foolish; like a child.
CHILD-LIFTER (n) person who takes a
child as a prisoner.
CHILDLIKE (adj) easily believing, or
easily telling the truth.
*CHILDREN (n) boys and girls.
CHILL (n; v) being cold; make cold.
CHILLI (n) hot spice made from some
CAPSICUMS.
CHILLY (adj) cold.
CHIME (v) make music with bells.
CHIMERA ( n )
thing you want or
believe that will
almost always not
happen.
CHIMNEY ( n )
tube that leads
smoke away from
a fire.
CHIMP, CHIMPANZEE (n) small monkey from Africa.
CHIN (n) bottom of the face, below
the mouth.
*CHINA, (n) country between Russia
and India; very good cups and
dishes.
CHINCHILLA (n) mammal from South
America, with expensive grey hair.
CHINESE (n; adj) language and
people of China; of China.
CHINK (n) little hole; sound of glass
cups hitting together.
CHINTZ ( n ) c o t t o n c l o t h w i t h
coloured patterns.
CHIN-WAG (v; n) talk; talking.
CHIP (v; n) break a little piece from;
give a little money when others are
giving too; small piece of timber,
POTATO, or other thing; thin plastic piece in ROULETTE or some card
games; piece of money (In).
CHIPBOARD ( n ) t i m b e r m a d e f r o m
sticking many small pieces of timber together.
CHIPMUNK (n) small mammal from
North America.
CHIROPODIST (n) doctor who fixes
feet.
CHIROPRACTOR ( n ) d o c t o r w h o
pushes on your back to make you
healthy.

CHISEL

CHIT (n) small piece of paper that tells
what a person must pay.
CHIT-CHAT (n) friendly talking about
things that are not very important.
CHIVALRY (n) helping weak people.
CHIVES (n) thin plant with a taste like
ONIONS.
CHIVVY, CHIVY (Am) (v) strongly encourage a person to do a thing he or
she does not want to do.
CHLORIDE (n) mixture of a green, heavy
gas with another chemical.
CHLORINATE (v) make water clean with
a chemical that has a green gas in it.
CHLORINE (n) green, heavy gas.
CHLOROFORM ( n ) c h e m i c a l w i t h a
sweet smell, that makes you sleep if
you breathe it.
CHLOROPHYLL (n) chemical that gives
green colour to plants.
CHOCK (n) thing you put by a wheel
to stop a vehicle from moving.
CHOCK-A-BLOCK (adj) very full.
CHOCOLATE (n; adj) brown, sweet
solid or drink; with CHOCOLATE in it.
CHOCOLATE

CHOICE (n; adj) what you choose; very
good.
CHOIR (n) big group that sings together.
CHOKE (v; n) be not able to breathe;
kill by stopping air; car part that stops
air from mixing with petrol.
CHOKER (n) short
NECKLACE.

CHOKO (n) green
vegetable from
Australia.
CHOLER (n) anger.
CHOLERA (n) dangerous sickness in
the intestines.
CHOLESTEROL (n) white chemical in
the body that can make the heart stop.
CHOMP ( v ) c h e w f o o d w i t h m u c h
noise.
CHOOK (n) chicken (Aus).
*CHOOSE (v) take one of two or more
things.
CHOOSY (adj) wanting the very best.
CHOP (v; n) cut by hitting with a heavy
knife; cut hair (In); piece of meat with
a rib in it.
CHOPPER ( n ) H E L I C O P T E R ; s h o r t
axe with a big blade.
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CHOPPY (adj) (of water) with much
wind on it; rough.
CHOPS (n) sides of the face.
CHOPSTICKS (n) sticks you use to
lift food to your mouth in China.
CHOP-SUEY (n) meat cooked in oil,
with vegetables and rice (Ch).
CHORAL (adj) of a group that sings
together.
CHORALE ( n ) g r o u p t h a t s i n g s t o gether.
CHORD (n) one good sound from two
or more musical sounds together;
straight line joining ends of part of
a circle.
CHORE (n) small job; work that is not
interesting.
CHOREOGRAPHY ( n ) p l a n f o r t h e
movements of people who dance or
act.
CHORISTER (n) person singing in a
big group that sings together.
CHORTLE (n; v) loud laugh; give a
loud laugh.
CHORUS ( n ) g r o u p t h a t s i n g s t o gether; last part of a song.
CHORUS-GIRL (n) girl who dances or
sings in a happy story for actors.
CHOSE (v) was choosing.
CHOSEN (adj; v) being the one a person was choosing; was choosing.
CHOW (n) food; dog from China, with
long hair and a big tail.
CHOWDER (n) hot liquid food from
fish (N Am).
CHRISM (n) oil that people believe
God uses.
*CHRIST (n) the person from God to
help all people; Jesus.
CHRISTEN (v) give a name to a person or thing; use for the first time.
CHRISTENDOM (n) all Christians.
*CHRISTIAN (n; adj) person who follows Jesus Christ; about Jesus
Christ; (of a name) the one your parents give you.
CHRISTIANITY (n) teachings of Jesus
Christ, and the people who follow
him.
CHRISTMAS (n) day to be happy and
remember when Jesus was born.
CHROMATIC (adj) of colours.
C H R O M E, C H R O M I U M ( n ) s t r o n g ,
very clear metal.
CHROMOSOME (n) small piece in a
living thing that has the plan for new
pieces growing in it to be like the
other parts.
CHRONIC (adj) happening for a long
time.
CHRONICLE (v; n) tell things by the
times that they happen; list of
things by the times that they were
happening.
CHRONOLOGICAL (adj) in a list that
follows the time each thing was
happening.
CHRONOLOGY (n) list of happenings
from the one most far in the past to
the one most far in the future.
CHRONOMETER (n) very good clock,
often for a ship.

CHRYSALIS (n)
body container that
a caterpillar grows
wings
in;
animal
that is changing
from a caterpillar
to a MOTH or
BUTTERFLY.
CHRYSANTHEMUM (n) big pink, orange, or yellow flower.
CHRYSOLITE (n) beautiful green stone.
CHUBBY (adj) fat.
CHUCK (v; n) throw easily; meat from
between the neck and ribs of a cow;
tool part that holds another piece.
CHUCKLE (n; v) quiet laugh; laugh
softly.
CHUFFED (adj) happy to be doing a
thing.
CHUG (v) make the sound of a slow
motor.
CHUKKA, CHUKKER (n) time of playing
in a ball game with horses.
CHUM (n) friend.
CHUMMY (adj) friendly.
CHUMP (n) meat from between the ribs
and buttocks of a sheep; stupid person.
CHUNK (n) thick piece of a thing that
is cut off, or that breaks off.
CHUNKY (adj) thick or fat.
*CHURCH (n) building where people
pray or talk about God; all people who
love God; special group that follows
God.
CHURLISH (adj) not friendly, and easily becoming angry.
CHURN (v; n) mix milk fat to make butter; container that holds milk fat when
you are mixing it.
CHUTE (n) channel from a high place
to a low place; PARACHUTE.
CHUTNEY (n) strong-tasting food of
fruit and spices, that you put on other
foods.
CIAO (interj) friendly
word to say when leaving a person (It).
CICADA
(n) insect
with wings that you
can see through, that
makes a very loud
noise.

CILIUM (n) EYELASH; one hair on a
leaf, insect, or very small animal.
CINCH (n) easy thing to do.
CINDER (n) hard piece of coal or timber, when it stops burning.
CINDERELLA (n) person in a group,
that other people in the group do not
like.
CINE-CAMERA (n) camera for making
moving pictures.
CINEMA (n) moving pictures; place
where people look at moving pictures
(see PROJECTOR).
CINEMATOGRAPHY (n) making moving
pictures (see PROJECTOR).
CINNAMON (n) good-smelling yellowbrown spice from Asia.
CIPHER (n) secret writing; number.
CIRCA (prep) about; close to.
*CIRCLE (n; v) round shape; make a
circle around.
CIRCLET (n) circle of expensive metal
that you wear on your head.
CIRCUIT (n) road that goes around a
place; line where electricity goes.
CIRCUIT-BREAKER (n) piece that stops
movement of electricity for you if another piece breaks.
CIRCUITOUS (adj) not going quickly
to where it should go; going around.
CIRCUITRY (n) plan of where electricity is travelling in a place.
CIRCULAR (adj; n) shaped like a circle;
letter for people in a group to read.
CIRCULARISE (v) give a paper with writing on it, to all people in a group.
CIRCULATE (v) move from place to
place.
CIRCULATION (n) moving around like
blood in the body, or newspapers to
many people.
CIRCULATORY (adj) about movement
of blood in the body.
CIRCUMCISE (v) cut loose skin off the
end of the penis.
CIRCUMCISION (n) cutting off loose
skin at the end of the penis.
CIRCUMFERENCE (n) measure of the
line around the border
of a thing.
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CIRCUMFLEX
(n) punctuation
mark above a
letter.

CIDER (n) drink made from apples.
CIGAR ( n ) c y l i n d e r m a d e f r o m d r y
leaves, that people smoke.

CIGAR

CIGARETTE (n) small CIGAR with paper
around it.
CIGARETTE

CIGARILLO (n) small CIGAR.

CIRCUMLOCUTION ( n ) u s i n g m a n y
words when few words are enough.
CIRCUMNAVIGATE (v) go around a
thing in a boat.
CIRCUMSCRIBE (v) make a border
around.
CIRCUMSCRIPTION (n) words around
the border of a coin.
CIRCUMSPECT (adj) with good thinking about what is right and wrong.
CIRCUMSTANCE (n) happening or truth
that joins with another happening.
CIRCUMSTANTIAL (adj) of happenings
that point to another happening that
you cannot see.
CIRCUMVENT (v) go around or away
from a problem.
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CIRCUS (n) animals and entertainers
who travel and work together.
CIRRHOSIS (n) sickness people have
if they drink too much alcohol.
CIRRUS (n) very high thin cloud.

CIRRUS

CISTERN (n) big container for water.
CITADEL (n) strong building for soldiers.
CITATION (n) words telling the reason
for an award.
CITE (v) say a thing from a book.
CITIZEN (n) person who lives in a town
or country.
CITIZENRY (n) all the people who live
in a town or country.
CITIZENSHIP ( n ) b e i n g o n e o f t h e
people living in a town or country;
being a good person.
CITRUS (n; adj) LEMON, orange or another fruit like them; like these fruit.
CITY (n) big town.
CIVIC (adj) of the people who live in a
town or country.
CIVICS (n) study of how people make
rules for a country and how people in
a country should act.
CIVIL (adj) good; friendly; not of soldiers or the army.
CIVILIAN (n) person who is not in the
army.
CIVILITY (n) being friendly.
CIVILISATION (n) people growing and
learning together in many countries.
CIVILISE (v) teach.
CLACK (n) sound of two hard pieces
of timber hitting together.
CLAD (adj; v) covered with clothes;
cover with clothes or paint.
CLADDING (n) material for covering the
outside walls of a house.
CLAIM (v; n) say a thing is true or that
it is yours; saying this.
CLAIMANT (n) person in a court who
is saying a thing is true.
CLAIRVOYANT (n) person who sees
spiritual things other people cannot
see.
CLAM (n; v) soft animal in a shell like
an OYSTER; close.
CLAMBER (v) go
up, using hands.
CLAMMY ( a d j )
cold and wet.
CLAMOUR (n; v)
noise;
make
much noise.
CLAMP (n; v) tool
that holds things
together; hold
together
strongly.

CLAMPDOWN ( n ) s t r o n g a c t i o n b y
leaders to stop an action.
CLAN (n) big family.
CLANDESTINE (adj) secret.
CLANG (v) make a loud noise like metal
hitting metal.
CLANGER (n) wrong action by accident.
CLANGOR (Am) CLANGOUR (n) much
loud noise like metal hitting metal.
CLANK (n) sound of a heavy chain
moving.
CLAP (v; n) hit your hands together
to make a noise; put in or on very
quickly; sickness a person gets from
mating with many people; short, loud
noise.
CLAPBOARD (n) long vertical board on
the outside wall of a house.
CLAPPED-OUT (adj) old and broken (Br).
CLAPPER (n) part of a bell that hits.
CLAPTRAP (n) foolish, false talking.
CLARET (n) red wine from France.
CLARIFY (v) make clear.
CLARINET (n) musical instrument you
push air into with your mouth.
CLARINET

CLARION (n; adj) horn; loud and clear.
CLARITY (n) being clear.
CLASH (v; n) hit together; hitting together.
CLASP (v; n) hold together; tool that
holds other things together.
CLASS (n) group in a list of groups
going from worst to best.
CLASSIC (adj; n) very good, very important, or very old; book or other
thing that is very good, very important, or very old.
CLASSICAL (adj) of the best quality;
in the way people were doing it for
many years in the past.
CLASSIFIED (adj) secret; in groups,
with names for each group.
CLASSIFY (v) put into groups.
CLASSMATE (n) student at the same
school and in the same group with
you.
CLASSY (adj) very good.
CLATTER (n) noise of many things falling; many people talking at one time.
CLAUSE (n) group of words that tell
what a thing does.
CLAUSTROPHOBIA (n) fear of being in
places that are small and closed.
CLAVICHORD ( n ) i n s t r u m e n t w i t h
strings and hammers, like a small PIANO.

CLAVICLE (n)
bone at the bottom and front of
the neck.

*CLAW (n; v) sharp nail on the finger or toe of an animal; cut with
claws.
*CLAY (n) wet ground that holds together well in a shape.
CLAYEY (adj) like clay.
*CLEAN (adj; v) with no wrong or dirty
thing on it; make clean; wash.
CLEANSE (v) clean.
CLEANSER (n) powder for cleaning
SAUCEPANS and other metal things.
CLEAN-SHAVEN (adj) without hair on
the face.
CLEAN-UP (n) action of cleaning.
*CLEAR (adj; v) easy to see, hear, or
understand; with nothing to stop you
or to make movement difficult; that
you can see through; take things
away, to make a place clear.
CLEARANCE (n) distance between two
moving things, when they are most
close to each other; agreement from a
leader that you can do a thing.
CLEARCUT (adj) easy to see and understand.
CLEARING
(n)
piece of land without trees or other
tall plants on it.
*CLEARLY (adv) strongly; with nothing to make it difficult to see, hear, or
understand.
CLEAR-SIGHTED (adj) understanding
well.
CLEARWAY (n) road where vehicles
must not stop.
CLEAT (n) projection to stop a shoe
or other thing from moving on a
smooth or wet place.
CLEAVAGE ( n ) l i n e b e t w e e n t w o
breasts; line where a thing is breaking.
CLEAVE (v) break into two pieces on a
straight line; stick together.
CLEAVER (n) short axe
with a big blade, often
for cutting meat.

CLICK (n; v) little, short sound; go
well; become friends with; make a picture with a camera (In).
CLIENT (n) person who buys from you.
CLIENTELE (n) all the people who buy
from a person or company.
*CLIFF (n) high, vertical side of land.
CLIFF-HANGER (n) interesting story
with much danger before the end.
CLIMACTIC (adj) coming to the most
high or most important part.
CLIMATE (n) weather; spirit and thinking of many people in a place.
CLIMATIC (adj) about weather.
CLIMAX (n; v) best or most important
part; come to the best or most important part.
CLIMB (v) go up, using hands.
CLIMBER (n) VINE that grows up a
wall.
CLIME (n) weather; country.
CLINCH (v; n) win; finish; hold; hug;
holding.
CLING (v) hold strongly.
CLINGSTONE ( n ) P E A C H w i t h f r u i t
sticking strongly to the seed.
CLINIC (n) place that helps sick people.
CLINICAL ( a d j ) a b o u t h e l p i n g s i c k
people; without emotion, and with
clear thinking.
CLINK (n) prison; sharp sound of two
pieces of metal hitting together.
CLINKER (n) stone from coal, after the
coal burns; BRICK with some melting
on it.
CLIP (n; v) PAPER-CLIP or other small
tool to hold things together; hold together with a tool like this; cut.
CLIPBOARD (n) thin board with a piece
at the top that holds papers.
CLIP-JOINT ( n ) d r i n k i n g p l a c e w i t h
prices that are too high.
CLIP-ON (adj) with a part that can hold
it to another
thing.
CLIPPER (n)
fast ship
with sails.

CLEF (n) shape in musical writing.
CLEFT (n; v) thin breaking line in a
stone or other hard thing; was breaking on a straight line.
CLEMATIS (n) VINE with big flowers.
CLEMENCY (n) forgiving.
CLENCH (v) (of teeth or fingers) close
strongly.
CLERGY (n) people who lead churches.
CLERGYMAN, CLERIC (n) PRIEST or
other person who leads a church.
CLERICAL ( a d j ) a b o u t p e o p l e w h o
lead churches; about people who work
with letters and papers; about people
who help to sell things at shops.
CLERK (n) person who works with letters and papers; person who helps to
sell things at a shop.
CLEVER (adj) smart.
CLICHÉ (n) word or group of words
that many people use too much.
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CLIPPERS (n)
tool for cutting
hair, or the nails
of fingers and
toes.

CLIPPIE (n) person who looks to see
if you were paying to use a train or
bus (Br).
CLIPPING (n) piece from a newspaper.
CLIQUE (n) group of friends who are
not friendly with other people.
CLITORIS (n) small organ on a woman.
CLOAK (n) coat with no sleeves.
CLOAKROOM (n) room for coats, hats,
and other things you carry.
CLOBBER (v; n) hit; clothes (Br).
CLOCHE (n) glass or plastic cover for
young plants.

*CLOCK (n; v) instrument that measures time; measure time.
CLOCKWISE (adv; adj) moving in the
direction that hands move on a clock.
CLOD (n) piece of ground that sticks
together; stupid person.
CLOG (n; v) timber shoe (Eur); stop
movement through a tube or channel.
CLOISTER (n) place away from other
people.
CLOISTERED (adj) in a place away from
other people.
CLONE (n; v) plant or animal made
from a piece of a plant or animal; make
a plant or animal in this way.
CLOP (v) make the sound of the feet
of a horse when it is walking.
*CLOSE (adv; adj; v; n) near; cover;
push together; turn off (In); stop, finish; end.
*CLOSED (adj) not open.
CLOSE-FISTED (adj) greedy; not giving to other people.
CLOSE-KNIT ( a d j ) ( o f a g r o u p o f
people) strongly agreeing with and liking each other.
CLOSET (n) very small room for tools,
clothes, or other things.
CLOSE-UP (n) picture of a thing, showing it to be close.
CLOSURE (n) closing.
CLOT (n; v) piece of dry blood; pieces
of soft things sticking together; stupid person; become dry blood.
*CLOTH (n) flat, thin material you make
clothes from.
CLOTHE (v) cover with clothes.
*CLOTHES (n) things you wear.
CLOTHES-HORSE (n) piece of furniture
with thin bars to hang clothes on.

CLOTHES-HORSE

CLOTHES-PEG, CLOTHES-PIN (Am) (n)
PEG to hold a piece of clothes on a
rope to dry.
CLOTHIER (n) person who sells clothes
for men.
CLOTHING (n) clothes.
*CLOUD (n) gas or smoke that you can
see in the air.
CLOUDBURST (n) fast, heavy rain.
CLOUDY (adj) not clear; (of weather)
with many clouds in the sky.
CLOUT (v; n) hit; strength.

CLOVE (n) piece of
GARLIC or another
plant root; dry, nailshaped part of a
flower, that is a
spice with a good
smell.

CLOVEN (adj) with a line cutting it into
two pieces.
CLOVER (n) small green plant with a
shape like a SHAMROCK, that cows
eat.
CLOWN (n) foolish person who
makes people
laugh for entertainment.

CLOYING (adj)
boring from being
too sweet or too
much.
CLUB (n; v) heavy stick; SHAMROCK
shape on cards; group who do things
together; hit with a heavy stick.
CLUCK (v) make sounds like a chicken.
CLUE (n) truth that helps you find a
thing or answer a question.
CLUED-UP (adj) smart about a thing.
CLUELESS (adj) stupid.
CLUEY (adj) smart.
CLUMP (n; v) group of things close
together; walk with a heavy sound.
CLUMSY (adj) rough in movements.
CLUNG (v) was holding strongly.
CLUNK (n) sound of a thing falling.
CLUNKER (n) old broken car.
CLUSTER (n; v) group of things close
together; come, or be, close together.
CLUTCH (v; n) hold strongly; part of a
machine that brings together moving
pieces; group of chickens or eggs.
CLUTCH-BAG (n) HANDBAG without
a handle.
CLUTTER (n; v) many things in places
where they should not be; put many
things in places where they should
not be.
COACH (n; v) vehicle that carries many
people; bus; car in a train; teacher;
person who teaches a sport; teach.
COACHMAN (n) person who drives a
vehicle that horses pull.
COAGULATE ( v ) ( o f b l o o d ) c h a n g e
from liquid to a solid.
*COAL ( n ) b l a c k s t o n e t h a t b u r n s ;
piece of timber after it was burning.
COALESCE (v) come together to become one big thing.
COALFIELD (n) place where people
find coal in the ground.
COALITION (n) two or more groups
working together.
COARSE (adj) rough.
COAST (n; v) beach; move forward
easily, without pushing or using a
motor.
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COASTER (n) flat piece of material you
put a glass on when drinking.
COASTGUARD (n) people who protect
ocean borders of a country.
COASTLINE (n) ocean border of a country.
*COAT (n; v) piece of clothes you wear
over other clothes; covering of paint
or other liquid; cover with paint.
COATING (n) covering of paint or other
liquid.
COAX (v) softly change the thinking
of a person with the things you say.
COAXIAL (adj) parallel and together.
COB (n) cylinder that corn grows on.
COBALT (n; adj) a metal; blue colour.
COBBER (n) friend (Aus).
COBBLE (n; v) small stone for making
a road; fix or make shoes.
COBBLER ( n ) p e r s o n w h o f i x e s o r
makes shoes; sweet food with fruit
and cake.
COB-NUT (n) HAZEL-NUT.
COBRA (n) dangerous
snake from Africa and
India, that makes
its h e a d wide
and flat when
it is angry.

CO-BROTHERS (n) husbands of two
sisters (In).
COBWEB (n) WEB of a spider.
COCAINE (n) drug to stop pain, that
some people use to feel good.
COCCYX (n) bottom bone in your back.
COCHINEAL (n) red colour from dry insects.
COCK (n; v) male bird; penis; part of a
gun; bend the head or a part of a gun.
COCK-AND-BULL (adj) (of a story) not
true.
COCKATIEL
(n) small
COCKATOO.
COCKATOO
(n) white
PARROT
from Australia.
COCKCROW (n)
time when the sun comes up.
COCKER (n) small dog with long ears.
COCKEREL (n) young male chicken.
COCKEYED (adj) stupid; with an INCLINE to one side.
COCKLE (n) animal like an OYSTER,
that people eat.
COCKPIT (n) place where the man who
flies a plane sits.
COCKROACH (n) ROACH.
COCKSURE (adj) too confident.
COCKTAIL (n) drink with alcohol in it,
that you drink before a MEAL; happy
meeting with drinks with alcohol (In).
COCKY (adj; n) too confident; COCKATOO; person who grows cows or
sheep on land away from towns (Aus).
COCOA (n) powder from a seed, that
people use to make CHOCOLATE.

COCONUT (n)
very big seed
with white liquid in it; white
food from this
seed.
COCOON (n)
CHRYSALIS.
COD (n) big ocean fish.
CODA (n) short piece you add at the
end of a book or at the end of a piece
of music.
CO-DAUGHTERS-IN-LAW (n) women
married to brothers (In).
CODDLE (v) feed and love a baby.
CODE (n) rules for what is good and
what is bad; secret language; way of
playing football (Aus).
CODEINE (n) medicine that stops pain.
CODEX (n) very old book made by
hand, without a machine.
CODGER (n) person.
CODIFY (v) put rules in a list.
CODLING (n) apple that you cook.
CODPIECE (n) piece of cloth to cover
the penis and testicles in the past.
CODSWALLOP (n) foolishness.
COED (n) female student at a school
for males and females.
COEDUCATIONAL (adj) teaching females and males at the same school.
COEFFICIENT (n) number that shows
a measure of a quality of a thing.
COERCE (v) force to obey.
COERCION (n) forcing people to obey.
COEXISTENCE (n) countries with different teachings working together
without fighting against each other.
*COFFEE (n) hot drink from the powder of a dry seed; powder from this
seed.
COFFER (n) box for money and expensive or important things.
COFFIN (n) box for a dead body.
COG (n) projection from the border of
a wheel, that turns another wheel.
COGITATE (v) think about.
COGNAC (n) drink with much alcohol
in it, from France.
COGNITION (n) knowing, learning, and
understanding.
COGNITIVE (adj) about thinking.
COGNIZANCE (n) what you know and
understand.
COGNIZANT (adj) knowing.
COHABITATION (n) living together as
husband and wife.
COHERE (v) stick together.
COHERENT (adj) easy to understand;
with parts going together well.
COHESION ( n ) h o w s t r o n g l y t h i n g s
stick together.
COHORT (n) friend.
COIFFEUR (n) person who fixes hair.
COIFFURE (n) shape and length of hair.

*COIN (n; v) piece of metal money;
make coins; make a new word.
COINAGE (n) coins; making coins.
COINCIDE (v) happen at the same time,
or be in the same place.
COINCIDENCE (n) interesting way that
two different things or happenings
are the same.
COIR ( n ) r o u g h m a t e r i a l f r o m C O CONUTS, for making rope.
COITUS (n) mating.
COKE, ( n ) s w e e t , c o l d d r i n k ( A m ) ;
stones made from hot coal; drug to
stop pain, that some people use to feel
good.
COLA (n) cold, sweet drink.
COLANDER (n) bowl with many small
holes in the bottom.
*COLD (adj; n) not hot; not friendly;
sickness in the nose and throat.
COLD-BLOODED (adj) without emotion; with blood that becomes hot or
cold when the weather becomes hot
or cold.
COLE (n) cabbage.
COLEOPTEROUS (adj) of BEETLES.
COLESLAW (n) food from small cabbage pieces.
COLEY (n) fish with white or grey meat.
COLIC (n) sharp pain in the stomach.
COLITIS (n) pain in the intestines.
COLLABORATE (v) work together on a
book, piece of art, or other job.
COLLAGE (n) picture made from sticking things together.
*COLLAPSE (v; n) fall in or break; falling in or breaking.
COLLAPSIBLE (adj) that bends to become more small.
COLLAR (n) piece of cloth or leather
around the neck.
COLLARBONE, (n) CLAVICLE.
COLLATE (v) put pages together.
COLLATERAL (n) thing you agree to
give if you do not pay money in the
future.
COLLEAGUE (n) person you work with.
COLLECT (v; n; adj; adv) bring together; short praying that people say
together; that the person receiving
must pay for.
COLLECTION (n) money that people
give at a church meeting; many coins,
STAMPS, BUTTERFLIES, or other
things that you were bringing together to make a big group, often in
an ALBUM.
COLLECTIVE (n) group working or living together as one.
COLLECTIVISM (n) believing that all
people should own things together.
COLLEEN (n) girl (Br).
COLLEGE (n) school; group.
COLLEGIATE (adj) of a school.
COLLIDE (v) hit into a thing moving
toward you.

COIL (v; n) put
rope, or another
long thing, into
circle shapes; long
thing that is in
circle shapes.

COLLIE (n)
dog that
works well
with sheep.
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COLLIER (n) person who digs coal (Br).
COLLIERY (n) place where people dig
for coal (Br).
COLLISION ( n ) h i t t i n g t o g e t h e r o f
things moving in different directions.
COLLOID (n) very small pieces of one
chemical in another chemical.
COLLOQUIAL (adj) not right, but that
many people say.
COLLOQUIALISM (n) word or words
that people often use in a special way.
COLLOQUIUM (n) big meeting for many
smart people.
COLLOQUY (n) meeting to talk.
COLLUSION (n) working together secretly to do bad things.
COLLYWOBBLES (n) worried feeling.
COLOGNE (n) liquid with a good smell,
that a person puts on his or her body.
COLON (n) part
of the intestines;
punctuation mark
before a list.

..

COLONEL (n)
leader in an army.
COLONIAL (adj) of a weak country
that must follow a strong country; of
a time in the past when a country was
young and weak.
COLONIALISM (n) using weak countries to make strong countries rich.
COLONISE (v) move to and start a new
weak country.
COLONIST (n) person moving to and
living in a new weak country.
COLONNADE (n) line of big vertical cylinder shapes.
COLONY (n) new weak country; small
part of a town (In); group of animals
that live close together.
COLORATION (n) colours of a thing.
COLORATURA (n) very difficult piece
of music for one person to sing.
COLOSSAL (adj) very big.
COLOSSUS (n) very important person,
or very big thing like a person.
COLOSTOMY, COLOTOMY (n) cutting
the body to make the end of the intestine come through the stomach.
*COLOUR (n; v) light coming from a
thing; give colour to.
COLOUR-BLIND (adj) not able to see
the difference between colours well.
*COLOURED ( a d j ) w i t h a c o l o u r o r
colours; with dark skin.
COLOURFUL ( a d j ) i n t e r e s t i n g ; wi th
many colours.
COLOURLESS (adj) boring; without
colours.
COLT (n) young male horse.
COLUMBINE ( n ) p l a n t w i t h f l o w e r s
shaped like five PIGEONS in a group.
COLUMN (n) vertical, cylinder-shaped
piece of a building; vertical piece of
writing from a newspaper or magazine; line of soldiers or vehicles.
COLUMNIST (n) person who writes for
a newspaper.
COMA (n) long, deep sleep.

COMATOSE (adj) in a long, deep sleep.
COMB (n) tool you pull through hair
to make it smooth; red piece on top
of the head of a male chicken; pull a
COMB through hair to make it smooth.
COMB

COMBAT (n; v) war; fighting; fight.
COMBATANT ( n ; a d j ) p e r s o n w h o
fights; soldier; that fights.
COMBER (n) long, bending WAVE.
COMBINATION (n) mixture or joining
of two or more things.
COMBINE (v) join or mix together.
COMBO (n) group of different foods
or musical instruments together.
COMBUSTIBLE (adj; n) that can burn;
thing that can burn.
COMBUSTION (n) burning.
*COME (v) move toward this place or
time; happen; receive a good feeling
from mating.
COMEBACK (n) returning to a good
place; fast, smart answer when a person says a bad thing about you.
COMEDIAN (n) entertainer who makes
people smile or laugh.
COMEDIENNE (n) female entertainer
who makes people smile or laugh.
COMEDY (n) entertainment to make
you smile or laugh.
COMELY (adj) beautiful.
COME-ON (n) action to make you want
to do or buy a thing.
COMET (n) thing with a tail of light,
that goes around the sun, and far into
space.

COME-UPPANCE (n) bad thing happening to you, that pays for a bad
thing you were doing in the past.
COMFORT (n; v) thing that makes life
easy; make a difficult thing more easy
for a person, often by encouraging.
COMFORTABLE (adj) with no pain or
other difficult quality; with enough
money.
COMFORTER (n) QUILT; spirit of God.
COMFREY (n) plant people use for
drinks or medicine.
COMFY (adj) soft and warm; with no
pain or other difficult thing.
COMIC (n; adj) CARTOONS that tell a
story; entertainer who makes people
laugh; making people laugh.
COMICAL (adj) making people laugh.
COMING (adj)
in the future.
COMMA
(n)
punctuation
mark to show a
short stopping.

,

COMMAND (v; n) strongly tell a person to do an action; thing a person
tells another person to do.
COMMANDANT (n) leader in an army.
COMMANDEER (v) take by force, for
soldiers to use.
COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF (n) top leader
in an army.
COMMANDING (adj) in a high place
where you can see in many directions.
COMMANDMENT (n) rule.
COMMANDO (n) special soldier who
fights quickly.
COMMEMORATE (v) do a special thing
to remember a happening.
COMMEMORATIVE ( n ; a d j ) s p e c i a l
STAMP to remember a happening; remembering a happening.
COMMENCE (v) start.
COMMENCEMENT (n) start.
COMMEND (v) say good things about.
COMMENDABLE (adj) good.
COMMENDATION (n) award with words.
COMMENSURATE (adj) of the same
measure.
COMMENT (v; n) talk about; words
about.
COMMENTARY ( n ) w o r d s f o r m a n y
people, that follow the action of a happening.
COMMENTATOR (n) person who talks,
often on television or radio, about a
happening when it is happening.
COMMERCE (n) buying and selling.
COMMERCIAL ( a d j ; n ) o f , o r f o r ,
money; ADVERTISEMENT.
COMMERCIALISM (n) making things
too quickly, to make money from
them.
COMMIE (n) person who believes in
owning all things together in a country.
COMMISERATE (v) feel sad with a person who is sad.
COMMISSARY (n) shop in the army or
in a prison (Am).
COMMISSION (n; v) job; strength or
group to do a job; money you receive
for selling a thing; give a job, or
strength to do a job, to a person.
COMMISSIONAIRE (n) person wearing
special clothes, who opens the door
for you at the front of a restaurant or
place of entertainment (Br).
COMMISSIONER (n) important leader.
COMMIT (v) do; give; send a person
to a court to learn if he or she was
disobeying a rule.
COMMITMENT (n) enthusiasm for, or
being serious about, working for a
thing; thing you should do because
you were saying that you will do it.
COMMITTAL ( n ) b u r y i n g a p e r s o n ;
putting a person in a prison.
COMMITTED (adj) serious about working for a thing.
COMMITTEE (n) small group that does
a job for a big group that it is part of.
COMMODE (n) container in a chair by
a bed, that you use as a TOILET; TOILET.
COMMODIOUS (adj) with much space.
COMMODITY (n) thing you sell or buy.
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COMMODORE (n) leader on a ship (Br).
COMMON (adj; n) happening often;
equal for all people in a group; bad;
land with grass that all people in a
country can use.
COMMONER (n) person who is not important in a country.
COMMON-LAW (adj) married without
following rules about being married.
COMMONLY (adv) very often.
COMMONPLACE (adj; n) happening
often; saying, that people use too
much.
COMMON-ROOM (n) room in a school,
where people can sit and talk.
COMMON-SENSE (n) truths that people
need and use each day.
COMMONWEALTH (n) group of countries helping each other.
COMMOTION ( n ) a n g r y m o v i n g o r
fighting.
COMMUNAL (adj) of, or for, all people
in a place; between opposite groups.
COMMUNE (n; v) people from different families living together and owning things together; talk with a person about serious things.
COMMUNICABLE (adj) (of a sickness)
that can move from one person to another.
COMMUNICANT (n) person in a church
who receives a piece of special bread
from the PRIEST.
COMMUNICATE (v) talk; say things
using body movements, sounds, pictures, or other things.
COMMUNICATION (n) talking; moving
ways of thinking between people.
COMMUNICATIVE (adj) happy to talk.
COMMUNION ( n ) e a t i n g b r e a d a n d
drinking wine to remember Jesus dying; talking between people.
COMMUNIQUÉ (n) important letter, often to newspapers, about a meeting
or other happening.
COMMUNISM (n) owning all things together in a group or country.
COMMUNITY (n) group or town.
COMMUTE ( v ) t r a v e l t o w h e r e y o u
work; change a very difficult thing to
a less difficult thing.
COMMUTER (n) person travelling to a
job.
COMPACT (adj; v; n) small; close together; push close together; small, flat
container for face powder; small car.
COMPANION (n) friend; person who is
with you.
COMPANIONABLE (adj) friendly.
COMPANIONSHIP (n) feeling of being
friends.
COMPANION-WAY (n) steps to rooms
on a ship.
*COMPANY (n) shop, group of shops,
or group of people that other people
work for in jobs; group of people;
people who come to your house for a
short time.
COMPARABLE (adj) (of two or more
things) that people can see how they
are the same or different.
COMPARATIVE (adj) of how two or
more things are the same or different.

COMPARE (v) look at, talk about, or
think about what is different or the
same about two or more things.
COMPARISON (n) what is different or
the same about two or more things.
COMPARTMENT ( n ) s m a l l , c l o s e d
place.
COMPASS (n) tool that draws circles;
tool that shows directions.

COMPASSES

COMPASSION (n) love.
COMPASSIONATE (adj) loving.
COMPATIBLE (adj) working well together.
COMPATRIOT ( n ) p e r s o n f r o m t h e
same country as you.
COMPEL (v) force.
COMPELLING (adj) interesting.
COMPENSATE (v) give a good thing to
make a person feel better about a bad
thing.
COMPERE (n; v) person who talks to
all the people about entertainers at a
big meeting; tell all the people about
the entertainers at a big meeting.
*COMPETE (v) try to win or be better
than others.
COMPETENCE (n) ability.
COMPETENT (adj) able.
*COMPETITION ( n ) g a m e o r s p o r t ;
people you are competing against;
trying to win or be better than others.
COMPETITIVE (adj) wanting to win;
competing well; with a cheap price.
COMPETITOR (n) person who competes.
COMPILATION (n) book or other writing with many different parts coming
together.
COMPILE (v) bring many truths together to write a book or paper.
COMPLACENT (adj) quiet and happy;
not thinking of danger.
COMPLAIN (v) say you are not happy
because a thing is bad or wrong.
COMPLAINANT (n) person who starts
an action in a court.
COMPLAINT (n) sickness; thing you
say is wrong or bad.
COMPLAISANT (adj) easily agreeing
with.
COMPLEMENT (n; v) part that goes with
another part to make a whole thing;
go with another to make a whole
thing.
COMPLETE (v; adj) finish; whole.
COMPLEX (adj; n) with many parts;
whole thing with many parts; thing
you feel too strongly about.
COMPLEXION (n) colour and quality of
the skin of a person.
COMPLIANCE (n) agreeing to obey.

COMPLICATE (v) make difficult.
COMPLICATED COMPLICATING (In)
(adj) with many parts; difficult to understand.
COMPLICATION (n) new problem.
COMPLICITY (n) helping a person to
do a bad thing.
COMPLIMENT (v; n) say what is good
about; good saying about.
COMPLIMENTARY (adj) free; saying
what is good about a person or thing.
COMPLY (v) act in agreement; obey.
COMPONENT (n) piece.
COMPORT (v) act in a special way.
COMPOSE (v) write.
COMPOSED (adj) quiet.
COMPOSITE (adj; n) made from parts
of different things; thing made from
parts of different things.
COMPOSITION (n) a writing; what a
thing is made from.
COMPOSITOR ( n ) p e r s o n w h o p u t s
words and pictures together for the
pages of a book or newspaper.
COMPOST (n) mixture of dead plants,
old food, dirt, and other things, to
make ground better for growing plants
in.
COMPOSURE (n) quiet confidence.
COMPOTE (n) dish of cut or cooked
fruit.
COMPOUND (adj; n; v) of two or more
different parts; thing made from two
or more chemicals or other things;
ground with a fence or wall around it;
make a thing more difficult.
COMPOUNDER (n) person who makes
and sells medicines (In).
COMPREHEND (v) understand.
COMPREHENSION (n) understanding.
COMPREHENSIVE (adj) covering much
or all of a thing.
COMPRESS (v) squeeze together.
COMPRESSION (n) squeezing; (of a
motor) strength of squeezing.
COMPRESSOR ( n ) m a c h i n e t h a t
squeezes air or another gas.
COMPRISE (v) have parts.
COMPROMISE (v; n) change a little, to
agree with a person; change that one
person makes, to be in agreement with
another person.
COMPTROLLER (n) leader in a company or country, who controls the
money.
COMPULSION (n) strong need in the
emotions to do an action; forcing.
COMPULSORY (adj) that you must do.
COMPUNCTION (n) sad feeling after
doing a bad thing.
COMPUTATION (n) sum.
COMPUTE (v) count; add.
COMPUTER (n)
machine that
remembers and
gives answers.
COMPUTERISE (v)
change to do
it using COMPUTERS.
COMRADE (n) friend in Russia.
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COMRADESHIP (n) being friends.
CON (v; n) trick; prisoner.
CONCATENATION (n) happening of
things one after another because each
is an effect of another.
*CONCAVE (adj) shaped like the inside
of part of a circle or ball.
CONCEAL (v) cover.
CONCEDE (v) agree; give.
CONCEIT (n) being proud.
CONCEITED (adj) proud.
CONCEIVABLE (adj) that can happen
or that you can think of.
CONCEIVE (v) have a baby start to
grow inside you; start a plan; think.
CONCENTRATE ( v ; n ) b r i n g m a n y
things close together; think strongly;
strong liquid with little water in it.
CONCENTRATION (n) thinking strongly
about one thing; ability to think
strongly about one thing; many things
close together.
CONCENTRIC ( a d j ) w i t h t h e s a m e
middle (see COIL).
CONCEPT ( n ) p i c t u r e i n t h e b r a i n ;
thinking about a special thing.
CONCEPTION (n) start of a baby or
plan; plan.
CONCERN (n; v) thinking with worry
or love; thing you think about with
worry or love; be about, or important
to.
CONCERNED (adj) worried; loving.
CONCERNING (prep) about.
CONCERT (n) musical entertainment
for many people; being together.

CONCERTINA
(n) s m a l l
ACCORDION.

CONCERTO (n) long piece of music.
CONCESSION (n) thing you give.
CONCH (n) shell
with a COIL shape.
CONCIERGE (n)
worker in France
who looks at people
going into a building,
to know if they are the right people.
CONCILIATE (v) help people to stop
arguing.
CONCILIATORY (adj) helping to stop
an argument.
CONCISE (adj) short and clear.
CONCLAVE (n) meeting of people.
CONCLUDE (v) finish.
CONCLUSION (n) end.
CONCLUSIVE (adj) strong enough to
stop all arguments against it.
CONCOCT (v) make food by mixing;
make a story or plan.
CONCOMITANT (adj) happening at the
same time, with some joining.
CONCORD (n) agreement.
CONCORDANCE (n) list of words in the
Bible or another book, and where to
find them; agreement.

CONCOURSE (n) big open place where
people can walk.
CONCRETE (adj; n) solid and easy to
see; stones and sand sticking together like one big solid stone.
CONCUBINE (n) wife to a man who has
another wife.
CONCUPISCENCE (n) wanting to mate.
CONCUR (v) agree.
CONCURRENT (adj) happening at the
same time, or together.
CONCUSSION (n) sore on the brain,
from a hit on the head.
CONDEMN (v) say a thing or person is
very bad, without helping that person.
CONDEMNATION (n) saying that a person is very bad, without helping; feeling that you are very bad, without
knowing a way to change.
CONDENSATION (n) rain; liquid from a
gas; thing that was made more small.
CONDENSE (v) make more small.
CONDESCEND (v) help a person, but
think you are better and he or she is
worse.
CONDIMENT (n) food that adds spice
to other foods.
CONDITION (n; v) thing that is important for another thing to happen; quality of needing or not needing fixing;
change by teaching.
CONDITIONAL (adj) not happening if
another action does not happen.
CONDITIONER (n) liquid to make hair
soft; liquid to make clothes soft.
CONDOLE (v) say you feel sadness with
another person who is feeling sadness.
CONDOLENCES (n) words of love to say
you feel sadness with a person who is
feeling sadness.
CONDOM (n) thin rubber covering for
the penis.
CONDOMINIUM (n) part of a big building, that a person owns to live in (Am).
CONDONE (v) know a thing is wrong,
but do nothing to stop it; agree to or
say that a person can do a wrong thing.
CONDOR (n) big VULTURE from South
America.
CONDUCIVE (adj) helping.
CONDUCT (v; n) lead; how you act.
CONDUCTION (n) movement of heat or
electricity by touching.
CONDUCTOR (n) thing that heat or electricity moves through; person who
leads people who play musical instruments together; person who controls
people on a train or bus.
CONDUIT (n) channel;
tube.
CONE (n) shape with
a flat, round end,
and a point at
the other end
(see ICECREAM).
CONFAB (n) time of talking together.
CONFECTION, CONFECTIONERY (n)
lolly.

CONFEDERACY (n) countries or groups
working together as friends.
CONFEDERATE (n) friend.
CONFER (v) give; talk and listen to.
CONFERENCE (n) meeting for talking.
CONFESS (v) say that you were doing
a bad action.
CONFESSION (n) saying you were doing a bad action.
CONFESSIONAL (n) small room in a
church where people go to say the bad
things they were doing.
CONFESSOR (n) PRIEST you talk to
about the bad things you were doing.
CONFETTI (n) many very little pieces
of coloured paper that you throw at
people after they marry.
CONFIDANT (n) person you tell secret
things to.
CONFIDE (v) tell a secret to a friend.
*CONFIDENCE (n) being confident; secret.
*CONFIDENT (adj) believing strongly in
a person, God, or yourself.
CONFIDENTIAL (adj) secret.
CONFIGURATION (n) shape.
CONFINE (v) hold in a place, like a
prison.
CONFIRM (v) agree with; make more
strong.
CONFIRMATION (n) special time when
a young person says he or she agrees
with the spiritual thinking of his or her
parents; agreeing with.
CONFIRMED (adj) with an action or
thinking that you will not easily
change.
CONFISCATE (v) take from a person.
CONFLAGRATION (n) big fire that destroys many things.
CONFLATE (v) join two things to make
one.
CONFLICT (n; v) fight; disagree with.
CONFLUENCE (n) place where two rivers or other things join.
CONFORM (v) change to agree with.
CONFORMITY (n) changing to agree
with.
CONFOUND (v) make a person not able
to understand; make a person lose a
competition.
CONFRONT (v) meet and talk to.
CONFRONTATION (n) meeting between
people who disagree.
CONFUSE (v) make a person not able
to understand.
CONFUSED (adj) not able to understand
many things.
CONFUSION (n) much noise or action
that is difficult to understand.
CONGEAL (v) become a soft solid from
a liquid.
CONGENIAL (adj) friendly.
CONGENITAL (adj) happening from the
time when a person was born.
CONGESTION (n) too much of a thing,
making movement difficult.
CONGLOMERATE (n) stones or companies sticking together strongly.
CONGRATULATE (v) say to a person
that you are happy because he or she
was doing or receiving a good thing.
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CONGRATULATIONS (interj; n) word or
words to tell a person you are happy
because he or she was doing or receiving a good thing.
CONGREGATE (v) come together with
other people.
CONGREGATION (n) people meeting in
a church or other place.
CONGRESS (n) big meeting to talk
about important things; leaders who
make the rules for America.
CONGRESSIONAL (adj) of the leaders
who make the rules for America.
CONGRUENT (adj) of the same shape
and size.
CONICAL (adj) CONE-shaped.
CONIFER (n) tree that is
always green, with big, dry
seeds.

CONIFER

CONJECTURE (n) thinking a thing is
true, but not knowing if it is true.
CONJUGAL ( a d j ) b e t w e e n m a r r i e d
people.
CONJUGATE (v) change; put together.
CONJUNCTION (n) “and”, “or”, “but”,
or another word to join other words
together.
CONJUNCTIVITIS (n) sore on the eye.
CONJURE (v) trick people, often for entertainment.
CONJURER, CONJUROR (n) MAGICIAN.
CONK (v; n) die; become broken; nose
(Br).
CONKER (n) big, round, brown seed.
CONNECT (v) join together.
CONNECTION (n) part or thing that
joins two parts or things together;
important friend.
CONNIVE (v) secretly plan to do a thing
that will help yourself; help, or not
stop, a bad thing.
CONNOISSEUR (n) person who knows
what are the best wines, foods, paintings, or other expensive things.
CONNOTATION (n) understanding from
words, that makes you think or believe more than what the words were
saying.
CONNUBIAL (adj) about being married.
CONQUER (v) win against.
CONQUEST (n) winning.
CONSCIENCE (n) God talking to you in
your thinking; knowing what is right
and what is wrong.
CONSCIENTIOUS (adj) obeying what
you know is right to do.
CONSCIOUS (adj) not sleeping; knowing; thinking.
CONSCRIPT (n; v) soldier who was not
choosing to be a soldier; force a person to join an army.

CONSCRIPTION (n) forcing people to
join an army.
CONSECRATE (v) give to God.
CONSECUTIVE (adj) of, or about, one
thing after another in a line.
CONSENSUS (n) what a whole group
thinks about a thing; agreement.
CONSENT (v; n) agree; agreement.
CONSEQUENCE (n) effect.
CONSEQUENTIAL (adj) important; being an effect of another action.
CONSEQUENTLY (adv; conj) because of
a first thing that was happening.
CONSERVATION (n) protecting land,
plants, animals, water, or other things.
CONSERVATIONIST (n) person who
wants to stop people from destroying
plants, animals, land, or water places.
CONSERVATIVE (adj; n) not wanting
to change; not very much, not very
different, or not very strong; person
who does not want to change things.
CONSERVATOIRE ( F r ) , CONSERVATORIUM (Aus), CONSERVATORY (n)
school for music.
CONSERVE (v; n) keep to use later; fruit
in a closed tin or JAR.
CONSIDER (v) think about.
CONSIDERABLE (adj) much or big.
CONSIDERABLY (adv) very.
CONSIDERATE (adj) kind.
CONSIDERATION (n) being kind; thinking about; reason for doing a thing.
CONSIDERING (prep; conj) because of;
thinking about.
CONSIGN (v) give to.
CONSIGNMENT (n) things you send or
receive.
CONSIST (v) be made from.
CONSISTENCY (n) how soft or solid a
liquid, paste, or powder is; being always the same.
CONSISTENT (adj) always the same.
CONSOLATION ( n ) g o o d t h i n g t h a t
comes with a bad thing.
CONSOLE (v) help or encourage a person who is sad.
CONSOLIDATE (v) bring together and
make strong.
CONSOMMÉ (n) liquid food from meat.
CONSONANCE (n) agreement between
sounds or other things.
CONSONANT (n; adj) letter that cannot make a sound without a VOWEL;
agreeing.
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CONSORT (n; v) husband or wife; ship
travelling with another ship; be
friends with.
CONSORTIUM (n) group of many big
shops or companies helping each
other.
CONSPICUOUS (adj) very easy to see.
CONSPIRACY (n) people working together to do bad things.

CONSPIRE (v) plan to do a bad thing
with another person.
CONSTABLE (n) policeman (Br, Can,
Aus).
CONSTABULARY (n) all the policemen
from a town (Br).
CONSTANCY (n) quality of not changing.
CONSTANT (adj; n) always the same;
number that does not change.
CONSTELLATION (n) special group of
stars.
CONSTERNATION (n) not being able to
understand, from a surprise.
CONSTIPATION (n) not being able to
push DUNG from the intestines.
CONSTITUENCY ( n ) p e o p l e w h o
choose a leader.
CONSTITUENT (n) part of a whole; one
of the people who chooses a leader.
CONSTITUTE (v) make; be equal to.
CONSTITUTION ( n ) m o s t i m p o r t a n t
rules for a country or group; quality
of being healthy or not being healthy.
CONSTRAIN (v) hold a person or thing,
to stop movement; force.
CONSTRAINT ( n ) t h i n g t h a t s t o p s
movement or action.
CONSTRICT (v) squeeze to make narrow.
CONSTRICTION (n) narrow place.
CONSTRUCT (v) make or build.
CONSTRUCTION ( n ) b u i l d i n g ; t h i n g
that is made; making.
CONSTRUCTIVE (adj) that helps.
CONSTRUE (v) think a thing from hearing words or seeing actions.
CONSUL (n) leader from a country,
who works for that country in a different country.
CONSULATE (n) building where leaders from one country work in a different country.
CONSULT (v) ask a doctor or other person to help you know the truth.
CONSULTANT (n) doctor or other person people talk to, to receive help with
understanding a thing.
CONSULTATION (n) time when you talk
to a doctor or other person to receive
help to understand a thing.
CONSUME (v) eat or drink; destroy.
CONSUMER ( n ) p e r s o n w h o b u y s
things.
CONSUMING (adj) most important to a
person.
CONSUMMATE (v; adj) finish; perfect.
CONSUMPTION (n) buying, and using
or eating; sickness of the lungs.
CONTACT (v; n) talk to; touch; person
who can help you in the future.
CONTAGION (n) movement of a sickness from one person to another.
CONTAGIOUS (adj) (of a sickness) going from one person to another.
CONTAIN (v) hold inside.
CONTAINED (adj) not showing your
feelings.
*CONTAINER (n) thing that can hold
other things inside it.
CONTAMINANT (n) dirt.
CONTAMINATE (v) make dirty.
CONTEMPLATE (v) think about.
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CONTEMPORANEOUS (adj) happening
at the same time.
CONTEMPORARY (n; adj) person living at the same time; at the same time.
CONTEMPT (n) hate.
CONTEMPTIBLE (adj) easy to hate.
CONTEND (v) try to win.
CONTENT, CONTENTED (adj) happy because you think you have enough.
CONTENTION (n) argument.
CONTENTIOUS (adj) starting many arguments.
CONTENTMENT (n) quiet happiness.
CONTENTS (n) what is in a container.
CONTEST (n; v) competition; compete
for.
CONTESTANT (n) person who is competing.
CONTEXT (n) words and other things
around what you are talking about.
CONTIGUOUS (adj) (of two things) with
the same border between them.
CONTINENCE (n) being clean, and obeying rules.
CONTINENT (n) one of seven big parts
of the earth (Africa, Australia, Asia, Europe, and North and South America).
CONTINENTAL (adj) in Europe, but not
in Britain.
CONTINGENCY (n) change.
CONTINGENT (n; adj) group of soldiers or ships that are part of a big
group; changing if other things
change.
CONTINUAL (adj) without stopping.
CONTINUE (v) not stop an action you
are doing.
CONTINUUM (n) long list of things that
are each like another, but very different at opposite ends of the list.
CONTORT (v) force a change in shape.
CONTORTIONIST (n) entertainer who
bends his or her body into many difficult shapes.
CONTOUR (n) line around a shape; line
on a map, that joins places that are an
equal distance up or down from the
top of the ocean.

CONTOUR MAP

CONTRABAND (n) thing that rules say
you cannot bring into a country.
CONTRACEPTION (n) stopping a baby
from starting in a woman when she
mates.

CONTRACEPTIVE (n) medicine or other
thing to stop a baby from starting in a
woman when she mates.
CONTRACT (n; v) agreement in writing; agree in writing; (of a muscle)
squeeze.
CONTRACTION ( n ) s q u e e z i n g o f a
muscle; one word from two other
words.
CONTRACTOR (n) person who builds
or does other work to a plan from another person.
CONTRADICT (v) not agree with.
CONTRADICTION (n) saying or action
that does not agree with another.
CONTRALTO (n) female singer with a
low sound.
CONTRAPTION (n) machine.
CONTRAPUNTAL (adj) with two different pieces of music at the same time.
CONTRARIWISE (adv) in the opposite
way.
CONTRARY (n; adj) opposite thing;
opposite; angry; wanting to disagree.
CONTRAST (n; v) difference between
opposites; difference between light
and dark colours in a picture; look at
differences in two things.
CONTRAVENE (v) disobey.
CONTRETEMPS (n) small disagreeing.
CONTRIBUTE (v) give part of the whole;
help.
CONTRIBUTION (n) thing you give, that
is part of the whole; giving.
CONTRIBUTORY (adj) giving, to help
make happen.
CONTRITE (adj) sad because you were
doing a bad thing.
CONTRIVANCE (n) machine or other
thing you make.
CONTRIVE (v) plan; think out.
CONTRIVED (adj) false.
*CONTROL (v; n) hold and lead to stop
wrong actions; holding and leading;
thing that holds and leads.
CONTROLS (n) parts of a vehicle that
control where, and how fast, it goes.
CONTROVERSIAL ( a d j ) t h a t m a n y
people will not agree with.
CONTROVERSY (n) arguing spirit.
CONTUSION (n) dark colour on the
skin from a thing hitting against it.
CONUNDRUM (n) difficult question.
CONURBATION (n) very big town from
two or more towns growing together.
CONVALESCE (v) become better slowly
from a sickness.
CONVALESCENCE (n) time of becoming better slowly from a sickness.
CONVECTION (n) movement of heat in
air or water.
CONVENE (v) plan or lead a meeting;
come together for a meeting.
CONVENIENCE (n) thing that helps you;
being easy; TOILET (Br).
CONVENIENT (adj) easy; happening at
a good time and place.
CONVENT (n) place where NUNS live
together; school where NUNS teach.
CONVENTION (n) big meeting of many
people, often for more than one day;
agreement of many people for a long
time.

CONVENTIONAL (adj) not different;
happening often, with most people
agreeing about it.
CONVERGE (v) come together from different directions.
CONVERSANT (adj) knowing a thing well.
CONVERSATION (n) talking between
people.
CONVERSE (v; adj; n) talk; opposite;
opposite thing.
CONVERSELY (adv) in the opposite
way.
CONVERSION (n) changing, often from
one religion to another.
CONVERT (n; v) person who changes
the things he or she believes, to agree
with and become part of a group;
change; add to a number in a football
game.
CONVERTIBLE (n; adj) car with a top
that opens and bends; that you can
easily change to money.
CONVEX (adj) shaped like part of the
outside of a circle or ball.
CONVEY (v) carry; give.
CONVEYANCE (n) vehicle; movement
by a vehicle (In); paper that gives land
to a person.
CONVEYOR (n) very big, long belt that
moves things that are on it.
CONVICT ( v ; n ) s h o w a p e r s o n i s
wrong; prisoner.
CONVICTION ( n ) s t r o n g b e l i e v i n g ;
showing, often by a court, that a person is wrong.
CONVINCE (v) make a person believe a
thing strongly.
CONVIVIAL (adj) happy to eat, drink,
and be friendly with other people.
CONVOCATION (n) big meeting in a
church or school.
CONVOLUTED (adj) with many COILS.
CONVOLUTION (adj) one circle in a
COIL.
CONVOY (n) ships, trucks, or other vehicles travelling together.
CONVULSION (n) shaking of the body
from laughing or sickness.
COO (n; v) soft, loving sound like a
PIGEON; make this sound.
*COOK (v; n) (of food) become very
hot for a time; make hot food; person
who makes food.
*COOKED (adj) that is finished cooking.
COOKER (n) container for cooking;
STOVE; PRIMUS.
COOKIE (n) sweet BISCUIT (Am); person (Am).
COOL (adj; v; n) a little cold; confident; not friendly; become less hot;
confidence.
COOLABAH (n) EUCALYPTUS tree that
often grows beside rivers (Aus).
COOLAMON (n) timber container for
carrying water (Aus).
COOLANT (n) oil or other liquid to stop
a machine from becoming too hot.
COOLER (n) container for keeping wine
or water cool; refrigerator; prison.
COOLIBAH (n) EUCALYPTUS tree that
often grows beside rivers (Aus).
COOLIE (n) poor worker from Asia;
worker who carries LUGGAGE (In).
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COON (n) RACCOON; bad name for a
person with dark skin (Am).
CO-OP (n) land or shop that people
own together.
COOP (n; v) house for chickens; put
too many (people) in a small place.
COOPER (n) person who makes or fixes
BUCKETS and BARRELS.
CO-OPERATE (v) work well together.
CO-OPERATIVE (n; adj) land or shop
that people own together; that people
own together; working well together.
CO-OPT (v) choose a person to be part
of a group.
CO-ORDINATE (v; adj; n) make things
work well together; going together;
same; line that leads to a point.
CO-ORDINATES (n) different pieces of
clothes that a woman wears together.
CO-ORDINATION (n) ability to make all
parts of the body work well together.
COOT (n) small black water bird; foolish old person.
COP (n; v) policeman; receive (Aus).
COPE (v) receive a difficult thing and
work against it well.
COPERNICAN (adj) believing that the
planets go around the sun.
COPIER (n) PHOTOCOPIER or other
machine like it.
CO-PILOT ( n ) s e c o n d p e r s o n i n a
plane, who can fly it if the person flying it needs help.
COPING (n) top line of bricks on a wall.
COPING-SAW (n) small FRETSAW.
COPIOUS (adj) very much of.
COP-OUT (n) easy way to hide from a
problem (Am, Aus).
COPPER (n) red metal; brown coin; policeman; big metal container for washing clothes (Br, Aus).
COPPERHEAD (n) dangerous snake
from America.
COPPERPLATE (n) special beautiful
way of writing.
COPRA (n) dry food from coconuts.
COPSE (n) small group of trees.
COPULATE (v) mate.
COPY (v; n) make a thing that is the
same; thing that is the same; one
book, or other thing that you were
printing; words that you are going to
print.
COPY-BOOK (adj; n) good enough for
other people to follow and learn from;
book you write in (In).
COPY-CAT (n) person who tries too
much to do what other people do.
COPYRIGHT (n; v) owning a picture,
book, or other thing that you were
printing; tell the leaders of a country
that you own a thing that you were
printing.
COQUETTISH (adj) (of a woman) trying to make men like you when you
are not serious about liking them.
CORAL (n) hard red or white covering
for animals on the bottom of the
ocean.
CORBEL (n) piece of stone or timber
projecting from a wall to hold up an
ARCH, vertical cylinder, or horizontal
timber.

CORD (n) LEAD; thin rope; measure
of cut timber.
CORDIAL (adj; n) friendly; sweet fruit
drink.
CORDITE (n) rope-shaped material that
explodes.
CORDLESS (adj) (of a machine) using
BATTERIES, and not having a LEAD.
CORDON (n; v) line or circle of policemen or soldiers; make a line of policemen or soldiers.
CORDS (n) pants made from cloth with
projecting parallel lines on it.
CORDUROY.
(n) cloth with projecting parallel lines
on it.
CORE (n; v) middle or most important
part; cylinder of rock that you cut from
a big rock; take the middle part out of
apples, PEARS, or other fruit.
CO-RESPONDENT (n) person you say
was separating you from your wife or
husband when you are arguing in a
court.

CORGI (n)
short d o g
from Britain.

CORIANDER (n) plant from Europe that
people use as a spice.
CORK (n; v) soft, light
skin of some trees;
round piece of this material that you put in a
bottle; stop.
CORKAGE (n) money
you pay to drink wine
that you were bringing to a restaurant.
CORKER (n) very big, very beautiful,
or very good person or thing.
CORKSCREW (n) tool with a metal
COIL, for pulling CORKS out of
bottles.
CORMORANT (n) big ocean bird.
*CORN (n; v) yellow grain or vegetable;
any grain (Br); hard piece of sore skin
on your toe or foot; put salt on food
to stop it from going bad.
CORNEA (n) hard, clear part of the eye,
in front of the IRIS.
*CORNER (n; v) place where two lines,
walls, or roads join; push a person
into a place where he or she cannot
move; drive around the corner of a
road; buy all of a thing, to stop other
people from owning some of it.
CORNERSTONE (n) most important part
of a thing.
CORNET

CORNET (n) small TRUMPET; CONE for
ICE-CREAM (Br, Aus).

CORNFLAKES (n) food from flat, dry
corn, that you eat with milk and sugar.
CORNFLOUR (n) powder from corn that
makes liquids thick.
CORNFLOWER (n) small plant with blue
flowers.
CORNICE (n) projecting line across the
top of a wall.
CORNSTALK (n) tall, thin corn plant.
CORNUCOPIA (n) big horn from a goat,
with much fruit and vegetables in it.
CORNY (adj) foolish and boring.
COROLLARY (n) truth that grows from
a thing you are saying now or from a
thing that is happening now.
CORONA (n) light around the border
of the sun or moon.
CORONARY (adj; n) like a CROWN;
bringing blood to heart muscles; stopping of blood movement to heart
muscles because of solid pieces in the
blood.
CORONATION (n) special time when
people put a CROWN on a new KING
or QUEEN.
CORONER ( n ) p e r s o n w h o s t u d i e s
dead bodies to learn why they are
dead.
CORONET ( n ) l i t t l e C R O W N ( s e e
QUEEN).
CORPORAL (n; adj) leader of a few
people in the army; of the body.
CORPORATE ( a d j ) o f , o r h a v i n g ,
groups.
CORPORATION ( n ) b i g c o m p a n y ;
people working together under rules
that make them like one person.
CORPOREAL (adj) of the body or other
things that are not spiritual.
CORPS (n) group in the army.
CORPSE (n) dead body.
CORPULENT (adj) fat.
CORPUS (n) group of books or other
writings that you bring together for a
special reason.
CORPUSCLE (n) small piece of blood.
CORRAL (n; v) fence around a place
for cows or horses (Am); push animals into a place with a fence around
it (Am).
CORRECT (adj; v) true; right; change
a wrong thing to make it right; fix.
CORRECTION (n) making a wrong thing
right; what makes a wrong thing right.
CORRECTIVE (adj) making a wrong
thing right.
CORRELATE (v) change together.
CORRELATION (n) changing of two
things together.
CORRESPOND (v) be parallel or equal
to; write letters to.
CORRESPONDENCE (n) letters; writing
letters; agreement between two
things.
CORRESPONDENT ( n ) p e r s o n w h o
writes a letter; person writing for a
newspaper.
CORRIDOR (n) long narrow room for
walking, with doors to rooms on the
sides of it; line where a plane must
fly.
CORRIGENDUM (n) wrong thing that
you must fix.
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CORROBORATE (v) help to show a
thing is true; agree with.
CORROBOREE (n) special time of singing and dancing for people with dark
skin from Australia.

CORRODE (v) destroy slowly from the
action of a chemical or water.
CORROSION (n) slow destroying by
chemicals or water.
CORROSIVE (adj) that destroys slowly.
CORRUGATIONS (n) parallel bends that
often make a thin thing strong.

CORRUGATIONS

CORRUPT (adj; v) bad; make bad.
CORRUPTION (n) bad actions by leaders; making people bad.
CORSAGE (n) flowers
a woman wears on
her dress.
CORSET (n) piece
of clothes that
squeezes
the
stomach of a
woman.

CORTEGE (n) line of people or vehicles
going to bury a person.
CORTEX (n) outside covering of an organ; second covering under the skin
of a plant.
CORTISONE (n) medicine for many
pains and sicknesses.
CORUNDUM (n) very hard material that
people rub, as a powder, on things to
make them smooth.
CORVETTE (n) small, fast army boat.
COSH (n) heavy piece of rubber or
metal that you use as a weapon.
COSINE (n) measure of how one side
of a triangle changes with another
side.
COSMETIC (n; adj) medicine or MAKEUP that makes a person beautiful;
making a person beautiful.
COSMIC (adj) for travel in space; of all
space; very big.
COSMONAUT (n) ASTRONAUT (Rus).
COSMOPOLITAN (adj; n) of many or
all countries; person who was travelling in many countries.

COSMOS (n) all of space.
CO-SONS-IN-LAW (n) men married to
sisters (In).
COSSACK (n) soldier from Russia, who
rides a horse.
COSSET (v) help a person too much
because you love that person.
COSSIE (n) clothes you swim in (Aus).
COST (n; v) price; put a price on; have
a price.
COST-EFFECTIVE (adj) working well for
the price.
COSTLY (adj) expensive.
COSTS (n) money you must pay for
people to help you in a court.
COSTUME (n; adj) clothes for a special happening; (of DIAMONDS and
other expensive stones) false.
COSTUMIER (n) person who makes or
sells clothes for special happenings.
COSY (adj; n) warm and friendly; cloth
cover for a TEAPOT.
COT (n) little bed; CRIB.
COTANGENT (n) measure of how one
side of a triangle changes with another
side.
COT-CASE (n) person who is too sick
to leave his or her bed.
COT-DEATH (n) fast dying of a sleeping baby, with no clear reason.
COTE (n) building for sheep or other
animals.
COTERIE (n) small group of friends
who do not want others to join them.
COTTAGE (n) little house.
COTTER (n) BOLT, WEDGE, or PIN that
can separate into two halves, that you
use to hold a piece on a machine.
*COTTON (n; adj; v) plant people make
cloth from; cloth from this plant; made
from this cloth; understand; soft,
thick cotton for sores (Am, In).
COTTONWOOD (n) tree with soft leaves
(Aus); tall, thin tree (Am).
COTTON-WOOL (n) soft, thick cotton.
COTYLEDON (n) first leaf from the seed
of a plant.
*COUCH (n; v) wide, soft chair; a grass;
say; (of an animal) hide, to jump on
another animal if it comes close.
COUCHETTE (n) bed in a boat or train,
that can become a chair.
COUGAR (n) big wild cat from North
and South America.
COUGH (v; n) push air from the lungs
with a noise in the throat; (of a motor)
make a noise like this; noise in the
throat when pushing air from the
lungs.
COULD (v) was able to.
COULOMB (n) measure of electricity.
COUNCIL (n) group of people who lead
together; meeting of people to talk
about plans.
COUNCILLOR (n) person who is part
of a group of people who lead together.
COUNSEL (v; n) help with words; thinking and talking about a thing; person
who works for you in a court.
COUNSELLOR (n) person who helps
with words when you do not know
what to do.

*COUNT ( v ; n ) f i n d t h e n u m b e r o f
things, by saying numbers in steps for
each thing; be important to what you
are thinking about; important person
in some countries in Europe.
COUNTDOWN (n) counting backwards
before starting a ROCKET.
COUNTENANCE (n; v) face; encourage
or agree with.
COUNTER (n; adv; v; adj) cabinet between a person working in a shop and
people who buy from the shop; narrow table; small piece in a game; in
the opposite direction; meet a movement or argument with an opposite
movement or argument; opposite.

COUNTER

COUNTERACT
(v) change with an opposite action.
COUNTERBALANCE (n) heavy thing
that is equal to an opposite heavy
thing on a SCALE.
COUNTER-CLOCKWISE (adj; adv) moving in the opposite direction to the
direction that hands move on a clock.
COUNTER-CULTURE (n) many people
doing many different actions to show
they do not agree with how most
people act.
COUNTER-ESPIONAGE (n) secretly trying to learn how another country secretly tries to learn about your country.
COUNTERFEIT (adj; n; v) false; false
thing; make money or another thing
that is false.
COUNTERFOIL (n) part of a piece of paper a person keeps, to show he or she
was paying for a thing (Br).
COUNTERMAND (v) stop a rule, often
with a new rule.
COUNTERPANE (n) QUILT.
COUNTERPART (n) part that is parallel
to, or like, a part from a different thing.
COUNTER-PRODUCTIVE (adj) making a
thing happen that is opposite to what
you were wanting to happen.
COUNTERSIGN (v) write your name after the name of another person, to say
the other name is true.
COUNTERSINK (v) make the top part of
a hole more big, for the top of a BOLT
or SCREW to go into.
COUNTESS (n) important woman in
some countries in Europe.
COUNTLESS (adj) more than you can
count.
*COUNTRY (n; adj) piece of the earth that
has one leader or group of leaders; land
away from towns; away from towns.
COUNTRY-AND-WESTERN (adj) (of music) that people in the south of
America often sing with a GUITAR.
COUNTRYMAN (n) person from the
same country as you.
COUNTRYSIDE (n) places that are away
from towns.
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COUNTY (n) part of a country, often
with more than one town.
COUP (n) fast fighting that changes the
leaders of a country; important movement that helps to win a competition.
COUPÉ (n) car with two doors and
places for four people to sit.
COUPLE (n; adj; v) husband and wife;
two; a few; join together; mate.
COUPLET (n) two lines of words that
rhyme with each other.
COUPLING (n) part of a train that joins
two cars together; piece that joins two
other pieces together; mating.
COUPON (n) small piece of paper that
shows you can have a thing.
COURAGE (n) being confident, and not
being afraid of danger.
COURAGEOUS (adj) confident, and not
afraid of danger.
COURGETTE (n) small vegetable that
grows on a VINE.
COURIER (n) person who leads a group
of people who are travelling in a different country; person who takes a
letter or other thing from one person
to another.
COURSE (n; v) road, line, or direction
where a thing is going; line of BRICKS
in a building; one part of a MEAL; run
after rabbits with dogs.
*COURT (n; v) building where people
say if a person was disobeying the
rules of a country; people who say if
you were disobeying the rules of a
country; open place with buildings
around it; flat, place for tennis and
other games; be friendly with, often
planning to marry.
COURT-CARD (n) card in a card game,
with a picture of a KING, QUEEN, or
another man on it.
COURTEOUS (adj) friendly and kind.
COURTESAN ( n ) r i c h w o m a n w h o
mates for money.
COURTESY (n) kind, friendly action.
COURTHOUSE (n) court building.
COURTIER (n) person who works for a
KING or QUEEN, or other leader.
COURTLY (adj) smart and kind.
COURT-MARTIAL (v) take a soldier to
an army court for disobeying a rule.
COURTSHIP (n) time when a man and
woman are friendly with each other
before they marry.
COUSIN-BROTHER (n) son of a brother
or sister of your parent (In).
COUSINS (n) children from two different brothers or sisters.
COUSIN-SISTER ( n ) d a u g h t e r o f a
brother or sister of your parent (In).
COUTURE (n) making expensive dresses.
COUTURIER, COUTURIÊRE (n) person
who makes very good dresses.
COVE (n) little piece of water with land
on three sides; man (Br, Aus).
COVEN (n) group of women who hate
God.
COVENANT (n; v) serious agreement;
agree to.
COVENANTED (adj) not able to do some
things because of an agreement in the
past.

*COVER (v; n) go over or hide a thing;
point a gun at; thing that goes over or
hides a thing; ENVELOPE (In).
COVERAGE (n) measure of space that
a thing covers; all the things that a
newspaper writes about; all the places
that a newspaper goes to, or that a
radio or television company talks to.
*COVERED (adj) with a cover over it;
wearing a hat; with a roof.
*COVERING (n) cover.
COVERLET (n) beautiful thin QUILT.
COVERT (adj; n) secret; place with
many plants, where animals hide.
COVER-UP (n) trying to hide a truth.
COVET (v) want a thing too much.
COVETOUS (adj) greedy.
*COW (n) animal, often on a FARM,
that gives milk; female elephant,
RHINOCEROS, whale, or SEAL.
COWARD (n) person who is too afraid.
COWARDICE (n) being too afraid.
COWBOY ( n ) m a n w h o w o r k s w i t h
cows and horses (see LASSO).
COWCATCHER (n) projection at the
front of a train, that pushes things out
of the way (Am).
COWER (v) try to hide in a corner from
fear or from the cold.
COWHIDE (n) LEATHER from a cow.
COWL (n) HOOD; HOOD-shaped cover
on the top of a CHIMNEY.
COWLICK (n) projecting piece of hair
on the head (Am).
COWLING (n) metal covering for a motor.
COWPAT ( n ) r o u n d p i e c e o f c o w
DUNG.
COWPOX (n) sickness on the breast
of a cow.
COWPUNCHER (n) person who works
with cows and horses (Am).
COX, COXSWAIN (n) person in a boat
who steers it.
COWRIE (n) shell (see CONCH).
COWSLIP (n) small wild plant with yellow, sweet-smelling flowers.
COY (adj) shy.
COYOTE (n) wild dog from North America.
COZY (adj) warm and friendly (Am).
COZZIE (n) clothes you swim in (Aus).
CRAB (n; v) ocean
animal with 10
legs, a round,
flat body, and
hard skin; say
many times that
a thing is wrong
or bad.
CRABBED (adj) (of writing) difficult to
read, from being too close together.
CRABBY (adj) saying often that things
are bad or wrong.
CRABWISE (adv) (of movement) to the
side.
CRACK (v; n; adj) start to break; open;
short, loud noise; line where a thing
is starting to break; one trying to do a
thing; dangerous drug; very good.

CRACKDOWN (n) strong action from
leaders to stop people from disobeying a rule.
CRACKER (n) exploding toy (Aus, In);
BISCUIT that is not sweet.
CRACKER-JACK (adj) perfect.
CRACKERS (adj) crazy (Br).
CRACKING (adj) fast; good.
CRACKLE ( n ; v ) m a n y l i t t l e s h a r p
noises like the sound of a fire burning; make many little sharp noises like
the sound of a fire burning.
CRACKLING (n) dry cooked skin from
a pig.
CRACKPOT (n) crazy person.

CRADLE
(n; v) bed for
a baby;
hold
softly in the arms.
CRADLE-SNATCHER (n) person who
marries a very young person.
CRAFT (n) job; smartness; boat or
plane.
CRAFTSMAN (n) person who makes
special things for a job.
CRAFTSMANSHIP (n) ability to make
special things.
CRAFTY (adj) smart about doing secret things.
CRAG (n) high, rough, projecting piece
of land or stone.
CRAKE (n) small, shy bird that lives on
wet land.
CRAM (v) force into a small place.
CRAMP (n; v) sharp pain in a muscle
after you use it too much; receive this
pain; stop movement.
CRAMPED (adj) too narrow or small for
movement.
CRANBERRY (n) small red BERRY.
CRANE (n; v) machine to
move heavy things to
high places; big bird
with a long neck,
legs, and beak;
push
your
neck out
to see.

CRANEFLY (n) flying insect with long
legs.
CRANIUM (n) bones of the head, that
are around the brain.
CRANK (n; v) crazy person; projecting
handle that turns a cylinder; turn a
cylinder with a handle projecting from
the end of it.
CRANKSHAFT (n) most important cylinder in a motor.
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CRANKY (adj) angry.
CRANNY (n) little place to hide.
CRAP (n) DUNG; foolishness.
CRAPPY (adj) of a bad quality.
CRAPS (n) game with DICE (Am).
CRASH (n; v) loud noise; accident with
a car, train, or plane; fall, hit, or collapse with a loud noise.
CRASH-LAND (v) put a plane down on
the ground without using the wheels.
CRASS (adj) (of actions) stupid and
rough.
CRATE (n; v) open, strong box; put
things in a strong, open box.
CRATER (n) bowl-shaped hole in the
ground, like holes on the moon.

CRATER

CRAVAT (n) special TIE.
CRAVE (v) want very much.
CRAVEN (adj) too afraid to do an action.
CRAVING (n) strong feeling of wanting.
CRAW (n) stomach of a bird; throat.
CRAWCHIE, CRAWDAD (Am), CRAWFISH (Am) (n) river animal like a small
LOBSTER.
CRAWL (v; n) move forward slowly, often on hands and knees; do many
humble things because you are afraid
of a person; have many insects or other
bad things moving on it; slow movement; way of swimming.
CRAYFISH (n) river animal like a small
LOBSTER.
CRAYON (n) small coloured stick with
oil in it, for drawing.
CRAZE ( n ) m u c h e n t h u s i a s m f o r a
thing for a short time.
*CRAZY (adj) sick in the brain; very
foolish.
CREAK (n; v) rubbing noise from the
HINGES of a door; make this rubbing
noise.
CREAM (n; adj) paste; milk fat; medicine you rub on skin; best thing;
colour between yellow and white.
CREAMERY (n) place where people
make butter and cheese.
CREAMY (adj) soft and smooth.
CREASE (n; v) FOLD (see PLEAT); line
in cricket near the WICKET; make a
FOLD.
CREATE (v) make from nothing.
CREATION (n) making of the earth or
another thing; thing that was made.
CREATIVE (adj) able to think of, and
make, new things.
CREATOR (n) God; person who makes
a thing.
CREATURE (n) person or animal.
CRÊCHE (n) place where mothers leave
babies for the day (Br, Aus).
CREDENCE (n) believing.

CREDENTIALS ( n ) p a p e r s o r o t h e r
things that show you are good or
smart.
CREDIBILITY (n) ability to make other
people believe you.
CREDIBLE (adj) easy to believe.
CREDIT (n) taking a thing and paying
for it in the future; confidence others
have in you.
CREDITOR (n) person you must pay
money to.
CREDO, CREED (n) list of what you believe about important truths.
CREDULOUS (adj) believing things too
easily.
CREEK (n) little channel of water that
goes into a river (Am, Can, Aus).
CREEL (n) basket you put fish in when
fishing.
CREEP (v; n) move forward with the
body close to the ground; move very
slowly; boring person.
CREEPER (n) VINE that grows across
the ground or up a wall.
CREEPS (n) feeling of being afraid or
not liking.
CREEPY (adj) giving people a cold feeling on the skin from fear.
CREEPY-CRAWLY (n) small insect that
makes you afraid.
CREMATE (v) burn a dead body to destroy it.
CREMATORIUM (n) place for burning
dead bodies.
CRENELLATED (adj) (of a strong building) having a wall around the top with
holes that you can shoot guns or arrows through.
CREOLE (n) language from a mixture
of different languages; person from
South America or ISLANDS near Cuba
with parents from Africa or Europe
many years in the past.
CREOSOTE (n) oil for timber, that stops
insects from eating the timber.
CREPE (n) cloth, paper, or a shoe bottom with many CORRUGATIONS.
CREPT (v) was moving forward slowly,
with the body close to the ground.
CRESCENDO (n) action that becomes
more loud, or that goes up to the most
important part.
CRESCENT (n)
shape like a thin
piece of the moon.
CRESS (n) plants
with leaves that you can eat.
CREST (n) top of a hill, roof, head, or
other high thing.
CRESTFALLEN (adj) sad from losing.
CRETIN (n) crazy or very stupid person with a body that is not straight.
CREVASSE (n) deep, narrow channel
in ice.
CREVICE (n) narrow channel in a big
stone or piece of land.
CREW (n; v) people who work together
on a ship or plane; was making the
sound of a male chicken.
CREWCUT (n) very short hair on a
male.

CRIB (n) container with bars, that holds
food for cows; bed with bars, for a
baby.

CRITIQUE (n) writing about what is
good or bad in a thing.
CROAK (v) make a frog sound; die.
CROC (n) CROCODILE.
CROCHET (n; v) cloth made by tying
strings with thin sticks; make cloth
by tying strings with thin sticks.
CROCK (n) big round clay container.
CROCODILE (n) reptile like a very big
lizard, that lives in
or near water in
Australia and
Egypt.

CRIBBAGE (n) a card game.
CRICK (n) little pain in the neck or
back.
*CRICKET (n) insect
that jumps, and makes
a loud noise;
sport where
you hit a ball
with a BAT.
CRIED (v) was crying.
CRIKEY ( i n t e r j ) w o r d s h o w i n g s u r prise.
CRIME (n) action that disobeys the
rules of a country.
CRIMINAL (n) person who disobeys
the rules of a country.
CRIMP (v) bend or squeeze to make
little CORRUGATIONS.
CRIMSON (adj; n) strong red colour.
CRINGE (v) try to hide in a corner from
fear.
CRINKLE (v; n) bend to make little
CORRUGATIONS; little CORRUGATION.
CRINOLINE (n) hard cloth, often made
from the hair of a horse.
CRIPES ( i n t e r j ) w o r d s h o w i n g s u r prise.
CRIPPLE (v; n) make a person crippled;
person who is crippled.
*CRIPPLED (adj) not able to walk; broken.
CRISIS (n) very important and serious
time; time of most danger.
CRISP (adj; n; v) hard, but easy to
break; cold; clear; thin, cooked piece
of POTATO (Br); make a thing hard,
but easy to break, often by cooking in
oil.
CRISPER (n) box for vegetables, in a
refrigerator.
CRISS-CROSS (v; n) go across many
times in different directions; lines
crossing in different directions.
CRITERIA (n) rules for saying if a thing
is good or bad.
CRITERION (n) rule for saying if a thing
is good or bad.
CRITIC (n) person who says what is
wrong or bad in a thing or person.
CRITICAL (adj) saying too much that
things are wrong or bad; able to see if
a thing is wrong.
CRITICISE (v) say what is wrong or bad
in a thing or person.
CRITICISM (n) what you say is wrong
or bad about a person or thing.
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CROISSANT (n) bread shaped like a
CRESCENT.
CRONE (n) very old woman.
CRONY (n) good friend.
CROOK (n; adj) robber; stick with a
bend at one end; bend; sick; angry;
false (Aus).
CROOKED (adj) bending; false and bad.
CROON (v) sing with a quiet, smooth
sound.
CROP (n; v) fruit from a planting; place
where a bird holds food in its throat;
handle of a WHIP; cut short.
CROP-DUSTER (n) person who drops
powder on plants from a plane; plane
you fly over plants to drop
powder on them.
CROQUET (n)
game on grass
with timber balls
and timber hammers.
CROQUETTE
(n) ball of meat,
covered with very
small pieces of dry
bread, and cooked in oil.
CRORE (n; adj) 10,000,000 (In).
*CROSS (v; n; adj) go from side to side;
mix two different animals or plants;
shape with two pieces that go across
each other; pieces of timber in this
shape, that people put a person on to
kill; difficult thing you must do; animal or plant that comes from joining
different animals or plants; angry;
going across.
CROSSBAR (n) horizontal bar between
two vertical bars in a jumping sport.
CROSSBOW (n) BOW that you hold like
a RIFLE.

CROSSBOW

CROSSBRED (adj) from the joining of
different plants or animals.
CROSSBREED ( v ; n ) j o i n d i f f e r e n t
plants or animals to make new ones;
new animal or plant from this action.
CROSS-COUNTRY (adj) across land,
without following roads.

CROSSCUT (adj) (of a SAW) for cutting across the lines on timber.
CROSS-EXAMINE (n) ask a person questions in a court, after another person
was asking that person questions.
CROSS-EYED (adj) with one or both
eyes turning in toward the nose.
CROSS-FIRE (n) bullets from different
guns crossing over each other.
CROSSING (n) place where animals,
people, a train, or another road
crosses a road.
CROSSPATCH (n) very angry person.
CROSS-REFERENCE (n) words telling
you to see another place in a book.
CROSSROAD (n) road crossing another road.
CROSS-SECTION (n) picture of a thing
from cutting through it (see CUCUMBER).
CROSSWISE (adv) in a DIAGONAL direction.
CROSSWORD (n) game where you find
horizontal and vertical words that
cross each other in squares.
CROTCH ( n ) p l a c e w h e r e t w o l e g s
meet.
CROTCHET (n) musical mark.
CROTCHETY (adj) easily becoming angry.
CROUCH (v) stand with your legs bending and your buttocks close to the
ground.
CROUP (n) sore in the throat.
CROUPIER (n) person who controls a
ROULETTE or card table in a place
where people try to win money.
CROUTON (n) small piece of hard bread
you put in hot, liquid food.
CROW (v; n) make the sound of a male
chicken; black bird like a RAVEN.
CROWBAR (n) heavy metal
bar with a bend in
one end.

CROWD (n; v) many people or animals
in one place; push into a little place.
CROWDED (adj) with many people or
things close together
in one place.
CROWN (n)
special hat for
a person who
wins a competition, or for a
KING or QUEEN.
CRUCIAL (adj) very important.
CRUCIBLE (n) container for heating
and melting metals.
CRUCIFIX (n) little cross, often with a
shape of Jesus on it.
CRUCIFIXION (n) killing a person on a
cross.
CRUCIFY (v) kill a person on a cross.
CRUDE (adj; n) rough; not finished; oil
from the ground.
*CRUEL (adj) hurting other people.
CRUELTY (n) hurting other people.
CRUET (n) container on a table that
holds bottles of things for a MEAL.

CRUISE (n; v) travel in a ship; travel
quickly and easily.
CRUISER (n) fast army boat with guns.
CRUMB (n) very little piece of bread.
CRUMBLE (v; n) collapse; fall into little
pieces; fruit with little pieces of cake
on it.
CRUMBLY (adj) easily collapsing.
CRUMBS (interj) word to show you are
unhappy.
CRUMBY, CRUMMY (adj) bad.
CRUMPET (n) round, thin, soft piece
of bread; beautiful woman (Br).
CRUMPLE ( v ) p u s h t o g e t h e r w i t h
many bends; collapse.
CRUNCH (v; n) bite hard food with a
loud sound; make this sound; most
dangerous time.
CRUNCHY (adj) (of food) making a
noise of breaking when you chew it.
CRUPPER (n) belt from a SADDLE to
the tail of a horse.
CRUSADE (v; n) fight like you are fighting for God; war for God.
CRUSH (v; n) squeeze and break; win
strongly against; many people in a
little place; liking for a person.
CRUST (n) hard outside part of bread
and other things.
CRUSTACEAN (n) CRAB, LOBSTER or
other animal with hard skin and ten
legs.
CRUTCH (n; v) stick to hold a person
up when walking; cut hair from the
back legs of a sheep.

CRUTCH

CRUTCHINGS (n) hair from the back
legs of a sheep (Aus).
CRUX (n) most difficult or important
part.
*CRY (v; n) show pain or sadness with
water from the eyes; shout; time of
crying.
CRY-BABY (n) personwho cries without a good reason.
CRYOGENIC ( a d j ) a b o u t v e r y c o l d
things.
CRYPT (n) room for a dead body, under a church.
CRYPTIC (adj) difficult to understand;
secret.
CRYPTOGRAM (n) secret writing.
CRYSTAL (n; adj) very good glass;
piece of salt or another chemical that
is in many pieces of the same shape;
made from a very good glass.
CRYSTAL-GAZING ( n ) l o o k i n g a t a
glass ball to know about the future.
CRYSTALLINE (adj) very clear and full
of light; in clear shapes.
CRYSTALLISE (v) become a clear shape
that is easy to see or understand.
CUB (n) young fox, bear, WOLF, or lion;
boy in a special group that learns to
help people; young person learning
to write for a newspaper.
*CUBA (n) ISLAND country between
North and South America.
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CUBAN (n; adj) person from Cuba; of
Cuba.
CUBBY (n) hole or box where a child
plays (Aus).
*CUBE (n) box shape with six equal
square sides; a number times the same
number, and the same number times
that number again.
CUBIC (adj) with equal measures of
how high, how wide, and how deep.
CUBICLE (n) very small room, that you
sleep or dress in.
CUBISM (n) art using many shapes and
ANGLES.
CUBIT (n) distance from elbow to hand.
CUBOID (adj) with a shape like a cube.
CUCKOLD (n) husband of a woman
who mates with another man.
CUCKOO (n; adj) stupid person; bird
with a long tail, that often uses the
NESTS of other birds; crazy.
CUCUMBER (n) green vegetable that
you eat
without
cooking
it (see
GHERKIN).
CUD ( n ) f o o d t h a t c o w s a n d s o m e
other animals bring to the mouth to
eat again after it was going to the
stomach.
CUDDLE (v; n) hug.
CUDDLY (adj) easy to hug.
CUDGEL (n) thick stick as a weapon.
CUE (n) words that tell an actor to do
or say a thing; long, thin stick for hitting balls in SNOOKER and other
games on a table; CUCUMBER (Aus).
CUEY (n) CUCUMBER (Aus).
CUFF (n; v) end of a sleeve, or of a leg
of pants; HANDCUFF; hit with an
open hand.
CUFFLINK (n) two buttons together, to
hold the end of a sleeve together.
CUISINE (n) food.
CUL-DE-SAC ( n ) s h o r t r o a d t h a t i s
closed at one end.
CULINARY (adj) for cooking.
CULL (v) take out the best (or worst)
plants or animals.
CULMINATE (v) come to the most high
or most important part.
CULOTTES ( n ) s h o r t p a n t s f o r a
woman, that look like a short dress.
CULPABLE (adj) bad.
CULPRIT (n) bad person.
CULT (n) group of people who strongly
believe the same things about God,
or about another thing.
CULTIVATE (v) help plants grow; teach
good actions.
CULTIVATOR (n) machine for breaking
the ground before planting seeds.
CULTURE (n) all that a big group thinks,
believes, and does many times; best
actions and interests that you teach
people in a country; very many GERMS
growing together in a small dish.
CULVERT (n) big cylinder that water
goes through to cross under a road.
CUM (conj) and.

CUMBERSOME, CUMBROUS (adj) very
big or heavy.
CUMMERBUND (n) cloth around the
stomach.
CUMMIN (n) sweet-smelling spice (In).
CUMQUAT (n) fruit from China that is
like an orange.
CUMULATIVE (adj) whole; of the sum.
CUMULUS (n)
thick, round
clouds.

CUNEIFORM (n) writing with triangle
shapes, from Egypt.
CUNNING (adj; n) smart; smartness in
a bad person.
*CUP (n; v) container to drink from,
with a handle on the side; a measure
in cooking; competition for a metal
cup as an award; part of a piece of
clothes that covers one breast; put
your hands in the shape of a cup.
CUPBOARD (n) cabinet with shelves.
CUPID (n) boy with wings and a BOW,
who makes people feel love.
CUPOLA (n) round roof like a bowl.
CUPPA (n) cup of tea or coffee (Aus).
CUR (n) bad dog.
CURAÇAO (n) drink with alcohol in it,
made from orange skins (from ISLANDS near Cuba).
CURATE (n) leader who helps a Christian PRIEST.
CURATIVE (n; adj) medicine; fixing a
sickness.
CURATOR ( n ) l e a d e r i n a b u i l d i n g
where people go to look at paintings,
or at many very old things.
CURB (n; v) KERB (Am); control an animal, or your emotions.
CURDLE (v) (of blood or milk) become
a soft solid.
CURDS (n) white part of old milk that
is changing to a soft cheese.
CURE (v; n) thing that stops a sickness; stop a sickness; put salt on meat
to stop it from becoming bad; (of a
wet material) slowly become dry and
hard.
CURÉ (n) Christian PRIEST (Fr).
CURE-ALL (n) thing people think will
fix all problems or sicknesses.
CURETTE (n) sharp tool a doctor uses
for rubbing.
CURFEW (n) time when people must
be in their houses.
CURIE (n) measure of dangerous light
coming from a chemical.
CURIO (n) thing you keep because it is
beautiful or interesting.
CURIOSITY (n) wanting to know; very
different thing.
CURIOUS (adj) wanting to learn; very
different.
CURL (v; n) bend into COILS; piece of
hair that bends into COILS.
CURLER (n) round thing you bend hair
around to make COILS.

CURLEW (n) bird from North Europe
and Asia, with a long beak, that makes
a musical sound.
CURLING (n) game like BOWLS on ice,
with big, flat stones (Br).
CURRANT (n) little dry grape.
CURRENCY (n) money.
CURRENT (adj; n) with people using
or doing it now; electricity, water, or
air moving together.
CURRENTLY (adv) now.
CURRICULUM (n) what a student studies.
CURRY (n; v) rice with hot spices and
meat, fish or vegetables; anger (Aus);
rub the hair of a horse with a BRUSH.
CURSE (n; v) very bad thing that happens, often from God or the devil; tell
God or the devil to destroy or hurt a
thing or person.
CURSIVE (n; adj) writing that joins letters together; of this writing.
CURSOR (n) moving point on a COMPUTER or measuring tool, that shows
where you are writing or reading.
CURSORY (adj) fast, with little thinking.
CURT (adj) too short in talking.
CURTAIL (v) make short.
CURTAIN
(n)
cloth that hangs
in front of a window or other
thing.
C U R TA I N - C A L L
(n) time after entertainment, when
all of the actors
come to the front
of the stage.
CURTAIN-RAISER (n) short piece of entertainment before the long one.
CURTSY (v; n) bend your knees and
body to show you think another person is important; bending the knees
and body.
CURVACEOUS (adj) (of a female body)
having a beautiful shape.
CURVATURE (n) measure of the curve
in a line.
*CURVE (v; n) bend with a shape like
part of a circle.
CUSHION (n; v) soft, full bag (see PILLOW); make a hard thing more soft.
CUSHY (adj) easy.
CUSP (n) point on a CRESCENT.
CUSS (v) say words that many people
think are bad words.
CUSTARD (n) sweet yellow food made
from eggs and milk.
CUSTARD-APPLE (n) big yellow fruit
from a tree in South America.
CUSTODIAN ( n ) p e r s o n w h o f i x e s
things in a building.
CUSTODY (n) holding; holding in a
prison.
CUSTOM (n) thing people in a place
do very often; buying from a company; money you pay to bring a thing
into a country.
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CUSTOMARY (adj) like people often do
it, without having a rule for it.
CUSTOM-BUILT (adj) made for a person, the way that person wants it.
CUSTOMER (n) person who buys from
a shop.
CUSTOMISE (v) make a thing for one
person, the way that person wants it.
CUSTOM-MADE (adj) made for a person, the way that person wants it.
*CUT (v; n) push a sharp thing into;
go into; stop; make more short or
small; kill (In); (of a foolish story) tell
(In); sore from a thing cutting you;
price that is less expensive; shape of
clothes or hair; piece of meat; part of
some money that is for one person.
CUTANEOUS (adj) of the skin.
CUTAWAY (n) picture showing some
parts of a thing that are inside it (see
CHASSIS).

CUTAWAY

CUTBACK (n) plan to use less money;
cutting parts off plants; returning to
do an action again.
CUTE (adj) beautiful; smart.
CUTICLE (n) skin at the bottom of a
nail on a finger or toe.
CUTIE (n) beautiful young woman.
CUTLASS (n) short SWORD with a
curve, that people were using on
ships in the past.
CUTLERY (n) SPOONS, FORKS, knives,
and other tools for eating.
CUTLET (n) meat from the neck of a
sheep.
CUT-OFF (n) thing or action that stops
a movement; end.
CUT-OUT (n) shape you cut from paper; end of the time for cutting hair
from sheep.
CUTPIECE (n) small piece of cloth a
shop has after selling other pieces
from a long COIL (In).
CUT-PRICE, CUT-RATE (adj) with a less
expensive price.
CUTTER (n) small boat.
CUT-THROAT (n; adj) person who kills
another person; very cruel.
CUTTING (n) piece you take from a
plant or newspaper; road through a
small hill.
CUTTLEFISH (n) ocean animal with ten
arms, that pushes out a black liquid
when in danger (see OCTOPUS and
SQUID); shell of this animal, that
people give to birds in a CAGE.
CYANIDE (n) very dangerous chemical
that kills people if they eat it.
CYBERNETICS (n) study of action in
animals, to use them in machines.
CYCLAMATE (n) sweet chemical like
sugar.
CYCLAMEN (n) plant with white, pink,
or red flowers.

CYCLE (n; v) going or leading around
in a circle; bicycle; ride a bicycle.
CYCLIC, CYCLICAL (adj) happening in
circles.
CYCLIST (n) person who rides a bicycle.
CYCLONE (n) very fast, dangerous
wind going in a circle (see TORNADO).
CYCLOPAEDIA, CYCLOPEDIA (n) book
or books with words about all things.
CYCLOTRON (n) machine that moves
ATOMS quickly through a strong
MAGNET, to put electricity into them.
CYGNET (n) young SWAN.
*CYLINDER (n) tube; round container
with straight sides.
CYLINDRICAL (adj) cylinder-shaped.
CYMBALS (n) concave,
metal, musical instruments that you hit together to make a sound.
CYNIC (n) person who
does not easily believe
good things about people.
CYNICAL (adj) not easily believing good things
about people.
CYPHER (n) secret writing; number.
CYPRESS (n) CONIFER tree with dark
leaves like feathers.
CYST (n) small bag of skin in the body,
with liquid or a small animal in it.
CYSTITIS (n) pain in a bag for water in
your body.
CYTOLOGY (n) study of the most small
parts of plants and animals.
CYTOPLASM ( n ) l i q u i d i n t h e m o s t
small parts of plants and animals.
CZAR (n) leader of Russia in the past.
CZARINA (n) wife of a leader of Russia in the past.

D
DAB (v; n) touch, often with a cloth,
quickly and softly; little piece of wet
paint or paste.
DABBLE (v) do a thing without serious interest; move hands or feet in
shallow water.

DAFT (adj) crazy or foolish.
DAG ( n ; v ) f o o l i s h , d i f f e r e n t , o r
interesting person; very dirty hair between the back legs of a sheep; cut
this hair from a sheep.
DAGGER ( n )
knife with a sharp
point; writing mark
like a short SWORD.
DAGO (n) bad
name for a person from Spain, Italy or another country.
DAGUERREOTYPE (n) picture from a
very old camera.
DAHLIA (n) plant with big flowers of
many colours.
DAILY (adj; adv) happening each day;
on each day.
DAINTY (adj; n) thin and beautiful;
very good, small piece of food.
DAIQUIRI (n) drink from Cuba, with alcohol, sugar, and liquid from a green
fruit like a LEMON.
DAIRY (n) place for getting milk.
DAIRY-MAID (n) woman who works in
a place for getting milk.
DAIS (n) stage.
DAISY (n) white
flower.

DANDELIONS

DAISYWHEEL
(n) flat circle with
letters on it, that
you use in some
TYPEWRITERS.
DALE (n) low
place with grass,
between two hills.
DALLIANCE (n) using time to do things
that are not important, often with a
person you are wanting to mate with.
DALLY ( v ) u s e t i m e t o d o n o t h i n g
important.
DALMATIAN (n) white dog with black
POLKA-DOTS.
DAM (n; v) wall that stops water from
moving; mother dog or other animal;
stop water movement with a wall.

DACHSHUND (n) long
dog with short legs.

DAD, DADA, DADDY (n) father.
DADO (n) bottom
half of the walls
of a room.

DAFFODIL (n)
yellow flower.

DAME ( n ) w o m a n ( A m ) ; i m p o r t a n t
woman (Br).
DAMN (v; interj; adj) give anger from
God; word to show anger; very bad.
DAMNABLE (adj) very bad.
DAMNATION (n) pain from God for all
time, after you die.
DAMNED (adj; adv) receiving much anger from God; very bad; very.
DAMNEDEST (adj; n) worst; most different; best trying.
DAMNING (adj) showing strongly that
a person is wrong.
DAMP (adj; n) a little wet; some water
in the air, or in a place that should be
dry.
DAMPEN (v) put a little water on; make
less strong.
DAMPER (n) bread you cook on a fire
on the ground (Aus); person or thing
that makes fire, sound, enthusiasm,
or another thing become less strong.
DAMSEL (n) young woman.
DAMSON (n) small sour purple fruit like
a PEACH.
DAN (n) person who is good at JUDO.
*DANCE (v; n) move the body with music; time or way of moving the body
with music.
DANDELION (n) wild plant with yellow
flowers that become white when they
die.

DAM

DAMAGE (v; n) hurt or break; breaking or hurting that is the effect of a
bad happening.
DAMASK (n) heavy cloth, often with a
picture on the front and back of it.
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DANDER (n) anger; fighting spirit.
DANDRUFF (n) little pieces of dead skin
on the head.
DANDY (adj; n) very good; man who
thinks too much about wearing beautiful clothes.
DANE (n) very big dog; person from a
country in Europe.
*DANGER (n) thing that can hurt.
*DANGEROUS (adj) easily able to hurt;
very sick (In).
DANGLE (v) hang.
DANK (adj) with a bad feeling of being
cold and wet.
DAPHNE (n) bush with flowers.
DAPPER (adj) (of a man) small, very
neat, and very clean.
DAPPLED (adj) (of an animal) with
circles of skin of different colours.
DAPPLE-GREY ( n ) g r e y h o r s e w i t h
circles of dark colour on the grey.
DARE (v) have strength and confidence
to do a difficult thing; push a person
to do a difficult thing.
DAREDEVIL (n) person who likes doing dangerous things.
DARING (n; adj) strength and confidence; strong and confident.
*DARK (adj; n) with little or no light or
white; sad; secret; time or place with
little or no light.
DARKEN (v) make or become more dark.

DARKIE (n) person with dark skin.
DARKNESS (n) little or no light.
DARKROOM (n) room with a red light,
where you can make pictures from a
camera.
DARLING (n; adj) person or thing that
you love; beautiful or easy to love.
DARN ( v ; a d j ; i n t e r j ) f i x c l o t h w i t h
strings across the hole; give anger
from God; very bad; word to show
anger.
DARNED (adj; adv) bad; very.
DARNEDEST (adj; n) worst; most different; best trying.
DART(v; n) go quickly; small thing
with a point, that a person throws.

DART

DARTER (n) big water bird.
DARTS (n) game of throwing DARTS
at a TARGET.
DARWINISM (n) believing that animals
slowly change to become other animals.
DASH (v; n) hit and break; go quickly;
fast movement; small measure of a liquid; short race; long HYPHEN.
DASHBOARD (n) flat vertical place below the front window of a vehicle,
where the instruments are.
DASHER (n) blade of a machine for
making butter.
DASHING (adj) beautiful and confident.
DASTARDLY (adj) very bad or cruel.
DASYURE (n) small animal like a cat,
that lives in trees, and has a place on
the stomach of the mother for carrying babies.
DATA (n) things you know, that help
to answer a question.
DATABANK, DATABASE (n) many pieces
of truth that you keep in a COMPUTER.
DATA-PROCESSING (n) work of COMPUTERS.
DATE (n; v) small, OVAL-shaped fruit
with a big seed; day, month, and year;
time to meet a person; person you go
to a place and do an interesting thing
with; go with a person to places; find
the time in the past when a thing was
happening.

DATE

DATED (adj) good enough for a time in
the past, but not good for now.
DATELINE (n) line in a newspaper telling when a story was happening; vertical line in the Pacific Ocean, with the
day being different on each side of it.
DATE-PALM (n) PALM tree that DATES
grow on (see DATE).

DATIVE (adj) (of a word for a thing)
telling to what or for what an action
was happening.
DATUM (n) thing you know that helps
to answer a question.
DAUB (v) put pieces of paste on.
*DAUGHTER (n) female child to her parents.
DAUGHTER-IN-LAW (n) wife of your
son.
DAUNTLESS (adj) not afraid of difficult things.
DAVENPORT (n) couch (Am); small
DESK with DRAWERS (Br).
DAVIT (n) machine on a ship, for lifting boats on the side of it.
DAWDLE (v) use time to do nothing
important.
DAWK (adj) (of a house) for an important person to use when travelling (In).
DAWN (v; n) (of the sun) come up; start
of the day, when you first see the sun.
*DAY (n) time when you can see the
sun; 24 hours.
DAYBREAK (n) start of the day, when
people can first see the sun.
DAYDREAM ( v ; n ) n o t t h i n k a b o u t
things around you, because you are
thinking about another thing; what
you think about when you are doing
this.
DAYLIGHT (n) light from the sun; time
when you can first see the sun.
DAYTIME (n) time of the day when you
can see light from the sun.
DAY-TO-DAY (adj) happening each day.
DAZE (v; n) make a person feel stupid,
often from surprise or a hit on the head;
thinking and seeing that is not clear.
DAZZLE (v; n) surprise or interest a
person too much, destroying ability
to see or understand clearly for a short
time; much light, that surprises a person.
DEACON (n) leader in a church.
DEACTIVATE (v) (of a weapon that explodes) take away its ability to explode.
*DEAD (adj; adv) not alive; boring; without feeling, moving, trying, or using;
very.
DEADBEAT (n) poor lazy person.
DEADEN (v) take away feeling, sound,
or life.
DEADLINE (n) time when a job must be
finished.
DEADLOCK (n) place where you cannot move forward; door lock that will
not open or close without a KEY.
DEADLY (adj) very dangerous; able to
kill people.
DEADPAN (adj) without showing emotions on the face.
DEAD-SET (adj) perfect; that you cannot argue against.
DEAF (adj) not able to hear.
DEAFENING (adj) taking away hearing,
because it is too loud, and because it
hurts inside the ears.
DEAL (v; n) give some to each person;
work on, or do toward; agreement;
time to give some to each person; timber that is cut for burning.
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DEALER (n) person who sells things;
person giving cards to people in a
game.
DEALINGS (n) actions with another person, often with buying and selling.
DEALT (v) was giving some to each;
was working on or doing toward.
DEAN (n) leader of a big school; leader
in a church.
DEANERY (n) house or room where the
leader of a big school lives or works.
DEAR (adj; n; interj) easy to love; expensive; person you love; word showing surprise.
DEARNESS (n) price of living (In).
DEARTH (n) having very few or very
little of a thing.
DEATH (n) end of life; being dead.

DEATH-ADDER (n)
very dangerous, short,
thick snake.
DEATH-RATTLE (n) sound in the throat
of a person who is dying.
DEATH-TRAP (n) very dangerous place
or vehicle.
DEB (n) rich young woman who starts
meeting with other young adults.
DEBACLE (n) collapsing.
DEBARKATION (n) leaving a ship.
DEBASE (v) put down; make bad.
DEBATABLE (adj) without all people
agreeing that it is true.
DEBATE (v; n) argue; argument with
rules.
DEBAUCH (v) make a person bad.
DEBAUCHERY (n) too much eating, foolishness, or mating.
DEBENTURE (n) important paper showing money you were giving to a company.
DEBILITATE (v) make a person weak.
DEBILITY (n) being weak or sick.
DEBIT (n; v) sum a person was not paying; say a person must pay a sum.
DEBONAIR (adj) happy and confident.
DEBRIEF (v) talk to a person when he or
she returns from doing a job for you.
DEBRIS (n) many broken or bad pieces
around a place.
DEBT (n) sum a person was not paying.
DEBTOR (n) person who must pay for
things he or she was receiving in the
past.
DEBUG (v) fix problems in a COMPUTER plan.
DEBUNK (v) show that a person or
thing is phoney.
DEBUT (n) first showing of a person or
thing.
DEBUTANTE (n) girl at a special meeting to show she is a woman now.
DECADE (n) ten years.
DECADENCE (n) becoming worse.
DECAFFEINATE (v) take a chemical that
stops people from sleeping, out of tea
or coffee.

DECAL (n) picture on a paper, that you
can take off to put on another thing.
DECALOGUE (n) ten important rules
from the BIBLE.
DECAMP (v) leave secretly.
DECANTER (n) bottle for wine.
DECAPITATE (v) cut the head off.
DECATHLON (n) ten running, jumping,
and throwing competitions together.
DECAY (v; n) become worse; become
destroyed slowly; holes in teeth; dying; becoming worse.
DECEASE (v; n) die; dying.
DECEASED (n; adj) dead person; dead.
DECEIT (n) action to hide the truth.
DECEIVE (v) trick; hide the truth.
DECELERATE (v) go more slowly.
DECEMBER (n) last month in the year.
DECENCY (n) being good enough.
DECENT (adj) good enough.
DECENTRALISE ( v ) m o v e f r o m b i g
towns, or the middle, to many little
places away from towns, or away from
the middle.
DECEPTION (n) making people believe
things that are not true.
DECEPTIVE (adj) making people believe things that are not true.
DECIBEL (n) measure of sound.
DECIDE (v) choose.
DECIDEDLY (adv) clearly; strongly.
DECIDUOUS (adj) (of a tree) dropping
its leaves each year.
DECIMAL (adj; n) of ten; part of a number by tens.
DECIMALISATION ( n ) c h a n g i n g t o
measures that use steps of ten.
DECIMATE (v) kill many of.
DECIPHER (v) learn how to understand
a secret or difficult writing.
DECISION (n) choosing.
DECISIVE ( a d j ) w i t h s t r o n g , c l e a r
choosing.
DECK (n; v) floor on a ship; small box
of cards; RECORD-PLAYER or other
machine that gives and receives
sounds; cover with; put clothes on;
(of a room) put furniture in.
DECK-CHAIR (n) light timber and cloth
chair that bends for carrying.
DECK-HAND (n) worker on a ship.
DECLAIM (v) talk with strong emotion,
often against a person or thing.
DECLARATION (n) strong saying, often to many people.
DECLARE (v) say strongly, often to
many people.
DECLASSIFY (v) take a thing off a list
of secret things.
DECLINE ( v ; n ) g o d o w n ; b e c o m e
worse; say you do not want a thing a
person is giving to you; list ways of
saying a word for a thing; going down
(see INCLINE); becoming worse.
DECOCTION (n) liquid from cooking
tea or coffee for a long time (In).
DECODE (v) change secret words to
words you can understand.
DÉCOLLETAGE (n) showing of the neck
and shoulders of a woman, by a dress
that does not cover those parts.
DECOMPOSE ( v ) b r e a k s l o w l y i n t o
pieces; be destroyed slowly.

DECOMPRESSION (v) slowly taking
away the heavy pushing of water or
air.
DECONGESTANT ( n ) m e d i c i n e t h a t
helps a person to breathe more easily.
DECONTAMINATE (v) take a dangerous
gas or other bad thing from a place.
DECOR (n) furniture, colours, and other
things in a room that make it beautiful.
DECORATE (v) put things in a room or
on a thing to make it beautiful.
DECORATION (n) thing that is on another thing to make it beautiful.
DECORATOR (n) person who puts paint
or paper on walls in houses for a job.
DECOROUS (adj) good enough to keep
people happy.
DECORUM (n) enough good things or
actions to keep people happy.
DECOY (n) thing or trick to lead an animal or person to a dangerous place.
DECREASE (v) become less.
DECREE (n; v) rule from a leader; start
a rule and tell all people about it.
DECREPIT (adj) weak from being sick
and old.
DECRY (v) say bad things against.
DEDICATE (v) give to God or a person,
with special words.
DEDICATED (adj) working with enthusiasm for a thing you believe in.
DEDICATION (n) giving a thing to God
or to a person for a special reason;
ability to do long, difficult work for a
thing you believe in.
DEDUCE (v) see and understand a new
truth from a first action or truth.
DEDUCT (v) take away.
DEDUCTIBLE (adj) that you can take
away.
DEED (n; v) action; truth; important paper that says a house or land is yours;
give a house or land to a person by
using an important paper.
DEEM (v) think; believe.
*DEEP (adj; n) going far down or far
in; with a low sound; strong; difficult
to understand; very smart; the ocean.
DEEP-FRY (v) cook in much oil.
DEEP-ROOTED, DEEP-SEATED (adj) (of
a thing a person does or believes) very
difficult to change.
*DEER (n) big fast mammal with horns
like branches.
DEER-STALKER
(n) hat with a
piece projecting in the
front and a
piece projecting in the back.
DE-ESCALATE (v) become less dangerous.
DEFACE (v) make dirty or ugly.
DEFAMATORY (adj) saying bad things
about a person.
DEFAME (v) say bad things about.
DEFAULT (v) not do or pay what you
were saying you will do or pay.
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DEFEAT (v; n) make a person lose; losing.
DEFEATIST (n) person who thinks too
much about losing.
DEFECATE (v) push DUNG from the
body.
DEFECT (n; v) wrong or bad part of a
thing; leave a country or group because you do not agree with it.
DEFECTIVE (adj) broken; crippled.
DEFENCE (n) argument, action, or thing
to protect yourself.
DEFEND (v) argue or act to protect.
DEFENDANT (n) person in a court who
police say was disobeying a rule.
DEFENSE (n) argument, action, or thing
to protect yourself.
DEFENSIVE (adj) wanting to protect.
DEFER (v) stop an action now, to do it
at a time in the future.
DEFERENCE (n) action that shows you
want to agree with a person, or that
you think the person is important.
DEFIANT (adj) proud when not obeying.
DEFICIENCY (n) thing you need, but
do not have.
DEFICIENT (adj) not enough.
DEFICIT (n) money that you should
have, but do not have.
DEFILE (v) make dirty.
DEFINE (v) make easy to understand.
DEFINITE (adj) clear.
DEFINITELY (adv) clearly.
DEFINITION (n) how clear lines are;
words to help understand another
word.
DEFINITIVE (adj) not changing in the
future.
DEFLATE (v) become empty of air; lose
confidence; become less important.
DEFLATION (n) prices becoming less
in a country.
DEFLECT ( v ) ( o f a m o v i n g t h i n g )
change direction because of hitting
against a thing.
DEFLOWER (v) mate with a woman who
was not mating at any time in the past.
DEFOLIANT (n) chemical that destroys
leaves on trees.
DEFOLIATE (v) take leaves from plants.
DEFOREST (v) destroy all the trees in a
place.
DEFORMED ( a d j ) c r i p p l e d i n b o d y
shape.
DEFORMITY (n) wrong body shape (often from a missing piece).
DEFRAUD (v) trick a person to get
money.
DEFRAY (v) give to pay part of a price.
DEFROST (v) melt ice in a refrigerator.
DEFT (adj) able to use your hands and
fingers well.
DEFUNCT (adj) dead; broken.
DEFUSE (v) take danger away, often
from a thing that can explode.
DEFY (v) openly disobey a leader.
DEGENERATE (v; adj; n) become worse;
bad; bad person.
DEGRADE (v) make a person bad.
DEGRADING (adj) making a person feel
bad or humble.

DEGREE (n) step; measure of heat or
of an ANGLE; paper that says a student is finished with years of studying.
DEHOARDING (n) stopping people from
holding money or other things and
not using them (In).
DEHYDRATE (v) dry.
DEIFY (v) make a god of.
DEIGN (v) (of an important person) become humble enough to do.
DEITY (n) one of many gods.
DEJECTED (adj) sad.
DEKKO (n) look (Br).
DELAY (v; n) stop an action or make a
person or thing go slowly for a time;
thing that slows or stops an action
for a time; length of time an action
was stopping.
DELECTABLE (adj) good; beautiful.
DELEGATE (n; v) person who talks for
a person or group; tell another person to talk or work for you.
DELEGATION (n) group of people who
talk for a person or group.
DELETE (v) take away from a writing.
DELETERIOUS (adj) hurting; dangerous.
DELI (n) shop selling very good food.
DELIBERATE (adj; v) with thinking and
planning; think and talk about.
DELICACY (n) very good expensive
food; ability not to hurt; being small
and beautiful.
DELICATE (adj) thin; easy to break; difficult to see, taste or smell.
DELICATESSEN (n) shop selling very
good food.
DELICIOUS (adj) with a good taste.
DELIGHT (v; n) make a person happy;
happiness.
DELINEATE ( v ) d r a w w i t h l i n e s o r
words.
DELINK (v) take away a joining between
two things (In).
DELINQUENT (adj; n) wrong; bad person.
DELIRIOUS (adj) crazy for a short time.
DELIRIUM (n) being crazy for a short
time.
DELIVER (v) carry and give; help to be
born; take a prisoner out of prison.
DELIVERANCE (n) taking a person away
from danger, prison, or the devil.
DELIVERY (n) giving or receiving a letter, newspaper or other thing; thing
you receive; how a person talks, acts
or throws a ball.
DELL (n) small place between hills, with
many trees.
DELOUSE (v) kill or take away small insects from clothes or a person.
DELPHINIUM (n) tall plant with blue
flowers.
DELTA (n) triangle shape where a river
joins the ocean.
DELUDE (v) trick.
DELUGE (n) very much rain falling.
DELUSION (n) believing a thing that is
not true, often from being crazy.
DELUXE (adj) better or more big.
DELVE (v) look for, often in writings.

DEMAGOGUE ( n ) p e r s o n w h o u s e s
emotions and words to lead many
people.
DEMAND (v; n) ask strongly, often with
anger; strong asking.
DEMANDING (adj) difficult.
DEMARCATION (n) border between different jobs; making these borders.
DEMEAN (v) make humble.
DEMEANOUR (n) actions of a person.
DEMENTED (adj) crazy.
DEMENTIA (n) being crazy.
DEMERIT (v) mark for a bad action.
DEMIGOD (n) person who is half god.
DEMILITARISE (v) take soldiers away
from a place.
DEMISE (n) dying.
DEMIST (v) take wet air from a window.
DEMIT (v) leave a job (In).
DEMO (n) showing; special action, often by many people, to say a thing to
the leaders of a country.
DEMOB, DEMOBILISE (v) stop from
moving.
DEMOCRACY (n) all people choosing
leaders for a group or country.
DEMOCRATIC ( a d j ) w i t h a l l p e o p l e
choosing leaders.
DEMOGRAPHY (n) study of how many
people are born, sick, married, or die
in a place over a measure of time.
DEMOLISH (v) destroy.
DEMON (n) devil.
DEMONIAC (n) person with a devil in
him or her.
DEMONIACAL, DEMONIC (adj) of the
devil.
DEMONOLOGY (n) study of, or praying to, the devil.
DEMONSTRATE (v) show.
DEMONSTRATION (n) showing; special
action, often by many people, to say a
thing to the leaders of a country.
DEMONSTRATIVE ( a d j ) w i t h o p e n
showing of feeling; showing clearly.
DEMORALISE (v) stop enthusiasm.
DEMOTE (v) put a person down from
being a leader.
DEMOTIC (adj) that most people do or
use.
DEMOUNTABLE (n) building you can
take apart, move, and put together in
another place.
DEMUR (v) disagree.
DEMURE (adj) quiet and shy.
DEN (n) place where an animal or bad
person hides; room for one person.
DENGUE (n) sickness that makes you
hot and gives pain in the joints.
DENIAL (n) saying a thing is not true.
DENIER (n) measure of how heavy a
cloth is.
DENIGRATE (v) say bad things about a
person.
DENIM (n) heavy cotton cloth for making JEANS and other strong clothes.
DENIMS (n) JEANS.
DENIZEN (n) person or animal that lives
in a place.
DENOMINATE (v) give a name to.
DENOMINATION (n) church name; measure of money.
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DENOMINATOR (n) number of equal
pieces one whole thing has.
DENOTE (v) show; mark; be a name for.
DENOUEMENT (n) end of a story that
answers difficult questions from the
story.
DENOUNCE (v) talk against a person or
thing to many other people.
DENSE (adj) with many things or much
of a thing in a small place; stupid.
DENSITY (n) how close things are together in a place; how heavy a thing
is for its size.
DENT (n; v) concave shape in a smooth
thing; push a concave shape into a
smooth thing.
DENTAL (adj) of the teeth.
DENTIFRICE (n) powder or paste for
cleaning teeth.
DENTINE (n) material that teeth are
made of.
DENTIST (n)
person who
fixes teeth.
DENTURES (n)
plastic teeth.
DENUDE (v) take clothes or coverings
off.
DENUNCIATION (n) talking against a
person or thing to many people.
DENY (v) say a thing is not true; say
you cannot do a thing (In).
DEODORANT (n) chemical that covers
or takes away bad smells.
DEODORISE (v) take away bad smells.
DEPART (v) leave; die.
DEPARTMENT (n) special part of a big
group or company.
DEPARTURE (n) leaving; dying.
DEPEND (v) need; believe.
DEPENDABLE (adj) always doing what
it should do.
DEPENDENCY (n) country that follows
another country.
DEPENDANT (n) child or other person
who needs another person.
DEPENDENT (adj) needing another person or thing before it can work.
DEPICT (v) show with words or pictures.
DEPILATORY (n; adj) medicine that
takes hair away; taking hair away.
DEPLETE (v) make or become less.
DEPLETED (adj) empty.
DEPLORABLE (adj) very bad.
DEPLORE (v) hate.
DEPLOY (v) make right for using.
DEPORT (v) force to leave a country.
DEPORTMENT (n) how you walk and
act.
DEPOSE (v) force a leader to stop leading.
DEPOSIT (v; n) put money in a bank;
put; thing you put.
DEPOSITORY (n) building where people leave many things for a long time.
DEPOSITION (n) special paper you give
in a court to say what is true.
DEPOT (n) building for vehicles, leaders, or things that an army needs.
DEPRAVED (adj) very bad.

DEPRAVITY (n) being very bad.
DEPRECATE (v) talk against.
DEPRECIATE (v) go down in the price
people will pay for it.
DEPRESS (v) push down; make sad.
DEPRESSANT (n) medicine to make a
person quiet.
DEPRESSION (n) concave place; feeling very sad; place where wind is going; time when few people buy things.
DEPRIVE (v) stop a person from having or using a thing.
DEPTH (n) how deep a thing is.
DEPTHS (n) deep water; bottom of a
very deep hole.
DEPUTANT (n) person who goes to a
place to talk for others (In).
DEPUTATION (n) people who go to a
place to talk for others.
DEPUTE (v) tell a person to do a thing
for you (In).
DEPUTISE (v) act in the place of another person.
DEPUTY (n) person helping or working in the place of another person.
DERAIL (v) make a train leave the line
it is travelling on.
DERANGED (adj)
crazy.
DERBY (n) big
horserace; hat
with a round top
DERBY
and BRIM.
DERECOGNISE (v) stop receiving a
thing or person as good enough for a
job (In).
DERELICT (n; adj) person or ship that
no person wants; that no person
wants.
DERELICTION (n) not doing a thing you
should do.
DERIDE (v) laugh at with hate.
DERISION (n) laughing at with hate.
DERIVATIVE (n) thing that comes from
another thing.
DERIVE (v) receive.
DERMATITIS (n) sickness in the skin.
DERMATOLOGY ( n ) s t u d y o f s i c k nesses of the skin.
DEROGATORY
(adj) saying bad
things about.
DERRICK ( n )
CRANE; machine
that lifts the drill
from a hole for oil.

DERRIÊRE (n)
buttocks.
DERRING-DO
( n ) not being
afraid of danger.
DERV (n) special
petrol for some
vehicles.
DERVISH ( n )
Muslim who dances
for God, and chooses to be poor for
God.
DESALINATE (v) take salt from water.

DESCANT (n) part of a piece of music.
DESCEND (v) go or come down.
DESCENDANT (n) person from a line of
parents in the past.
DESCENT (n) way down; going down.
DESCRIBE (v) talk about qualities of a
person or thing; draw.
DESCRIPTION (n) words that talk about
the qualities of a person or thing.
DESECRATE (v) do a bad action against
a thing that people were giving to God.
DESEGREGATE (v) stop separating
people by religion, skin colour, or being male or female.
DESENSITISE (v) stop feelings in a person.
DESERT (n; v) very big piece of land
with no water or trees; leave.
DESERTED (adj) with no people.
DESERTER (n) person who disobeys a
rule to leave the army.
DESERTS (n) things that are right for a
person because of good or bad things
the person was doing.
DESERVE (v) be right to receive a thing
because of good or bad things you
were doing.
DESERVING (adj) very good.
DESICCATE (v) make dry.
DESIGN (v; n) plan; pattern.
DESIGNATE (v) give a name to; choose.
DESIGNING (adj) using any trick to get
what you want.
DESIRABLE ( a d j ) g o o d e n o u g h t o
want.
DESIRE (v; n) want strongly; thing you
want; wanting.
DESIST (v) stop.
DESK (n) table you use when writing.

DESK

DESOLATE (adj) without people or life.
DESPAIR (n; v) strong sadness; stop
believing any good thing will happen.
DESPATCH (v; n) send off to a place;
kill; important letter.
DESPERADO (n) dangerous person.
DESPERATE (adj) strongly needing
help; very bad, difficult, or dangerous.
DESPICABLE (adj) easy to hate; very
bad.
DESPISE (v) hate.
DESPITE (prep; n) without this thing
stopping it; hate.
DESPOIL (v) destroy or take things
away to make less beautiful or less
important.
DESPONDENT (adj) very sad.
DESPOT (n) cruel leader.
DESSERT (n) ICE-CREAM, cake, or
other sweet food you eat after a MEAL.
DESTINATION (n) place where you are
going.
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DESTINED (adj) without any person being able to stop it.
DESTINY (n) thing that will happen and
no person can change it.
DESTITUTE (adj) very poor.
*DESTROY (v) break in pieces or kill.
*DESTROYED (adj) that was dying or
breaking in pieces.
DESTROYER (n) small, fast army boat.
DESTRUCT (v) choose to destroy.
DESTRUCTION (n) destroying.
DESTRUCTIVE (adj) destroying.
DESULTORY (adj) without a plan or enthusiasm.
DETACH (v) separate.
DETACHMENT (n) feeling of having no
interest in a thing; small group of soldiers you send to do a job.
DETAIL (n; v) little piece of a thing;
tell well; list.
DETAILED ( a d j ) w i t h m a n y s m a l l
pieces.
DETAIN (v) stop and hold for a time.
DETECT (v) find.
DETECTIVE (n) policeman.
DÉTENTE, DETENTE (n) end of bad feelings between two countries.
DETENU (n) prisoner (In).
DETENTION (n) stopping and holding
a person for a time; being in a prison.
DETER (v) discourage, stop, or turn.
DETERGENT (n) liquid or powder soap.
DETERIORATE (v) become worse.
DETERMINANT (n) thing that controls
what will happen.
DETERMINATION (n) strong wanting or
choosing, without changing; act of
saying what will happen.
DETERMINE (v) choose or control.
DETERMINED (adj) wanting or choosing strongly to do or have a thing.
DETERMINISM (n) believing that we
cannot change what will happen.
DETERRENT (n) weapon or action that
discourages, stops, or turns another
thing.
DETEST (v) hate.
DETHRONE (v) force a leader to stop
leading.
DETONATE (v) make a thing explode.
DETONATOR (n) part that makes a
thing explode.
DETOUR (n; v) road around a place;
go around a place.
DETRACT (v) take some away.
DETRIMENT (n) breaking; pain.
DETRIMENTAL (adj) hurting.
DETRITUS (n) messy things after a happening.
DEUCE (n) two; measure in tennis;
devil.
DEVALUE (v) change the price of a
piece of money to make it buy less.
DEVASTATE (v) destroy.
DEVASTATING (adj) destroying; very
strong.
DEVELOP (v) grow; become easy to
see; make pictures from a camera.
DEVELOPER (n) person who puts many
new buildings and other things on
land to make the land more expensive;
liquid for making pictures from a camera.

DEVELOPMENT (n) thing that grows
from a thing in the past.
DEVIANT (n) person who goes away
from the way of a big group.
DEVIATE (v) go away from the right
road or from a thing that is true.
DEVICE (n) tool; plan.
*DEVIL (n) very bad angel.
DEVILISH (adj) very cruel.
DEVILLED (adj) (of food) made with hot
spices.
DEVILMENT, DEVILRY (n) foolish actions that are a little cruel.
DEVIOUS (adj) going around the truth;
with many bends.
DEVISE (v) plan; give after you die.
DEVOID (adj) empty.
DEVOLUTION (n) moving strength from
a big group to some small groups.
DEVON (n) soft
cold SANDWICH
meat.
DEVOTE (v) give
to God or to a
person or thing.
DEVOTED ( a d j ) w i t h m u c h l o v e f o r
God, or for a person or group.
DEVOTEE (n) enthusiastic follower.
DEVOTION (n) strong love for all time.
DEVOTIONS (n) spiritual exercises.
DEVOUR (v) eat.
DEVOUT (adj) loving God.
DEW (n) water in the air at night.
DEWLAP (n) loose skin on the throat
of a cow or dog.
DEWY-EYED (adj) believing too easily.
DEXTERITY ( n ) a b i l i t y t o u s e y o u r
hands well.
DEXTEROUS (adj) working well with
your hands.
DEXTROSE (n) sugar
from some fruits.
DEXTROUS (adj) working well with your hands.
DHOTI (n) cloth a man
wears around his stomach and legs in India.
DHOW (n) ocean ship
with triangle-shaped
sails.
DIABETES (n) sickness when the body
cannot use sugar well.
DIABETIC (adj; n) of a sickness when
the body cannot use sugar well; person with this sickness.
DIABOLICAL (adj) of the devil; cruel.
DIADEM (n) CROWN.
DIAERESIS ( n )
punctuation m a r k
over a letter to show
you should say that
letter and the one
before it.
DIAGNOSE (v) find the name of a sickness from its effects.

DIAGNOSIS (n) naming a sickness from
its effects.
DIAGONAL (adj;
n) joining opposite
corners of a shape;
line joining opposite
corners of a shape.
DIAGRAM (n)
drawing; lines showing some parts of
a thing or showing a truth you are saying.
DIAL (n) face of a WATCH; circle on a
machine, with numbers on it that you
look at to know how the machine is
working (see GAUGE).
DIALECT (n) language for one part of
a country.
DIALECTICS (n) clear thinking in finding the truth.
DIALOGUE (n) talking between groups.
DIALYSIS (n) making blood clean.
DIAMETER (n) measure from side to
side through the middle of a circle.
DIAMETRICALLY (adv) opposite for all
parts.
DIAMOND (n; adj) very hard expensive
stone that you can see through; a
shape (see PARALLELOGRAM); made
from or with DIAMONDS.

DIAMONDS

DIAPER (n) NAPPY (Am).
DIAPHANOUS (adj) (of cloth) that you
can see through.
DIAPHRAGM (n) horizontal muscle between the chest and stomach; thing a
doctor puts in a woman to stop her
from having a baby after she mates.
DIARRHOEA ( n ) v e r y s o f t o r l i q u i d
DUNG from being sick.
DIARY (n) book you write in each day.
DIASPORA ( n ) m o v e m e n t o f m a n y
people from one country to different
countries.
DIATRIBE (n) strong words against a
person, to many other people.
DICE (n) small
cubes you use
use in some
games.
DICEY (adj) dangerous.
DICHOTOMY (n) very opposite differences.
DICKEY (n) place for carrying things
at the back of a car (In).
DICKY (n) false shirt with no back or
sleeves.
DICTATE (v) say words for a person to
write; tell people to do things.
DICTATOR (n) leader who does not listen to the people.
DICTATORSHIP (n) leading a country
without listening to people.
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DICTION (n) how clearly you talk.
DICTIONARY (n) book like this book,
that lists all words in a language.
DICTUM (n) important saying from a
leader.
DID (v) was doing.
DIDACTIC (adj) teaching what is right
and wrong.
DIDDLE (v) rob secretly (Br).
DIDGERIDOO (n)
musical instrument
from a long timber
tube (Aus).

*DIE (v; n) stop living; shape you pour
liquid metal into; one of two DICE.
DIE-HARD ( n ) p e r s o n w h o w i l l n o t
change easily.
DIESEL (n) motor; vehicle that pulls a
train; big truck; liquid like petrol.
DIET (v; n) eat special food to become
thin; eating special food; food you eat.
DIETICIAN ( n ) p e r s o n w h o u n d e r stands much about healthy foods.
DIFF (n) difference; part of a vehicle
that helps one wheel turn more quickly
than the other when turning corners.
DIFFER (v) disagree; be different.
*DIFFERENCE (n) answer when you take
one number away from another number; how a thing is different.
*DIFFERENT (adj) not the same.
DIFFERENTIAL (n) part of a vehicle that
helps one wheel turn more quickly
than the other when the vehicle is turning a corner; difference.
DIFFERENTIATE (v) see or say how
things are different.
*DIFFICULT (adj) not easy; with much
work.
DIFFICULTY (n) being difficult; problem.
DIFFIDENT (adj) without confidence.
DIFFRACT (v) separate a line of light
into different colours.
DIFFUSE (v; adj) go out from the middle; (of talking or writing) long and
not clear.
*DIG (v; n) make a hole into the ground
(see DITCH); push a sharp thing into;
understand; like; words to hurt another person a little; big hole where
people were digging in the ground
(see EXCAVATION).
DIGEST (v; n) change food in the stomach and intestines to use it in the
body; make more small; think about;
short book or writing from other long
writings.
DIGGER (n) soldier (Aus); person who
digs for expensive metals in the
ground.
DIGGINGS (n) place where many people are digging for expensive metals
in the ground (Aus).
DIGIT (n) finger or toe; number from
nothing to nine.

DIGITAL (adj) using numbers or letters.
DIGITALIS (n) medicine to make the
heart move quickly; plant from Europe
and Asia with bell-shaped flowers.
DIGNIFIED (adj) quiet and important.
DIGNITARY (n) important person.
DIGNITY (n) thinking you are important.
DIGRESS (v) change for a short time
from the things you are saying, to talk
about a different thing.
DIHEDRAL (adj) having two flat sides.
DIKE ( n ) s m a l l D A M m a d e o f d i r t ;
woman who is like a man; TOILET.
DILAPIDATED (adj) old and broken.
DILATE (v) (of eyes) become more big.
DILATORY (adj) moving slowly.
DILEMMA ( n ) t i m e w h e n y o u m u s t
choose one of two or more bad things.
DILETTANTE (n) person with an interest in art or another thing, but who
knows little about it.
DILIGENT (adj) working quickly and for
a long time.
DILL (n) plant that people use for a
spice; stupid person.
DILLY-DALLY (v) use time to do things
that are no important.
DILUTE (v) add liquid to make a taste
or colour more weak or more soft;
make a strong teaching less strong.
DILUVIAL (adj) with too much rain.
DIM (adj; v) not clear; with little light;
stupid; make a thing less clear or with
less light.
DIME (n) thin coin (Am).
DIMENSION (n) measure of a side.
DIMINISH (v) become more small.
DIMINUENDO (n) music that slowly becomes more quiet.
DIMINUTION (n) becoming less.
DIMINUTIVE (adj; n) very small; (of a
word) showing a quality of being
small.
DIMMER (n) tool to make a light become less strong.
DIMPLE (n) small concave place, often on the bottom or side of the face.
DIM-WIT (n) stupid person.
DIN (n) much long loud noise.
DINAR (n) piece of money from some
countries in Europe and Africa.
DINE (v) eat at a table.
DINER (n) small restaurant; car in a train
where people eat MEALS.
DINETTE (n) small room where people
sit to eat.
DINGBAT (n) stupid or crazy person.
DING-DONG (adj) with much strong
competition.
DINGHY ( n ) l i t t l e b o a t ( s e e R O W BOAT).

DINGO (n) yellow-brown wild dog from
Australia.

DINGY (adj) dirty and with little colour.
DINING-CAR (n) car in a train where you
sit down to eat MEALS.
DINK (v) carry another person on a bicycle (Aus).
DINKUM (adj) real, true (Aus).
DINKY (n) small TRICYCLE or other toy
vehicle (Aus).
DINKY-DI (adj) true, real (Aus).
DINNER (n) big MEAL at the middle or
end of the day.

DINOSAUR (n)
big reptile that
does not live on
the earth now.

DINT (n) reason.
DIOCESE (n) part of a town or country
where a church leader leads.
DIODE (n) small glass tube for making
electricity from heat.
DIORAMA (n) picture with solid shapes
for people, buildings, and other
things.
DIOXIDE (n) chemical from one ATOM
of one chemical joining with two ATOMS of the gas we breathe.
DIP ( v ; n ) p u t d o w n i n t o l i q u i d ; g o
down; soft food paste that you put
other food into to eat; place where
people wash sheep; liquid people use
to wash sheep; place on a road or
other thing that goes down quickly
(see ROLLER-COASTER).
DIPHTHERIA (n) dangerous sickness in
the throat.
DIPHTHONG (n) two VOWELS together
to make one sound, like ai or ea.
.
DIPLOMA (n) paper that says a student was finishing with studying a
thing at a school.
DIPLOMACY ( n ) h e l p i n g p e o p l e o r
countries to agree.
DIPLOMAT (n) person who helps people or countries to agree.
DIPLOMATIC (adj) able to help people
agree about people working
for one country in a
different country.
DIPPER (n) tool for
lifting a measure
of liquid from a
big container;
ROLLERCOASTER.
DIPPY (adj) crazy.
DIPSOMANIA (n) sickness of always
wanting to drink alcohol.
DIP-STICK (n) stick for measuring how
deep a liquid is.
DIPTYCH (n) two paintings joining together to open like a book.
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DIRE (adj) dangerous; serious.
DIRECT (v; adj) control; send; point;
straight.
*DIRECTION (n) where a thing or line
points; controlling; rule.
DIRECTIVE (n) rule.
DIRECTLY (adv) now or very close in
the future.
DIRECTOR (n) leader of a company, entertainers, or another group.
DIRECTORATE (n) group of leaders for
a company, entertainers, or another
group.
DIRECTORY ( n ) b o o k w i t h l i s t s o f
roads, people, or other things.
DIRGE (n) slow sad song.
DIRIGIBLE (n) BLIMP.
DIRNDL (n) very wide SKIRT with many
CORRUGATIONS around the stomach.
*DIRT ( n ) g r o u n d ; t h i n g t h a t i s n o t
clean or good.
DIRT-CHEAP (adj) very cheap.
*DIRTY (adj; v; adv) not clean; cruel;
bad; make or become dirty; very.
DISABILITY (n) effect of a sickness or
accident that stops you from working.
DISABLE (v) make not able to work.
DISABLED (adj) crippled.
DISADVANTAGE (n) problem.
DISADVANTAGED (adj) poor.
DISAFFECTED (adj) not helping a group
you were helping in the past.
*DISAGREE (v) not agree with.
DISAGREEABLE (adj) easily wanting to
argue.
DISAGREEMENT (n) argument; thing
you disagree about.
DISALLOW (v) stop a rule or action
that was starting.
DISAPPEAR (v) go away where people
cannot see it.
DISAPPEARANCE (n) going away where
people cannot see it.
DISAPPOINT (v) make a person sad by
not giving what he or she was wanting.
DISAPPOINTED (adj) sad from not receiving a thing you were wanting.
DISAPPOINTMENT (n) sadness from
not receiving a thing you were wanting.
DISAPPROBATION (n) not agreeing
with.
DISAPPROVE (v) disagree; not like.
DISARM (v) take weapons from.
DISARMING (adj) making you feel less
anger.
DISARRANGE (v) make messy.
DISARRAY (n) being messy.
DISASTER (n) very bad happening.
DISASTROUS (adj) making much sadness for many people.
DISAVOW (v) say you do not know;
say you disagree with.
DISBAND (v) stop being a group.
DISBELIEF (n) not believing.
DISBURSE (v) pay out money.
DISC (n) flat round thing; soft piece
between back bones; RECORD.
DISCARD (v) throw away.
DISCERN (v) see or understand.

DISCERNMENT (n) ability to see truth.
DISCHARGE (v; n) use a gun; stop
holding; explosion from a gun; liquid
from a sore; end of holding.
DISCIPLE (n) person who listens to and
follows a leader; Christian.
DISCIPLINARIAN (n) leader who makes
strong rules for followers.
DISCIPLINE (n; v) painful thing you receive to teach you to be good; difficult work; thing a person is studying;
make a person strong by giving him
or her difficult things to do.
DISC-JOCKEY (n) person who talks and
plays RECORDS on the radio.
DISCLAIM (v) say you do not know;
say you disagree with.
DISCLAIMER (n) saying that says you
do not know or cannot control a thing.
DISCLOSE (v) tell; show.
DISCO (n) place where people dance
to music from a RECORD-PLAYER.
DISCOMFITTED (adj) feeling bad because you are wrong or do not understand.
DISCOMFORT (n) thing that is not easy
for your body or for your spirit.
DISCONCERTING ( a d j ) m a k i n g y o u
worry.
DISCONNECT (v) take a joint apart.
DISCONSOLATE (adj) sad.
DISCONTENTED (adj) not happy with
the things you have.
DISCONTINUE (v) stop an action.
DISCORD (n) disagreeing; bad sounds.
DISCOTHEQUE (n) place where people
dance to music from a RECORDPLAYER.
DISCOUNT (v; n) make a price less expensive; think a thing is not important; how far you put a price down.
*DISCOURAGE ( v ) t a k e c o n f i d e n c e
from.
DISCOURSE (n) long talking or writing.
DISCOURTEOUS (adj) without thinking
about how other people think or feel.
DISCOVER (v) find a truth or secret
thing.
DISCOVERY (n) finding a truth or secret thing; thing you were finding.
DISCREDIT (v) make people stop believing a person.
DISCREET ( a d j ) s a y i n g a n d d o i n g
things in a way that will not make
other people angry.
DISCREPANCY (n) difference.
DISCRETE (adj) separate and different
from each other.
DISCRETION (n) doing what is right or
what will not make others angry.
DISCRETIONARY (adj) without a rule
to cover it.
DISCRIMINATE (v) see a difference; act
in a different way toward one group.
DISCRIMINATING (a d j ) a b l e t o s e e
things that have good qualities.
DISCRIMINATION ( n ) l i k i n g s o m e
people more than other people because of skin colour or because of
another difference you can see.
DISCURSIVE (adj) (of writing) with too
many parts that it does not need.

DISCUS (n) heavy, round, flat thing
you throw in a sport.

DISCUSS (v) talk about with some disagreeing.
DISCUSSION (n) time of talking about
a thing with some disagreeing.
DISDAIN (v; n) hate.
DISEASE (n) sickness.
DISEMBARK (v) leave a boat.
DISEMBODIED (adj) separate from the
body.
DISEMBOWEL (v) take the intestines
out of.
DISENCHANTED (adj) feeling sad when
seeing the truth about a trick.
DISENFRANCHISED (adj) not able to
help in choosing leaders.
DISENGAGE, DISENTANGLE (v) take
apart.
DISFAVOUR (n) feeling of not liking.
DISFIGURE (v) make dirty or ugly.
DISGORGE (v) (of a container) push out
what is in it.
DISGRACE (n; v) people thinking you
are bad; do an action that makes
people think you or another person
are bad.
DISGRACEFUL (adj) (of actions) bad.
DISGRUNTLED (adj) not happy.
DISGUISE (v; n) cover or change to
stop people from knowing what it is;
things you use to cover or change.
DISGUST (n; v) hate; make a person
feel hate.
*DISH (n; v) flat container for food;
beautiful woman; put food on a dish.
DISHARMONY (n) disagreeing.
DISHEARTEN (v) discourage.
*DISHES (n) all containers and tools
people use when cooking and eating.
DISHEVELLED (adj) messy.
DISHONEST (adj) not saying the truth.
DISHONOUR (n; v) people not believing you are good; show you do not
believe a person is good.
DISHY (adj) beautiful (Br).
DISILLUSIONED (adj) sad from learning the truth about a false thing.
DISINCLINED (adj) not wanting to do.
DISINFECT (v) clean with a chemical
that kills GERMS.
DISINFECTANT (n) chemical that kills
GERMS.
DISINHERIT (v) put your child out of
your family.
DISINTEGRATE (v) break into very many
pieces.
DISINTERESTED (adj) not wanting to
believe one person more than another.
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DISJOINTED (adj) (of talking) difficult
to understand because it changes often and is not smooth.
DISK (n) flat round thing; soft piece
between back bones; RECORD.
DISLIKE (v; n) not like; not liking.
DISLOCATE (v) (of a joint) pull apart.
DISLODGE (v) move a thing from a place
where it was staying strongly .
DISLOYAL (adj) not helping a friend.
DISMAL (adj) sad.
DISMANTLE (v) pull apart into pieces.
DISMAY (v; n) discourage; being sad
and not understanding.
DISMEMBER (v) cut a body into pieces.
DISMISS (v) tell to go away.
DISMOUNT (v) come off a bicycle or
horse.
DISOBEDIENT (adj) disobeying.
*DISOBEY (v) not obey.
DISORDER (n) sickness; being messy.
DISORGANISED (adj) without rules or
a plan.
DISORIENTATED ( a d j ) n o t u n d e r standing directions.
DISOWN (v) say you do not own a
thing; put your child out of your family.
DISPARAGE (v) say bad things about.
DISPARATE (adj) clearly different.
DISPASSIONATE (adj) without emotions.
DISPATCH (v; n) send off to a place;
kill; important letter.
DISPEL (v) send away.
DISPENSARY (n) place where people
receive medicines.
DISPENSATION (n) giving of strength
from leaders.
DISPENSE (v) give out; stop.
DISPENSER (n)
machine or tool
that gives out
tape, food, or
other things.
DISPERSE (v) send or go to many different places away from the middle.
DISPIRITED (adj) sad.
DISPLACE (v) force another thing out
of a place.
DISPLACED (adj) leaving and hiding
from a country where people are fighting.
DISPLAY (v; n) show; thing for many
people to see.
DISPLEASE (v) make a person not
happy.
DISPORT (v) make yourself happy by
doing a strong action.
DISPOSABLE (adj) made for people to
throw away after using.
DISPOSAL (n) throwing away.
DISPOSE (v) sell, give, or throw away.
DISPOSED (adj) happy to do a thing.
DISPOSITION (n) emotions and thinking of a person.
DISPOSSESS (v) push a person out of
the house he or she was living in.
DISPROPORTIONATE (adj) too much or
too little.

DISPROVE (v) show a thing is not true.
DISPUTE (v; n) argue; argument.
DISQUALIFY (v) use a rule to stop a
person from competing.
DISQUIET (n; v) worry.
DISREGARD (v; n) show no interest;
showing no interest.
DISREPAIR (n) needing to be fixed.
DISREPUTABLE (adj) with many people thinking it is bad.
DISREPUTE (n) many people thinking
a person or thing is bad.
DISRESPECT (n; v) not being humble
to an important person; not be humble
to an important person.
DISROBE (v) take your clothes off.
DISRUPT (v) separate with force; stop
for a short time.
DISSATISFACTION (n) not being happy.
DISSATISFIED (adj) not happy; wanting more, or wanting a different thing.
DISSECT (v) cut into pieces to study.
DISSEMBLE (v) hide feelings or plans.
DISSEMINATE (v) give out seeds or
thinking.
DISSENSION (n) feelings of disagreeing.
DISSENT, DISSENTMENT (In) (v; n) disagree; disagreeing.
DISSERTATION (n) long talking or writing.
DISSERVICE (n) action to help, that is
not helping.
DISSIDENT (n) person who disagrees.
DISSIMILAR (adj) different.
DISSIMULATE ( v ) h i d e f e e l i n g s o r
plans.
DISSIPATE (v) use on things that are
not important; become nothing.
DISSOCIATE (v) separate yourself from
doing things with a person or group.
DISSOLUTE (adj) not following rules
about what is right and wrong; bad.
DISSOLUTION (n) dying; stopping.
DISSOLVE (v) become part of a liquid;
stop being.
DISSONANCE (n) bad sound.
DISSONANT (adj) with a bad sound.
DISSUADE (v) change the thinking of a
person with words.
*DISTANCE (n) measure between two
points; what you can see, that is far
from you.
DISTANT (adj) far.
DISTASTE (n) not thinking a thing is
good; a little hate.
DISTASTEFUL (adj) bad; easy to hate.
DISTEMPER, (n) sickness in dogs; way
of painting.
DISTEND (v) push out from inside.
DISTIL (v) change a liquid to a gas,
and the gas to a liquid.
DISTILLATE (n) liquid from a gas; liquid like petrol, for some motors.
DISTILLERY (n) machine for making
drinks with much alcohol in them.
DISTINCT (adj) clear.
DISTINCTION (n) special difference.
DISTINCTIVE (adj) strong and clear;
special.
DISTINGUISH (v) see; show that a person or thing is special.

DISTINGUISHED (adj) important; special.
DISTORT (v) change to a wrong shape.
DISTRACT (v) pull from one thinking
to a different thinking.
DISTRACTION (n) thing that takes your
thinking away from another thing.
DISTRAUGHT (adj) with much worrying; almost crazy.
DISTRESS (n) much pain or sadness.
DISTRESSED (adj) poor; with much pain
or sadness.
DISTRESS-SIGNAL (n) sound from a
ship to say it is in danger.
DISTRIBUTARY (n) river branch that
goes away from it.
DISTRIBUTE (v) give some to each.
DISTRIBUTION (n) giving some to each;
how many things are going to many
places.
DISTRIBUTOR (n) person who gives
some to each; part of a motor that
gives some electricity to each SPARKPLUG.
DISTRICT (n) part of a country or town.
DISTRUST (v; n) not believe; not believing.
DISTURB (v) stop a time of resting or
being quiet or a time when actions are
going well; move; make people worry.
DISTURBANCE (n) thing that stops a
time of resting or being quiet.
DISTURBED (adj) very worried; very
sad; a little crazy.
DISUNITY (n) not
agreeing together
as one.
DISUSE (n) being without people
using it.
DITCH ( n; v )
shallow channel
i n t h e ground;
fly a plane into
the ocean.

DITHER (v; n) not be able to choose;
emotion that stops clear thinking.
DITTO (n) QUOTATION-MARK to say
the same as the thing above it.
DITTY (n) short, easy song.
DIURETIC (n) medicine that takes water from the body.
DIURNAL (adj) not happening at night.
DIVAN (n) couch.
DIVE (v) go down quickly, often into
water.
DIVERGE (v) go in different directions
from one place.
DIVERGENT (adj) going in different directions from one place.
DIVERS (adj) different.
DIVERSE (adj) with many differences.
DIVERSIFICATION (n) doing many different things .
DIVERSIFY (v) do different things.
DIVERSION (n) thing that takes you or
your thinking away from another
thing.
DIVERSITY (n) many different things.
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DIVERT (v) turn or pull in a different
direction.
DIVEST (v) take clothes or a quality
off.
DIVIDE (v; n) separate into parts; line
on a mountain where rain water separates to go down both sides of the
mountain.
DIVIDEND (n) money or good thing a
person receives; number you separate
into equal parts.
DIVIDER (n) piece of furniture that cuts
a room into two parts.
DIVINATION (n) knowing a thing with
help from God or the devil.
DIVINE (adj; v) of, from, or like God;
very beautiful or perfect; know a thing
with help from God or the devil.
DIVINER (n) person who looks for water or metals in the ground, often by
holding a stick with a FORK in it.
DIVING-BOARD (n) long board projecting over water, for people to jump
on before jumping into the water.

DIVING-BOARD

DIVINING-ROD (n) stick with a FORK,
that a person uses to look for water.
DIVINITY (n) being God; study of God.
DIVISIBLE (adj) that you can separate
into parts.
DIVISION (n) disagreeing; separating;
separating a number into parts; one
part of a big group.
DIVISIVE ( a d j ) e n c o u r a g i n g a r g u ments.
DIVISOR (n) number of parts you separate another number into.
DIVORCE (n; v) separating for all time,
of a husband and wife; separate from
your husband or wife.
DIVORCEE (n) person who was separating for all time from a wife or husband.
DIVOT (n) piece of grass and dirt that
you hit when you hit the ball in GOLF.
DIVULGE (v) show a secret.
DIVVY (v) give parts to each person.
DIWALI (n) special Hindu day for light
and sound.
DIZZY (adj) with a feeling in the head
of going around in circles.
*DO (v; n) make an action; act; use all
of; be enough of; (of dishes) wash;
kill; time of entertainment; musical
sound.
DOB (v) tell a leader when a person
disobeys a rule.
DOBERMAN (n)
very big dog with
smooth hair.

DOC (n) doctor.
DOCILE (adj) easy to teach or lead.
DOCK (v; n) cut short; bring two parts
of a SPACECRAFT together in space;
put a ship in a place where people can
walk to it; QUAY; place for a prisoner
in a court.
DOCKER (n) person who works at a
QUAY, putting things on or off ships.
DOCKET (n) small paper with words
and numbers about buying and selling.
DOCKYARD (n) place where people
build and fix ships.
*DOCTOR (n; v) person who studies
for a long time; person who fixes sick
people; fix sick people .
DOCTORATE (n) paper a doctor receives to show he or she was finishing a time of studying.
DOCTRINAIRE (adj) using rules, without thinking if they are good rules.
DOCTRINE (n) rule a teacher teaches.
DOCUMENT (n) important paper.
DOCUMENTARY (n; adj) (of television
and newspapers) story about a real
thing; about real things.
DOCUMENTATION ( n ) p a p e r s a n d
truths about a real thing.
DODDER (v) shake with a sickness, or
from being old.
DODDLE (n) very easy job.
DODGE (v; n) move quickly to the side;
quick movement to the side, often to
hide from danger.

DOGFIGHT ( n ) f i g h t b e t w e e n t w o
planes.
DOGFISH (n) small SHARK.
DOGGED (adj) not stopping; working
strongly.
DOGGEREL (n) rhyming words that are
not serious.
DOGGIE, DOGGY (n) dog.
DOG-LEG (n) sharp bend in a road.
DOGMA (n) thing that a person says
all people must do.
DOGMAN (n) worker who shows another worker where to put things with
a CRANE.
DOGMATIC (adj) making rules without
thinking if people agree with them.
DO-GOODER (n) person who tries to
help people, but does not do it well.
DOG-PADDLE (v; n) swim like a dog;
way of swimming like a dog.
DOGSBODY (n) person who must do
all the boring jobs that others do not
want to do.
DOH (n) musical sound.
DOILY (n) small paper or cloth to put
food or other things on.
DOLDRUMS (n) quiet, boring emotions;
place in the ocean with little wind.
DOLE (n; v) money, food, or clothes
that people give to poor people; give
out in small measures.
DOLE-BLUDGER (n) person who wants
money from a country, but does not
want to work (Aus).
DOLEFUL (adj) sad.

DODGEM (n) small
car using electricity,
that people drive
on a big floor
for entertainment
(Br).

DOLL (n; v) toy
shaped like the
body of a person;
make beautiful
with clothes.

DODGER (n) one of many papers for
many people; person who uses tricks
to not do things that he or she should
do.
DODGY (adj) difficult; dangerous.
DODO (n) big bird in the past, that was
not able to fly.
DOE (n) female deer or rabbit.
DOER (n) person who does more than
talk about a thing.
*DOES (v) is doing.
DOFF (v) (of a hat or clothes) take off.
*DOG (n; v) mammal that often lives
with people (see CHIHUAHUA,
DACHSHUND, AFGHAN, DINGO, COLLIE, BULLDOG, CORGI, ALSATIAN,
DOBERMAN, GREYHOUND, POODLE,
LABRADOR, or SAMOYED); FRANKFURTER; follow close behind.
DOGCART (n) light vehicle with two
wheels, that a horse pulls.
DOG-COLLAR ( n ) h a r d w h i t e n e c k
piece that some Christian PRIESTS
wear.
DOG-EARED (adj) (of a book) with the
pages rough from using.

DOLLAR (n) piece of money (Am, Aus).
DOLLOP (n) piece of paste with no special shape.
DOLLY (n) DOLL.
DOLOMITE (n) soft white stone.
DOLOROUS (adj) sad.
DOLPHIN (n) fish-shaped mammal that
lives in the ocean.

DOLPHIN

DOLT (n) stupid person.
DOM (n) name for a leader in some
churches and in some countries.
DOMAIN (n) place that a person leads
or owns.
DOME (n) round top or cover, like half
a ball, often on a building.
DOMED (adj) (of a building) with a
round top like half a ball.
DOMESTIC (adj; n) of the family; of the
place where you live; not from a different country; person who works in
a house for a job.
DOMESTICATE (v) teach animals to live
with people.
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DOMESTICATED (adj) happy to live in
a family.
DOMICILE (n) place where a person
lives.
DOMINANT (adj) leading; most strong.
DOMINATE (v) hold and lead strongly.
DOMINEERING ( a d j ) l e a d i n g t o o
strongly.
DOMINION (n) country; place a person
holds and leads; holding and leading
strongly.
DOMINOES (n) game with flat pieces
that have numbers of marks on them;
flat pieces in this game.
DOMINOES

DON (v; n) (of a hat or clothes) put on;
important teacher at a big school.
DONATE (v) give money or other things
to help other people.
DONATION (n) money or other things
you give to help other people.
DONE (adj; v) finished; that many people do; was doing.
DONG (v) hit strongly with the FIST.
*DONKEY (n) big mammal like a horse;
stupid person.
DONOR (n) person who gives blood,
an organ from his or her body, money,
or another thing to help other people.
DONUT (n) DOUGHNUT.
DOODLE (v) draw with little thinking.
DOOM (n) dying; bad end.
DOOMSDAY (n) time when a very bad
thing happens; end of all life on earth.
DOONA (n) QUILT.
*DOOR (n) opening into a building or
room, for people to walk through.
DOORBELL (n) bell you use to ask
people to open a door.
DOOR-KEEPER (n) person who opens
a door for people for a job.
DOORKNOB (n) handle for a door.
DOORMAN (n) person who opens a
door for people for a job.
DOOR-MAT (n) small rug in front of a
door, where you can rub dirt off the
bottoms of shoes.
DOORSTOP (n) small piece that stops
a door from closing, or stops it from
hitting a wall.
DOORWAY (n) hole for a door.
DOOVER (n) little thing that you cannot remember the name for.
DOPE (n; v) drug that makes people
slow; stupid person; give a drug to a
horse or dog to help it win or lose a
race.
DOPE-FIEND (n) person who cannot
stop using a drug.
DOPEY (adj) stupid; slow; very tired,
like you were using a drug.
DORMANT (adj) sleeping; able to do a
thing, but not doing it now.
DORMER (n) vertical window in a roof
with an INCLINE.
DORMITORY ( n ) r o o m w h e r e m a n y
people sleep.

DORMOUSE (n) small mouse.
DORSAL (adj) of, or on, the back.
DORY (n) ocean fish; boat with a flat
bottom.

DORY

DOSAGE, DOSE (n) PILL or other measure of medicine for one time.
DOSS (v) sleep (Br).
DOSS-HOUSE (n) cheap place where
you can sleep (Br).
DOSSIER (n) group of important papers about a person or happening.
DOST (v) do; does.
DOT (n; v) small mark from a sharp
point; put a small mark or marks on.
DOTE (v) like too much; be foolish or
crazy from being old.
DOTH (v) do; does.
DOTTED (adj) with many small marks
on it (see POLKA-DOTS).
DOTTY (adj) foolish; crazy.
DOUBLE (v; adj; n) make two times the
number of things; bend a thing over
in the middle; act two parts in a story;
do a second job; carry a second person on a bicycle; as much again in
size, strength, or number; for two
people; two times the number; thing
that is very much like another thing;
two special horse race, when people
try to choose which horses will win
each race; running.
DOUBLE-BARRELLED (adj) (of a SHOTGUN) with two parallel cylinders for
the bullets to go through.
DOUBLE-BASS (n) big CELLO.
DOUBLE-BREASTED (adj) (of clothes)
with one front piece covering another
on the chest.
DOUBLE-CHECK (v) look at again to see
if it is right.
DOUBLE-CROSS (v) do a secret thing
to hurt a friend.
DOUBLE-DECKER ( n ) b u s w i t h t w o
floors, one above the other.
DOUBLE-DUTCH (n) talk or writing that
you cannot understand (Br).
DOUBLE-EDGED (adj) saying a good
thing and a bad thing at the same time.
DOUBLE-ENTENDRE (n) saying that is
secretly about mating.
DOUBLE-GLAZE (v) put windows with
two pieces of glass in them, in a
house.
DOUBLE-HEADER (n) two BASEBALL
games together on one day.
DOUBLE-JOINTED (adj) able to bend
joints in difficult ways.
DOUBLE-PARK (v) leave a vehicle in a
road, parallel to another vehicle beside the road.
DOUBLE-ROTI (n) English bread when
you buy it in India.
DOUBLES (n) tennis or other game with
two people competing against two
other people.

DOUBLET (n) short, tight coat for men
in the past.
DOUBLE-TAKE (n) showing or feeling
surprise after first thinking you were
having no reason to show or feel surprise.
DOUBLE-TALK (n) words you use to
make it difficult for people to know
clearly what you are saying.
DOUBLE-THINK (n) ability to believe
two opposite things at the same time.
DOUBLOON (n) old coin from Spain,
that was made from an expensive yellow metal.
DOUBT (v; n) not believe; feeling of
not believing or not knowing.
DOUBTFUL (adj) not easy to believe;
not clear.
DOUBTLESS (adj) with strong reason
to believe it is true.
DOUCHE (v; n) wash the body with water from a HOSE; water from a HOSE,
for washing the body.
DOUGH (n) bread paste before it is
cooked; money.
DOUGHNUT (n)
circle of sweet
bread, often with
a hole in the middle.
DOUGHTY (adj) strong, enthusiastic,
and not afraid.
DOUR (adj) very serious.
DOUSE (v) throw water on a fire or other
thing; turn off a light.
DOVE (n) white PIGEON; person who
will not fight in a war.
DOVE-COT, DOVE-COTE (n) house for
PIGEONS.
DOVETAIL (v) come together well from
many directions.
DOWAGER (n) rich woman after her
husband dies.
DOWDY (adj) wearing boring or old
clothes.
DOWEL (n) thin, cylinder-shaped piece
of timber.
DOWELLING (n) long, round timber
sticks.
*DOWN (n; adv; prep; v) very soft hair
or feathers; pushing a person down
in fighting or football; on the ground;
on paper; toward a low place; from
the top toward the bottom; from expensive toward cheap; put down.
DOWN-AND-OUTER (n) sad person with
no job, no money, and no place to
sleep.
DOWNCAST (adj) sad; with eyes looking down.
DOWNER ( n ) d r u g t h a t m a k e s y o u
sleepy; time of sadness.
DOWNFALL (n) losing much strength
quickly; much rain falling quickly.
DOWNHEARTED (adj) sad.
DOWNHILL (adv; adj) going down the
side of a hill.
DOWN-MARKET (adj) cheap, and of
poor quality.
DOWN-PAYMENT (n) part of a price that
you pay first.
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DOWNPIPE (n)
vertical channel
for water from a
roof to the ground.
DOWNPOUR (n)
much fast rain.
DOWNRIGHT (adj;
adv) true; very.
DOWNS (n) open,
high land.
DOWNSTAIRS (n;
adv) bottom rooms in a building; to
rooms below the room you are in.
DOWNSTREAM (adv) in the direction
the water is moving in a river.
DOWN-TO-EARTH (adj) with more interest in actions than in words.
DOWNTOWN (n) middle of a big town,
where many shops are.
DOWNTRODDEN (adj) (of people) with
leaders making things very difficult for
them.
DOWNTURN (n) time when people buy
less.
DOWNUNDER (adv) to,or in, Australia.
DOWNWIND (adv) in the direction the
wind is moving.
DOWRY ( n ) m o n e y t h e f a m i l y o f a
woman gives her husband or his family.
DOWSE (v) throw water on a fire; look
for water with a stick that will point to
it when it is near.
DOZE (v; n) sleep for a short time; short
sleep.
DOZEN (adj; n) twelve.
DOZER (n) tractor like a CATERPILLAR.
DRAB ( a d j ; n ) o f a b o r i n g c o l o u r ;
brown; small measure of a thing.
DRACHMA (n) coin from Greece.
DRACONIAN (adj) cruel.
DRAFT (n; v) picture of work you will
do; paper you were writing; taking
some people or animals from a big
group for a special reason; force a
person to be a soldier.
DRAFTSMAN (n) person who draws
pictures for a job.
DRAFTY (Am) (adj) (of a closed place)
with many little holes for wind to come
in.
DRAG (v; n) pull a heavy thing across
the ground; compete in a very short
car race; rubbing of wind, water, or
the ground, to make a moving thing
go more slowly; very short car race;
female clothes on a man; boring time
or person.
DRAGNET (n) NET you use to find
things on the bottom of a river or lake.

DRAGON
(n) f a l s e
animal like
a big lizard
with wings.

DRAGONFLY (n) insect with big wings
that you can see through.
DRAGOON (n; v) soldier on a horse;
force to do a thing.
DRAIN (v; n) take liquid away from a
place through a hole, or holes, in the
bottom; hole where liquid leaves a
place.
DRAINAGE (n) taking liquid away from
a place through holes; liquid falling
away from a place.
DRAINPIPE (n) DOWNPIPE.
DRAKE (n) male duck.
DRAM (n) small measure of a drink with
much alcohol in it.
DRAMA (n) serious story people act
in; any story that people act in (In).
DRAMATIC (adj) with much emotion;
interesting.
DRAMATISATION (n) story with actors,
for entertainment.
DRAMATISE (v) act with much emotion.
DRAMATIST ( n ) p e r s o n w h o w r i t e s
stories for people to act in.
DRAMATURGY (n) writing stories for
actors, and leading the actors in acting out the stories.
DRANK (v) was drinking.
DRAPE (v; n) cover with cloth; long,
heavy CURTAIN or other cloth for
covering.
DRAPER (n) person who sells cloth.
DRAPERY (n) cloth materials; shop that
sells cloth.
DRASTIC (adj) very strong; dangerous.
DRAT (interj) word showing some anger.
DRAUGHT (n) one drink; all the fish
you pull into a boat at one time; wind
in a room; piece in a DRAUGHTS game.
DRAUGHT-HORSE (n) big horse that
pulls heavy vehicles.
DRAUGHTS (n) game like chess, where
people move pieces on squares.

DRAUGHTS

DRAUGHTSMAN (n) person who draws
pictures for a job.
DRAUGHTY (adj) (of a closed place)
with many little holes for wind to come
in through.
*DRAW (v) make a picture with lines;
pull; bring out; take in.
DRAWBACK (n) breathing smoke into
the lungs; bad thing about a good
thing.
DRAWBRIDGE (n) BRIDGE that you can
lift on one end (see MOAT).
DRAWCARD (n) thing that makes people want to come to a place.

DRAWER (n) box with a handle, that
you pull out of a piece of furniture.

DRAWERS (n) UNDERPANTS.
*DRAWING (n) picture with lines, often
without colours.
DRAWING-PIN (n)
PIN you use to stick
paper to a piece
of timber (Br).
DRAWING-ROOM (n) room where you
talk to people who come to see you.
DRAWL (n) slow talking.
DRAWN (adj) that a person was drawing; showing pain in the face.
DRAWSTRING (n) rope like a belt, that
goes through a long hole in cloth.
DRAY (n) strong vehicle a horse pulls.
DREAD (v; n) be afraid of; fear.
DREADLOCKS (n) hair in long, curving, dirty pieces.
DREAM (v; n) see in the brain when
sleeping; pictures in the brain when
sleeping.
DREAMT (v) was seeing in the brain
when sleeping.
DREARY (adj) not interesting.
DREDGE (n; v) machine that digs under water; dig under water.
DREGS (n) little pieces on the bottom
of a drink, that you do not drink.
DRENCH (v) make very wet.
*DRESS (v; n) put clothes on the body;
put cloth and medicine on a sore;
piece of clothes that covers the body
of a female.
DRESSAGE (n) teaching a horse to obey
and walk well.
DRESSER (n) cabinet with shelves or
DRAWERS, for clothes (Am, In) or
dishes (Br).
DRESSING (n) liquid to put on food;
covering for a sore.
DRESSING-DOWN (n) angry words from
a leader when you are wrong or bad.
DRESSING-GOWN (n) loose coat or
dress over the clothes you sleep in.
DRESSING-TABLE (n) piece of furniture
with DRAWERS and a big MIRROR.
DRESSMAKER (n) woman who makes
dresses.
DRESSY ( a d j ) w e a r i n g b e a u t i f u l
clothes.
DREW (v) was drawing.
DREY (n) NEST for a small mammal that
lives in trees.
DRIBBLE (v) (of a thick liquid) move
slowly down a thing; move a ball with
little hits.
DRIBS (n) small measures of a thing.
DRIED (v; adj) was drying; that was drying.
DRIER (n) machine that makes hair or
clothes dry.
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DRIFT (n; v) slow movement; little hill
of sand or snow that the wind was
pushing; what a person was trying to
say; move slowly, often with wind or
water pushing it.
DRIFTER (n) person who does not live
for a long time in one place.
DRIFTWOOD (n) timber that the ocean
pushes up on the beach.
*DRILL (n; v) tool for making holes;
exercises for soldiers or students;
strong cloth; monkey from Africa; line
of plants; line for seeds; make a hole
with a drill; give or receive army or
learning exercises.
*DRINK (n; v) liquid you eat; eat a liquid; drink a liquid with alcohol in it.
DRINKABLE (adj ) safe to drink.
DRIP (v; n) fall in little pieces of liquid;
falling piece of liquid; stupid or boring person.
DRIP-DRY (adj) (of cloth) smooth after
drying, if you do not squeeze it.
DRIPPINGS (n) liquid fat from cooked
meat.
DRIPSTONE (n) projection over a door or
window to stop water from coming in.
*DRIVE (v; n) push with words or hits;
use a motor vehicle or other machine;
travelling in a vehicle; small road to
your house; enthusiasm.
DRIVE-IN (n) shop you can
drive a car into.
DRIVEL
(v;
n)
talk
foolisness; talk that is not
important.
DRIVER (n) tool for hitting a
ball a long distance in
GOLF.
DRIVE-SHAFT (n) long cylinder under a car that joins
the wheels to the motor.
DRIVEWAY (n) small road to
your house.
DRIVING (adj) (of snow and
rain) with much wind.
DRIZZLE (n) very light rain.
DROGUE (n) PARACHUTE behind a
plane, to help the plane stop.
DROLL (adj) making you smile.
DROMEDARY (n) CAMEL with one big
projection on its back.
DRONE (n; v) male bee; make the sound
of a bee; do much boring talking.
DRONGO (n) stupid person; a bird.
DROOL (v) drop water out of the mouth.
DROOP (v) hang down, often from being tired.
*DROP (n; v) small, round piece of liquid that falls; small lolly; make a thing
fall because you stop holding it; fall;
(of a letter) put it in a box where
people put letters when they are sending them (In).
DROPLET (n) very small, round piece
of liquid that falls.
DROP-OUT (n) person who stops going to school before finishing what
he or she should study; person who
stops working for money because he
or she does not agree with a country.

DROPPER (n) small tool you squeeze
to push a small piece of liquid out;
vertical metal stick on a fence.

DROPPINGS (n) DUNG from birds and
other animals.
DROPSY (n) sickness that makes too
much liquid in some parts of the body.
DROSS (n) dirt on the top of hot liquid
metals.
DROUGHT (n) dry weather for a long
time.
DROVE (v; n) was driving; big group
of animals or people moving together.
DROVER (n) person who leads a group
of animals that are moving together.
DROWN (v) die under water; cover with
much water.
DROWSY (adj) sleepy.
DRUB (v) fight and win against very
strongly.
DRUDGERY (n) boring or difficult work.
*DRUG (n; v) medicine; chemical that
people use to receive a good feeling;
secretly put a drug in food or drinks;
give medicine to.
DRUGGIST (n) person who sells medicines.
DRUGSTORE (n) shop that sells medicines.
DRUID (n) person from Britain in the
past, who was teaching about gods.
DRUM (n; v) musical instrument you
hit to make a sound; very thin piece
of skin inside the ear; truth; big metal
container for oil; hit against many
times with fingers; teach by saying
many times.

DRUMS

DRUMBEAT (n) sound of hitting on a
DRUM.
DRUMFIRE (n) much fast shooting of
many guns.
DRUMMER (n) fish that people eat.
DRUMSTICK ( n ) s t i c k f o r h i t t i n g a
DRUM; bottom part of a cooked leg of
a chicken or other bird; long, hard,
green vegetable that you cook to eat
(In).

DRUNK (n; adj; v) person who was
drinking too much alcohol; time of
drinking much alcohol; not able to
think well, from drinking too much alcohol; was drinking.
DRUNKARD ( n ) p e r s o n w h o o f t e n
drinks too much alcohol.
*DRY (adj; v; n) not wet; (of wine) not
sweet; boring; make or become dry;
wine that is not sweet; dry time of the
year; dry part of a country.
DRYAD (n) female spirit that lives in
trees (from very old teachings from
Greece).
DRY-CLEAN (v) clean clothes without
using water.
DRYER (n) machine that makes hair or
clothes dry.
DRYSHOD ( a d j ) w i t h o u t t h e f e e t
becoming wet.
DUAL (adj) of two together.
DUALISM (n) believing that a thing has
two very important parts.
DUB (v) put sounds together with other
sounds or with moving pictures, using a machine give an important name
to a person by touching the person
with a SWORD.
DUBBIN ( n ) s o l i d o i l y o u r u b i n t o
LEATHER to make it soft.
DUBIOUS (adj) not easy to believe.
DUCAT (n) old coin from some countries in Europe.
DUCHESS (n) name for an important
woman or the wife of an important
man in Britain.
DUCHY (n) small part of Britain that an
important person leads.
*DUCK ( n ; v ) s w i m m i n g b i r d t h a t
people eat; heavy cloth for sails; not
winning any numbers in cricket; move
your head down quickly; put your
head under water.
DUCKLING (n) young duck.
DUCKY (adj) beautiful or good (Br).
DUCT (n) channel; tube; tube in the
body.
DUCTED (adj) moving through channels.
DUCTILE (adj) (of metal) that you can
bend and pull into different shapes
without it breaking.
DUD ( n ; a d j ) b u l l e t t h a t w i l l n o t
explode;false thing; thing that is broken; broken;false.
DUDE (n) man (Am).
DUDS (n) clothes.
DUE (adj; adv; n) right; because of;
that you should do or pay now; in a
perfect direction; what is right for a
person.
DUEL (n; v) fight with REVOLVERS or
SWORDS, to end an argument.
DUES (n) money people in a group pay
to be in the group.
DUET (n) musical entertainment by two
people.
DUFF (v) rob cows and change marks
on them (Aus); hit a ball badly in
GOLF.
DUFFEL (n) heavy cloth for making
coats or big bags (see LUGGAGE).
DUFFER (n) stupid person (Aus).
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DUFFLE (n) heavy cloth for making
coats or big bags (see LUGGAGE).
DUG (v) was digging.
DUGONG (n) big ocean mammal like a
SEAL or WALRUS, that eats plants.
DUG-OUT (n) house under ground; tree
with the middle out of it, for a boat.
DUKE (n) name for an important person in Britain.
DUKEDOM (n) small part of Britain that
an important person leads.
DULCET (adj) (of sounds) soft and
sweet.
DULCIMER (n) musical instrument with
strings, that people were using before
they were having PIANOS.
DULL (adj; v) boring; not sharp; not
smart; not clear; make not sharp.
DULY (adv) in the right way; at the right
time; with the right measure.
DUMB (adj) stupid; not able to talk.
DUMB-BELL (n) short bar with heavy
ends, that you lift for exercises.
DUMBFOUNDED, DUMBSTRUCK (adj)
not able to talk, from a strong surprise.
DUMB-WAITER (n) machine for carrying things between floors in a building.
DUMDUM (n) bullet with a soft point.
DUMMY (n) shape of
a person wearing
clothes, in a clothes
shop; rubber thing
a baby holds in its
mouth (Br, Aus);
thing you use for
the real thing.
DUMP (v; n) drop a heavy thing; throw
away things you do not want, or sell
them at a very low price; place where
people put things they do not want.
DUMPER (n) WAVE that throws a person on a beach (Aus); small coin made
from the middle of a big coin (Aus).
DUMPLING (n) ball of bread cooked
with meat in liquid.
DUMPS (n) sad feeling; sad place.
DUMPY (adj) short and fat.
DUN (v) tell a person strongly to pay
money he or she was not paying.
DUNCE (n) bad student.
DUNE (n) small hill of sand.
DUNG (n) food after going through
the intestines of
an animal.
DUNG

DUNGAREES (n) JEANS.
DUNGEON ( n ) p r i s o n r o o m u n d e r
ground.
DUNK (v) put under liquid.
DUNNY (n) TOILET (Aus).
DUO (n) two people working together.
DUODENUM (n) part of the intestines.
DUPE (v; n) trick; person who believes
a trick.
DUPLEX (n) one house for two families (Am).

DUPLICATE (adj; v; n) same; make a
thing like another thing; same thing.
DUPLICATOR (n) machine like a PHOTOCOPIER, for printing a few papers.
DUPLICITY (n) making people believe
things that are not true.
DURABLE (adj) working for a long time.
DURATION (n) time that an action takes.
DURESS (n) forcing a person to do a
thing.
DURING (prep) through a time.
DUSK (n) start of night.
DUSKY (adj) dark-coloured.
DUST (n; v) very little pieces of dirt
that the wind moves; powder; put
powder on; clean powder off.
DUST-BIN (n) container for things you
do not want.
DUSTER (n) cloth for rubbing dirt off
furniture.
DUST-JACKET (n) paper cover for a
book.
DUSTMAN (n) person who takes away
things people do not want, that they
put in containers by their houses(Br).
DUSTPAN (n) small
container that you
push dirt into
with a
broom.

DUSTSHEET (n) big cloth to cover furniture (Br).
DUST-UP ( n ) a r g u m e n t w i t h s o m e
fighting.
DUTIFUL (adj) doing all things you
should do for your parents or leaders.
DUTY (n) what you should do; money
you pay to bring a thing into a country or to take a thing out of a country;
money you pay to leaders of a country.
DUTY-FREE (adj) with a cheap price because you do not have to pay to bring
it into a country.
DUVET (n) thick
QUILT.
D WA R F ( n ;
adj)
very
small person,
star, animal,
or plant; very
small.
DWELL (v)
stay; live.
DWELLING (n) house.
DWELT (v) was living; was staying.
DWINDLE (v) become less.
DYE (n; v) chemical that gives colour;
change the colour of a thing.
DYED-IN-THE-WOOL (adj) believing a
thing very strongly and not changing.
DYKE (n) DAM; woman who is like a
man; TOILET (Aus).
DYNAMIC (adj) with strong movement.
DYNAMICS (n) study of movement.

DYNAMITE (n) chemical that explodes
easily; dangerous person or thing.
DYNAMO (n) machine that changes
movement to electricity; person with
much movement and enthusiasm.
DYNASTY (n) line of leaders over a long
measure of time.
DYSENTERY (n) sickness in the intestines.
DYSFUNCTION (n) thing that makes a
thing not work well; sickness.
DYSLEXIA (n) not being able to see and
understand words on paper.
DYSPEPSIA (n) sickness in the stomach when food does not change easily to a liquid.
DYSTROPHY (n) sickness that makes
the muscles become very weak; not
eating healthy food.

E
*EACH (adj; pro) all (things or people)
in a group, one at a time.
EAGER (adj) enthusiastic.
EAGLE (n) big bird that eats other animals; hitting a GOLF ball into a hole
in two hits less than most other
people.

EAGLE

EAGLE-EYED (adj) able to see very well.
EAGLET (n) young EAGLE.
*EAR (n) organ on the head for hearing; cylinder that corn grows on.
EARACHE (n) pain inside the ear.
EAR-BASH (v) talk too much (Aus).
EAR-DRUM (n) very thin skin inside the
ear, that helps you to hear.
EARFUL (n) time of angry talking.
EARL (n) name for an important man
in Britain.
EARLDOM (n) being an important man
in Britain.
*EARLY (adj; adv) before the right time;
near the starting time.
EARMARK (v) (of money) plan to use
for a special reason.
EARN ( v ) w o r k f o r m o n e y o r o t h e r
things; receive money or other things
for work that you do.
EARNEST (adj) serious.
EARNINGS (n) money you receive for a
job.
EARPHONE (n) HEADPHONE.
EARRING (n) metal thing you put on
the bottom of your ear to be beautiful.
EARSHOT (n) distance from where you
can hear a person talking.
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EAR-SPLITTING (adj) very loud.
*EARTH (n) ground; land; planet where
we live.
EARTHENWARE (n) containers made
from clay.
EARTHLY (adj) not spiritual.
EARTHQUAKE ( n ) s h a k i n g o f t h e
ground.
EARTH-SHATTERING (adj) giving much
surprise.
EARTHWORKS (n) small hills of dirt to
protect a place.
EARTHWORM (n) WORM that lives in
the ground.
EARTHY ( a d j ) t h a t l o o k s , f e e l s , o r
smells like earth; saying things openly
that other people
are shy to say.
EARWIG (n)
an insect.
EASE (n; v) no pain or worry; take away
pain or worry; move slowly into.
EASEL (n) piece
of furniture to hold
a picture when you
paint it.
*EASILY (adv)
with little or no
pain, worry, or
work.
*EAST (n; adj;
adv) direction
where the sun
comes up; at,
near, or toward this direction.
EASTBOUND (adj) toward the east.
EASTER (n) special day to remember
when Jesus was becoming alive after
the people were killing him.
EASTERLY (adj; n) from the east; wind
from the east.
EASTERN (adj) of, or toward, the east.
EASTERNER (n) person from the east
part of a country.
EASTERNMOST (adj) most toward the
east.
EASTWARD (adv; adj) toward the east.
*EASY (adj) with little or no work, pain,
or worry.
EASY-GOING (adj) not easily becoming angry or worried by problems or
by the actions of other people.
*EAT (v) chew food and push it with
the mouth to the stomach.
EAU-DE-COLOGNE (n) liquid to give
your body a good smell.
EAVES (n) projecting border of a roof.
EAVESDROP (v) listen secretly.
EBB (n ; v) (of ocean water) movement
away from a beach; move down or
away.
EBONY (adj) black.
EBULLIENT (adj) enthusiastic; with
very many things.
ECCENTRIC (adj; n) very different from
most people; person who is very different from most people.
ECCLESIASTICAL (adj) of churches.

ECHELON (n) step between leaders
with different strengths in a group.
ECHIDNA (n) digging animal from Australia, with no teeth,
and with many
points on
its body.
ECHIDNA

EDITOR (n) leader of people who make
newspapers, magazines, or books.
EDITORIAL (adj; n) of, or by, the leader of a newspaper; writing by the
leader of a newspaper, saying what he
or she thinks.
EDUCATE (v) teach.
EDUCATION (n) learning.
EDUCATOR (n) teacher.
EEL (n) fish
shaped like
a snake.

ECHINODERM (n) group of animals like
the URCHIN and STARFISH, with hard
skins.
ECHO (n) sound that returns after it
hits a thing.
ECHO-SOUNDER (n) machine that measures how deep water is, by using a
sound.
ÉCLAIR (n) finger-shaped cake, with a
sweet white paste inside.
ECLECTIC (adj) using teachings from
many different teachers.
ECLIPSE (n; v) movement of the earth
or moon in front of the moon or sun,
that stops light coming to the earth;
cover; be better than.
ECOLOGY (n) study of plants and animals growing well together.
ECONOMIC (adj) about making money;
using time and strength well.
ECONOMICAL ( a d j ) n o t u s i n g t o o
much; not expensive.
ECONOMICS (n) study of making and
moving wealth between people.
ECONOMISE (v) stop using too much.
ECONOMY (n) wealth of a country or
other place.
ECOSYSTEM (n) many different plants
and animals living and growing together.
ECSTASY (n) very happy good feeling.
ECSTATIC (adj) very happy.
ECTODERM (n) skin of an animal.
ECTOPLASM ( n ) s t i c k y p a s t e t h a t
people think comes from the body of a
person talking to spirits of dead people.
ECUMENICAL (adj) of all groups of
Christians.
ECZEMA (n) sickness that makes sores
on the skin.
EDDY (n; v) water or smoke moving in
a little circle; move in little circles.
EDEN (n) perfect, happy place.
EDGE (n) cutting side of a knife; border.
EDGEWAYS, EDGEWISE (adv) with the
side moving forward.
EDGING (n) beautiful material for the
border of cloth.
EDGY (adj) worried; becoming angry
easily.
EDIBLE (adj) that you can eat.
EDICT (n) rule.
EDIFICE (n) building.
EDIFY (v) build.
EDIT (v) change a writing; put papers
or pictures together to make a story
or newspaper.
EDITION (n) all the same books or papers you were printing at one time.

EERIE (adj)
dark, and making people afraid.
EFFACE (v) rub
away.
*EFFECT (n; v) what happens from another thing happening; make; do.
EFFECTIVE, EFFECTUAL (adj) doing
what it should do.
EFFEMINATE (adj) like a woman.
EFFERVESCENT (adj) (of a liquid) with
many small balls of a gas in it.
EFFETE (adj) old and weak.
EFFICACIOUS ( a d j ) d o i n g w h a t i t
should do.
EFFICIENCY (n) how much good work
you can do with little time, money, or
strength.
EFFICIENT (adj) working well; doing
much with little.
EFFIGY (n) picture or shape of a person.
EFFLUENT (n) water after people use
it.
EFFORT (n) strong trying.
EFFRONTERY (n) too much confidence.
EFFULGENCE (n) strong showing of
light.
EFFUSIVE (adj) enthusiastic showing
of emotion.
EGALITARIAN (adj) wanting things to
be equal for all people.
*EGG (n) round container for a baby
bird or other animal
to start growing in.

EGG-CUP (n) small
cup that holds an
egg.

EGGHEAD (n) person who talks
and
thinks too
much, but does
not act enough.
EGG-NOG (n) drink with alcohol, milk,
and egg.
EGG-PLANT (n) big egg-shaped, purple vegetable (Am).
EGO (n) being proud; yourself.
EGOCENTRIC (adj) thinking most about
yourself.
EGOISM, EGOTISM ( n ) t a l k i n g a n d
thinking too much about yourself.
EGRET (n) white bird with long legs
and a long neck.
*EGYPT (n) country at the top of Africa.
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EGYPTIAN (n; adj) person from Egypt;
of Egypt.
EH (interj) word to ask for a person to
answer a question, say a thing again,
or say more.
EIDERDOWN ( n ) Q U I L T f u l l o f s o f t
feathers from a duck.
*EIGHT (n; adj) one more than seven.
*EIGHTEEN (n; adj) 18.
EIGHTH (adj) after seven others.
*EIGHTY (n; adj) 80.
EISTEDDFOD (n) competition in music
and talking (Br).
EITHER (adj; pro; adv; prep) each of
two; one or the other of two; being
one or the other of two.
EJACULATE (v) push words or liquid
out quickly.
EJECT (v) push or throw out.
EKE (v) try strongly to get a few things.
ELABORATE (adj; v) with many little
pieces; tell a thing more clearly.
ÉLAN (n) quality or action that is enthusiastic and confident.
ELAPSE (v) (of time) go by.
ELASTIC (adj; n) returning to the same
shape after bending or pulling; cloth
with rubber in it.
ELASTICITY (n) ability to return to a
shape after bending or pulling.
ELATED (adj) very happy.
ELATION (n) happiness.
*ELBOW (n) joint at the middle of the
arm.
ELBOW-GREASE (n) hard work.
ELBOW-ROOM (n) space to move.
ELDER (adj; n) born before another
person; person born before another.
ELDERBERRY (n) red or black BERRY
from a tree with white flowers.
ELDERLY (adj) old.
ELDEST ( a d j ; n ) m o s t o l d ; s o n o r
daughter who was born first.
ELECT (v) choose.
ELECTION (n) time of choosing.
ELECTIONEER (v) try to encourage
people to choose or agree with you.
ELECTIVE (adj) that people choose.
ELECTOR (n) person who chooses.
ELECTORATE (n) all the people who
choose a leader in a country.
ELECTRIC (adj) using electricity.
ELECTRICIAN (n) person who works
with electricity.
*ELECTRICITY (n) strength in lightning
and other things like it.
ELECTRIFY (v) put electricity into; surprise.
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM (n) lines on paper that show pushes of electricity
from the heart.
ELECTROCUTE (v) kill with electricity.
ELECTRODE (n) one of two ends that
electricity is coming from.
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM (n) lines
on paper that show pushes of electricity from the brain.
ELECTROLYSIS (n) using electricity to
make changes in chemicals.
ELECTROLYTE (n) liquid that electricity
can travel through.
ELECTROMAGNETIC (adj) of electricity
and ability to pull metals.

ELECTRON (n) very small piece in all
ATOMS, that has electricity in it.
ELECTRONIC (adj) about electricity.
ELECTRONICS (n) study of electricity.
ELECTROPLATE (v) cover a metal with
a different metal, using electricity.
ELEGANCE (n) being expensive and
beautiful.
ELEGANT (adj) expensive and beautiful.
ELEGY (n) sad song for a dead person.
ELEMENT (n) chemical that cannot
separate into different chemicals;
thing electricity goes through to make
heat; part.
ELEMENTARY (adj) easy; first.
*ELEPHANT (n) very big land animal
from Africa or India.
ELEPHANTIASIS ( n ) s i c k n e s s t h a t
makes very fat legs and thick skin.
ELEPHANTINE (adj) very big, and difficult to move.
ELEVATE (v) lift up.
ELEVATION (n) how high a thing is.
ELEVATOR (n) machine that moves
people between floors in a building;
building for grain; muscle that lifts an
arm or leg.
ELEVEN (adj; n) 11; group that plays
cricket or HOCKEY together.
ELEVENSES (n) food you eat in the
middle of the morning (Br).
ELF ( n ) v e r y s m a l l p e r s o n ( s e e
DWARF).
ELFIN (adj) like a very small person.
ELICIT (v) pull out.
ELIDE (v) not say a part of a word.
ELIGIBLE (adj) good enough to do a
thing.
ELIMINATE (v) take away.
ELITE (n; adj) special people; best.
ELITISM (n) wanting a group of special people to do all leading.
ELIXIR (n) liquid medicine.
ELK (n) very big
deer from North
Europe and Asia.

ELLIPSE (n) OVAL.
ELLIPTIC, ELLIPTICAL (adj) OVALshaped.
ELM (n) tall tree with rough leaves.
ELOCUTION (n) talking.
ELONGATED (adj) long and thin.
ELOPE (n) secretly leave your family
to marry.
ELOQUENCE (n) using many words
well.
ELSE (adv) more; if not.
ELSEWHERE (adv) in another place.
ELUCIDATE (v) put light on.
ELUDE (v) become difficult to find.

ELUSIVE (adj) difficult to catch, hold,
or understand.
ELVES ( n ) v e r y s m a l l p e o p l e ( s e e
DWARF).
EM (n) measure of the letter “m”.
EMACIATED (adj) thin and weak from
eating little or no food.
EMANATE (v) go or come out from.
EMANCIPATE (v) take a person or animal out of prison or out of another
thing that is holding them.
EMASCULATE (v) take strength from,
to make weak.
EMBALM (v) put a chemical on or in a
dead body to stop it from being destroyed.
EMBANKMENT (n) hill on the side of a
river or road.
EMBARGO (n) rule to stop ships going to or coming from a country; rule
to stop a newspaper from using a
story.
EMBARK (v) start; go on a ship.
EMBARRASS (v) make a person feel
shy.
EMBARRASSMENT (n) shy feeling, often from a thing you were doing
wrongly.
EMBASSY (n) place where a person
who talks for another country works.
EMBATTLED (adj) with fighting.
EMBEDDED (adj) difficult to pull out of
a solid thing it is in.
EMBELLISH (v) make more beautiful
or more interesting.
EMBER (n) little piece of burning timber in a fire that is stopping.
EMBEZZLE (v) secretly take money, often from a company.
EMBITTER (v) make angry or full of
hate.
EMBLEM (n) little thing or shape that
is like a name for a big thing.
EMBLEMATIC (adj) like a name for a
different thing.
EMBODY (v) give a body to a thought
or emotion.
EMBOLDEN (v) give confidence to.
EMBOLISM (n) hard piece of blood or
ball of gas that stops blood from moving in a tube in the body.
EMBOSS (v) make shapes or words
that project from a paper or other flat
thing.
EMBRACE (v; n) hug.
EMBRASURE (n) opening in a wall that
is narrow outside and wide inside, often for shooting guns or ARROWS
through.
EMBROCATION (n) medicine you rub
on your body for pain in muscles.
EMBROIDER (v) make cloth beautiful
with many string patterns.
EMBROIL (v) bring a person into an
argument or fight.

EMBRYO (n)
baby before
it is born.
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EMBRYONIC (adj) first starting to grow.
EMBUS (v) go on a bus.
EMEND (v) fix wrong things in a writing.
EMERALD (n) green, expensive stone.
EMERGE (v) come up or out where
people can see.
EMERGENCY (n) accident or other serious danger when people must do important things quickly.
EMERITUS (n) name for an old
teacher after he or she stops the job
of teaching.
EMERY (n) stone powder that you rub
things with to make them smooth.
EMETIC (n) thing you eat to make you
push food out of your stomach
through your mouth.
EMIGRANT (n) person who leaves his
or her country to live in a different
country.
EMIGRATE (v) move to another country.
EMIGRE (n) person who leaves his or
her country to live in a different country.
EMINENCE (n) being better; name for
an important church leader.
EMINENT (adj) very important; high.
EMIR (n) Muslim leader in Asia and Africa.
EMIRATE (n) country with a Muslim
leader.
EMISSARY (n) person who goes to a
place for another person.
EMISSION (n) what comes out.
EMIT (v) give out.
EMMY (n) special award for television
entertainers.
EMOLLIENT (n) paste to make skin
soft.
EMOLUMENT (n) money you receive for
a job.
*EMOTION (n) feeling that comes from
thinking.
EMPATHY (n) ability to think and feel
like another person.
EMPEROR (n) KING.
EMPHASIS (n) special push on one
thing.
EMPHATIC (adj) strong in saying a
thing.
EMPHYSEMA (n) sickness that makes
part of the body big from air in it.
EMPIRE (n) many countries or people
that a KING or other person leads.
EMPIRE-BUILDER ( n ) p e r s o n w h o
wants to lead many people.
EMPIRICAL (adj) that you can see.
EMPLACEMENT (n) high place where
you put a big gun.
EMPLANE (v) go, or put, on a plane.
EMPLOY (v) give a job to; use.
EMPLOYEE (n) person who works for
another person.
EMPLOYER (n) person who pays other
people to work for him or her.
EMPLOYMENT (n) working; having a job.
EMPORIUM (n) very big shop.
EMPOWER (v) give strength to.
EMPRESS (n) QUEEN.
*EMPTY (adj; v; n) with nothing in it;
take all things out of; empty bottle or
box.

EMU (n) big bird from Australia, that
can run quickly, but
cannot fly.

EMULATE (v)
try to equal.
EMULSIFY (v)
mix one liquid in another liquid.
EMULSION (n) one liquid in another.
EN (n) measure of letter “n”.
ENABLE (v) give ability to do a thing.
ENACT (v) make a rule for a country;
act out.
ENACTMENT (n) people acting out a
story or other happening; rule.
ENAMEL (n) outside part of teeth; very
smooth, hard paint.
ENAMOURED (adj) feeling love for a
person, from things that the person
was doing.
ENCAMPMENT (n) place where soldiers
sleep in TENTS.
ENCAPSULATE (v) put in a small container; say in a few words.
ENCASED (adj) put in, or covered like
it is in, a box.
ENCEPHALITIS ( n ) s i c k n e s s i n t h e
brain.
ENCHANT (v) make another person feel
very good, often with help from a
spirit.
ENCHANTRESS ( n ) v e r y b e a u t i f u l
woman; woman who leads with help
from a spirit.
ENCIRCLE (v) go around.
ENCLAVE (n) place with another country or different people around it on all
sides.
ENCLOSE (v) go around to hold.
ENCLOSURE ( n ) l a n d w i t h a f e n c e
around it.
ENCODE (v) change words to a secret
language.
ENCOMPASS (v) go around to hold.
ENCORE (n; v) more entertainment after the end of entertainment; ask for
more entertainment.
ENCOUNTER (v; n) meet; meeting.
*ENCOURAGE (v) give confidence to.
ENCOURAGEMENT (n) giving confidence; thing that gives confidence.
ENCROACH (v) go slowly into a place
that another person owns.
ENCRUSTED (adj) covered with a hard
covering that sticks to it.
ENCUMBER (v) make slow; put a heavy
or difficult thing on.
ENCUMBRANCE (n) thing that stops an
action or makes it difficult.
ENCYCLICAL (n) special letter from the
leader of a big church in Italy to church
leaders in all countries.
ENCYCLOPEDIA (n) book or books with
words about all things.
*END (n; v) finish.
ENDANGER (v) bring into danger.

ENDEAR (v) make a person like you.
ENDEARMENT (n) words to show love.
ENDEAVOUR (v) try.
ENDEMIC (adj) (of a sickness) that often happens to many people in a
place.
ENDIVE (n)
plant like
LETTUCE
with small
g r e e n
leaves, that
people eat.
ENDLESS (adj) with no end.
ENDOCARDIUM ( n) thin skin on the
inside of the heart.
ENDOCRINE (adj) (of organs) giving
chemicals to the blood, without
tubes.
ENDORSE (v) write your name or other
words on an important paper; say that
you like a thing another person is selling.
ENDOW (v) give money or a quality to.
ENDUE (v) put clothes or ability on.
ENDURANCE (n) ability to receive pain
or to do difficult things for a long
time.
ENDURE (v) go through a difficult time.
ENDWAYS (adv) at a square ANGLE to
another thing.
ENEMA (n) liquid that you push into
the intestines.
ENEMY (n) person who hates or competes against you.
ENERGETIC (adj) with much strength
and enthusiasm.
ENERGISE (v ) put strength and enthusiasm into.
ENERGY (n) strength and enthusiasm.
ENERVATING (adj) taking away your
strength and enthusiasm.
ENFEEBLE (v) make weak.
ENFOLD (v) hug.
ENFORCE (v) force people to obey.
ENFRANCHISE (v) say a person or group
can help choose leaders.
ENGAGE (v) use; come together.
ENGAGED (adj) (of two people) planning to marry.
ENGAGEMENT (n) agreement to marry
or to do another thing with a person.
ENGAGING (adj) beautiful; interesting.
ENGENDER (v) make.
ENGINE (n) motor; vehicle pulling a
train.
ENGINEER (n; v) person who studies
many years to work with machines, or
to make roads and buildings; plan.
ENGINEERING (n) study of machines,
and making roads and buildings.
ENGLAND-RETURNED (adj) (of a person) that was going to Britain and returning to India (In).
*ENGLISH (n; adj) language of people
in Britain, America, and Australia; of
this language.
ENGRAFTED (adj) that was growing to
become part of another living thing.
ENGRAINED (adj) with dirt or colour
going into a material.
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ENGRAVE (v) cut words or a picture
into metal.
ENGROSSING (adj) very interesting.
ENGULF (v) cover with much liquid.
ENHANCE (v) make better or more.
ENIGMA (n) difficult thing to understand.
ENIGMATIC (adj) difficult to understand.
ENJOIN (v) tell a person to do a thing.
ENJOY ( v) be happy doing a thing.
ENJOYMENT (n) happiness.
ENLARGE (v) make more big.
ENLARGEMENT (n) big picture from a
little picture.
ENLIGHTEN (v) teach a person not to
believe a false thing.
ENLIST (v) use; join the army.
ENMITY (n) hate.
ENNOBLE (v) make a person part of a
special group of important people
(Br); make more right and important.
ENNUI (n) boring feeling.
ENLIVEN (v) make a happening or person more happy.
ENMESHED (adj) be in a happening that
it is difficult to leave.
ENORMITY (n) being very serious or
big.
ENORMOUS (adj) very big.
*ENOUGH (adj; n) of the right number;
all that you need.
ENQUIRE (v) ask.
ENQUIRY (n) question.
ENRAGE (v) make very angry.
ENRAPTURE (v) make very happy.
ENRICH (v) make better or more rich.
ENROL (v) put your name on a list of
names; become a student at a school.
ENSCONCE (v) put in a safe place.
ENSEMBLE (n) people making music
together; pieces of clothes for a
woman, that go together.
ENSHRINE (v) protect, often with rules.
ENSHROUD (v) cover all of a thing.
ENSIGN (n) flag; soldier on a ship.
ENSLAVE (v) force a person to work
for you.
ENSNARE (v) trick a person or animal
into being your prisoner.
ENSUING (adj) happening after.
ENSURE ( v) make safe to be or happen.
ENTAIL (v) need.
ENTANGLE (v) hold with many things.
ENTENTE (n) friendly understanding
between countries.
ENTER (v) go into; join; write on a list,
or in a book.
ENTERITIS (n) sickness in the intestines.
ENTERPRISE (n) enthusiasm; big job.
ENTERTAIN (v) act to make people
happy.
*ENTERTAINER (n) person who does
things to make people happy.
*ENTERTAINMENT (n) actions to make
people happy.
ENTHRAL (v) make very happy.
ENTHRONE (v) make a person a KING
or a QUEEN at a special meeting.
ENTHUSED (adj) enthusiastic.

*ENTHUSIASM (n) strong wanting and
happiness about doing a thing.
*ENTHUSIASTIC (adj) having enthusiasm.
ENTICE (v) lead a person by using a
thing the person wants.
ENTIRE (adj) whole; all.
ENTIRETY (n) all of a thing.
ENTITLED (adj) able to say a thing is
yours; having a name.
ENTITLEMENT (n) thing that should be
yours.
ENTITY (n) thing.
ENTOMB (v) bury.
ENTOMOLOGY (n) study of insects.
ENTOURAGE (n) people travelling with
an important person.
ENTRAILS (n) intestines.
ENTRANCE (n) door or other place
where you go in; coming in of a person.
ENTRANT (n) person in a competition.
ENTRAP (v) trick a person or animal
into becoming your prisoner.
ENTREAT (v) ask or pray.
ENTREATY (n) serious asking.
ENTRÉE ( n) f ood yo u e a t b e f o re a
MEAL; the most important food in a
MEAL (Am).
ENTRENCHED (adj) in a strong, safe
place.
ENTREPRENEUR (n) person who pays
for a thing, to receive more money
from it in the future.
ENTROPY (n) being very messy and
without rules or leaders.
ENTRUST (v) give a person a thing, believing he or she will not hurt it.
ENTRY (n) door; coming in of a person; one thing on a list; paper you
write on if you want to be in a competition.
ENTWINE (v) bend two or more long
things many times around each other
like a PLAIT.
ENUMERATE (v) count.
ENUNCIATE (v) say clearly.
ENVELOP (v) hug; cover on all sides.
ENVELOPE (n)
paper container
for a letter (see
ADDRESS); gas
container
on
a BLIMP.
ENVIABLE (adj) good enough for other
people to want to have it.
ENVIOUS (adj) wanting what another
person has.
ENVIRONMENT (n) people and things
around a person or thing; place where
you live; the earth.
ENVIRONMENTALIST (n) person who
wants to keep the earth clean and
beautiful.
ENVIRONS (n) land around a town or
other place.
ENVISAGE, ENVISION (Am) (v) see in
your thinking.
ENVOY (n) person who takes a thing
you say, to another person for you.

ENVY (v; n) want what others have;
wanting what others have.
ENZYME (n) chemical that helps to
change food in the body.
EON (n) very long measure of time.
EPAULET,
EPAULETTE
(n) beautiful
piece on the
SHOULDER
of a coat for
a soldier.
ÉPÉE (n) very thin SWORD for FENCING.

EPHEDRINE (n) medicine that makes
people think and move quickly.
EPHEMERAL (adj) living for a very short
time; quickly going away.
EPIC (n) long story about a strong
person who was not afraid.
EPICENTRE (n) place where a part of
the earth starts shaking.
EPICURE (n) person who likes to eat
very good food.
EPIDEMIC ( n ) s i c k n e s s t h a t m a n y
people have in one place at one time.
EPIDERMIS (n) top of the skin.
EPIGLOTTIS (n) soft throat bone.
EPIGRAM (n) few words that say a very
interesting thing.
EPILEPSY (n) sickness in the brain,
that makes the body shake.
EPILEPTIC (n; adj) person with a brain
sickness that can make the body
shake; of this sickness.
EPILOGUE (n) words after the end of a
story.
EPIPHANY (n) special day to remember when three very smart men were
giving things to baby Jesus.
EPISODE (n) short story that is part of
a big story.
EPISTLE (n) letter.
EPITAPH (n) words people write about
a dead person, near the place where
they bury the dead person.
EPITHET (n) word for a quality of a person or thing.
EPITOME (n) most perfect showing of
a quality or thing.
EPOCH (n) time when important things
were happening.
EPOCH-MAKING (adj) very important.
EPSOM (n) white powder people use
as medicine to wash the intestines.
EQUABLE (adj) kind and equal for all.
*EQUAL (adj; n; v) same; thing that is
the same; be the same.
EQUALISE (v) change to make equal.
EQUALITY (n) being equal.
EQUANIMITY (n) being equal with all
people; being quiet and confident.
EQUATE (v) say or think one thing is
equal to another.
EQUATION (n) saying that shows two
things that are equal.
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*EQUATOR (n) circle around the middle
of the earth.
EQUERRY (n) worker who helps a person in the family of a KING or QUEEN.
EQUESTRIAN (n; adj) person who uses
horses; about horses.
EQUIDISTANT (adj) being the same distance from two or more other places.
EQUILATERAL (adj) with sides that are
the same length.
EQUILIBRIUM (n) feeling quiet and confident; being without too much of any
one thing.
EQUINE (adj) about horses.
EQUINOX (n) time in the year when
night and day are equal in time.
EQUIP (v) give what a person needs
for a job, sport, travel, or other action.
EQUIPMENT (n ) what you need for a
job, sport, travel, or other action.
EQUITABLE (adj) kind and equal to all.
EQUITY (n) being equal for all people;
part of a house or land that you own.
EQUIVALENT (adj) equal.
EQUIVOCAL (adj) changing.
EQUIVOCATE (v) use words that are not
clear, to hide the truth.
ER (interj) word showing you do not
know what to say.
ERA (n) very long measure of time,
starting from a special happening.
ERADICATE (v) take away by destroying.
ERASE (v) rub away writing.
ERASER (n) piece of rubber, or other
thing, to rub away writing.
ERASURE (n) place where you were
rubbing away writing.
ERE (prep; conj) before.
ERECT ( a d j ; v ) s t a n d i n g ; s t r a i g h t ;
build; make.
ERECTION (n) hard penis; building.
ERGO (adv) for this reason.
ERGONOMICS (n) study of how to work
together and use machines well.
ERMINE (n) expensive white hair from
a small wild animal like a FERRET.
ERNE (n) ocean EAGLE.
ERODE ( v ) s l o w l y b r e a k i n t o l i t t l e
pieces.
EROGENOUS (adj) making a person
think of mating.
EROS (n) love, with mating.
EROSION (n) wind, water,or ice rubbing
dirt away from a piece of land.
EROTIC (adj) making you think of mating.
EROTICA (n) art and writings that make
people think about mating.
ERR (v) be wrong; do a wrong thing.
ERRAND (n) little job, with going to a
place being part of it.
ERRANT (adj) doing the wrong thing.
ERRATA (n) wrong words and other
things when printing a book.
ERRATIC ( a d j ) m o v i n g o r c h a n g i n g
many times without a pattern.
ERRONEOUS (adj) wrong.
ERROR (n) thing that is wrong.
ERSATZ (adj) false; made to look or
taste like an expensive thing.

ERSTWHILE (adj) from another time.
ERUDITE (adj) smart.
ERUPT (v) push out quickly; explode.
ERUPTION (n) explosion of, or like, a
volcano.
ERYTHROCYTE (n) very small red piece
of blood.
ESCALATE (v) make more
big or high.
ESCALATOR
(n) moving
steps.

ESCALLOPE, ESCALOPE ( n ) t h i n
round piece of meat from a young cow.
ESCAPADE (n) wild, foolish action;
running away from a prison or other
bad or dangerous thing (In).
ESCAPE (v; n) run away from a prison
or other bad or dangerous thing; getting away from.
ESCAPEE (n) person who runs away
from a prison.
ESCAPISM (n) running or hiding from
problems.
ESCAPOLOGIST (n) MAGICIAN who
gives entertainment by coming out of
locked and tied containers.
ESCARPMENT (n) cliff.
ESCHATOLOGY (n) teachings about
dying, and where people
go after they die.
ESCHEW ( v )
stay
away
from.
ESCORT (n; v)
person
who
travels
with
another
person; travel with.
ESCRITOIRE (n)
DESK
with
DRAWERS.
ESKIMO ( n )
person
from
Canada, and
other very cold
countries.
ESKY (n) box you use to carry cold
food to a place.

ESOPHAGUS
(n) tube from
the throat to
the stomach.
ESOTERIC (adj) that very few people
can understand; secret.
ESPECIAL (adj) special.
ESPECIALLY (adv) more than others.
ESPERANTO (n) language for all people, made from many languages.

ESPIONAGE (n) finding secrets from
other countries.
ESPLANADE (n) flat, open road for walking, often by the ocean.
ESPOUSAL (n) marrying; saying you
will marry.
ESPOUSE ( v ) s h o w i n t e r e s t i n a n d
agreement with.
ESPRESSO (n) coffee with hot air in it.
ESPY (v) see.
ESQUIRE (n) word you put after the
name of a man, to show you think he
is important (Br).
ESSAY (n) short story.
ESSAYIST (n) person who writes short
stories for books or magazines.
ESSENCE (n) most important part.
ESSENTIAL (adj) very important.
ESTABLISH (v) start a new thing; make
a thing strong.
ESTABLISHMENT (n) army, church,
company, or other big, strong group;
all people in a country who do not
want to change; starting a new thing.
ESTATE (n) land and other things that
a person owns.
ESTEEM (v; n) think good things about
a person; good thinking about a person.
ESTIMABLE ( a d j ) g o o d e n o u g h f o r
people to think good things about it.
ESTIMATE (v; n) give a close answer;
close answer.
ESTIMATION (n) thinking about how
good or right a thing is; close answer.
ESTRANGED (adj) separate from your
wife or husband; not friendly with
your family or with a person who was
your friend in the past.
ESTROGEN (n) chemical in females that
makes them different from males.
ESTUARY (n) wide part of a river, where
it joins the ocean.
ETC, ETCETERA (n) and other things.
ETCH (v) draw or write on metal with a
liquid that burns into the metal.
ETCHING (n) piece of metal with a picture cut into it.
ETERNAL (adj) with no end.
ETERNITY (n) all time in the future,
without any end.
ETHANE (n) a gas.
ETHER ( n ) c l e a r l i q u i d t h a t m a k e s
people sleep and feel no pain; air.
ETHEREAL (adj) very light; spiritual;
making you think about being with
God.
ETHICAL (adj) right, by rules people
agree to follow.
ETHICS (n) thinking about what is right
and wrong.
ETHNIC (adj) of people from a different country.
ETHNOGRAPHY, ETHNOLOGY (n) study
of differences between people in different countries.
ETHOS (n) spirit of a group of people
over a long time.
ETHYL (n) chemical like alcohol or
petrol.
ETIQUETTE (n) right things to do when
with other people.
ÉTUDE (n) short piece of music.
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ETYMOLOGY (n) study of where words
come from; where a word comes from.
EUCALYPT , EUCALYPTUS (n) tree from
Australia, with a strong-smelling oil
people use for medicine.

EUCALYPTUS

EUCHARIST (n) bread and wine that
people eat and drink to remember
Jesus.
EUCHRE (n; v) card game; win against.
EUGENICS (n) study of choosing good
parents to make better children.
EULOGISE (v) say many good things
about a person.
EULOGY ( n) many words about good
things a person was doing.
EUNUCH (n) man with no testicles.
EUPHEMISM (n) less strong word that
people use for a more strong word.
EUPHONIUM (n) big round horn.
EUPHONY (n) good feeling from sounds.
EUPHORIA (n) very good feeling.
EURASIAN (adj; n) from Europe or Asia;
person from Europe or Asia.
EUREKA (interj) word to show you were
finding a thing you were looking for.
EURO (n) big KANGAROO.
*EUROPE (n) group of countries north
of Africa.
EUROPEAN (adj; n) from Europe; person from Europe.
EUSTACHIAN (adj) from inside the ear,
to the back of the throat.
EUTHANASIA (n) killing people without pain or hate, often when they have
a very bad sickness.
EVACUATE (v) take people out of a
dangerous place; (of the intestines)
make empty; (of an army) leave a place.
EVACUEE (n) one of many people you
take out of a dangerous place.
EVADE (v) stay away from a bad or difficult thing.
EVALUATE (v) think how important a
thing is.
EVANESCENT (adj) going slowly out of
your thinking or seeing.
EVANGELICAL (adj; n) teaching that
God loves people and forgives them
when they are bad; person who
teaches this.
EVANGELISE (v) teach people about
Jesus and the love of God.
EVANGELISM (n) telling many people
that God loves and forgives them.
EVANGELIST ( n ) p e r s o n w h o t e l l s
people about Jesus; one of four followers of Jesus who was writing a
book in the BIBLE about his life and
teachings.

EVAPORATE (v) change liquid to a gas;
(of a liquid) change to a gas.
EVASION (n) act, or way, of keeping
away from a difficult thing.
EVASIVE (adj) trying to keep away
from a difficult thing.
EVE (n) end of the day; day before.
EVEN (adj; v; adv) smooth; equal; (of
a number) that can become two equal
groups; make smooth; showing a
more strong thing; too.
EVEN-HANDED (adj) equal toward all
people.
EVENING (n) end of the day, before you
sleep.
EVENSONG (n) meeting in a church, to
pray at the end of the day.
EVENT (n) thing that is happening;
competition.
EVEN-TEMPERED (adj) quiet, and not
easily becoming angry.
EVENTFUL (adj) with many interesting
things happening.
EVENTIDE (n) end of the day, before
you sleep.
EVENTUAL (adj) happening after other
happenings.
EVENTUALITY (n) future happening, if
it happens.
EVENTUALLY (adv) after a time.
EVENTUATE (v) happen.
EVER (adv) at all times; at any time.
EVERGREEN (adj; n) always green and
young; tree or bush with green leaves
through all the year.
EVERLASTING (adj) for all time; for too
long.
EVERMORE (adv) always.
EVERY (adj) all.
EVERYBODY (n) all people.
EVERYDAY (adj) happening each day;
not interesting.
EVERYONE (n) all people.
EVERYTHING (n) all things.
EVERYWHERE (adv) in all places.
EVE-TEASING (n) (of men) make women angry by being too foolish (In).
EVICT (v) force a person to leave a
building or other place.
EVIDENCE (n) words and actions that
show a thing is true.
EVIDENT (adj) easy to see; clear.
EVIL (adj; n) very bad; very bad or dangerous thing, often against God.
EVINCE (v) show.
EVOCATIVE (adj) bringing up feelings.
EVOKE (v) bring out feelings.
EVOLUTION (n) teaching that animals
or things slowly become better.
EVOLVE (v) change slowly.
EWE (n) female sheep.
EWER (n) big PITCHER.
EXACERBATE (v) make worse.
EXACT (adj; v) (of a measure or quality) perfect; force a person to pay or
obey.
EXACTING (adj) needing much good
quality work.
EXAGGERATE (v) change a truth to
make it more interesting or more big.
EXALT (v) lift up; say a person is very
important.

EXALTATION (n) strong feeling of happiness.
EXAM , EXAMINATION (n) time when a
doctor, teacher, or other person asks
questions and looks at a person or
thing to know more about it.
EXAMINE (v) look at, to understand.
EXAMPLE (n) one of many things like
it; thing showing how a rule works.
EXASPERATE (v) make a person a little
angry.
EXCAVATE (v) dig to find.

EXCAVATION (n) very big hole that
people were digging.
EXCAVATOR (n)
machine that digs.

EXCEED (v) go over; do more than .
EXCEEDINGLY (adv) very.
EXCEL (v) be better.
EXCELLENCY (n) name for an important leader in some countries.
EXCELLENT (adj) very good.
EXCEPT (prep) not with.
EXCEPTION (n) thing not with others;
disagreeing.
EXCEPTIONABLE (adj) making you feel
angry.
EXCEPTIONAL (adj) very good.
EXCERPT (n)small part of a writing.
EXCESS (n; adj) being too much; how
much too much; too much.
EXCESSIVE (adj) too much.
EXCHANGE (v; n) give one thing for
another thing; giving one thing for another thing; building where many
people do much buying and selling.
EXCHEQUER (n) group that receives
money from the people, to pay for
what leaders of the country choose to
do (Br).
EXCISE (n; v) money you must give to
leaders of a country for things you buy
in the country; cut out or away.
EXCITABLE ( a d j ) e a s i l y b e c o m i n g
happy, angry, or worried.
EXCITE (v) make a person feel very
happy, angry, or worried.
EXCITEMENT (n) much strong emotion.
EXCLAIM (v) shout; say with anger,
surprise, or other strong feeling.
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EXCLAMATION ( n ) t h i n g a p e r s o n
shouts, or says with much feeling.
EXCLUDE (v) keep a person or thing
out of a group or action.
EXCLUSIVE (adj; n) not for other people; expensive; story for one newspaper or television company, and no others.
EXCOMMUNICATE (v) stop talking to,
or being a friend with; force a person
out of a church.
EXCREMENT, EXCRETA (n) DUNG.
EXCRETE (v) push DUNG or other material out of the body.
EXCRUCIATING (adj) with much pain.
EXCULPATE (v) show that a person
was not doing a bad action.
EXCURSION (n) short travelling, often
by a group of people together.
EXCUSE (n; v) weak reason for doing
a wrong thing; make a reason for
people to forgive an action; forgive.
EX-DIRECTORY (adj) (of a telephone
number) not in a big book with long
lists of telephone numbers (Br).
EXECRABLE (adj) very bad.
EXECUTE (v) kill a prisoner; do.
EXECUTION (n) killing a prisoner; doing.
EXECUTIVE (n; adj) important leader
in a company or country; making rules,
and making people obey them.
EXECUTOR (n) person who gives the
things a dead person was owning, to
people the dead person was wanting
to give them to.
EXEGESIS (n) serious writing about another writing, that is often about God.
EXEMPLARY (adj) good enough that
other people should try to be like it.
EXEMPLIFY (v) be a very good showing of a thing or quality.
EXEMPT (adj) not needing to follow a
rule that is for other people.
*EXERCISE (n; v) work that makes you
healthy; do movements or other work
to be strong or healthy.
EXERT (v) push; try (In).
EXHALE (v) breathe out.
EXHAUST (n; v) EXHAUST-PIPE; gas
that a motor gives out; use all of a
thing; make very tired.
EXHAUSTION (n) being very tired .
EXHAUSTIVE (adj) saying all you can
say about a thing.

EXHAUST-PIPE (n)
PIPE for gas from a
motor to come out through.
EXHIBIT (v; n) show; things a person
puts where people can see them.
EXHIBITION (n) big showing.
EXHIBITIONIST (n) person who wants
others to look at what he or she is
doing.

EXHILARATED (adj) very happy.
EXHORT (v) push with words.
EXHUME (v) take dirt off a body after
people were burying it.
EXIGENCY (n) serious problem that is
part of a job.
EXIGENT (adj) very important and serious.
EXIGUOUS (adj) with very little, or not
enough.
EXILE (n; v) person a country was forcing to leave the country; being not
able to return to your country; force a
person to leave a country.
EXIST (v) be.
EXISTENCE (n) being real or alive.
EXISTENTIALIST (n) person who believes we must each choose if we will
be good or bad, strong or weak.
EXIT (v; n) leave; way out.
EXOCRINE ( a d j ) ( o f o r g a n s ) g i v i n g
chemicals to the body through tubes.
EXODUS (n) leaving of many people.
EXONERATE (v) show that a person
was not doing a bad thing.
EXORBITANT ( a d j ) e x p e n s i v e ; t o o
much.
EXORCISE (v) force a devil or bad spirit
out of a person by strength from the
Spirit of God.
EXOSKELETON (n) hard skin over a soft
body, like the skin on insects; shell.
EXOTERIC (adj) that many or most
people can understand.
EXOTIC (adj) very different; from another country.
EXPAND (v) make more big.
EXPANSE (n) wide piece of land.
EXPANSION (n) growing; how much a
thing grows.
EXPANSIONISM (n) (of a country) wanting to control more other countries.
EXPATIATE (v) write or say much about
a thing.
EXPATRIATE (n) person who leaves his
or her country.
EXPECT (v) think a thing will happen;
have a baby growing inside you.
EXPECTANT (adj) thinking a thing will
happen; with a baby growing inside
you.
EXPECTATION (n) what you think will
happen.
EXPECTORANT (n) medicine to help
you push liquid from the lungs,
through the mouth.
EXPECTORATE (v) push out liquid from
the lungs through the mouth.
EXPEDIENCY (n) choosing things that
will help now, often without thinking
if they will hurt in the future.
EXPEDIENT (adj; n) helping; thing that
will help.
EXPEDITE (v) help action go quickly.
EXPEDITION (n) people travelling to a
far place for a special reason.
EXPEDITIOUS (adj) fast.
EXPEL (v) push out.
EXPEND (v) use.
EXPENDABLE (adj) not important; that
you do not need, and can throw away.
EXPENDITURE (n) money you use.

EXPENSE (n) thing you buy.
*EXPENSIVE (adj) with a high price.
EXPERIENCE (n; v) thing you do, feel,
or see; do, feel, or see a thing.
EXPERIENCED (adj) smart about a special thing that you were doing for a
long time.
EXPERIMENT (n; v) thing you do to
learn; do a thing to learn.
EXPERT (n) person who knows very
much about one thing.
EXPERTISE (n) smartness; much ability.
EXPIATE (v) show you are sad about a
wrong or bad action.
EXPIRE (v) breathe out; die; stop.
EXPIRY (n) end of a measure of time
for an agreement or rule.
EXPLAIN (v) show with more words.
EXPLANATION ( n ) m o r e w o r d s , t o
show.
EXPLANATORY ( a d j ) s h o w i n g w i t h
more words.
EXPLETIVE (n) bad word, that you do
not need to use to say a thing.
EXPLICABLE (adj) that you can show
a reason for.
EXPLICIT (adj) clear, and easy to understand.
*EXPLODE (v) quickly break out into
pieces with a loud noise.
EXPLOIT (v; n) use people to help yourself; difficult thing a person does.
EXPLORATORY (adj) to learn some
things before doing a more serious
action.
EXPLORE (v) look through and around.
EXPLORER (n) person who goes to
places where very few other people
were going.
*EXPLOSION (n) quick breaking out in
pieces with a loud noise.
EXPLOSIVE (adj; n) dangerous; easily
exploding; thing that can explode.
EXPO (n) big showing of things from
many countries.
EXPONENT (n) person who talks about
a thing he or she believes; small letter
or number showing the strength of the
number it is close to.
EXPONENTIAL (adj) growing more and
more quickly.
EXPORT (v; n) send to another country; thing you send to another country.
EXPOSE (v) take the covering off.
EXPOSÉ ( n ) w r i t i n g o r t a l k i n g t h a t
shows the truth.
EXPOSITION (n) showing with more
words; big showing.
EXPOSTULATE (v) argue for a thing you
believe.
EXPOSURE (n) being without a covering; light going into a camera; problems in the body from being in very
cold weather.
EXPOUND (v) tell with more words.
EXPRESS (v; adj; n) say; squeeze out
liquid; clear and easy to understand;
fast; fast train or other vehicle.
EXPRESSION (n) word or small group
of words; feeling that shows on your
face; feeling in art or music.
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EXPRESSWAY (n) big, fast road, with
no roads crossing it (Am).

EXPROPRIATE (v) take by a rule.
EXPULSION (n) pushing out; being out
of a place or group, by force.
EXPUNGE (v) take away writing.
EXPURGATE (v) take out parts of a writing that will make people angry.
EXQUISITE (adj) very beautiful.
EXTANT (adj) very old, but with people
using it now too.
EXTEMPORANEOUS (adj) without planning.
EXTEND (v) make more long.
EXTENDED (adj) using all its strength;
out to the full length.
EXTENSION (n) part that makes a thing
more long; second telephone with the
same number.
EXTENSIVE (adj) big; covering many
things.
EXTENSOR (n) muscle that pulls an arm
or leg out straight.
EXTENT (n) all places a thing covers.
EXTENUATING (adj) making a thing or
truth less important.
EXTERIOR (n) outside part.
EXTERMINATE (v) destroy.
EXTERMINATOR (n) person who kills
spiders, insects, and other dangerous
animals for a job.
EXTERN (v) force out (In).
EXTERNAL (adj) outside.
EXTINCT (adj) dead; alive or moving
in the past, but not living or moving
now.
EXTINCTION (n) being dead or not living now.
EXTINGUISH (v) stop a fire; die out (In).
EXTINGUISHER (n) container of chemicals for stopping a fire.
EXTOL ( v ) s a y m a n y g o o d t h i n g s
about.
EXTORT (v) force a person to give
money or other things.
EXTORTION (n) forcing a person to give
money or other things.
EXTORTIONATE (adj) too expensive.
EXTRA (adj) more than you need; another.
EXTRACT (n; v) thing you take out of
another thing; pull out, often with
force; find.

EXTRACTOR (n) tool or machine for
pulling out.
EXTRA-CURRICULAR (adj) not on the
list of things a student must do.
EXTRADITE (v) return a person to the
country where he or she was disobeying a rule.
EXTRAMARITAL (adj) (of close friends)
that a married person is not married
to.
EXTRA-MURAL (adj) of students who
study at a big school part of the time;
actions that are not part of your job.
EXTRANEOUS (adj) not important to,
or part of, the thing you are talking or
thinking about.
EXTRAORDINARY (adj) very different or
special; surprising.
EXTRAPOLATE (v) plan, understand, or
say things you cannot see, from
things you can see.
EXTRA-SENSORY (adj) knowing things
from spiritual abilities.
EXTRATERRESTRIAL (n) animal or person from another planet.
EXTRAVAGANT (adj) expensive and
not important; foolish.
EXTRAVAGANZA (n) very expensive,
big, or emotional action, writing, or
meeting.
EXTREME (adj; n) most strong; most
far; most high; the most of any quality or measure.
EXTREMELY (adv) very.
EXTREMIST (n) person who wants to
fight to change things in a country.
EXTREMITIES (n) hands and feet.
EXTREMITY (n) place or quality most
far from the middle.
EXTRICATE (v) take a person or thing
out of things that are holding in.
EXTRINSIC (adj) coming from outside.
EXTROVERT (n) person who likes to
be with many other people.
EXTRUDE (v) shape metal by pushing
it through a hole.
EXUBERANT (adj) very happy and enthusiastic.
EXUDE (v) give out a smell, feeling, or
liquid; show.
EXULT (v) be very happy when winning.
*EYE (n; v) part of the body that sees;
hole in a NEEDLE; part of a POTATO
that is growing to become a leaf; look
at.
EYEBALL (n) round part of the eye.
EYEBROW (n) line of hair over the eye.
EYE-CATCHING (adj) that people will
see easily.
EYEFUL (n) good look at a thing.
EYELASHES (n) hairs on the EYELID.

EYEBROW
EYELID
EYELASHES

EYELET (n) small hole in cloth or LEATHER, for putting a string through.

EYELID (n) skin that covers the eye
when you close it (see EYELASHES).
EYE-OPENER (n) surprising thing that
you learn from.
EYEPIECE (n) glass piece that you look
through on a MICROSCOPE or other
TELESCOPE.
EYE-SHADOW (n) colour that you put
on your EYELID to be beautiful.
EYESIGHT (n) ability to see.
EYESORE (n) ugly thing.
EYE-STRAIN (n) being tired in the eyes,
often from reading too much.
EYETOOTH (n) sharp tooth below the
eye on each side of the mouth.
EYEWASH (n) foolishness to make you
believe a thing that is not true.
EYE-WITNESS (n) person who was seeing a thing happen.
EYE-WOOL (n) hair cut from around the
eyes of a sheep.
EYRIE (n) NEST of an EAGLE or FALCON.

F
FA (n) musical sound.
FAB (adj) very good.
FABIAN (adj) (of rules for a country)
working at all times for a slow change.
FABLE (n) story that is not true, that
often teaches a truth.
FABRIC (n) cloth; material.
FABRICATE (v) build; make; say a thing
that is not true.
FABRICATION (n) thing that is not true.
FABULOUS (adj) very good; not true.
FAÇADE (n) beautiful outside part of a
building or other thing.
*FACE (n; v) front of a head, CLOCK,
or other thing; look toward; not run
or hide from a difficult thing.
FACE-CLOTH (n) small cloth for washing the face.
FACELESS (adj) without people knowing who a person is.
FACE-LIFT (n) cutting and tying by a
doctor, to lift skin on the face and
make the face look more young.
FACE-SAVER (n) action to stop people
from thinking you are bad.
FACET (n) one side of a DIAMOND or
other thing with many sides.
FACETIOUS (adj) foolish.
FACIA (n) piece at the top of a shop,
with the name of the shop on it; part
of a car under the front window, with
instruments and DIALS.
FACIAL (adj; n) of the face; pastes on
the face to make it beautiful.
FACILE (adj) easy.
FACILITATE (v) make a thing more easy.
FACILITY (n) building or other thing
you need to do a big job; being easy.
FACING (n) outside part of a piece of
clothes.
FACSIMILE (n) picture, writing, or other
thing that is the same as another thing,
often coming through a machine.
FACT (n) truth; happening.
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FACTION (n) small group who disagree
with and fight against other people in
a big group that it is part of.
FACTOR (n) reason; part of an answer;
number that goes into another number.
FACTORY (n) building where people
work to make things.
FACTOTUM (n) worker who does many
different little jobs for you.
FACTUAL (adj) about things that you
can show are true.
FACULTY (n) teachers in a school; part
of a school that teaches about one
special thing; ability.
FAD (n) thing many people do with enthusiasm for a short time.
FADE (v) slowly lose colour, strength,
sound, or another quality.
FADED (adj) with much of the colour
out of it.
FAECES (n) DUNG.
FAG (n) cigarette (Br); man who mates
with other men (Am).
FAGGED (adj) tired (Br).
FAGGOT (n) sticks tied together for
burning; man who mates with other
men (Am); ball of bread and meat (Br).
FAHRENHEIT (adj) of a special way of
measuring heat.
FAIL (v) not do what you were trying
to do; break; die.
FAILING (n; prep) what is wrong about
a thing; if this does not happen.
FAIL-SAFE (adj) made not to be dangerous if a problem starts.
FAILURE (n) person who is always losing; breaking; collapsing; not going
well; not doing.
FAIN (v) want to.
FAINT (v; n; adj) collapse to sleep; action of collapsing to sleep; feeling that
you will collapse to sleep; weak; not
clear.
FAINT-HEARTED (adj) easily afraid.
FAIR (n; adj) place where people show
many things, often with entertainment; equal to all people; beautiful;
white; not dark; (of weather) without
wind and rain.
FAIRGROUND (n) big open place with
games and machines to ride on (see
ROLLER-COASTER).
FAIRING (n) covering to make parts of
a MOTORCYCLE or plane smooth.
FAIRLY (adv) with enough of a quality.
FAIRWAY ( n ) l o n g p i e c e o f g r o u n d
where people hit the ball in GOLF.

FAIRY (n) very
little girl with
wings; male who
mates with other
males.
FAIRY-FLOSS (n)
very soft, light,
sweet food on
a paper stick (Aus).
FAIRY-STORY, FAIRY-TALE (n) story that
is not true, often for children.

FAITH (n) believing a thing; religion;
church.
FAITHFUL (adj; n) not stopping or leaving; that you can know is true; people
who are true about believing God.
FAITH-HEALING (n) believing God will
fix a sick person without medicine.
FAKE (adj; n; v) false; false thing; trick
people into believing a false action is
true.
FAKIR (n) Hindu who chooses to do
difficult things for God; Muslim with
special teachings.
FALCHION (n) wide SWORD with a
curve, that people were using in the
past.
FALCON (n) bird
that kills other
animals.

FALCONRY (n) teaching FALCONS to
find and hold animals for you.
*FALL ( v ; n ) d r o p ; g o d o w n ; h a n g
down; come to the ground; collapse;
falling; how much falls; how far a thing
falls.
FALLACY (n) wrong believing.
FALLEN (adj) that was falling.
FALLIBLE (adj) able to be wrong.
FALLOPIAN (adj) (of a tube in the body
of a woman) that eggs go through.
FALLOUT (n) dangerous ATOMS in the
air after a special explosion.
FALLOW ( a d j ) ( o f g r o u n d ) w i t h n o
people using it to grow plants on;
brown or red-yellow colour.
FALLS (n) river going over a cliff.
*FALSE (adj) wrong; not real or true.
FALSEHOOD (n) saying that is not true.
FALSETTO ( n ) s i n g i n g o r t a l k i n g
sound that is too high for your real
sound.
FALSIES (n) piece of clothes a woman
wears to make her breasts more big.
FALSIFY (n) change a thing or say a
thing to make people believe what is
not true.
FALTER (v) stop and start without confidence.
FAME (n) many people knowing and
liking a person.
FAMILIAL (adj) of a family.
FAMILIAR (adj) that you were seeing
many times and knowing much about;
too friendly with.
FAMILIARISE (v) look at to learn about.
*FAMILY ( n ) p a r e n t s a n d c h i l d r e n ;
group of plants or animals or other
things that are almost the same.
FAMINE (n) time when a country has
very little food.
FAMISHED ( a d j ) s t r o n g l y n e e d i n g
food.
FAMOUS (adj) with many people knowing about it.

FAMOUSLY (adv) very well.
FAN (n; v) machine or tool that pushes
air, often in circles; person who is very
enthusiastic about another thing;
push air with a FAN.

FANATIC (n) person with too much enthusiasm.
FAN-BELT (n) belt that turns a FAN on
a motor.
FANCIER ( n ) p e r s o n w h o i s s m a r t
about, and very interested in, a thing.
FANCIFUL (adj) not real.
FANCY (adj; v; n) with many small
pieces; beautiful; special; like; think;
thing you like; liking.
FANDANGO (n) close dance (Sp).
FANFARE (n) sound of horns before an
important happening.
FANG (n) sharp
tooth of a snake
or dog.
FANLIGHT (n)
small window
over a door.
FANNY (n) buttocks (Am); opening on a woman where she mates (Br).
FANTAIL (n) WAGTAIL or other small
bird from Australia, that eats flies.
FANTASISE (v) think about a thing happening that is not real.
FANTASTIC (adj) very good; difficult
to believe.
FANTASY (n) beautiful story that is not
true.
*FAR (adj; adv) being a long distance
away; at, or to, a long distance away.
FARCE (n) foolish thing.
FARE (n; v) money you pay to travel in
a vehicle; person who pays to travel;
food; go or do.
FAREWELL (interj; n) friendly word you
say when leaving; leaving; time to say
friendly things to a person who is leaving.
FAR-FETCHED (adj) false; difficult to
believe.
FAR-FLUNG ( a d j ) g o i n g t o m a n y
places.
FARM (n; v) place where people grow
plants and animals for food; grow
plants and animals for food.

FARM
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FAR-OFF (adj) far.
FAR-OUT (adj) far; very good.
FAR-REACHING (adj) with many important effects.
FARRIER (n) person who makes metal
shoes for horses.
FARROW (v) give birth to baby pigs.
FAR-SIGHTED (adj) seeing far things
best; planning well for the future.
FART (v; n) push gas out from the
intestines; gas coming from the intestines.
FARTHER (adv) more far.
FARTHERMOST, FARTHEST (adj) most
far.
FARTHING (n) small old coin from Britain.
FASCIA (n) piece at the top of a shop,
with the name of the shop on it; part
of a car under the front window, with
instruments and DIALS.
FASCINATE (v) interest.
FASCISM (n) believing that leaders of
a country should be very strong and
followers should not disagree with
them.
FASHION (n; v) thing or things most
people do or wear; way; shape; make.
FASHIONABLE (adj) that most people
do or wear now.
*FAST (adj; adv; n; v) moving quickly;
not moving or changing; strongly;
time when a person stops eating; stop
eating.
FASTBACK (n) car with the back and
the back window joining in a straight
line that is on an INCLINE.
FASTEN (v) hold two things together.
FASTENER, FASTENING (n) small thing
that holds other things together (see
ZIPPER and SAFETY-PIN).
FAST-FOOD (n) hot food at a restaurant
that gives it to you very quickly.
FASTIDIOUS ( a d j ) w a n t i n g a l l l i t t l e
things to be right.
FASTNESS (n) safe place that is difficult to go to.
*FAT (adj; n) big; thick; white part of
an animal body with much oil in it.
FATAL (adj) killing; destroying.
FATALISM ( n ) b e l i e v i n g w e c a n n o t
change the future.
FATALITY (n) one person dying in a
war or in an accident.
FATE (n) future happenings that will
not change; dying.
FATED (adj) that no person can change.
FATEFUL (adj) very serious for the future.
FATHEAD (n) stupid person.
*FATHER (n; v) male parent; old man;
PRIEST; God; be a father to a child.
FATHER-FIGURE (n) man who you think
of like he is your father.
FATHERHOOD (n) being a father.
FATHER-IN-LAW (n) father of your wife
or husband.
FATHERLAND (n) country where you
were born.
FATHOM (v; n) understand; measure
how deep water is; a measure.
FATHOMLESS (adj) too deep to measure.

FATIGUE ( n ) f e e l i n g t i r e d o r w e a k ;
weakness in metal.
FATIGUES (n) clothes a soldier wears
for working.
FATTEN (v) make or grow fat.
FATTENING (adj) (of food) easily making people fat.
FATTY (adj; n) of, or like, fat; fat person.
FATUOUS (adj) foolish.
FAUCET (n) TAP (Am).
FAULT (n; v) bad thing; broken part;
find a bad thing in a person or thing.
FAULTY (adj) not working well.
FAUN (n) animal that is half man and
half goat.
FAUNA (n) animals of a place.
FAVOUR (v; n) like more than others;
kind action that helps.
FAVOURABLE (adj) good.
FAVOURITE ( n ; a d j ) t h i n g y o u l i k e
most; that you like most.
FAVOURITISM (n) being more kind to
one or some, than to others.
FAWN (n; adj; v) young deer; light yellow-brown colour; do too many
humble things to show love; (of a
dog) show love by shaking the tail and
moving close to the ground.
FAZE (v) make a person worry.
FEALTY (n) following a leader well.
*FEAR (n; v) being afraid; think a thing
will hurt you.
FEARFUL (adj) making people afraid;
with too much fear.
FEARLESS (adj) with no fear.
FEARSOME (adj) giving people fear.
FEASIBLE (adj) not too difficult to happen; that can easily happen.
FEAST (n; v) much food to eat; special day; eat much food.
FEAT (n) difficult thing to do.
*FEATHER (n) hair on a bird.
FEATHER-BEDDING (n) making things
too easy for workers.
FEATHER-BRAINED (adj) not able to remember things well.
FEATHERWEIGHT (n) light person or
thing; person who is not very important.
FEATURE (n; v) important part; long
story in a newspaper or in a moving
picture; part of the face; give a thing
an important place.
FEATURELESS (adj) boring; smooth;
without special, clear marks.
FEBRIFUGE (n) medicine to stop the
body from being hot.
FEBRILE (adj) with much worry and action; (of the body) with much heat.
FEBRUARY (n) second month of the
year.
FECES (Am) (n) DUNG.
FECKLESS (adj) weak.
FECUND (adj) making much.
FED (v; n) was feeding; policeman who
works for all of America.
FEDERAL (adj) of a country with little
leaders under big leaders.
FEDERALISM ( n ) n o t w a n t i n g o n e
strong group of leaders for the whole
country.

FEDERATE (v) join together to be one
country, but stay separate for some
things.
FEDERATION (n) making a country with
little leaders under big leaders; country with little leaders under big leaders.
FEE (n) money for doing a job.
FEEBLE (adj) weak.
FEEBLE-MINDED (adj) with a weak
brain, that thinks like a child.
*FEED (v; n) give food to; eat; food.
FEEDBACK (n) what people say to you
about what you say to them; what returns.
FEEDER (n) channel leading to another
channel; BIB.
*FEEL (v) touch; think; receive pain;
have an emotion.
FEELER (n) ANTENNA on an insect or
other animal, that touches or feels
things; thing you say softly to see
what other people will think about it.
*FEELING (n; adj) emotion; receiving
pain or touch; kind.
*FEET (n) more than one foot.
FEIGN (v) try to make others think a
false thing is real.
FEINT (n; v) false hit; start to hit, but
not finish it.
FELDSPAR (n) white or red material
from the ground, with a metal in it.
FELICITATIONS (n) telling a person you
are happy because he or she is happy.
FELICITOUS (adj) very right for what
you are doing.
FELICITY (n) being very happy.
FELINE (adj: n) of cats; cat.
FELL (v; adj; n) was falling; cut or push
a tree down; very strong and dangerous; mountain (Br); LEATHER with
hair on it.
FELLOE (n) outside part of a wheel.
FELLOW (n) man; friend; person doing an important job for a big school.
FELLOWSHIP ( n ) g r o u p o f f r i e n d s ;
friendly feeling and actions between
people who like each other.
FELLY (n) outside part of a wheel.
FELON (n) bad person who was not
obeying a serious rule of a country.
FELONY (n) disobeying a serious rule
of a country.
FELSPAR (n) white or red material from
the ground, with a metal in it.
FELT (v; n) was feeling; cloth made by
squeezing hairs together.
*FEMALE (n; adj) girl or woman; of a
girl or woman.
FEMININE (adj) like women.
FEMINIST (n) woman who wants women to have more strength in leading.
FEMORAL (adj) of the top half of the
leg.
FEMUR (n) big bone from the top half
of the leg.
FEN (n) low, flat, wet land.
*FENCE (n; v) line or wall between two
pieces of land; make a line or wall for
a border; fight with SWORDS for a
sport; buy and sell things that people
were robbing.
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FENCING (n)
sport of fighting
with SWORDS.

FEND (v) push
away.
FENDER ( n ) metal covering around
the wheels of a vehicle; metal shape
in front of a fire, to stop hot coals from
falling into the room.
FENNEL (n) plant with leaves like feathers, that people use for a spice or a
vegetable.
FENUGREEK (n) plant with seeds that
doctors were using for medicine in the
past.
FERAL (adj) wild.
FERMENT (v; n) change to alcohol;
anger or other strong emotion in a
group.
FERMENTATION (n) chemical action in
making wine, beer, or bread.
FERN (n) plant with little soft leaves
and no flowers.

FERN

FERNERY (n) place for growing FERNS.
FEROCIOUS (adj) angry and dangerous; cruel.
FERRET (n; v) mammal that runs into
holes in the ground to find rabbits;
look in many places to find a thing;
try to find rabbits, using a FERRET.

FERRET

FERROUS (adj) with a metal in it.
FERRULE (n) metal or rubber piece covering the end of a stick.
FERRY (n; v) boat that takes people
across a narrow piece of water; take
people across a narrow piece of water.

FERRY

FERTILE ( a d j ) e a s i l y m a k i n g m a n y
plants or animals grow.

FERTILISER (n) DUNG or other chemicals that you put on ground, to help
plants grow well.
FERVENT, FERVID (adj) enthusiastic;
with strong emotion.
FERVOR (Am), FERVOUR (n) strong enthusiasm.
FESCUE (n) grass for animals to eat.
FESTER (v; n) become worse; sore that
is becoming worse.
FESTIVAL (n) special day when people
are happy and often eat special food.
FESTIVE (adj) happy; of a special day.
FESTIVITIES (n) happy plans and actions on a special day.
FESTOON (n; v) chain of flowers, cloth,
or paper; cover with flower, cloth, or
paper chains.
FETAL (adj) of a baby before it is born.
FETCH (v) get.
FÊTE (n) happening with competitions,
entertainment, and people selling
things that they were making.
FETID (adj) smelling bad.
FETISH (n) thing a person loves too
much; thing a person often uses to
think about mating.
FETLOCK (n) back part of a horse leg
near the foot.
FETTER (v; n) hold with chains; chain
that holds the feet.
FETTLER (n) worker who fixes the road
a train moves on.
FETUS (n) baby before it is born (see
EMBRYO).
FEUD (n; v) fight or argument between
two groups of people; argue.
FEUDAL (adj) with poor people paying
to use land from rich people.
FEVER (n) too much heat in the body.
*FEW (adj) some, but not many.
FEY (adj) not clear and a little foolish.
FEZ (n) round red hat with no BRIM.
FIANCÉ (n) man you will be marrying.
FIANCÉE (n) woman you will be marrying.
FIASCO (n) happening that has a bad
ending.
FIAT (n) rule.
FIB (n) small saying that is not true.
FIBER (Am), FIBRE (n) small piece like
a thin string; parts of plants that move
food quickly through the intestines.
FIBRE-GLASS (n) mixture of plastic and
thing strings of glass.
FIBRO, FIBRO-CEMENT (n) flat, thin
stone piece for a building, with some
stone pieces like string in it.
FIBROSITIS (n) sickness with pain in
the muscles.
FIBROUS (adj) with many small strings
in it.
FIBULA (n) one of two bones in the
bottom half of the leg.
FICHE (n) thin piece of plastic with very
small pictures of book pages on it.
FICKLE (adj) changing easily.
FICTION (n) story that is not true.
FICTITIOUS (adj) not true.
FIDDLE (n; v) VIOLIN; change to fix;
change to rob from .
FIDDLESTICKS (n) foolishness; nothing; VIOLIN BOWS.

FIDDLY (adj) difficult because it has
many little parts.
FIDELITY (n) being good at all times.
FIDGET (v; n) move the body many
times when sitting or standing in one
place; person who moves the body
this way.
FIDUCIARY (adj; n) needing people to
believe and have confidence in it; person who acts for another person.
FIE (interj) word to show anger.
FIEF (n) land in the past in Europe that
a poor person was paying a rich person to use.
FIELD (n; v) piece of flat, open land;
catch and return a ball; answer questions.
FIELD-DAY (n) day of much winning.
FIELD-GLASSES (n) BINOCULARS.
FIELDWORK (n) learning from doing
and asking.
FIEND (n) devil; cruel person; person
who cannot stop wanting a thing.
FIERCE (adj) wild and dangerous.
FIERY (adj) with much fire; with much
anger or other emotion.
FIESTA (n) special day in Spain and
South America.
FIFE (n) tube with holes, that is a musical instrument.

FIFE

*FIFTEEN (adj; n) 15.
FIFTH (adj; n) one after four others.
*FIFTY (adj; n) 50.
FIFTY-FIFTY (adv) with half for each.

FIG (n) soft
f ru i t w i t h
small seeds,
that grows
on a tree with
big leaves.
*FIGHT (v; n) try to change by forcing;
compete against; much hitting between two or more people or animals.
FIGHTER (n) fast army plane; person
who fights, often for a sport.
FIGMENT (n) thing you make in your
brain; thing that is not true.
FIGURATIVE (adj) using word pictures
to tell about.
FIGURE (n; v) shape; number; think.
FIGURE-HEAD (n) person with the
name of a leader, but
but who does
not have the
strength of
a leader.

FILE ( n ; v ) t o o l t h a t m a k e s t h i n g s
smooth; container for papers; line of
people; make things smooth with a
FILE; put papers in a FILE; give a special paper that asks for a thing; (of a
letter or other paper) send (In); walk
in a line of people.

FILIAL (adj) of a son or daughter.
FILIBUSTER (Am) (v; n) talk for a long
time to stop leaders from working.
FILIGREE (n) beautiful patterns from
expensive metal strings.
FILING (n) papers to be put in FILES.
FILINGS (n) small pieces that fall from
a thing that you rub with a FILE.
*FILL (v; n) use all the space in a container; use empty time; do a job no
other person was doing; stones or
other material to make a piece of land
smooth.
FILLET (n; v) piece of meat without
bones; take bones away from meat.
FILLING (n) piece of metal to fill a hole
in a tooth; food between the bread in
a SANDWICH.
FILLING-STATION (n) shop that sells
petrol and oil.
FILLIP (n) fast growing of enthusiasm.
FILLY (n) young female horse.
FILM (n; v) thin skin or covering on
water, eyes, or another thing; paper
in a camera, that becomes a picture;
use a camera; cover or become covered with a thin skin of oil, water, or
dirt.
FILM-STRIP (n) string of pictures that
you show with a PROJECTOR.
FILMY (adj) that you can almost see
through, because it is very thin.
FILTER (n; v) CIGARETTE with an end
piece that cleans air going through it;
thing that cleans air or water when they
go through it; take dirt out of air or
water.
FILTH (n) very bad dirt.
FILTHY (adj) very dirty.
FILTRATE (v; n) take dirt out of air or
water; liquid you were cleaning.
FIN (n) part of a fish that projects out
from its body; projecting piece like
this on a plane or other vehicle.

FIGURINE (n)
small shape of
a person.
FILAMENT (n)
string.
FILBERT (n)
HAZEL-NUT.
FILCH (v) rob.

FINS

FINAL (n; adj) last competition; last.
FINALE (n) end of a piece of music.
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FINALISE (v) finish.
FINALIST (n) person who competes in
the last and best of many competitions.
FINALLY (adv) happening after a long
time, or at the end of a list.
FINANCE (v) give money for.
FINANCES (n) money.
FINANCIAL (adj) about money.
FINANCIER (n) person or company that
gives much money to make a thing
happen.
FINCH (n) small bird like a SPARROW.
*FIND (v; n) see a thing after looking
for it in other places; get; have; think
about; learn; thing you find.
FINDINGS (n) what a court or person
believes after studying a thing.
FINE (n; adj) money you must pay when
you disobey a rule; good; beautiful;
thin; without rain; healthy.
FINERY (n) good clothes.
FINESSE (n) smartness.
*FINGER (n; v) projection on the hand,
that holds things; projection like a finger; use the fingers to do a thing.
FINGER-BOARD (n) place on a VIOLIN
where you put your fingers.
FINGERING (n) how you use your fingers when playing a PIANO, GUITAR,
or other musical instrument.
FINGER-NAIL (n) hard covering growing at the end of a finger.

FINGERPRINT
( n ) shape on a
thing, from a finger
touching it.
FINICKY ( adj )
wanting too many
little things to be
right; with too many little pieces.
FINIS (n) end of a book.
*FINISH (v; n) come to the end; stop;
do all of a thing; end; paint or other
covering on timber or metal.
*FINISHED (adj) at the end of doing or
making.
FINITE (adj) small; with an end.
FINK (n) person who tells your secrets
to a person who is fighting you (Am).
FIORD (n) narrow piece of ocean between cliffs in Scandinavia.
FIPPLE (n) end piece on a WHISTLE.
FIR (n) CONIFER tree.
*FIRE (n; v) burning thing; enthusiasm;
shoot; explode (In); start a thing burning; tell a person working for you that
he or she must stop working for you;
talk with anger to a person who was
doing a wrong thing (In).
FIRE-ARMS (n) guns.
FIRE-BAN (n) rule against making fires.
FIREBRAND (n) piece of burning timber; person who is too enthusiastic.
FIRE-BREAK (n) open, clear land, to
stop a fire from moving across it.
FIRE-BUG (n) person who likes making fires.
FIRECRACKER (n) toy that explodes.

FIRE-ENGINE (n) vehicle that takes
people to fires, to stop the fires.

FIRE-ESCAPE (n) ladder or metal steps
on an outside wall of a building.
FIREFLY (n) flying insect with a light
on its body.
FIREGUARD (n) metal covering with
small holes, that you put in front of a
FIREPLACE.
FIREIRONS (n) tools for putting timber
on a fire, and for cleaning a FIREPLACE.
FIREMAN (n) person who works with,
or stops, fires for a job.

FIREPLACE
(n) place in a
room where
you have a
fire.

FIREPLUG (Am) (n) HYDRANT.
FIREPOWER (n) how many bullets a vehicle or army can shoot.
FIREPROOF (adj) that a fire will not
hurt.
FIREWATER (n) any very strong drink
with alcohol in it.
FIREWOOD (n) timber you burn in a fire
to cook or to make a place warm.
FIREWORKS (n) toys that explode, often with beautiful colours and lights.
FIRING-LINE (n) soldiers in the front
line when fighting other soldiers.
FIRING-SQUAD (n) soldiers who shoot
a person who was disobeying a rule.
FIRM (adj; n) strong; not easy to move;
company.
FIRMAMENT (n) sky; top of the sky.
*FIRST (adj; n) before any other person or thing; of the best quality; first,
or winning, place or thing.
FIRST-CLASS (adj) of the best quality.
FIRSTHAND (adj) seeing or hearing a
thing yourself, without another person or book telling you about it.
FIRST-RATE (adj) of the best quality.
FISCAL (adj) about money for leading
a country.
*FISH (n; v) animal that breathes and
lives under water; try to catch fish.
FISHCAKE (n) flat round cake from fish
and POTATO paste.
FISHERMAN (n) person who fishes.
FISHERY (n) ocean place where fishing companies fish.
FISH-EYE (adj) opposite to concave.
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FISH-MONGER (n) person who sells fish
(Br).
FISH-SLICE (n) tool for turning fish
when cooking.
FISH-TAIL (v) (of a vehicle) move forward with the back going from side
to side.
FISHWIFE (n) bad, angry woman.
FISHY (adj) that can easily be false.
FISSION (n) breaking ATOMS into two
or more new things.
FISSURE (n) narrow breaking line in a
rock or other thing.

FIST (n) hand with
the fingers closed;
hit with a FIST (In).

FISTICUFFS (n) fighting with FISTS.
FIT (n; adj; v) short, fast sickness;
healthy; have, or having, the right size
and shape or other quality, for a place
or job; make a boat, piece of clothes,
or other thing right for using.
FITFUL (adj) with much stopping and
starting.
FITMENT (n) piece of furniture joining
to the wall of a room.
FITTER ( n ) p e r s o n w h o p u t s m o t o r
parts together; person who changes
clothes to make them the right size
and shape.
FITTING (adj; n) right for this time,
place, or thing; putting on a piece of
clothes to see if it is the right size.
FITTINGS (n) all the parts you add to a
room or vehicle.
*FIVE (n) one more than four.
FIVE-EIGHTH (n) name for a person
who plays football.
FIVER (n) piece of paper money.
*FIX (v; n) change a broken thing to a
thing that is not broken; kill; make a
thing not easy to move or change; find
the place where a person or thing is;
difficult place; finding the place where
a person or thing is; one measure of a
drug.
FIXATION (n) thinking about a thing
too much; fixing or agreeing on (In).
FIXATIVE (n) liquid to protect a picture or hold a thing in place.
*FIXED (adj) with a broken part not broken now; without moving.
FIXEDLY (adv) not wanting to change.
FIXINGS (n) things you add to a MEAL
or other thing (Am).
FIXTURE (n) thing that you add to a
house or land; big competition.
FIZZ (n) gas in a sweet drink.
FIZZER (n) thing that does not work
the way you want it to.
FIZZLE (v) stop; not work well.
FJORD (n) narrow piece of ocean between cliffs in Scandinavia.
FLABBERGASTED (adj) not able to talk,
from surprise.
FLABBY (adj) fat, with loose skin.
FLACCID ( a d j ) s o f t , a n d h a n g i n g
loose.

*FLAG (n; v) cloth on a string or stick;
handle on a machine in a TAXI, that
tells how much money you must pay;
move your hand and arm to ask a vehicle to stop; lose enthusiasm; hang
down.
FLAGELLATE (v) hit with a WHIP.
FLAGELLUM (n) projection like a hair,
on PROTOZOA and some GERMS.

FLAGEOLET ( n ) i n s t r u m e n t l i k e a
FLUTE.
FLAGGED (adj) (of ground) covered
with special flat stones for walking on.

FLAGON (n)
container for
wine.

FLAGPOLE (n) stick that a flag is on.
FLAGRANT (adj) easy to see; very bad.
FLAGSHIP (n) ship in a group of ships,
with the leader of the group on it.
FLAGSTAFF (n) stick that a flag is on.
FLAGSTONE (n) flat stone for making
a floor or road.
FLAG-WAVING (n) too much enthusiasm for loving your country.
FLAIL (v) hit many times; move your
hands quickly in many directions.
FLAIR (n) ability that comes easily.
FLAK ( n ) b u l l e t s m o v i n g a g a i n s t
planes.
FLAKE (n) small, flat piece of a thing
(see SNOWFLAKE); SHARK meat.
FLAMBÉ (v) cook food in burning wine.
FLAMBOYANT (adj) doing things for
many people to see.
FLAME (n; adj; v) piece of
fire; person you love,
and can easily marry;
strong red colour;
burn with
a FLAME.
FLAMENCO (n) way of singing and
dancing from Spain.
FLAME-THROWER
(n) gun that shoots
out a FLAME to
burn things.
FLAMING
(adj) bad.

FLAMINGO (n)
pink bird with
long legs and
a long neck.
FLAMMABLE (adj) easily burning.

FLAN (n) flat, concave cake with fruit,
cheese, or other food in it.
FLANGE (n) wide part of a tube.
FLANK (n; v) side; go on the side of.
FLANNEL (n) soft cotton clloth.
FLANNELETTE (n) soft cotton cloth for
sleeping clothes and bed coverings.
FLAP (v; n) move up and down at one
end, like a wing; flat piece that is loose
at one end; time of worrying; meat
from above the breast of a sheep.
FLAPJACK (n) very flat cake that you
cook in a little oil (Am).
FLARE (n; v) light; give off light; become more wide.
FLASH (v; n; adj) give a fast, short
light; fast, short light; wearing very
beautiful clothes.
FLASHBACK (n) returning quickly (in
your thinking) to an action in the past.
FLASHBULB (n) GLOBE for a camera
that gives one short light, like an explosion, for making one picture.
FLASHCARD (n) card with a word or
question on it, that you use in teaching.
FLASHCUBE (n) four GLOBES in one
small cube, that you use in a camera
for making four pictures.
FLASHER (n) light on a car that shows
you are going to turn; man who shows
his penis to people.
FLASHING (n) thin, flat piece of soft
metal to cover small holes on a roof.
FLASHLIGHT (n) TORCH (Am).
FLASHPOINT (n) measure of heat that
you need before a thing will start to
burn.
FLASK (n) container with
a
cover, that you
drink liquids from
(see THERMOS);
glass container
that people use
for
studying
chemicals.
*FLAT ( a d j ; n ; v ) h o r i z o n t a l a n d
smooth; boring; with the wrong musical sound; musical sound; low,
smooth ground; rooms you live in,
that are part of a big building; TYRE
with a hole in it; live in rooms that are
part of a big building.
FLATFOOT (n) policeman.
FLATIRON (n) old IRON that does not
use electricity.
FLATMATE (n) person you live with, in
rooms that are part of a big building.
FLATTEN (v) make or become flat.
FLATTER (v) say too many good things
about a person, to that person.
FLATTERY (n) saying too many good
things about a person, to that person.
FLATTIES (n) shoes with flat bottoms.
FLATULENT (adj) pushing much air
out of the intestines.
FLAUNT (v) show a thing you are proud
of, to many people.
FLAUTIST ( n ) p e r s o n w h o p l a y s a
FLUTE.
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FLAVOR, FLAVOUR (n; v) how a thing
tastes; change the taste of a thing.
FLAW (n) thing that is wrong.
FLAX (n) plant people use to make
clothes.
FLAXEN (adj) yellow.
FLAY (v) take skin off in thin pieces.
FLEA (n) small insect that jumps, and
drinks blood from people.
FLEABAG (n) messy person; horse.
FLECK (n) very little piece.
FLED (v) was running away from.
FLEDGLING (n) young bird; person
who is learning a new thing.
FLEE (v) run away from.
FLEECE (n; v) hair on a sheep; take all
the money from a person.
FLEECY (adj) (of cloth) light and soft.
FLEET (adj; n) fast; many vehicles from
one company; many boats together.
FLEETING (adj) happening quickly.
FLESH (n) skin and muscles; part of a
person that is not spiritual.
FLESH-COLOURED (adj) yellow-pink.
FLESHLY (adj) not spiritual.
FLESH-POTS (n) place where people
go to mate or to think about mating;
expensive living.
FLESH-WOUND (n) cut that was not
hurting your bones or organs.
FLEUR-DE-LIS (n) IRIS; LILY.
FLEW (v) was flying.
FLEX (v; n) bend many times; LEAD (Br).
FLEXIBLE ( a d j ) e a s i l y b e n d i n g o r
changing.
FLEXITIME (n) agreement for workers to
choose the times when they will work.
FLIBBERTIGIBBET (n) person who is
foolish and talks too much.
FLICK (v) hit with a little, fast push.
FLICKER (n; v) many fast changes between light and dark; change quickly
many times between light and dark.
FLICK-KNIFE (n) POCKET-KNIFE that
opens quickly with one hand.
FLICKS (n) moving pictures.
FLIER (n) fast animal or vehicle; person who flies a plane.
FLIGHT ( n ) r u n n i n g a w a y ; f l y i n g ;
group of birds flying together; movement in the air from one place to another; group of steps.
FLIGHT-DECK (n) floor on a big ship,
that planes come down on and go up
from.
FLIGHTY (adj) (of a person) changing
too much.
FLIMSY (adj) weak; easy to destroy.
FLINCH (v) pull away quickly from a
difficult thing.
FLING (v; n) throw; fast dance; short
time of doing a thing you want to do.
FLINT (n) stone that makes a little fire
when you hit it.
FLINTLOCK (n) old gun that was using a little fire from hitting a stone to
explode the bullet.
FLINTY (adj) not kind.
FLIP (v; n) turn a thing quickly, putting the top on the bottom; quickly
become angry; fast turning over.
FLIP-FLOP (n) flat rubber shoe with
two ropes holding it on the big toe.

FLIPPANT ( a d j ) n o t t h i n k i n g m u c h
about serious things.

FLIPPER (n)
rubber shoe for
swimming; flat part
of a SEAL or other water
animal that it moves to swim.

FLOTILLA (n) small group of ships.
FLOTSAM (n) pieces of a ship, or other
broken things, on water.
FLOUNCE (v; n) move the body quickly,
often showing you are proud or angry; beautiful border on cloth.
FLOUNDER (n; v) flat fish that can
change colours; move with much work
in liquid.

FLUSTER (n; v) much fast movement;
worrying; make a person worry.
FLUTE (n) musical instrument
like a cylinder with holes
on the side, that you
push air into
with your
mouth.
FLUTE

FLIPPING (adj) making you angry.
FLIRT (v; n) show love without being
serious; think about doing a thing without being serious about it; person who
shows love without being serious.
FLIT (v) move quickly from one place
to another.
FLOAT (v; n) stay on top of air, water,
or another liquid; measure the
strength of money with money from
another country; thing that stays on
top of water; tool for making a stone
paste flat and smooth; low vehicle for
carrying horses; big beautiful thing,
often on a vehicle, in a moving line of
people and vehicles on a special day.
FLOATER (n) meat PIE in a bowl of hot
liquid food (Aus).
FLOCK (n; v) group of birds or sheep;
small piece of hair from a sheep; move
together in a group.
FLOE (n) big, flat piece of ice in the
ocean.
FLOG (v) hit many times with a rope or
stick.
FLOOD (n; v) much rain covering the
ground; come in big measures and
cover.
FLOODGATE (n) door that holds a wall
of water out.
FLOODLIGHT (n) very strong light.
FLOODTIDE (n) water from the ocean
coming far up a beach.
*FLOOR (n) bottom of a room; all the
rooms in a building that have the same
floor, without steps between them;
time when you can talk at a meeting,
and other people will listen.
FLOOR-CARPET (n) rug that covers the
whole floor (In).
FLOORING (n) timber or other material
in a floor.
FLOOR-RUG (n) small rug in front of a
door (In).
FLOOR-SHOW (n) entertainment at a
restaurant.
FLOOZY (n) woman who mates easily
and is a little messy.
FLOP (v; n) sit, or fall flat, with a heavy
stopping; collapse; falling; action you
were doing badly.
FLOPPY (adj) loose and hanging.
FLORA (n) plants in a place.
FLORAL (adj) of flowers.
FLORID (adj) too beautiful; with a red
face.
FLORIN (n) an old coin from Britain.
FLORIST (n) person who sells flowers.
FLOSS (n; v) thin, soft strings; clean
your teeth with thin strings.
FLOTATION (adj; n) staying on top of
water; starting a company with money
from many people.

FLOUNDER

FLOUR (n) powder from broken grain.
FLOURISH (v; n) grow very well; move,
or moving, the hand or a weapon
around to make people look and listen; beautiful shape in writing.
FLOUT (v) openly disobey a rule.
FLOW (v; n) move easily; measure of
liquid that moves by a place.
*FLOWER (n; v) part of a plant that holds
the seeds, and often grows to become
fruit; (of a plant) grow flowers.
FLOWERBED (n) piece of ground where
you grow flowers.
FLOWERY (adj) with many flowers or
with many beautiful words.
FLOWN (v) was flying.
FLU (n) short sickness that many people
receive in the nose, throat, and lungs.
FLUCTUATE (v) change.
FLUE (n) channel through a CHIMNEY.
FLUENT (adj) using a language easily.
FLUFF (n) small soft pieces from cloth.
FLUID (adj; n) moving easily; liquid.
FLUKE (v; n) do a difficult thing easily
without thinking; tail of a whale; difficult thing that happens easily without ability from you.
FLUMMERY (n) sweet food from milk,
eggs, and other things; foolishness
(Br).
FLUMMOXED (adj) not knowing what
to say.
FLUNG (v) was throwing.
FLUNK (v) lose a competition for students.
FLUNKEY, FLUNKY (n) person who
does small jobs for an important person because he or she wants to be
important too.
FLUORESCENCE (n) ability of some
chemicals to give out light.
FLUORESCENT (adj) (of a light) using
a gas in a glass tube and a special
chemical on the glass.
FLUORIDATE (v) put a chemical in water to make teeth strong.
FLUORIDE (n) chemical in water that
makes teeth strong.
FLUORINE (n) a dangerous gas.
FLURRY (n) much fast moving.
FLUSH (v; adj; n) push away with much
water; make a bird fly up or away; become red in the face with emotion;
rich; (of two things beside each other)
with the tops in a smooth, straight
line; much of a thing coming quickly;
five cards with the same shapes on
them.
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FLUTED (adj) with a pattern of channels cutting into it.
FLUTTER (v; n) shake wings; move or
feel like wings shaking; many little fast
movements or changes; trying to win
money by paying some money.
FLUVIAL (adj) of a river.
FLUX (n) movement of a liquid; much
changing; soft metal that cleans
pieces of metal before a person melts
part of the pieces to join them together.
*FLY ( n ; v ) f l y i n g i n s e c t w i t h t w o
wings; cloth above a TENT; place
where two sides join at the front of
pants; real or false insect on a HOOK
you use to catch a fish; move through
air without touching the ground; drive
a plane or other thing that flies; go
quickly.
FLIES

FLY-BLOWN (adj) with little WORMS
from flies in it.
FLY-BY-NIGHT (adj) (of a company)
wanting to make money quickly, often by disobeying rules.
FLYCATCHER (n) small insect-eating
bird that sings; house lizard (In).
FLYER (n) fast animal or vehicle; person who flies a plane; one of many papers people give to many people (Am).
FLYLEAF (n) paper with no words on
it, at the start or end of a book.
FLYOVER (n) road going over another
road (see EXPRESSWAY).
FLYPAPER (n) thin piece of sticky paper you hang in a room for flies to
stick to.
FLY-SCREEN (n) metal or plastic cloth
that you put over windows or doors
to stop insects from coming in.
FLY-WEIGHT (n) light person in a fighting sport.
FLYWHEEL (n) heavy wheel on a motor
to stop the motor from shaking.
FLY-WIRE (n) metal or plastic cloth that
you put over windows or doors to
stop insects from coming in.
FOAL (n) young horse.

FOAM (n; v) many small balls of air in
water, rubber or plastic (see
SPONGE); make many balls of air in
water, often with soap; be very angry.
FOB (n; v) short chain for a WATCH
you carry in your POCKET; not give
what a person needs or wants.
FOCAL (adj) most important; being
where lines are pointing.
FOCUS (n; v) piece that helps a camera see clearly; change your eye or a
camera to see clearly; bring all thinking together, to think clearly about
one thing.
FODDER (n) food for cows.
FOE (n) person who fights against you.
FOETAL (adj) about a baby before it is
born (see EMBRYO).
FOETID (adj) smelling bad.
FOETUS (n) EMBRYO.
FOG (n) clouds close to the ground.
FOG-BOUND (adj) not able to travel because of low clouds.
FOGEY, FOGY (n) boring old person.
FOGGY (adj) not clear; with many low
clouds.
FOIBLE (n) weak part of a person.
FOIL (n; v) very thin flat piece of metal;
thin SWORD with a button on the end
(see ÉPÉE); stop, or win against, another person.
FOIST (v) push a bad thing toward.
FOLD (n; v) place
where a thing bends;
place where sheep
sleep
together;
group of Christians;
make a FOLD in a
thing; collapse.
FOLDAWAY (adj) (of a piece of furniture) that bends to become small when
you are not using it.
FOLDER (n) covering for loose papers.
FOLIAGE (n) leaves of plants.
FOLIO (n) group of papers; piece of
paper for writing on.
FOLK (n; adj) people; of the people.
FOLKLORE (n) study of things many
people in a country were believing for
many years in the past.
FOLKSY (adj) friendly and not proud
(Am).
FOLLICLE (n) part of skin that holds
one hair.
FOLLIES (n) entertainment with music and beautiful women.
*FOLLOW (v) go after; happen after;
listen to and obey; study.
*FOLLOWER (n) person who follows a
leader or teacher.
FOLLOWING (n) all people who believe
or like a person.
FOLLOWTHROUGH (n) finishing of an
action.
FOLLOW-UP (n) second part of an action that was happening in the past.
FOLLY ( n ) f o o l i s h n e s s ; b u i l d i n g o r
other thing that is too expensive.
FOMENT (v) push people toward fighting.

FOND (adj) liking; loving.
FONDANT (n) lolly made from a sweet
paste.
FONDLE (v) hug or touch with love.
FONDUE ( n ) f o o d f r o m h o t , l i q u i d
cheese, that you put bread, meat, or
vegetables in before eating them.
FONT (n) bowl of water in a church;
special way of making letters for printing.
*FOOD (n) thing or things you eat.
FOODING (n) MEALS (In).
FOOL (n; v) foolish person; stupid person; trick; be foolish; not use time
well.
FOOLHARDY (adj) not thinking about
dangers; dangerous.
*FOOLISH (adj) not serious; not using
time or money well.
*FOOLISHNESS (n) foolish actions or
spirit.
FOOLPROOF (adj) that you cannot use
or do wrongly.
FOOLSCAP (n) size of paper for writing (Br, Aus).
*FOOT (n; v) bottom of the leg, from
the ankle to the toes; twelve INCHES;
low or bottom part of a hill, table, or
piece of paper; pay for; walk (In).
FOOTAGE (n) length of a moving picture.
*FOOTBALL ( n )
game with much
running and kicking of a big ball;
ball you use in
this game.

FOOT-BRIDGE (n) BRIDGE for walking
on.
FOOTFALL (n) sound of walking one
step.
FOOTHILLS (n) low hills at the bottom
of mountains.
FOOTHOLD, FOOTING (n) place where
you stand; strong, safe place.
FOOTIE (n) football (Aus).
FOOTLIGHTS (n) lights on the floor, at
the front of a stage.
FOOTLOOSE (adj) (of a person) without reasons to stay in one place.
FOOTMAN (n) worker who drives a vehicle that horses pull.
FOOTMAT (n) small rug in front of a
door (In).
FOOTNOTE (n) special words at the
bottom of a page.
FOOTPATH (n) place, often beside a
road, where people walk.
FOOT-POUND (n) measure of force.
FOOTPRINT (n) shape in the ground
from a foot stepping there.
FOOT-SLOG (v) walk a long distance.
FOOTSORE (adj) tired from much walking.
FOOTSTEP (n) one step when walking.
FOOTSTOOL (n) low chair you rest
your feet on when sitting in another
chair.
FOOTWEAR (n) shoes.
FOOTY (n) football (Aus).
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FOP (n) proud man who wears beautiful clothes.
*FOR (prep; conj) with the reason of;
to get; of helping; over a distance, or
measure of time; to; toward; because
of; at a time of; because.
FORAGE (n; v) food for horses and
cows; look for.
FORASMUCH (conj) because.
FORAY (n; v) going to a place to fight
or rob; go to a place to fight.
FORBADE (v) was telling a person he
or she must not do a thing.
FORBEAR (v) not do; stop.
FORBEARANCE (n) ability to not become angry if a thing is slow or difficult.
FORBID (v) tell a person he or she must
not do a thing.
FORBIDDEN (adj) with a rule against it.
*FORCE (n; v) strength; group of soldiers or policemen; make an action
happen; push to do an action.
FORCEFUL (adj) strong; making many
people listen to you well.
FORCEMEAT (n) mixture of foods that
you cook inside a chicken or other
piece of food.
FORCEPS (n) holding tool for doctors
who cut the body to fix people.

FORCEPS

FORD (n; v) shallow place in a river,
where people cross; cross a river in a
shallow place.
FORE (adj; n; interj) in front; front part;
word you shout to tell people about
danger from a ball hitting them in
GOLF.
FOREARM (n) arm below the elbow.
FOREBEARS (n) line of all parents of
your parents into the past.
FOREBODING (n) feeling that a bad
thing will happen.
FORECAST (n; v) thing a person says
will happen; say a thing will happen.
FORECLOSE (v) stop; take a thing after a person was not paying you for it.
FORECLOSURE (n) taking a thing after
a person was not paying you for it.
FORECOURT (n) flat place in front of a
building, with a wall around it .
FOREFATHER (n) person from a line of
parents of your parents for many years
in the past.
FOREFEET (n) front feet of an animal
with four legs.
FOREFINGER
(n) finger
you use most.
FOREFRONT (n) important place where
new action is happening.
FOREGO (v) choose not to do or use.
FOREGOING (n) writing above where
you are writing now.
FOREGROUND (n) front things in a picture.

FOREHAND (adj) with the front part of
the hand moving forward.
FOREHEAD (n) top of the face, between
the eyes and hair.
FOREIGN (adj; n) from another country or place; different; another country (In).
FOREIGN-RETURNED (adj) returning
from a different country a short time
in the past (In).
FOREKNOWLEDGE (n) knowing a thing
before it happens.
FORELEGS (n) front legs of animals
with four legs.
FORELOCK (n) piece of hair hanging
toward your eyes.
FOREMAN (n) leader of a few workers.
FOREMOST (adj; adv) front; best; most
important; first.
FORENAME (n) first name.
FORENOON (n) morning.
FORENSIC (adj) for policeman.
FOREORDAINED (adj) that God was
saying will happen.
FOREPLAY (n) loving touches before
mating.
FORERUNNER (n) person or thing that
says another person or thing is coming.
FORESAW (v) was seeing, thinking of,
or knowing before it was happening.
FORESEE (v) see, think of, or know a
thing before it happens.
FORESHADOW (v) show a thing that is
coming in the future.
FORESHORE (n) part of a beach between high and low water marks.
FORESIGHT (n) smartness about the
future.
FORESKIN (n) loose skin covering the
end of the penis.
FOREST (n) big piece of land covered
with trees and bushes.
FORESTALL (v) act to stop a thing from
happening.
FORESTRY (n) study and work of growing trees and bushes on big pieces of
land.
FORETASTE (n) little feeling of a thing
coming in the future.
FORETELL (v) say a thing will happen
in the future.
FORETHOUGHT (n) thinking about what
can happen in the future.
FORETOLD (v) was saying a thing will
happen in the future.
FOREVER (adv) for all time.
FOREWORD (n) words at the start of a
book, about the book.
FORFEIT (v) lose a competition by not
competing; not receive what is yours,
because you were disobeying a rule.
FORGAVE (v) was forgiving.
FORGE (v; n) shape metal by making it
hot and hitting it with a hammer; make
false money, or write a false name;
move slowly forward; place where a
worker melts and shapes metal.
FORGERY (n) false money, writing, or
other thing; making false money.
FORGET (v) not remember.
FORGET-ME-NOT (n) small plant with
very small blue flowers.

*FORGIVE (v) stop being angry with a
person for doing a bad action.
FORGO (v) choose not to do or use.
FORGONE (adj) that people know before it happens.
FORGOT (v) was not remembering.
FORK (n) eating tool; digging tool;
place where a road or stick goes in
two directions; part of a bicycle, that
goes on both sides of a wheel.

FORKS

FORK-LIFT (n) vehicle with two arms
on the front for lifting heavy things.
FORLORN (adj) sad.
FORM (v; n) make; plan; shape; paper
with places for writing; quality of actions; group of students studying at
the same step in a school (Br, Aus).
FORMAL (adj) following rules.
FORMALDEHYDE (n) strong-smelling
chemical that can stop dead animals
from being destroyed slowly.
FORMALISE (v) give a shape to; make
rules for.
FORMALITY (n) action that is not important, but that obeys a rule.
FORMAT (n) shape and size of a book
or other thing.
FORMATION (n) planes, people, or
other things together in a pattern;
making; shape.
FORMATIVE (adj) at the start; shaping.
FORMER (adj) first of two; of the past.
FORMERLY (adv) in the past.
FORMICA (n) smooth plastic covering
for timber.
FORMIDABLE (adj) difficult.
FORMULA (n) rule that people use
many times; food for a baby (Am);
measure of a car for competitions.
FORMULATE (v) say clearly with words.
FORNICATE (v) mate with a person you
are not married to.
FORSAKE (v) leave.
FORSOOK (v) was leaving.
FORSOOTH (adv) in truth.
FORSWEAR (v) say strongly that you
will not do a thing at any time in the
future.
FORSYTHIA (n) bush with yellow flowers.
FORT (n) strong building for soldiers.
FORTE (n; adv) strong quality of a person; (of music) in a loud way.
FORTH (adv) forward.
FORTHCOMING (adj) in the near future.
FORTHRIGHT (adj) saying the truth
with confidence; going in a straight
line.
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FORTHWITH (adv) now.
FORTIETH (adj) after 39 others.
FORTIFIED (adj) (of wine) made by mixing with a strong alcohol.
FORTIFY (v) make more strong.
FORTISSIMO (adj; adv) (of music) very
loud; strongly.
FORTITUDE (n) not stopping when a
thing is difficult.
FORTNIGHT (n) two weeks (Aus, Br).
FORTRESS (n) town or other strong
place with many soldiers.
FORTUITOUS (adj) (of a good thing)
happening by accident.
FORTUNATE (adj) having good things.
FORTUNE (n) much wealth; good things
that happen; the future for a person.
*FORTY (n) 40.
FORUM (n) place where many people
can talk about a thing; court.
*FORWARD (adv; adj; v) toward the
front; toward the future; send a letter
or other thing you receive, to another
place.
FORWARD-LOOKING (adj) smart about,
or good for, the future.
FORWENT (v) was choosing not to use
or do.
FOSSICK (v) dig to find a thing (Aus).
FOSSIL (n) very old plant or animal
that was changing to stone.
FOSSILISE (v) (of a plant or animal)
change to stone.
FOSTER (v; adj) live with and protect a
child who is not your own; encourage; living with a family as a parent or
child, but not being a real parent or
child in that family.
FOUGHT (v) was fighting.
FOUL (adj; v; n) dirty; bad-smelling;
not by rules; disobey a rule in a game;
make or become dirty; disobeying a
game rule.
FOUL-MOUTHED (adj) using words that
many people think are bad words.
FOUL-UP (n) effect of lazy actions or
accidents.
FOUND (v) was finding; start a group
or building; build on; melt and shape
metal.
FOUNDATION (n) bottom of a building;
starting of a school or hospital;
money for a school or hospital.
FOUNDER (n; v) person who starts a
group or building; fall; go down in water.
FOUNDLING (n) baby whose parents
secretly leave it for others to protect.
FOUNDRY (n) place where people melt
and shape metal.

FOUNT, FOUNTAIN (n) place where water comes out (see BUBBLER).

FOUNTAIN-HEAD (n) place where a river
or other thing is coming from.
FOUNTAIN-PEN (n) writing tool with a
container of INK in it.

FOUNTAIN-PEN

*FOUR (n) one more than three.
FOUR-LETTER (adj) (of a word) that
many people think is bad, often being
about mating or DUNG, and often having four letters in it.
FOUR-POSTER (n) bed with tall sticks
at each corner holding up a covering
and CURTAINS above it.
FOURSOME (n) group of four.
FOUR-SQUARE (adj) strong and difficult to move.
*FOURTEEN (adj; n) 14.
FOURTH (adj; n) one after three others.
FOURTRELLA (n) choosing the horses
that will win four races (Aus).
FOUR-TWENTY (n) robber (In).
FOWL (n) bird that people eat.
*FOX (n) animal like a dog with red hair.
FOXGLOVE (n) tall plant with pink or
white bell-shaped flowers.
FOXHOLE (n) hole in the ground that a
soldier hides in and shoots from.
FOXTROT (n) a dance.
FOXY (adj) smart, but with secrets.
FOYER (n) big room at the front door
of a restaurant or other big building.
FRACAS (n) loud argument.
FRACTION (n) part of a whole number; small part.
FRACTIONAL (adj) very small part.
FRACTIOUS (adj) (of a child) easily becoming angry, often because he or she
is tired.
FRACTURE (v; n) break; breaking.
FRAGILE (adj) easy to break; weak.
FRAGMENT (n; v) piece; break into
pieces.
FRAGMENTARY (adj) made from small
or separate pieces.
FRAGRANCE (n) smell; liquid with a
good smell that a woman puts on her
body.
FRAGRANT (adj) with a good smell.
FRAIL (adj) weak and easy to break.
FRAILTY (n) being weak.
FRAME (n; v) strong part of a thing
that other parts join (see CHASSIS);
border for a picture; bones; body;
make a shape; go around; do things
that make people think a good person
is a bad person.
FRAME-UP (n) plan to make people
think a good person is a bad person.
FRAMEWORK (n) strong part of a thing
that other parts join (see CHASSIS).
FRANC (n) money from France.
*FRANCE (n) country in Europe.
FRANCOLIN (n) PARTRIDGE (Af, As).
FRANCHISE (n) ability from a rule, to
help choose leaders; agreement from
a company to sell things that it makes.
FRANGIPANI (n) bush with yellow or
red flowers that have a good smell.

FRANK (adj; v) open; telling the truth;
mark an ENVELOPE to show a person
was paying to send it.

FRANKFURTER
(n) small cylinder of meat
that you eat
with bread.

FRANKINCENSE ( n ) c h e m i c a l f r o m
trees, that makes a good smell when
you burn it slowly.
FRANTIC (adj) going very quickly, with
much worrying.
FRATERNAL ( a d j ; n ) o f b r o t h e r s ;
group of leaders from different
churches, who work together.
FRATERNISE (v) become friendly with.
FRATERNITY (n) group of people who
are good friends with each other; feeling of being good friends.
FRATRICIDE (n) killing your sister or
brother.
FRAUD (n) making a person believe a
thing that is not true; false person or
thing.
FRAUDULENT (adj) false.
FRAUGHT (adj) full; worrying.
FRAY (n; v) a fight; rub cloth many
times, breaking some strings.
FRAZZLED (n) feeling very tired.
FREAK (n; v) person or thing with a
strong physical difference; have bad
feelings of fear or anger.
FRECKLE (n) small brown place on the
skin.
*FREE (adj; v) for no money; not in a
prison; with nothing holding you; take
out of prison, or away from a problem.
FREEBEE, FREEBIE (n) free thing.
FREEDOM ( n ) n o t h a v i n g t h i n g s o r
rules to hold you.
FREE-FOR-ALL (n) big fight, with many
people fighting.
FREE-HAND (adj) (of drawing) with no
tools to help you.
FREEHOLD (n) land a person owns.
FREELANCE (adj) doing one small job
at a time for different companies.
FREELOADER (n) person who uses
things that other people pay for.
FREEMASONRY (n) very big group in
many countries, with many secret
rules.
FREE-RANGE (adj) (of chickens) able
to run, and not living in CAGES.
FREESHIP (n) award to study at a school
for free (In).
FREESIA (n) plant with tube-like flowers and a very good smell.
FREESTONE (n) PEACH with a seed that
does not stick to the fruit.
FREE-STYLE (adj) (of swimming or
other sports competitions) using any
movement you choose.
FREE-THINKER (n) person who does not
like other people making rules about
what people should think.
FREEWAY (n) EXPRESSWAY (Am).
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FREE-WHEEL (v) move in a vehicle,
without a motor or your feet turning
the wheels.
FREEZE (v; n) change to ice or other
solid by taking heat from; become like
ice by losing heat; stop movement;
time of stopping changes in money;
(of weather) time of being cold
enough for water to change to ice.
FREEZER ( n ) m a c h i n e f o r m a k i n g
things very cold; most cold part of a
refrigerator.
FREEZING-POINT (n) measure of being
cold, when water becomes ice.
FREIGHT (n; v) things a vehicle carries; carrying things in a vehicle; carry
things in a vehicle.
FREIGHTER (n) big ship or plane for
carrying things.
FRENCH (n; adj) language of France;
from France.
FRENETIC (adj) very fast, with much
worrying.
FRENZY (n) being crazy with anger,
worry, or other strong feelings.
FREQUENCY (n) number of times a thing
happens; direction on a television or
radio for receiving pictures or sound.
FREQUENT (adj; v) happening often;
go often to a place.
FRESCO (n) painting on wet paste that
becomes hard.
FRESH (adj) new; clean; cold; (of water) without salt; (of a male) saying
things to a female that make her feel
shy; (of a child) saying things to an
adult that children should not say.
FRESHEN (v) make or become clean or
cold.
FRESHER, (Br) FRESHMAN (Am) (n) student in his or her first year at a big school.
FRESHWATER (adj) of water without
salt in it.
FRET (v; n) worry; line
across the narrow part
of a guitar or other
musical instrument
with strings.
FRET-SAW (n)
SAW with a
thin blade,
for cutting
patterns in
thin timber.
FRETWORK (n) timber cut in beautiful
patterns.
FRIABLE ( a d j ) ( o f g r o u n d ) e a s y t o
break into little pieces.
FRIAR (n) man in a group of men who
live together and who choose to be
poor for God.
FRIARY ( n ) p l a c e w h e r e m e n w h o
choose to be poor for God live together.
FRICASSEE ( n ) m e a t c u t i n s m a l l
pieces for cooking.
FRICTION (n) rubbing of two things together; bad feelings between two
people.
FRIDAY (n) a day of the week.
FRIDGE (n) refrigerator.

*FRIEND (n) person who likes you or
agrees with you.
*FRIENDLY (adj) acting as a friend.
FRIENDSHIP ( n ) f e e l i n g b e t w e e n
friends.
FRIESIAN (n) black and white cow.
FRIEZE (n) beautiful shapes on a wall,
often near the top of the wall.
FRIGATE (n) army ship that protects
other ships.
FRIGGING (n; adj) not using time well;
making you angry.
FRIGHT (n) fast fear from a surprise.
FRIGHTEN (v) give fear to.
FRIGHTFUL (adj) ugly; very bad.
FRIGID (adj) very cold; not friendly; not
enthusiastic; not wanting to mate.
FRILL (n) thin piece of cloth, often with
many FOLDS, on the border of another
piece of cloth; FRINGE.
FRILLED-LIZARD (n) lizard from Australia with a piece of skin around its
neck that stands up when it is afraid.

FRILLEDLIZARD

FRILLS (n) things you do not need.
FRINGE (n; v) front hair hanging toward the eyes; border of cloth with
many strings hanging from it; border;
be on the border of.

FRINGES

FRIPPERY (n) things that are cheap,
ugly, and not important for any action.
FRISBEE (n) plastic dish you throw to
a person in a game.
FRISK (v) feel to see if a person has a
weapon or other thing under his or
her clothes; run, jump, and be happy.
FRISKY (adj) wanting to run, jump, and
be happy.
FRISSON (n) fast, strong feeling of fear.
FRITTER (n; v) piece of bread cooked
in hot oil, with meat, vegetables, or
fruit inside; use time or money on
things that are not important.
FRITZ (n) DEVON (Aus, Ger).
FRIVOLOUS (adj) foolish; not important.
FRIZZ (v; n) make many small COILS
in hair; hair that is like this (see
AFRO).

FRIZZLE (v) burn or cook with hot oil.
FRO (adv) in a different direction.
FROCK (n) dress.
*FROG (n) jumping animal that lives in
water and on land.
FROGGING ( n ) p a t t e r n o f b e a u t i f u l
ropes on the front of a coat or UNIFORM.
FROGMAN ( n ) p e r s o n w i t h r u b b e r
clothes and FLIPPERS for swimming
under water.

FROGMAN

FROG-MARCH (v) force a person to
walk, with one person holding each
arm and almost carrying him or her.
FROLIC (n; v) time of being happy; be
happy playing, running, and jumping.
*FROM (prep) of; leaving; being the effect of.
FROND (n) long leaf on a FERN, PALM,
or other plant, with parallel projections.
*FRONT (n; adj; v) part that is most
near you; most important or first side
of a thing; side that moves forward;
false action to cover a secret bad action; of the front; look towards.
FRONTAGE (n) measure of a land border that is beside water or a road.
FRONTAL (adj) of the front.
FRONTBENCHER (n) one of the most
important leaders in a group that leads
a country (Br, Aus).
FRONTIER (n) border of a country that
is not beside water; place where few
people or no people were going.
FRONTIERSMAN (n) person living in
wild lands of North America in the past.
FRONTISPIECE (n) picture at the start
of a book.
FRONT-RUNNER (n) person who most
people think will win a competition.
FROST (n; v) ice on the ground, from
water in the air on a cold night; become covered with ice on a cold night;
cover a cake with a sweet paste.
FROSTBITE (n) sickness of the skin
from very cold weather.
FROSTING (n) sweet paste for covering a cake.
FROSTY (adj) very cold; not friendly.
FROTH (n) many little balls of air in
liquid; talk that is not important.
FROWN (v; n) make your face look angry, sad, or very serious; angry, sad,
or very serious face.
FROZE (v) was changing to ice.
FROZEN (adj) very cold, like ice.
FRUCTOSE (n) sugar in fruit.
FRUGAL (adj) using very little money
or food.
*FRUIT (n) sweet food from a plant,
with seeds in it; effect of an action.
FRUITCAKE (n) cake with dry fruit in
it; crazy person.
FRUITERER (n) person who sells fruit.
FRUITFUL (adj) having the effect you
were wanting.
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FRUITION (n) time when fruit or the effect of an action comes.
FRUMP (n) boring person with boring
clothes.
FRUSTRATE (v) stop a person from
doing or getting a thing he or she
wants.
FRUSTRATION (n) not being able to get
or do the thing you want.
FRY (v; n) cook in hot oil; food you
cook in hot oil; young fish.
FRYPAN (n) shallow metal container
with a long handle, for cooking.

FRYPAN

FUCHSIA (n) bush with hanging pink,
purple, or white flowers.
FUDGE (n; v) soft lolly; hide some truth.
FUEL (n; v) petrol; thing that feeds a
fire; food; feed a fire.
FUG (n) air with smoke and bad smells
(Br).
FUGITIVE (n; adj) person who is running away; that runs away.
FUGUE (n) piece of music that you play
many times in a pattern.
FULCRUM (n) thing you put a LEVER
on, to move another thing (see
LEVER).

FULCRUM

FULFIL (v) do a thing people were
thinking or talking about in the past;
obey a rule.
*FULL (adj; adv) holding all it can hold;
fat; whole; very.
FULLBACK (n) person in a football
game.
FULL-BLOODED (adj) strong.
FULL-BLOWN (adj) with all the qualities of a thing.
FULL-BODIED (adj) strong in a quality.
FULL-BOILED (adj) (of an egg) that you
were cooking for a long time in water
(In).
FULL-FACE (adj) (of a picture) with a
person looking straight at the camera.
FULLNESS (n) being full.
FULL-SCALE, FULL-SIZE (adj) of the
same size as the real thing.
FULL-THROATED (adj) very loud.
FULL-TIME (adj; adv; n) (of working
or studying) for most of the day, five
days a week; end of a game.
FULLY (adv) for all parts; to the end.
FULLY-FLEDGED (adj) with all the qualities of a thing.
FULMINATE (v) shout in anger.
FULNESS (n) being full.
FULSOME (adj) too good to be true.
FUMBLE (v; n) drop a thing you were
trying to catch; not work well with
your hands; dropping a thing you were
trying to catch.

FUME (n; v) smoke with a bad smell;
be angry; give off smoke.
FUMIGATE (v) use gas or smoke to
clean.
FUN (n; adj) sports, entertainment,
foolishness, or other interesting
things people do to stop thinking and
being serious; interesting, and not
serious.
FUNCTION (v; n) do what it should do;
work; action a person, group, or thing
should do; meeting of people; number in a question that changes when
another number changes.
FUNCTIONAL (adj) made to work well,
more than to be beautiful.
FUNCTIONARY (n) person who helps
to lead a company or other group.
FUND (n; v) money for a special plan;
give money to help a plan.
FUNDAMENTAL ( a d j ) f i r s t ; b o t t o m ;
most important.
FUNDAMENTALIST (n) person who follows strongly some important rules for
a religion.
FUND-RAISING (n) asking people for
money to help a group.
FUNERAL (n) special meeting for burning or burying a dead body.
FUNEREAL (adj) too sad, making you
think of dying.
FUNFAIR (n) place with big machines
that you ride for entertainment, and
games where you can win things.
FUNGICIDE (n) chemical to kill small
plants with no green colour in them.
FUNGUS (n) MUSHROOM or other plant
with no flowers or green colour.
FUNICULAR (adj) with a metal rope pulling you up a steep place.
FUNK (n) fear.
FUNKY (adj) (of music) easy; being
what many people like now (Br).
FUNNEL ( n ; v )
tube that is wide
at one end and
narrow at the
other, for putting
liquid into a
small
hole;
CHIMNEY on a
ship; move, or
put, through a
FUNNEL.
FUNNIES (n) CARTOONS in a newspaper (Am).
FUNNY (adj) making people smile or
laugh; very different.
FUNNY-BONE (n) part of the elbow that
gives a feeling like electricity when you
hit it.
FUR (n) much hair on an animal.
FURBISH (v) paint or do another action to make a thing look better.
FURIOUS (adj) very angry; with much
action.
FURL (v) bend a sail, umbrella, or flag
around a stick in COILS.
FURLONG (n) measure of distance.
FURLOUGH (n) days when a soldier or
worker can leave a job for a rest.

FURNACE (n) closed container you
burn timber or coal in, to make heat.
FURNISH (v) give things that a person
needs; put furniture in a building.
FURNISHINGS (n) furniture.
*FURNITURE (n) chairs, tables, and
other things in a building.
FURORE (n) enthusiasm and noise from
many people.
FURRIER (n) person who sells animal
skins.
FURROW (n) line in dirt that you plant
seeds in; shallow, thin channel.
FURTHER (adj; v) more far; help.
FURTHERMORE (adv) adding to this.
FURTIVE (adj) (of an action) fast, not
wanting others to see it.
FURY (n) much anger; strength of wind
and rain.
FUSE (v; n) melt metal; join together
by melting; thin piece of metal that
melts easily; thing that burns for a
time, before starting an explosion.
FUSELAGE (n) body of a plane.
FUSIBLE (adj) that you can melt.
FUSILLADE ( n ) t h e s o u n d o f m a n y
guns shooting at the same time.
FUSION (n) melting; joining together.
FUSS (n; v) much interest in things that
are not important; worry too much
about things that are not important.
FUSS-POT (n) person who worries too
much.
FUSSY (adj) too serious about things
that are not important.
FUSTY (adj) boring thinking, like you
are living in the past.
FUTILE (adj) not doing what it was trying to do.
*FUTURE (n; adj) time after now; what
will happen in the future; of time that
is coming.
FUTURISTIC (adj) good for the future.
FUTURITY (n) horse race that happens
a long time after people say they will
run in it.
FUZZ (n) very small soft piece from
cloth; policeman; hair with very many
little COILS (see AFRO).
FUZZY (adj) with very many soft hairs;
not clear.

G
GAB (v; n) talk; talking.
GABARDINE, GABERDINE (n) a cloth;
loose shirt that Jews wear.
GABBLE (v; n) talk too quickly; fast
talking.
GABLE (n) triangle-shaped top of a wall
at the end of a roof.
GAD (v; interj) travel with no serious
reason; word that people use to show
surprise.
GADABOUT (n) person who travels
with no serious reason.
GADFLY (n) fly that bites cows; person who worries too much.
GADGET (n) small machine or tool.
GADGETRY ( n ) s m a l l m a c h i n e s o r
tools.
GAELIC (n) language of some people
in Britain.
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GAFF (n) long stick with a big HOOK
for pulling big fish into a boat; long
stick for holding a sail on a boat.

GAFFE (n) accident in what you say or
do that makes people not think well
of you.
GAFFER (n) leader of a small group of
workers (Br); old man.
GAG (v; n) stop a person from talking
or breathing; not be able to breathe;
thing you put in the mouth to stop a
person from talking; action to make
people laugh.
GAGA (adj) crazy.
GAGE (n) GAUGE (Am).
GAGGLE ( n ) m u c h m o r e t h a n o n e
GOOSE.
GAIETY (n) being happy.
GAILY (adv) with happiness.
GAIN (n; v) good thing you receive;
how much more you were receiving
than you were giving; receive a good
thing; grow; become more.
GAINSAY (v) say a thing is not true.
GAIT (n) how a horse walks or runs.
GAITER (n) piece of cloth or LEATHER
to cover the leg from the knee to the
ankle.
GAL (n) girl (Am).
GALA (n) special time of happiness or
sport for many people (Br).
GALACTIC (adj) of
many stars together.
GALAH (n) COCKATOO with a pink
chest and grey
back ;
foolish
person.

GALAXY ( n )
very many stars
together.
GALE (n) very strong wind and rain;
strong laughing.
GALL (n) liquid in a body organ; hate;
confidence; sore from rubbing.
GALLANT (adj) kind to women; with no
fear of danger; strong and beautiful.
GALLEON (n) old ship for war.
GALLERY (n) place where people show
paintings and other art things; chairs
where you sit to watch entertainment;
people who watch entertainment.
GALLEY (n) long, flat ship that people
use OARS to move; place in a plane or
ship where people cook food; container that holds letters for printing;
first paper with words you are printing, that you read, to see if it is right
before you print it.
GALLIC (adj) of France.
GALLIVANT (v) look for things that feel
good, and use time for things that are
not important.
GALLON (n) measure of liquid.
GALLOP (n; v) most fast running action of a horse; run quickly.

GALLOWS ( n )
thing with a rope
on it, for hanging people by
the neck to kill
them.
GALLSTONE (n)
small, sore, hard
piece in a body
organ.
GALORE (adv) with much of a thing.
GALOSHES (n) GUMBOOTS (Am).
GALUMPH (v) move with much noise
when walking.
GALVANISE (v) cover one metal with
another to stop it being destroyed by
air or water; use electricity, fear, or a
surprise to make fast movement.
GAMBIT (n) giving little to get much;
giving a piece to the other person near
the start of a chess game.
GAMBLE (v; n) give money or do a difficult thing to show you believe a good
thing will happen; giving a little thing,
believing you will get a big thing.
GAMBOL ( v ) j u m p a r o u n d a n d b e
happy.
*GAME (n; adj) competition with rules;
plan; job; animal people kill for a sport;
crippled; not afraid.
GAMECOCK (n) male fighting chicken.
GAMEKEEPER (n) person who stops
people from killing wild animals on a
big piece of land.
GAMESMANSHIP (n) ability to win by
making the other person afraid.
GAMETE (n) animal seed or egg.
GAMING ( n ) u s i n g a R O U L E T T E WHEEL, or playing cards or other
games to win money.
GAMMON (n; v) meat from the back
leg or side of a pig (Br); winning at
BACKGAMMON; win at BACKGAMMON.
GAMMY (adj) crippled.
GAMUT (n) all the steps from one end
to the other end.
GANDER (n) looking; male GOOSE.
GANG (n; v) workers, prisoners, young
people, robbers, or other people who
work together; join together to fight.
GANGER (n) leader of a few workers.
GANG-GANG (n) small, grey COCKATOO, with the male having a red head.
GANGLAND (adj) of a big company of
robbers.
GANGLING (adj) tall, thin, and loose.
GANGLION (n) thick place on a line that
carries feelings through the body.
GANGPLANK (n) strong board you walk
on from a boat to the land.
GANGRENE (n) dangerous sickness in
a foot or other part of the body, when
blood will not move easily to that part.
GANGSTER (n) robber who works with
other robbers.
GANGWAY (n; interj) timber or metal
floor from a ship to the land; word
telling people to move to give space
to a person or thing that is coming.

GANTRY (n) bottom of a CRANE or
other very tall thing that moves on
wheels.
GAOL (n; v) prison (Br, Aus); put in
prison (Br, Aus).
GAOLBIRD (n) prisoner (Br, Aus).
GAOLER (n) policeman in a prison (Br,
Aus).
GAP ( n ) e m p t y p l a c e b e t w e e n t w o
things.
GAPE (v) open the mouth or eyes wide.
GAPING (adj) open.
GARAGE (n; v) building for cars; put a
car in a building.
GARB (n) clothes.
GARBAGE ( n ) o l d f o o d a n d o t h e r
things you do not want (Am).
GARBLE (v) mix words and make them
difficult to understand.
GARBO (n) worker who takes away
things that people do not want, and
that they put in containers by their
houses (Aus).
GARDEN (n; v) piece of ground where
people grow plants; work with plants.

GARDENIA (n)
yellow
or
white flower
from a tree,
with a beautiful smell.

GARFISH (n) fish with a sharp nose.

GARGANTUAN (adj) very big.
GARGLE (v) move liquid in the throat
by breathing through it.
GARGOYLE (n) ugly stone face on a
wall, with water coming through it.
GARISH (adj) too beautiful; trying too
much to make people look at it.
GARLAND (n; v) chain of flowers; put
a chain of flowers on.

GARLIC ( n )
plant with a
strong smell,
that
people
use as a spice.

GARMENTS (n) clothes.
GARNER (v; n) keep many things; place
for keeping much grain.
GARNET (n) expensive red stone.
GARNISH (v; n) put things on food to
make it beautiful; beautiful thing you
put on food.
GARRET (n) room in the top of a building.
GARRISON (n) soldiers in a town.
GARROTE (v) squeeze the throat with
a WIRE to kill a person (Sp).
GARRULOUS (adj) talking easily.
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GARTER (n) circle of rubber cloth near
the knee, to hold up socks.
*GAS (n; v) chemical that is not solid
or liquid; petrol; kill with a dangerous
gas.
GASBAG ( n ) p e r s o n w h o t a l k s t o o
much.
GAS-CHAMBER (n) room where policemen kill a prisoner with a dangerous gas.
GASEOUS (adj) of gas.
GAS-FITTER (n) worker who fixes PIPES
for gas.
GASH (n) long, deep cut.
GASHOLDER (n) building-sized metal
container to hold cooking gas for
many buildings (Br).
GASKET (n) piece you squeeze between two smooth pieces of metal, to
make a smooth joining.
GAS-MASK ( n ) M A S K y o u b r e a t h e
through when a dangerous gas is in
the air.
GASOLINE (n) petrol.
GASOMETER (n) building-sized metal
container to hold cooking gas for
many buildings (Br).
GASP (v; n) breathe quickly with an
open mouth; one fast breathing with
an open mouth.
GAS-RING (n) metal circle on a STOVE,
where you burn a gas for heat.
GASSY (adj) (of a drink) with a gas in
it.
GASTRIC (adj) of the stomach.
GASTROENTERITIS (n) sickness of the
stomach and intestines that can be
dangerous for young children.
GASTRONOME (n) person who understands very good food.
GASTROPOD (n) SNAIL or other little
animal that walks on its wet stomach.
GASWORKS (n) place where people
change coal to gas that people can
use for cooking.
GATE (n) door in a fence; number of
people, or how much they were paying, to see entertainment.
GATEAU (n) very good cake.
GATE-CRASHER (n) person who goes
to a meeting for special friends when
the people were not asking that person to come.
GATEWAY (n) opening in a fence or wall
for a door.
GATHER (v) bring or come together.
GATHERING (n) meeting of people.
GATLING (n) MACHINE-GUN.
GAUCHE (adj) rough and not confident
about being with other people.
GAUDY (adj) too beautiful; trying too
much to make people look at it.

GAUGE (n; v) tool
that measures;
measure.

GAUNT (adj) thin, sad, and tired.
GAUNTLET (n) strong GLOVE.
GAUZE ( n ) t h i n c l o t h y o u c a n s e e
through.
GAVE (v) was giving.
GAVEL (n) timber
hammer a leader
uses to make a
noise at a
meeting.

GAWK (v) look with eyes wide open.
GAWKY (adj) (of a tall person) rough
in standing and moving.
GAY (adj) of men who mate with men,
or of women who mate with women;
happy and friendly; beautiful.
GAZE (v) look for a long time.
GAZEBO (n) high open floor that you
look out from.
GAZELLE (n) small, fast, beautiful ANTELOPE with big eyes.
GAZETTE (n; v) list of agreements,
jobs, or other things; newspaper; put
on a list.
GAZETTEER ( n ) l i s t o f c o u n t r i e s ,
towns, and other places.
GAZUMP (v) lift the price after a person was agreeing to buy a thing from
you.
GEAR (n; v) clothes; tools; wheel with
many projections that can turn another wheel; change, for a future thing.
GEARBOX (n) part of a motor with
wheels that turn other wheels to control how fast a vehicle moves.
GEAR-LEVER, GEARSHIFT (n) handle
that you move to change the size
wheels that a motor uses.
GECKO (n) lizard that lives in houses.
GEE (interj) word to tell a horse to
move; word to show surprise, or to
show you are not happy with a thing.
GEEK (n; v) look.
GEESE (n) more than one GOOSE.
GEEZER (n) old man.
GEIGER (n) instrument for measuring
dangerous light in the air.
GEISHA (n) woman from Japan who
makes men happy, often with dancing and singing.
GEL (n; v) soft solid; change from liquid to a soft solid; become clear.
GELATIN, GELATINE (n) chemical from
cooking animal skins, that changes a
liquid to a soft solid.
GELATO ( n) ICE-CREAM (It).
GELD (v) cut testicles off an animal.
GELDING (n) male horse with the testicles cut off.
GELIGNITE (n) chemical that explodes.
GEM (n) expensive stone; very good
thing.
GEN (n) truths about a thing (Br).
GENDARME (n) policeman (Fr).
GENDER (n) being male, female, or a
thing between the two.
GENE (n) very small thing in the body,
that makes a baby become like its parents.

GENEALOGY (n) study of parents of
parents for many years in the past.
GENERA (n) groups of plants or animals that are almost the same .
*GENERAL (adj; n) for all or most parts,
things, or people; not clear; important
leader in an army.
GENERALISE (v) make a rule for many
things, from a truth for a few things.
GENERALISSIMO (n) leader of more
than one army.
GENERALITY (n) general saying; not
being clear.
GENERALLY (adv) for most times, most
things, or most people.
GENERATE (v) make.
GENERATION (n) making; all people living at the same time; time for a baby
to grow to have its own family (about
30 years).
GENERATIVE (adj) able to make or
grow.
GENERATOR (n) machine that makes
electricity.
GENERIC (adj) for all parts of a big
group.
GENEROSITY (n) wanting to give good
things to other people.
GENEROUS (adj) happy to give things
to other people; big.
GENESIS (n) start, birth, or making of
a thing; BIBLE book about God making the earth, sun, plants, animals,
and all other things.
GENETIC (adj) from parents by birth.
GENETICS (n) study of how plants and
animals receive qualities from their
parents.
GENIAL (adj) good; friendly; warm.
GENIE (n) spirit living in a container,
that obeys the person who owns it.
GENITALIA, GENITALS (n) organs for
mating.
GENITIVE (adj) (of a word for a person
or thing) showing that it owns a thing.
GENIUS (n) very smart person; very
strong ability.
GENOCIDE (n) killing all people in a
country or other big place.
GENRE (n) special group of writings,
art pieces, or music.
GENT (n) man.
GENTEEL (adj) of beautiful, smart, rich
people.
GENTEELISM (n) word you use for another word that people think is bad.
GENTIAN-VIOLET (n) purple chemical
from a plant, that can kill GERMS.
GENTILE (n) person who is not a Jew.
GENTILITY (n) very good actions by
rich or important people.
GENTLE (adj) soft; quiet; kind.
GENTLEMAN (n) good man; rich man.
GENTLEMAN-AT-ARMS (n) man who
stops people from hurting a KING.
GENTLEMANLY (adj) acting or looking
like a good or rich man.
GENTLEWOMAN (n) good woman; rich
woman.
GENTLY (adv) softly.
GENTRY (n) people.
GENTS (n) TOILET for men (Br).
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GENUFLECT (v) bend the knee quickly
to pray, or to show you think a person
is important.
GENUFLEXION (n) bending the knee
quickly to pray, or to show you think
a person is important.
GENUINE (adj) real; true; not false.
GENUS (n) group of plants or animals
that are almost the same.
GEOCENTRIC (adj) with the earth at the
middle.
GEOGRAPHY (n) study of the earth,
weather, and where people live.
GEOLOGY (n) study of stones and the
ground on this planet.
GEOMETRIC ( a d j ) m a d e f r o m e a s y
shapes like squares and circles.
GEOMETRY (n) study of shapes and
sizes.

GERANIUM
(n) plant with
s m a l l red,
pink, or white
flowers.

GERBIL (n) small mammal with long
back legs.
GERIATRIC (adj; n) of old people; old
person.
GERIATRICS (n) study of how to keep
old people healthy.
GERM (n) very small animal that can
make people sick; part of a plant that
will grow into a new plant.

GERMS
GERMAN (n; adj) person from Germany; language of Germany; of Germany.
GERMANE (adj) right or important for
what you are talking about.
GERMANIC (adj) like people from Germany.
*GERMANY (n) country in Europe.
GERMICIDE ( n ) c h e m i c a l t h a t k i l l s
GERMS.
GERMINATE (v) start to grow; make.
GERONTOLOGY (n) study of growing
old.
GERRYMANDERING (n) changing the
borders of a place to help yourself or
your group.
GERUND (n) action word that you use
for a thing, by adding -ing to it.
GESTALT (n) thing that has qualities
as a whole that the parts do not have.
GESTAPO (n) secret policemen from
Germany in the past.

GESTATION (n) time when a baby is in
its mother.
GESTICULATE (v) use the hands and
body to say things.
GESTURE (n; v) movement of a body
part to say a thing; small action to
encourage another person to do a
thing; move a part of the body to say
a thing.
*GET (v) go; take; receive; win; find;
buy; understand; be at; have; become; come; hurt.
GETAWAY (n) fast going away from a
prison or other thing that is wanting
to hold or hurt you.
GET-TOGETHER (n) meeting.
GET-UP (n) special clothes a person is
wearing.
GEWGAW
( n )
beautiful
but
cheap piece of
metal and stone
that you wear.
GEYSER (n) hot
water
coming
up from the
ground; container with
PIPES for
making
hot water.
GHASTLY (adj) ugly; making people
afraid; like being dead.
GHERAO ( v ) ( o f m a n y p e o p l e ) g o
around a person to stop the person
from leaving a place (In).

GHERKIN
(n) small
CUCUMBER.

GHETTO (n) part of a town where many
poor people or people from another
country live close together.
GHILLIE (n) person who goes with you
when fishing or looking for animals.
GHOST (n) spirit of a dead person; second picture on a broken television.
GHOST-GUM (n) EUCALYPTUS tree
with a white skin.
GHOSTLY (adj) like the spirit of a dead
person.
GHOST-WRITER (n) person who writes
for other people.
GHOUL (n) spirit of a dead person; person with too much interest in dead
bodies or dying.
GIANT (n; adj) very big person, animal, plant, or other thing; person with
much strength or other ability; very
big.
GIBBER (v) talk too quickly.
GIBBERISH (n) talking that is not real
words.
GIBBET (n; v) GALLOWS; kill on GALLOWS.

GIBBON (n) big monkey with long arms
and no tail.
GIBE (v; n) say things to laugh at a
person; words that make people laugh
at another person.
GIBLETS (n) organs of a bird, that you
take out of it before cooking it.
GIDDY (adj) feeling in the head that you
are going in circles, or will fall down.
GIFT (n; v) thing you give or receive
for free; ability from God; give (In).
GIFTED (adj) with a very good ability.
GIFT-WRAP (v) cover a thing with beautiful paper before giving it.
GIG (n) light vehicle with two wheels,
that a horse pulls; time and place for
making music.
GIGANTIC (adj) very big.
GIGGLE (n; v) little quiet laugh; make
little quiet laughs.
GIGGLE-HOUSE (n) hospital for crazy
people.
GIGOLO (n) young man who mates
with and is kind to rich women, for
money.
GILDED (adj) very rich and important.
GILL (n) organ in fish for breathing;
narrow mountain river (Br).
GILT ( a d j ) c o v e r e d w i t h e x p e n s i v e
metal.
GILT-EDGED (adj) of the best quality.
GIMBALS (n) thing that keeps instruments horizontal on a ship.
GIMCRACK (adj) beautiful, but not well
made.
GIMLET (n) tool like an AWL with a
timber cross handle.
GIMMICK (n) interesting action that
makes people look at or think about
what you want them to look at or think
about.
GIN (n) machine that takes seeds from
cotton; drink with alcohol in it; a card
game; woman with dark skin.
GINGER (n) hot spice from a root; enthusiasm; light orange colour.
GINGER-BREAD (n) cake with a hot
spice in it.
GINGERLY (adv) softly, to stop from
hurting or making a noise.
GINGER-NUT, GINGER-SNAP (n) sweet
BISCUIT with a hot spice in it.
GINGHAM (n) cotton cloth, often with
coloured squares or STRIPES.
GINGIVITIS (n) sore skin
around the teeth.
GINSENG (n) plant
from China that some
people use for medicine.
GIPSY (n) person
who often moves
from town to
town, or from
country to
country.
GIRAFFE
(n) very tall
mammal
with a long
neck and
long legs.
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GIRD (v) put a belt around; give a weapon to.
GIRDER (n) long bar of strong metal or
timber across the top of a room, under a floor, or across a river.
GIRDLE (n; v) belt or piece of clothes
that squeezes the stomach; flat FRYPAN; go around in a circle.
*GIRL (n) female child; woman.
GIRLFRIEND (n) female friend; best female friend for a man.
GIRLHOOD (n) time when a female is a
girl, before she becomes an adult.
GIRLIE (adj) (of a magazine) showing
women without clothes on.
GIRO (adj) that you can use at a bank
or at a place that sells STAMPS (Br).
GIRT (adj) with a belt around; with a
weapon in your hand.
GIRTH (n) belt around the stomach of
a horse; measure of distance around
a thing.
GIST (n) most important part of a saying.
*GIVE (v; n) move a thing from yourself to another person; do an action
for another person; collapse; ability
to bend or move when a thing pushes
against it.
GIVE-AND-TAKE (n) agreeing to listen
to others, and change some if they
change some.
GIVEAWAY (n) free thing; very cheap
thing; secret thing you were showing
by accident.
GIVEN (adj) (of a name) first.
GIZZARD (n) second stomach of a bird.
GLACÉ (adj) (of fruit) covered with a
sugar paste.
GLACIAL (adj) of ice.
GLACIER (n) very slow moving river of
ice.
GLAD (adj) happy.
GLADE (n) flat place with grass and
no trees, in the middle of many trees.
GLADIATOR (n) person who fights for
entertainment.
GLADIOLI (n) flowers with long, thin
leaves.
GLADIOLUS (n) flower with long, thin
leaves.
GLAD-RAGS (n) good clothes for a
happy happening.
GLADSOME (adj) happy.
GLAMOR, GLAMOUR (n) being beautiful.
GLAMOROUS (adj) beautiful.
GLANCE (v; n) touch or look quickly;
short, fast touching or looking.
GLAND ( n ) o r g a n i n t h e b o d y t h a t
makes chemicals to help the body
grow and work well.
GLANDULAR (adj) of organs in the
body that make chemicals to help the
body.
GLARE (v; n) look with hate; give too
much light; too much light in the eyes;
angry look.
GLARE-GLASSES, GLARES (n) dark
glasses that stop strong light from
hurting your eyes (In).
GLARING (adj) very easy for many
people to see.

*GLASS (n; adj) solid you can see
through; glass drinking container;
measure of liquid in a glass; made of
glass.
GLASS-BLOWER
(n) person who
breathes
into
soft, hot glass to
make containers.
*GLASSES ( n )
glass pieces you
wear in front of
your eyes to help
you see better.
GLASSHOUSE
(n) glass building for growing plants.
GLASSPANE (n) piece of glass for a
window (In).
GLASSWARE (n) containers and other
things made from glass.
GLASSY (adj) (of eyes) showing no
feeling or understanding.
GLAUCOMA (n) sickness in the eye.
GLAZE (v; n) put windows in a building; cover with a material like glass;
covering like glass.
GLAZIER (n) person who puts windows in buildings for a job.
GLEAM (n; v) little piece of light; give
off light from being smooth.
GLEAN (v) take little pieces of grain,
that other workers were not taking,
from the place where they were growing.
GLEE (n) happiness.
GLEN (n) narrow low place between
two hills.
GLIB (adj) talking with little feeling.
GLIDE (v) move smoothly without a
motor.
GLIDER (n) plane without a motor.
GLIMMER (n; v) very weak light; give
off a weak light.
GLIMPSE (v; n) see a thing very quickly; seeing a thing very quickly.
GLINT (v; n) look quickly; fast look.
GLISTEN, GLITTER (v) show many little
pieces of light.
GLOAMING (n) soft light when the sun
is going down (Br).
GLOAT (v) be happy when a bad thing
happens to a person.
GLOB (n) piece of paste without a clear
shape.
GLOBAL (adj) of all of this planet; of
the whole group of things.
GLOBE (n) ball with a map of the earth
on it; ball; earth; a sun, star, or planet;
round light that uses electricity.

GLOBULAR (adj) shaped like a ball.
GLOBULE (n) small, round piece of a
liquid or paste.
GLOCKENSPIEL (n) musical instrument
like an XYLOPHONE.
GLOOM (n) sadness; being dark.
GLOOMY (adj) sad; dark; making you
sad.
GLORIFY (v) say good things about;
make beautiful or very good for many
people to see.
GLORIOUS (adj) very good; beautiful.
GLORY (n; v) many people thinking
good things about you; feeling proud
about a good thing; happiness; be
proud.
GLOSS (n; v) being smooth like glass;
cover with a smooth covering.
GLOSSARY (n) list of difficult or special words that you use in a book.
GLOSSY ( a d j ; n ) v e r y s m o o t h l i k e
glass; picture on very smooth paper.
GLOTTIS (n) part of the throat.
GLOVE (n)
covering for
the hand.
GLOW (v) give
out heat and light
with no FLAME; show in your face that
you are happy or healthy.
GLOWER (v) look with anger.
GLOW-WORM (n) BEETLE with a body
that gives out a green light.
GLUCOSE (n) sugar from fruit.
GLUE (n; v) sticky liquid made from
the horns and feet of animals; hold
things together with a sticky liquid.
GLUM (adj) sad.
GLUT (n; v) too much; eat too much.
GLUTAMATE (n) chemical like salt, that
people use as a spice.
GLUTEN (n) paste from a grain.
GLUTINOUS (adj) sticky; like paste.
GLUTTON (n) person who eats too
much.
GLUTTONY (n) eating too much.
GLYCERIN (Am), GLYCERINE (n) sweet
liquid for making medicine, or for making things that explode.
GNARLED ( a d j ) r o u g h ; w i t h m a n y
bending CORRUGATIONS.
GNASH ( v ) p u s h t e e t h t o g e t h e r
strongly in anger or pain.
GNAT (n) small flying insect.
GNAW (v) rub away with the teeth.
GNOME (n) FIGURINE of a DWARF that
some people put with flowers; spirit
that lives under the ground.
GNOSTIC (n) person who knows secret spiritual truths.

GLOBES

GLOBE-TROTTING ( n ) t r a v e l l i n g t o
many different countries.

GNU (n) ANTELOPE like a cow.
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*GO (v; n) move or start to move from
one place to another; work; become;
be; be put; collapse; die; action of trying; way (In).
GOAD (n; v) sharp stick to push animals; hurt a person or animal to push
it into action.
GO-AHEAD (n) agreement to start.
GOAL (n) place where you want to go;
place where you try to put a ball or
other thing in sports like football.
GOALIE, GOALKEEPER (n) person in a
group that plays football or HOCKEY.
GOAL-LINE (n) border at each end of a
place where people play football.

GOANNA
(n) very big
lizard from Australia.
*GOAT (n) mammal with horns, and hair
on the bottom of the face of the male.
GOATEE (n) hair on the bottom of the
face, like hair on a goat.
GOATHERD (n) group of goats.
GOB (n) mouth (Br).
GOBBET (n) small piece of food.
GOBBLE (v) eat quickly with much
noise.
GOBBLEDYGOOK (n) talking or writing,
often by very important people, that
you cannot understand at all.
GOBBLER (n) very big bird that people
eat.
GO-BETWEEN (n) person who takes
words from one person to another person.

GOBLET (n)
timber, metal,
clay, or glass
CHALICE.

GOBLIN (n)
foolish ugly devil.
GOB-STOPPER
(n) big hard lolly.
GOBY (n) small fish with a round piece,
by the mouth, from fins joining together.
GO-CART (n) BILLY-CART.
*GOD (n) person who was making the
earth and all other things; one of many
people that some religions believe has
strength like God; most strong, smart,
or important person or thing; IDOL.
GODCHILD (n) child from another family, that you say you will lead in its
religion.
GODDESS (n) female god.
GODFATHER (n) man who agrees to
lead a child in its religion.
GODFEARING (adj) very serious about
obeying God.
GOD-FORSAKEN (adj) (of a place) very
bad and empty.

GODHEAD (n) being God; God.
GODLESS (adj) very bad.
GODLIKE (adj) like God or a god.
GODLY (adj) very good; obeying God.
GODMOTHER (n) woman who agrees
to lead a child in its religion.
GODPARENT (n) person who says he
or she will lead a child in its religion.
GODSEND (n) good thing that was happening to you.
GODWIT (n) bird with long legs.
GOER (n) horse that is trying to win;
enthusiastic person; plan that will
work.
*GOES (v) moves from one place to another; works; becomes; (see GO).
GO-GETTER (n) enthusiastic worker.
GOGGLE (v) open the eyes wide.
GOGGLE-BOX (n) television.
GOGGLES (n) glass covering for eyes.
GO-GO (adj) (of dancing) with much
enthusiasm and movement, often by
young women.
GOING-OVER (n) strong looking, hitting, or arguing against.
GOINGS-ON (n) actions that you think
are bad or too different.
GOITRE (n) sickness in a neck organ,
that makes the neck become very big.
GO-KART (n) car with a very small
CHASSIS, for fast competitions.
GOLD ( n; adj) yellow expensive metal;
coins from this metal; beautiful or very
good thing; colour of this metal; made
of this metal.
GOLD-DIGGER ( n ) w o m a n w h o e n courages men to give her money.
GOLDEN (adj) made from a yellow expensive metal; yellow; very good.
GOLD-FEVER (n) much greed to find
an expensive yellow metal.
GOLDFINCH (n) small singing bird, with
yellow on the wings.
GOLDFISH (n) small yellow or red fish,
that many people keep in AQUARIUMS.
GOLD-RUSH (n) many people travelling
to a place where people were finding
an expensive metal in the ground.
GOLF (n; v) game
to hit a little ball
into little holes
on the ground;
play this game.
GOLF-CLUB (n)
D R I V E R ,
PUTTER,
or
other stick to hit
a GOLF ball with.
GOLF-COURSE,
GOLF-LINKS (n)
place
where
people
play
GOLF.
GOLLIWOG (n) soft DOLL with a black
face.
GOLLY (interj) word showing surprise.
GONAD ( n ) o r g a n i n t h e b o d y t h a t
makes seeds for a baby.
GONDOLA (n) long narrow boat for water roads in a town in Italy; place
where people ride, under a BLIMP.

GONDOLIER (n) person who drives a
long narrow boat on water roads in a
town in Italy.
GONE (v) was going.
GONER (n) person or thing that is losing or dying.
GONG (n) round piece of metal you hit
to make a loud noise; sound from hitting this thing.
GONORRHOEA (n) sickness from mating.
GOO (n) sticky paste.
*GOOD (adj; n) right; safe; beautiful;
kind; true; doing right things; smart;
able; whole; good actions.
GOODBYE (interj) word people say
when they separate.
GOOD-FOR-NOTHING (n) lazy person.
GOOD-HEARTED (adj) kind.
GOOD-HUMOURED (adj) friendly.
GOODIE (n) good person or thing.
GOOD-LOOKING (adj) beautiful.
GOODLY (adj) big.
GOOD-NATURED (adj) friendly; not becoming angry easily.
GOODNESS (n; interj) being good; being kind; word to show surprise.
GOODNIGHT (interj) word people say
at night when they separate.
GOODS (n) things you buy or sell.
GOODWILL (n) being friendly; kind feeling.
GOODY (n) good person in a story;
lolly.
GOODY-GOODY (n) person who is too
good.
GOOEY (adj) sticky.
GOOF (n; v) thing you do wrong by
accident; do a wrong thing by accident.
GOOFY (adj ) stupid; foolish.
GOOGLY (n) difficult question.
GOOK (n) bad name for a person from
China or Japan (Am).
GOOLIE, GOOLY (n) small stone.
GOON (n) stupid person; person a bad
person pays to hurt people (Am).
GOONDA (n) one of a group of young
men who fight with people in the
streets (In).
GOOSE (n) big swimming
bird that people often eat.

GOOSEBERRY (n) small green BERRY
that is covered with little hairs.
GOOSE-BUMPS, GOOSE-FLESH,
GOOSE-PIMPLES (n) feeling on skin
from being cold or afraid.
GOOSE-STEP (n; v) step without bending the knees.
GOPHER (n) animal like a small rabbit,
that digs under the ground.
GORE (v; n) (of an animal) push its
horns into a body; blood, after coming out of a person or animal.
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GORGE (n; v) deep narrow place between two mountains; eat too much
food.
GORGEOUS (adj) very beautiful, with
many colours.
GORGON (n) ugly woman; woman with
snakes for hair.
GORGONZOLA (n) cheese with blue
lines on it.
GORILLA (n) very big monkey that
lives in trees.
GORMANDISE (v) eat too much.
GORMLESS (adj) stupid because of not
understanding things quickly.
GORSE (n) bush with sharp points and
yellow flowers.
GORY (adj) with much blood .
GOSH (interj) word showing surprise.
GOSHAWK (n) big bird like a FALCON
with short wings.
GOSLING (n) baby GOOSE.
GO-SLOW (n) angry action by workers
to make problems for leaders by working slowly.
GOSPEL (n) story of Jesus and the
things he was teaching; thing that is
very true.
GOSPELLER ( n ) p e r s o n w h o reads
from the story of Jesus and the things
he was teaching, in a church meeting.
GOSSAMER (n) very thin, very light
cloth; string from a spider.
GOSSIP (v; n) talk about a person who
is not with you; person who talks or
writes about other people.
GOT, GOTTEN (v) was getting.
GOTHIC (adj) (of buildings) with very
high ARCHES; (of stories) happening
in dark places; way of writing.
GOUDA (n) flat, round cheese.
GOUGE (v; n) cut or dig a hole out of a
thing; tool that digs holes in timber.
GOUGER (n) person who digs for beautiful, expensive stones.
GOULASH (n) food with
hot meat and vegetables
together.
GOURD (n) big vegetable
with a hard skin, that
grows on a VINE.
GOURMAND ( n ) person who eats and drinks
very much food and wine.
GOURMANDISE (v) eat very much.
GOURMET ( n ) p e r s o n w h o k n o w s
much about expensive food and wine.
GOUT (n) sickness with pain in joints.
GOVERN (v) lead with rules.
GOVERNESS (n) woman who teaches
small children in their house; woman
who protects a baby in its house (In).
GOVERNMENT (n) leaders in a country; rules for leading.
GOVERNOR (n) leader; father; part of a
machine that keeps the movement of
the machine smooth when other
things change.
GOWN (n) long, loose dress.
GRAB ( v ; n ) t r y t o t a k e a n d h o l d
quickly; fast trying to take and hold.

GRACE (n; v) forgiving love; words you
say to God before eating; being
beautiful; add a beautiful thing to.
GRACEFUL ( a d j ) b e a u t i f u l ; w i t h
smooth movements.
GRACIOUS (adj; interj) kind; forgiving;
like rich people; word to show surprise.
GRADATION (n) one step in a line of
steps.
GRADE (n; v) side of a hill; how steep
a hill is; measure of a quality; step;
put together things with the same
quality; make a dirt road smooth; measure the quality of a student or other
thing.
GRADER (n) big vehicle like a CATERPILLAR, that makes roads smooth.
GRADIENT (n) how steep a hill is.
GRADUAL (adj) changing slowly.
GRADUATE (v; n) finish learning all that
you need at a school; person who was
finishing learning at a school.
GRADUATED (adj) with measures in
steps.
GRADUATION (n) special meeting when
many students leave a school after finishing learning at the school; finishing learning at a school.
GRAFFITI (n) writing on walls, roads,
and other places, by people who were
not paying to do the writing.
GRAFT (v; n) make pieces of plants or
animals grow together; piece of a
plant or animal that you grow on a different plant or animal; difficult work
(Br); forcing people to give you money
by using your job as a leader.
*GRAIN (n) small seed or seeds that
people eat; piece of salt or sand; lines
in timber and other things.
GRAM (n) measure of how heavy a
thing is.
GRAMMA (n) vegetable like a PUMPKIN.
GRAMMAR (n) study of how to use
words in a language.
GRAMMATICAL (adj) about, or obeying, the rules of a language.
GRAMME (n) measure of how heavy a
thing is.
GRAMOPHONE (n) RECORD-PLAYER.
GRAN (n) mother of your mother.
GRANARY (n) building that holds grain.
GRAND (adj; n) important; big; big
measure of money; big PIANO.
GRANDCHILD (n) child of your child.
GRANDDAUGHTER (n) daughter of your
son or daughter.
GRANDEE (n) important person in the
family of a KING in Spain.
GRANDEUR (n) being important.
GRANDFATHER (n) father of your parent; man with a son or daughter who
has a child.
GRANDILOQUENT (adj) using proud
language to show you are important.
GRANDIOSE (adj) very big; wanting
people to think it is very important.
GRANDMA, GRANDMOTHER (n) mother
of your parent; woman with a son or
daughter who has a child.
GRANDPA (n) father of your parent;
man with a son or daughter who has a
child.

GRANDPARENTS (n) parents of your
parents.
GRANDSON (n) son of your son or
daughter.
GRANDSTAND (n; v) place where many
people sit to look at sports; do a thing
for many people to see.
GRANGE (n) house and other buildings
on a FARM.
GRANITE (n) very hard stone for making buildings.
GRANNIE, GRANNY (n) mother of your
parent; woman with a son or daughter who has a child.
GRANT (v; n) give; money that the leaders of a city or country give.
GRANULAR (adj) in little pieces like
grains.
GRANULATE (v) shape into little pieces
like grains.
GRANULE (n) small grain.
*GRAPE (n) small round green or purple
fruit that grows in groups on a VINE.
GRAPEFRUIT (n) big yellow sour fruit
like an orange.
GRAPEVINE (n) way that many people
learn of a happening, from each person telling other people.
GRAPH (n) lines on a paper, to show
changes or differences in numbers.
GRAPHIC (adj) (of words or pictures)
very clear; of writing, drawing, or
painting.
GRAPHITE (n) writing material in a PENCIL; powder that works like oil, to
make pieces move together well.
GRAPHOLOGY (n) study of how different people write in different ways.
GRAPNEL (n) tool on the
end of a rope, with metal
points going in different
directions, to take and
hold a boat, the top of
a wall, or another
thing.
GRAPPLE (v) fight by holding with the
hands.
GRAPPLING-HOOK, GRAPPLING-IRON
(n) GRAPNEL.
GRASP (v; n) hold strongly; understand; fast or strong holding; understanding.
GRASPING (adj) greedy.
*GRASS (n; v) plants that horses and
cows eat, or people use to cover land
near houses; MARIJUANA; plant
grass on a place.
GRASSHOPPER (n)
insect that jumps
and eats plants.
GRATE (n; v)
metal bars in a
FIREPLACE, that hold the burning timber; rub against a rough thing.
GRATEFUL ( a d j ) h a p p y f o r a g o o d
thing.
GRATER (n) rough tool you rub cheese
or other food against, to make very
small pieces.
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GRATIFY (v) make happy.
GRATIN (n) hot food with very small
pieces of bread on it.
GRATING (n) flat FRAME in a floor or
wall with parallel or crossing metal
bars.
GRATIS (adj; adv) free; for free.
GRATITUDE (n) feeling love for a person who was doing a kind thing for
you.
GRATUITOUS (adj) not helping, and
often hurting.
GRATUITY (n) thing you give for free.
GRAVE (n; adj) hole in the ground for
a dead body; very serious.
GRAVEL (n) small stones.
GRAVELLY (adj) with a low, rubbing
sound.
GRAVEN (adj) (of an IDOL) that people
were making.
GRAVESTONE (n) stone with writing on
it that shows where people were burying a body.
GRAVEYARD (n) place where people
bury bodies.
GRAVITATE (v) go down; move toward.
GRAVITY (n) being serious, important,
or heavy; pulling of a thing to the earth
or to another planet, or a moon or sun.
GRAVY (n) liquid from cooking meat.
GRAVY-BOAT (n) bowl for liquid from
cooking meat.
GRAY (adj) grey.
GRAZE (v; n) eat grass; put animals
on land to eat grass; rub softly; sore
from rubbing.
GRAZIER (n) person who owns a big
FARM with many cows or sheep on it.
GREASE (n; v) oil paste from melting
fat; oil paste from the ground; put oil
paste on.
GREASE-GUN (n) tool for pushing an
oil paste into joints and other rubbing
places on a car or other machine.

GREASE-GUN

GREASE-PAINT (n) paste you put on
the face of an actor.
GREASE-PROOF (adj) (of paper) that oil
will not go through.
GREASE-TRAP ( n ) c o n t a i n e r t h a t
catches oil in water leaving a house
through PIPES.
GREASY (adj) with much oil; with false
enthusiasm.
GREAT (adj) big in size or number; important; with much ability; very good.
GREATCOAT (n) big, heavy coat.
GREBE (n) a water bird.
GRECIAN (adj) of, or like, Greece far in
the past.
*GREECE (n) country in Europe.
*GREED (n) wanting more money or too
many things.
*GREEDY (adj) wanting more money or
too many things.
GREEK (n; adj) person from Greece;
language of Greece; of Greece.

*GREEN (n; adj) piece of land with
grass on it; colour of grass; young;
not finished.
GREENBACK (n) piece of paper money
from America.
GREENERY (n) plants.
GREENGAGE (n) yellow-green fruit like
a PEACH.
GREENGROCER (n) person who sells
fruits and vegetables.
GREENHORN (n) person who is starting to learn; stupid person.
GREENHOUSE (n) glass building for
growing plants.
GREENIE (n) person wanting to keep air,
water, and land clean and beautiful.
GREENKEEPER (n) person who cuts and
fixes the grass where people play
GOLF or BOWLS.
GREENROOM (n) room in a television
company or other place where
entertainers can rest.
GREENS, GREENSTUFF (n) vegetables.
GREET (v) use words or actions when
you meet a person; meet.
GREETING (n) words or action people
use when they meet.
GREGARIOUS (adj) wanting to be with
other people.
GREMLIN (n) little devil that people say
makes problems in machines.
GRENADE (n) weapon a
soldier throws, that explodes.
GRENADIER (n) soldier in
the past who was
throwing weapons that
explode.
GRENADINE (n) liquid food from POMEGRANATES.
GREVILLEA (n) tree or bush, with flowers, and leaves like FERNS.
GREW (v) was growing.
*GREY (n; adj) grey horse; colour between black and white; not clear.

GREYHOUND
(n) very fast,
thin dog.

GRID (n) many squares from parallel
lines that cross each other; pattern of
lines at the start of a car race.
GRIDDLE (n) flat FRYPAN.
GRIDIRON (n) metal tool for cooking;
way of playing football in America
(Aus).
GRIEF (n) much sadness.
GRIEVANCE (n) reason you are angry
or disagreeing with a person.
GRIEVE (v) be very sad, often because
a person was dying .
GRIEVOUS (adj) very bad.
GRIFFIN (n) animal like a lion and an
EAGLE together.

GRILL (n; v) tool or place where heat
from above cooks food; food you cook
this way; cook food with heat from
above, or on an open fire; ask one person many difficult questions.
GRILL, GRILLE (n) metal covering with
many little holes in it, to protect a thing
or place.
GRIM (adj) serious; sad; bad.
GRIMACE (n) face that shows pain.
GRIME (n) deep dirt in skin, clothes,
or other things.
GRIN (v; n) smile.
GRIND (v; n) squeeze or rub a solid
and break it into little pieces; make
metal sharp or smooth by rubbing;
job.
GRINDER (n) machine that squeezes
grain to change it to a powder.
GRINDING (adj) boring or difficult, and
not changing for a long time.
GRINDSTONE (n) round stone that turns
quickly, to rub tools and make them
smooth or sharp.
GRIP (v; n) hold strongly; strong holding; strength to hold; handle; small
SUITCASE.
GRIPE (v; n) say you are not happy
about things; pain in the intestines.
GRISLY (adj) making people afraid.
GRIST (n) grain for a machine that
squeezes it to change it to powder.
GRISTLE (n) material in meat that is
like hard rubber.
GRIT ( n ; v ) s m a l l p i e c e s o f s a n d ;
strength and confidence; push your
teeth together strongly.
GRITS (n) food from dry corn.
GRIZZLE (v) say you are not happy.
GRIZZLY (n; adj) big dangerous bear;
with grey hair.
GROAN (v; n) make a long, quiet sound
of pain; this sound.
GROCER (n) person who sells food,
and other things for cooking.
GROCERIES (n) food and other things
you buy for cooking.
GROCERY (n) shop that sells food and
other things for cooking (Am).
GROG (n) beer or other drinks with alcohol in them.
GROGGY (adj) not clear in thinking;
almost sleeping or falling.
GROIN (n) line on the body, between
the stomach and the top of the legs.
GROOM (n; v) new husband; person
who feeds horses; make a person or
horse look beautiful.
GROOMSMAN (n) friend who helps a
new husband on the day he marries.
GROOVE (n; v) shallow channel; work
well with.
GROOVY (adj) very good or interesting.
GROPE (v) feel around with the hands.

GROPER (n) ocean fish.
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GROSS (adj; n) fat; big; ugly; thick;
(of a measure of how heavy a thing is)
before taking things away; 144 things.
GROTESQUE (adj) ugly.
GROTTO (n) hole under the ground.
GROTTY (adj) dirty; ugly.
GROUCH (v; n) say with anger that a
thing is bad or wrong; person who is
not happy about many things.
*GROUND (n; v) land; reason; (of a
floor) bottom; was rubbing a solid and
breaking it into little pieces; put a line
for electricity to the ground; teach; put
or keep on the ground.
GROUNDCLOTH (n) plastic cloth you
put on the ground (Am).
GROUNDING (n) teaching.
GROUNDLESS (adj) without good reasons.
GROUND-NUT (n) PEANUT.
GROUNDS (n) small pieces of coffee or
tea; land that is with a house; reasons.
GROUNDSHEET (n) plastic cloth you put
on the ground.
GROUNDSMAN (n) worker who fixes the
land where people play a sport.
GROUNDSWELL (n) fast growing of a
special feeling or thinking in a group.
GROUNDWORK (n) first work to start a
thing.
*GROUP (n; v) people or things together; come or put together.
GROUPIE (n) girl who follows a musical group that many people like.
GROUSE (n; adj) wild bird that people
eat; very good.
GROUT (n) liquid that dries and holds
small, flat stones together.
GROVE (n) group of trees.
GROVEL (v) do humble things with
fear.
*GROW (v) become more big; make
plants or animals safe; live and learn;
(of hair) not cut it.
GROWER ( n ) p e r s o n w h o o w n s a
FARM.
GROWL (v) make a quiet sound like an
angry dog.
GROWN (v; adj) was growing; that is
finished growing.
GROWN-UP (n) adult.
GROWTH ( n ) g r o w i n g ; m e a s u r e o f
growing; dangerous piece growing on
an organ in the body.
GROYNE (n) JETTY or wall to stop sand
from moving on a beach.
GRUB (n) young insect when it is like
a small caterpillar; food.
GRUBBER (n) ball you throw across the
ground.
GRUBBY (adj) dirty.
GRUDGE (n; v) hate; not want to give.
GRUEL (n) grain cooked in water or
milk.
GRUELING (adj) very difficult.
GRUESOME (adj) making people afraid.
GRUFF (adj) rough or a little cruel in
words or action.
GRUMBLE (v) say things are bad.
GRUMMET (n) circle of rope or plastic.
GRUMPY (adj) easily becoming angry.
GRUNT (n; v) soft, short sound like a
pig; make a short sound like a pig.

GRUYERE (n) cheese with holes in it.
G-STRING (n) narrow piece of cloth for
covering the mating organs.
GUANO (n) DUNG from ocean birds,
that helps plants to grow well.
GUARANTEE (v; n) agree, often in writing, to do a thing; agreement to do a
thing.
GUARANTOR (n) person who agrees
in writing to do a thing.
GUARD (n; v) person or thing that protects; protect.
GUARDED (adj) not showing your feelings or what you are secretly thinking.
GUARDHOUSE (n) prison for soldiers.
GUARDIAN (n) person who leads a
child, like a mother or father; mother
or father (In).
GUARD-RAIL (n) fence beside a road
or steps to protect
people.
GUARDSMAN (n) special soldier.
GUAVA (n)
big orange fruit.
GUDGEON (n) small fish.
GUDGEON-PIN (n) piece holding two
parts of a motor together.
GUERILLA (n) person who fights like a
soldier in his or her own country.
GUERNSEY (n) brown and white cow;
shirt for a person who plays football;
heavy jumper.
GUERRILLA (n) person who fights like
a soldier in his or her own country.
GUESS (v; n) answer without knowing.
GUESSTIMATE (n; v) sum that you say
without knowing clearly if it is right;
say a sum this way.
GUESSWORK (n) giving answers without knowing clearly if they are true.
GUEST (n) person with you at your
house for a short time.
GUESTHOUSE (n) house where people
pay to sleep and eat.
GUFF (n; v) foolishness; eat and drink
too much too quickly (In).
GUFFAW (n; v) loud laugh; make a loud
laugh.
GUIDANCE (n) leading.
GUIDE (v; n) lead; leader; rule that
leads; book with maps for a town or
place; girl in a special group that
learns many things; thing showing a
place; piece leading a machine or tool.
GUIDE-DOG (n) dog that knows how
to lead a person who cannot see.
GUIDE-LINE (n) rule to lead you.
GUILD (n) group for a special reason.
GUILDER (n) piece of money from a
country in Europe.
GUILE (n) being false.
GUILLOTINE (n) machine that cuts off
heads; machine for cutting paper.
GUILT (n) being bad or wrong; feeling
bad or wrong.
GUILTY (adj) bad or wrong.
GUINEA (n) a measure of money in Britain.

GUINEA-PIG (n) animal like a fat mouse
with no tail, that people often keep in
a CAGE in their houses; person you
use, to help you learn if a thing will
work.
GUISE (n) false
covering.

GUITAR
(n) musical
instrument
with strings.
GULCH (n) big DITCH that people were
not making.
GULF (n) piece of ocean with land on
three sides; deep, wide hole.
GULL (n) SEA-GULL.
GULLET (n) throat.
GULLIBLE (adj) easily believing things
that are not true.
GULLY (n) deep rain channel; DITCH.
GULP (v) eat or drink very quickly;
breathe quickly through your mouth.
GUM (n; v) skin around teeth; rubber;
sticky liquid; lolly that you chew without eating it; EUCALYPTUS tree; put
a sticky liquid on.
GUMBOOT (n)
rubber shoe.
GUMMY (adj)
sticky; without
teeth.
GUM-NUT (n)
hard EUCALYPTUS flower.
GUMPTION (n) enthusiasm.
*GUN (n; v) weapon you shoot (see
RIFLE, REVOLVER, MACHINE-GUN,
SHOTGUN); very good worker who
cuts hair from sheep; look for a person, to hurt or kill that person; use a
gun.
GUNGE, GUNK (n) thick sticky liquid.
GUNFIRE (n) sound of guns shooting.
GUNG-HO (adj) enthusiastic (Am).
GUNNEL (n) top of the side of a boat.
GUNNY (n) heavy cloth from thin rope,
that people use to make strong bags.
GUNPOINT (n) end of a gun.
GUNPOWDER ( n ) p o w d e r t h a t e x plodes.
GUN-RUNNER (n) person who secretly
takes guns into a country.
GUNSHOT (n) sound of a gun; small
metal balls you put in bullets for a
SHOTGUN.
GUN-SHY (adj) afraid of the noise from
a gun.
GUNSMITH ( n ) p e r s o n w h o m a k e s
guns.
GUN-STOCK (n) handle of a gun.
GUNWALE (n) top of the side of a boat.
GUNYAH (n) very small house away
from a town (Aus).
GUPPY (n) small fish that many people
keep in an AQUARIUM in their houses.
GURGLE (v) make a sound like water
coming from a bottle.
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GURU (n) Hindu spiritual teacher.
GUSH (n; v) fast movement of much
liquid or enthusiasm; move quickly
out, with much pushing.
GUSHER (n) hole in the ground, with
much oil pushing up out of it.
GUSSET (n) triangle of cloth in a piece
of clothes, to make it wide at one end.
GUST ( n ; v ) s h o r t , s t r o n g p u s h o f
wind; push with wind.
GUSTO (n) happiness; enthusiasm.
GUSTY (adj) with many strong little
pushes of wind.
GUT (v; n) take intestines from; destroy inside parts of a building or car;
stomach; string from intestines of an
animal.
GUTLESS (adj) without strength and
confidence.
GUTS (n; v) intestines; strength and
confidence; strings on a musical
instrument or RACQUET (In); eat too
much.
GUTSY ( a d j ) s h o w i n g s t r e n g t h a n d
confidence.
GUTTER (n) channel for rain water from
a road or roof (see KERB and DOWNPIPE).
GUTTERING (n) metal or plastic that
you use to make a channel around the
border of a roof (see DOWNPIPE).
GUTTERSNIPE (n) poor child who plays
in the road.
GUTTURAL (adj) of a sound from the
back of the tongue or throat.
GUV (n) name for a man (Br).
GUY (n; v) man; rope holding a TENT
or other thing up; make strong with
ropes.
GUZZLE (v) eat or drink quickly.
GYM (n) big room for exercises.
GYMKHANA (n) meeting where many
people compete on horses.
GYMNASIUM (n) big room for exercises.
GYMNAST (n) person who does exercises.
GYMNASTICS (n) exercises.
GYMSLIP (n) part of a school UNIFORM for girls (Br).
GYNAECOLOGIST (n) doctor who fixes
special sicknesses of women.
GYNAECOLOGY (n) study of special
sicknesses that women have.
GYP (v) stop a person from receiving
a thing that he or she should have.
GYPSUM (n) powder that helps plants
to grow well, and that makes a paste
that becomes hard when it dries.
GYPSY (n) person who often moves
from town to town or country to country.
GYRATE (v) move
in circles.

GYROSCOPE
(n) turning
wheel, that
helps to steer
a ship or plane,
that some people
use as a toy.

H
HABERDASHERY (n) shop that sells
little things for making clothes (Br);
shop that sells clothes for men (Am).
HABILIMENTS (n) clothes.
HABIT (n) thing you often do, that is
difficult to change; special dress for a
NUN.
HABITABLE (adj) that people can live
in.
HABITAT (n) place where a plant or animal lives.
HABITATION (n) house; place where a
plant or animal lives.
HABITUAL (adj) often happening, and
difficult to stop from happening.
HABITUÉ (n) person who often goes
to a special place or happening.
HACK (v; n) cut into pieces; push air
from the throat with noise; car or horse
you give money to use; person who
does boring work.
HACKLES (n) long feathers on the neck
of a male chicken, that go up when it
is angry.
HACKNEYED (adj) (of a saying) boring
because people use it too much.
HACKSAW (n) SAW for cutting metal.
HACK-WORK (n) boring work.
HAD (v) was having.
HADDOCK (n) a fish.
HADES (n) place where the spirits of
bad dead people go.
HADJI (n) Muslim who was going to a
special city in Arabia.
HAEMOGLOBIN (n) red part of blood,
that carries air to the body.
HAEMOPHILIA ( n ) s i c k n e s s w h e n
blood will not stop coming from a cut.
HAEMORRHAGE (n) blood coming from
a cut.
HAEMORRHOIDS (n) sores at the end
of the intestines.
HAFT (n) handle of a knife.
HAG (n) ugly old woman.
HAGGARD (adj) very tired and worried.
HAGGIS (n) food made from the heart,
lungs, and stomach of a sheep.
HAGGLE (v) argue about a price.
HA-HA (interj) word to show laughing.
HAIL (n; v; interj) little balls of ice that
fall from clouds; come down in little
balls of ice; say friendly words when
you meet a person; friendly word to
say when meeting a person.
HAILSTONE (n) little ball of ice that
falls from clouds.
*HAIR (n) very thin string or strings,
that grow out of the head or body.
HAIRBRUSH (n) BRUSH for making hair
smooth.
HAIRCLOTH (n) cloth made from hair.
HAIRCUT (n) action of cutting hair;
shape of hair on the head after cutting.
HAIR-DO (n) shape of hair on the head.
HAIRDRESSER (n) person who cuts and
shapes hair.
HAIR-GRIP (n) small metal or plastic
piece for holding hair in place.

HAIR-LINE (n) very thin line; border of
where hair grows on your head.
HAIR-PIECE (n) piece of false hair you
wear.
HAIRPIN (n) thin U-shaped piece of
metal for holding your hair in place;
very sharp bend in a road.
HAIR-RAISING (adj) making people
afraid.
HAIR-SPLITTING (n) arguing over very
little things that are not important.
HAIR-STYLE (n) shape of hair on the
head.
HAIRY (adj) difficult and dangerous.
HAKE (n) ocean fish.
HALBERD (n) weapon that is both an
axe and a spear.
HALCYON (adj) quiet and resting.
HALE (adj; v) healthy; pull.
*HALF (n; adj) one of two equal parts
of a whole thing; (of pants) short (In).
HALF-AND-HALF (n) mixture of equal
parts of two different things.
HALF-BACK (n) one person who plays
in a football game.
HALF-BAKED (adj) not finished.
HALF-BROTHER (n) male with one parent the same as your parent, and one
parent who is different.
HALF-CASTE (n) person with parents
of two different skin colours.
HALF-HALF (adv) with each person
paying half (In).
HALF-HEARTED (adj) without enthusiasm.
HALF-LIFE (n) time for a dangerous
light to become half as dangerous.
HALF-MAST (n) the middle of a stick,
where you put a flag when a person
dies.
HALF-SISTER (n) female with one parent the same as your parent and one
parent who is different.
HALF-TIME (n) time of resting in the
middle of a game.
HALFTONE (n) picture with light and
dark colours showing as very small,
round marks.
HALFWAY (adv; adj) in the middle of a
distance, action, or measure of time.
HALF-WIT (n) stupid person.
HALIBUT (n) big flat fish that many
people eat.
HALITOSIS (n) bad smelling air from
the mouth.
HALL (n) big room; narrow room that
leads to other rooms.
HALLELUJAH (interj) word of love to
God.
HALLIARD (n) rope to lift a sail.
HALLMARK ( n ) m a r k t h a t s h o w s a
thing is real and of very good quality.
HALLOW (v) love, as from God.
HALLOWEEN (n) special night when
children wear special clothes and
make faces in PUMPKINS.
HALLSTAND (n) piece of furniture you
hang hats and coats on.
HALLUCINATE (v) see things in the
brain that are not real.
HALLUCINOGEN (n) drug that makes
you see things that are not real.
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HALO (n) circle of
light around the
moon or sun;
circle of light in
some pictures, around the head
of a very good
person.

HALOGEN (n) gas that can join with a
metal to become a salt.
HALT (v; n; adj) stop; time of stopping; crippled.
HALTER (n) rope to hold the head of a
horse; piece of clothes to cover the
breasts of a woman.
HALVA (n) a sweet food from India.
HALVE (v) separate into two equal
parts.
HALVES (n) more than one half.
HALYARD (n) rope to lift a sail.
HAM (n) meat from the buttocks of a
pig; bad entertainer who wants many
people to listen to him or her; person
who talks on a radio, from where he
or she lives.
HAMBURGER
(n) meat from a
cow, made into
a rough paste;
this meat in a
SANDWICH.
HAM-FISTED, HAM-HANDED (adj) not
able to use your hands well.
HAMLET (n) place with a few houses.
*HAMMER (n; v) tool for hitting nails
or other things; metal ball on a chain,
that people throw in a sport; hit many
times.
HAMMER-HEAD
(n) SHARK with a
head shaped like
the top of a
hammer.

HAMMOCK (n) cloth bed hanging on
ropes between two trees or walls.
HAMPER (n; v) big covered basket or
box; make an action difficult.
HAMSTER (n) animal like a fat mouse,
that people often keep in a CAGE in
their houses.
HAMSTRING (n) muscle in the back of
the leg, above the knee.
*HAND (n; v) end of the arm after the
wrist; pointing line on a CLOCK; measure of the height of a horse; cards
for one person in a game; group of
bananas growing together; noise from
hands hitting, to encourage an entertainer or other person; side; worker;
give with the hand.

HANDBAG ( n )
small bag that a
woman carries
with her.

HANDBALL (n)
game with a ball
that you hit with
your hands.
HANDBILL (n) one of many papers for
giving to many people.
HANDBOOK (n) short book for teaching.
HANDBRAKE (n) stopping part of a vehicle, that you pull with your hand.
HANDCRAFT (n) thing or things you
make with your hands.
HANDCUFF (v) put HANDCUFFS on.
HANDCUFFS
(n) two metal
circles with a
chain between
them, for locking hands.
HANDFUL (n) measure that you can
hold in one hand; a few; difficult job.
HANDICAP (n; v) thing that makes a
job more difficult; competition making all people almost equal; thing that
makes people equal in a competition;
make an action or competition more
difficult.
HANDICAPPED (adj) crippled.
HANDICRAFT, HANDIWORK, (n) things
you make with your hands.
HANDKERCHIEF (n) square piece of
cloth for rubbing your nose.
*HANDLE (n; v) piece of a thing you
use to hold it; hold or touch a thing
with your hands.
HANDLEBAR (n) curving bar on a bicycle that you use to steer it.
HANDMADE (adj) that you were not
using machines to make.
HANDMAIDEN (n) female who does
humble work for you.
HAND-ME-DOWNS ( n ) c l o t h e s t h a t
people were giving to you after they
were using them.
HANDOUTS (n) money or food you give
to poor people; papers you give to
many people.
HAND-PICK (v) choose the best after
studying many people or things.
HANDSOME (adj) beautiful.
HAND-TO-MOUTH (adj) with very little
food or money.
HANDWRITING (n) writing that does not
use a typewriter or other machine.
HANDY (adj) able to work well with your
hands; close; easy to use.
HANDYMAN (n) person with ability to
make and fix many different things.
*HANG (v) project down from a thing
that is holding it; put one end on a
HOOK or other thing, with the other
end projecting down from it; kill a person by hanging him or her from a rope
around the neck (see GALLOWS).

HANGAR (n) building for planes.
HANGDOG (adj) with a look on the face
that shows you feel bad for doing a
wrong thing.
HANGER (n)
tool that clothes hang on.
HANGERS-ON ( n ) p e o p l e w h o a r e
friendly with rich or important people
for bad reasons.
HANG-GLIDER (n)
wings that you hang
under to fly.

HANGINGS (n) CURTAINS, pictures and
other things you hang on walls.
HANGMAN (n ) person who kills prisoners by hanging them, for a job.
HANGNAIL (n) little piece of skin near
the finger nail, that is breaking away
from the skin around it.
HANGOUT (n) place that you go to very
often.
HANGOVER (n) sick feeling after drinking too much alcohol.
HANG-UP (n) bad feeling that stops
you from doing a thing with confidence.
HANK (n) group of strings together.
HANKER (v) want a thing strongly.
HANKY (n) square piece of cloth for
rubbing the nose.
HANKY-PANKY (n) secret bad actions.
HANSOM (n) light vehicle with a top
and two wheels, that horses pull.
HAPHAZARD (adj) with no plan.
HAPLESS ( a d j ) w i t h b a d t h i n g s
happening.
*HAPPEN (v) (of an action) come about.
HAPPENING (n) time of entertainment,
or another special action; thing that
happens.
*HAPPINESS (n) being happy.
*HAPPY (adj) feeling good.
HAPPY-GO-LUCKY (adj) not worrying
about the future or other things.
HARA-KIRI (n) way of killing yourself
by pushing a knife into your stomach
(Jap).
HARANGUE (n; v) long, angry talking;
talk with anger for a long time.
HARASS ( v ) p u s h a p e r s o n m a n y
times, with words.
HARBINGER (n) person who says another person or thing is coming.
HARBOUR (n; v) place for ships to be
safe from ocean wind and rain (see
QUAY); hide; put a ship in a safe
place.
*HARD (adj) solid; strong; difficult;
with no feeling; cruel; not easily bending.
HARDBACK (n) book with a hard cover.
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HARD-BITTEN (adj) without feelings,
and often cruel.
HARDBOARD (n) thick, hard paper.
HARD-BOILED (adj) not showing feelings; (of an egg) solid after cooking
in water.
HARDEN (v) make or become hard.
HARD-HEADED (adj) not changing from
a thing you want because of feelings.
HARD-HEARTED (adj) without kind feelings.
HARDLINE (adj) following rules well.
HARDLY (adv) almost not true or not
happening.
HARD-NOSED (adj) not changing from
a thing you want because of feelings.
HARD-PRESSED (adj) having many
things to do or pay for.
HARDSHIP (n) problem.
HARDWARE (n) tools and other metal
things; parts for a COMPUTER.
HARDWOOD (n; adj) hard timber; made
of hard timber.
HARDY (adj) strong.
HARE (n) big rabbit .
HAREBRAINED (adj) foolish.
HARE-LIPPED (adj) with an opening in
the middle of the top lip.
HAREM (n) group of women who are
married to one Muslim man.
HARICOT (n) white, dry BEAN seed.
HARK (v) listen.
HARLEQUIN (n) actor, in clothes with
many colours, who cannot talk.
HARLOT (n) woman who mates for
money.
HARM (v; n) hurt; breaking.
HARMFUL (adj) dangerous.
HARMLESS (adj) safe; that cannot hurt.
HARMONICA (n) small musical instrument you move across your mouth.

HARMONICA
HARMONISE (v) go well together; add
sounds that go well with other sounds.
HARMONY ( n ) a g r e e m e n t ; m u s i c a l
sounds that are good with other
sounds.
HARNESS (n; v) ropes a horse uses to
pull a vehicle; hold; use strength from
a thing, to work for you.
HARP (n; v) musical instrument with
many strings; talk about many times.
HARPOON (n; v) spear with a rope, for
killing whales; throw this spear into.
HARPSICHORD (n) musical instrument
with many strings.
HARPY (adj) greedy, and easily becoming angry.
HARRIER (n) person who runs; dog that
runs after rabbits.
HARROW (n) machine a horse or tractor pulls, to break hard ground.
HARROWING (adj) worrying.
HARRY (v) try many times with words
to make a person do what you want.
HARSH (adj) rough; cruel.

HART (n) male deer.
HARTAL (n) stopping of work or closing of shops by many people to show
they disagree with the leaders of a
country (In).
HARVEST (n; v) time to take fruit from
plants; fruit from plants; take fruit
from plants.
HARVESTER (n) machine for taking
fruit from plants.
*HAS ( v ) h o l d s ; o w n s ; w a s ; m u s t ;
gives birth to a baby.
HAS-BEEN (n) thing or person that was
good in the past, but is not good now.
HASH (n) food with little meat pieces.
HASH, HASHISH (n) drug from MARIJUANA.
HASP (n) flat piece on a big door lock.
HASSLE (n; v) argument; argue with.
HASSOCK (n) soft thing on the floor,
to put your knees on when you pray.
HASTE (n) doing a thing quickly.
HASTEN (v) act, go, or come quickly;
make a person go more quickly.
HASTY ( a d j ) t o o f a s t , a n d w i t h o u t
enough thinking.
*HAT (n) head covering.
HATCH (n; v) little door; draw many
parallel lines on; come out of an egg.
HATCHBACK (n) car with a door that
you lift up at the back.
HATCHERY (n) place for growing fish.
HATCHET (n) little axe.
HATCHWAY (n) hole or door on the floor
of a ship.
*HATE (v; n) feel strong, bad emotion
for; strong, bad feeling against a person or thing; thing you hate.
HATRED (n) hate.
HAUGHTY (adj) proud.
HAUL (v; n) pull; distance you travel;
what you carry in a vehicle, or take
from a place.
HAULAGE (n) price for carrying things
in a vehicle; carrying in a vehicle.
HAULIER (n) worker who carries things
in a truck or other vehicle.
HAUNCHES (n) sides of the body between the ribs and legs.
HAUNT (v; n) make a person afraid or
worried; be often in or with; place
where you often go.
HAUNTED (adj) with spirits of dead
people in it.
HAUTEUR (n) being very proud.
*HAVE (v) hold; own; were; must; give
birth to a baby.
HAVEN (n) place to be safe from wind
and rain.
HAVE-NOTS (n) poor people.
HAVERSACK (n) strong bag for a soldier, or for a person who is travelling
(see LUGGAGE).
HAVES (n) rich people.
HAVOC (n) much destroying.
HAWK (n) bird like a FALCON; person
who encourages wars.
HAWKER (n) person who carries things
to sell.
HAWK-EYED (adj) seeing very well.
HAWSER (n) big heavy rope.
HAWTHORN (n) small tree with white
flowers and red BERRIES.

HAY (n) dry grass that was cut for food
for cows, sheep, or horses.
HAYCOCK (n) CONE-shaped hill of cut
grass that is drying for cows to eat.
HAYMAKER (n) strong hit with a FIST.
HAYSEED (n) person who is not smart
about living in towns.
HAYSTACK (n) hill of dry, cut grass.
HAYWIRE (adv) not following the plan.
HAZARD (n; v) danger; go near danger.
HAZE (n) air that is not clear.
HAZEL (adj) light brown; bush that HAZEL-NUTS grow on.
HAZEL-NUT (n)
round nut from
a bush.
HAZY (adj) not clear.
H-BOMB (n) very strong weapon that
explodes ATOMS.
*HE (pro) male person or animal.
*HEAD (n; adj; v) top of the body, with
the face and brain; each person or
animal in a group; thing like a head in
shape or place; top leader; smartness;
piece on a machine that receives
sounds; TOILET; first; front; top;
most important; lead; hit a ball with
your head.
HEADACHE (n) pain inside the head.
HEAD-BATH (n) washing your hair (In).
HEADBOARD (n) vertical bed board at
the end where you put your head.
HEAD-DRESS (n) beautiful hat.
HEAD-HUNTER (n) person who encourages people to leave one job to
take another job.
HEADING (n) name for a piece of writing, at the top of it.
HEADLAMP (n) HEADLIGHT.
HEADLAND (n) piece of land projecting into water.
HEADLIGHT (n) big
light on the front
of a vehicle.

HEADLINE (n) big words at the top of a
newspaper story.
HEADLONG (adv) without thinking before doing it.
HEADMASTER, HEADMISTRESS (n)
most important teacher in a school.
HEAD-ON (adv) with the fronts of two
things pointing toward each other.
HEADPHONE (n)
instrument for
receiving sounds,
that you wear on
your head.
HEADREST (n) high piece on a chair
that you can rest your head against.
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HEADQUARTERS (n) place where a
company or group leads actions that
are happening in other places.
HEADROOM (n) space below a bridge
or roof.
HEADSTART ( n ) s p e c i a l t h i n g t h a t
helps you in a competition.
HEADSTONE (n) big stone with writing
on it, over a place where you were
burying a person.
HEADSTRONG (adj) not listening well
to other people before acting.
HEADWAY (n) movement forward.
HEADWIND (n) wind moving in the opposite direction to you.
HEADY (adj) giving enthusiasm.
HEAL (v) fix a sickness or sore.
HEALTH (n) how healthy a person is.
*HEALTHY (adj) having a strong body
and brain; helping to make a strong
body and brain.
HEAP (n; v) small hill of things; put
many things in a small hill.
*HEAR (v) listen to; receive sounds.
HEARD (v) was hearing.
HEARING-AID (n) instrument to help a
person hear better.
HEARKEN (v) listen.
HEARSAY (n) things people say.
HEARSE (n) vehicle for carrying a body
to where you will bury it.
*HEART (n) organ that pushes blood
around the body; confidence; emotions and thinking; a shape.

HEARTS
HEARTACHE (n) sadness.
HEARTBEAT (n) movement of the heart
to push blood through the body.
HEARTBROKEN (adj) very sad.
HEARTBURN (n) pain in the chest, from
food you were eating.
HEARTFELT (adj) with serious emotion.
HEARTH (n) floor of a FIREPLACE.
HEARTILY (adv) with enthusiasm.
HEARTLESS (adj) cruel.
HEARTRENDING (adj) making much
sadness.
HEARTSICK (adj) very sad.
HEARTSTRINGS (n) feelings.
HEART-THROB (n) person you love and
are thinking about marrying.
HEART-TO-HEART (n) open talking between two friends about serious feelings.
HEART-WARMING (adj) making you feel
happy.
HEARTY (adj) friendly; healthy.
*HEAT (n; v) strength from a fire; being hot; time when female mammals
want to mate; little race before a big
one; make hot.
HEATEDLY (adv) strongly; with anger.

HEATER (n) thing that uses a fire or
electricity to make a place warm.

HEATH (n) flat piece of land that people
are not using.
HEATHEN (adj; n) not Christian; not
having a religion.
HEATHER (n) bush with purple, pink,
or white flowers.
HEAT-STROKE (n) sickness from too
much heat from the sun.
HEAT-WAV E ( n ) t i m e o f v e r y h o t
weather.
HEAVE ( v ; n ) l i f t o r t h r o w a h e a v y
thing; push food from the stomach
through the mouth; strong throw or
lift.
HEAVEN (n) sky; place where God lives.
HEAVENLY (adj) of God; perfect; of the
sky.
*HEAVY (adj) difficult to lift; slow ; boring; serious; strong; important.
HEAVY-DUTY (adj) strong.
HEAVY-HANDED (adj) using too much.
HEAVY-LADEN (adj ) carrying a heavy
thing.
HEAVY-SET (adj) fat (Am).
HEAVYWEIGHT (n) heavy person in a
fight; important person.
HECK (interj) word showing a little
anger.
HECKLE (v) argue, with difficult or
foolish questions.
HECTARE (n) a measure of land.
HECTIC (adj) with much fast movement.
HEDGE (n; v) fence of bushes; try to
hide from difficult truths when talking.
HEDGEHOG (n) small digging animal
with many points on its body (see
ECHIDNA).
HEDGEHOPPING (n) flying a plane close
to the ground.
HEDGEROW (n) fence of bushes.
HEDONIST (n) person who does things
that feel good.
HEEBIE-JEEBIES (n) feeling of fear or
worry.
HEED (v; n) hear and obey; obeying.
HEE-HAW (n; v) loud laugh; make a loud
laugh.
HEEL (n; v) back part of a foot or shoe;
bad person; (of a ship) fall a little to
one side; put a new piece on the back
part of a shoe.
HEELER (n) dog that can lead sheep
(Aus).
HEFT (v) lift a thing to know how heavy
it is.
HEFTY (adj) big and heavy.
HEGEMONY (n) control by one group
or country over others.
HEIFER (n) cow before it has a baby
cow.
HEIGH-HO (interj) word to show a thing
is boring.

*HEIGHT (n) distance from top to bottom; distance above the ground.
HEINOUS (adj) very bad in spirit.
HEIR (n) person who receives things
from a person when the person dies.
HEIRESS ( n ) f e m a l e w h o r e c e i v e s
things from a person when the person dies.
HEIRLOOM (n) very old thing that a
family keeps for many years.
HELD (v) was holding.

HELICOPTER
(n) vehicle
that goes
into the air
in a vertical direction.
HELIOGRAPH (n) MIRROR or other
thing to send light from the sun.
HELIPORT (n) place that HELICOPTERS
can go up from, or come down to.
HELIUM (n) very light gas.
HELL (n; interj) place where the spirits of bad dead people go; word to
show anger.
HELL-BENT (adj) wanting a thing very
much, without thinking about dangers
that can come wit h the thing.
HELLENIC (adj) of the people and language of Greece in the past.
HELLO (interj) friendly word you say
when meeting a person.
HELM (n) wheel that turns a ship.
HELMET (n) strong hat.
HELMSMAN (n) person who steers a
ship.
*HELP (v; n) do a thing that a person
needs; person or thing that helps.
HELPFUL (adj) helping well.
HELPING (n) measure of food at a
MEAL.
HELPLESS (adj) not able to help yourself.
HELTER-SKELTER (adv) in many directions quickly, without a plan.
HEM (n; v) border of cloth with a FOLD
in it; put a FOLD in the border of cloth;
go around to hold.
HE-MAN (n) very strong person.
HEMISPHERE (n) half of a planet, brain,
or the sky.
HEMLINE (n) bottom border of a dress
or SKIRT.
HEMLOCK (n) plant with small white
flowers, that kills people if they eat it.
HEMP (n) MARIJUANA plant, that people often use to make rope.
HEN (n) female chicken.
HENCE (adv) from here; from now.
HENCEFORTH, HENCEFORWARD (adv)
from this time forward.
HENCHMAN (n) follower who strongly
obeys a leader.
HENNA (n) red-brown colour for hair,
that comes from the leaves of a bush.
HEN-PARTY (n) meeting for women.
HEN-PECKED (adj) with a wife making
many rules for him.
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HEP (adj) knowing much about what
people like now.
HEPATIC (adj) of a very big organ that
cleans the blood.
HEPATITIS (n) serious sickness of a
very big organ that cleans the blood.
HEPTAGON (n) shape with seven sides
(see HEXAGON).
*HER (pro; adj) a female, when receiving an action; of a female.
HERALD (n; v) person who reads an
important letter to
many people for
another person; tell
many people what is
coming.
HERALDRY (n) study of
special pictures for different families.
HERB (n) plant people use for a medicine or spice.
HERBACEOUS (adj) (of plants) soft, and
not hard like trees and bushes.
HERBAL (adj) of plants people use for
medicines or spices.
HERBICIDE ( n ) c h e m i c a l f o r k i l l i n g
plants you do not want.
HERBIVOROUS (adj) eating plants.
HERCULEAN ( a d j ) u s i n g m u c h
strength.
HERD (n; v) group of animals; push or
lead a group of animals.
*HERE (adv; n; interj) this place; to this
place; word to make people listen.
HEREABOUTS (adv) near this place.
HEREAFTER (adv; n) in the future;
where we go after we die.
HEREBY (adv) by this.
HEREDITARY (adj) that you are born
with.
HEREIN (adv) in this writing or place.
HEREINAFTER (adv) after this writing.
HERESY (n) wrong thinking or teaching by the rules of a religion.
HERETIC (n) person whose thinking or
teaching strongly disagrees with his
or her religion.
HERETOFORE (adv) before this time.
HEREUPON (adv) because of this.
HEREWITH (adv) with this.
HERITAGE (n) things you receive from
people after they die.
HERMAPHRODITE (n) person or animal
that is both male and female.
HERMENEUTICS (n) how a person understands spiritual writings.
HERMETIC (adj) closed strongly, with
no air going into it.
HERMIT (n) person who lives away
from all other people.
HERMITAGE (n) place where a person
lives away from all other people.
HERMIT-CRAB (n) animal that lives in
the shell of an animal that was dying.
HERNIA (n ) projection of part of the
intestines.
HERO (n) person who many people
think is very good; good person in a
story.
HEROIC (adj) showing much confidence and strength, without fear.
HEROIN ( n ) s t r o n g d r u g t h a t s t o p s
pain.

HEROINE (n) good woman in a story.
HEROISM (n) not being afraid of dying, or other difficult things.
HERON (n) bird with long neck and legs.
HERO-WORSHIP (n) loving a leader too
much.
HERPES (n) sickness with skin sores.
HERRING (n) ocean fish you can eat.
HERRINGBONE (n) pattern of parallel
lines in two directions (see CHEVRON).
HERS (adj) that she owns; of her.
*HERSELF (pro) from her, to her.
HESITANT (adj) stopping to think.
HESITATE (v) stop to think.
HESSIAN (n) heavy, rough cloth.
HETERODOX (adj) (of teachings) different from most.
HETEROGENOUS (adj) being a mixture
of many different things.
HETEROSEXUAL (adj) of mating between males and females.
HEURISTIC (adj) learning from actions
and thinking, and not from rules.
HEW (v) cut with an axe.
HEX (n) strength from the
devil to hurt a person.
HEXAGON (n) shape
with six sides.
HEY (interj) word to ask
a question, make people listen, show
surprise, or show you are happy.
HEYDAY (n) time when you were young
and most strong.
HI (interj) friendly word you use when
meeting or seeing a person.
HIATUS (n) hole.
HIBERNATE ( v )
sleep for months
in cold weather.
HIBISCUS
(n)
plant with big red
or yellow flowers
that die after one
day.
HICCOUGH, HICCUP (n; v) movement
of the tube from the stomach to the
mouth, forcing a little sound from the
mouth; make a little sound from movement of this tube.
HICK (n) person who is not smart about
living in towns.
HICKORY (n) tree with hard timber.
HID (v) was hiding.
HIDDEN (adj) that you cannot easily
see.
*HIDE (v; n) put a thing in a secret place;
skin of a n animal; confidence.
HIDEAWAY (n) place where you go to
be away from other people.
HIDEBOUND (adj) not changing easily.
HIDEOUS (adj) ugly.
HIDE-OUT (n) place to hide from police.
HIDING (n) much hitting from a person.
HIERARCHY (n) less important leaders
following more important leaders.
HIEROGLYPHICS (n) language from
Egypt, using pictures for words.

HI-FI (n) very good RECORD-PLAYER.
HIGGLEDY-PIGGLEDY (adv) in many directions, without a plan.
*HIGH (adj; adv; n) going far up; foolish or happy from too much of a drug;
far up; (of weather) place with much
wind pushing together; happy feeling
from a drug.
HIGHBORN (adj) with parents who are
very important or rich.
HIGHBROW (adj) for smart people.
HIGHCHAIR (n) tall chair a baby sits in
when eating.
HIGH-FALUTIN (adj) proud, loud, and
thinking you are very important.
HIGH-FLOWN (adj) (of language) too
smart or proud.
HIGH-FLYER (n) person who is doing
very well in a job.
HIGH-HANDED (adj) (of a leader) forcing people without listening to them.
HIGHLANDS (n) mountains.
HIGHLIGHT (n; v) good or interesting
quality of a happening or other thing;
make a thing more easy to see.
HIGHLY-STRUNG (adj) easily showing
emotions of worry and fear.
HIGHNESS ( n) name for a KING.
HIGH-POWERED (adj) very strong.
HIGH-RISE (n) very tall building.
HIGHROAD (n) big road.
HIGH-SOUNDING (adj) sounding important, but not important.
HIGH-SPIRITED (adj) enthusiastic.
HIGH-TENSION (adj) (of a WIRE) carrying very much electricity.
HIGHWAY (n) big road.
HIGHWAYMAN (n) person who robs
people travelling on a road.
HIJACK (v; n) rob a vehicle from the
person who is driving it; robbing a
vehicle when it is moving.
HIKE (n; v) long walk; moving a price
or other thing up; lift; walk.
HILARIOUS (adj) making people laugh.
*HILL (n) little mountain.
HILL-BILLY (n) rough person who lives
away from towns .
HILLOCK (n) small hill.
HILT (n) handle of a knife.
*HIM (pro) male, receiving an action.
*HIMSELF (pro) from him, to him.
HIND (n; adj) female red deer; at the
back.
HINDER (v) make an action difficult.
HINDI (n) language of India.
HINDMOST (adj) last.
HINDQUARTERS (n) back legs of an animal with four legs.
HINDRANCE (n) thing that makes an
action difficult.
HINDSIGHT (n) thing you know after
the time when you were needing it.
*HINDU (n; adj) person from India who
believes in many different gods; of
this religion.
HINDUSTANI (n) group
of languages from India.
HINGE ( n ; v ) j o i n t
where a door moves;
put a HINGE on; turn on
a HINGE.
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HINNY (n) animal with a donkey and a
horse for parents.
HINT (n; v) words or actions that give
a little push or help to do a thing; give
a little push or help with words or actions.
HINTERLAND (n) land far away from the
ocean, or from the side of a river.
HIP (n; adj; interj) buttock; fruit from
a ROSE; smart; word you shout to
show you like a person.
HIPPIE (n) person who hates greed and
war, and wears flowers and old
clothes.
HIPPO (n) HIPPOPOTAMUS.
HIPPODROME (n) place for entertainment with animals.
HIPPOPOTAMUS (n) very big mammal
that lives in rivers in Africa.

HIPPOPOTAMUS
HIPPY (n) person who hates greed and
war, and wears flowers and old
clothes.
HIRE (v; n) give money to use; paying
to use.
HIRELING ( n ) p e r s o n w o r k i n g f o r
money.
HIRE-PURCHASE (n) paying for a thing
at the same time that you are using it.
HIRSUTE (adj) with much hair.
*HIS (adj) of him; that he owns.
HISS (v; n) make the sound of s to say
you do not like an entertainer or leader;
the sound of s, saying you do not like
a person.
HISTAMINE (n) chemical in some animals that makes some people a little
sick.
HISTOLOGY (n) study of pieces o f skin
from organs.
HISTORIAN (n) person who studies
and writes about the past.
HISTORIC (adj) important in the past;
t rue in the past.
HISTORICAL (adj) important for all
time; of the past.
HISTORICITY (n) how true or real a
thing was in the past.
HISTORY (n) study of the past; the
past.
HISTRIONIC (adj) of acting; with much
emotion for people to see.
*HIT (v; n) push quickly against, often
to hurt; pushing quickly against;
entertainment that many people like.
HITCH (v; n) ask a person to carry you
in a vehicle; lift with a fast movement;
join to another thing; thing that makes
an action difficult; way of tying a rope.
HITCHED (adj) married.
HITCH-HIKE (v) travel by asking people to carry you in their vehicles.
HITHER (adv) up to this place.
HITHERTO (adv) up to this time.

HIVE (n) box
where bees
live;
place
where many
people are
working well.
HIVES
(n)
sickness in
the skin.
HOARD (v; n) keep things you do not
use; many things you have, but do not
use.
HOARDING (n) very big SIGN for ADVERTISEMENTS.
HOARSE (adj) with a sore throat sound.
HOARY (adj) old and grey.
HOAX (n) trick.
HOBBLE (v; n) tie the legs of a person
or animal together; walk slowly; rope
to tie legs together.
HOBBY (n) thing you love to do.
HOBBY-HORSE (n) thing you cannot
stop talking about; toy with the head
of a horse on a stick.
HOBGOBLIN (n) devil.
HOB-NAIL (n) nail for a strong shoe.
HOB-NOB (v) use time with a friend.
HOBO (n) poor person who travels and
has no house.
HOCK (n; v) bottom half of the back
leg of an animal; a white wine; give a
thing to receive money for it for a time.
HOCKEY (n) sport with sticks and a
ball on grass, or with
sticks and a
round flat
thing on
ice.

HOCUS-POCUS (n) tricks.
HOD (n) container for carrying BRICKS.
HODGEPODGE (n) mixture of many different things (Am).
HOE (n; v) tool for making
dirt loose; make dirt
loose with this
tool.

HOG (n; v) pig; be greedy.
HOGGET (n) sheep; meat from a sheep.
HOGMANAY (n) last day of the year
(Br).
HOGSHEAD (n) big BARREL for beer.
HOG-TIE (v) tie the hands and feet of a
person, or the feet of an animal.
HOGWASH (n) liquid food for pigs;
thing that is not true.
HOICK, HOIK (v) lift; throw.

HOIST
(v; n) lift
high;
lifting; rope for
wet clothes,
that you can lift on a s q u a r e m e t a l
shape (Aus); machine in a building,
for lifting people.
HOITY-TOITY (adj) proud.
HOKUM (n) false emotion (Am).
*HOLD (v; n) go around and stop from
moving; have a meeting; believe; bottom of a ship where you put things;
strength, or way, of holding.
HOLDALL (n) bag or SUITCASE for carrying clothes; BLANKETS and other
bed clothes in a COIL that you can
carry (In).
HOLDER (n) person who owns a thing;
thing that holds.
HOLDING (n) what you own.
HOLD-UP (n) thing that stops movement for a time; robbing with a gun.
*HOLE (n; v) empty place; piece of land
where you hit a ball into a hole, in
GOLF; very bad place; put a hole in;
put a ball in a hole in GOLF.
HOLE-UP (v) hide in a place for a time.
HOLIDAY (n) special day when people
stop working for money.
HOLINESS (n) being put apart for God;
being perfect; name for the top leader
in a very big church.
HOLLAND (n) a cloth material; country in Europe.
HOLLANDAISE (n) paste from butter
and eggs, that you put on fish or vegetables.
HOLLER (v) shout.
HOLLOW (adj; n) with nothing in the
middle; not real; hole; concave place.
HOLLY (n) bush
that is always
green, with
small red
BERRIES.
HOLLYHOCK
(n) tall plant with many big flowers.
HOLOCAUST (n) very big fire; many
people dying.
HOLOGRAM, HOLOGRAPH (n) pattern
of lights that make a picture that is
not flat.
HOLSTER (n) belt container for a gun.
HOLY (adj) from, or for, God; perfect
in spiritual things.
HOMAGE (n) loving or praying to.
HOMBURG (n) hat with a soft BRIM,
and a concave place in the middle.
HOME (n; adj; adv; v) town, house or
other place where you live; country
you were born in; place in a game
where you are trying to go; shop (In);
about, to, or at the place where you
live; find and follow a way to the place
where you want to go.
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HOME-BREW (n) beer you make yourself.
HOMECOMING (n) returning to where
you were living in the past.
HOME-GROWN (adj) (of fruits and vegetables) growing where you live.
HOMELAND ( n ) c o u n t r y w h e r e y o u
were born.
HOMELY (adj) good, but not beautiful
(Br); ugly (Am).
HOME-MADE (adj) made where you
live.
HOMEOPATH (n) doctor who fixes sicknesses by giving small measures of
drugs that will make the sickness in a
healthy person.
HOMESICK (adj) sad when away from
your family or the place where you live.
HOMESPUN (adj; n) (of thinking) easy,
but often not right; cloth from strings
you were making without machines.
HOMESTEAD (n) FARM house on a big
piece of land away from towns.
HOMEWARDS (adv) toward the place
where you live.
HOMEWORK (n) studying that a student does when not at school.
HOMEY (adj) (of a place) making you
feel quiet and happy.
HOMICIDE (n) killing a person.
HOMILY (n) teaching in a church.
HOMING (adj) (of a PIGEON or weapon)
able to find where you want it to go.
HOMINY (n) food from broken dry corn,
cooked in water or milk.
HOMO (n) male who mates with males.
HOMOGENEOUS (adj) with all parts the
same.
HOMOGENISE (v) (of milk) make all the
oil parts mix with all the water parts.
HOMONYM (n) one word that you can
use to say two different things.
HOMOSEXUAL (adj; n) of males mating with males, or females mating with
females; male who mates with males,
or female who mates with females.
HONE (v) make a tool sharp by rubbing it on a stone.
HONEST (adj) not hiding the truth.
HONESTY (n) not hiding the truth.
HONEY (n) sweet, thick, sticky liquid
that bees make.
HONEYCOMB ( n ) m a n y H E X A G O N
shapes together, that bees make.
HONEYDEW (n) MELON with a yellow
skin.
HONEYMOON (n; v) days of rest for a
husband and wife after being married;
rest with your new husband or wife.
HONEYSUCKLE
(n) b u s h w i t h
y e l low flowers
that have a
sweet smell;
flower from
this bush.

HONK (n; v) sound of a vehicle horn or
GOOSE; use a vehicle horn; make the
sound of a GOOSE.

HONKY-TONK (n) cheap place to drink
alcohol (Am).
HONORARIUM (n) money you give to a
worker who is not working for money.
HONORARY (adj) (of a job) not receiving money for it; (of a thing you receive) that you were not paying or following a rule to receive.
HONOUR (n; v) action that shows a person is very good or important; being
good; name for a leader in a court; do
things to show a person or thing is
very good or important.
HONOURABLE (adj) very good; part of
a name for an important person.
HOOCH (n) drink with much alcohol in
it, that is often bad (Am).
HOOD (n) head
covering that is
part of a coat;
part of a car, that
you open to see
the motor (Am);
bad person with
a gun.
HOODLUM (n) bad person who hurts
weak people.
HOODOO (n) thing that brings problems.
HOODWINK (v) trick.
HOOEY (n) thing that is not true.
HOOF (n) foot of a horse, cow or deer.
HOO-HA (n) much interest, noise, and
action about a person or thing.
HOOK (n; v) piece
with a bend at
the
end, that
holds a thing on
it; hold a thing
on a piece with a
bend on the end;
hold or catch a
HOOKS
thing; make the
movement of a ball curve.
HOOKAH (n) smoking tool with a HOSE
that pulls the smoke through water.
HOOKED (adj) not able to stop using a
drug, or to stop doing another thing.
HOOKER (n) woman who mates for
money; person in a football game.
HOOK-NOSED (adj) with a big nose that
curves out in the middle.
HOOK-UP (n) joining for electricity between different machines.
HOOKY (n) not going to school when
you should.
HOOLIGAN (n) person who often fights
with other people.
HOOP (n) circle of metal or timber.
HOOP-LA (n) game of trying to throw
a circle around things that you will
receive if the circle goes around it.
HOORAY ( i n t e r j ) w o r d t o s h o w y o u
agree, and are happy with an action.
HOOROO (interj) friendly word to say
when you are leaving a person (Aus).
HOOT (v; n) shout to show you disagree or are happy; sound of an OWL.
HOOTER (n) machine that makes a loud
noise, to tell people to start or stop
working, or to start or stop a game.
HOOVER (n; v) VACUUM; clean with a
VACUUM.

HOP (v; n) jump up and come down
on the same foot or feet; jumping like
this; distance a plane travels before it
comes to the ground again; plant
people use to make beer; meeting for
dancing.
HOPE (v; n) believe or want to receive
a good thing in the future; thing you
want in the future; believing or wanting to receive a good thing in the future.
HOPEFUL (adj) believing a good thing
will happen; easily able to happen.
HOPELESS (adj) with no measure of
an ability; believing no good thing will
happen in the future.
HOPPER ( n ) v e r y b i g c o n t a i n e r f o r
grain or other things; GRASSHOPPER.
HOPSCOTCH (n) game for children,
jumping over lines and pushing stones
.
HORDE (n) big group of people or animals that come to hurt.
HOREHOUND (n) plant with a sour liquid that people use to fix a sore throat.
HORIZON (n) line where you can see
the ocean and sky meeting.
*HORIZONTAL ( a d j ) p a r a l l e l t o f l a t
ground.
HORMONE (n) liquid from an organ in
the body, that makes the body work.
*HORN (n; v) hard projection from the
head of a cow or other animal; musical instrument you breathe into (see
CORNET, BUGLE, and TUBA); instrument on a vehicle, for making a noise;
make a noise with a vehicle horn (In).
HORNET (n) flying insect with a sharp
tail that hurts people (see WASP).
HORN-RIMMED (adj) (of glasses) with
a plastic FRAME.
HORNY (adj) hard and strong; thinking about mating.
HOROSCOPE (n) telling about the future from studying movements of the
sun and planets.
HORRENDOUS (adj) very bad, and making people feel fear.
HORRIBLE, HORRID (adj) very bad.
HORRIFY (v) make a person feel fear.
HORROR (n) very strong fear.
*HORSE (n; v) animal people sit on and
use to pull things; thing people jump
over when doing exercises; be too
foolish.
HORSEBACK (adj; adv) on a horse.
HORSEFLY (n) big fly that bites.
HORSE-LAUGH (n) loud laugh.
HORSEMANSHIP (n) ability to work well
with horses.
HORSEPLAY (n) rough, foolish playing, with pushing or hitting.
HORSEPOWER (n) measure of how
much work a machine can do.
HORSE-RADISH (n) plant with a root that
has a hot spice taste.
HORSE-SENSE (n) knowing truths that
people need and
use each day.
HORSESHOE
(n) metal
shoe for
a horse.
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HORSEWHIP (v) hit with a WHIP.
HORTICULTURE (n) knowing how to
grow many plants well.
HOSANNA (interj) shout of love to God.
HOSE ( n ; v )
bending tube
that liquid can
move through;
socks;
wash
with
water
from a HOSE.
HOSIERY ( n )
clothes to cover
the feet and
legs; socks.
HOSPICE (n) place where
poor, sick, or travelling people sleep.
HOSPITABLE (adj) friendly to people
who come to where you live.
*HOSPITAL (n) building with doctors
and NURSES, for helping sick people.
HOSPITALISE (v) put a sick person in a
hospital.
HOST (n; v) person receiving people
at his or her house; special bread in a
church meeting; animal with another
animal living in it; many things or
people; army; receive a person at your
house.
HOSTAGE (n) person that a bad person is holding as a prisoner.
HOSTEL (n) place where young people
or people from another group sleep
when they are travelling.
HOSTELRY (n) house where people pay
to eat, drink, or sleep.
HOSTESS (n) woman helping people
on a plane for a job; woman receiving
people at her house.
HOSTILE (adj; n) wanting to hurt; not
friendly; person who is not friendly (In).
HOSTILITY (n) hate; fighting.
*HOT (adj) giving heat; feeling heat;
with a strong feeling; with a sharp
taste from a spice; that a person was
robbing.
HOTBED (n) place where things grow
quickly.
HOT-BLOODED (adj) easily showing anger or love.
HOTCHPOTCH ( n ) m i x t u r e o f m a n y
things together without a pattern.
HOTEL (n) building where people sleep
when they are travelling; place where
people drink beer (see PUB); restaurant (In).
HOTELIER (n) person who owns or
controls a place where people pay to
sleep when travelling.
HOTFOOT (v) run; go quickly.
HOT-HEADED (adj) easily becoming angry or acting quickly without thinking.
HOTHOUSE (n) glass building with heat
inside, that you grow plants in.
HOTPLATE (n) flat piece of metal that
you cook on; tool for keeping food
warm.
HOTPOT (n) mixture of meat and vegetables that you cook slowly.
HOUND (n; v) dog that can follow and
find animals or people; follow.
*HOUR (n) measure of time; time.

HOUR-GLASS (n) tool
that measures time
by sand
falling
through a small
hole.

HUB (n) middle
of
a
wheel;
important place
where
leaders
work.

*HOUSE (n; v) building that people live
in; family; group of
s t u d e n t s in a
school; group of leaders of a country; people looking at entertainment;
part of the sky; put people or things
in a house.
HOUSEBOAT (n) boat that you live in.
HOUSEBOUND (adj) not able to leave a
house.
HOUSEBREAKER (n) person robbing
from a house with no people in it.
HOUSECOAT ( n ) l o n g c o a t s o m e
women wear in the house.
HOUSEFATHER (n) man who leads children in a place for children with special problems.
HOUSEHOLD (n) people who live in a
house.
HOUSEHOLDER (n) leader in a house.
HOUSEKEEPER (n) person who cooks
and cleans in a house for a job.
HOUSEMAID (n) person who cleans
rooms where people sleep for a job.
HOUSEMAN (n) new doctor who works
in a hospital (Br).
HOUSEMOTHER (n) woman who leads
children in a place for children with
special problems.
HOUSEPROUD (adj) using too much
time to make your house beautiful.
HOUSETOP (n) roof.
HOUSETRAINED (adj) knowing how to
be clean in a house.
HOUSE-WARMING (n) happy meeting
with friends, when you start to live in
a new house.
HOUSEWIFE (n) woman who cooks and
cleans in a house for her family.
HOUSEWORK (n) cooking, cleaning and
other work in a house.
HOUSIE (n) game with numbers on a
card.
HOUSING (n) all houses in a place;
strong covering for a machine.
HOVEL (n) small, dirty, or broken house.
HOVER (v ) stay in one place in the air.
HOVERCRAFT ( n ) c a r o r b o a t t h a t
pushes air under it, to travel above the
ground or water.
*HOW (adv) showing the quality of an
action, or the measure of a quality; in
what way.
HOWDAH (n) chair on an elephant.
HOWDY (interj) friendly word to say
when seeing or meeting a person (Am).
HOWEVER (adv) in any way; to any
measure; without this changing.
HOWITZER (n) very big gun.
HOWL (n; v) loud, long crying sound;
make a loud, long crying sound.
HOWLER ( n ) s t u p i d a c c i d e n t t h a t
people laugh at.
HOY (interj; n) word to make a person
look at you; game with numbers on
cards.

H U B B U B (n)
much noise in
talking.
HUBBY (n) husband.
HUBCAP (n) metal
covering for the middle of a car wheel.
HUBRIS (n) being very proud.
HUCKLEBERRY (n) BERRY bush.
HUCKSTER (n) person without a shop,
who tries to sell things.
HUDDLE (v; n) come together in a close
circle; close group of people.
HUE (n) colour; much angry shouting.
HUFF (v; n) breathe strongly; being angry.
*HUG (v; n) put your arms around and
hold; stay close to; putting your arms
around a person to hold the person.
HUGE (adj) very big.
HULA (n) dance for a woman from an
ISLAND in the Pacific Ocean.
HULA-HOOP (n) plastic circle you turn
in circles around yourself by moving
your stomach forward and backward.
HULK (n) body of an old ship; thing
that is too big to use well.
HULL (n) body of a ship; small leaves
on a STRAWBERRY.
HULLABALOO (n) much emotion and
talking.
HULLO (interj) friendly word to say
when meeting a person.
HUM (v; n) make a long, quiet sound
through the nose; go quickly and well;
long, quiet sound.
HUMAN (n; adj) person; of people.
HUMANE (adj) kind.
HUMANISE (v) change a place to make
it better for people to live and work in.
HUMANISM (n) wanting to be happy
without a religion.
HUMANITARIAN (adj) loving all people.
HUMANITIES (n) study of people and
their writing, art, and thinking.
HUMANITY (n) all people; qualities of
all people; love.
HUMANKIND (n) all people.
HUMANOID (n) machine or toy that is
like a real person.
*HUMBLE (adj) not thinking or showing you are important.
HUMBUG (n) trick; round, hard lolly.
HUMDINGER (n) very good thing.
HUMDRUM (adj) boring.
HUMERUS (n) arm bone above the elbow.
HUMID (adj) (of air) with water in it.
HUMIDIFY (v) put more water in the air.
HUMIDITY (n) measure of water in air.
HUMILIATE (v) show a person to be
weak or bad.
HUMILITY (n) being humble.
HUMMING-BIRD (n) the most small bird,
with a long, thin beak.
HUMMOCK (n) very small hill.
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HUMORIST (n) person who writes or
talks to make people smile or laugh.
HUMOROUS (adj) making people smile
or laugh.
HUMOUR (n; v) thing that makes people
laugh or smile; how happy a person
is; liquid in the body; agree with a
person in talking, but not in thinking.
HUMP (n; v) projection like a very small
hill (see CAMEL); make a shape like a
very small hill; carry a heavy thing.
HUMPBACK (n) person with a projection on the back like a very small hill.
HUMPH (interj) word to say you do not
believe, or are not happy with, a thing.
HUMPY (n) very small, rough house
(Aus).
HUMUS (n) material from old plants,
that is good for the ground.
HUNCH (n; v) thinking a thing will happen; squeeze together to push a part
out.
HUNCHBACK (n) person with a projection on the back like a very small hill.
*HUNDRED (n) 100.
HUNDREDWEIGHT (n) measure of how
heavy a thing is.
HUNG (v) was hanging.
HUNGER (n; v) feeling that you need
food; strong wanting; feel a need for
food or some other thing.
HUNGER-STRIKE (n) not eating by a
prisoner or other person, to show he
or she is not happy about a thing.
HUNGRY (adj) wanting and needing
food or some other thing.
HUNK (n) thick piece; beautiful man.
HUNKY-DORY (adj) very good (Am).
HUNT (v; n) follow a thing to kill it;
look for; following to kill a thing.
HUNTSMAN (n) big flat spider; person
who finds wild animals with dogs to
help.
HURDLE (n; v) small fence; jump over
a fence or other thing when running.
HURDY-GURDY (n) musical instrument
that you turn a handle to use.
HURL (v; n) throw; strong throw.
HURLY-BURLY (n) much noise and action.
HURRAH, HURRAY ( i n t e r j ) w o r d t o
show you are happy with an action.
HURRICANE (n) TORNADO.
HURRICANE-LAMP (n) LAMP with glass
to protect the fire from wind.
HURRY (v; n) move quickly; push a thing
to move or happen more quickly; trying to move or act too quickly.
*HURT (v; n) make a person feel pain;
break; feel pain; thing that brings
pain; bad change; pain.
HURTLE (v) move quickly with noise;
throw quickly.
*HUSBAND (n) man who is married.
HUSBANDRY (n) growing plants or animals for food; using money well.
HUSH (n; v) quiet time; make a thing
more quiet; tell a person to be quiet.
HUSH-HUSH (adj) secret.
HUSH-MONEY (n) money you pay a person to not say a thing.
HUSK (n) covering on a seed.

HUSKY (n; adj) ESKIMO dog like a
SAMOYED; (of talking) with a dry
sound; (of a person) strong.
HUSSY (n) bad woman.
HUSTINGS (n) actions to choose leaders for a country.
HUSTLE (v; n) ask for money from
people; push about; much fast moving.
HUSTLER (n) person who tries to get
money from people in many different
ways (Am).
HUT (n) SHACK.
HUTCH (n) small house for rabbits.
HYACINTH (n) plant with many small
bell-shaped blue, white or pink flowers.
HYBRID (n; adj) animal or plant from
two different animals or plants; from
different things.
HYDATID (n) small place in the body,
with liquid and a small animal in it.
HYDEL (n) using the movement of water to make electricity (In).
HYDRA (n) snake with many heads;
very small animal in rivers.
HYDRANGEA (n) bush with groups of
small white, blue, or
pink flowers.
HYDRANT (n) place for
getting water from
PIPES in the ground.
HYDRATE
( v; n )
chemical from water
and a salt; mix a
chemical with water.
HYDRAULIC (adj) of, or using, a liquid.
HYDRAULICS (n) study of moving liquids.
HYDROCARBON (n) chemical from mixing the most light gas with the chemical in coal.
HYDROCEPHALUS (n) brain sickness
that brings much water to the head.
HYDROELECTRIC (adj) using the movement of water to make electricity.
HYDROFOIL (n) boat that lifts above
the water when it goes quickly.
HYDROGEN (n) the most light gas.
HYDROLYSIS (n) using water to break
a chemical into different parts.
HYDROPHOBIA (n) dangerous sickness
that people often get from a dog biting them; fear of water.
HYDROPLANE (n) fast boat that moves
above water; FIN on a SUBMARINE,
that turns to make the boat go up or
down.
HYDROPONICS (n) growing plants without dirt, by using sand, water and
chemicals.
HYDROTHERAPY (n) using water exercises to fix sicknesses and broken
body parts.
HYDROUS (adj) with water.
HYDROXIDE (n) chemical from the two
gases in water, and another chemical.
HYENA (n) wild animal like a WOLF.
HYGIENE (n) stopping sicknesses by
being clean; rules for being healthy.
HYGIENIC (adj) very clean.

HYMEN (n) piece of skin on a woman,
that breaks the first time she mates.
HYMN (n) Christian song for God.
HYMNAL (n) book of songs for God.
HYPERACTIVE (adj)
not able to rest.
HYPERBOLA
(n)
bending line with the
shape of a flat thing
cutting through one
side of a CONE.
HYPERBOLE ( n ) c h a n g i n g t r u t h t o
make it more interesting.
HYPERSENSITIVE ( a d j ) e a s i l y b e coming angry.
HYPERTENSION (n) much worry and
fear, that stops a person from resting.
HYPHEN
(n)
short, horizontal
line that joins
words, or parts
of words;
half
of a DASH.
HYPNOSIS (n) being able to talk, hear,
and move, when a person tells you to,
at the same time that your brain is
sleeping.
HYPNOTIST (n) person who can make
you sleep in your brain, when you are
hearing, talking, or moving yourbody.
HYPO (n) HYPODERMIC NEEDLE.
HYPOCHONDRIA (n) too much worrying about being sick.
HYPOCRISY (n) not acting the way you
tell others to act.
HYPOCRITE (n) person who does not act
the way he or she tells others to act.
HYPODERMIC

HYPODERMIC
(n; adj) NEEDLE that pushes medicine
under the skin; under the skin.
HYPOTENUSE ( n )
triangle side that is
opposite a square
ANGLE.
HYPOTHECATE (v) (of a thing you own)
agree to give it to a bank if you do not
pay what you should pay (In).
HYPOTHERMIA (n) not having enough
heat in your body.
HYPOTHESIS (n) thing you think is true,
but that you do not know is true .
HYSSOP (n) small bush with blue flowers and a strong smell.
HYSTERECTOMY (n) cutting the organ
that a baby grows in, out of a woman.
HYSTERIA (n) strong emotion that a
person cannot control.
HYSTERICAL (adj) not able to stop
laughing or control another emotion.

I
*I (pro) person who is talking; me.
IBEX (n) wild goat with big horns.
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IBIS (n) bird with long
legs, and a long, bending nose.
*ICE (n; v) very
cold, solid water;
become covered
w i t h ice; mix
with ice; cover
a cake with a
sweet paste.
ICEBERG (n)
very big piece
of ice in the ocean.
ICE-BLOCK (n) ICE-CREAM or sweet
ice on a small stick (see ICE-CREAM).
ICE-BOX (n) refrigerator (Am).
ICE-BREAKER ( n ) s t r o n g b o a t t h a t
pushes through thick ice.
ICE-CAP (n) very big, very thick piece
of ice on the top or bottom of the earth.
ICE-COLD (adj) very cold.
ICE-CREAM
(n) very cold,
solid,
sweet
food
from
milk.
ICE-FLOE (n)
very big flat
piece of ice in
the ocean.
ICE-LOLLY (n)ice with a fruit taste on
a small stick.
ICE-PACK (n) many pieces of ice in the
ocean, squeezing together; container
of ice, that you put on a sore body part.
ICE-PLANT (n) plant with thick leaves
that have water in them.
ICHTHYOLOGY (n) study of fish.
ICICLE (n) hanging stick of ice.
ICING (n) sweet covering for a cake.
ICON (n) IDOL.
ICONOCLAST (n) person who breaks
IDOLS or other things people believe
in.
ICY (adj) with much ice; very cold.
ID (n) part of the brain that wants to
act without thinking about what others will think of you.
IDEA (n) way of thinking; plan.
IDEAL (adj; n) perfect; perfect thing.
IDEALIST (n) person who wants to be
perfect; person who believes strongly
in love and other good qualities.
IDENTICAL (adj) the same.
IDENTIFICATION (n) papers to show
who you are; knowing who or what a
person or thing is by qualities you can
see; feeling you are part of a person
or group.
IDENTIFY (v) see and say who or what
a person or thing is; feel you are one
with another person or group.
IDENTIKIT (n) pictures of parts of different faces, that policemen use to
make a picture of a real person.
IDENTITY (n) name; how a person is
different from other people; important
person.
IDEOLOGY ( n ) i m p o r t a n t t h i n g s a
group or country believes.

IDIOCY (n) being very stupid or crazy.
IDIOM (n) language; words that say a
thing together that you cannot understand from the way people use each
word most times.
IDIOSYNCRACY (n) thing that is special or different about a person or
thing.
IDIOT (n) crazy or very stupid person.
IDIOT-BOX (n) television.
IDLE (adj; v) lazy; not moving; use a
motor slowly without moving the vehicle it is in.
IDOL (n)
thing you
love like
a god.

IDOLATRY (n) loving things or money.
IDYLL (n) beautiful happy place; story
about a beautiful happy place.
*IF (conj) when this thing is true.
IFFY (adj) that can easily not happen
or not be true.
IGLOO ( n )
round snow
house.

IGNEOUS (adj) (of a stone) made by
fire in the earth.
IGNITE (v) start a fire; start burning.
IGNITION (n) thing that starts a motor.
IGNOBLE (adj) humble, poor, or bad.
IGNOMINIOUS ( a d j ) m a k i n g y o u
humble.
IGNORAMUS (n) stupid person.
IGNORANCE (n) not knowing.
IGNORANT (adj) not knowing; stupid.
IGNORE (v) not look at or listen to.
IGUANA ( n ) b i g l i z a r d t h a t l i v e s i n
trees.
IKEBANA (n) putting flowers in beautiful groups.
IKON (n) IDOL.
ILEUM (n) part of the intestines.
ILK (n) same group.
ILL (adj) sick; bad; dangerous.
ILL-ADVISED (adj) without good thinking before doing an action.
ILL-DISPOSED (adj) not wanting to do
a thing.
ILLEGAL (adj) not obeying a rule.
ILLEGIBLE (adj) not clear to read.
ILLEGITIMATE (adj) not obeying a rule;
born to a mother who was not married.
ILL-EQUIPPED (adj) not having the
abilities or other things to do an action.

ILL-FATED (adj) having a bad thing
happen to it.
ILL-FOUNDED ( a d j ) f r o m b e l i e v i n g
things that are not true.
ILL-GOTTEN (adj) that you were getting in a bad way.
ILLICIT (adj) not obeying a rule.
ILLITERATE (adj) not able to read.
ILL-MANNERED (adj) not kind.
ILLNESS (n) sickness.
ILLOGICAL (adj) without clear thinking.
ILL-TEMPERED (adj) easily becoming
angry.
ILL-TIMED ( a d j ) h a p p e n i n g a t t h e
wrong time.
ILL-TREAT, ILL-USE (v) be rough or
cruel to a person or thing.
ILLUMINATE, ILLUMINE (v) put light on.
ILLUSION (n) trick.
ILLUSORY (adj) false, but looking real.
ILLUSTRATE (v) make more clear with
a story or pictures.
ILLUSTRATION (n) picture; story to
show what you are trying to say.
ILLUSTRATOR (n) person who draws
pictures for books or magazines.
ILLUSTRIOUS (adj) with many people
knowing about it; important.
ILL-WILL (n) hate.
IMAGE (n) picture; shape; what most
people think about a person or group.
IMAGERY (n) pictures; stories.
IMAGINARY (adj) that is not real, but
that you can see in your thinking.
IMAGINATION (n) ability to see things
by thinking; ability to think of new actions, and new ways to do them.
IMAGINE (v) make a picture in your
thinking; think.
IMBALANCE (n) being too close to one
of two opposites when it is good to
be in the middle; having too much or
too little of one thing.
IMBECILE (n) stupid person.
IMBEDDED (adj) difficult to pull out of
a solid thing it is in.
IMBIBE (v) drink.
IMBROGLIO (n) very difficult problem
to understand.
IMBUE (v) encourage.
IMITATE (v) do the same actions of.
IMITATION (adj) like another thing, but
not the real thing.
IMMACULATE (adj ) very clean.
IMMANENT (adj) (of God) very close.
IMMATERIAL (adj) not important for
the thing you are talking about.
IMMATURE (adj) young; not growing
well to be an adult.
IMMEASURABLE (adj) too big to measure.
IMMEDIACY (n) quality of happening
or being important now.
IMMEDIATE (adj) with no thing or time
between it, and here or now.
IMMEDIATELY (adv) now.
IMMEMORIAL (adj) in the past, before
people can remember.
IMMENSE (adj) very big.
IMMENSELY (adv) very.
IMMENSITY (n) very big size.
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IMMERSE (v) push under liquid.
IMMIGRANT (n) person who goes to a
new country to live.
IMMIGRATE (v) move to a new country to live there.
IMMINENT (adj) happening in the near
future.
IMMOBILE (adj) not moving.
IMMOBILISE (v) stop from moving.
IMMODERATE (adj) having too much
of a quality.
IMMODEST (adj) not covering the body
well.
IMMOLATION (n) giving a person, animal, or thing to God by burning it.
IMMORAL (adj) bad; not obeying rules
about what is good; mating with a person you are not married to.
IMMORTAL (adj) always living and not
dying.
IMMORTALISE (v) do an action that
makes people remember a person for
a very long time.
IMMOVABLE (adj) not able to move.
IMMUNE (adj) not able to receive a sickness or other bad thing.
IMMUNISATION (n) giving a person a
medicine to make that person safe
from receiving a sickness in the future.
IMMUTABLE (adj) not changing.
IMP (n) child of the devil; bad child.
IMPACT (n; v) effect; hit; push into.
IMPACTED (adj) (of a tooth or bone)
squeezing against another tooth or
bone.
IMPAIR (v) make weak.
IMPALE (v) push a sharp thing through
a part of the body.
IMPART (v) give; tell.
IMPARTIAL (adj) not helping any person more than any other.
IMPASSABLE (adj) (of a road) that
people cannot travel on now.
IMPASSE (n) place where you cannot
move forward.
IMPASSIONED (adj) with strong feeling.
IMPASSIVE (adj) with no emotion.
IMPATIENT (adj) easily becoming angry; wanting things to happen quickly.
IMPEACH (v) stop a leader from leading, because he or she was disobeying a rule (Am).
IMPECCABLE (adj) perfect.
IMPECUNIOUS (adj) very poor.
IMPEDE (v) make movement difficult.
IMPEDIMENT (n) thing that stops an
action, or makes it difficult.
IMPEDIMENTA (n) LUGGAGE and other
things that make travelling slow and
difficult.
IMPEL (v) push or force an action.
IMPENDING ( a d j ) h a p p e n i n g i n t h e
near future.
IMPENETRABLE (adj) that a person or
thing cannot go through.
IMPENITENT (adj) not sad about doing a bad action, and not wanting to
change.
IMPERATIVE (adj; n) that you must do;
word that says a person must do a
thing.

IMPERCEPTIBLE ( a d j ) t o o l i t t l e t o
see.
IMPERFECT (adj) not perfect.
IMPERIAL (adj) of a country that controls other countries.
IMPERIALISM ( n ) s t r o n g c o u n t r i e s
using and controlling weak countries.
IMPERIL (adj) lead into danger.
IMPERIOUS (adj) proud and forcing.
IMPERISHABLE (adj) that cannot be destroyed.
IMPERMANENT (adj) not for all time.
IMPERMEABLE (adj) (of a material) that
a liquid cannot go through.
IMPERSONAL (adj) with no special feeling for one person.
IMPERSONATE (v) do things to look or
sound like another person.
IMPERTINENT (adj) not kind or humble
in talking.
IMPERTURBABLE (adj) not easily becoming angry or afraid.
IMPERVIOUS (adj) that emotions or water cannot go through.
IMPETIGO (n) skin sickness with sores.
IMPETUOUS (adj) acting too quickly.
IMPETUS (n) push that keeps a thing
or person moving.
IMPIETY (n) not doing right actions
by the rules of a religion.
IMPINGE (v) push against.
IMPIOUS (adj) not doing right actions
by the rules of a religion.
IMPISH (adj) bad in a friendly way.
IMPLACABLE (adj) that people cannot
make happy.
IMPLANT (v; n) put in; organ or other
piece that a doctor puts in a body.
IMPLAUSIBLE (adj) difficult to believe.
IMPLEMENT (n; v) tool; instrument;
start using a plan or rule.
IMPLICATE (v) show that a person was
part of a bad action.
IMPLICATION (n) thing you understand
from a saying or happening without a
person clearly saying it.
IMPLICIT (adj) that you know without
any person clearly saying it.
IMPLORE (v) ask strongly; pray.
IMPLY (v) make people understand a
thing without saying it clearly.
IMPOLITE ( a d j ) n o t t h i n k i n g a b o u t
how other people feel when you do
a thing.
IMPOLITIC ( a d j ) ( o f a n a c t i o n ) n o t
smart, because it will make a problem
with other people.
IMPONDERABLE (adj) very difficult to
measure or understand.
IMPORT ( v ; n ) b r i n g a t h i n g i n t o a
country; thing you bring into a country; being big or serious.
*IMPORTANT (adj) having a big or serious effect; being a big leader.
IMPORTUNATE ( a d j ) a s k i n g m a n y
times.
IMPOSE (v) force a person to do an
action.
IMPOSING (adj) big or important, and
making people look with serious
thinking.

IMPOSITION (n) forcing a person to do
an action.
IMPOSSIBILITY (n) thing that is too difficult to do.
IMPOSSIBLE (adj) too difficult to do.
IMPOSTER ( n ) p e r s o n w h o m a k e s
people think he is another person.
IMPOSTURE (n) false action to hide the
truth about who you are.
IMPOTENT ( a d j ) w e a k ; n o t a b l e t o
mate.
IMPOUND (v) (of a policeman) take and
hold a thing that you own.
IMPOVERISH (v) make poor.
IMPRACTICABLE (adj) that you cannot do.
IMPRACTICAL (adj) not helping.
IMPRECATION (n) words showing anger.
IMPRECISE (adj) not clear.
IMPREGNABLE (adj) (of a place) safe
from weapons and soldiers.
IMPREGNATE (v) start a baby in a
mother; put a chemical into all parts
of another thing.
IMPRESARIO (n) leader of a musical or
acting company.
IMPRESS (v) push a mark on; make
people do serious thinking.
IMPRESSION (n) mark from a thing
pushing against another thing; how
you think and feel after you see a person, or thing, or after an action happens to you.
IMPRESSIONABLE ( a d j ) e a s i l y b e lieving things people say.
IMPRESSIONISM (n) way of painting
pictures without clear lines.
IMPRESSIVE (adj) making people feel
it is important.
IMPRINT (n; v) mark from a thing pushing; push a mark on.
IMPRISON (v) put in a prison.
IMPRISONMENT (n) being in a prison.
IMPROBABLE (adj) not easily happening.
IMPROMPTU (adj) with no time to plan
before you do it.
IMPROPER (adj) bad; wrong.
IMPROPRIETY (n) bad or wrong action.
IMPROVE (v) make or become better.
IMPROVEMENT (n) thing you add, to
make a thing better.
IMPROVIDENT (adj) not planning for
the future.
IMPROVISE (v) do or make a thing,
without things you need to do it
well.
IMPRUDENT (adj) not thinking well before acting quickly.
IMPUDENT (adj) not kind when talking.
IMPUGN (v) say bad things about.
IMPULSE (n) fast feeling to do a thing
without planning.
IMPULSIVE (adj) acting quickly from a
feeling, without thinking.
IMPUNITY (n) without a person punishing you for doing a bad thing.
IMPURE (adj) not clean.
IMPURITY (n) dirty part.
IMPUTE (v) say who was making a
thing happen.
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*IN (prep; adv; adj) into; with a thing
around it; of; from; by; after a time of;
wearing; as a part of; here now; with
many people liking it now.
INABILITY (n) thing you cannot do.
INACCESSIBLE (adj) that people cannot find.
INACCURACY (n) what is not right.
INACCURATE (adj) not right.
INACTION (n) not working or moving.
INACTIVE (adj) not working.
INADEQUATE (adj) not enough.
INADMISSIBLE (adj) against a rule.
INADVERTENT (adj) without thinking.
INADVISABLE (adj) not good to do.
INALIENABLE (adj) that others cannot
take away.
INANE (adj) empty; foolish.
INANIMATE (adj) dead; not moving.
INAPPLICABLE (adj) not right for what
you are talking about.
INAPPRECIATIVE (adj) not happy for
good things you were receiving.
INAPPROPRIATE (adj) not good for this
time and place.
INAPTITUDE (n) not having the ability,
interest, or spirit that a job needs.
INARTICULATE (adj) not able to talk
well; not clear.
INASMUCH (conj) because.
INATTENTIVE (adj) not listening well.
INAUDIBLE (adj) too quiet to hear.
INAUGURATE (v) start, with a special
meeting.
INAUSPICIOUS (adj) not bringing a
good thing in the future.
INBORN, INBRED (adj) in a person or
animal when he or she was born.
INBREEDING (n) marrying between
people in the same family.
INBUILT (adj) in a thing from the time
it was made.
INCALCULABLE ( a d j ) t o o m u c h t o
count.
INCANDESCENT (adj) making light from
a hot piece of metal.
INCANTATION ( n ) s p e c i a l w o r d s t o
make a spiritual thing happen.
INCAPABLE (adj) not able.
INCAPACITY (n) thing you cannot do.
INCARCERATE (v) hold in a prison.
INCARNATE (adj) in the body of a person.
INCENDIARY (adj) making a fire.
INCENSE (v; n) make angry; chemical
with a good smell when it burns.
INCENTIVE (n) what makes a person
want to do a thing.
INCEPTION (n) start.
INCESSANT (adj) not stopping.
INCEST (n) mating between people in
the same family.
INCHARGE (adj) leading (In).
INCHOATE (adj) new and not finished
taking shape.
INCH (n; v) a
m e a s u r e of
distance; move
slowly.
INCIDENCE (n) how often a thing happens.

INCIDENT (n) happening.
INCIDENTAL (adj) not big or serious.
INCINERATE (v) destroy with fire.
INCIPIENT (adj) starting to happen.
INCISED (adj) with a sharp cut.
INCISION (n) sharp cut.
INCISIVE (adj) sharp; clear.
INCISOR (n) cutting tooth at the front
of your mouth.
INCITE (v) push to action.
INCIVILITY (n) action that is rough, stupid, or not kind to other people.
INCLEMENT (adj) (of weather) cold,
wet, or with much wind.
INCLINATION (n) wanting to do a thing;
INCLINE.
INCLINE (n; v) ANGLE of a hill; bend
or point forward,
down, or
toward.

INCLUDE (v) make a person or thing
part of the whole.
INCLUSIVE (adj) with all parts.
INCOGNITO (adv) with a secret name.
INCOHERENT (adj) not saying things
people can understand.
INCOMBUSTIBLE (adj) not able to burn.
INCOME (n) money you receive.
INCOMING (adj) coming in.
INCOMMUNICADO (adj) not talking (by
force or by choosing) with others.
INCOMPARABLE (adj) with no other
thing equal to it.
INCOMPATIBLE (adj) not able to live or
work well together.
INCOMPETENT (adj; n) not able; stupid person.
INCOMPLETE (adj) not finished.
INCOMPREHENSIBLE (adj) that people
cannot understand.
INCONCEIVABLE (adj) that people cannot believe can happen or be true.
INCONCLUSIVE ( a d j ) n o t s h o w i n g
clearly that a thing is true.
INCONGRUOUS (adj) wrong for this
time or place.
INCONSEQUENTIAL INCONSIDERABLE
(adj) not important.
INCONSIDERATE (adj) not kind.
INCONSISTENT (adj) not obeying the
rules that it was making; changing.
INCONSOLABLE (adj) too sad for you
to help to be happy.
INCONSPICUOUS (adj) not easy to see.
INCONTESTABLE (adj) very true.
INCONTINENT (adj) not able to control
body actions that need a TOILET.
INCONTROVERTIBLE (adj) that people
cannot argue with; very true.
INCONVENIENCE (n; v) difficult thing;
make a problem for a person.
INCONVENIENT (adj) not easy.
INCORPORATE (v) bring together into
one group.
INCORRECT (adj) wrong.

INCORRIGIBLE (adj) too bad to change.
INCORRUPTIBLE (adj) that cannot be
destroyed; (of a good person) that
you cannot force to be bad.
INCREASE (v; n) make or become more;
measure of how much a thing grows.
INCREDIBLE (adj) difficult to believe;
very good.
INCREDULOUS (adj) not able to believe
a thing is true.
INCREMENT (n) step in growing.
INCRIMINATE (v) say or show a person
is wrong.
INCRUSTATION (n) hard covering.
INCUBATE (v) cover an egg and keep it
warm when it is growing.
INCUBATION (n) time when a GERM is
in you, before you feel sick.
INCUBATOR (n) special bed for a baby
to live in, if it was born too early.

INCUBATOR
INCULCATE (v) make a person believe
a thing by doing or saying many times.
INCUMBENT (n; adj) leader who leads
now; that you must do.
INCUR (v) bring on yourself.
INCURABLE (adj) not able to be fixed.
INCURIOUS (adj) showing no interest
in learning.
INCURSION (n) coming or going into.
INDEBTED (adj) feeling you need to pay
for what a person was doing for you.
INDECENT (adj) not kind or right for
the people around you.
INDECIPHERABLE (adj) that you cannot read or understand.
INDECISION (n) not choosing.
INDEED (adv) in truth.
INDEFATIGABLE (adj) not able to become tired.
INDEFENSIBLE (adj) that you cannot argue for.
INDEFINABLE (adj) that you cannot say
clearly with words.
INDEFINITE (adj) not clear.
INDELIBLE (adj) that you cannot wash
away.
INDELICATE (adj) rough with words,
and making other people feel bad.
INDEMNIFY (v) pay for a wrong action
to another person; protect.
INDENT (v; n) push a thing in; concave mark or place.
INDEPENDENT (adj; n) not needing another thing or person; leader who is
not part of a group of leaders.
INDESCRIBABLE (adj) too difficult to
talk about with words.
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INDESTRUCTIBLE (adj) that you cannot destroy.
INDETERMINATE (adj) not clear.
INDEX (n) list of things that are in a
book or other thing; put on a list.
*INDIA (n) country in Asia south of
China.
*INDIAN (n; adj) person from India;
person from the first people to live in
America; ocean between Australia and
India; of people who were first living
in America; of India.
INDICATE (v) show.
INDICATIVE (adj) showing.
INDICATOR (n) car light that shows if
the car will turn; thing that shows.
INDICES (n) lists.
INDICT (v) say a person was not obeying a rule.
INDIFFERENT (adj) with no feeling; not
good or bad.
INDIGENOUS (adj) (of people, animals,
or plants) living first in a country.
INDIGENT (adj) poor.
INDIGESTION (n) stomach pain, from
food in it not becoming liquid.
INDIGNANT (adj) angry.
INDIGNATION (n) anger.
INDIGNITY (n) action that makes a person feel humble.
INDIGO (adj; n) blue-purple colour.
INDIRECT (adj) not straight to where it
should go.
INDISCERNIBLE (adj) not clear to see.
INDISCREET (adj) not thinking well before acting.
INDISCRETION (n) bad action.
INDISCRIMINATE (adj) for any person
or any thing.
INDISPENSABLE (adj) that you must
have.
INDISPOSED (adj) a little sick.
INDISPUTABLE (adj) that you cannot
argue about.
INDISTINCT (adj) not clear.
INDISTINGUISHABLE (adj) that you cannot see.
INDIVIDUAL (n; adj) one person; for
one; special.
INDIVIDUALITY (n) being separate and
special as one person.
INDIVIDUALLY (adv) with each person
acting as one separate person.
INDIVISIBLE ( a d j ) t h a t y o u c a n n o t
separate into parts.
INDOCTRINATE (v) teach.
INDOLENT (adj) lazy.
INDOMITABLE (adj) strong; not stopping or changing.
*INDONESIA (n) country of many ISLANDS between Australia and Asia.
INDONESIAN (n; adj) person from Indonesia; language of Indonesia; of Indonesia.
INDOOR (adj) in a building.
INDOORS (adv) in a building.
INDUBITABLY (adv) with all people believing it.
INDUCE (v) push or pull with words.
INDUCEMENT (n) thing that encourages
a person to do a thing.
INDUCT (v) put in a job.

INDUCTION (n) putting in; making a rule
from many little actions; making electricity from movement of a MAGNET.
INDULGE (v) do what you want.
INDUSTRIAL (adj) of, or for, making
things in big companies.
INDUSTRIALIST (n) rich leader of a big
company that makes things.
INDUSTRIOUS (adj) working well.
INDUSTRY (n) working; all people who
do the same work.
INDWELL (adj) live in.
INEBRIATED (adj) showing effects of
drinking too much alcohol.
INEDIBLE (adj) that you cannot eat.
INEFFABLE (adj) too good to say with
words.
INEFFECTIVE, INEFFECTUAL (adj) not
making the effect that you want.
INEFFICIENT (adj) using too much time,
money, or other things to make the
effect you want.
INELASTIC (adj) not bending or changing shape without breaking.
INELEGANT (adj) not beautiful.
INELIGIBLE (adj) not having the abilities that a rule says you must have for
a job or other action.
INEPT (adj) stupid; foolish.
INEQUALITY (n) difference.
INEQUITABLE (adj) not equal toward all
people.
INERT (adj) not moving or changing.
INERTIA (n) not wanting to change.
INESCAPABLE (adj) that you cannot
hide from.
INESTIMABLE (adj) too expensive or
important to put a price or number on.
INEVITABLE (adj) that you cannot stop
from happening.
INEXACT (adj) not perfect in measure.
INEXCUSABLE (adj) bad, without a
good reason.
INEXHAUSTIBLE (adj) very much, that
you cannot use all of.
INEXORABLE (adj) that you cannot
change the direction of.
INEXPENSIVE (adj) not expensive.
INEXPERIENCE (n) not doing a thing often enough in the past.
INEXPERT (adj) without much ability.
INEXPLICABLE (adj) that no person can
understand.
INEXPRESSIBLE (adj) that you cannot
say with words.
INEXTRICABLY (adv) (of two things
mixing together) that you cannot
separate from each other.
INFALLIBLE (adj) perfect.
INFAMOUS ( a d j ) w i t h m a n y p e o p l e
knowing it is bad.
INFAMY (n) being very bad, and having many people know about it.
INFANCY (n) time when you are a baby.
INFANT (n) baby.
INFANTICIDE (n) killing a baby.
INFANTILE (adj) of, or like, babies.
INFANTRY, INFANTRYMEN (n) soldiers
who fight without horses or vehicles.
INFATUATION (n) changing love.
INFECT (v) put dirt or a GERM that
makes a sickness on; move from one
person to another.

INFECTION (n) sickness from GERMS.
INFECTIOUS (of a sickness) able to
move from one person to another.
INFER (v) show or understand one
thing from another thing.
INFERENCE (n) thing you understand
from another thing.
INFERIOR (adj; n) worse; below; person who is below or worse than another.
INFERIORITY (n) being worse.
INFERNAL (adj) bad; from the devil.
INFERNO (n) very big fire.
INFERTILE (adj) not growing well.
INFERTILITY (n) not being able to have
a baby.
INFESTATION (n) many bad things in
one place.
INFIDEL (n) person who does not believe in God.
INFIDELITY (n) a husband or wife mating with another person.
INFIELD (n) part of a cricket or BASEBALL ground where you hit the ball
and run.
INFIGHTING ( n ) a r g u i n g b e t w e e n
people in the same group.
INFILTRATE (v) go slowly into all parts.
INFINITE (adj) with no end or border.
INFINITESIMAL (adj) very small.
INFINITIVE (n) time or number with no
end.
INFINITY (n) place or time with no end
or border; all time and all places.
INFIRM (adj) weak; sick.
INFIRMARY (n) hospital.
INFIRMITY (n) sickness.
INFLAME ( v ) s t a r t t o b u r n ; s t a r t a
strong feeling.
INFLAMMABLE (adj) easy to burn.
INFLAMMATION (n) pain in the body,
where the place becomes hot and red.
INFLAMMATORY ( a d j ) e n c o u r a g i n g
anger or some other strong emotion.
INFLATE (v) fill with gas to become big,
like a BALLOON.
INFLATION ( n ) a l l t h i n g s b e c o m i n g
more expensive.
INFLECTION, INFLEXION (n) changes in
sounds when saying words.
INFLEXIBLE (adj) not able to bend.
INFLICT (v) give pain to.
INFLOW (n) movement of things to a
place.
INFLUENCE (v; n) change a person
without forcing; ability to change the
thinking of people.
INFLUENTIAL (adj) able to change the
thinking of many people; important.
INFLUENZA (n) sickness that many
people receive.
INFLUX (n) many things coming in.
INFORM (v) tell.
INFORMAL (adj) without special rules.
INFORMANT (n) person who tells.
INFORMATION (n) things people tell.
INFORMATIVE (adj) telling well.
INFORMED (adj) smart.
INFORMER (n) person who tells others
if you do a bad thing.
INFRACTION (n) disobeying a rule.
INFRA-RED (adj) of light people cannot see.
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INFRASTRUCTURE (n) all important
small parts of a company, plan, or
group.
INFREQUENT (adj) not happening often .
INFRINGE (v) disobey (a rule).
INFRUCTUOUS (adj) not having the effect you were wanting (In).
INFURIATE (v) make angry.
INFUSE (v) put a quality into.
INGENIOUS (adj) very smart.
INGENUITY (n) smartness.
INGEST (v) eat; take in.
INGLORIOUS (adj) bad.
INGOT (n) (of metal)
special shape that
you must melt
to make a
shape that
you can
use.
INGRAINED (adj) (of dirt or thinking)
in, strongly, and difficult to take out.
INGRATE (n) person who is not happy
when you help him or her.
INGRATIATING (adj) trying to make
other people like you.
INGRATITUDE ( n ) n o t b e i n g h a p p y
when a person helps you.
INGREDIENT (n) one part in a mixture.
IN-GROUP (n) group you are a part of.
INHABIT (v) live in a place.
INHABITANT (n) person who lives in a
place.
INHALANT (n) medicine you breathe
in.
INHALE (v) breathe in.
INHALER (n) tool that helps a person
breathe in a medicine.
INHERENT (adj) in you when you are
born.
INHERIT (v) receive things from a person who dies; receive qualities from
your parents when you are born.
INHERITANCE (n) thing you receive
from your parents or a person who
dies.
INHIBIT (v) make movement difficult.
INHIBITION ( n ) f e a r o r o t h e r t h i n g
stopping you from doing what you
want.
INHOSPITABLE (adj) not friendly to live
with.
INHUMAN, INHUMANE (adj) cruel.
INIMICABLE (adj) dangerous and not
friendly.
INIMITABLE (adj) that no other person
can do in the same way.
INIQUITY (n) very bad action.
INITIAL (adj; n) at the start; first letter
in a name.
INITIATE (v; n) start; new person in a
group.
INITIATIVE (n) ability to start things;
first step.
INJECT (v) push a quality or liquid
into.
INJECTION (n) medicine from a HYPODERMIC NEEDLE.
INJUDICIOUS (adj) without good thinking about effects of an action.

INJUNCTION (n) rule stopping one person from doing an action.
INJURE (v) hurt; break.
INJURIOUS (adj) hurting; breaking.
INJURY (n) pain; sore; breaking.
INJUSTICE n) action that is not equal
for all people.
INK (n) liquid for
writing.

INKLING (n) little
thing or feeling
that shows you
another thing.
INK-WELL (n) bottle of INK in a DESK.
INLAID (adj) with pieces in it in a pattern, and their tops smooth together.
INLAND (n; adj; adv) middle of a country; away from the ocean.
IN-LAWS (n) family of a person who
was marrying into your family.
INLAY (v; n) put pieces in a board, with
the tops of each being smooth together with the top of the board;
pieces put in another thing in this way.
INLET (n) narrow piece of water with
land on three sides; place where a
thing goes in.
INMATE (n) person living in a hospital
or a prison.
INMOST (adj) most secret.
INN (n) house where people pay to eat,
drink, or sleep.
INNARDS (n) intestines.
INNATE (adj) in you when you are born.
INNER (adj) in the middle.
INNERMOST (adj) most secret; most
near the middle.
INNING, INNINGS (n) time when your
group tries to hit the ball, in cricket or
BASEBALL.
INNOCENT (adj) not bad or wrong.
INNOCUOUS (adj) not dangerous.
INNOVATION (n) new thing; change.
INNUENDO (n) saying, that you hide in
another saying.
INNUMERABLE (adj) too many to count.
INOCULATE (v) give a little sickness,
to make the body strong from fighting it.
INOFFENSIVE (adj) not bad.
INOPERABLE (adj) (of a sickness) that
you cannot fix by cutting into the
body.
INOPERATIVE (adj) not working.
INOPPORTUNE (adj) not at a good time.
INORDINATE (adj) too much.
INORGANIC ( a d j ) n o t f r o m l i v i n g
things.
IN-PATIENT (n) sick person who lives
in a hospital.
INPUT (n; v) what is put in; place where
things are put in; put in.
INQUEST (n) court study of an action.
INQUIRE (v) ask.
INQUIRY (n) question; court study of
an action.
INQUISITION (n) strong court or church
study of an action.

INQUISITIVE (adj) asking questions.
INROADS (n) movements into.
INSALUBRIOUS (adj) not healthy.
INSANE (adj) crazy; foolish.
INSANITARY (adj) not clean.
INSANITY (n) being crazy.
INSATIABLE (adj) greedy.
INSCRIBE (v) write; draw.
INSCRIPTION (n) special words on a
coin or other stone or metal thing.
INSCRUTABLE (adj) secret.
*INSECT, (n) small animal with six legs.
INSECTICIDE (n) chemical for killing insects.
INSECTIVOROUS (adj) eating insects.
INSECURE (adj) not feeling safe.
INSEMINATE (v) start a baby in an animal.
INSENSATE, INSENSIBLE (adj) with no
feeling.
INSENSITIVE (adj) with little feeling.
INSEPARABLE (adj) always together.
INSERT (v; n) put in; what you put
in.
INSET (n) piece you put in a book or
dress; small map in a big map.

INSET
INSHORE (adj; adv) near the beach.
*INSIDE (prep; adv; adj; n) in; in less
than; in prison; to the middle; of the
inside; inside part.
INSIDER (n) person who is part of a
group.
INSIDES (n) all body organs.
INSIDIOUS (adj) bad, and secret.
INSIGHT (n) understanding.
INSIGNIA (n) mark or BADGE showing
what group you are from.
INSIGNIFICANT (adj) not important.
INSINCERE (adj) not wanting the truth,
if it will show that you are wrong.
INSINUATE (v) hide one saying in another.
INSIPID (adj) boring; without life.
INSIST (v) tell a person strongly to do
or believe a thing; say strongly that a
thing is true.
INSKIRT (n) SKIRT that a woman wears
under a dress (In).
INSOBRIETY (n) drinking too much alcohol.
INSOFAR (adv) for this much.
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INSOLE (n) flat piece inside a shoe.
INSOLENT (adj) proud and rough with
words.
INSOLUBLE (adj) not able to become
part of a liquid.
INSOLVENT (adj) too poor to pay.
INSOMNIA (n) not being able to sleep.
INSOMUCH (adv) for this much.
INSOUCIANT (adj) with no interest.
INSPECT (v) look at slowly, with serious thinking.
INSPECTION (n) looking at slowly, with
serious thinking.
INSPECTOR (n) leader of policemen;
person who looks at things to see if
they are right, for a job.
INSPIRATION (n) enthusiastic thinking,
often from God.
INSPIRE (v) breathe air into; put enthusiasm into.
INSPIRED (adj) so good that people
think God was helping you to do it.
INSTABILITY ( n ) e a s i l y m o v i n g o r
changing.
INSTALL (v) put in a special place.
INSTALLATION (n) putting a thing in a
special place; place where soldiers or
other people from an army work.
INSTALMENT (n) one of many parts of
a story or a price.
INSTANCE (n) one thing that is like
many other things.
INSTANT (adj; n) that you can make or
use quickly; very short time.
INSTANTANEOUS (adj) happening very
quickly.
INSTANTLY (adv) now; at this time.
INSTEAD ( a d v ) i n t h e p l a c e o f a n other.
INSTEP (n) middle of the foot.
INSTIGATE (v) encourage or lead a bad
action.
INSTIL, INSTILL (Am) (v) put in slowly.
INSTINCT (n) ability to do smart things
without thinking or learning.
INSTITUTE (v; n) start; group or building to help people.
INSTITUTION (n) rule or action people
always follow; school, prison, or hospital.
INSTRUCT (v) teach; tell.
INSTRUCTIONS (n) rules for an action.
*INSTRUMENT ( n ) t o o l ; t h i n g t h a t
makes music; vehicle part that measures; important paper.
INSTRUMENTAL ( a d j ) i m p o r t a n t i n
helping you do an action; for musical
instruments.
INSTRUMENTALIST (n) entertainer who
uses a musical instrument.
INSUBORDINATE (adj) disobeying.
INSUBSTANTIAL (adj) not big, solid, or
strong.
INSUFFERABLE (adj) too difficult.
INSUFFICIENT (adj) not enough.
INSULAR (adj) like an ISLAND; not listening well to other people.
INSULATE (v) cover a thing to stop
heat, sound, or electricity from coming into or going out of it.

INSULIN (n) chemical in the body, that
controls sugar measures in the blood.
INSULT (n; v) action that says you are
bad; do a thing that says a person is
bad.
INSURANCE (n) thing that protects;
agreement by a company, to pay you
money if a bad thing happens.
INSURE (v) pay to receive more money
if a person dies, or another bad thing
happens; protect a person or thing.
INSURGENTS (n) people fighting leaders or an army in their own country.
INSURMOUNTABLE (adj) too difficult to
go over or fix.
INSURRECTION ( n ) w a r b y p e o p l e
against their own leaders.
INTACT (adj) together; not broken.
INTAKE (n) action or place of taking
in; number of things you take in.
INTANGIBLE ( a d j ) t h a t y o u c a n n o t
touch or easily understand.
INTEGER (n) whole number.
INTEGRAL (adj) important; whole.
INTEGRATE (v) join together as one.
INTEGRITY (n) saying the truth.
INTEGUMENTARY (adj) of the skin.
INTELLECT (n) smartness.
INTELLECTUAL (adj; n) smart; smart
person.
INTELLIGENCE (n) smartness; thing
you know.
INTELLIGENT (adj) smart.
INTELLIGENTSIA (n) all smart people
in a country.
INTELLIGIBLE (adj) that you can understand.
INTEMPERATE (adj) without control.
INTEND (v) plan to do.
INTENSE (adj) very strong in quality.
INTENSIFIER (n) word like “very” that
makes a quality more strong.
INTENSIFY (v) make a feeling or quality more strong.
INTENSITY (n) measure of the strength
of a feeling or quality.
INTENSIVE (adj) strong; with much together in one place.
INTENT ( a d j ; n ) p l a n n i n g s t r o n g l y ;
plan.
INTENTION (n) plan.
INTENTIONAL (adj) with planning.
INTER (v) bury a dead body.
INTERACT (v) act on each other.
INTERCEDE (v) talk to a person to help
another person.
INTERCEPT (v) stop a thing before it
comes to the place where it was going.
INTERCESSION (n) talking to a person
to help another person.
INTERCHANGE (v; n) change things to
put each in the place of the other; talking between people; changing between two or more things; place to
change from one road to another.
INTERCONNECT (v) join to each other.
INTERCONTINENTAL (adj) between six
big parts of the earth.
INTERCOM (n) machine for talking to
people in another room.
INTERCOURSE (n) talking between two
people; mating.

INTERDENOMINATIONAL (adj) of more
than one church group.
INTERDEPENDENCE (n) needing each
other.
INTERDINING (n) rich and poor people
eating together (In).
*INTEREST (n; v) money you pay to use
the money of another person; part of
a thing that is yours; wanting to think
about a thing; make a person want to
think about a thing.
*INTERESTING ( a d j ) e a s y t o t h i n k
about.
INTERFACE (n) border between two
different things.
INTERFACING (n) material between two
pieces of cloth in a piece of clothes.
INTERFERE (v) push into an action between other people.
INTERFERENCE (n) pushing into an action; noise, or pictures that are not
clear, on a radio or television.
INTERIM (n) time between two points
in time.
INTERIOR (n; adj) part in, or toward,
the middle; toward, or in, the middle.
INTERJECT (v) say words quickly in the
middle of other talking.
INTERJECTION (n) word that can show
a feeling without another word to help
it.
INTERLOCK (v) hold together with one
part going over or around the other.
INTERLOCUTOR (n) person you are talking with.
INTERLOPER (n) person who pushes
into an action between other people.
INTERLUDE ( n ) t i m e b e t w e e n t w o
pieces of music, or two other actions.
INTERMARRIAGE (n) marrying between
people from very different groups.
INTERMEDIARY (n) person who acts
between two other people.
INTERMEDIATE (adj) coming between
two other things.
INTERMENT (n) burying a dead body.
INTERMINABLE (adj) very long.
INTERMINGLE (v) mix together.
INTERMISSION (n) rest time in the
middle of entertainment.
INTERMITTENT ( a d j ) s t o p p i n g a n d
starting many times.
INTERN (n; v) new doctor, who lives in
a hospital; put a person in a prison.
INTERNAL (adj) in the middle; inside.
INTERNAL-COMBUSTION (adj) (of a motor) burning a chemical in it.
INTERNALISE (v) make a teaching part
of what you believe.
INTERNATIONAL (adj) between countries.
INTERNECINE (adj) hurting both sides.
INTERNEE (n) prisoner.
INTERNMENT (n) time when a person
is in a prison.
INTERPERSONAL ( a d j ) b e t w e e n
people.
INTERPLANETARY (adj) between planets.
INTERPLAY (n) action between two or
more people or things.
INTERPOL ( n ) g r o u p o f p o l i c e m e n
working for all countries.
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INTERPOLATE (v) add words to the
words of another person.
INTERPOSE (v) put between; break into
talking to say a few words.
INTERPRET (v) change words from one
language to another language.
INTERPRETER (n) person who changes
the words of one language to the
words of another language.
INTERREGNUM (n) time between two
KINGS, when a country has no leader.
INTERRELATE (v) have an effect on
each other.
INTERROGATE (v) ask a person many
questions.
INTERROGATIVE (n) word like who,
when, or how, that starts a question.
INTERRUPT (v) break smooth movement of a thing, or of a person talking.
INTERRUPTION (n) thing that breaks the
smooth movement of a thing, or of a
person talking; time of this breaking.
INTERSECT (v) cross a thing.
INTERSECTION (n) place where lines,
roads, or other things cross.
INTERSPERSE (v) put things in many
places in another thing.
INTERSTATE (adj; adv) between two
big pieces of a country; to, in, or into
another big piece of a country.
INTERSTELLAR (adj) between stars.
INTERSTICE (n) small space between
two things that are beside each other.
INTERTWINE (v) bend around each
other (see PLAIT).
INTERVAL (n) space or time between
two things or between two points in
time.
INTERVENE (v) come into an action between other people.
INTERVIEW (v; n) ask a person questions about himself or herself; this
action.
INTERWEAVE (v) bend around each
other (see PLAIT).
INTESTATE (adj) not leaving a paper
to say who you want to give your
wealth to.
INTESTINAL (adj) of the intestines.
*INTESTINES (n) body tube from the
stomach to a hole between the buttocks.
INTIMACY (n) mating; close loving.
INTIMATE (adj; n; v) very close to a
friend; mating; very close friend; say
a thing without clear words.
INTIMIDATE (v) push, using fear.
*INTO (prep) moving to a place inside.
INTOLERABLE (adj) too bad or difficult.
INTOLERANT (adj) not kind to people
who are different.
INTONE (v) talk with a singing sound.
INTOXICANT (n) drink with alcohol in
it.
INTOXICATED (adj) not thinking well,
from drinking alcohol.
INTRACTABLE (adj) not easy to lead.
INTRAMURAL (adj) inside a school,
house, town, or group.
INTRANSIGENT (adj) not changing for
other people.

INTRANSITIVE (adj) (of an action word)
without a person or thing receiving
the action.
INTRASTATE (adj) happening inside a
big piece of a country.
INTRAUTERINE (adj) in the organ where
a baby starts to grow.
INTRAVENOUS (adj) in, or into, blood
tubes in the body.
INTREPID (adj) strong, and not afraid.
INTRICATE (adj) with many different
shapes and pieces.
INTRIGUE (n; v) secret plan; interest.
INTRINSIC (adj) in a thing itself.
INTRO (n) words before a person, thing,
or happening, to tell about it.
INTRODUCE (v) bring together for the
first time; show a new thing or person.
INTRODUCTION (n) words before a
thing or happening, to tell about it;
showing a new person or thing.
INTROIT (n) special song in a church.
INTROSPECTION (n) looking at your
own thinking and feelings.
INTROVERT (n) quiet person who does
not want to be with other people.
INTRUDE (v) push into.
INTRUDER (n) person going into a place
where he or she should not be.
INTRUSION (n) going into a place where
you should not be.
INTUITION (n) knowing without learning.
INUNDATE (v) cover with much water.
INURE (v) learn to be happy with a thing
you do not like.
INVADE (v) move into a place to fight
the people there.
INVALID (adj; n) not right; crippled or
sick person.
INVALIDATE (v) show to be wrong.
INVALUABLE (adj) too good to give it
a price.
INVARIABLY (adv) always the same.
INVASION (n) moving into a place, to
fight the people there.
INVECTIVE (n) angry shouting.
INVEIGH (v) say strongly what you do
not like about a thing.
INVEIGLE (v) softly make people do
what they do not want to do.
INVENT (v) make a new tool, machine,
or other thing; make a false story.
INVENTION (n) new tool, machine, or
other thing a person was making.
INVENTORY (n) list of things in a shop
or other place.
INVERSE (adj; n) with the bottom on
the top; opposite.
INVERT (v) turn the bottom to the top.
INVERTER (n) tool for changing electricity.
INVERTEBRATE ( n ) a n i m a l w i t h n o
bone in the back.
INVEST (v) give money to a bank or
company, to receive more money in
the future; give a person special qualities.
INVESTIGATE (v) look at, to understand and learn about.
INVESTITURE (n) special meeting to
give a job or other thing to a person.

INVESTMENT (n) money you give to a
bank or company to receive more
money in the future.
INVESTOR (n) person who gives money
to a bank or company to receive more
money in the future.
INVETERATE (adj) difficult to change.
INVIDIOUS (adj) difficult because it can
make people not like you.
INVIGORATING (adj) making you feel
strong and enthusiastic.
INVINCIBLE (adj) too strong to break.
INVIOLABLE (adj) that you cannot argue with or disobey.
INVISIBLE (adj) that you cannot see.
INVITATION (n) kind asking.
INVITE (v) ask to come; ask for.
INVITING (adj) beautiful.
INVOCATION (n) asking God to help
you, or to be in a meeting.
INVOICE (n) list, with prices, of things
a person was buying.
INVOKE (v) pray; ask for help from.
INVOLUNTARY (adj) happening without you choosing for it to happen.
INVOLVE (v) be part of an action.
INVOLVED (adj) part of an action; difficult to understand.
INVULNERABLE (adj) too strong to be
hurt or broken.
INWARD (adj) toward the middle; going in; spiritual; in your thinking.
INWARDLY, INWARDS (adv) toward the
middle; in your thinking or spirit.
IODINE (n) blue or black liquid that people use in medicine and in making pictures with a camera.
ION (n) ATOM that carries electricity.
IONISE (v) change a chemical to ATOMS that carry electricity.
IONOSPHERE (n) air that is very high
above the earth.
IOTA (n) very small piece.
IRASCIBLE (adj) becoming angry easily.
IRATE (adj) angry.
IRE (n) anger.
IRIDESCENT (adj) changing colours
with movement.
IRIS (n) round, coloured part of the
eye; flower with thin leaves.

IRIS

IRIS

IRKSOME ( a d j ) m a k i n g y o u a l i t t l e
angry.
IRON (n; adj; v)
tool for making
clothes
smooth;
a
strong metal;
tool
made
from
this
metal;
made
from this metal; make clothes smooth
with an IRON.
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IRON-BOX (n) IRON.
IRONCLAD (adj) very strong.
IRONIC (adj) with opposite truths or
qualities.
IRONING (n) clothes that you plan to
make smooth with an IRON.
IRONMONGER (n) person who sells
tools, or other metal things (Br).
IRONWORK ( n )
beautiful metal
patterns, often on
a building.
IRONY ( n ) g o o d
thing happening
at a time when it
cannot
help;
words you
say,
that are opposite
to what you want
people to understand you are
saying.
IRRATIONAL (adj)
without
clear
thinking or a good
reason.
IRRECONCILABLE (adj) (of two people)
not able to stop disagreeing.
IRREDEEMABLE (adj) too bad to fix.
IRREDUCIBLE (adj) in the most small
pieces.
IRREFUTABLE (adj) that all people will
agree is true.
IRREGULAR (adj) not smooth; not following a rule; changing.
IRREGULARITY (n) difference.
IRRELEVANT (adj) not important to the
thing you are talking about.
IRRELIGIOUS (adj) having no interest
in spiritual things.
IRREMEDIABLE, IRREPARABLE (adj)
that you cannot fix.
IRREPLACEABLE (adj) very special,
with no other one like it.
IRREPRESSIBLE (adj) (of a feeling) that
you cannot hold in.
IRREPROACHABLE (adj) perfect.
IRRESISTIBLE (adj) too strong or too
good for people to fight against .
IRRESOLUTE (adj) weak about choosing.
IRRESPECTIVE (adj) not looking at.
IRRESPONSIBLE (adj) doing jobs badly.
IRRETRIEVABLE (adj) that you cannot
find or return at any time.
IRREVERENT (adj) foolish about God.
IRREVERSIBLE (adj) that you cannot
turn to go in the opposite direction.
IRREVOCABLE (adj) (of a rule) that you
cannot stop or change.
IRRIGATE (v) give water to.
IRRIGATION (n) channels for bringing
water to land; giving water to.
IRRITABLE (adj) easily becoming angry.
IRRITANT (n) chemical that makes pain
or sores on, or in, the body.
IRRITATE (v) make pain, often by rubbing; make you a little angry.

*IS (v) lives; stays; be; have a quality.
*ISLAM (n) religion of Muslims.
ISLAMIC (adj) of Islam.
ISLAND (n) piece of land with water
around it; place in the middle of a road,
where vehicles cannot go.

ISLANDS
ISLANDERS (n) people who live on an
ISLAND.
ISLE (n) ISLAND.
ISLET (n) small ISLAND.
ISM (n) teaching of a group.
ISOBAR (n) line on a weather map.
ISOLATE (v) put a person or thing away
from other people or things.
ISOLATION (n) being away from others.
ISOMETRIC (adj) of equal measure; (of
exercises) with little body movement.
ISOSCELES (adj) (of triangles) with two
equal sides.
ISOTOPES (n) materials with different
qualities, but from the same chemical.
*ISRAEL (n) country between Africa,
Asia, and Europe.
ISRAELI (n; adj) person from Israel;
from Israel.
ISSUE (n; v) thing people are talking
about; coins, newspapers, magazine,
or books made at one time; children;
child (In); go or come out; give out.
ISTHMUS (n) thin piece of land joining two big pieces of land.
*IT (pro) thing you are talking about;
weather; perfect person or thing.
ITALIAN (n; adj) person from Italy; language of Italy; of Italy.
ITALIC (adj; n) (of letters) not vertical; letter that is not vertical.

italic
*ITALY (n) country in Europe.
ITCH (v; n) want to rub your skin; rub
your skin; feeling that makes you want
to rub your skin.
ITEM (n) one thing from a list; piece
of truth, often from a newspaper.
ITEMISE (v) make a list of.
ITINERANT (adj; n) going from place
to place; person doing much travelling.
ITINERARY (n) list of places where you
travel.
*ITS (adj) that it owns; of it.
*ITSELF (pro) from it, to it.

IVORIES (n) teeth; PIANO buttons;
DICE.
IVORY (n) hard white horns from the
mouth of an elephant.
IVY (n) VINE with very smooth leaves.

J
JAB (v; n) push with the end of a stick.
JABBER (v; n) talk quickly; fast talking.
JACARANDA (n) tree with blue flowers.
JACINTH (n) expensive orange stone.
JACK (n; v) tool for lifting vehicles;
flag; small white ball in BOWLS; card
with the face of a young man on it;
small ADAPTOR; important person
who helps you (In); lift a vehicle with
a tool.
JACKAL (n) wild animal from Africa
and South Asia, that is like a dog.
JACKAROO (n) young man who works
with sheep and cows (Aus).
JACKASS (n) stupid person; donkey.
JACKBOOT (n) heavy shoe that covers the leg up to the knee.
JACKDAW (n) RAVEN that robs things.
JACKEROO (n) young man who works
with sheep and cows (Aus).
JACKET (n) short coat; covering for a
book or RECORD;
skin of a POTATO.

JACKHAMMER
(n) machine to
break stones.

JACK-INTHE-BOX
(n) toy man
t h a t comes
quickly out of
a box when
you open it.

JACK-KNIFE (n; v) POCKET-KNIFE;
way of bending the body when jumping into water; (of a joint between two
vehi -cles) bend in a sharp ANGLE.
JACKPOT (n) big award of money.
JACKRABBIT (n) big wild rabbit.
JACKS (n) game children play with
stones and a ball.
JACUZZI (n) big round TUB with fast
moving water in it.
JADE (n) green, blue, or white stone.
JADED (adj) tired and without enthusiasm.
JAFFA (n) big orange from Israel.
JAGGED (adj) rough on a border where
it was cut or broken.
JAGUAR (n) big wild cat from South
America.
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JAIL (n) prison.
JAILBIRD (n) prisoner.
JAILER (n) policeman in a prison.
JALOPY (n) old car.
JAM (v; n) push or squeeze between
two things; make music without planning; end of movement, because too
many things are pushing into a small
place; time when it is difficult to
choose what to do; food from fruit
and sugar; group making music without planning.
JAMB (n) side of a door or window.
JAMBOREE (n) many people coming
together to be happy.
JAM-PACKED (adj) very full.
JANGLE ( v ) m a k e l o u d n o i s e s l i k e
metal pieces hitting together.
JANITOR (n) person who cleans and
fixes a building.
JANUARY (n) first month in the year.
*JAPAN (n) country of ISLANDS on the
east side of Asia.
JAPANESE (n; adj) people who live in
Japan; language of Japan; of Japan.
JAPE (n; v) foolish trick; do or say a
thing to be foolish.
JAPONICA (n) bush with red flowers.

JAR ( n; v ) glass or
bottle with a wide
opening; surprise;
hit a thing hard
enough to move it.

JARDINIÊRE
(n)
beautiful JAR you grow plants in.
JARGON (n) words that many people
do not understand.
JARRAH (n) EUCALYPTUS tree with
strong, red-brown timber.
JASMIN, JASMINE (n) bush with white
or yellow flowers.
JASPER (n) red, yellow, dark green, or
brown stone.
JAUNDICE (n) sickness that makes the
skin yellow; being without enthusiasm; greed.
JAUNT (n) happy travelling.
JAUNTY (adj) showing happiness, enthusiasm, and confidence.
JAVELIN (n) spear you throw in a sport.
JAW (n; v) face below your top lip;
talk.
JAW-BREAKER (n) difficult word.
JAY (n) loud bird with strong colours.
JAYWALK (v) walk in or across a road
in a dangerous way.
JAZZ (n; v) music you can play without much planning; make more interesting.
JAZZY (adj) with much colour, music,
or movement to make it interesting.
JEALOUS (adj) wanting a person to
love you, and no other person; wanting a thing that another person has.
JEALOUSY (n) wanting a person to love
you, and no other person; wanting a
thing that another person has.

JEANS (n) pants
from
strong
cotton cloth.
JEEP ( n ) s m a l l
strong vehicle
with a motor that
pushes all four
wheels.
JEER (v) laugh or
say things, to
hurt.
JEHOVAH
(n)
name for God.
JEJUNE (adj)
boring and not smart.
JELL (v) become solid.
JELLY (n) soft solid food that you can
see through; material that explodes.
JELLY-FISH (n) ocean animal with a soft
body.
JEMMY (n) bar a robber uses to break
into a house (see CROWBAR).
JENNY (n) female donkey.
JEOPARDISE (v) (of a thing) do an action that can easily hurt or destroy it.
JEOPARDY (n) danger.
JERK (n; v) stupid person; short, fast
movement; make this movement.
JERKIN (n) short coat with no arms.
JERKY (adj; n) with many short, fast
movements; thin pieces of dry meat.
JERRY (v) see a thing you were not
seeing at first.
JERRY-BUILT (adj) made quickly and
with cheap materials.
JERRYCAN (n) container for petrol or
water, that you carry in a vehicle.
JERSEY (n) jumper; yellow-brown cow
that gives much good milk.
JEST (n; v) foolishness; thing to make
people laugh; make people laugh.
JESTER (n) CLOWN.
*JESUS (n) Son of God, who teaches
people to love God and others; Christ.
JET (n; v; adj) plane that uses gas,
pushing through a hole, to push it forward; hole where gases or liquids
push through; move quickly; travel in
a fast plane; black.
JETLAG (n) tired feeling after much
travelling in a fast plane.
JETSAM (n) things people throw from
a boat or plane to make it more light.
JET-SET (n) rich young people who
travel and use much
money.
JETTISON (v)
throw things from
a boat or plane.
JETTY (n)
road projecting out from
the beach,
over water.
*JEW (n) follower of Judaism.
JEWEL (n) expensive stone.
JEWELER (Am), JEWELLER (n) person
who sells WATCHES and expensive
metal and stone pieces that people
wear.

JEWELLERY , JEWELRY ( A m ) ( n )
RINGS, NECKLACES, and other pieces
of metal and stones that you wear.
*JEWISH (adj) of the Jews.
JEWRY (n) all Jews.
JIB (n) triangle-shaped sail for a boat;
projecting piece on a CRANE.
JIBBOOM (n) heavy timber bar projecting from the front of a ship.
JIBE (n) saying to make another person look foolish.
JIFFY (n) short time.
JIG (n) fast, jumping dance.
JIGGER (n) small glass; small insect;
piece of timber a person stands on
when cutting a tree with an axe.
JIGGERY-POKERY (n) secret trick (Br).
JIGGLE (v) shake a little.
JIGSAW (n) machine FRETSAW.
JIHAD (n) war for God in the Muslim
religion.
JILLAROO ( n ) y o u n g w o m a n w h o
works with sheep and cows (Aus).
JILT (v) leave a person who loves you.
JIMMY (n) small CROWBAR.
JINGLE (n; v) sound of small bells;
short piece of music in an
ADVERTISEMENT; make a sound like
small bells.
JINGOISM (n) too much enthusiasm
for your country and for war.
JINX (n; v) bad things happening with
help from the devil; make bad things
happen with help from the devil.
JITTERBUG (n) person who likes fast
music and dancing; fast dance (Am).
JITTERS (n) worry before an important
action.
JITTERY (adj) worried or afraid.
JIVE (n; v) fast dance; special way of
talking for people with dark skin from
America; talk this way; say a foolish
thing; go well together.
*JOB (n) piece of work to do; work that
a person does for money.
JOCKEY (n; v) person who rides a
horse in races; push to get where you
want to be.
JOCKSTRAP ( n )
piece of clothes that
protects the testicles.
JOCOSE, JOCULAR
(adj) making people
laugh.
JODHPURS (n) pants
for riding horses,
that are thin below
the knees.
JOEY (n) baby KANGAROO (Aus).
JOG (v; n) run slowly for exercise;
push a little; time of slow running for
exercise; little push.
JOGGLE (v) shake a little.
JOGTROT (n) time of slow running.
JOHN (n) policeman; TOILET (Am); person paying money to mate with a
woman.
*JOIN ( v ; n ) p u t o r c o m e t o g e t h e r ;
place where two things come together.
JOINER (n) person who makes windows and doors.
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JOINERY (n) work of a person who
makes windows and doors.
*JOINT (n; adj) place where two things
come together; place where people
meet; MARIJUANA CIGARETTE; piece
of meat; by two or more people together.
JOINTER (n) tool for shaping the border of timber.
JOIST (n) one of many parallel timber
pieces from wall to wall, that hold up
a floor or roof (see RAFTER).
JOJOBA (n) plant that has an oil in it
like the oil in whales.
JOKE (n; v) thing you do or say to make
people laugh; do or say a thing to
make people laugh.
JOKER (n) foolish person; card with a
CLOWN on it; person.
JOLLITY (n) happiness.
JOLLY (adj; adv) happy; very.
JOLT (n; v) short, fast movement; surprise; move quickly a short distance.
JONATHAN (n) apple with red skin.
JONQUIL ( n ) p l a n t w i t h g r o u p s o f
good-smelling white or yellow flowers.
JOSH (v) try to make people laugh.
JOSS-STICK (n) stick you burn to make
a good smell.
JOSTLE (v) push or hit together.
JOT (n; v) small mark; write quickly.
JOTTER (n) book of papers for writing; BIRO (In).
JOTTINGS (n) short writings.
JOULE ( n ) m e a s u r e o f w o r k o r
strength.
JOUNCE (v) shake up and down.
JOURNAL (n) writings of things that
happen each day; newspaper or
magazine.
JOURNALESE (n) way of writing for
newspapers and magazines, that
makes things sound more important
or more serious.
JOURNALIST (n) person who writes for
a newspaper or magazine.
JOURNEY (n; v) time of travelling; distance you travel; travel.
JOURNEYMAN (n) person who knows
how to do a job, and works for another person who does the same job.
JOURNO (n) person who writes for a
newspaper or magazine.
JOUST (n; v) fight with long timber
spears, on horses (Br).
JOVIAL (adj) happy.
JOWLS (n) sides of your face.
JOY (n) happiness.
JOYFUL, JOYOUS (adj) happy.
JOY-RIDE (n) riding in a car to be happy, after robbing the car.
JOYSTICK (n) stick that turns a plane;
stick controlling movement on a COMPUTER.
JUBE (n) small, soft, round lolly.
JUBILANT (adj) very happy.
JUBILEE ( n ) s p e c i a l t i m e o f b e i n g
happy 25 or 50 years after a thing was
happening or starting.
JUDAIC (adj) of Judaism.
*JUDAISM (n) religion from the first part
of the BIBLE, that believes in one God.

JUDAS (n) person who helps people
fighting against his or her friend.
JUDDER (v) shake with noise.
JUDGE (n; v) person who says who is
right in a court or competition; say if
a person or thing is wrong or bad.
JUDGEMENT, JUDGMENT (n) what a
person thinks about what is right or
wrong; ability to know what is right.
JUDICIAL (adj) of, or by, a court.
JUDICIARY (n) all leaders of courts in
a country.
JUDICIOUS (adj)
knowing what is
right for this
time and
place.
JUDO (n)
a fighting
sport f r o m
Japan.
JUG (n) PITCHER; prison.
JUGGERNAUT (n) very big heavy vehicle (In).
JUGGLER ( n )
entertainer who
throws
and
catches many
things quickly.
JUGULAR ( n ;
adj) big tube for
blood, in the neck; of the neck or throat.
JUICE (n) liquid from meat, fruit, or
vegetables; electricity.
JUICY ( a d j ) w i t h m u c h l i q u i d i n i t ;
interesting.
JU-JITSU (n) sport like JUDO or KARATE.
JUJU (n) religion from West Africa that
uses spiritual strength to hurt people.
JUJUBE (n) small, soft, round lolly.
JUKE-BOX (n) machine that makes music when you put money in it.
JULEP (n) cold, sweet drink with alcohol in it.
JULY (n) a month.
JUMBLE (n; v) many different things
put together; mix together.
JUMBLE-SALE (n) selling many things
that are not new, to help a group.
JUMBO (adj; n) very big; very big plane.
JUMBUCK (n) sheep (Aus).
*JUMP (v; n) move quickly up off the
ground; move quickly over a thing;
quick movement up, over, or across;
thing a horse or person jumps over.
*JUMPER (n) piece of clothes for the
top half of the body, often made from
the hair of a sheep (Br, Aus).
JUMP-JET (n) plane that goes up in a
vertical direction.
JUMP-LEADS (n) thick LEADS from one
car to another.
JUMP-ROPE (n) SKIPROPE.
JUMPSUIT (n) piece of clothes that covers the whole body.
JUMPY (adj) worried; afraid.
JUNCTION (n) place where roads or
other things meet; joint.

JUNCTURE (n) important point in time.
JUNE (n) a month.
JUNGLE (n) land in a hot country, with
many trees and plants close together.
JUNIOR (adj; n) more young or more
low; person who is more young; son.
JUNIPER (n) bush with purple BERRIES
for cooking or medicine.
JUNK (n) boat from China, with a sail
and a flat bottom; things people do
not want; a dangerous drug.
JUNKET (n) sweet food made from milk
that starts to become solid; expensive
travel by leaders.
JUNKIE (n) person who cannot stop
using drugs to feel good.
JUNTA (n) people who lead a country
after fighting a war with the old leaders.
JUPITER (n) the most big planet.
JURISDICTION (n) all of a place or action that a person is able to lead.
JURISPRUDENCE (n) study of the rules
for countries.
JURIST (n) person who understands
rules.
JUROR (n) person in a group that says
who is right in a court.
JURY (n) people who say who is right
in a court.
JUST (adj; adv) equal for all people;
right; very; with no more; strongly.
JUSTICE (n) being equal for all people;
leader who says who is right in a court.
JUSTIFICATION (n) words or actions
that show a person or action is right.
JUSTIFY (v) show that a person or action is right; make all lines in a writing
the same length.
JUT (v) project.
JUTE (n) strings from a plant, that people use to make heavy cloth or rope.
JUVENILE ( n ; a d j ) y o u n g p e r s o n ;
young; for young people.
JUXTAPOSE (v) put things beside each
other.

K
KAFTAN (n) very long shirt or dress.
KAISER (n) leader of Germany in the
past.
KAIL, KALE (n) cabbage.
KALEIDOSCOPE (n) tube, with pieces
of glass in it, that makes patterns
when you turn it; changing patterns.
KAMIKAZE (n) soldier who chooses to
die, to kill other people.
KANAKA (n) person from an ISLAND i n
the South Pacific, who works
growing SUGARCANE.

KANGAROO (n)
animal with big back
legs for jumping, and
a bag in the stomach
of the females for
holding a baby.
KANGAROO-BAR (n) ROO-BAR.
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KAOLIN ( n ) w h i t e c l a y f o r m a k i n g
dishes.
KAPOK (n) soft white material from a
tree, like cotton.
KAPUT (adj) broken; not working.
KARATE (n) fighting
sport from Japan
that uses
hands and
feet
as
weapons.
KATIPO
(n)
dangerous
black spider.
KATYDID ( n )
big
green
insect
from
North America.
KAVA (n) drink with a drug in it, made
from roots of a bush from Pacific
Ocean ISLANDS.
KAYAK (n) light
ESKIMO boat
for
one
person.

KEBAB (n)
pieces of meat,
vegetables, or fruit, cooked on a thin,
sharp stick that goes through them
(Ar).
KEDS (n) cloth shoes (In, Am).
KEEL (n; v) bottom piece of a boat;
turn over.
KEEN (adj; n) enthusiastic; sharp; crying song when burying a person (Br).
*KEEP (v; n) hold; not stop; stay; obey
(a rule); clean and fix; have; put (In);
food; tall, strong building; woman
that a man loves and mates with but
does not marry (In).
KEEPER (n) person who protects animals or expensive art; person in a
HOCKEY, football, or cricket game.
KEEPSAKE (n) thing you love because
it is from a friend.
KEG (n) small BARREL, often for beer.
KELP (n) big ocean plant.
KELPIE (n) dog that leads sheep (Aus).
KELVIN (n) measure of heat.
KEN (n) how much you know or can
see.
KENDO (n) fighting sport from Japan.
KENNEL (n) house for dogs.
KEPT (v) was keeping.
KERATIN (n) chemical in hair, nails, and
horns on animals.
KERB (n) border
on a road,
that is a
few INCHES
above the
road.
KERCHIEF (n) piece of cloth to cover
the head.
KERFUFFLE (n) much noise from an argument (Br).

KERNEL (n) hard, middle part of fruit
or grain; part of a nut that you eat.
KERO (Aus), KEROSENE, KEROSINE (n)
liquid like petrol, that people often
burn in a HEATER or LAMP.
KESTREL (n) small FALCON from North
Africa, Europe, and Asia.
KETCH (n) sailing ship with two big
vertical sticks.
KETCHUP (n) cold tomato paste that
you put on meat and other foods (Am,
Can).
KETTLE (n) covered metal container
with a handle on the top, for making
hot water.

KETTLEDRUM (n) big DRUM with a
round, curving bottom that sits on a
TRIPOD.
KEY ( n ; a d j ) t o o l f o r
opening and closing a
lock; important thing
that helps to answer a
question or fix a
problem; low ISLAND;
group
of
musical
sounds; BUTTON on an
instrument or machine;
important.
KEYBOARD (n) group of buttons on a
PIANO, COMPUTER, or TYPEWRITER;
musical instrument with many buttons on it.
KEYED (adj) worried or afraid about an
important or dangerous happening.
KEYHOLE (n) place where you put a
KEY, to open or close a lock.
KEYNOTE (n) most important thing you
are trying to say.
KEYRING (n) circle of metal or plastic
to hold KEYS together.
KEYSTONE ( n ) m i d d l e s t o n e i n a n
ARCH; most important part of a thing.

KEYSTONE
KHAKI (n; adj) strong yellow-brown
cloth people often use to make clothes
for soldiers; yellow-brown.
KIBBUTZ (n) FARM or other work place
in Israel, where many people live and
work together.
KIBOSH (n) end.
*KICK (v; n) hit strongly with the foot;
move your legs strongly and quickly;
fight against; stop; push you receive
from a gun when you shoot it; hit from
a foot; good feeling; time of much
enthusiasm.

KICKBACK (n) money you give to a person who helps you do a bad thing.
KICK-OFF (n) start of a football game.
KICK-STARTER (n) piece on a MOTORCYCLE, that you push down with
your foot, to start the motor.
KID (n; v) young goat; child; say a
thing that is not true, to make people
laugh.
KIDDIE, KIDDY (n) young child.
KIDNAP (v) take a person as a prisoner, when you are disobeying a rule to
do it.
KIDNEYS (n) two organs that clean the
blood in all mammals, birds, and reptiles.
KIKUYU (n) a grass from Africa.
*KILL (v; n) take life from a person or
thing; stop; number of animals or
people destroyed in a sport or in a war.
KILLING (n) very much money a person receives for a thing.
KILLJOY (n) sad person who stops
other people from being happy.
KILN (n) place with a fire for cooking
clay to make dishes or BRICKS.
KILO, KILOGRAM (n) measure of how
heavy a thing is.
KILOHERTZ ( n ) m e a s u r e o f r a d i o
WAVES.
KILOMETER, KILOMETRE (n) long measure of distance (100,000 CENTIMETRES).
KILOWATT ( n ) m e a s u r e o f w o r k o r
electricity.
KILT (n) SKIRT
for a man or
woman
from
North Britain.
KIMONO ( n )
long, loose dress
or coat from Japan.
KIN (n) family; person in your family.
*KIND (adj; n) friendly; showing love;
group; way.
KINDERGARTEN (n) school for young
children.
KIND-HEARTED (adj) kind and loving.
KINDLE (v) start a fire or emotion; start
to burn.
KINDLING (n) small, thin pieces of timber for starting a fire.
KINDLY (adv; adj) as a friend; kind.
KINDRED (n; adj) all the families of your
family; in the same family; same or
almost the same.
KINETIC (adj) of, or from, movement.
KINETICS (n) study of movements.

KING (n; adj)
male leader of
a
country;
important
piece
in
chess, cards,
and
other
games; best
or most big in
a group of
things.

KINGDOM (n) country a KING leads.
KINGFISHER (n) bird like a KOOKABURRA.
KING-HIT (v) hit a person very strongly
and very quickly.
KINGPIN (n) most important person in
a group.
KINGSHIP (n) job of being a KING.
KING-SIZED (adj) very big.
KINK (n) sharp bend in rope or a chain,
that stops it from working well; very
different way of thinking.
KINKY (adj) very different in thinking,
often about mating.
KINSFOLK (n) family.
KINSHIP (n) being in the same family.
KIOSK (n) very small shop, often with
newspapers and CIGARETTES; very
small room with a telephone in it (Br).
KIP (n; v) small piece of timber for
throwing coins in a game (Aus); bed;
sleep.
KIPPER (n; v) dry fish with salt.
KIRK (n) church (North Britain).
KIRSCH (n) drink from CHERRIES, with
alcohol in it.
*KISS (n; v) touch with the lips; touch
softly.
KIT (n) group of things that go together in a container; special clothes
for a soldier or for a sport.
KITBAG ( n ) b a g a s o l d i e r c a r r i e s
clothes in (see LUGGAGE).
KITCHEN (n) room
where food is cooked.
KITCHENETTE (n)
small room where
food is cooked.
KITE (n) paper toy
that flies on the
end of a long
string; a bird.
KITH (n) friends.
KITSCH (adj) (of
art) not interesting
because it tries too much to show
emotion.
KITTEN (n) young cat.
KITTENISH (adj) (of a woman) being
like a happy child to make men look at
you.
KITTY (n) young cat; money you pay
to play a card game; money for a
group.
KIWI (n) bird that
cannot fly, from a
country near
Australia.

KLAXON (n) loud horn on a vehicle.
KLEENEX (n) soft paper for rubbing
your nose.
KLEPTOMANIA (n) strongly wanting to
rob things that you do not need.
KNACK (n) special ability.
KNACKER (n) person who buys old
horses to kill them and use the pieces;
kill.
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KNAPSACK
(n) bag you
carry on your
back.
KNAV E ( n )
bad
man;
card in some
games.
KNEAD (v) mix soft solids together by
squeezing; squeeze muscles.
*KNEE (n; v) joint in the middle of the
leg; hit with the knee.
KNEE-CAP (n) bone at the front of the
knee.
KNEE-DEEP (adj) deep enough to come
up to the knees.
KNEE-HIGH (adj) as tall as the knees of
an adult.
KNEEL (v) put your knees down on.
KNELL (n) bell sound after a person
dies.
KNELT (v) was putting knees down on.
KNEW (v) was knowing.
KNICKERBOCKERS, KNICKERS (In) (n)
pants that end at the knees.
KNICKERS (n) female UNDERPANTS.
KNICK-KNACK (n) small beautiful or interesting thing that is not important.
*KNIFE (n; v) sharp piece of metal with
a handle, that you use for cutting, or
for a weapon; push a knife into.
KNIFE-EDGE (n) difficult time when you
do not know what to do or what will
happen.
KNIGHT (n) man who helps his country, and receives a special name from
the leader (Eur); horse piece in a chess
game.
*KNIT (v) make cloth by joining bends
together on a long piece of string; join
together.
KNITTING (n) piece of cloth you are
knitting.
KNITWEAR (n) clothes made by knitting.
*KNIVES (n) more than one knife.
KNOB (n) ball-shaped projection; handle on a door; piece of butter.
KNOBBLY, KNOBBY (Am) (adj) with
round projections.
KNOCK (v; n) hit; hit a door to make a
sound for people on the other side to
hear; say what is wrong or bad in a
thing or person; action or sound of a
thing hitting another thing.
KNOCK-BACK (n) saying no to a thing
that a person was asking you to do.
KNOCKER (n) metal thing that you hit
against a door to make a noise; person who talks against a person who
tries to do a thing; breast.
KNOCK-KNEED (adj) with knees close
together when the feet are apart.
KNOCK-ON (n) one action forcing other
actions in a line.
KNOCK-OUT (n) competition where
you must stop competing if you lose
one part of it; falling down and staying down, from a person hitting you.
KNOCK-UP (n) time of hitting a tennis
ball or SHUTTLECOCK before a game
starts.

KNOLL (n) small hill.
KNOT (n) part that you tie, after you
tie it; measure of how fast a boat travels; hard, round piece in timber, where
a branch was growing; difficult thing.
*KNOW (v) understand; have in the
brain; mate with.
KNOW-ALL (n) person who thinks he
or she is very smart.
KNOW-HOW (n) smartness.
KNOWING ( a d j ) s h o w i n g t h a t y o u
know or understand.
KNOW-IT-ALL (n) person who thinks
he or she is very smart (Am).
KNOWLEDGE (n) all that people can
know; what a person knows; knowing.
KNOWLEDGEABLE (adj) smart.
KNOWN (v; adj) was knowing; that
people were knowing.
KNUCKLE (n; v) bending place in a finger or toe; piece of meat from a joint;
work; stop trying.
KNUCKLE-BONES (n) game children
play with small bones from a sheep.
KNUCKLE-DUSTER (n) metal piece
across your fingers for making your
FIST strong in a fight.
KNURL (n) small projecting border on
a handle or piece of metal; handle for
turning the cylinder in a TYPEWRITER.

KOALA
(n) small,
grey animal
from Australia, that is
like a bear,
and that lives
in trees and
eats leaves.

KRONA, KRONE (n) piece of money from
Scandinavia.
KRUGERRAND (n) expensive coin from
South Africa.
KRYPTON (n) gas that is very difficult
to find.
KUDOS ( n ) m a n y p e o p l e k n o w i n g
about and liking a person because
that person was doing a special action.
KU-KLUX-KLAN (n) group from America that hates people with dark skin.
KUMQUAT (n) fruit like a small orange.
KUNG-FU (n) fighting sport from China,
that is like KARATE or JUDO, using
hands and feet as weapons.
KWASHIORKOR (n) serious sickness of
young children.

L
LA (n) musical sound.
LAB (n) room where a person does
things to study what happens.
LABEL (n; v) little piece of paper or
metal on a thing, with a name or other
words about the thing; put this piece
on a thing.
LABIAL (adj) of the lips.
LABORATORY (n) room where a person does things to study what happens.
LABORIOUS (adj) using much work.
LABOUR (n; v) all people who work;
pains, or the time, when a woman is
giving birth; work; do a difficult thing;
try.
LABOURED (adj) with much trying.
LABOURER ( n ) p e r s o n w h o u s e s
strength more than smartness in a job.
LABOUR-INTENSIVE (adj) using many
workers.
LABRADOR (n) big
black or yellow
dog.

KOHL (n) MAKE-UP for EYELIDS.
KOHLRABI (n) cabbage.
KOOK (n)
crazy person (Am).
KOOKABURRA
(n) bird from
Australia that
eats snakes
and makes a
sound like a
laugh.
KORAN (n) book
of the teachings of Islam.
KOSHER (adj) right for the rules
of Judaism.
KOWTOW (v) do humble actions toward another person; touch the
ground with the head to pray (Ch).
KRAAL (n) group of small houses or a
place for cows to sleep in South Africa.
KREMLIN (n) place for soldiers or the
leaders of Russia.
KRILL (n) very small ocean animals,
that whales eat.
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LABYRINTH (n) many roads going in
many different directions; MAZE.
LACE (n; v) cloth with patterns from
very thin strings; string for holding
the sides of shoes or clothes together; put a string through the holes
in a shoe; add alcohol to a drink that
does not have alcohol in it .
LACERATE (v) cut.
LACHRYMOSE (adj) crying easily and
often.
LACK (n; v) thing that you need; be
without a thing that you need.
LACKADAISICAL (adj) not enthusiastic.
LACKEY (n) person who does difficult
or dirty work for a proud person.
LACKLUSTER (Am), LACKLUSTRE (adj)
boring; without enthusiasm .
LACONIC (adj) not talking often, and
using few words.

LACQUER (n; v) liquid like paint, that
dries to a hard, smooth covering like
glass; cover with this liquid.
LACROSSE (n) sport like HOCKEY,
with a NET on the end of the stick (N
Am).
LACTATION (n) (of a mother animal)
making milk in the breast.
LACTIC (adj) of milk.
LACTOSE (n) sugar from milk.
LACUNA (n) empty place.
LACY (adj) beautiful, with many lines.
LAD (n) boy.
LADDER (n) tool with
steps; vertical cut in
very thin cloth; list
in a sport.
LADDIE (n) boy.
LADE (v) put things
on a ship.
LADEN (adj) carrying many things.
LA-DI-DA (adj) trying to make people
think you are smart
or important.
LADLE (n; v) DIPPER with a small bowl
on the end of the handle; move a liquid with this tool.
LADY ( n ; a d j ) w o m a n ; w i f e ; r i c h
woman; female.
LADYBIRD, LADYBUG (Am) (n) small
red BEETLE with a round body.
LADY-IN-WAITING (n) important woman who is a friend to a woman in the
family of a KING or QUEEN.
LADY-KILLER ( n ) m a n w h o m a k e s
many women believe he loves them.
LADY-LIKE (adj) like a good woman.
LADY-LOVE (n) woman a man loves.
LADYSHIP (n) name for a rich or important woman.
LAG (v; n) go too slow; time of waiting; prisoner.
LAGER (n) beer.
LAGGARD (n) slow person who is far
behind others.
LAGGING (n) material to cover PIPES
or other things to hold heat in them.
LAGOON (n) little piece of the ocean
with land around it.
LAH (n) musical sound.
LAH-DI-DAH ( a d j ) t r y i n g t o m a k e
people think you are smart or important.
LAID (v) was put; was mating with.
LAID-BACK (adj) not worrying.
LAIN (v) was resting.
LAIR (n) place where a wild animal
sleeps; man who wears beautiful
clothes (Aus).
LAIRD (n) person who owns much land
(Br).
LAIRISE (v) do foolish things to make
people look at you (Aus).
LAISSEZ-FAIRE (n) (of a way of leading) not making many rules about
money or about how people work; not
having much interest in a thing.
LAITY ( n ) f o l l o w e r s i n a c h u r c h o r
other big group.

LAKE (n) big piece of water with land
around it.

LAKH (n; adj) a hundred thousand (In).
LAKHIER (n) very rich person (In).
LAM (v) hit strongly.
LAMA (n) Buddhist PRIEST.
LAMB (n) young sheep; good person;
meat from a young sheep.
LAMBASTE (v) hit many times.
LAMBING (n) time of year when baby
sheep are born.
LAME (adj) crippled.
LAMÉ (n) cloth with very thin strings
of expensive metal in it.
LAMENT (v; n) cry, or say things, to
show you are sad; crying; words
showing strong sadness.
LAMINATED (adj) made from thin, flat
pieces sticking together.
LAMINGTON (n) square piece of cake
covered with liquid CHOCOLATE and
small pieces of
COCONUT.

LAMP (n)
container
with a light
in it.
LAMPBLACK
(n) black powder
from smoke.
LAMPOON, (v; n) say things, in a foolish way, that show a person is bad;
foolish writing that says a person is
bad.
LAMPREY (n) water animal like an EEL.
LAMPSHADE (n) cover that makes light
from a LAMP more soft.
LANCE (n; v) big spear you carry on a
horse; cut a sore for liquid to go out.
LANCER (n) soldier on a horse.
LANCET (n) small knife a doctor uses.
*LAND (n; v) ground; dirt; solid part
of the earth; country; come down from
the air; come from water to land; come
(In).
LAND-AGENT (n) person who sells
houses for other people.
LANDAU (n) covered vehicle with four
wheels that four horses pull.
LANDED (adj) owning much land.
LANDFALL (n) first land you see after
travelling on an ocean.
LANDING (n) floor at the top or bottom of steps; high floor; place where
you come off a boat.
LANDING-CRAFT (n) boat for moving
soldiers from a ship to the beach.
LANDING-GEAR (n) wheels on a plane.
LANDLADY, LANDLORD (n) person who
owns a house that other people use.
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LANDLOCKED (adj) (of a country) with
no border on an ocean.
LANDLUBBER (n) person who is not
smart about the ocean and ships.
LANDMARK ( n ) c l e a r o r i m p o r t a n t
thing that helps you see where you
are going.
LANDMASS (n) very big piece of land.
LAND-MINE (n) weapon in the ground,
that explodes when you step on it.
LANDSCAPE (n; v) beautiful piece of
land; picture of land; change ground
near a building, to make it beautiful.
LANDSLIDE (n) falling of much dirt and
stones from the side of a mountain;
(of a competition) strong, easy winning.
LANDSLIP (n) movement of dirt and
stones down a hill.
LANE (n) narrow road; part of a road
for one line of vehicles, or for one person in a race; line where a ship or
plane travels.
*LANGUAGE (n) words, and how people use them to talk.
LANGUID (adj) slow; weak; without enthusiasm.
LANGUISH (v) stay in a difficult place
for a long time.
LANGUOR (n) lazy feeling.
LANKY (adj) tall and thin.
LANOLIN (n) oil from sheep hair, that
people use in skin medicine.
LANTANA (n) bush that is dangerous
for animals to eat.
LANTERN (n) LAMP you carry, with
glass sides to protect a fire inside it.
LANYARD (n) short rope that holds a
knife or WHISTLE.
LAODICEAN (adj) not enthusiastic.
LAP (n; v) the body from the stomach
to the knees when a person is sitting;
one time around a road that goes in a
circle; lead by one time around a circle
in a race; make a sound like water hitting the beach; drink by bringing liquid into your mouth with your tongue.
LAPDOG (n) small dog you can hold
easily when sitting.
LAPEL (n) front part of a coat, that
bends away from the middle.
LAPIDARY (adj) with, or on, stones.
LAPSE (n; v) short change from good
to bad; lose a thing by doing nothing.
LAPWING (n) small green and white
bird.
LARCENY (n) robbing.
LARCH (n) a CONIFER with NEEDLEshaped leaves.
LARD (n) solid oil from pig fat.
LARDER (n) room for food.
LARGE (adj; n) big; movement with no
person or thing to stop it.
LARGELY (adv) for almost all.
LARGE-SCALE (adj) covering many
people or much space: (of a map)
showing small parts.
LARGESSE (n) money or wealth a person was giving for free.
LARIAT (n) LASSO.
LARK (n) small bird; action you do to
feel happy.

LARRIKIN (n) young, loud, foolish person (Aus).
LARVA ( n ) i n s e c t w h e n i t i s l i k e a
short, fat WORM.
LARYNGITIS (n) sore in the throat that
often stops you from talking.
LARYNX (n) place in the throat where
sounds come from.
LASAGNA (n) flat, thin PASTA with
cheese, tomatoes, and meat.
LASCIVIOUS (adj) feeling or showing
you want to mate.
LASER (n) machine that makes a very
strong, thin line of light; this light.
LASH (n; v) WHIP; EYELASH; hit with
a WHIP; move quickly to hit a person;
hold down or together with rope or
string.
LASHINGS (n) much of a thing; ropes.
LASS, LASSIE (n) girl (Br).
LASSITUDE (n) feeling lazy, tired, and
without enthusiasm.

LASSO (n;
v) rope with
a circle at the
end to hold
cows; throw a
circle of rope
around a cow
or other thing.
*LAST (adj; adv;
v; n) most close
to now in the
past; at the
end; after all
others;
stay
alive, working,
or enough for a time; end; last person
or thing; metal shape you make shoes
on.
LATCH (n; v) bar or lock that stops a
door from opening; use a bar or lock
to stop a door from opening; hold.
LATCHKEY (n) key to a door lock.
*LATE (adv; adj) after the right time;
near the end of a measure of time; now
dead.
LATEEN (n) sail with a triangle shape.
LATELY (adv) now and close to now
in the past.
LATE-NIGHT (adj) (of shops or entertainment) open or happening late at
night.
LATENT (adj) able to happen, but not
happening; covered.
LATER (adv) after the time you were
talking about.
LATERAL (adj; n) of, to, or from the
sides; horizontal branch on a plant.
LATEX (n) liquid like milk from some
plants; rubber.
LATH (n) thin, narrow piece of timber.
LATHE (n) machine that turns metal or
timber pieces in circles for shaping.
LATHER (n; v) many balls of air from
soap and water or from the skin of a
tired horse; being worried; make many
balls of air from rubbing wet soap.
LATHI (n) BAMBOO stick a policeman
uses as a weapon (In).

LATHI-CHARGE (n) (of policemen) hitting people with a BAMBOO stick (In).
LATIN (n) language from Europe in the
past; person from Spain, Italy, or south
France.
LATITUDE (n) space to move, with no
walls or rules to stop you; measure of
distance north or south from the equator.
LATRINE (n) TOILET.
LATTER (adj) last; close or most close
to now; near the end.
LATTER-DAY (adj) happening now, but
like a thing in the past.
LATTICE (n) pattern of bars or sticks
crossing, with holes between them;
pattern of ATOMS.
LAUD (v) say many good things about
a person or thing.
LAUDABLE, LAUDATORY (adj) very
good.
*LAUGH ( v ; n ) m a k e a s o u n d t h a t
shows you feel foolish or very happy;
sound that shows you feel foolish or
very happy; foolish thing.
LAUGHABLE (adj) stupid, foolish, or
of bad quality.
LAUGHING-STOCK (n) serious person
or thing that people laugh at.
LAUGHTER (n) act or sound of laughing.
LAUNCH (v; n) throw; send; start; put
a boat into water; boat; building for a
big ROCKET; putting a boat in water.
LAUNDER (v) make clothes clean and
smooth; hide money in a bank from a
different country.
LAUNDERETTE,
LAUNDRETTE,
LAUNDROMAT (Am, Aus) (n) shop with
machines you use to wash clothes in
it.
LAUNDRY (n) bag of clothes that you
wash; place where people wash
clothes.
LAUREL (n) CROWN of leaves for an
award; bush with dark green leaves.
LAV (n) room for a TOILET (Br).
LAVA (n) hot liquid stones from inside the earth.
LAVATORY (n) room for a TOILET.
LAVE (v) wash.
LAVENDER (n; adj) bush with good
smelling blue-purple flowers; light
blue-purple colour.
LAVENDER-WATER (n) good-smelling
liquid made from blue-purple flowers.
LAVER (n) container for special water
in a church.
LAVISH (v; adj) give very much; giving very much; very much.
LAW (n) rule; all rules in a country,
and how the country uses the rules.
LAW-ABIDING, LAWFUL (adj) obeying
the rules of a country.
LAWGIVER (n) person who makes a
rule.
LAWLESS (adj) not obeying rules.
LAWMAKER (n) person in a group that
makes rules for a country.
LAWMAN (n) policeman.
LAWN (n) piece of land, often by a
building, with grass that you cut
short.
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LAWN-MOWER (n)
machine that
cuts grass.

LAWSUIT (n) going to court to argue
with a company or person.
LAWYER (n) person who studies rules.
LAX ( a d j ) l o o s e ; n o t o b e y i n g r u l e s
well.
LAXATIVE (n) medicine to make the
intestines loose, for food to move in
them.
LAY (v; adj) (of a chicken) push an
egg from the body; put across a horizontal place; was resting; mate with;
give some money, to receive more
money in a game; of, or by, people
who follow.
LAYABOUT (n) lazy person.
LAYAWAY (Am), LAY-BY (Aus) (n) paying for a thing in steps, before you
receive it.
LAYER (n) covering; flat piece above
or below another flat piece; chicken
that makes eggs.
LAYETTE (n) clothes and other things
for a new baby.
LAYMAN (n) person without special
learning; follower in a church.
LAYOFF (n) time when you stop doing
a job; (of a company) stopping people
from working when you do not have
enough work for them to do.
LAYOUT (n) plan that shows where
things are; where things are.
LAYOVER (n) time to stop and rest
when travelling.
LAZE (v) rest, and not work.
*LAZY (adj) not wanting to work.
LAZYBONES (n) lazy person.
LEA (n) piece of land, often with grass
on it for animals to eat.
LEACH ( v ) p u t h o t l i q u i d s l o w l y
through a material.
*LEAD (v; n) show where to go; control; help; go in front of; bring to a
place; leading; being first in a competition; most important actor in a story;
part of a PENCIL that does the writing; heavy, soft, grey metal; bullets;
metal rope that electricity goes
through.

LEAD

LEADED (adj) (of windows) with small
pieces of glass together in a pattern.
LEADEN (adj) heavy; slow.

*LEADER (n) person who leads; most
important story in a newspaper; short
string joining a HOOK to a long fishing string; important branch on a
plant.
LEAD-IN (n) things you say to lead the
thinking of people to what you want
to talk about.
LEADING (adj) most important; front.
*LEAF (n; v) flat green part of a plant;
page; very thin piece of metal; piece
you add to a table to make it more
long; look at many pages.
LEAFAGE (n) leaves.
LEAFLET (n) one of many printed papers that you give to many people.
LEAF-MOULD (n) dirt with many dead
leaves in it.
LEAFY (adj) with many leaves.
LEAGUE ( n ) m e a s u r e o f d i s t a n c e ;
group of groups; agreement.
LEAK (n; v) hole that should not be in
a container; telling a person a secret
thing; action of pushing water from
the body; go slowly out of a container
through a hole.
LEAKAGE (n) measure of a chemical
that goes out through a broken place.
LEAN (adj; v) thin; fall back against,
on an INCLINE.
LEANING (n) a wanting to choose or
go in a special way.
LEANT (v) was falling back against on
an INCLINE.
LEAN-TO (n) room joining to one wall
of another building.
LEAP (v; n) jump.
LEAPFROG (n) game with people jumping over each other.
LEAPT (v) was jumping.
LEAP-YEAR (n) year with one more day
than other years.
*LEARN (v) know more by reading, doing, or listening.
LEARNED (adj) smart.
LEARNING (n) what you learn.
LEARNT (v) was learning.
LEASE (n; v) agreement to pay to use
a thing; agree to pay to use a thing;
agree to give a thing for a time, for
money.
LEASEHOLD (adj) (of a building or land)
that you can agree to use for a time
for money.
LEASEHOLDER (n) person paying to
use a building or piece of land for a
time.
LEASH (n) rope that holds a dog close
to you.
LEAST
(n;
adj;
adv)
most small
thing; most
small; in the
most small
measure.
LEATHER (n)
strong skin
from animals,
that people
use for cloth
or rope.

LEATHER-JACKET (n) fish with thick
skin.
LEATHERN (adj) made of LEATHER.
LEATHER-NECK (n) soldier (Am).
*LEAVE (v; n) go away from; take (In);
stop (In); ability to go to a place or do
a thing without a rule stopping you.
LEAVED (adj) having leaves.
LEAVEN (n) chemical that puts air in
bread; thing that makes a boring thing
more interesting.
*LEAVES (n) more than one leaf.
LECHER (n) man who always thinks
about mating.
LECHERY (n)
action
of
thinking too
much about
mating.

LECTERN (n)
piece
of
furniture that
holds papers
when you sing
or read from
them to many
people.

LECTURE (n; v) words a person says
to teach; teach with words.
LECTURESHIP (n) job of a teacher at
an important school (In).
LED (v) was leading.
LEDGE (n) shelf projecting from a wall
or cliff.
LEDGER (n) book that lists money a
company receives and money it uses.
LEE (n) thing protecting from wind;
away from wind.
LEECH (n) soft animal like a WORM,
that drinks blood from other animals.
LEEK (n) thin, green vegetable like an
onion, that people eat with other food.
LEER (v; n) look at a person with hate
or with bad thinking about mating;
hate, or thinking about mating, that
shows through the eyes.
LEERY (adj) thinking a thing can easily be bad or dangerous.
LEEWARD (adj; adv; n) on or toward
the side away from the wind; side
away from the wind.
LEEWAY (n) time for doing, or distance
for moving, after the perfect time or
distance.
*LEFT (adv; adj; n; v) on or to the side
of the body where the heart is; staying when other things leave; left part
or direction; hit from the left FIST; part
of a group that wants changes; was
leaving.
LEFT-HANDED (adj) choosing to use
the left hand more than the right hand.
LEFT-HANDER, LEFTY (n) person who
chooses to use the left hand more
than the right hand.
LEFTIST, LEFT-WINGER (n) person who
follows teachings about forcing all
rich people to give to the poor people
in a country.
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LEFTOVERS (n) food you have after
people finish eating.
*LEG (n) part of the body from the buttocks to the toes; part of pants that
covers one leg; bottom projection on
some machines or pieces of furniture.
LEGACY (n) thing a person gives to
people who come after him.
LEGAL (adj) of, about, or following
rules of a country or other group.
LEGALISE (n) change a rule or change
an action to make them agree.
LEGALISM (n) wanting too much to
obey rules.
LEGALITY (n) quality of obeying or not
obeying rules.
LEGATE (n) person who talks for a very
important person in another country.
LEGATION (n) group that works for one
country in a different country.
LEGEND (n) old story that many people
know; writing on a map or coin.
LEGENDARY ( a d j ) w i t h v e r y m a n y
people knowing about it; not real.
LEGERDEMAIN (n) ability of a MAGICIAN or JUGGLER to work well with
his or her hands.
LEGGINGS (n) strong coverings for the
legs.
LEGGY (adj) with long legs.
LEGHORN (n) a chicken.
LEGIBLE (adj) clear to read.
LEGION ( n ; a d j ) g r o u p o f s o l d i e r s ;
many people; many.
LEGIONARY, LEGIONNAIRE (n) soldier.
LEGISLATE (v) make rules.
LEGISLATION (n) rules.
LEGISLATOR (n) person in an important group that makes rules for a country or for a big part of a country.
LEGISLATURE (n) important group that
makes rules for a country or for a big
part of a country.
LEGITIMATE ( a d j ) f o l l o w i n g r u l e s ;
born from parents who are married.
LEGO (n) small toy BRICKS.
LEG-REST (n) thing that holds up a
tired or sore leg.
LEG-ROOM (n) space for movement of
feet when sitting in a vehicle.
LEGUME (n) vegetable with a long seed
container (see BEAN).
LEI (n) NECKLACE of flowers from an
ISLAND in the Pacific Ocean.
LEISURE (n) time when you can rest or
do other things that you want to do.
LEISURELY (adj; adv) without thinking
that you must move quickly.
LEMMING (n) big mouse-like animal in
cold countries, that often runs into the
ocean in a big group.
LEMON ( n )
sour yellow
fruit
that
you can use
to make a
drink.
LEMONADE ( n ) d r i n k m a d e f r o m a
LEMON.
LEMON-SQUEEZER (n) tool for squeezing liquid from LEMONS.

LEMUR (n) mammal like a monkey,
from a big ISLAND near Africa.
LEND (v) give a thing to a person to
use, but not to own.
*LENGTH (n) measure from end to end;
measure of time; piece of cloth.
LENGTHEN (v) make or become more
long.
LENGTHWAYS, LENGTHWISE (adv)
across the length of a thing.
LENGTHY (adj) long.
LENIENT (adj) not wanting to punish
people who disobey rules.
LENS (n) piece in a camera, glasses,
or an eye, that bends light going
through it.
LENT (v; n) was giving a thing to a
person to use, but not to own; forty
days when people do difficult things
to remember when Jesus was dying.
LENTIL (n) dry seed that people eat.
LEONINE (n) like a lion.
LEOPARD (n) yellow PANTHER with
black POLKA-DOTS.
LEOTARD (n) piece of clothes that covers the body like a skin.
LEPER (n) person with a skin sickness
that destroys fingers and toes.
LEPRECHAUN (n) little old man with
spiritual strength (Br).
LEPROSY (n) skin sickness that destroys fingers and toes.
LESBIAN (n; adj) woman who mates
with other women; of a woman who
mates with other women.
LESION (n) sore.
*LESS (adj; prep; adv; n) more small
in number or measure; with a more
small measure; more small measure.
LESSEE (n) person who agrees to pay
to use land, a building, or a vehicle.
LESSEN (v) become less big or strong.
LESSER (adj) more small of two things.
LESSON (n) thing you learn; thing that
teaches; time of teaching.
LESSOR (n) person who agrees to receive money to give a building, land,
or vehicle for a time.
LEST (conj) to stop from happening.
LET (v) not stop; agree for a person to
pay to use a thing that is yours.
LETDOWN (n) sad feeling because a
thing was not happening the way you
were wanting it to happen.
LETHAL (adj) able to kill.
LETHARGY (n) not having enthusiasm.
*LETTER (n; v) words on paper, that
you send to a person; one of many
shapes we use to make words; put letters on a thing.
LETTER-BOMB
( n ) s m a l l
weapon in a
letter,
that
explodes when
you open the
letter.

LETTER-BOX (n)
box where
people send or
receive letters.

LETTUCE ( n ) r o u n d p l a n t w i t h b i g
leaves that people eat.

LET-UP (n) time when an action becomes less strong.
LEUCOCYTE (n) very small part of
blood, with no colour in it.
LEUKAEMIA, LEUKEMIA (n) sickness of
the blood.
LEVEE (n) high piece of land beside a
river, that keeps water in the river.
LEVEL (n; adj; v) tool that tells if things
are horizontal; measure of how high
or strong a thing is; horizontal; equal;
make things equal or horizontal.

LEVEL
LEVEL-CROSSING ( n ) p l a c e w h e r e
trains cross a road.
LEVEL-HEADED (adj) not having too
much enthusiasm.
LEVER (n; v) stick that moves
or lifts; move or lift
with a stick.

LEVERAGE (n) strength to move or lift.
LEVERET (n) young wild rabbit.
LEVIATHAN (n) very big thing that is
difficult to control.
LEVIS (n) JEANS (Am).
LEVITATE (v) move up into the air and
stay in one place.
LEVITY (n) foolishness.
LEVY (n; v) money you pay to be part
of a group or country; tell people to
pay money to their group or country.
LEWD (adj) making people think about
mating.
LEXICAL (adj) about the words of a
language.
LEXICOGRAPHER ( n ) p e r s o n w h o
makes books that list all the words of
a language.
LEXICON (n) book like this book, that
lists all the words of a language.
LIABILITY ( n ) t h i n g o r p e r s o n t h a t
gives you problems.
LIABLE (adj) easily able to happen;
that you must pay for because of a
rule.
LIAISE (v) meet to start working with.
LIAISON (n) working together between
people; mating between people who
are not married to each other.
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LIAR (n) person who does not tell the
truth.
LIBATION (n) drink with alcohol in it.
LIBEL (n; v) writing that is not true,
and hurts a person; write hurting
things that are not true, about a person.
LIBERAL (adj; n) giving much; person
who wants change, but does not want
a war in his or her country to have it.
LIBERATE (v) take out of prison or
away from a thing that is holding.
LIBERTARIAN (n) person who believes
people should do what they want to
do without rules stopping them.
LIBERTINE (n) person who does not
follow rules about mating.
LIBERTY (n) not having things or rules
to stop you from doing what you want.
LIBIDO (n) enthusiasm for mating.
LIBRA (n) SCALES.
LIBRARIAN (n) person who works in a
building where people come to read
books.
LIBRARY ( n ) b u i l d i n g w i t h m a n y
books, where people come to read, or
to take a book for a time.
LIBRETTIST (n) person who writes the
words for a musical story.
LIBRETTO ( n ) w o r d s f o r a m u s i c a l
story.
LICE (n) very small insects that live in
hair.
LICENCE (n) a paper from leaders, to
say you can do a thing; doing things
without rules stopping you.
LICENSE (v) give a paper from leaders
to say you can do a thing.
LICENSEE (n) person who owns and
controls a PUB.
LICENTIATE (n) person with a paper
from a special school, to say he or she
was finishing learning at that school.
LICENTIOUS (adj) with bad thinking
and actions about mating.
LICHEE (n) sweet fruit from China.
LICHEN (n) very small plants growing
on stones, trees, and other things.
LICHI (n) sweet fruit from China.
LICK ( v ; n ) m o v e t h e t o n g u e o v e r ;
move like a tongue; win against a person; a fast hit; short group of sounds
on a musical instrument.
LICKETY-SPLIT (adv) very quickly.
LICKING (n) strong losing in a fight.
LICORICE (n) black material from a
plant root, that people use in lollies.
LID (n) top for a container; EYELID.
LIDO (n) beach or open SWIMMINGPOOL for all people.
LIE (v; n) be horizontal on top of; rest
on; say a thing that you know is not
true; saying that is not true; how
horizontal a thing is.
LIEN (n) ability from a rule, to hold a
thing that is not yours, because the
person who owns it was not giving
the money he or she should pay to
you.
LIEU (n) place.
LIEUTENANT (n) a leader in the army.
*LIFE (n) being alive; time you have
when your body is alive.

LIFEBELT (n) thick belt that helps a person stay on the top of water (see LIFEJACKET).
LIFEBOAT (n) boat that helps people
when they are in danger in water.
LIFE-CYCLE (n) steps in growing from
birth to dying.
LIFEGUARD ( n )
person at
a
SWIMMING POOL
or beach who
helps people if
they are in danger.
LIFE - JACKET (n)
thick shirt that
stops a person
from going under
water.
LIFELESS (adj) dead; boring.
LIFELIKE (adj) like the real thing.
LIFE-LINE (n) rope you use to help a
person in water.
LIFELONG (adj) for all of your life.
LIFER (n) prisoner who must stay in
prison for his or her whole life.
LIFE-SAVER ( n ) p e r s o n w h o h e l p s
people who are in danger in water.
LIFE-SIZE, LIFE-SIZED (adj) of the same
size as the real thing.
LIFESPAN (n) length of a life.
LIFESTYLE (n) how a person lives.
LIFETIME (n) length of a life.
LIFE-WORK (n) job a person was doing through his or her whole life.
*LIFT (v; n) take, bring, or come up;
rob; win (In); carrying to a place; machine that takes people to high and
low rooms in a building; thing that
encourages.
LIFT-OFF (n) (of a ROCKET or plane)
leaving the ground.
LIGAMENT (n) part of the body, like
string, that holds bones together.
LIGATURE ( n ) l e t t e r s o r m u s i c a l
sounds that join together; cloth for
covering a cut or sore.
*LIGHT (adj; n; v) not heavy; not sad;
not dark; not serious or important; not
much of; not strong; quality from the
sun or a fire, that helps us see; thing
that gives light; LAMP; bring light to;
start a thing burning; come to without planning.
LIGHTEN (v) make less
heavy; bring light to.
LIGHTER (n) tool for
making a small fire
quickly.
LIGHT-FINGERED (adj)
easily robbing.
LIGHT-HEADED (adj)
with a feeling in the
head of going in
circles.
LIGHT-HEARTED (adj)
happy.
LIGHTHOUSE (n) building near water,
with a strong light to tell boats of danger.

LIGHTING (n) quality of light in a place;
how a place gets light.
*LIGHTNING (n; adj) strong light from
electricity in the sky; very fast.
LIGHTNING-ROD (n) metal stick on a
house, plane, or other thing for lightning to hit.
LIGHTWEIGHT (n) person or thing that
is not heavy, or not very important.
LIGHT-YEAR (n) distance that light can
travel in one year.
LIGNITE (n) brown coal like timber.
*LIKE (adj; prep; adv; conj; v) same;
equal; to the same measure; as; think
a thing is good; choose.
LIKELIHOOD (n) measure of how easily a thing can happen.
LIKELY (adv; adj) easily happening,
being, or being true.
LIKE-MINDED (adj) thinking the same.
LIKEN (v) say or show a thing is equal
to, or as, another thing.
LIKENESS (n) picture, shape or other
thing that is like the real thing.
LIKES (n) things you like.
LIKEWISE (adv) too.
LILAC (n; adj) bush with flowers that
have a beautiful smell; pink-blue.
LILLIPUTIAN (n; adj)
very small person
or thing; very
small.

LI-LO
(n) plastic
bed with air in it.
LILT (v; n) sing or talk with smooth
sounds; sound of a person singing or
talking this way.
LILY (n) white flower
on a tall plant.
LILY-LIVERED
(adj) afraid.
LIMB (n) leg, arm,
wing, or branch.
LIMBER (adj; v)
able to bend and move quickly;
exercise to be able to bend and move
quickly for sports.
LIMBO (n) place where no person is
thinking about you; dance or game
from ISLANDS near Cuba, where
people go under a horizontal stick.
LIME (n) soft white powder that helps
plants grow well; sour green fruit.
LIME-GREEN (adj) light yellow-green.
LIMELIGHT (n) many people knowing
and thinking about you.
LIMERICK (n) story with five lines that
end in words that rhyme.
LIMESTONE (n) soft white stone.
LIMEY (n) person from Britain.
LIMIT (v; n) put a border to how far an
action can go; end of; border.
LIMITATION (n) rule, problem, or ability you do not have, that stops you
from doing more.
LIMITED (adj) with very little of; with a
border to how far it can go.
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LIMO, LIMOUSINE (n) very big, long,
expensive car.
LIMP (adj; v; n) weak, hanging, or without a shape; walk with one weak leg;
slow, difficult movement.
LIMPET (n) small ocean animal with a
CONE-shaped shell that sticks to
stones.
LIMPID (adj) clear to see through.
LINAGE (n) number of lines on a page.
LINCHPIN (n) metal PIN going through
an AXLE, to hold a wheel on a machine;
most important person or thing.
LINCTUS (n) medicine for a sore throat.
LINDEN (n) big tree with light green
leaves.
*LINE (n; v) narrow mark; many things,
with each one after or beside the
other; piece of rope; short letter;
words an actor says; what you sell;
job (In); planes or ships from one
company; put things or people in a
line; put material on the inside of a
container or a piece of clothes.
LINEAGE (n) all parents of a parent, in
a line going back through the past.
LINEAR (adj) of, or in, a line.
LINED (adj) (of a face) with many CORRUGATIONS; (of paper) with vertical
lines across it; (of a container or
clothes) with material covering the
inside of it.
LINEMAN (n) person who fixes telephone WIRES.
LINEN ( n ; a d j ) c l o t h s f o r c o v e r i n g
tables or beds, or for drying people or
dishes; a cloth material; made from
this cloth.
LINE-OUT (n) throwing a FOOTBALL
from the border to two lines of people.
LINER (n) ocean ship for many people.
LINESMAN (n) person who says if the
ball crosses a border in football.
LINE-UP (n) entertainers or other people in a line.
LINGER (v) stay near; be slow to go
away, stop, or die.
LINGERIE (n) clothes a woman wears
under other clothes, or for sleeping.
LINGO (n) language.
LINGUAL (adj) of the tongue, talking,
or languages.
LINGUIST (n) person who knows much
about different languages.
LINGUISTICS (n) study of languages.
LINIMENT (n) oil for sore muscles.
LINING (n) material covering inside
parts of containers or clothes.
LINK (n; v) one circle in a chain; joint;
bring together.
LINKS (n) place to play GOLF.
LINK-UP (n) joining of two machines.
LINO, LINOLEUM (n) cloth floor covering with plastic on one side.
LINOCUT (n) pattern cut into a piece
of plastic floor covering, for printing.
LINOTYPE (n) machine that puts letters together for printing.
LINSEED (n) seed from a plant people
use to make cloth.
LINT (n) small soft pieces from cloth.
LINTEL (n) horizontal piece across the
top of a door or window.

*LION (n) very big, wild cat.
*LIP (n) thick skin around the mouth;
border of a hole; disagreeing.
LIP-READ (v) understand what a person is saying by studying the movement of his or her lips.
LIP-SERVICE (n) agreeing with what a
person says when you do
not feel true agreement.
LIPSTICK ( n )
soft
stick of colour for
painting your lips.
LIQUEFY (v) make or
become liquid.
LIQUEUR (n) sweet drink with much alcohol, that you drink after a MEAL.
*LIQUID (adj; n) like water or oil; easy
to sell quickly for money; thing that is
like water or oil.
LIQUIDATE (v) sell; finish; destroy.
LIQUIDATION (n) (of a company) finishing all buying and selling, and using your money to pay what you must
pay.
LIQUIDATOR (n) person who controls
the end of a company.
LIQUIDITY (n) ability to pay what you
must pay.
LIQUOR (n) drink with alcohol in it.
LIQUORICE (n) black material from a
plant root, that people use in lollies.
LIRA (n) piece of money from Italy.
LISP (v; n) say “th” for “s” or “z” when
talking; making these sounds.
LISSOM (adj) able to move the body
quickly and easily.
*LIST (n; v) line of names, prices, or
other words; (of a ship) bending over
to one side; bend over to one side;
make a list; listen to; choose.
*LISTEN (v) try to hear.
LISTLESS (adj) without enthusiasm.
LIT (v) was bringing light to; was starting a fire; was coming to without planning.
LITANY (n) words a Christian PRIEST
says, with the people saying other
words after him; talking without enthusiasm.
LITCHI (n) sweet fruit from China.
LITER (n) measure of liquid.
LITERACY (n) ability to read and write.
LITERAL (adj) of words or letters, without changing any of them.
LITERARY (adj) of books and writings.
LITERATE (adj) able to read and write.
LITERATI (n) smart people who have an
interest in books and other writings.
LITERATURE (n) books and writings.
LITHE (adj) able to move the body
quickly and easily.
LITHIUM (n) soft white metal.
LITHO (adj) printing from very small
projections on metal.
LITHOGRAPH (n) printing from INK on
a piece of metal.
LITIGANT (n) person arguing in a court.
LITIGATE (v) argue in a court.
LITMUS (n) blue chemical from small
plants, that becomes red when a sour
chemical touches it.

LITRE (n) measure of liquid.
LITTER (n; v) bed that you carry; bed
for an animal; group of animal babies
born together; things in places where
they should not be; put things in
places where they should not be.
LITTERBUG (n) person who makes a
place messy by leaving old paper,
glass, or metal.
*LITTLE ( a d j ; n ; a d v ) s m a l l ; s h o r t ;
young; not important; short time or
distance; not much of.
LITTORA (adj) near a beach.
LITURGY (n) way of praying and singing to God in a church meeting.
*LIVE (v; adj) have life; sleep and eat;
use time; alive; real; moving; able to
explode; burning; having electricity in
it.
LIVELIHOOD (n) things or actions that
feed you and give you clothes; job.
LIVELONG ( a d j ) t h r o u g h t h e w h o l e
length of a measure of time.
LIVELY (adj) full of enthusiasm, action,
or life; happy.
LIVEN (v) make more full of enthusiasm, action, or life.
LIVER ( n ) b i g d a r k r e d o r g a n t h a t
cleans the blood.
LIVERY (n) UNIFORM for a worker.
LIVERYMAN ( n ) p e r s o n w h o f e e d s
horses in a special building for horses.
LIVES (n) more than one life.
LIVID (adj) blue; angry.
LIVING (n; adj) things and actions that
feed you and give you clothes; job;
now alive.
LIVING-ROOM (n) room in a house,
where people sit and talk.
*LIZARD (n) reptile with four legs and
a long tail.
LLAMA (n) big animal from
South America, that
carries people and
things.

LO (interj)
word to ask
people to look.
LOAD (n; v) things you carry; full container or vehicle; put things in or on a
vehicle; put bullets in a gun.
LOADED (adj) rich; drinking too much
alcohol; (of a question) leading you
to say a thing that will hurt you.
LOADING (n) more money for doing a
job that is more difficult (Aus).
LOADSTONE (n) MAGNET.
LOAF (n; v) bread you cook in one piece;
food with the shape of a whole piece of
bread; be lazy, doing nothing.
LOAM (n) dirt that plants grow well in.
LOAN (n; v) money or thing you use for
a time before returning it; give a thing
to a person to use before returning it.
LOATH (adj) not wanting to do.
LOATHE (v) hate.
LOATHSOME (adj) making you feel
hate, or feel sick.
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LOAVES (n) whole pieces of bread.
LOB (v) throw a ball slowly.
LOBBY (n; v) small room with many
doors, where many people come and
go; try to make leaders of a country
agree with you.
LOBE (n) soft bottom part of the ear;
round part of a thing with the shape
of the bottom of the ear.
LOBOTOMY (n) cutting of the front part
of the brain, to make emotions stop.
LOBSTER (n) big ocean animal with
eight legs, two arms, and a hard shell.

LOBSTER
LOBSTER-POT (n) basket you put in
water to catch a LOBSTER.
LOCAL (adj; n) in one part and no others; from your town; person from your
town; PUB near where you live (Br).
LOCALE, LOCALITY (n) place where a
thing is happening.
LOCALISE ( v ) s t o p a n a c t i o n f r o m
moving to other places.
LOCATE (v) find; show where a thing is.
LOCATION (n) place where a thing is.
LOCH (n) LAKE (Br).
*LOCK (n; v) thing that you need a KEY
to open; group of hairs growing together; place in a river where a boat
can move up or down; piece in a machine that stops movement; turning
the wheels on a car; person who plays
football; hold with a lock; become not
able to move.
*LOCKED (adj) that you were closing
with a lock.
LOCKER (n) box for clothes.
LOCKET (n) small container with a picture in it, that is on a NECKLACE.
LOCKJAW (n) dangerous sickness that
makes you not able to open your
mouth.
LOCK-NUT (n) NUT that stops another
NUT from turning on a BOLT.
LOCKOUT (n) closing of a company to
force workers to agree with the company.
LOCKSMITH (n) person who makes
and fixes locks and KEYS.
LOCK-UP (n) small prison (Am).
LOCOMOTION (n) movement; travel.
LOCOMOTIVE (n; adj) vehicle that pulls
a train; making movement.
LOCUM (n) doctor or PRIEST who does
the job of another doctor or PRIEST
when he or she is away or sick.
LOCUS (n) place where an action happens.
LOCUST (n) insect like a GRASSHOPPER, that travels in very big groups.
LOCUTION (n) how a person talks.
LODE (n) line of metal in stones.
LODESTONE (n) MAGNET.
LODGE (n; v) small house; special
group, or the place where they meet;
give or receive a place to sleep; give a
paper; stick in a small, close place.

LODGER (n) person paying to live with
the people who own a house.
LODGING (n) place to live for a time.
LOESS (n) very good dirt for growing
plants, in the bottom of big rivers.
LOFT (n) place between the roof and
the top of a room; room in the top of a
building; house for PIGEONS.
LOFTY (adj) high; important; proud.
LOG (n; v) big rough piece of timber;
list of movements and problems with
a vehicle or machine; put on a list.
LOGANBERRY (n) purple RASPBERRY.
LOGARITHMS (n) special list of numbers that help in doing sums.
LOGGERHEADS (n) disagreeing.
LOGGIA (n) open place with a roof,
that joins with a house.
LOGGING (n) cutting trees down and
moving them for a job.
LOGIC (n) study of good, clear thinking; ability to argue well.
LOGICAL (adj) with clear thinking, to
show reasons and effects.
LOGIE ( n ) t e l e v i s i o n a c t i n g a w a r d
(Aus).
LOGISTICS (n) knowing how to feed,
move, and give places to sleep to many
people.
LOGO (n) special shape or pattern for
a group or company.
LOGOS (n) Jesus; the mouth of God.
LOIN (n) part of the body between the
buttocks and the ribs.
LOINCLOTH (n) small cloth to cover
the mating organs.
LOITER (v) walk slowly, with much
stopping.
LOLL (v) hang down or to one side.
*LOLLIES (n) more than one lolly (Aus).
LOLLIPOP ( n ) h a r d
lolly on a stick.
LOLLOP (n) run without enthusiasm.
*LOLLY ( n ) sweet
food (Aus).
LOLLY- WATER
(n)
cold, sweet drink
(Aus).
LONE (adj) with no other near or like it.
LONELY (adj) sad because friends are
not here; with no other one near it.
LONER (n) person who works without
other people helping him or her.
LONESOME (adj) sad because friends
are not here.
*LONG (adj; n; adv; v) measuring much
from end to end; long measure of
time; for a long time; want strongly
over time.
LONGBOAT (n) big boat on a ship.
LONGBOW (n) BOW for shooting ARROWS.
LONG-DISTANCE (adj) (of talking on a
telephone) to a different town.
LONGEVITY (n) long life.
LONGHAND (n) writing with the letters
joining together.
LONGING (n) strong, sad wanting.
LONGITUDE (n) measure of distance
east or west from a line on the earth.

LONGITUDINAL (adj) from end to end.
LONG-RANGE (adj) going far.
LONGSHOREMAN (n) worker who puts
things on or takes them off ships
(Am).
LONG-SIGHTED (adj) able to see far
things well.
LONG-STANDING (adj) that was being
or happening for a long time.
LONGSTOP (n) person playing cricket.
LONG-SUFFERING (adj) not becoming
angry easily.
LONG-TERM (adj) working, happening,
or being for a long time.
LONGWAYS (adv) from end to end.
LONG-WINDED (adj) talking too long.
LONGWISE (adv) from end to end.
LOO (n) TOILET (Br, Aus).
LOO-BLOWING (n) hot, dry wind with
much dirt (In).
LOOFAH (n) rough plant some people
rub their skin with when washing (Ar).
*LOOK (v; n) turn the eyes to see; have
a quality that people can see; looking.
LOOKER (n) person who is beautiful.
LOOK-IN (n) time when you can compete.
LOOKING-GLASS (n) MIRROR.
LOOKOUT (n) high place where you
can see things far away; person who
is looking for dangers; looking for
dangers.
LOOK-SEE (n) short look.
LOOM (n; v) machine that makes cloth;
come close from a far place.
LOONY (adj; n) crazy; crazy person.
LOOP (n; v) curve
that crosses itself;
thing a doctor puts
inside a woman to
stop a baby from
starting to grow in
her when she mates;
LOOP
curve into a LOOP;
put a line around a thing.
LOOPHOLE (n) way to do a bad thing
without disobeying a rule about it.
LOOP-LINE (n) road for a train, that
leaves an important road and returns
to it after a distance.
LOOPY (adj) crazy.
*LOOSE (adj; v) not tied; not close together; not obeying rules well; with
no other thing holding it; stop holding.
LOOSE-LEAF (adj) (of a book) with
pages that you can take out and move
to different places in the book.
LOOSEN (v) make or become more
loose.
LOOT (n; v) things people rob; rob.
LOP (v) cut off; cut branches off.
LOPE (v) run with long, smooth steps.
LOP-EARED (adj) with ears hanging
down.
LOP-SIDED (adj) with one side different from the other.
LOQUACIOUS (adj) talking much.
LOQUAT (n) fruit like an orange, from
Japan and China.
LORD (n; v) God; Jesus; important person; leader; husband; be a proud leader.
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LORDSHIP (n) being a leader; name for
a leader.
LORE (n) stories and all learning from
the past about a thing.
LORGNETTE (n) glasses or OPERAGLASSES with a long stick for a handle.
LORIKEET ( n ) s m a l l P A R R O T w i t h
beautiful colours.
LORRY (n) truck.
*LOSE (v) stop having; not be able to
find; not win.
LOSS (n) thing that you were losing;
pain that comes from losing.
LOST (v; adj) was losing; dead; (of a
person) not knowing where to go; (of
a thing) in a place where you cannot
find it.
LOT (n) piece of land; many things or
much of; group of things; thing that
must happen to you.
LOTH (adj) not wanting to do.
LOTHARIO (n) man who does not follow rules about mating.
LOTION (n) liquid medicine you put
on skin.
LOTS (n) much or many of a thing.
LOTTERY (n) game where many people
pay money for a number and one number wins most of the money.
LOTTO (n) game where many people
pay money to choose numbers and if
a person chooses a secret number, he
or she receives much money.
LOTUS (n) flower that grows in water.
LOTUS-EATER (n) person who is very
happy and lazy.
*LOUD (adj; adv) with strong noise; (of
clothes and actions) pushing for
people to look at or listen to you; with
loud talking.
LOUD-HAILER (n) tool you hold and
talk through, to make talking more
loud.

LOUD-HAILER
LOUDSPEAKER (n) instrument using
electricity to make sounds very loud.
LOUGH (n) LAKE, or arm of the ocean
(Br).
LOUNGE (n; v) couch; room where
people sit; be lazy; sit or stand, doing
nothing important.
LOUSE (n; v) insect that lives in the
hair of people; bad person; break, destroy, or make bad.
LOUSY (adj) bad; with much money;
with many insects moving on it.
LOUT (n) big rough person.
LOUVER (Am), LOUVRE (n) horizontal
piece on a window or door, that stops
rain or light from coming in, but not air.
*LOVE (n; v) strong, good feeling toward a person or thing; person or
thing you love; with no number in tennis; like strongly; choose to help and
be kind to.

LOVE-AFFAIR (n) loving and mating
with a person you are not married to.
LOVEBIRDS (n) a man and woman who
love each other very much.
LOVE-CHILD (n) baby born to a woman
who is not married to the father.
LOVE-LIFE (n) love and mating between you and other people.
LOVELORN (adj) sad because a person you love is not loving you.
LOVELY (adj; n) beautiful; easy to like;
beautiful girl.
LOVE-MAKING (n) n) love and mating
between two people.
LOVER (n) person you mate with.
LOVE-SEAT (n) couch for two people.
LOVESICK (adj) becoming weak from
thinking much about a person you
love.
LOVING (adj) kind.
*LOW (adv; adj; v) in, or to, a low place;
close to the ground; not high; not
good; humble; not enthusiastic; make
the sound of a cow.
LOWBOY (n) low cabinet of DRAWERS.
LOWBROW ( a d j ) n o t t h e w a y v e r y
smart or rich people act or think.
LOW-CUT (adj) (of a dress) not covering part of the chest.
LOW-DOWN (adj; n) bad; truth.
LOWER (v) put down; become more
low; show anger on your face.
LOWER-CASE (adj) (of letters) using
small shapes like the shapes in these
words.
LOW-KEY (adj) without pushing.
LOWLANDS (n) land that is low.
LOWLY (adj) humble; not important.
LOW-NECKED (adj) (of a dress) not covering part of the chest.
LOW-PITCHED (adj) (of a sound) deep.
LOW-SPIRITED (adj) very sad.
LOYAL (adj) always being a friend.
LOZENGE (n) hard medicine or lolly
you hold in your mouth for a long
time.
LUBBER (n) person who is not smooth
in movements.
LUBE (v; n) put oil on parts of a car or
machine, to help the pieces move
more easily; this action.
LUBRICANT (n) oil or other chemical
that you put on a joint to make it move
smoothly.
LUBRICATE (v) make wet, or put oil on,
to help a thing move more easily.
LUBRICIOUS (adj) showing much interest in mating.

LUCERNE
(n) a grass
that cows eat.
LUCID (adj) easy to understand; clear.
LUCIFER (n) the devil.

LUCK (n) good or bad thing that comes
by accident, and not by planning.
LUCKILY (adv) changing a bad thing
to a good thing without a reason.
LUCKY (adj) having a good thing happen without planning or ability.
LUCRATIVE ( a d j ) b r i n g i n g m u c h
money.
LUCRE (n) money.
LUDICROUS (adj) foolish or stupid.
LUFF (n; v) border of a sail; most wide
part of a boat; move a ship between
the wind and another ship.
LUG (v) carry or pull a heavy thing.
LUGGAGE (n) containers with clothes
in them, that
you carry
when you
travel.

LUGGER (n) small ship with two square
sails.
LUGHOLES (n) ears (Br).
LUGUBRIOUS (adj) sad.
LUKEWARM (adj) not hot or cold; not
enthusiastic; boring.
LULL (v; n) help to become sleepy,
quiet, or too confident; short stopping
of rain, pain, sound, or movement.
LULLABY (n) quiet song to help a baby
sleep.
LUMBAGO (n) pain in the bottom part
of the back.
LUMBAR (adj) of the bottom of your
back.
LUMBER (n; v) pieces of timber (Am);
put a heavy or difficult thing on a person; move with noise and pushing.
LUMBERJACK, LUMBERMAN (n) person who cuts or moves trees for a job
(Am).
LUMINARY (n) sun or moon; thing that
gives out light.
LUMINESCENCE (n) soft light.
LUMINOUS (adj) giving out light.
LUMP (n; v) piece with no clear shape;
round projection; put together in a
group.
LUMPY (adj) with round projections.
LUNACY (n) being crazy; foolishness.
LUNAR (adj) of the moon.
LUNATIC (n) crazy person.
LUNCH (n; v) MEAL in the middle of
the day; eat this MEAL.
LUNCHEON (n) special MEAL in the
middle of the day.
*LUNG (n) body organ that air goes into
when you breathe in.
LUNGE (v; n) hit out at quickly; fast
hitting at.
LUNGFISH (n) fish that has lungs.
LUPIN (n) a plant cows eat.
LURCH (v; n) move quickly to one side;
fast, short movement; difficult place.
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LURE (n; v) thing that makes a person
or animal want to come near; make a
person or animal want to come near.
LURGY (n) sickness that is not serious.
LURID (adj) bad; with too much colour
or emotion.
LURK (v; n) hide or move secretly; way
to get a thing that is not yours.
LUSCIOUS (adj) tasting, smelling, or
looking beautiful.
LUSH (adj) with many healthy plants.
LUST (n; v) wanting too much to mate;
being greedy; want too much to mate;
be greedy.
LUSTRE (n) quality of a material returning light that it receives.
LUSTY (adj) healthy and strong.
LUTE (n) old musical instrument like a
MANDOLIN.
LUXURIANT (adj) with many healthy
plants.
LUXURIATE (v) feel happy resting or
that you are doing a thing you like to
do very much.
LUXURIOUS (adj) very good or expensive.
LUXURY (n) expensive thing you do
not need.
LYE (n) water with powder from burning timber, that people use for washing.
LYCHEE (n) sweet fruit from China.
LYCHGATE (n) fence door with a roof
over it.
LYING (v) not telling the truth.
LYMPH (n) clear body liquid.
LYNCH (v) (of an angry group) kill a
person by putting a rope around his
or her neck and hanging the person
from it.
LYNX (n) wild cat with good eyes.
LYRE (n) U-shaped musical instrument
with strings.
LYREBIRD (n) bird from Australia with
a beautiful tail.
LYRIC (adj) like a song.
LYRICAL (adj) like the words of a song.
LYRICISM (n) soft loving emotions in
rhymes, music, and other writings.
LYRICS (n) words of a song.

M
MA (n) mother.
MAC (n) coat made from cloth with
rubber in it, to keep people dry (Br).
MACABRE (adj) ugly; making fear.
MACADAM (n) road made from small
stones that heavy machines were
pushing down to make smooth.
MACADAMIA (n) tree from Australia
with round nuts.
MACARONI ( n ) s h o r t , t u b e - s h a p e d
PASTA.
MACAROON (n) small cake with little
pieces of ALMONDS in it.
MACAW ( n ) P A R R O T f r o m S o u t h
America, with a long tail and beautiful
colours.
MACE (n) heavy metal stick with sharp
projections on it for a weapon; special stick a leader carries (Br); a spice.

MACERATE (v) make a thing soft by
leaving it in water; become weak and
thin from not eating.
MACH (n) measure of how fast a thing
moves.
MACHETE (n) wide, heavy knife.
MACHIAVELLIAN (adj) getting what
you want without obeying rules.
MACHINATIONS (n) secret plans for doing bad things.
*MACHINE (n; v) thing you use to do
work, that often uses a motor or electricity; strong group plan; make, cut
or shape with a machine.
MACHINE-GUN (n) big gun that uses
many bullets very quickly.

MACHINE-GUN

MACHINE-READABLE (adj) in the language of a COMPUTER.
MACHINERY (n) machines.
MACHINIST (n) worker who uses a machine for a job.
MACHISMO (n) actions of a proud,
strong man.
MACHO ( a d j ) a c t i n g l i k e a p r o u d ,
strong man.
MACINTOSH, MACK ( n ) c o a t m a d e
from cloth with rubber in it, to keep
people dry (Br).
MACKEREL (n) green-blue ocean fish
that people eat.
MACKINTOSH (n) coat made from cloth
with rubber in it, to keep people dry;
(Br).
MACRAMÉ ( n ) m a k i n g t h i n g s w i t h
strings that you tie in patterns.
MACROBIOTIC (adj) (of food) being
whole grains and vegetables.
MACROCOSM (n) all space; very big,
whole thing.
MAD (adj) crazy; angry; enthusiastic;
foolish.
MADAM (n) name for a good woman;
woman who leads a place where
women mate for money.
MADCAP (adj; n) not thinking of dangers; crazy person.
MADDENING (adj) making you angry.
*MADE (v; adj) was making; being of a
material; put together.
MADEIRA (n) a sweet white wine.
MADEMOISELLE (n) name in France,
for a woman who is not married.
MADHOUSE ( n ) b u i l d i n g f o r c r a z y
people.
MADLY (adv) strongly; with enthusiasm.
MADMAN (n) crazy person.
MADONNA (n) picture or shape of the
mother of Jesus.
MADRAS ( n ) c o t t o n c l o t h w i t h
STRIPES.
MADRIGAL (n) song for people singing without musical instruments.

MAELSTROM (n) bad thing that is too
big to fight; place of dangerous water
moving in circles very quickly.
MAESTRO (n) person who is very good
at playing or leading music.
MAFIA (n) big group of robbers from
Italy, who work in many countries.
MAFIOSO (n) robber in a big group of
robbers from Italy.
MAG (n) magazine.
*MAGAZINE ( n ) b o o k w i t h a p a p e r
cover and stories by different people;
part of a gun where you put the bullets; part of a camera or machine,
where you put a CARTRIDGE; place
for keeping weapons.
MAGENTA (adj;) red colour.
MAGGOT (n) baby fly, like a very small
white WORM.
MAGI (n) three smart men who were
giving their wealth to baby Jesus.
MAGIC (n) doing tricks for entertainment; using secret spiritual strength
to do things that other people cannot
do.
MAGICIAN ( n )
entertainer who
makes
people
think he or she is
doing things that
people cannot
do.
MAGISTRATE (n)
court leader.
MAGMA (n) very
hot, liquid stones
in the earth.
MAGNANIMITY (n) kind, giving spirit.
MAGNANIMOUS (adj) very kind.
MAGNATE ( n ) v e r y r i c h c o m p a n y
leader.
MAGNAVOX (n) instrument that uses
electricity to make sounds very loud.
MAGNESIA (n) white chemical people
use as a medicine for the stomach.
MAGNESIUM (n) white metal that gives
a strong, white light
when it burns.
MAGNET (n) metal that pulls other
metals toward it.
MAGNETISM (n)
ability of one
thing to pull other
things toward it.
MAGNETO (n) motor part that makes a
fire to burn the petrol.
MAGNIFICATION (n) making a little
thing look big; measure of how big
you are making a little thing look.
MAGNIFICENT (adj) very good.
MAGNIFY (v) make a little thing look
more big.
MAGNITUDE (n) size; how important a
thing is.
MAGNOLIA (n) tree with big flowers
that often have a good, strong smell.
MAGNUM (n) big bottle for wine.
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MAGPIE (n) black
and white bird that
makes many different sounds.

MAHATMA (n)
a very spiritual person in India.
MAH-JONG (n) game from China for
four people, using 144 pieces.
MAHOGANY (n) hard, red-brown timber that makes good furniture.
MAID (n) female who is not married;
woman who cleans a house for a job.
MAIDEN (n; adj) girl; new; clean; not
married; not winning any races in the
past; first.
MAIDENHAIR (n) thin FERN.
MAID-RUNNER (n) person finds people
to pay a woman to mate (In).
MAIL (n; v) letters; letter (In); people
and vehicles that take letters where
they should go; metal clothes; send a
letter.
MAIL-BAG (n) big bag for letters.
MAILBOX (n) LETTER-BOX (Am).
MAILMAN (n) person who brings letters to houses (Am).
MAIL-ORDER (adj) that you send a letter to buy.
MAIM (v) make a person crippled.
MAIN (adj; n) most important; tube or
channel for water, gas, or electricity.
MAINFRAME (n) very big COMPUTER.
MAINLAND (n) a country, without the
ISLANDS that are part of it.
MAINLINE (n; v) important train road;
push a drug into your body with a HYPODERMIC NEEDLE.
MAINLY (adv) for most parts.
MAINSPRING (n) metal COIL that moves
pieces in a clock or WATCH.
MAINSTAY (n) most important thing
holding another thing up.
MAINSTREAM (n) part of a river with
most movement; what most people
think.
MAINTAIN (v) keep a thing going; fix;
not stop saying a thing is true.
MAINTENANCE (n) fixing; keeping a
thing going; food, clothes, and other
things you need to live.
MAISONETTE, MAISONNETTE (n) part
of a building that you pay to use; small
house.
MAIZE (n) corn.
MAJESTIC (adj) very beautiful, very
big, or very important.
MAJESTY ( n ) q u a l i t y o f b e i n g v e r y
beautiful, very big, or very important;
name for a KING or QUEEN.
MAJOR ( a d j ; n ; v ) m o s t i m p o r t a n t ;
leader in an army; important thing you
are studying; study one thing more
than other things.
MAJORDOMO (n) worker who leads all
other workers in a house.
MAJORETTE (n) girl in a UNIFORM who
walks in front of a musical group and
carries a stick.

MAJORITY (n) more than half; being
an adult.
*MAKE (v; n) build; cook; write or say;
bring to happen; force; become;
change to; group of cars or other
things that are the same; how a thing
is made.
MAKE-BELIEVE (adj; n) false; false
thing or action; acting like you think a
false thing is real.
MAKESHIFT (adj) not the best, because
you were not able to get the best.
MAKE-UP
(n)
pastes and paint
for making your
face beautiful or
different; spirit
of a person.

MAKINGS (n) important qualities you
need to become what you want to become.
MALADJUSTED (adj) not able to work
well with other people.
MALADMINISTRATE (v) lead badly.
MALADROIT (adj) not good at handling, or at saying the right words.
MALADY (n) sickness.
MALAISE (n) worry or sadness in a
group; feeling of sickness in the body.
MALARIA (n) sickness from MOSQUITOES.
MALARKEY, MALARKY ( n ) f o o l i s h ness.
MALCONTENT (adj; n) not happy; person who is not happy with many
things.
*MALE (n; adj) man or boy; male animal; being a male; being a part that
goes inside another part.
MALEFACTOR (n) bad person.
MALEVOLENT (adj) wanting to hurt.
MALFEASANCE (n) bad action by a
leader.
MALFORMATION (n) wrong shape.
MALFUNCTION (v; n) stop working, or
not work well; broken or wrong thing
in a machine; breaking.
MALICE (n) hate.
MALICIOUS (adj) with hate.
MALIGN (v) say bad things about.
MALIGNANT (adj) hurting; hating.
MALINGER (v) say you have a sickness
you do not have, because you do not
want to work.
MALL ( n ) o p e n p l a c e w i t h s h o p s ,
where people walk and no cars travel.
MALLARD (n) wild duck.
MALLEABLE (adj)
able to change
shape when you
hit
it
with
a
hammer; easily
able to change.
MALLEE (n) dry land
with many small
EUCALYPTUS trees
and bushes (Aus).
MALLET (n) timber
hammer.

MALLOW (n) plant with flowers, and
little hairs on the leaves.
MALNUTRITION (n) not eating enough
healthy foods.
MALPRACTICE (n) bad actions by a
doctor or other important person, in
his or her job.
MALT (n) food from grain, that people
often use to make beer.
MALTHUSIAN (adj) wanting to stop
people from having many children.
MALTREAT (v) be rough in handling a
person or thing; hurt.
MAMA (n) mother.
MAMBA (n) dangerous black or green
tree snake from Africa; a dance from
ISLANDS near Cuba.
MAMMA (n) mother.
*MAMMAL (n) animal with hair, that
gives milk to its babies.
MAMMARY (adj) of the breasts.
MAMMON (n) money and wealth.
MAMMOTH (n; adj) big elephant with
long hair, that is not living on the earth
now; very big.
MAMMY (n) mother (Am).
*MAN (n; v) adult male; person; all
people; piece in chess or another
game; put people in a place to work.
MANACLE (v; n) put HANDCUFFS on;
stop from moving; HANDCUFF or
other thing for holding arms or legs.
MANAGE (v) lead; be able to do.
MANAGEMENT (n) leaders; leading.
MANAGER (n) leader.
MAN-AT-ARMS (n) soldier.
MANATEE (n) animal like a fat SEAL.
MANDAMUS (n) rule from a big court
to a small court.
MANDARIN (n) small orange with dark
colour, and a loose skin; language
from China.
MANDATE ( n ) r u l e f r o m a l e a d e r ;
strength a leader receives because the
people want him or her to do a thing.
MANDATORY (adj) that you must do.
MANDIBLE (n) part of a bird, insect, or
other animal, that it bites with.

MANDOLIN (n)
musical instrument with strings.
MANDRAKE (n) plant with purple flowers and a root with a FORK in it.
MANDRILL (n) very big monkey from
West Africa.
MANE (n) long hair on the neck of a
horse or lion.
MAN-EATER (n) TIGER, SHARK, or
other animal that eats people.
MANGANESE (n) a white metal.
MANGE (n) sickness of the skin and
hair of animals.
MANGER (n) container for horses and
cows to eat from.
MANGLE (v; n) make many cuts on;
change a thing very much; machine
that squeezes water from wet clothes.
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MANGO ( n ) b i g
yellow and red
tree fruit from
Asia.
MANGROVE ( n )
tree that grows in
wet places, and
has many roots above the ground.
MANGY (adj) having a sickness of the
skin and hair.
MANHANDLE (v) be rough when handling a person, or when using a thing.
MAN-HOLE (n) hole in a road or floor,
for a person to go through.
MANHOOD (n) being a man.
MAN-HOUR (n) measure of work that
one person can do in one hour.
MANHUNT (n) looking for a person by
many other people.
MANIA (n) too much enthusiasm.
MANIAC (n) person who is crazy and
dangerous.
MANIC-DEPRESSIVE (n; adj) person
who changes quickly from being too
enthusiastic to being too sad; changing quickly in this way.
MANICURE (v; n) make the hands and
nails beautiful; actions to make the
hands and nails beautiful.
MANIFEST (adj; v; n) clear to see or
understand; show clearly; list of
people or things in a plane or truck.
MANIFESTO (n) writing that tells what
you believe, and the reasons for it.
MANIFOLD (adj; n) many and different; metal tube with a few metal
branches.
MANILA, MANILLA (n) thick paper.
MANIPULATE ( v ) h a n d l e ; t u r n o r
change; change people to make them
do what you want them to do.
MANKIND (n) all people.
MANLY (adj) like a man.
MANNA (n) food from God.
MANNEQUIN (n) shape like the body of
a person, that wears clothes in a shop.
MANNER (n) how a person does a thing.
MANNERISM (n) action or way of acting that is special for one person.
MANNERLY (adj) acting toward people
in the way people want you to act.
MANNERS (n) actions toward people,
in the way people want you to act.
MANNISH (adj) (of a woman) like a man.
MANOEUVRE (n; v) movement in a
plan; move with a plan.
MANOR (n) house and lands that a very
rich person owns.
MAN-O-WAR (n) army ship with weapons.
MANPOWER (n) number of people you
have, who can do work.
MANSE ( n ) h o u s e w h e r e a c h u r c h
leader lives.
MANSION (n) expensive big house.
MANSLAUGHTER (n) killing a person
without planning to kill the person.
MANTEL, MANTELPIECE, MANTELSHELF (n) shelf over a FIREPLACE.
MANTILLA (n) SCARF for a woman
(Sp).

MANTIS (n) big green
insect that often
puts its front legs
together like it
is praying.

MANTLE ( n ; v ) l o o s e c o a t w i t h o u t
sleeves; cloth on the end of a gas tube,
that burns to make a light; part of the
earth below the ground; cover.
MANUAL (adj; n) using hands; small
book with many truths about a thing.
MANUFACTURE (v; n) build or make;
building or making.
MANURE (n; v) DUNG that you put on
land to help plants grow; put DUNG
on land.
MANUSCRIPT (n) words for a book, that
a person often writes by hand.
*MANY (adj; n) much more than one;
number or other measure.
*MAP (n; v) paper with lines showing
where things are in a place; make a
picture of where things are.
MAPLE (n) tree people get sugar from;
taste of this sugar; timber from this
tree.
MAR (v) make a good thing less perfect.
MARACA (n) musical
instrument from
South America,
that you
shake.

MARASCHINO (n) CHERRY drink with
alcohol in it.
MARATHON (n) very long competition.
MARAUD ( v ) g o l o o k i n g f o r m a n y
things to rob from people.
MARBLE (n) small glass ball children
use in a game; a very smooth stone.
MARBLES (n) game with glass balls.
MARCH (n; v) a month; music people
walk to; long walk; walk with long
steps.
MARE (n) female horse; big, flat, dark
place on the moon.
MARGARINE (n) false butter, from animal fat or vegetable oils.
MARGIN ( n ) b o r d e r ; d i f f e r e n c e b e tween two prices.
MARGINAL
(adj)
close to the border.
MARIA (n) big, flat,
dark places on the
moon.
MARIAN (adj) of the
mother of Jesus.
MARIGOLD (n) yellow flower.

MARIJUANA,
MARIHUANA
(n) plant people
smoke, to feel
good.

MARIMBA (n) musical instrument like
an XYLOPHONE, from Africa.
MARINA (n) place in water where people
put boats when not using them.
MARINADE (n; v) mixture of wine, oil,
spices, and other things that you put
meat in; put meat in this liquid.
MARINATE (v) put meat in a mixture of
wine, oil, spices, and other things.
MARINE (adj; n) of the ocean; soldier
who works on land and in boats on
the ocean too; ships as a group.
MARINER (n) person who lives on ships.
MARIONETTE (n) PUPPET that moves
when you pull strings that are tied to it.
MARITAL (adj) of a husband and wife.
MARITIME (adj) of, or near, the ocean.
MARJORAM (n) a spice .
*MARK (n; v) dirty place on a clean
thing; small line or shape to show a
thing is special; thing you are trying
to hit; catching a ball in a football
game (Aus); starting place in a race;
piece of money from Germany; put a
mark on; think about; make a good
thing less perfect; catch (Aus); follow
a person in football.
MARKED (adj) easy to see.
MARKER (n) thing showing the way
for cars, planes, or ships; thing to
show where you are reading in a book,
or where you are at in a game.
MARKET (n; v) place where many people buy and sell; shop; prices; sell.
MARKET-PLACE (n) place with many
shops.
MARKINGS (n) skin or feather colours
or other special marks on an animal.
MARKSMAN (n) person who uses a
gun well.
MARK-UP (n) difference between the
price a company buys a thing for, and
the price it sells the thing for.
MARLIN (n) big ocean fish with a long,
sharp
MARLIN
nose.

MARMALADE (n) sweet food from oranges and sugar, that you put on
bread.
MARMOSET (n) small monkey from
South America.
MAROON (adj; n; v) red-brown colour;
leave a person on an ISLAND, or in
another place that he or she cannot
leave.
MARQUEE (n) big TENT.
MARQUETRY (n) pattern or picture from
different-coloured pieces of timber.
MARQUIS (n) name for an important
person in Europe.
MARRIAGE (n) being married.
MARRIAGEABLE (adj) old enough, or
good enough, to marry.
*MARRIED (adj) agreeing by rules to
live with a person that you mate with,
for all of your life.
MARROW (n) soft solid that is inside
bones; big vegetable that grows on a
VINE (see GOURD).
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*MARRY (v) agree by rules to live with
a person who you mate with, for all of
your life.
MARS (n) red planet near earth.
MARSALA (n) sweet red wine from
Italy.
MARSH (n) very wet, low land.
MARSHAL (n; v) a leader; lead; bring
together.
MARSHMALLOW (n) very soft, round,
white piece of food made from sugar.
MARSUPIAL (n) KANGAROO, POSSUM, KOALA, WOMBAT, or other animal that carries its babies in a bag of
skin on its stomach.
MART (n) place with much buying and
selling.
MARTEN (n) small mammal with expensive skin and hair.
MARTIAL (adj) for war or fighting.
MARTIAN (n) person from a red planet
near earth.
MARTIN (n) fast insect-eating SWALLOW.
MARTINET (n) person who strongly
wants others to obey all rules.
MARTINI (n) drink with alcohol in it.
MARTYR (n) person who dies for what
he or she believes.
MARTYRDOM (n) dying for what you
believe.
MARVEL (n; v) thing that is almost too
good or different to believe; think a
thing you see is difficult to believe.
MARVELLOUS (adj) very good.
MARXIST (adj; n) believing that leaders of a country should give equal
wealth to all people; person who believes this.
MARZIPAN (n) paste from sugar and
ALMONDS.
MASCARA (n) MAKE-UP for painting
your EYELASHES.
MASCOT (n) animal or person that you
believe makes good things happen
when it is with you.
MASCULINE ( a d j ) o f , o r l i k e , m e n ;
strong.
MASH (v; n) push and break to become
a soft, wet solid; soft, wet solid.

MASK ( n ; v )
covering for the
face; hide a
thing with a
covering.
MASOCHISM
(n) wanting to feel pain to be happy.
MASON (n) per-son who builds with
stones or BRICKS.
MASONITE (n) thin, flat material for
buildings, that is made by squeezing
very small pieces of timber together.
MASONRY (n) stones or BRICKS in a
building.
MASQUERADE (n; v) dance meeting
where people wear MASKS and dress
to look like other people; trying to
make people think you are a different
person; make yourself look like a different person.

MASS (n; adj) many things together;
how much material is in a thing; piece
with no special shape; many or most
people; special time to remember Jesus
dying for us; of many or most people.
MASSACRE (n; v) many killings; kill
many.
MASSAGE (v; n) rub muscles; rubbing
of muscles.
MASSEUR (n) person who rubs muscles for people for a job.
MASSIF (n) group of mountains.
MASSIVE (adj) big and heavy.
MASS-PRODUCE (v) make many of the
same things, in the same way.
MAST (n) long vertical stick for sails
on a boat; vertical stick holding a flag
up.
MASTADON (n) animal like an elephant,
that is not living on the earth now.
MASTECTOMY (n) cutting, or cutting
off of, a breast by a doctor.
MASTER (n; v; adj) teacher; leader of
a ship, animal, house, or workers; person who is very good at doing or
understanding a thing; learn to do
well; become better than; first; best.
MASTER-KEY (n) KEY to open many
locks.
MASTER-MIND (n; v) very smart person; person making and leading a
plan; make and lead a plan.
MASTERPIECE (n) very good piece of
art, music or other thing a person
makes.
MASTER-STROKE (n) good, last action
to finish a difficult job.
MAST-HEAD (n) top of a long vertical
stick on a boat; words at the top of
the front of a newspaper.
MASTICATE (v) chew.
MASTIFF (n) big strong dog.
MASTITIS (n) pain in the breast .
MASTOID (adj) like a female breast.
MASTURBATE (v) handle organs you
use for mating, to make the good feeling of mating.
MAT (n; v; adj) small piece of cloth or
flat rubber on a table or on the floor;
many strings or hairs tied together;
bring many strings together with much
tying; (of paint) not giving out much
light.
MATADOR (n) person who kills male
cows for a sport, in Spain.
MATCH (n; v) small stick that burns
easily if you rub one end of it; thing
that is equal to, or works well with,
another thing; competition; put
things together that are like each
other; measure how good one thing
is by another thing.
MATCHBOX

MATCH
MATCHBOX (n) very small timber or paper box for MATCHES.
MATCHLESS (adj) with no other person or thing equal to it.
MATCHMAKER (n) person who encourages people to marry each other.

MATCH-STICK (n) MATCH .
*MATE (v; n) join together with another
animal at the penis; win a game of
chess; friend (Aus); person you work,
live, or study with; your husband or
wife.
*MATERIAL (n; adj) what a thing is
made from; chemical; cloth; of things
you can see or touch; not spiritual;
important.
MATERIALISE (v) become real; receive
a shape that people can see.
MATERIALISM (n) greed.
MATERNAL (adj) of a mother.
MATERNITY (n; adj) being a mother; for
women carrying babies inside them.
MATESHIP (n) being good friends (Aus).
MATH, MATHEMATICS, MATHS ( n )
study of numbers.
MATINEE (n) entertainment in the middle of the day.
MATRIARCH (n) mother who leads.
MATRIARCHY ( n ) b i g g r o u p w h e r e
mothers lead the families.
MATRICIDE (n) killing your mother.
MATRICULATE (v) finish studying at a
school for children, before starting at
a school for adults.
MATRIMONY (n) being married.
MATRIX (n) place where a baby grows
inside the mother; liquid in a space in
the body; stone with an expensive
stone in it; pattern; container for making shapes.
MATRON (n) married woman.
MATT (adj) (of paint) not giving out
much light.
MATTER (n; v) material; thing you can
see or touch; happening; be important.
MATTING (n) rug made from grass.

MAY (n; v) month of the year; can happen, when you do not know if it will;
should (In).
MAYBE (adv) that easily can happen.
MAYDAY (interj) word from a ship or
plane, asking for help.
MAYFLY (n) fly with a very short life.
MAYHEM (n) action that brings much
breaking or destroying .
MAYONNAISE (n) paste from spices,
eggs, and oil, that you put on vegetables and other foods.
MAYOR (n) leader of a town.
MAYORESS (n) wife of the leader of a
town; woman leader of a town.
MAYPOLE (n) tall vertical stick with
many colours, that people dance
around on a
special day.
MAZE
(n)
many roads
or directions,
that make it
difficult to
find a place.

MAZURKA (n) fast dance from Europe.
*ME (pro) I, when I receive an action.
MEADOW (n) land with grass and no
trees, often near a river.
MEAGRE (adj) not much of; thin.
MEAL (n) food that you eat at a special time in the day; grain broken to
rough powder for food.

MATTOCK (n) tool for
digging, and breaking dirt.

MATTRESS (n) soft part of a bed.
MATURE (adj; v) old enough; like an
adult; grow.
MAUDLIN (adj) with too many loving
or sad emotion, often after drinking
alcohol.
MAUL (n; v) heavy timber hammer; hurt
or break by rough handling.
MAUNDER (v) talk much without saying important things.
MAUNDY (n) special time when church
leaders wash the feet of people.
MAUSOLEUM (n) building for a dead
person.
MAUVE (adj; n) pink-purple colour.
MAVERICK (n) person who does things
without obeying rules of a group.
MAW (n) stomach.
MAWKISH (adj) showing weak or false
emotion.
MAXI (n; adj) long dress or coat; big.
MAXILLARY (adj) of the mouth bones.
MAXIM (n) truth with few words in it.
MAXIMISE (v) make most big.
MAXIMUM (n; adj) most big or high
number or place; most big or high.
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MEALTIME (n) time when you eat.
MEALY (adj) like a dry powder.
MEALY-MOUTHED (adj) afraid to disagree.
MEAN (v; n; adj) want people to understand; middle; in the middle of;
greedy; cruel (Am).
MEANDER (v) go forward slowly, moving from side to side on the way.
MEANING (n) what you want people to
understand from a word or action.
MEANINGFUL (adj) important.
MEANS (n) thing that makes an action
happen; thing you do to get food and
other things you need; money.
MEANT (v) was wanting people to understand.
MEANTIME (n) time between now and
a time in the future.
MEANWHILE (adv) in the time between
now and a time in the future.
MEASLES (n) sickness with small red
places on the skin.
MEASLY (adj) very little; not enough.
*MEASURE (n; v) length, number, or
size of a thing; tool you use to find
the size of a thing; step in a group of
steps for measuring; find the length,
number, or size of a thing.

MEASURED (adj) with each step equal;
with much thinking over each word.
MEASURELESS (adj) too big to measure.
MEASUREMENT (n) number that measures.
*MEAT (n) animal part that you eat;
food.
MECHANIC (n) person who fixes vehicles and other machines.
MECHANICAL (adj) about machines;
without thinking.
MECHANICS (n) study of machines;
study of movement.
MECHANISM (n) part of a machine.
MECHANISATION (n) using machines
to do the work of animals and people.

MELA ( n ) m a n y p e o p l e c o m i n g t o gether to buy and sell things on a
happy day in their religion (In).
MELANCHOLY (adj; n) sad; much sadness.
MELÉE ( n) many people fighting.
MELLOW (adj; v) quiet and happy, often from drinking beer or wine; soft
and strong in colour, taste, or sound;
become better with time.
MELODRAMA (n) entertainment with
very strong emotions.
MELODRAMATIC ( a d j ) m a k i n g b a d
things too bad and good things too
good when talking about them.
MELODY (n) leading music for a song.
MELON (n) big
round fruit that
grows on a
VINE.

MEDAL (n) award;
piece of metal
like a coin, for a
special time.
MEDALIST,
MEDALLIST
(n) person who
wins a MEDAL.
MEDALLION (n)
big MEDAL.
MEDDLE (v) push into an action between other people.
MEDIA (n) newspapers, television, and
other things that carry pictures or
words to people.
MEDIAL (adj) near the middle.
MEDIAN (n; adj) middle line on a road;
middle number of many numbers; line
from a triangle corner to the middle of
the other side; in the middle.
MEDIATE (v) work between two people,
to bring them together as friends.
MEDICAL (adj) of medicine.
MEDICAL-HALL ( n ) s h o p t h a t s e l l s
medicines (In).
MEDICAMENT, MEDICATION (n) medicine.
*MEDICINE (n) chemical people use to
become, or stay, healthy; study of
making and keeping people healthy.
MEDICO (n) doctor.
MEDIEVAL (adj) from, or about, a special time in the past.
MEDIOCRE (adj) not bad and not good.
MEDITATE (v) think about.
MEDIUM (n; adj) person who says he
or she can talk to dead people; thing
that makes an action happen; thing
carrying words or pictures to people;
middle quality or measure; between
two opposites.
MEDLEY (n) mixture of different things.
MEEK (adj) obeying; quiet .
*MEET (v; adj) come together with;
come face to face with; pay; be
enough for; enough; right .
*MEETING (n) people coming together
for talking, entertainment, or praying;
coming together.
MEGAPHONE (n) LOUD-HAILER; big
horn you talk through.
MEGALOMANIAC (n) crazy person who
thinks he or she is God, or a very important person.

*MELT (v) change from a solid to a liquid; become soft; go away slowly.
MELTING-POT (n) place where people
from different countries live together.
MEMBER (n) person in a group; organ,
arm, leg, or other part of the body.
MEMBERSHIP (n) being a part of a
group; number of people in a group.
MEMBRANE (n) thin skin inside a plant
or animal.
MEMENTO (n) thing you keep to help
you remember a happening.
MEMO (n) writing that helps you to
remember a thing.
MEMOIRS (n) stories from your life,
that you write to make a book.
MEMORABLE (adj) easy or important
to remember.
MEMORANDUM (n) writing that helps
you to remember a thing.
MEMORIAL (n; adj) thing that helps
you remember a thing or person in the
past; helping you remember a person
or happening in the past.
MEMORISE (v) learn words or numbers,
to say them in the future.
MEMORY ( n ) b r a i n p a r t t h a t r e members; thing you remember; COMPUTER part that holds words for use
in the future.
*MEN (n) more than one man.
MENACE (n; v) dangerous thing; act
like you will hurt a person or thing.
MENAGERIE (n) many wild animals in
a building, for people to see.
MEND (v) fix; (of a PENCIL) make sharp
(In).
MENDICANT (adj; n) asking for food
or money; person who asks for food
or money.
MENHIR (n) big, tall, special stone.
MENIAL (adj; n) humble and boring;
person who does humble work in the
house of another person.
MENINGITIS (n) sickness that hurts the
thin skin around the brain.
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MENOPAUSE (n) time when a woman
becomes too old to have a baby.
MENSES (n) blood and skin coming
from inside a woman each month.
MENSTRUATION (n) coming of blood
from the mating organ of a woman.
MENSURATION (n) measuring.
MENTAL (adj) about thinking; crazy.
MENTALITY (n) measure of smartness;
spirit.
MENTHOL (n) good-smelling chemical
that comes from the oil of a leaf.
MENTION (v; n) talk about; say the
name of; short talking about.
MENTOR (n) teacher.
MENU (n) list of food in a restaurant.
MERCANTILE (adj) of buying and selling.
MERCENARY ( a d j ; n ) w o r k i n g f o r
money; soldier who works for money.
MERCER (n) person who sells cloth.
MERCERISED (adj) (of cotton cloth)
with a side made smooth by a chemical.
MERCHANDISE (n; v) things people buy
and sell; encourage people to buy a
thing you are selling.
MERCHANT (n) person who buys and
sells.
MERCIFUL (adj) kind; forgiving.
MERCILESS (adj) cruel; not forgiving.
MERCURY (n) liquid metal; planet most
near the sun.
MERCY (n) love; forgiving.
MERE (adj) being this, and no more.
MERELY (adv) doing this, and no more.
MERETRICIOUS (adj) beautiful, but not
able to help in any way.
MERGE (v) come together to become
one.
MERGER (n) two or more companies
joining to become one.
MERIDIAN (n) line on a map, that goes
from north to south.
MERINGUE (n) food made from sugar
and the clear part of eggs.
MERINO (n) sheep with very good hair
for making
clothes.

MERIT (n; v) good quality; be right for
you to receive because of an action or
quality that you have.
MERITORIOUS (adj) very good.
MERMAID ( n ) p e r s o n t h a t i s h a l f
woman and half fish.
MERRIMENT (n) much laughing.
MERRY (adj) happy; laughing.
MERRY-GO-ROUND (n) machine with
timber horses that you go in circles
on.
MESCALINE (n) dangerous drug from
a CACTUS in Mexico, that can make
you crazy.

MESDAMES ( n ) n a m e f o r m a r r i e d
women in France.
MESDEMOISELLES ( n ) n a m e f o r
women who are not married in France.
MESH (n; v) cloth or other material like
a NET; join together well in many
places.
MESMERISE (v) lead a person, by being able to destroy his or her ability to
choose.
MESS (n; v) messy place; place where
soldiers or student eat MEALS; make
messy; change without helping.
MESSAGE (n) words you send to a person; teaching from God.
MESSENGER (n) person who takes
words to another person.
MESSIAH (n) Jesus Christ.
MESSIEURS, MESSRS (n) name for men
in France.
*MESSY (adj) dirty; with many things
in wrong places.
MET (v) was meeting.
METABOLISM (n) changes to food, and
using of food, in an animal or plant.
METACARPUS (n) bones of the hand,
without the fingers.
*METAL (n; adj) hard solid from the
ground, that people melt to make other
things; made from metal.
METALANGUAGE (n) words about language.
METALLIC (adj) of, or like, metal.
METALLURGY (n) study of metals.
METAMORPHIC (adj) (of rocks) showing a change.
METAMORPHOSE (v) change; change
to a very different body or shape.
METAMORPHOSIS (n) big change.
METAPHOR (n) words using the quality of one thing to give a strong picture of another thing, like “eating your
words”.
METAPHYSICS (n) study of how much
we can know, and reasons we are here.
METATARSUS (n) bones between the
toes and the ankles.
METE (v) give, piece by piece.
METEOR (n) stone from space, that
burns from flying through the air.
METEORIC (adj) fast, and with much
light.
METEORITE (n) stone that was falling
to the ground from outside the earth.
METEOROID (n) stone moving through
space, away from the earth.
METEOROLOGY (n) study of the air
around the earth, to know how weather
will change.
METER (n) machine to measure how
much you use; GAUGE; 100 CENTIMETRES.
METHADONE (n) medicine doctors use
to help people stop using a drug.
METHANE (n) gas with a bad smell, that
burns well.
METHINKS (v) I think.
METHO (n) cheap liquid with alcohol in
it; person who drinks this liquid (Aus).
METHOD (n) plan; way you do a thing.
METHODICAL (adj) working to a plan.
METHYL (n) chemical in a gas we cannot see, that burns well.

METICULOUS ( a d j ) w a n t i n g l i t t l e
things to be perfect.
METRE (n) 100 CENTIMETRES; steps
in talking, that make words like music.
METRIC (adj) of a measure that uses
steps of ten.
METRICAL (adj) in equal steps.

MICROSCOPE (n)
instrument that
helps people to
see very small
things.

METRONOME ( n )
tool that measures
equal pieces of time.

METROPOLIS
(n) very big town.
METROPOLITAN
(adj) of a very big town.
METTLE (n) spirit and strength of a
person or horse.
MEW (n; v) CAGE for birds; SEA-GULL;
sound a cat makes; cry like a cat.
MEWS (n) line of small houses close
together, for people or horses (Br).
MEXICAN (n; adj) person from Mexico;
of Mexico .
*MEXICO (n) country south of America.
MEZZANINE (n) floor between rooms
on the ground and rooms above the
ground rooms.
MEZZO, MEZZO-SOPRANO (n) woman
with a middle singing sound.
MIAOW (n; v) sound a cat makes; make
the sound of a cat.
MIASMA (n) bad liquid from a sore.
MICA (n) stone that separates into thin,
flat pieces that you can see through.
MICE (n) more than one mouse.
MICKEY (n) too much strength and
confidence.
MICRO (n) small COMPUTER.
MICROBE (n) very small living thing
that you need a MICROSCOPE to see.
MICROBIOLOGY (n) study of GERMS
and other very small animals or plants.
MICROCHIP (n) small, important piece
for holding truths in a COMPUTER.
MICROCOSM (n) little earth; little thing
that is very like a big thing.
MICRODOT (n) picture of writing, that
is the size of a PENCIL point.
MICROFICHE (n) page of very small pictures of writing from a book.
MICROFILM (n; v) COIL of very small
pictures of writing; make very small
pictures of writing.
MICROMETER (n) tool for measuring
very short lengths (see GAUGE).
MICRON (n) very small measure of
length.
MICRO-ORGANISM (n) very small animal, that you need a MICROSCOPE to
see.

MICROSCOPIC
(adj) too small to
see without a
MICROSCOPE.
MICROWAVE (n) stove that uses a special strength from electricity to cook
food quickly.
MIDDAY (n; adj) middle of the day; of
the middle of the day.
*MIDDLE (n; adj) place that is an equal
distance from the ends or sides; stomach; of equal distance from ends or
sides.
MIDDLE-AGED (adj) (of people) between 40 and 60 years old.
MIDDLEMAN (n) person who buys from
one person and sells to another.
MIDDLING (adj) not good and not bad.
MIDDY (n) glass of beer of a special
size (Aus).
MIDGE (n) small insect.
MIDGET (n) DWARF.
MIDLAND (n) middle part of a country.
MIDNIGHT (n) middle of the night.
MIDRIFF (n) stomach.
MIDSHIPMAN (n) worker on a ship.
MIDST (n) middle.
MIDSUMMER (n) most hot time of year.
MIDWAY (ad) in the middle between
two places.
MIDWIFE (n) woman who helps women
when their babies are being born.
MIEN (n) quality of the face and standing of a person.
MIGHT (n; v) strength; can, when you
do not know if it will; easily able to.
MIGHTY (adj) very strong.
MIGRAINE (n) pain in the head, that
often makes you not able to see
clearly.
MIGRANT (n) person moving from one
country to a new country to live.
MIGRATE (v) move from one country
to another to live.
MIGRATORY (adj) (of birds) moving
from cold places to warm places to
live.
MIKE (n) MICROPHONE.
MIL (n) small measure of liquid.
MILCH (adj) (of an animal) giving milk.
MILD (adj) without strength, pain, or
spice; not sour.
MILDEW (n) very small plants that give
a green colour to old or wet things.
MILE (n) measure of distance (63,360
INCHES).

MICROPHONE
(n) instrument
that changes
sound
to
electricity.

MILESTONE ( n )
stone on a road,
telling how far you
are from a town;
important time in
your life.
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MILITANT (adj) enthusiastic to fight
in a war.
MILITARY (adj; n) about soldiers; (of
MEALS) with meat (In); soldiers.
MILITIA (n) soldiers.
*MILK (n; v) white liquid from goats,
cows, or the breast of another mammal; white liquid in some plants; get
milk from; get money from.
MILKMAN, MILKO (Aus) (n) person
who sells milk.
MILKSOP ( n ) w e a k p e r s o n w h o i s
afraid.
MILL (n; v) machine (or building for
the machine) that squeezes grain to
powder; put lines around the border
of a coin; move around in a group.
MILLENNIUM (n) one thousand years;
time of much happiness in the future.
MILLEPEDE (n) animal like a CENTIPEDE.
MILLER (n) person who makes powder from grain for a job.
MILLET (n) very small seed that people
and animals eat.
MILLIMETRE ( n ) s m a l l m e a s u r e o f
length (.1 of a CENTIMETRE).
MILLINER (n) person who makes and
sells hats for women.
MILLION (n) a thousand thousands.
MILLIONAIRE (n) very rich person.
MILLIPEDE (n) animal like a CENTIPEDE.
MILLSTONE (n) heavy stone for breaking grain.
MILL-WHEEL (n) big wheel that turns
when water falls on it.
MILT (n) seeds of a male fish.
MIME (n; v) story with no words; act
in a story without words.
MIMEOGRAPH (n) small printing machine.
MIMIC (n; v) person or animal that tries
to be like another one; use actions or
sounds to be like another person or
thing.
MIMOSA (n) bush like
the ACACIA bush.
MINA, MINAH (n) bird
that
makes
the
sounds
of
other
birds.

MINARET ( n ) t a l l ,
straight, thin part of
a building where
Muslims pray.

MINCE ( v ; n ) c u t i n
very small pieces; use
words that do not say
what you want to say;
walk with very short steps; meat that
is cut in very small pieces.
MINCEMEAT (n) meat that is cut in very
small pieces; small pieces of dry fruit
with spices.
MIND (n; v) brain; thinking; protect;
control; obey; not like; think about.
MIND-READER (n) entertainer who says
he or she can hear what you think.

MINE (pro; adj; n; v) what I own; that I
own; weapon that explodes in water or
on ground; big hole people dig to find
metals or good stones; put exploding
weapons in water or on ground; dig to
find metals or good stones.
MINEFIELD (n) place where soldiers
were hiding weapons that explode.
MINELAYER (n) ship or plane that puts
exploding weapons in water.
MINERAL (n; adj) chemical, often in
food, that is from the ground; from the
ground, or from things in the ground.
MINERALOGY ( n ) s t u d y o f m e t a l s ,
stones and other things from the
ground.
MINESTRONE (n) thick, hot, liquid food
with pieces of vegetables and grain.
MINESWEEPER (n) ship that finds exploding weapons in the water.
MINGLE (v) mix.
MINI (n) small car; very short dress.
MINIATURE (n; adj) small thing that is
like a big thing; small.
MINIATURIST (n) person who paints
small pictures.
MINIMAL (adj) very small; most small.
MINIMISE (v) make more or most small.
MINIMUM (adj; n) most low or small;
most low number or most small thing.
MINION (n) person doing things that
are not important, for another person.
MINISTER (n; v) leader in a church or
in a country; person who helps; help.
MINISTRY (n) leaders of a country or
church; group (or building where they
work) that follows one of the leaders
of a country; job.
MINK (n) small mammal from Europe,
Asia, and North America, with very expensive hair.
MINNOW (n) small fish in many rivers.
MINOR (adj ; n) less big or important;
person who is not an adult.
MINORITY (n) less than half of a big
group; time before you are an adult.
MINSTER (n) big or important church.
MINSTREL (n) entertainer who sings.
MINT (n; v; adj) place where money is
made; sweet spice; make money, or a
new word; like new.
MINUET (n) slow dance; music for a
slow dance.
MINUS (prep; n)
without;
less
than
nothing;
mark for taking
MINUS
away a number.
MINUSCULE (adj) very small.
MINUTE (adj; n) very small; one of 60
equal parts of an hour; small measure
of an ANGLE; important paper.
MINUTES (n) list of things people were
talking about at a meeting.
MIRACLE (n) very difficult thing that
needs God to make it happen.
MIRACULOUS (adj) needing help from
God to happen.
MIRAGE (n) false picture of water on
ground in the air, made by light and
heat.
MIRE (n; v) soft, wet ground; make dirty
with soft, wet dirt.
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MIRROR (n; v) flat
glass that shows
pictures of things
near it; be very
much like another
thing.

MIRTH (n) laughing;
being happy.
MIRY (adj) dirty from
wet ground.
MISADVENTURE (n) accident.
MISAPPLY (v) use a thing wrongly.
MISAPPREHEND ( v ) u n d e r s t a n d
wrongly.
MISAPPROPRIATE (v) use money that
is not yours.
MISBEHAVE (v) not do the right thing.
MISBEHAVIOUR (n) wrong actions.
MISCARRIAGE (n) a baby being born
too early; a thing not coming to the
place where you were sending it.
MISCEGENATION ( n ) m a r r y i n g o f
people of different skin colours.
MISCELLANEOUS (adj) of many different things.
MISCELLANY (n) mixture of many different things.
MISCHIEF (n) doing bad things when
playing; wanting to hurt.
MISCHIEVOUS (adj) doing small bad
things to make people laugh.
MISCONCEPTION ( n ) w r o n g u n d e r standing.
MISCONDUCT (n) wrong action.
MISCONSTRUE (v) understand wrongly.
MISCOUNT (n) wrong counting.
MISCREANT (n) bad person.
MISDEED (n) bad action.
MISDEMEANOR, MISDEMEANOUR (n)
disobeying a small rule.
MISDIRECT ( v ) p u s h a c t i o n i n t h e
wrong direction.
MISDOING (n) bad action.
MISER (n) greedy person who will not
use his or her wealth.
MISERABLE ( a d j ) n o t h a p p y ; n o t
enough.
MISERY (n) pain; much sadness.
MISFIRE (v) (of a gun or motor) not
explode or start when it should.
MISFIT (n) person who does not work
well with other people.
MISFORTUNE (n) bad thing that happens to you.
MISGIVING (n) feeling that a bad thing
will happen.
MISGUIDED (adj) following bad leading.
MISHANDLE (v) do a job wrongly.
MISHAP (n) accident.
MISHMASH (n) mixing of many different things, with no plan.
MISINFORMED (adj) not knowing the
truth about a thing.
MISINTERPRET (v) understand words
to be saying what they were not saying.
MISJUDGE (v) be wrong in what you
think about a person or thing.

MISLAY (v) not remember where you
put a thing.
MISLEAD (v) make a person believe a
thing that is not true.
MISMANAGEMENT (n) bad leading.
MISNOMER (n) wrong name for a thing.
MISPLACE (v) not remember where
you put a thing.
MISPRINT (n; v) wrong letter or word
in printing; make a wrong letter or
word in printing.
MISPRONOUNCE (v) say wrongly.
MISQUOTE (v) use wrong words when
saying the words of another person.
MISREAD (v) understand wrongly.
MISREPRESENT (v) say things that are
not true about a person or thing.
MISS (v; n) not hit, catch, meet, find
or see a thing you were trying to hit,
catch, meet, find, or see; want to be
with a person or thing you were with
in the past; not doing a thing you were
trying to do; name for a girl before
she marries.
MISSAL (n) book for church meetings.
MISSHAPEN (adj) with a wrong shape.
MISSILE (n) weapon you throw.
MISSING (adj) that you cannot find.
MISSION (n) important job to finish;
building for Christian workers.
MISSIONARY (n) person who goes to
another country to tell about Jesus.
MISSIVE (n) letter.
MISSPELL (v) use wrong letters in a
word.
MISSPEND (v) use money or time badly.
MISSUS (n) wife; married woman.
MIST (n; v) wet air near the ground;
cover or become covered with wet air.
MISTAKE (v; n) thing you do wrongly,
without thinking; understand wrongly.
MISTAKEN ( a d j ) u n d e r s t a n d i n g
wrongly.
MISTER (n) name for a man; teacher.

MISTLETOE (n)
plant that grows
on apple trees
and other trees,
and has small,
round,
white
fruit.
MISTOOK (v) was understanding
wrongly.
MISTRAL (n) cold wind from the north
in Europe.
MISTREAT (v) be cruel or rough with.
MISTRESS (n) woman who leads a
school or house; woman who loves
and mates with a man she is not married to.
MISTRIAL (n) court meeting that must
happen again because it was not
following a rule, or (Am) because
people were not agreeing on who was
right or wrong.
MISTRUST (v; n) feel no confidence
in; being without confidence in.
MISTY (adj) not clear.
MISUNDERSTAND ( v ) u n d e r s t a n d
wrongly.

MISUSE (v; n) use a thing in a wrong
or bad way; this action.
MITE (n) small coin, insect, or child.
MITIGATE (v) make a thing hurt less.
MITOSIS (n) separating of one very
small part of a plant or animal, to become two very small parts.
MITRE (n) tall hat that some church
leaders wear; joint
between t w o
timber pieces.
MITTENS (n)
GLOVES without fingers.
*MIX (v; n) put different materials or
things together; talk with many
people in a group; mixture.
MIXED (adj) of different things together.
*MIXTURE (n) medicine, petrol, air, or
other thing made from mixing things.
MIZEN, MIZZEN (n) big vertical stick
near the back of a ship.
MNEMONIC (adj) about remembering.
MO ( n ) v e r y s h o r t l e n g t h o f t i m e ;
MOUSTACHE (Aus).
MOA (n) big bird that cannot fly, that
was living on earth many years in the
past.
MOAN (n; v) long, low sound of sadness or pain; make this long, low
sound.
MOAT (n) small river around a house
or town.

MODEL (n; adj; v) small thing like a
big thing; person who wears clothes
to show to people who buy clothes;
good thing to try to be like; perfect;
show clothes on your body; make a
small thing that looks like a big thing;
make a shape from clay.
MODERATE (adj; n; v) not too much; in
the middle between opposites; person
with no strong feelings about a thing;
make less strong; lead a meeting.
MODERATION (n) not being too much.
MODERN (adj) of the present time; new.
MODERNIST (n) person who wants to
change old ways of thinking.
MODEST (adj) humble; not the best.
MODESTY (n) being humble; covering
your body.
MODICUM (n) little piece.
MODIFY (v) change; make less strong.
MODULAR (adj) using whole things
that can join together to work as one.
MODULATE (v) change sounds.
MODULATION (n) talking sounds that
can show emotions; changing sounds.
MODULE (n) whole thing that can join
with other things to work as one.
MOGUL (n) important person; important leader in India in the past.
MOHAIR (n) hair from a goat.
MOIST (adj) a little wet.
MOISTURE (n) water.
MOISTURISE (v) make less dry.

MOLAR ( n )
tooth on the
side of your
mouth,
for
breaking hard
food.

MOAT
MOB (n; v) big group of animals or
people; push together in a big, angry
group.
MOBILE (adj; n) able to move easily;
beautiful shapes that move in wind.
MOBILISE (v) start an army or other
group moving.
MOBSTER (n) robber who works with
other robbers.
MOCCASIN (n) soft shoe from North
America, made from deer LEATHER.
MOCHA (n) very good coffee (Ar).
MOCK (v; adj) laugh at, to show hate;
not real.
MOCKERY (n) laughing to show hate;
person people laugh at with hate.
MOCK-UP (n) vehicle or other thing
you make, to see if it will be right, before making many more like it.
MOD (adj; n) of the present time; new;
young person who wears special
clothes and rides a SCOOTER (Br).
MODE (n) how a person does a thing;
measure of most people.
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MOLASSES (n) dark liquid from sugar.
MOLE (n) small, dark place on the skin;
small digging mammal; measure of
how much of a chemical you have.
MOLECULE (n) most small piece of a
mixture of two or more chemicals.
MOLEST (v) push and force with hate.
MOLL (n) bad woman.
MOLLIFY (v) make less angry or hard.
MOLLUSC ( n ) S N A I L , O Y S T E R , o r
other small animal with no bones.
MOLLYCODDLE (v) give too much soft
love to.
MOLTEN (adj) (of metal) liquid, and hot.
MOLYBDENUM (n) hard, grey-white
metal.
MOM (n) mother (Am).
MOMENT (n) very short length of time;
important time.
MOMENTARY (adj) for a short time.
MOMENTOUS (adj) very important.
MOMENTUM (n) strength of movement.
MONARCH (n) KING; big orange and
black BUTTERFLY.
MONARCHY (n) country a KING leads.
MONASTERY (n) house for people who
live away from other people, for God.
MONAURAL (adj) (of a radio or RECORD) with all sound coming from one
place.

MONDAY (n) second day of the week.
MONETARY (adj) of money.
*MONEY (n) coins and papers that you
give to buy things; wealth.
MONEY-CHANGER (n) person who sells
money from one country for money
from a different country.
MONEY-GRUBBER (n) greedy person.
MONEY-MARKET (n) people buying and
selling money to become rich.
MONGER (n) person who sells a thing.
MONGOLOID (n) person born with a
sickness in the brain.
MONGOOSE (n) mammal from India,
with a long thin body, that kills COBRAS.
MONGREL (n) dog or other animal with
parents that are very different.
MONICKER, MONIKER (n) name.
MONITOR (v; n) look at and listen to
changes in a thing; student leader; big
lizard; war ship; person or thing that
looks at and listens to changes.
MONK (n) man who lives away from
other people, for God.
*MONKEY (n; v) animal like a small person, with a tail, and hair on all of its
body; play.
MONKEY-WRENCH (n) tool for turning
PIPES.

MONKEY-WRENCH
MONO (adj) (of a radio or RECORD)
with all sound coming from one place.
MONOCHROME (n; adj) painting that
uses one colour; in one colour.
MONOCLE (n) glass for one eye.
MONOGAMY (n) being married to one
person.
MONOLITH (n) very tall, heavy stone.
MONOLOGUE (n) one person speaking
for a long time.
MONOPLANE (n) plane with one big
wing.
MONOPOLY (n) having or selling a
thing that no other company has or
can sell.
MONORAIL (n) train that travels on one
long metal bar.
MONOSYLLABLE (n) short word that
is easy to say with one sound.
MONOTHEISM (n) believing in one God.
MONOTONE (n) talking without high
or low changes to your sounds.
MONOTONOUS (adj) boring; without
changes.
MONOTONY (n) the same thing happening many times, without changes.
MONOTREME (n) ECHIDNA, PLATYPUS, or other mammal that has babies
in eggs.
MONSOON (n) strong wind near the
equator, that often brings much rain.
MONSTER (n; adj) big, ugly animal that
is not real; very cruel person; very big.
MONSTROSITY (n) very big, ugly, or
bad thing.
MONSTROUS (adj) cruel; very big.

MONTAGE ( n ) p i c t u r e m a d e f r o m
pieces of many different pictures.
*MONTH (n) one of 12 parts of a year;
about 30 days.
MONTHLY ( a d j ; n ) h a p p e n i n g e a c h
month; magazine or newspaper made
one time each month.
MONUMENT (n) stone, building, book,
or other thing to help people remember a person or important happening.
MOO (n; v) sound of a cow; make the
sound of a cow.
MOOCH (v) rob (Am); walk slowly by.
MOOD (n) emotion; quality of an action
word that shows if it is saying a rule,
truth, question, or thing you want.
MOODY (adj) often feeling sad or angry.
*MOON (n) small planet going around
another planet.
MOONBEAM (n) piece of light coming
from the moon.
MOONLIGHTING (n) working in a second job, often at night.
MOONSHINE (n) drink with alcohol, that
a person was disobeying rules to
make (Am).
MOOR (v; n) tie a boat in a place; piece
of land covered with low bushes (Br).
MOORAGE (n) place to tie boats.
MOORINGS (n) ANCHORS, chains and
other things to hold a boat in one
place.
MOOSE (n) big ELK (N Am).
MOOT (adj; v) that you can
argue about; start people
talking about a thing.
MOP (n; v) cloth, rope,
or SPONGE on a stick
for cleaning; much hair;
clean, or make dry, by
rubbing with a cloth.
MOPE ( v ) d o t h i n g s
without enthusiasm.
MOPED (n) bicycle with
a motor.
MOPPET (n) little girl.
MORAINE (n) rocks and
other things a river of
ice pushes down a hill.
MORAL (adj; n) good and right; about
choosing between good and bad actions; good thing to learn from a story.
MORALE (n) spirit of confidence or enthusiasm in a group.
MORALS (n) rules for being good, often about actions between men and
women.
MORASS (n) very wet piece of ground.
MORATORIUM (n) stopping of an action for a time.
MORBID (adj) about sickness, dying,
or other bad things.
*MORE (adj; adv) growing in size, number, or quality; without stopping.
MOREISH (adj) (of food) making you
want more.
MOREOVER (adv) with another thing.
MORES ( n ) w h a t m o s t p e o p l e i n a
group or country think people should
do.
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MORGUE (n) building where people
keep dead bodies for a time.
MORIBUND (adj) at the time of dying.
MORN (n) morning.
MORNAY (n) paste with cheese in it.
*MORNING (n; adj) first part of the day;
in the first part of the day.
MOROCCO (n) goat LEATHER; country in north-west Africa.
MORON (n) very stupid person.
MOROSE (adj) sad, and not wanting
to be with people.
MORPHINE (n) drug that stops pain.
MORROW (n) day after now.
MORSE (n) long and short sounds for
saying letters with electricity.
MORSEL (n) small piece to eat.
MORTAL (adj; n) making a thing die;
able to die; person.
MORTALITY (n) ability to die; dying.
MORTAR (n) sand paste that becomes
hard when it is dry; short CANNON;
heavy stone bowl (see PESTLE).
MORTAR-BOARD (n) board you carry
sand paste on; hat for a teacher or
student, with a flat, square top.
MORTGAGE (v; n) agree to give a thing
if you do not pay; agreement to give a
thing you own if you do not pay money.
MORTGAGEE (n) person who can take
a thing from you if you do not pay.
MORTICE (n) hole in timber, where a
piece goes to make a joint.
MORTICIAN (n) person who fixes dead
bodies before burying them.
MORTIFY (v) make a person feel humble or sad.
MORTISE (n) hole in timber, where a
piece goes to make a joint.
MORTUARY (n) building where people
keep dead bodies for a time.
MOSAIC (n; adj) picture from small
pieces of stone or glass; from many
small shapes of different colours.
MOSELLE (n) a white wine.
MOSQUE (n) Muslim temple.
MOSQUITO
(n)
small flying insect
that bites people
and drinks their
blood.
MOSS (n) very small plant that grows
in close groups on wet stones or trees.
MOSSIE (n) MOSQUITO (Aus).
*MOST (adj; adv; n) best in quality,
size, or number; very; more than half.
MOSTLY (adv) for the most part.
MOTE (n) very small piece of dirt.
MOTEL ( n ) b u i l d i n g w h e r e p e o p l e
travelling in cars can stop to sleep.

MOTH (n)
insect with
b i g, s o f t
wings, that
grows from a
caterpillar.
MOTHBALL (n) small ball of a chemical that kills MOTHS.

*MOTHER (n; v) female parent; leader
of NUNS; act like a mother toward a
child.
MOTHERCRAFT (n) ability to lead children.
MOTHERHOOD (n) being a mother.
MOTHER-IN-LAW (n) mother of your
wife or husband.
MOTHER-OF-PEARL (n) beautiful colours in OYSTER shells and other
shells.
MOTIF (n) small, beautiful cloth piece
on a dress or other piece of clothes.
MOTION ( n ; v ) m o v e m e n t ; p u s h i n g
DUNG from the intestines; thing a
person asks other people to agree with
in a meeting; move your body to say a
thing.
MOTIONLESS (adj) not moving.
MOTIVATE (v) make people want to do
a thing.
MOTIVE (n) reason; what makes you
want to act.
MOTLEY (adj) with many differences.
*MOTOR (n; adj; v) machine that makes
movement in a vehicle or other thing;
car (In); making movement; with a
motor; travel in a car.
MOTORCADE (n) line of cars travelling
together.
MOTORCYCLE (n) motor vehicle with
two wheels.

MOTOR-CYCLIST ( n ) p e r s o n w h o
drives a MOTORCYCLE.
MOTORIST (n) person who drives a car.
MOTORWAY (n) EXPRESSWAY.
MOTTLED (adj) with many small marks
of different colours on it.
MOTTO (n) truth with a few words in it.
MOULD (n; v) container you fill with a
liquid, to make special shapes when
the liquid becomes hard; very small
plant that grows on wet things; dirt
that is good for growing plants in;
shape.
MOULDER (v) break apart into powder,
from being old.
MOULDINGS (n) timber pieces around
pictures, windows, doors, and rooms.
MOULDY (adj) old or a little wet, with a
very small plant growing on it.
MOULT (v) drop old feathers, hair,
skin, or a shell from the body.
MOUND (n) very small hill.
MOUNT (n; v) mountain; horse you
ride; go up on; go up; put a picture or
other thing on heavy paper, timber, or
a wall.
*MOUNTAIN (n) very high hill.
MOUNTAINEER (n; v) person who walks
up a mountain; walk up a mountain.
MOUNTAINOUS (adj) with many mountains; very big.

MOUNTIE (n) policeman who rides a
horse (Can).
MOURN (v) feel sad; show sadness because of a person or thing you lose.
MOURNER (n) person at a meeting to
bury a dead person.
MOURNFUL (adj) very sad.
MOURNING (n) time of being very sad
and wearing black clothes.
*MOUSE (n) small mammal; shy person.
MOUSETRAP (n) tool to catch a mouse.
MOUSSE (n) cold food from butter,
eggs, and meat or fruit.
MOUSTACHE (n)
hair between the
nose and top lip.
MOUSY (adj)
quiet or shy;
grey-brown.
*MOUTH (n; v) hole in the head where
the teeth are; front or top of a hole;
place where a river goes into the
ocean; move your mouth to make
words, with no sounds coming out.
MOUTHFUL (n) small measure of food;
long word.
MOUTH-ORGAN (n) HARMONICA.
MOUTH-PIECE (n) part of a machine or
musical instrument that you breathe
or talk into (see MICROPHONE).
MOVABLE (adj) that can move.
*MOVE (v; n) change the place a thing
is in; give strong emotions of love or
sadness to; ask others to agree with a
thing you say at a meeting; change
the place where you live; push DUNG
from the intestines; movement; time
of moving.
*MOVEMENT ( n ) m o v i n g ; p a r t o f a
CLOCK that moves; actions and thinking of many people for a special reason; pushing DUNG from the intestines.
MOVIE (n) story with moving pictures
on a wall (see PROJECTOR).
MOVING (adj) making you feel strong,
good emotions.
MOW (v) cut many plants with a LAWNMOWER; kill or destroy many.
MOWER (n) LAWN-MOWER.
*MUCH (adj; pro) big in number or measure; big number or measure of.
MUCILAGE (n) sticky paste.
MUCK (n; v) dirt; be foolish; break.
MUCK-RAKING (n) looking for and telling bad things about a person.
MUCOUS (adj) covered with a sticky
liquid in the body.
MUCUS (n) sticky liquid in the nose
and other parts of the body.
MUD (n) wet, soft ground.
MUDGUARD (n) vehicle part that covers a wheel.
MUDDLE (v; n) work at a thing without
understanding it; much mixing that
you cannot understand.
MUDLARK (n) black and white bird;
horse that runs well on wet ground.
MUD-SLINGING (n) telling angry bad
things about a person.
MUESLI (n) dry fruit, nuts, and grain.
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MUEZZIN (n) person who shouts from
a MINARET to tell Muslims when it is
time to pray.
MUFF (v; n) do a thing wrongly; warm
cloth tube to put cold hands in.
MUFFIN (n) small round cake.
MUFFLE (v) cover to stop sounds.
MUFFLER (n) car part that stops noise
from the motor; long, warm SCARF.
MUG (n; v) cup; face; stupid person;
hit a person many times and rob him;
study.
MUGGY (adj) (of weather) hot and wet.
MULATTO (n) person who has a parent
with dark skin and one with light skin.
MULBERRY (n) tree with dark red fruit.
MULCH (n; v) dead grass and leaves
you put around plants; put dead grass
and leaves on the ground around
plants.
MULCT (v) take money from, by rules,
or by hiding the truth.
MULE (n) animal from a donkey mating with a horse.
MULETEER (n) person who leads animals born from a donkey and a horse.
MULGA (n) big piece of land away from
towns, with grass or bushes (Aus);
bush that some animals can eat.
MULL (v) think about; make a hot drink
with alcohol, sugar, eggs, and spices.
MULLAH (n) Muslim who was studying the rules of Islam.
MULLET (n) ocean fish that people eat.
MULLIGATAWNY (n) hot liquid food
with strong spices in it.
MULLOCK (n) stones and dirt after you
take good metal and stones from
them.
MULLYGRUBBER (n) cricket ball you
throw slowly on the ground.
MULTIFARIOUS (adj) of many different
things or qualities.
MULTIPLE (adj; n) with many parts;
sum from adding a number two or
more times.
MULTIPLICAND (n) number you are
adding a number of times.
MULTIPLICATION (n) adding the same
number a number of times.
MULTIPLICITY (n) many things.
MULTIPLIER (n) number of times you
are adding another number.
MULTIPLY (v) add the same number a
number of times; grow in number.
MULTITUDE (n) big group.
MUM ( n ; a d j ; i n t e r j ) m o t h e r ; q u i e t ;
word to tell people to be quiet.
MUMBLE (v) talk not clearly.
MUMBO-JUMBO (n) action a person
does, thinking it is important, when it
is not.

MUMMY (n) very
old, dead body
from
Egypt,
with chemicals
in it to stop it
from being destroyed; mother.

MUMPS (n) sickness in the neck and
face.
MUNCH (v) chew, making loud sounds.
MUNDANE (adj) boring; of the earth.
MUNICIPAL (adj) of a town.
MUNICIPALITY (n) town.
MUNIFICENT (adj) easily giving much.
MUNITIONS (n) weapons, bullets, and
other things for soldiers.
MURAL (n) painting on a wall.
MURDER (v; n) kill with hate; destroy;
killing with hate.
MURKY (adj) dark, and not clear.
MURMUR (n; v) long, quiet sound; say
bad things about a person who is not
with you to hear what you are saying.
MURRAIN (n) sickness in cows.
MUSCAT (n) wine from a special grape.
MUSCATEL (n) dry grape.
*MUSCLE (n; v) part of the body that
moves the bones; strength; push.
MUSCULAR (adj) with big muscles; of
muscles; strong.
MUSE (v) think about.
MUSEUM (n) building with old important things for many people to look at.
MUSH (n) soft paste; words or actions
with too much sad or loving emotion.
MUSHIE,
MUSHROOM (n; v) plant
with
no
green
colour, that grows
quickly;
grow
quickly.
MUSHY ( a d j ; n ) s o f t ;
making too much sad
or loving emotion; MUSHROOM.
*MUSIC (n) sounds from instruments
and singing, to show emotions; lines
and shapes on paper, that show how
to sing or how to play a musical instrument.
*MUSICAL (adj) of music.
MUSICIAN (n) person who makes music.
MUSK ( n ) l i q u i d f r o m a d e e r , t h a t
people use to make a good smell.
MUSKET (n) RIFLE from the past.
MUSKETEER (n) soldier who was using a special RIFLE in the past.
*MUSLIM (n; adj) person who believes
in one God and does not believe in
IDOLS; of the religion of Islam.
MUSLIN (n) cloth from cotton.
MUSS (v) make messy.
MUSSEL (n) animal like an OYSTER.
*MUST (v; n) need to do, or receiving
a strong push to do, a thing; thing
you need strongly.
MUSTANG (n) wild horse.
MUSTARD (n) plant with yellow flowers; spice from the seeds of this plant.
MUSTER (v; n) bring animals, soldiers,
or people together; bringing together;
bring all you have of a thing.
MUSTY (adj) with a smell of being old.
MUTABLE (adj) able to change.
MUTANT (n) animal that is very different from the animals it was coming
from.
MUTATE (v) change.

MUTATION (n) change; animal that is
very different from the parent animals.
MUTE (adj; n) not talking; person who
does not talk; tool to make sounds
from musical instruments less loud.
MUTILATE (v) hurt by cutting.
MUTINEER (n) person, often a soldier,
who fights or disobeys, to change the
leader of a group he or she is part of.
MUTINY (n) people in a group fighting
or disobeying their leader.
MUTT (n) dog.
MUTTER (v) say quiet angry words
about a person or thing you do not
like.
MUTTON (n) meat from sheep.
MUTTON-BIRD (n) small, wild bird that
people eat (Aus).
MUTUAL (adj) by each, to the other;
for both or all.
MUZZLE ( n ;
v) cover for
the nose and
mouth of an
animal, to
stop it from
biting; open
end of a
gun; nose and mouth of an animal;
cover the mouth of an animal; stop a
person from talking.
*MY (adj) of me; that I own.
MYNAH (n) bird that makes the sounds
of other birds.
MYOPIA ( n ) n o t b e i n g a b l e t o s e e
things well that are far away.
MYOPIC (adj) not able to see things
well that are far away.
MYRIAD (adj) very many.
MYRRH (n) expensive sticky spice that
people use to make medicine, or to
make a liquid that is good to smell.
MYRTLE (n) bush with white flowers,
and very green leaves.
*MYSELF (pro) me, when I am receiving an action I was doing; me, with no
other.
MYSTERIOUS (adj) having secrets; difficult to understand.
MYSTERY (n) secret; thing no person
can understand; story about a
dangerous thing or person that people
are trying to understand; truth from
God, that people cannot understand.
MYSTIC (adj; n) about secrets from
God or the devil; person who knows
secrets from God or the devil.
MYSTIFY (v) do a thing other people
cannot understand.
MYSTIQUE (n) quality of being difficult for people to understand.
MYTH (n) story that is not true, but
that teaches a truth.
MYTHICAL (adj) not real.
MYTHOLOGY (n) group of stories that
are not true, but that teach things.
MYXO, MYXOMATOSIS (n) sickness in
the eyes of rabbits.

N
NAB (v) catch.
NABOB (n) very rich person from India.
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NACELLE (n) motor covering in a plane;
place in a BLIMP where people ride.
NACRE (n) colours in an OYSTER shell.
NADIR (n) most bad place or time.
NAG (n; v) horse; person who asks for
a thing too often, or says too often that
a person is wrong; do this action.
*NAIL (n; v) hard covering at the end
of fingers and toes; metal stick you
hammer into things; hit a nail into;
hold a person or animal that was going away from you.
NAIL-FILE (n) FILE
for finger nails.

NAIL-PUNCH (n) tool for hitting the top
of a nail into timber.
NAIVE (adj) not smart about life.
NAÏVETÉ, NAIVETY (n) not being smart
about life.
NAKED (adj) without clothes or a covering; (of the eyes) without a tool to help
them see better.
NAMBY-PAMBY (adj) too soft, weak,
and with too much emotion.
*NAME (n; v) word for a place, thing,
person, or animal; what many people
think of you; say or make a name for a
place, thing, person, or animal.
NAME-DROPPING (n) saying that you
know important people.
NAMELY (adv) in other words.
NAMESAKE (n) person or thing with
the same name as another.
NANNY (n) female goat; woman who
leads a child, for a job.
NAP (v; n) take a short sleep; short
sleep; how rough or smooth a cloth is.
NAPALM (n) paste that burns easily.
NAPE (n) back of the neck.
NAPHTHA (n) oil from coal, that burns.
NAPHTHALENE (n) white chemical that
makes MOTHS go away.
NAPKIN (n) cloth for cleaning your lips
when eating; NAPPY.
NAPPY (n) cloth you
put between the legs
and around the
stomach of a
baby (Br,
Aus).

NARCISSISM (n) loving yourself.
NARCISSUS (n) DAFFODIL.
NARCOTIC (adj; n) making you sleep;
medicine that makes you sleep.
NARK (n; v) secret policeman; make a
person angry.
NARRATE (v) tell about, as a story.
NARRATIVE (adj; n) like a story; story.
NARRATOR (n) person telling a story.
*NARROW (adj; v) thin; wanting others to agree with or be like you on
many things; make or become narrow.
NARROW-MINDED (adj) wanting others
to agree with or be like you on many
things.

NARROWS (n) narrow place in a river.
NARWHAL (n) big DOLPHIN, with a long,
sharp horn projecting like a nose.
NASAL (adj) of, or using, the nose.
NASCENT (adj) being born.
NASHO (n) soldier who was not choosing to be a soldier (Aus).
NASTURTIUM (n) plant with red, yellow, or orange flowers.
NASTY (adj) bad; dirty; full of hate;
with a bad smell or taste.
NATAL (adj) about, or from, birth.
NATATORIUM (n) SWIMMING-POOL
(Am).
NATION (n) country.
NATIONAL (adj; n) of a whole country;
person from the country you are talking about.
NATIONALISE (v) take land and companies for the leaders of a country to
own and lead.
NATIONALISM (n) love for a country.
NATIONALITY (n) country you are part
of.
NATIONWIDE (adj; adv) over all parts
of a country.
NATIVE (adj; n) in a person when he
or she was born; from the place you
are talking about; person, animal, or
plant born in the place you are talking
about.
NATIVITY (n) birth; birth of Jesus.
NATTER ( n ; v ) t a l k i n g t h a t i s n o t
important; talk of things that are not
important.
NATTY (adj) very clean and beautiful.
NATURAL (adj; n) happening without
people making it happen; following
rules of God; made by God and not
by people; not false; person born with
an ability.
NATURALISE (v) change a person who
was born in another country to become
equal to people born in your country.
NATURALIST (n) person who studies
plants or animals.
NATURALLY (adv) easily; as all people
think a thing will be.
NATURE (n) plants, animals, and other
things made by God and not by
people; important qualities of a thing;
spirit.
NATURIST (n) person who does not
wear clothes.
NATUROPATH (n) doctor who fixes sicknesses with food and exercise, and
not many medicines.
NAUGHT (n) nothing.
NAUGHTY (adj; n) not obeying; bad.
NAUSEA (n) feeling of sickness in the
stomach.
NAUSEATE (v) make a person feel sick
in the stomach.
NAUTICAL (adj) about moving ships;
of people who travel in ships.
NAUTILUS (n) ocean animal with a
COIL-shaped shell (see CONCH).
NAVAL (adj) of ships; of soldiers who
work on ships.
NAVE (n) part of a church building
where people sit.
NAVEL (n) small hole on your body
near your stomach; an orange.

NAVIGABLE ( a d j ) s a f e f o r s h i p s t o
travel through.
NAVIGATE (v) find the right direction
to go in a vehicle.
NAVIGATOR (n) person who chooses
the direction for a vehicle to travel in.
NAVVY (n) person who digs roads for
boats, trains, or cars.
NAVY (n; adj) ships, and soldiers who
fight from them; very dark blue.
NAY (adv) no.
NAZARENE (n) Jesus; a Christian.
NEAP (adj) low, or most low, time for
water in an ocean.
NEAPOLITAN (adj) (of ICE-CREAM) with
different colours.
*NEAR (adv; prep; v) close; close to;
come more close to.
NEARBY (adv; adj) close.
NEARLY (adv) almost.
NEAR-SIGHTED (adj) not able to see
things well that are far away.
*NEAT (adj) with all things in the right
places; clean; beautiful; good.
NEBULA (n) cloud of stars or gas in
the sky.
NEBULOUS (adj) like a cloud; not clear;
difficult to understand.
NECESSARY (adj) important; that you
need or must do.
NECESSITATE (v) need.
NECESSITOUS (adj) poor.
NECESSITY (n) thing you need; thing
that must happen.
*NECK (n; v) part of the body joining
the head to the chest and back; narrow
part of a thing; hug and touch a person
with feelings of love or mating.
NECKERCHIEF (n) square of cloth you
wear around your neck.
NECKLACE (n) string of stones or other
things you wear around your neck.

NECKLACE
NECKTIE (n) TIE.
NECROMANCY (n) talking to spirits of
dead people to learn about the future.
NECROPHILIA (n) having too much interest in dead bodies.
NECROPOLIS (n) place where people
bury dead bodies.
NECTAR (n) sweet liquid from plants,
that bees use to make sugar.
NECTARINE (n) smooth PEACH.
*NEED (v; n) want strongly; must have;
being poor; important thing you must
have.
NEEDFUL (adj) important; that you
must have or do.
NEEDLE (n; v) thin metal
stick with a sharp end;
leaf with this shape;
make a person angry with much
pushing.
NEEDLESS (adj) without needing.
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NEEDLEWORK (n) clothes or patterns
on cloth that you make with a NEEDLE.
NEEDY (adj) poor.
NEFARIOUS (adj) very bad.
NEGATION (n) word or writing that says
no to another thing; opposite.
NEGATIVE ( a d j ; n ) s a y i n g n o ; n o t
agreeing; picture that shows white as
black, and black as white; word or
words that say no.
NEGLECT ( v ; n ) n o t d o w h a t y o u
should do; not clean or fix a thing you
were using; being without help and
fixing.
NEGLIGÉ, NEGLIGEE (n) thin clothes a
woman wears in bed.
NEGLIGENCE (n) not helping or fixing.
NEGLIGIBLE ( a d j ) n o t i m p o r t a n t
enough to measure.
NEGOTIATE (v) talk with a person to
make an agreement; change an important piece of paper for money; travel
through a difficult place.
NEGRO (n; adj) person with dark skin;
from or about people with dark skin.
NEIGH (n; v) noise a horse makes with
its mouth; make the noise of a horse.
NEIGHBOUR (n) person living near you.
NEIGHBOURHOOD (n) all places close
to one thing.
NEITHER (adv; adj; pro; conj) not; no;
not one and not the other.
NELSON (n) holding a person from behind, with your arm under his arm and
your hand on his neck.
NEMESIS (n) bad thing you should receive for being too confident.
NEOLITHIC (adj) from a time far in the
past.
NEON (n) gas that makes an orange or
red light when electricity goes
through it in a glass tube.
NEOPHYTE (n) new person in a group.
NEPHEW (n) son of a brother or sister.
NEPHRITIS (n) sickness in the two
small organs that clean the blood.
NEPOTISM (n) making people in your
family the leaders of a country.
NEPTUNE (n) planet far from the sun.
NERVE (n; v) string from the brain to
other parts of the body; confidence;
encourage yourself before doing a difficult thing.
NERVE-CENTRE (n) place where many
leaders work.
NERVE-RACKING (adj) very difficult.
NERVOUS (adj) of strings that join the
brain to body parts; worried; afraid.
NERVY (adj) easily worried or afraid.

NEST (n)
small place
where a bird or
other animal sleeps;
many insects living together; group
of small tables that go together.

NEST-EGG (n) money you keep for the
future.
NESTLE (v) push softly against another soft thing.
NESTLING (n) baby bird.

NET (n; v; adj) cloth
with big holes between the strings,
often in the shape of
a container; catch in
a NET; (of money)
have, after paying for things in an
action to get money; with you after
taking away the price.
NETHER (adj) more low.
NETT (adj; v) with you after taking
away the price; (of money) have after
paying for things in an action to get
money.
NETTING (n) strings or cloth in a NET.
NETTLE (n; v) plant with many small,
sharp hairs; make a person angry.
NETWORK (n) many things in different
places, working together by a plan.
NEURAL (adj) of lines that join the
brain to parts of the body.
NEURALGIA (n) pain in the face and
head, that stops and starts.
NEURITIS (n) pain in lines from the
brain to other parts of the body.
NEUROLOGY (n) study of the brain and
lines from it to other body parts.
NEURON, NEURONE (n) one very thin
piece in a line from the brain to a part
of the body.
NEUROTIC (adj; n) a little crazy; with
strong emotions that change quickly;
person with strong emotions that often change quickly.
NEUTER (adj) not male or female.
NEUTRAL (adj; n) not on one side or
the other in a war or argument; place
for a car part to be when you want the
motor to move, but not the car.
NEUTRALISE (v) stop a quality or action with an opposite quality or action.
NEUTRALITY (n) not choosing a side
in an argument or war.
NEUTRON (n) small part of an ATOM.
NEVER (adv) at no time.
NEVERMORE (adv) not again at any
time in the future.
NEVER-NEVER (n) paying for a thing in
steps after you use it (Br, Aus); land
very far away from towns (Aus).
NEVERTHELESS (conj; adv) but; apart
from all that.
*NEW (adj) not old; made a short time
away in the past; for the first time.
NEWCOMER (n) new person in a group.
NEWFANGLED (adj) too different from
a thing in the past.
NEWLY (adv) in the near past.
NEWLY-WEDS (n) man and woman who
were married in the near past.
NEWS (n) story about things that were
happening a short time in the past.
NEWSAGENCY ( n ) s h o p t h a t s e l l s
books and newspapers.

NEWSBOY (n) person who sells newspapers.
NEWSCAST (n) talking about important things that are happening now,
on radio or television.
NEWSFLASH ( n) stopping radio or
television entertainment, to tell about
a very important happening.
NEWSLETTER (n) small newspaper like
a letter, that a group sends to people
in, or close to, the group.
NEWSMAN (n) person who writes for a
newspaper.
*NEWSPAPER (n) printed paper with
stories of things happening now.
NEWSPRINT (n) cheap paper to make
newspapers from.
NEWSREEL (n) moving pictures that tell
about important things happening
now.
NEWS-STAND (n) very small shop for
selling newspapers.
NEWT (n) animal like a SALAMANDER,
that lives on land and in water.
NEXT (adv; adj; n) first after; most
close to; thing coming first after.
NIACIN (n) chemical in some foods,
that people need to be healthy.
NIB (n) point of a FOUNTAIN-PEN.
NIBBLE (v; n) take small bites; taking
small bites; small measure of food.
NICE (adj) friendly; that you like.
NICE-LOOKING (adj) beautiful.
NICETY ( n )
small action,
quality,
or
other thing
that is good,
but not important.
NICHE (n) hole
in a wall to
put a beautiful thing in.
NICK (v; n)
cut; cut off;
rob; catch a
person who is running away; move
quickly (Aus); prison; the devil.
NICKEL (n) grey-white metal; a coin.
NICKNAME (n; v) new name for a person or animal; give another name to.
NICOTINE (n) drug in CIGARETTES.
NIECE (n) daughter of your brother or
sister.
NIFTY (adj) smart; easy to use.
NIGGARDLY (adj) not giving easily.
NIGGLE ( v ) p u s h o f t e n , w i t h s o m e
pain.
NIGH (adv; adj; prep) near; near to.
*NIGHT (n) time when it is dark.
NIGHT-CAP (n) drink at night, before
going to bed.
NIGHT-CLUB (n) place where people
dance and drink at night.
NIGHT-DRESS, NIGHT-GOWN, NIGHTIE
(n) dress a woman wears in bed.
NIGHTINGALE (n) small singing bird.
NIGHT-LIFE (n) entertainment at night.
NIGHTMARE (n) pictures in the brain,
that make you afraid, when sleeping.
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NIGHT-OWL (n) person who does not
sleep much at night.
NIGHTSHADE (n) dangerous plant.
NIGHT-SHIFT (n) workers who work at
night; time of working at night.
NIGHT-SOIL (n) DUNG from people.
NIGHTY (n) dress a woman wears in bed.
NIHILISM (n) thinking that nothing is
real, or nothing is good or bad.
NIL (n) nothing; no number.
NIMBLE (adj) moving quickly and easily.

NIMBUS (n) dark cloud with rain; HALO.
NINCOMPOOP (n) stupid person.
*NINE (n; adj) one more than eight.
NINEPINS (n) game of throwing a ball
at nine containers on the ground.
*NINETEEN (n; adj) 19.
*NINETY (n; adj) 90.
NINNY (n) foolish person.
NINTH (n; adj) one of nine equal parts;
after eight others.
NIP (v; n) bite; cut off; go quickly; sharp
squeeze or bite; small drink; being cold.
NIPPER (n) child; tool that squeezes;
squeezing arm of a LOBSTER or
CRAB; worker doing many small jobs.
NIPPLE (n) point of the breast; rubber
top on a bottle a baby drinks from;
projecting machine part that you push
thick oil into with a GREASE-GUN.
NIPPY (adj) cold.
NIT (n) egg of an insect that lives in
hair; stupid person.
NITRATE (n) chemical that helps plants
to grow well.
NITROGEN (n) gas that is most of the
air on the earth.
NITROGENOUS, NITROUS (adj) with a
gas from the air being part of it.
NITROGLYCERINE (n) yellow oil that explodes easily.
NITTY-GRITTY (n) important truths.
NIT-WIT (n) stupid person.
NIX (n) nothing.
*NO (interj; adv; adj) word to say you
do not agree, or will not do a thing;
not; not any; not one.
NOB ( n ) r o u n d p i e c e o f s o f t m e a t ;
important or rich person; head.
NOBBLE (v) hurt a horse to stop it from
winning a race.
NOBILITY (n) being special, good, or
important; special people.
NOBLE (adj; n) very good; very kind;
person who is special or important.
NOBODY (pro; n) no person; person
who is not important.
NOCK (n) place on a BOW or ARROW
where you put the string.
NOCTURNAL (adj) at night; not sleeping at night.
NOD (v; n) bend the neck quickly; this
action.

NODE (n) round projection on a branch,
root, or body joint; place where a leaf
grows.
NODULE (n) small round projection on
a plant or on a body joint.
NOËL (n) time to remember the birth
of Jesus.
NOGGIN (n) small timber cup; head.
NO-HOPER (n) person who is not doing any good thing with his or her life.
*NOISE (n; v) bad sound; tell many
people.
NOISOME (adj) giving pain to; bad.
NOMAD (n) person who does not live
in one place.
NOMADIC (adj) often moving from one
place to another.
NOMENCLATURE ( n ) w a y o f g i v i n g
names.
NOMINAL (adj) of names; with a name,
but not real; almost nothing.
NOMINATE (v) say what person you
think should do or receive a thing.
NON-ALIGNED (adj) choosing not to be
on one side or the other of arguments
between two countries.
NONCHALANT (adj) confident; without
fear or other emotion.
NON-COMBATANT (adj; n) not fighting;
person who does not fight in a war.
NON-COMMISSIONED (adj) not being
one of the important leaders.
NON-COMMITTAL (adj) not choosing.
NON-COMPLIANCE (n) not obeying.
NON-CONDUCTOR (n) material that
heat or electricity will not travel
through.
NONCONFORMIST (n) person who does
not do what most people do.
NONDESCRIPT (adj; n) not special; person who is not special or important.
NONE (pro) no person; not any.
NONENTITY (n) thing that is not real;
person who is not important.
NONESUCH (n) person or thing with no
other person or thing equal to it.
NON-EVENT (n) happening that was to
be important, but was not important.
NON-FICTION (n) writings about real
happenings.
NO-NO (n) thing you should not do.
NO-NONSENSE (adj) serious.
NONPAREIL (adj; n) best; best thing.
NON-PARTISAN (adj) not choosing to
agree with one group against another.
NONPLUSSED (adj) not understanding.
NON-PROLIFERATION (n) agreement to
stop more countries from making or
buying more dangerous weapons.
NON-RESISTANCE (n) choosing not to
fight against wrong leaders.
NONSENSE (n; interj) foolish thinking,
words, or actions; word to say a thing
is foolish, bad, or not true.
NON-SMOKER (n) person who does not
smoke; train car where you must not
smoke.
NON-STOP (adj; adv) (of a train or other
vehicle) not stopping on the way.
NON-VIOLENCE (n) disagreeing without fighting.

NOODLE (n) long thin piece of PASTA.
NOOK (n) small place in a corner.
NOON, NOONDAY (n) middle of the day.
NOOSE (n) circle of rope for holding.
NOR (conj) and not.
NORM (n) what most people do.
NORMAL (adj) happening most times.
*NORTH (adv; adj; n) to or from the
top of the earth; this direction.
NORTHEAST (adj; adv; n) to or from
the direction between north and east;
this direction.
NORTHWEST (adj; adv; n) to or from
the direction between north and west;
this direction.
*NOSE (n) projection you breathe and
smell through; projecting or front part.
NOSEBAG (n) bag with grain in it that
hangs on the head of a horse.
NOSEBLEED (n) cut inside the nose.
NOSE-CONE
(n) front piece
of a ROCKET.

NOSEDIVE (v; n) fall, or go down, in a
vertical direction; falling of a plane.
NOSEGAY (n) small group of flowers.
NOSERING (n) metal RING in the nose
of a male cow.
NOSEY (adj) asking many questions.
NOSH (v; n) eat or drink; food or drinks.
NOSTALGIA (n) sad feeling from remembering a happy time.
NOSTRILS (n) the two big nose holes.
NOSY (adj) asking many questions.
*NOT (adv) no; without; opposite to.
NOTABLE (adj; n) important; important
person.
NOTARY (n) person who can make papers to show who owns a thing.
NOTATION (n) short writing.
NOTCH (n; v) cut; make a v-shaped cut
on a round border; add a number to.
NOTE (n; v) short letter; paper money;
musical sound; thinking a thing is important; look at
and study; write.
NOTEBOOK
(n) book with
loose PAGES.
NOTEPAPER (n)
paper for letters.
NOTEWORTHY (adj) important.
*NOTHING (n; adj; adv) no thing; not
important; not in any part.
NOTHINGNESS (n) not being.
NOTICE (n; v) words for many people
about a future happening; see or hear,
and think about.
NOTICEABLE (adj) easy to see or hear.
NOTICEBOARD (n) place on a wall for
putting short letters to many people.
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NOTIFIABLE (adj) (of a sickness) that
you must tell leaders if you have.
NOTIFY (v) tell.
NOTION (n) small thing you believe.
NOTORIOUS (adj) with many people
knowing bad things about it.
NOTWITHSTANDING (prep; adv) without changing for; apart from all that.
NOUGAT (n) lolly made from eggs,
nuts, and sugar.
NOUGHT (n) nothing; circle shape for
nothing: 0.
NOUN (n) word that names a person,
place, or thing.
NOURISH (v) feed a plant or animal and
help it grow.
NOURISHING (adj) (of food) able to help
you grow.
NOURISHMENT (n) food.
NOVA (n) star giving a fast, strong light
before becoming weak.
NOVEL (adj; n) new; different; book.
NOVELETTE (n) short story book.
NOVELIST (n) person who writes stories for books.
NOVELTY (n) new or different thing;
being new or different; small toy.
NOVEMBER (n) a month.
NOVENA (n) special praying or church
meetings for nine days.
NOVICE (n) person who is new in a
group, or new at doing a thing.
NOVICIATE, NOVITIATE (n) new person
in a group.
*NOW (adv; n) at this time; this time.
NOWADAYS ( a d v ) i n d a y s c l o s e t o
now.
NOWHERE (adv; pro) in, or to, no place;
no place.
NOXIOUS (adj) hurting others; bad.
NOZZLE (n) end piece of a BELLOWS
or HOSE, that water or air goes
through.
NUANCE (n) small difference in colour,
feeling, or another thing.
NUBILE (adj) (of females) beautiful.
NUCLEAR (adj) using strength from
ATOMS to make explosions, light, or
heat; of a special middle group or
shape.
NUCLEUS (n) middle part.
NUDE (adj; n) without any covering;
body of a person without clothes.
NUDGE (n; v) small push; give a small
push.
NUDIST (n) person who does not want
to wear clothes.
NUDITY (n) not wearing clothes.
NUGGET (n) rough shape of metal from
the ground.
NUGGETY, NUGGETTY ( a d j ) s h o r t ,
thick, and strong (Aus).
NUISANCE (n) thing or person making
an action difficult.
NUKE (v) destroy with a weapon that
makes a very dangerous explosion.
NULL (adj) not real; empty.
NULLIFY (v) make a thing not real, or
without strength.
NUMB (v; adj) take feeling away; without ability to feel.

NUMBAT (n) mammal that eats insects,
that has STRIPES on its back and tail.
*NUMBER (n; v) sum; group; measure
of how many; song; thing; put numbers on; count.
NUMBERLESS (adj) too many to count.
NUMBER-PLATE (n) flat, metal piece on
a car, showing the number of the car.
NUMBSKULL (n) stupid person.
NUMERACY (n) ability to understand
numbers.
NUMERAL (adj; n) of a number; word
or shape for a number.
NUMERATOR (n) how many parts you
take.
NUMEROLOGY (n) study of spiritual
reasons for numbers.
NUMEROUS (adj) many.
NUMISMATICS (n) study of coins.
NUMSKULL (n)
stupid person.

NUN (n) woman
who works for
God, and does
not marry.

NUTRIENT (n) thing in food that makes
you healthy.
NUTRITIOUS (adj) (of food) making you
healthy.
NUTS (adj) crazy; very enthusiastic.
NUTTY (adj) crazy.
NUZZLE (v) rub the nose softly against.
NYLON (n) plastic cloth or string.
NYMPH (n) young woman; young female god; baby of some insects.
NYMPHET (n) beautiful girl.
NYMPHO, NYMPHOMANIAC (n) woman
who thinks too much about mating.

O
OAF (n) stupid person who is rough
in movements.
OAK ( n ) t r e e w i t h h a r d t i m b e r a n d
ACORNS; timber from this tree.
OAKEN (adj) made from a hard timber.
OAR (n) long stick with a blade, that
you use to move a boat in water.

OAR

NUNNERY ( n ) place where NUNS live.
NUPTIAL (adj) of being married.
NURSE (n;
v ) person
w h o helps
sick people;
woman w h o
leads children;
hold a young
child o r animal
( Aus ); give milk
from t h e breast
(A m) ; help a person or thing to grow.
NURSEMAID (n) girl who leads children
for a job.
NURSERY (n) room for young children
to play and learn in; place for growing
plants to sell.
NURSERYMAN (n) person who grows
plants to sell.
NURTURE (v; n) help a thing to grow;
helping a thing to grow.
*NUT (n; v) hard fruit in a SHELL; crazy
person; piece that
turns on the end of
a BOLT; try to find
the answer to a difficult question.
NUT-CASE (n) crazy person.
NUTCRACKER (n) tool for breaking nut
SHELLS.
NUTCRACKER

NUTMEG (n) a spice from a hard seed.

OARSMAN (n) person who moves a
boat by using an OAR.
OASIS (n) place with water and plants,
in the middle of a very hot, dry land.
OAT (n) grain that people and horses
eat.
OATH (n) words about God, to say you
are telling the truth; words about God,
when you are angry.
OATMEAL (n) paste from a grain in milk
or water.
OBBLIGATO (n) important
part of a piece of music.
OBDURATE (adj) hard; not
easy to change.
OBEDIENCE (n) obeying.
OBEDIENT (adj) obeying.
OBEISANCE (n) action to
show you think a person
is important.
OBELISK (n) tall stone
with a point at the top.
OBELUS ( n ) D A G G E R
punctuation mark.
OBESE (adj) very fat.
OBESITY (n) being very fat.
*OBEY (v) do what a leader or rule tells
you to do.
OBFUSCATE (v) make dark, or more
difficult to see or understand.
OBITUARY ( n ) w r i t i n g t h a t t e l l s a l l
people about the dying of a person.
OBJECT (v; n) disagree; thing you can
touch; person or thing that receives
an action or feeling; effect you want.
OBJECTION (n) disagreeing.
OBJECTIONABLE ( a d j ) t h a t s o m e
people will not like.
OBJECTIVE (adj; n) that all people can
see; real; what you are trying to do.
OBJECT-LESSON (n) story or thing that
teaches a truth.
OBJECTOR (n) person who will not
fight in a war.
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OBLATE (n) person who works for God.
OBLATION (n) thing you give to God.
OBLIGATE (v) make a person feel he or
she should do a thing.
OBLIGATION (n) thing you should do.
OBLIGATORY (adj) that you should or
must do.
OBLIGE (v) push to do; agree to help
another person.
OBLIGING (adj) happy to help.
OBLIQUE (adj) at an ANGLE close to a
straight line.
OBLITERATE (v) destroy ; cover.
OBLIVION (n) place where no person
remembers you.
OBLIVIOUS (adj) not knowing about.
OBLONG (n; adj) shape with two long
sides (see RECTANGLE); with this
shape.
OBNOXIOUS (adj) making
people not like you.
OBOE (n) musical instrument
you breathe into.
OBSCENE ( adj) bad; making people think about
doing bad things.
OBSCURE (v; adj) make a
thing not clear, or difficult
to understand; not clear.
OBSEQUIES ( n ) time of
burying a body.
OBSEQUIOUS (adj) too humble, and obeying too much.
OBSERVANCE (n) action to
show you remember or
believe.
OBSERVANT ( a d j ) s e e i n g
well.
OBSERVATION ( n ) looking
at; what you see when
looking; saying about what
you see.
OBSERVATORY (n) building where
people look at planets and stars.
OBSERVE (v) look at; (of a rule) obey;
show you remember or believe a thing.
OBSERVER (n) person at a happening
or meeting who looks, but does not
act.
OBSESS (v) come into thinking too
much.
OBSESSION (n) thing you cannot stop
thinking about.
OBSIDIAN (n) stone like black glass.
OBSOLESCENT (adj) with people using it little now, and using it less in
the future.
OBSOLETE (adj) with no person using
it now.
OBSTACLE (n) thing that makes forward movement difficult.
OBSTETRIC (adj) of the birth of babies.
OBSTETRICIAN (n) doctor who helps
with the birth of babies.
OBSTINATE (adj) not easy to change.
OBSTREPEROUS (adj) making much
noise, and not obeying.
OBSTRUCT ( v ) s t o p m o v e m e n t , o r
make movement difficult.
OBSTRUCTION (n) thing that stops
movement, or makes it difficult.

OBTAIN (v) get.
OBTUSE (adj) not sharp; stupid.
OBVERSE (n) front of a coin or MEDAL.
OBVIOUS (adj) easy to see.
OCARINA (n) small musical instrument
shaped like a big egg with holes in it.
OCCASION (n; v) special time; reason;
be the reason for.
OCCASIONALLY (adv) at some times.
OCCIDENTAL ( a d j ) o f E u r o p e a n d
America; of the West.
OCCULT (adj; n) knowing secret spiritual things; secret spiritual things.
OCCUPANT (n) person in a place.
OCCUPATION (n) job; being in a place.
OCCUPY (v) move into; live in; be in.
OCCUR (v) happen; come into thinking.
OCCURRENCE (n) happening.
*OCEAN (n) very big piece of water covering much of the earth.
OCELOT (n) wild cat like a PANTHER,
from South America.
OCHRE (n) dirt with yellow, red, or
brown colour; yellow-brown colour.
O’CLOCK (adv) from the clock.
OCTAGON (n)
flat
shape with eight sides.

OCTAHEDRON (n)
solid shape with eight sides.
OCTANE (n) chemical that is in petrol.
OCTAVE (n) eight steps of sounds.
OCTAVO (n) size of paper in a book;
book with pages in groups of 16.
OCTET ( n ) m u s i c f o r e i g h t p e o p l e ;
eight people making music together.
OCTOBER (n) a month.
OCTOGENARIAN (n) person who is 80
to 89 years old.
OCTOPUS (n) ocean animal with eight
arms around a mouth .

OCTOPUS
OCTROI (n) money you must pay to a
town to bring a thing into it (In, Fr).
OCULAR (adj) of the eyes.
OCULIST (n) eye doctor.
ODD (adj) (of a number) that you cannot separate into two equal whole
numbers; very different; with a few
more.
ODDITY (n) thing or person that is very
different.
ODDMENT (n) piece of cloth you have
after you use most of the whole cloth.
ODDS (n) disagreeing; measure of how
easy it is for a thing to happen; little
parts that are not important.
ODE (n) song without music.
ODIOUS (adj) easy to hate.
ODOMETER (n) instrument that measures the distance a vehicle travels.

ODOUR (n) smell.
ODOURLESS (adj) without a smell.
ODYSSEY (n) travelling a long distance;
story about travelling a long distance.
OESOPHAGUS (n) tube from the mouth
to the stomach.
OESTROGEN (n) chemical in females
that makes them different from males.
*OF (prep) from; by; about; made with.
*OFF (adj; adv; prep; n; v) not on; without electricity going through it; bad
to eat or smell; starting; away; day
when you do not work (In); stop electricity from going through a thing (In).
OFFAL (n) parts of a dead animal that
people do not use.
OFF-BEAT (adj) different; not the way
most people act or think.
OFF-COLOUR (adj) a little sick; (of a
story) about mating.
OFFCUT (n) piece of timber or paper
you cut away from what you are using.
OFFENCE (n) action that hurts; angry
feeling from an action another person
was doing; disobeying a rule.
OFFEND (v) make a person angry.
OFFENDER (n) person who disobeys a
rule.
OFFENSIVE (n; adj) movement to start
a fight; making people sick or angry.
OFFER (v; n) say what you will give;
give; thing you will give; saying what
you will give.
OFFERING (n) thing you give to God, a
church, or a special person.
OFFERTORY (n) time when people give
money or wine and bread in a church.
OFFHAND (adv) without studying.
OFFHANDED ( a d j ) w i t h o u t s h o w i n g
love or interest.
OFFICE (n) room where people work
with papers; job of a leader.
OFFICE-BEARER (n) group leader.
OFFICER (n) policeman; leader in a
group, army, town, or country.
OFFICIAL (n; adj) leader in a town or
country; from leaders.
OFFICIALDOM (n) leaders.
OFFICIATE (v) lead in a big meeting.
OFFICIOUS (adj) pushing too much to
help people who do not want help.
OFFING (n) near future.
OFF-LOAD (v) put off things you were
carrying.
OFF-PEAK (adj) (of electricity or travel)
happening at a time when few other
people are using it.
OFF-PUTTING (adj) making you not feel
good about a thing.
OFFSCOURINGS (n) DUNG or other
things people do not want.
OFFSET (v; n) be opposite; way of
printing.
OFFSHOOT (n) side branch.
OFFSHORE (adj) in water away from the
beach.
OFFSIDE (adv) (of people playing football) in a place where they should not
be.
OFFSIDER (n) person helping you.
OFFSPRING (n) your child or children.
OFF-STAGE (adj; adv) not on the stage.
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OFFSTREET (adj) not on the road.
OFF-WHITE (n; adj) white, with some
grey or yellow colour.
OFT (adv) often.
*OFTEN (adv) happening many times.
OFT-TIMES (adv) often.
OGLE (v) look at with love or a wanting to mate.
OGRE (n) big man who eats people in
stories for children.
OH (interj) word to ask, or show surprise or another emotion.
OHM (n) measure of how difficult it is
to push electricity through a thing.
OHO (interj) word showing surprise or
happiness.
*OIL (n; v) light liquid that will not
mix with water; painting made from
paint with oil in it; paint with oil in it;
put oil on; say very good things about
a person, to make the person like you
(In).
OIL-COLOUR (n) paint with oil in it;
painting made from paint with oil in
it.
OILFIELD (n) land with oil under it.
OIL-PAINTING (n) painting made from
paint with oil in it.
OILSKIN (n) cloth with oil in it to stop
water going through it.
OINTMENT (n ) paste with oil in it, that
you rub on your skin.
OKAY (adj; adv; n; v) right; fixed; in
the right way; agreeing for you to do
a thing; agree for you to do a thing.
OKRA (n) long green vegetable.
*OLD (adj) not new; not young; from
the past.
OLDEN (adj) of the past.
OLD-FASHIONED (adj) from the past,
and not good for now.
OLDIE (n) old person or thing.
OLD-TIME (adj) of the past.
OLEAGINOUS (adj) with, like, or making oil.
OLEANDER
(n) bush
with white
or pink
flowers.

OLFACTORY (adj) of smelling.
OLIGARCHY (n) a few special people
leading a country.
OLIVE (n; adj) a
tree; green or brown
fruit from this tree;
timber from this tree;
yellow-green or yellowbrown colour.

OLYMPIAD, OLYMPICS (n) big sports
competition for all countries, happening one time each four years.

OMBUDSMAN (n) person the leaders
of a country choose, who helps people
who disagree with the leaders.
OMEGA (n) the end.
OMELET, OMELETTE ( n ) m i x i n g o f
eggs and milk that you cook in a
FRYPAN.
OMEN (n) thing that shows what can
happen in the future.
OMINOUS ( a d j ) s h o w i n g t h a t b a d
things will happen.
OMIT (v) not put in; not say; not do.
OMNIBUS (n) bus.
OMNIPOTENT (adj) most strong.
OMNIPRESENT (adj) in all places.
OMNISCIENT (adj ) knowing all things.
OMNIVOROUS (adj) eating all foods.
*ON (prep; adv; adj; v) above; touching the top of; at; against; moving forward; for more time; with electricity
moving through it; start electricity
moving through a thing (In).
ONANISM (n) handling your mating organs, to make a feeling of mating.
ONCE (adv; conj; n) for one time; at a
time in the past; after; one time.
ONCE-OVER (n) fast look at a thing, to
study it.
ONCOMING (adj) coming toward you.
*ONE (adj; pro; n) a; with no others;
together; each (In); person or thing; a
number.
ONE-EYED (adj) not listening well to
people who disagree.
ONE-HORSE (adj) (of a town) small.
ONENESS (n) being as one.
ONE-OFF (adj) happening one time,
and not again.
ONE-ONE (adv) one at a time (In).
ONEROUS (adj) difficult; heavy.
ONESELF (n) the same person who is
doing an action.
ONE-SIDED (adj) agreeing with and
helping one side, and not the other.
ONE-TRACK (adj) enthusiastic about
one thing, and not about any other
thing.
ONE-UPMANSHIP (n) always trying to
be a little better than other people.
ONION ( n ) r o o t
vegetable with a
strong taste and
smell.
ON-LINE (adv; adj)
joining to a COMPUTER.
ONLOOKER (n) person who looks at a
thing without being part of the action.
ONLY (adj; adv; conj) being all that is
in a group; being not much, and with
nothing more; for no other person;
but.
ONRUSH (n) fast movement toward
you.
ONSET (n) start of a competition.
ONSLAUGHT (n) strong fighting action.
ONTO (prep) on; moving on.
ONTOLOGY (n) study of being.
ONUS (n) needing to answer for an
action that you were or were not doing.
ONWARD (adj) moving forward.

ONWARDS (adv) forward.
ONYX (n) expensive stone with lines
of colours.
OODLES (n) many or much of a thing.
OOMPH (n) enthusiasm; being beautiful.
OOPS (interj) word you say if you do a
wrong thing by accident.
OOZE (v) move slowly like a thick,
heavy liquid; thick, heavy liquid.
OPACITY (n) ability to stop light from
going through.
OPAL ( n ) e x p e n s i v e b l u e o r w h i t e
stone.
OPAQUE (adj) stopping light from going through.
*OPEN (adj; v; n) without a covering;
without things to stop movement or
seeing; not closed; start; make or become open; competition for any
people; place with no things in it.
OPEN-AND-SHUT (adj) clear.
OPEN-ENDED (adj) without a border.
OPENER (n) tool for opening (see BOTTLE-OPENER).
OPEN-HANDED (adj) easily giving.
OPEN-HEARTED (adj) kind; saying the
truth; easily giving.
OPENING (n) hole or door; the start.
*OPENLY (adv) showing the truth to
all people, without secrets.
OPERA (n) entertainment with actors
singing the words.
OPERA-GLASSES (n) small BINOCULARS for looking at actors.
OPERATE ( v ) cut
open a living
body and change
things inside it;
work; use
a
OPERA-GLASSES
machine; act.
OPERATIC (adj) of entertainment with
actors singing the words.
OPERATION (n) action; working; cutting into a living body to change
things in it; way a thing works.
OPERATIVE (adj; n) being the most important part of what you are saying;
working; having an effect; worker.
OPERATOR (n) person using a machine; person who is smart about getting money, or other things he or she
wants.
OPERCULUM (n) part of a fish that covers the place where it breathes.
OPERETTA (n) short entertainment with
actors singing the words.
OPHTHALMIA (n) sickness of the eye.
OPHTHALMOLOGY (n) study of eyes.
OPHTHALMOSCOPE (n) instrument for
looking at eyes.
OPIATE (n) drug that stops pain, or
makes a person sleep.
OPINION (n) what a person thinks or
believes from what he or she knows.
OPINIONATED (adj) too confident about
what you think or believe.
OPIUM (n) drug people smoke or eat
to stop pain, sleep, or feel good.
OPOSSUM (n) POSSUM (Am).
OPPONENT (n) person who argues,
fights, or competes against you.
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OPPORTUNE (adj) coming at a good
time.
OPPORTUNIST (n) person who does
things because they are easy, and not
because they are right.
OPPORTUNITY (n) good time for doing a thing.
OPPOSE (v) be against; try to stop.
*OPPOSITE (adj; n; prep) in very different directions; most different; quality that is very different to another
quality; against; looking at.
OPPOSITION ( n ) b e i n g o p p o s i t e o r
against; people who compete with
you; leaders of a country who argue
against the most important leaders
(Br, Aus).
OPPRESS (v) be cruel to.
OPPRESSIVE (adj) cruel; (of weather)
too hot, with wet air.
OPT (v) choose.
OPTIC, OPTICAL (adj) of eyes.
OPTICIAN (n) person who makes or
sells glasses.
OPTICS (n) study of seeing, and rules
about light.
OPTIMISM ( n ) b e l i e v i n g t h a t g o o d
things will happen.
OPTIMIST (n) person who believes that
good things will happen.
OPTIMUM (adj) best.
OPTION (n) thing you can choose.
OPTIONAL (adj) that you can choose
to do, or choose not to do.
OPULENT (adj) rich.
*OR (conj) word that joins things to
choose from.
ORACLE (n) answer from God; person
who gives answers from God.
ORAL (adj) with words; of the mouth.
*ORANGE (adj; n) colour between red
and yellow; round orange fruit.
ORANG-UTAN (n) big monkey from ISLANDS north of Australia.
ORATE (v) talk.
ORATION (n) long talking by a person.
ORATOR (n) person who talks well.
ORATORIO (n) serious piece of music,
often about God.
ORATORY (n) beautiful language; talking well; very small church.
ORB (n) ball; planet or sun; eye; ball
with a cross on top of it.
ORBED (adj) round; with a ball on it.
ORBIT (n; v) place where a thing moves
or works; hole where the eye is; line
where one thing moves around another thing; move around a thing in a
circle.

ORBIT
ORBITAL (adj) moving in a circle.
ORCHARD (n) FARM for fruit trees.
ORCHARDIST (n) person who grows
fruit on trees for a job.

ORCHESTRA ( n ) m a n y p e o p l e w h o
play musical instruments together.
ORCHESTRATE (v) lead the music or
action of an important
happening.

ORCHID (n)
flower with
beautiful shapes
and colours, that
grows in hot countries.
ORDAIN (v) give a person a job to do for
God, or for another important leader.
ORDEAL ( n ) d i f f i c u l t t h i n g t o l i v e
through.
ORDER (n; v) rule; list; all things being
in the right places; group; strongly tell
a person to do a thing.
ORDERLY (n; adj) person who helps
doctors and NURSES in a hospital;
soldier who helps a leader; with all
things in the right places.
ORDINAL (adj) telling the place in a list
of numbers, like “first” and “second”.
ORDINANCE (n) rule.
ORDINAND (n) person who is learning
to be a Christian PRIEST.
ORDINARILY (adj) for most times.
ORDINARY (adj) happening most often; not special or different; boring.
ORDINATION (n) making a person a
leader in a church.
ORDNANCE (n) very big guns; place
where an army holds many things that
they need for soldiers and war.
ORDURE (n) DUNG.
ORE (n) stones with metal in them.
OREGANO (n) dry leaves from a small
bush, that people use for a spice.
*ORGAN (n) part of an animal body;
group; musical instrument like a PIANO.
ORGANDIE (n) cloth that is thin and a
little hard.
ORGANIC (adj) from, or about, body
organs; (of plants) that you grow without using chemicals that people make;
with the chemical from coal in every
part of it.
ORGANISATION (n) controlling things
and people to make them work together well; group of people working
together.
ORGANISE (v) control things and people
to make them work together; lead.
ORGANISM (n) living plant or animal.
ORGANIST (n) person who makes music on a big instrument like a PIANO.
ORGASM (n) very good feeling at the
end of mating.
ORGY ( n ) m a n y p e o p l e m a t i n g , o r
drinking too much alcohol together.
ORIENT (n; v) Asia; find where you are.
ORIENTATE (v) give direction to; find
where you are.
ORIENTATION (n) direction.
ORIENTEERING (n) sport where people
use a map to run to a place.
ORIFICE (n) mouth or hole.
ORIGAMI (n) art of bending papers to
make beautiful shapes (Jap).
ORIGIN (n) starting place.

ORIGINAL ( n ; a d j ) f i r s t t h i n g , t h a t
people make other things like; new and
different; most early; first.
ORIGINALLY (adv) when starting.
ORIOLE (n) singing bird.
ORNAMENT (n) thing that makes a person or other thing more beautiful.
ORNAMENTAL (adj) beautiful, but not
important for a thing to work.
ORNATE (adj) with many beautiful parts.
ORNITHOLOGY (n) study of birds.
ORPHAN (n) child after its parents die.
ORPHANAGE (n) place where children
live who have no parents.
ORPHANED (adj) without parents.
ORTHODONTIST (n) doctor who fixes
teeth and mouths.
ORTHODOX (adj) thinking like most
other people.
ORTHOPAEDIC (adj) of doctors who fix
bones.
OSCAR (n) award for actors and other
people who make moving pictures
(Am).
OSCILLATE (n) move from side to side
many times; change many times.
OSCILLATOR (n) instrument to make
electricity change quickly many times.
OSCILLOSCOPE ( n ) i n s t r u m e n t f o r
looking at movements in electricity.
OSCULATE (v) kiss.
OSIER (n) WILLOW tree, or branch from
this tree, for making baskets.
OSMIUM (n) a heavy metal chemical.
OSMOSIS (n) strength of a liquid to
go through a thin piece of skin.
OSPREY (n) FALCON that eats fish.
OSSIFY ( v ) m a k e o r b e c o m e h a r d ;
change to bone.
OSTENSIBLE (adj) being what people
want you to see or believe.
OSTENTATIOUS (adj) showing you are
very rich or very beautiful, to make
people think you are important.
OSTEOARTHRITIS (n) sickness of soft
bones in the joints.
OSTEOLOGY (n) study of bones.
OSTEOPATH (n) doctor who pushes
bones and muscles to fix sicknesses.
OSTEOPOROSIS (n) weak bones from
not having enough of a chemical that
is in milk.
OSTLER (n) person who feeds horses,
at a building where people stop to sleep.
OSTRACISE (v) push a person out of
your group; stop being
friendly with.

OSTRICH (n)
big bird from
Africa, that
cannot fly.
*OTHER
(pro; adj) different person or thing;
more of the same; different; more.
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*OTHERS (pro) other people or things.
OTHERWISE (adv) with a difference; if
not.
OTHER-WORLDLY (adj) about a place
that is not real.
OTTER (n) swimming
mammal that eats
fish from rivers.

OTTOMAN (n)
couch with no back or sides.
OUBLIETTE (n) secret prison under a
door in a floor.
OUCH (interj) word that shows you are
feeling pain.
OUGHT (v) should.
OUIJA-BOARD (n) letters and shapes
on a flat piece of timber, that people
believe the devil uses to talk to them.
OUNCE (n) measure of how heavy a
thing is.
*OUR (adj) of us; that we own.
OURS (pro; adj) what we own; that we
own.
*OURSELVES (pro) us, without others;
we, when receiving an action we do.
OUST (v) force out.
*OUT (adv; prep; adj) not in; with nothing more; away from a place; not now
playing in a game; (of a fire) not now
burning; without any more.
OUTBACK (n) land far from the ocean
(Aus).
OUTBID ( v ) s a y y o u w i l l p a y m o r e
money than another person.
OUTBOARD (adj) (of a motor) on the
outside of a boat.
OUTBOUND (adj) (of a train or other vehicle) going away from a place.
OUTBREAK (n) start of a sickness, war,
fire, emotion, or other bad thing.
OUTBUILDINGS (n) small buildings near
a house.
OUTBURST (n) fast or loud showing
of a feeling.
OUTCAST (n) person that very few
other people were wanting for a friend.
OUTCLASS (v) be much better than.
OUTCOME (n) effect; end.
OUTCROP ( n ) p r o j e c t i n g p i e c e o f
ground.
OUTCRY (n) angry talking from many
people.
OUTDATED (adj) good for the past, but
not for now.
OUTDISTANCE (n) move far in front of,
in a competition.
OUTDO (v) do better than.
OUTDOOR (adj) being outside buildings.
OUTDOORS (n) places that are outside
buildings.
OUTER (adj) on the outside of; far from
the middle.
OUTERMOST (adj) most far from the
middle.
OUTFIELD (n) part of the ground away
from the men with the BATS, in BASEBALL and cricket.

OUTFIT (n; v) clothes or other things
you use together; group; give clothes
or other things to a person to use together.
OUTFITTER ( n ) p e r s o n w h o s e l l s
clothes for men.
OUTFLOW (n) (of liquid) what is moving out of a place.
OUTGOING (adj) friendly; going out.
OUTGROW (v) grow more quickly than.
OUTHOUSE (n) TOILET near a house.
OUTING (n) short happy time of travelling to a place and returning.
OUTLANDISH (adj) too different.
OUTLAST (v) be or do for a more long
time than another person or thing.
OUTLAW (v; n) make a rule against; person disobeying a rule of a country.
OUTLAY (v; n) pay; money for a thing.
OUTLET (n) place where a gas or liquid leaves a PIPE or container; shop.
OUTLINE (n; v) line showing the shape
of a thing; words to help you remember a story or other writing; draw the
shape of a thing; tell important parts
of a plan.
OUTLIVE (v) live more long than.
OUTLOOK (n) future; spirit or feeling
about the future.
OUTLYING (adj) far from the middle.
OUTMANOEUVRE (v) win with a smart
plan.
OUTMODED (adj) good for the past, but
not good for now.
OUTNUMBER (v) be more than.
OUT-PATIENT ( n ) s i c k p e r s o n w h o
comes to a hospital for help.
OUTPERFORM (v) do better than.
OUTPOST (n) place for soldiers who
are far from other soldiers.
OUTPOURING (n) showing of much
emotion.
OUTPUT (n) all that a person or machine makes or can make.
OUTRAGE (n; v) strong feeling of anger
against a bad action; bad action that
disobeys important rules; do a thing
that makes other people very angry.
OUTRAGEOUS (adj) very bad or foolish.
OUTRANK (v) be a more important
leader than another leader.
OUTREACH (n) action to help others.
OUTRIGGER (n) boat with a big parallel piece in the water beside it.
OUTRIGGER

OUTRUN (v) run too fast for.
OUTSET (n) start.
*OUTSIDE (prep; n; adj; adv; prep) not
inside; covering or skin; space not
inside; away from, or not, inside; not
in buildings; (of eating) in a restaurant (In).
OUTSIDER (n) person who is not part of
a group; person or animal that people
think will not win a competition.

OUTSKIRTS (n) outside part of a town.
OUTSMART (v) be too smart for.
OUTSPOKEN (adj) saying much.
OUTSTANDING (adj) very good; that
you were not paying; projecting out;
very different or wrong for a time or
place (In).
OUTSTATION (n) place for sheep or
cows, that is far away from the house
where the people live who own the animals (Aus); (of bank papers) coming
from a place away from a big bank (In).
OUTSTAY (v) stay too long.
OUTSTRETCHED (adj) projecting out.
OUTSTRIP (v) move in front of, in a
competition; grow more quickly than.
OUT-TALK (v) talk more or better than.
OUTWARD (adv; adj) away from; of the
outside part; that you can see.
OUTWARDLY (adv) in ways you can see.
OUTWEIGH (v) be more heavy than; be
more important than.
OUTWIT (v) be too smart for.
OUTWORN (adj) good in the past, but
not good for now.
OUZEL (n) small bird.
OUZO (n) drink with alcohol in it, and
the taste of a black lolly (Gr).
OVA (n) eggs in a female, that can
grow to become a baby.
OVAL ( n ; a d j )
shape like an
egg; ground with
this shape, for
running and ball
games; shaped
OVAL
like an egg.
OVARY ( n ) o r g a n i n f e m a l e s , t h a t
makes eggs for babies; container for
seeds in a plant.
OVATION (n) enthusiastic showing of
feeling from people at a meeting.
OVEN (n) container that cooks food
(see STOVE).
OVENWARE (n) dishes that will not
break if they become very hot.
*OVER (prep; adv; n) above; across; on;
more than; out and down from a place;
touching or covering all of a place or
thing; finished; again; moving the top
to the bottom; too much; more than;
six throws by a PITCHER in cricket.
OVERACT (v) show too much emotion.
OVERALL (adj; adv) for the whole.
OVERALLS (n) clothes you wear over
other clothes, to keep them clean.
OVERAWE (v) make people afraid of
you because you are too good or
strong.
OVERBEARING (adj) thinking other
people should always do what you
want.
OVERBOARD (adv) out of a ship and
into water; with too much enthusiasm.
OVERBURDEN (v) give a person, animal, or thing too much to do or carry.
OVERCAST (adj) dark with clouds; sad.
OVERCHARGE (v) make prices that are
too high.
OVERCOAT (n ) long coat.
OVERCOME (v) win against.
OVERCROWDED (adj) with too many
people or things in a small place.
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OVERDONE (adj) cooked too long.
OVERDOSE (n; v) too much medicine;
take too much medicine.
OVERDRAFT (n) taking more money
out of a bank than you were putting
in; measure of how much more money
you were taking than you were putting in.
OVERDRAW (v) take more money out
of a bank than you were putting in.
OVERDRESS (v) wear clothes that are
too beautiful or too expensive.
OVERDRIVE (n) car part that makes the
motor move the car most quickly.
OVERDUE (adj) late.
OVERESTIMATE (v; n) think a thing or
person was having more of a thing
than it was having; this thinking.
OVERFLOWING (adj) with too much or
too many for a room or container to
hold.
OVERGROWN ( a d j ) w i t h t o o m a n y
plants, or grass that is too long; too
big.
OVERHANG ( v ; n ) p r o j e c t o u t a n d
above; high, horizontal projection.
OVERHAUL (v; n) take a thing apart and
fix all the pieces; come from behind
to be equal with; fixing all parts of a
thing.
OVERHEAD (adv; adj; n) in the sky; over
your head; little thing a person must
pay for, to help him or her sell a thing.
OVERHEAR ( v ) h e a r o t h e r s t a l k i n g
when they do not know you are listening.
OVERJOYED (adj) very happy.
OVERKILL (n) killing more than you
need to kill; how much more you kill
than you need to kill.
OVERLADEN (adj) with too much to
carry.
OVERLAP (v; n) (of two things) cover
the same place; part that covers the
same place.
OVERLAY (n; v) covering; cover.
OVERLEAF (adv) on the back of a page.
OVERLOOK (v) look at from above; not
see; not remember to do.
OVERLORD (n) leader of people who
work on land that the leader owns.
OVERLY (adv) too.
OVERMUCH (adj; n; adv) too much.
OVERNIGHT (adj; adv) from one day to
the day after it; quickly.
OVERPASS (n) road over another road
(see EXPRESSWAY).
OVERPOWER (v) be too strong for.
OVERRATE (v) think a thing is better
than it is.
OVER-REACT (v) fight too much against.
OVERRIDE, OVERRULE (v) disobey one
rule or leader with strength from another rule or leader.
OVERRUN (v) move across in big numbers.
OVERSEAS (adj; adv) across the ocean.
OVERSEE (v) look at to lead.
OVERSEER (n) leader of workers.
OVERSHADOW (v) be much better than.
OVERSHOE (n) rubber shoe you wear
over another shoe.
OVERSHOOT (v) throw a thing too far.

OVERSIGHT (n) thing you do wrongly
by accident; job of leading.
OVERSIMPLIFY (v) say a thing is more
easy than it is.
OVERSLEEP (v) sleep too long.
OVERSTATEMENT (n) truth with too
much adding to it, making it not true.
OVERSTAY (v) stay too long.
OVERSTEP (v) go over a border.
OVERSTRUNG (adj) easily worried by
small things.
OVERT (adj) open for people to see.
OVERTAKE (v) come from behind in a
competition and move in front of; become equal and better.
OVERTAX (v) ask for too much from.
OVERTHROW (v; n) throw too far; force
out a leader; forcing out a leader.
OVERTIME (n) more work at the end of
the day or week; money for more work.
OVERTONE (n) soft, second quality or
colour; secret saying in open talking.
OVERTRAIN (v) exercise too much.
OVERTURE (n) start of a long piece of
music; start of things you say to
change the thinking of a person.
OVERTURN (v) push or turn over.
OVERWEIGHT (adj) too heavy.
OVERWHELM (v) be too strong for.
OVERWHELMING (adj) too strong, too
heavy, or too much to fight against.
OVERWORK (v; n) work too much; give
too much work; working too much.
OVERWROUGHT (adj) sick from too
much emotion.
OVIDUCT (n) tube in the body of a female, that the egg travels through.
OVINE (adj) of sheep.
OVIPAROUS (adj) having babies that
grow in eggs outside of the body.
OVOID (adj) OVAL-shaped.
OVULATE (n) (of an organ) make an
egg in a female.
OVUM (n) mammal, fish, or insect egg.
OW (interj) word to show you feel pain.
OWE (v) need to give money or another
thing for a thing you were receiving.
OWL ( n ) bird that
eats at night and
sleeps in the
day.

OWLET (n) young OWL.
*OWN (adj; v) of the person you are
talking about; have as yours.
OWNER (n) person who owns a thing.
OWNERSHIP (n) owning a thing.
OX (n) male cow with no testicles; cow.
OXEN (n) cows; male cows with the
testicles cut off.
OXHERD (n) group of cows.
OXHIDE (n) LEATHER from a cow.
OXIDANT, OXIDE (n) chemical that joins
with the gas we breathe, to become a
new chemical.

OXIDISE (v) burn; mix with the gas we
breathe, to become a new chemical;
change metal slowly to a red powder,
from action of water and air.
OXY-ACETYLENE (n) chemical that
burns with a hot fire that will melt
metal.
OXYGEN (n) gas we breathe, that has
no taste, colour, or smell.
OYES, OYEZ (interj) word from a leader
in a court or other place to tell people
to be quiet and listen.
OYSTER ( n ) s o f t
animal that lives in
a hard shell, that
people eat.
OYSTER-BED, OYSTER-FARM, OYSTERLEASE (n) place in a river where a person grows OYSTERS.
OYSTER-CATCHER (n) ocean bird with
long legs for walking in water.
OZONE (n) gas that is very high in the
sky.

P
PA (n) father; father of your parent.
PACE (n; v) how fast a thing moves;
walk; step; (of a horse) run, lifting both
legs on one side together; help a person move quickly or slowly enough
by moving with him or her; measure
by counting steps.
PACEMAKER (n) instrument that uses
electricity to help the heart work.
PACHYDERM (n) elephant, RHINOCEROS, or other animal with thick
skin.
*PACIFIC ( n ; a d j ) o c e a n b e t w e e n
America and Australia; not wanting to
be angry or make loud noises.
PACIFIST (n) person who does not believe in fighting in a war.
PACIFY (v) make people less angry.
PACK (n; v) full container; clothes, animals, cards, or pieces of ice very close
together; put together in a container;
carry; have ability to hit.
PACKAGE (n; v) closed container of
things; things you buy or sell together
as one; put in a container and close it.
PACKER (n) shop worker who carries
things.
PACKET (n) paper box; much money.
PACK-HORSE (n) horse that carries
things.
PACK-ICE (n) many big pieces of ice in
the ocean, that push together.
PACKING (n) soft material that stops
things in a container from breaking;
thick oil on machine joints.
PACT (n) agreement.
PAD (v; n) walk; put soft things on or
around; soft thing; NOTEBOOK; bottom of the foot; leg covering in a
game; place where you sleep; flat
place that ROCKETS go up from.
PADDING (n) soft things to go around
other things; writing that is not important, that you add to make a writing more long.
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PADDLE (n; v) OAR; flat bar on a wheel
that pushes a boat; time of pushing
water with an OAR or with your feet;
push water with an OAR or with
your feet; play in water
with your hands
or feet; walk.

PADDOCK (n) land with much grass,
and a fence around it.
PADDY (n) place where rice is growing.
PADDYMELON (n) MELON that makes
people sick if they eat it (Aus).
PADLOCK (n; v) lock.
PADRE (n) church leader in the army.
PAEAN (n) happy song or writing.
PAEDIATRICIAN (n) doctor for children.
PAELLA (n) food with rice and chicken
(Sp).
PAGAN (n) person who does not know
of, or believe in, God or the truth.
*PAGE (n; v) piece of paper in a book;
boy worker; shout for a person to
come.
PAGEANT (n) many people together in
a time of much special entertainment.
PAGEANTRY ( n ) t h i n g s t h a t m a k e
much special entertainment.
PAGINATE (v) put numbers on pages.
PAGODA (n) Buddhist temple.
PAID (v) was paying.
PAIL (n) BUCKET.
*PAIN (n; v) hurting; hurt.
PAINED (adj) showing pain.
PAINFUL (adj) with much pain.
PAIN-KILLER (n) drug to stop pain.
PAINLESS (adj) without pain.
PAINSTAKING (adj) working well on a
difficult job; difficult.
*PAINT (n; v) liquid colour; cover with
paint; make a picture with paint.
PAINTBOX (n) box with dry paints in
it.
PAINTBRUSH (n) BRUSH for painting.
*PAINTING (n) picture made with paint.
PAIR (n; v) two equal things together;
two people who are married or living
together; put in groups of two.
PAJAMAS (n) shirt and pants to sleep
in.
PAL (n; v) friend; be friends with.
PALACE (n) house of a KING; very big
expensive building.
PALAEONTOLOGY (n) study of very old
dead plants and animals in stones.
PALATABLE (adj) with a good taste.
PALATE (n) roof of the mouth.
PALATIAL (adj) big and expensive.
PALAVER (n) much talking.
PALE (n; v; adj) fence stick; border;
become more white; become weak beside another thing; with little colour.
PALEFACE (n) person with light skin
(N Am).

PALEONTOLOGY (n) study of very old
dead plants and animals in stones.
PALETTE (n) board you mix paint on.
PALINDROME (n) writing that is the same
from the start to the end as from the
end to the start, like “eye” or “sees”.
PALING, PALISADE (n) fence stick.
PALL (n; v) cloth over a box with a
dead body in it; dark covering; become boring.
PALLBEARER (n) person who carries a
box with a body in it, at a meeting to
bury the body.
PALLET (n) narrow bed; timber piece
under a thing you move with a special
truck.
PALLIATIVE (adj) making a person feel
good without fixing the problem.
PALLID (adj) with little skin colour.
PALLOR (n) being without much colour.
PALM (n; v) tree with no branches, and
big leaves at the top; big leaf from this
tree; part of the hand that the fingers
bend into; hide with the hand.

PANDEMONIUM (n) much noise and
movement in many directions.
PANDER (v) help a bad quality in a person.
PANE (n) piece of glass for a window.
PANEGYRIC (n) many good things that
you say about another person or thing.
PANEL (n) flat vertical piece of a wall,
car, door, or dress; special group who
sit together in an argument or competition.
PANEL-BEATER (n) person who fixes
cars that were in accidents, for a job.
PANELLIST (n) person in a special
group talking about a thing.
PANG (n) fast, sharp pain.
PANIC (n; adj) strong, fast fear; for
times of much danger .
PANNIER (n) big basket.
PANNIKIN (n) metal cup.
PANORAMA (n) very wide picture; very
wide place that people can see easily.
PAN-PIPES (n) small musical instrument of tubes together in a line.
PANSY (n) plant with flowers of strong
colours; male who is weak like a girl.
PANT (v; n) breathe quickly; pants (In).
PANTALOONS (n) pants.
PANTECH, PANTECHNICON (n) big truck
for carrying furniture (Br).
PANTHEISM (n) believing God is in all
things, and each thing is part of God.
PANTHER (n) big, black, wild cat.

PALMS
PALMISTRY (n) telling the future by
looking at lines in the hand of a person.
PALOMINO (n) yellow-white horse.
PALPABLE (adj) that you can touch.
PALPITATE (v) move quickly in very
little movements; shake.
PALSY (n) sickness that changes or
stops movement of parts of the body.
PALTRY (adj) little; not important.
PAMPAS (n) flat land with much grass
and no trees (S Am).
PAMPER (v) give a person or animal
too much love or too many things.
PAMPHLET (n) printed page or pages
that you give to many people.
PAN (n; v) SAUCEPAN or other metal
container; shallow place in the
ground; spices in a leaf that you chew
(In); wash dirt in a container to find a
metal; move a camera to a side to make
a wide picture.
PANACEA (n) medicine that people
think will fix all sicknesses.
PANAMA (n) hat made from dry grass.
PANCAKE ( n ) t h i n
cake you cook in oil.
PANCREAS (n) organ
that works with the
stomach to break
food into pieces.

PANTIES (n) female UNDERPANTS.
PANTIHOSE (n) very thin cloth a woman wears over her legs and buttocks.
PANTOGRAPH (n) instrument for drawing big pictures from little pictures;
piece on a train that receives electricity from lines above the train.
PANTOMIME (n) story with actors, for
children; entertainment without words.
PANTRY (n) room in a house, for food.
*PANTS (n) clothes to cover the buttocks.
PANTY-HOSE (n) very thin cloth a woman wears over her legs and buttocks.
PAP (n) projection on the breast; breast.
PAPA (n) father.
PAPACY (n) job of the top leader of a
very big church in Italy.
PAPAL ( a d j ) o f t h e m o s t i m p o r t a n t
church leader in Italy.
PAPAW (n) PAWPAW.
*PAPER (n; adj; v) thin, flat material
you write on; newspaper; made of
paper; cover with paper.
PAPERBACK (n) book with a paper
cover.
PAPERBARK (n) tree with a skin that
comes off in thin pieces like paper.

PANDA ( n ) a n i m a l
from China that is
like a black and
white bear.

PAPER-CLIP (n)
piece of WIRE with
bends in it to hold
papers together.

PANTHER
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PAPER-CUTTER, PAPER-KNIFE (n) tool
like a knife for cutting open ENVELOPES.
PAPER-HANGER (n) person who puts
beautiful paper on walls for a job.
PAPERWEIGHT (n) heavy thing you put
on papers, to stop them from moving.
PAPIER-MÂCHÉ (n) wet paper that you
shape before it becomes hard.
PAPOOSE (n) baby (N Am).
PAPRIKA (n) a red spice.
PAPYRUS (n) paper made from plants
that grow in shallow water; this plant.
PAR (n) being equal; what most people
do; good number for most people in
GOLF; short part of a writing.
PARABLE (n) story that teaches.
PARABOLA (n) shape from cutting a
CONE with a flat thing, parallel to one
side (see HYPERBOLA).
PARACETAMOL (n)
white medicine
powder that
stops some
small pains.

PARACHUTE (n)
big cloth that
helps a thing fall
more slowly to
the ground.
PARACLETE
(n)
person who talks
for another person;
spirit of God.
PARADE (n; v) people walking together
for entertainment; place for people to
walk; show for many people to see.
PARADIGM ( n ) i m p o r t a n t t h i n g f o r
people to see, learn from, and follow.
PARADISE (n) place where all people
are happy; place where God is.
PARADOX (n) opposites working together; truth people think cannot be
true.
PARAFFIN (n) oil that burns.
PARAGON (n) perfect person or thing.
PARAGRAPH (n) short writing part.
PARAKEET (n) small PARROT.
PARALANGUAGE (n) movements and
sounds that go with words, to tell
people what you are thinking.
*PARALLEL (adj; n; v)(of lines) always
the same distance apart; horizontal
line on a map; equal thing; be equal
to; show a thing that is equal to.
PARALLELOGRAM (n) QUADRILATERAL with parallel sides.
PARALYSE (v) stop movement.
PARALYSIS (n) sickness of not being
able to move.
PARALYTIC (adj; n) not able to move;
person who is not able to move.
PARAMECIUM (n) PROTOZOA with the
shape of a foot.
PARAMEDIC (n) person who is not a
doctor, but who helps sick people.
PARAMILITARY (adj) like an army, but
not being a real army.
PARAMOUNT (adj) most important.

PARAMOUR (n) person who mates with
a married person.
PARANOIA (n) sickness of being afraid
and thinking other people hate you.
PARANORMAL (adj) too spiritual to
measure in a physical way.
PARAPET (n) low wall on the border of
a roof, or on a BRIDGE; dirt fence that
soldiers hide behind.
PARAPHERNALIA (n) many different
small things together.
PARAPHRASE (v; n) say the same thing
with different words; different words
for another saying or writing.
PARAPLEGIC (n; adj) person who cannot move his or her legs; not able to
move the bottom half of the body.
PARAPSYCHOLOGY (n) study of things
about the brain and thinking that
other people do not often study.
PARASITE (n) animal or plant living in
or on another, and getting food from it.
PARASOL (n) small umbrella.
PARATROOPS (n) soldiers who jump
from planes with PARACHUTES.
PARBOIL (v) cook in water for a short
time.
PARCEL (n; v) box with things in it,
and a paper or cloth covering; piece
of land; cover things to make one solid
thing; give parts to different people.
PARCH (v) become, or make, hot and
dry.
PARCHMENT (n) paper made from the
skin of a goat, sheep, or other animal.
PARDON (v; n) forgive; words or writing that forgive a person.
PARE (v) cut away skin, or the border.
PAREGORIC (n) strong-smelling medicine, that stops pain or a sickness in
the intestines or lungs of children.
*PARENT (n) father or mother.
PARENTAGE (n) parents of parents.
PA R E N T H E S E S
(n) punctuation
marks to stop a
writing
for
different words,
before returning
to the writing.

()

PARENTHESIS (n) one of two or more
PARENTHESES.
PARENTHOOD (n) being a parent.
PARFAIT (n) sweet cold food with fruit,
in a tall glass.
PARING (n) piece that is cut off from
the outside of another thing .
PARISH (n) land near a church.
PARISHIONER (n) person going to, or
living near, a church.
PARITY (n) being equal to.
PARK (n; v) land in a town, where all
people can play; big piece of land that
is for all people in a country; place
where people leave cars for a time; put
a car in a place for a time.
PARKA (n) ESKIMO coat with a HOOD.
PARKERS (n) small lights on a car (Aus).
PARLANCE (n) how people talk.
PARLEY (v; n) talk to people you do not
like, to agree on things; time of talking.

PARLIAMENT (n) meetings of leaders
of a country, to make rules; all the
leaders of a country (Br, Aus).
PARLIAMENTARIAN (n) one of many
leaders in a country (Br, Aus).
PARLOR, PARLOUR (n) room where
people sit to talk; special shop.
PARMESAN (n) dry cheese powder.
PAROCHIAL (adj) not thinking about
new or different things.
PARODY (n) writing that makes people
laugh at another writing like it.
PAROLE (n; v) agreement by a prisoner, to obey rules if he or she leaves
a prison; send a prisoner out of
prison, on agreement that he or she
will be good.
PAROXYSM (n) fast, strong feeling of
pain or emotion.
PARQUETRY (n)
smooth patterns
from timber
shapes on a
floor.
PARRICIDE (n)
killing a parent.
PARROT (n; v)
bird that can learn to
say words; say words
that you do not understand, but that you were
learning from another person.
PARROT-FISH (n) fish with beautiful
colours, or a mouth like a PARROT.
PARRY (v) push a weapon or difficult
question away.
PARSEC (n) measure of distance to a
star.
PARSIMONIOUS (adj) greedy; not giving to others easily.
PARSLEY (n) small green plant that
people use for a spice, or to make food
beautiful.
PARSNIP (n) yellow-white root vegetable.
PARSON (n) leader in a church.
PARSONAGE (n) house for a church
leader.
*PART (n; v) piece; some, but not all
of a thing; words that an actor says;
one of a few musical patterns that
people sing together; leave; separate.
PARTAKE (v) eat or drink; act in a story
(In).
PARTHENOGENESIS (n) having babies
without mating.
PARTIAL (adj) not whole; helping one
person or thing and not others.
PARTICIPANT (n) person who is part
of an action.
PARTICIPATE (v) be part of an action.
PARTICIPLE (n) action word that you
can use to show a quality, like “closed”.
PARTICLE (n) very small piece.
PARTICOLOURED (adj) with a mixture
of different colours.
PARTICULAR (adj; n) wanting all parts
to be right; special; thing on a list.
PARTICULARLY (adv) very; most.
PARTING (adj; n) happening when you
are leaving; time of separating.
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PARTISAN (n) soldier; person agreeing
with one group against another group.
PARTISANSHIP (n) strong agreement
with one group against another group.
PARTITION (v; n) separate into parts;
furniture that is like a wall; part.
PARTLY (adv) not for the whole thing.
PARTNER (n) husband or wife; person
who owns a thing with you; one of
two who dance, work, or play together; friend.
PARTOOK (v) was eating or drinking.
PART-OWNER (n) person who owns a
thing with another person or other
people.
PARTRIDGE (n)
brown or grey
wild bird that
people
eat.
PART-TIME
(adj) (of a
job or other
action) not
for the whole
time that most people use for it.
PARTURITION (n) birth of a baby.
PARTY (n; v) group that believe the
same things; one person in an argument or agreement; happy time with
friends; group travelling together;
have a happy time with friends.
PARVENU (n) person who was poor or
not important before quickly becoming rich or important.
PASCAL (n) measure of force.
PASCHAL ( a d j ) o f t h e t i m e w h e n
people remember Jesus dying and living again.
PASS (v; n) move forward, across, by,
in front of, or through; die; be good
enough; happen; not use an action
you can use in a game; throw a ball to
a person in a game; make a rule; paper saying you can travel; road
through a mountain; throwing a ball
to a person; giving enough right answers; words to make a person think
about mating with you.
PASSABLE (adj) good enough.
PASSAGE (n) travelling, often on a
boat; long thin room; road; door;
some writing from a book or story;
making a rule; tube in the body.
PASSAGEWAY (n) long thin room that
is like a road from one place to another.
PASSBOOK (n) small book with a list
of money you put into or take out of a
bank.
PASSENGER (n) person travelling in a
vehicle that he or she is not driving or
working in.
PASSER-BY (n) person who goes by a
person or happening.
PASSERINE (adj) of birds from the
SPARROW family.
PASSING (adj; n) going by; not important; happening quickly; time of dying.
PASSION (n) strong emotion; the pain,
love, and dying of Jesus.
PASSIONATE (adj) easily feeling strong
emotions.

PASSION-FRUIT
(n) round
purple or
black fruit
with many
seeds in it.
PASSIVE (adj) receiving an action; not
doing an action; without emotions.
PASSKEY (n) KEY that opens many
locks.
PASSOVER (n) special time to remember God.
PASSPORT (n) important paper you
must have when going to a new country.
PASSWORD ( n ) s e c r e t w o r d t h a t
friends use to show they are friends.
*PAST (prep; adv; n; adj) by and away
from; after a time or place; time before now; in the past.
PASTA (n) food from wheat paste, that
you often eat with tomatoes and meat.
PASTA

*PASTE (n; v) thick, heavy liquid; liquid that sticks things together; hard
glass for making false expensive
stones; join things with paste.
PASTEBOARD (n) thick paper from many
pieces of paper sticking together.
PASTEL (n; adj) writing stick made from
soft colour; picture made from these
sticks; (of colours) quiet and soft.
PASTE-UP (n) paper you take a picture
of for printing.
PASTEURISE (v) heat milk to kill very
small animals in it.
PASTICHE (n) picture, writing, or music
that is like a piece by another person.
PASTILLE (n) small lolly with a fruit
taste; piece of medicine for a sore
throat.
PASTIME (n) thing you do because you
like doing it, and do not think of it as
work.
PASTOR (n; v) leader in a church; lead
in a church.
PASTORAL (adj) about helping people
in a church; of people who lead sheep;
about quiet things away from towns.
PASTORALIST (n) person who owns a
FARM for sheep or cows.
PASTRAMI (n) meat from a cow with
spices and smoke in it.
PASTRY (n) cake or other food made
from wheat.
PASTURAGE (n) measure of land that
sheep, cows, or horses eat grass on.
PASTURE (n; v) ground with grass for
cows, sheep, or horses to eat; put cows,
sheep, or horses on land to eat grass.
PASTY (n; adj) food like bread, with
meat and vegetables in it; like paste.

PAT (n; v; adj) small piece of butter;
soft touch with a hand or other flat
thing; quiet sound of a soft touch;
touch softly with a flat thing; good;
at the right time.
PATCH (n; v) covering on a broken
place; small piece of ground; small
part that is a different colour; fix; cover
a broken place.
PATCH WORK (n) big cloth made from
many different small pieces.
PATCHY (adj) not equal in quality for
all parts.
PATE (n) top of the head.
PÂTÉ (n) meat paste.
PATELLA (n) bone in the knee.
PATENT (n; v; adj) paper showing you
made a thing first; write papers to
show you made a thing first; for all to
see; (of LEATHER) very smooth.
PATERNAL (adj) about, or of, a father.
PATERNALISTIC ( a d j ) t h i n k i n g o f
people you try to help, as children.
PATERNOSTER (n) words Jesus was giving for praying to God as our father.
PATH (n) small road; line of movement.
PATHETIC (adj) making people feel sad.
PATHOLOGY (n) study of how sicknesses start and grow.
PATHOS (n) quality in a story, that can
make people feel sad.
PATIENCE (n) ability to believe, or do
difficult or boring things, for a long
time; game with cards for one person.
PATIENT (adj; n) not easily becoming
angry; sick person who a doctor or
NURSE helps.
PATIO (n) stone floor in an open place.
PATRIARCH (n) old man; father leader.
PATRICIAN (n; adj) leader or important
person; like an important leader.
PATRIMONY (n) wealth you receive
from your father.
PATRIOT (n) person who loves his or
her country.
PATRIOTIC (adj) loving your country.
PATROL (v; n) move around, looking
for danger; moving to look for danger;
group of soldiers who look for danger.
PATRON (n) person who gives important help; person who buys from a shop.
PATRONAGE (n) help; buying things.
PATRONISE (v) buy from; talk to an
adult like he or she is a child.
PATTER (n; v) many small, fast sounds
or movements; fast talking; make many
fast sounds or movements; talk quickly.
*PATTERN (n; v) shapes together in a
plan; things you often do in the same
way; thing to try to be like; try to be
like.
PATTY (n) flat piece of food from a paste.
PAUCITY (n) being few.
PAUNCH (n) stomach.
PAUPER (n) poor person.
PAUSE (v; n) stop for a short time;
short stopping; music mark telling
you to rest for a short time.
PAVE (v) cover ground with flat stones.
PAVEMENT (n) covering of flat stones
on a road or floor.
PAVILION (n) big TENT; big building
for people watching sports.
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PAVLOVA (n) shallow white container
for fruit, made from sugar and eggs
(Aus).
PAW (n; v) foot or hand of a mammal;
touch with a hand or foot.
PAWN (n; v) small chess piece; person
a leader uses as a tool; give a thing,
for a time, to a person who gives you
money for a time.
PAWNBROKER (n) person who gives
people money for a time, if they leave
things they own with him or her for a
time.
PAW-PAW (n)
big fruit from
a tree that
grows in hot
places.
*PAY (v; n) give money or other things
in return for a thing; give rope out, a
measure at a time; money you receive
for working in a job.
PAY-DAY (n) day when a worker receives money for his or her work.
PAYEE (n) person you pay money to.
PAYLOAD (n) how much a plane or
ROCKET can carry.
PAYMASTER ( n ) p e r s o n w h o g i v e s
money to other workers for a job.
PAYMENT (n) measure of money that
you pay; paying.
PAY-OFF (n) paying; effect of an action.
PAY-PACKET (n) money a worker receives for his or her work (Br, Aus).
PAYROLL (n) list of workers receiving
money for a job; money to pay all
workers on a job.
PAYSLIP (n) paper a worker receives
with money for a job.
PEA (n) small round green vegetable.
PEACE ( n ) t i m e w i t h o u t f i g h t i n g o r
noise; friendly spirit between people.
PEACEABLE (adj) not wanting to fight.
PEACEFUL (adj) without fighting or
noise.
PEACEMAKER (n) person who helps
others to stop fighting or arguing.
PEACE-OFFERING (n) thing you give to
show you want to stop fighting.
PEACH (n) yellow fruit with a big seed.

PEACH
PEACHY (adj) very good.
PEACOCK (n) male bird with beautiful
long tail feathers; proud person.
PEAHEN (n) female bird that mates with
a bird with long beautiful tail feathers.
PEAK (n; v) top of a mountain; most
high time or place; hat projection;
come to the most high place.
PEAKED (adj) a little sick.
PEAL (n; v) long, loud noise from a
bell, laughing, or other thing; make a
long, loud noise.

PEANUT (n) nut from
a container that
grows under
the ground.
PEAR (n) fruit
from a tree,
that is big on
the
bottom
and small on
the top.

PEARL (n) smooth, white, round stone
from an OYSTER; the best thing.
PEASANT (n) FARM worker.
PEASANTRY (n) FARM workers.
PEASHOOTER (n) cylinder you breathe
into, to throw a small ball out of it.
PEA-SOUPER ( n ) t h i c k , d i r t y c l o u d
close to the ground.
PEAT, PEATMOSS (n) old dead plants
in the ground, that burn well.
PEBBLE (n) small round stone.
PECAN (n) smooth, pink-brown nut
from America.
PECCADILLO (n) small wrong action.
PECCARY (n) small animal like a pig.
PECK (n; v) measure of fruit; short,
fast kiss; (of a bird) hit with the mouth;
hit with a sharp tool; eat very slowly.
PECKISH (adj) wanting to eat.
PECTIN (n) sticky liquid from food.
PECTORAL (adj) of, or for, the chest.
PECULIAR (adj) special; different.
PECULIARITY (n) quality that is very
different about one person or thing.
PECUNIARY (adj) with, or of, money.
PEDAGOGUE (n) teacher.
PEDAL (n; v) bar on a machine, that a
foot pushes; push a bar on a bicycle
or other machine with your foot.
PEDANTIC (adj) proud about rules and
much learning, without giving help.
PEDDLE (v) sell things.
PEDESTAL (n) bottom stone or timber
piece that you put an important thing
on.
PEDESTRIAN (n; adj) person travelling
by walking; boring; with, or of, walking.
PEDIATRICIAN (n) doctor for children.
PEDIGREE (n) all the parents of a person or animal in the past.
PEDLAR (n) person who travels from
one place to another selling things.
PEDOMETER (n) machine that measures walking distances.
PEE (n; v) water from a body organ,
that comes out through a hole between
your legs; push water out of your body.
PEEK (v; n) look at quickly in secret;
fast, secret look.
PEEL (n; v) skin of a fruit, that is off
the fruit; take away or lose skin.
PEEP (v; n) look at quickly in secret;
project from under a covering; fast,
secret look; sound of a baby chicken.
PEEPERS (n) eyes.
PEEP-HOLE (n) small hole to look at a
thing through secretly.
PEEP-SHOW (n) pictures in a box, that
you look at through a small hole.

PEER (n; v) equal thing or person; important person; look at or into.
PEERAGE (n) group of important people; job of an important person.
PEERLESS (adj) too perfect to have any
person or thing equal to it.
PEEVED (adj) a little angry.
PEEVISH (adj) becoming angry easily.
PEEWEE, PEEWIT (n) small bird like a
MAGPIE.
PEG (n; v) small
stick to hold
things together,
or
to
hang
things
on;
measure of a
drink with much
alcohol in it; fix,
mark, or hang
with a PEG.
PEIGNOIR (n) long, loose coat that a
woman wears in her room at night.
PEJORATIVE (adj) saying bad things
about.
PEKINESE, PEKINGNESE (n) small dog
with long hair and a flat face; language
in China.
PEKOE (n) a good black tea.
PELICAN (n) big
white bird with
black wings, and
a mouth that
becomes very
big when
it eats
fish.

PELLAGRA (n) sickness of the skin.
PELLET (n) little hard ball of paper,
bread, medicine, or metal.
PELL-MELL (adv) without a plan, in
any direction.
PELLUCID (adj) very clear.
PELMET (n) short CURTAIN over a window, bed, or other place.
PELT (n; v) skin and hair of an animal;
throw many things at; run quickly.
PELVIS (n) body between the legs and
stomach.
PEN (n; v) BIRO or FOUNTAIN-PEN;
place for animals, with a fence around
it; put animals in this place; write.
PENAL (adj) about punishing people
who disobey rules.
PENALISE (v) punish a person for disobeying a rule.
PENALTY (n) punishing thing you must
do because you were disobeying a
rule.
PENANCE (n) action to show you are
sad about disobeying a rule from God.
PENCE (n) small measure of money
(Br); coins.
PENCHANT (n) strong liking for.
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PENCIL (n; v ) tool for writing; draw.

PENCIL-SHARPENER (n) tool for cutting timber from the end of a PENCIL.
PENDANT (n) thing hanging from a
NECKLACE.
PENDING (adj; prep) not finished now;
before.
PENDULOUS (adj) hanging and loose.
PENDULUM ( n ) h a n g i n g t h i n g t h a t
moves from side to side.
PENETRATE (v) go or see into.
PEN-FRIEND (n) person who you were
not seeing, but you write to as a friend.
PENGUIN (n) black
and white bird
that swims in
water far south of
the equator, but
that cannot fly.
PENICILLIN ( n )
medicine
that
stops
many
sicknesses.
PENINSULA (n)
long piece of land with water around
three sides.
*PENIS (n) male organ for mating.
PENITENT (adj) sad about doing a bad
action, and wanting to change.
PENITENTIARY (n) prison.
PENKNIFE (n) POCKET-KNIFE.
PENMANSHIP (n) ability to write clearly.
PEN-NAME (n) false name a person uses
when writing.
PENNANT (n) long triangle-shaped flag.
PENNILESS (adj) poor; without money.
PENNY (n) a coin (Br, Am).
PENNY-FARTHING (n) bicycle with a big
front wheel and a small back wheel.
PENNY-PINCHING (adj; n) greedy; not
giving or using money easily.
PENNYWEIGHT (n) small measure of
how heavy a thing is.
PENOLOGY (n) study of prisons.
PENPUSHER (n) worker who does boring work and much writing.
PENSION (n) money that a country
gives to old or sick people, or to others who cannot work for money.
PENSIVE (adj) thinking; sad or worried.
PENT (adj) in a prison or closed place.

PENTAGON (n)
shape with
five sides.

PENTATHLON ( n ) sport with people
competing in five different actions.
PENTECOST (n) special day for Jews
and Christians.
PENTHOUSE (n) expensive group of
rooms, often at the top of a high building.
PENULTIMATE (adj) last thing before
the last thing.

PENURY (n) being very poor.
PEON (n) worker (S Am); worker who
helps a person working at a DESK (In).
PEONY (n) plant with big round red,
pink, or white flowers.
*PEOPLE (n; v) persons; put people in.
PEP (n) enthusiasm.
PEPPER (n; v) vegetable like a CAPSICUM; spice with a hot taste; put this
spice in a food; hit with many little
things.
PEPPERMINT (n) sweet oil with a strong
smell that gives a strong taste to
lollies; plant with this oil in it.
PEPSIN (n) liquid in the stomach, that
helps to break food into very small
pieces that the body can use.
PEP-TALK (n) talking to encourage.
PEPTIC (adj) in, or near, the stomach.
PER (prep) for each; by.
PERADVENTURE (adv) if this happens.
PERAMBULATE (v) walk.
PERAMBULATOR (n) PRAM.
PERCALE (n) good cloth from cotton.
PERCEIVE (v) see and understand.
PERCENTAGE (n) part of a hundred.
PERCENTILE (n) one of 100 equal steps.
PERCEPT (n) thing you understand.
PERCEPTIBLE (adj) that people can see
and understand.
PERCEPTION (n) ability to see and understand; seeing and understanding.
PERCEPTIVE (adj) smart; able to see
or understand well.
PERCH (n; v) bar or branch that a bird
stands on; high place; fish with lines
of different colours on its body; stand
or sit on top of; put a thing in a high
place.
PERCHANCE (adv) if this happens.
PERCOLATE (v) (of liquid) go slowly
through small holes; make coffee from
hot water going through dry coffee.
PERCOLATOR (n) container for making coffee.
PERCUSSION (n) musical instrument
you hit (see DRUM, XYLOPHONE, or
CYMBALS).
PERDITION (n) place where God punishes bad people.
PEREGRINE (n) FALCON with a darkcoloured back and light-coloured
chest.
PEREMPTORY (adj) with no way for you
to choose not to do it.
PERENNIAL (adj; n) not ending; plant
that lives for two years or more.
PERENTI, PERENTIE (n) GOANNA (Aus).
PERESTROIKA (n) plan to change the
most important rules in Russia.
*PERFECT (adj; v) best; with no bad
part; finished; finish or make perfect.
PERFECTION (n) being perfect.
PERFECTIONIST (n) person who wants
things to be perfect.
PERFECTLY (adv) most well; very.
PERFIDY (n) very bad action against a
friend.
PERFORATE (v) push holes through.
PERFORATION (n) hole; line of holes
through a piece of paper or other
thing.
PERFORM (v) do; act; entertain.

PERFORMANCE ( n ) a c t i o n ; e n t e r tainment.
PERFORMER (n) actor; entertainer.
PERFUME (n) liquid with a good smell,
that you put on your skin; smell.
PERFUNCTORY (adj) without enthusiasm.
PERGOLA (n) ARCH shape with VINES
growing on it.
PERHAPS (adv) that can happen.
PERIL (n) danger.
PERILOUS (adj) dangerous.
PERIMETER (n) border.
PERIOD ( n; adj )
punctuation mark at
the end of a group of
words; length of
time; time when a
woman loses blood
from between her
legs; like things at a
PERIOD
special time in the
past.
PERIODIC (adj) happening often, with
equal time between each happening.
PERIODICAL (n) newspaper or other
thing that is made, or happens, often,
with equal time between each happening.
PERIPATETIC (adj) going from place to
place.
PERIPHERAL (adj) near the border; not
important to what you are talking
about.
PERIPHERY (n) border.

.

PERISCOPE (n) instrument with MIRRORS, to
help you look around
corners or over things.

PERISH (v) die; be
destroyed.
PERISHABLES (n)
food that becomes
bad quickly if you
do not keep it cold.
PERISTALSIS ( n ) m o v e m e n t d o w n
the sides of a tube in the body.
PERITONEUM (n) skin inside the body,
that holds the stomach and intestines
in place.
PERITONITIS (n) pain inside the body
near the stomach and intestines.
PERIWINKLE (n) animal like a small
SNAIL; plant with light blue flowers.
PERJURY (n) saying a thing that is not
true, in a court.
PERK (v; n) sit up and listen; make a
thing look better; make coffee from
hot water pushing through dry coffee; good thing you receive with a job.
PERKY (adj) confident and enthusiastic.
PERM (n) COILS or CORRUGATIONS
in hair, that you make with a chemical.
PERMAFROST (n) land that is like ice
for the whole year.
PERMANENT (adj) staying the same for
a long time.
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PERMEABLE (adj) solid, but with liquids able to go through it.
PERMEATE (v) go into all parts of.
PERMISSIBLE (adj) without a rule to
stop it.
PERMISSION (n) agreement from a person to say you can do a thing.
PERMISSIVE (adj) not having many, or
any, rules against doing things.
PERMIT (v; n) agree for a thing to happen; paper saying that a leader agrees
that a person can do a thing.
PERMUTATION (n) pattern change.
PERNICIOUS (adj) bad; destroying.
PEROXIDE (n) liquid for cleaning or for
taking colour from things.
PERPENDICULAR (adj) vertical.
PERPETRATE (v) do a bad thing.
PERPETUAL (adj) for all time.
PERPETUATE (v) make a thing happen,
or be, for all time.
PERPETUITY (n) owning or happening
for all time.
PERPLEX (v) stop from understanding.
PERPLEXITY (n) being without ability
to understand a difficult thing; thing
you cannot understand.
PERQUISITE (n) another good thing you
receive with a job.
PERSECUTE (v) hate and hurt.
PERSEVERE (v) not stop doing.
PERSIAN (n) cat with long hair; language of a country near Israel.
PERSIMMON (n) sweet red tree fruit
from hot countries.
PERSIST (v) not stop doing.
*PERSON (n) man, woman, or child.
PERSONABLE (adj) beautiful.
PERSONAGE (n) important person.
PERSONAL (adj) for one person; not for
others to know; that you do yourself.
PERSONALITY (n) all that one person
likes, feels, and thinks.
PERSONALLY (adv) for the person you
are talking about and no others.
PERSONIFY (v) be very much like a thing
or another person; show the qualities
of a thing in a person.
PERSONNEL (n) workers in a company.
PERSPECTIVE (n) how things of different distances look from one place;
ability to use lines and colours to show
these distances on paper.
PERSPEX (n) clear plastic, like glass.
PERSPICACIOUS (adj) understanding
things quickly.
PERSPIRE (v) give water out through
the skin, from being hot.
PERSUADE (v) change the thinking of
a person with an argument or action.
PERSUASION (n) changing the thinking of people; group of people who
believe the same things about God.
PERSUASIVE (adj) able to change the
thinking of people.
PERT ( a d j ) a n s w e r i n g o r m o v i n g
quickly and easily; happy; good to
look at; showing you do not want to
obey.
PERTAIN (v) be of, or about, a thing.
PERTINENT ( a d j ) i m p o r t a n t t o t h e
thing you are talking about.
PERTURB (v) make you worry.

PERUSE (v) read through quickly.
PERVADE (adj) be in all parts of a thing.
PERVASIVE (adj) being in all parts.
PERVE (v; n) look at, with thinking
about mating; this look; person who
thinks bad things about mating.
PERVERSE (adj) wanting strongly to
do bad things; very bad.
PERVERSION (n) using a thing in a way
that you should not use it.
PERVERT (v; n) change a thing, to use
it badly; person who thinks bad
things about mating.
PESKY (adj) (of an action that will not
stop) making you a little angry.
PESO (n) coin from South America.
PESSIMISM (n) thinking often that bad
things will happen.
PESSIMIST ( n ) p e r s o n w h o o f t e n
thinks bad things will happen.
PEST (n) animal, person, or thing that
hurts, or makes life more difficult.
PESTER (v) ask too many times.
PESTICIDE (n) chemical to kill insects
or other animals that you do not want.
PESTILENCE (n) very bad sickness of
many people at one time.
PESTLE (n) heavy
stick for squeezing
things into powder,
in a strong bowl.

PET (n; v; adj)
animal you keep
like a friend; person you like very
much; move your hand softly over skin
or hair; for animals; that you like much.
PETAL (n) piece of a flower.
PETITE (adj) (of a woman) small and
thin.
PETITION (n; v) writing from people,
asking a leader to do a thing; ask for.
PETREL ( n) small black and white bird
with long wings, that lives by oceans.
PETRIFY (v) become hard like stone;
make or become very afraid.
PETROCHEMICAL (n) chemical from
petrol.
*PETROL (n) liquid that burns and explodes, and that many machines use.
PETROLEUM ( n ) l i q u i d f r o m t h e
ground, that burns.
PETTICOAT (n) piece of clothes like a
dress, that women wear under a dress.
PETTIFOGGING (adj) arguing about
little things; not saying the truth.
PETTY (adj) not important; arguing
about little things.
PETULANT (adj) easily becoming angry.
PETUNIA (n) plant with dark purple,
FUNNEL-shaped flowers.

PEW (n) BENCH in a church.

PEWIT (n) bird like a small MAGPIE.
PEWTER (n) grey metal; cups or other
things made from this metal.
PHALANX (n) soldiers moving together
in a close group.
PHALLIC (adj) shaped like a penis.
PHANTASM (n) thing that is not real,
but that you think you can see.
PHANTASMAGORIA (n) many things
that are not real, but that you can see.
PHANTOM (n) spirit of a person without a body; false thing.
PHARAOH (n) KING of Egypt in the
past.
PHARISEE (n) proud person who is false
about loving and obeying God.
PHARMACEUTICAL ( a d j ) a b o u t , o r
from, selling medicine.
PHARMACIST (n) person who makes
and sells medicines.
PHARMACOLOGY (n) study of medicines.
PHARMACOPOEIA ( n ) l i s t o f m e d i cines.
PHARMACY (n) shop where people
buy medicine; making and selling
medicine.
PHARYNX (n) place behind the mouth
and nose.
PHASE (n; v) short time of growing or
changing; change slowly, or in steps.
PHEASANT (n) wild bird, with beautiful feathers on the male, that people
eat.
PHENOL (n) white powder that kills
GERMS.
PHENOMENAL (adj) very different, big,
or important.
PHENOMENON (n) thing you can see
and learn from; very different, big, or
important person or thing.
PHEW (interj) word to show you are
tired, hot, or happy to be away from a
difficult thing.
PHIAL (n) small glass container for
medicine or a chemical.
PHILANDER (v) mate, or think about
mating when with a person, without
serious love.
PHILANTHROPY (n) loving and helping people.
PHILATELY (n) keeping and studying
STAMPS.
PHILHARMONIC (adj) loving music.
PHILISTINE (n) boring person who does
not understand good art or music.
PHILOLOGY (n) study of words.
PHILOSOPHER (n) person who loves
truth; person who thinks much, trying to find the truth of things.
PHILOSOPHICAL ( a d j ) w i t h m u c h
thinking and little emotion, to find
truth.
PHILOSOPHY (n) love of truth; thinking about reasons for things; what
you think are the most important
truths.
PHILTRE (n) drug to make a person love
you.
PHLEGM (n) sticky liquid in the lungs.
PHLEGMATIC (adj) quiet and slow.
PHLOX (n) plant with beautiful flowers.
PHOBIA (n) strong fear.
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PHOENIX (n) bird in a story, that dies
and becomes a new bird; new thing.
PHONE (n; v) telephone; use a telephone.
PHONEME (n) one sound in a language.
PHONETIC (adj) about talking sounds;
always using the same letter for the
same sound.
PHONETICS ( n ) s t u d y o f t a l k i n g
sounds.
PHONEY (adj; n) not real; not true; person or thing that is not real, or not
showing the truth about who or what
it is.
PHONOGRAM (n) RECORD.
PHONOGRAPH (n) RECORD-PLAYER.
PHOSPHATE (n) chemical you put in
dirt to help plants grow well.
PHOSPHORESCENT (adj) giving out a
very small light without burning or
heat.
PHOSPHOROUS (adj) (of a chemical)
having a yellow chemical with it that
gives out light.
PHOSPHORUS (n) yellow chemical that
gives out light in the dark.
PHOTO (n) picture from a camera.
PHOTOCOPIER (n) machine with a camera in it, for quickly making pictures
from other pictures.

PHOTOCOPIER
PHOTOCOPY (v; n) print with a PHOTOCOPIER; paper you make from a
PHOTOCOPIER.
PHOTOELECTRIC (adj) using electricity that comes from light.
PHOTOGENIC (adj) beautiful; easy for
a camera to make good pictures of.
PHOTOGRAPH (n; v) picture made by
a camera; make a picture with a camera; be in a picture made by a camera.
PHOTOGRAPHER (n) person using a
camera.
PHOTOGRAPHY (n) using cameras.
PHOTOMETER (n) instrument for measuring light.
PHOTOSTAT (v; n) print with a PHOTOCOPIER; paper from a PHOTOCOPIER.
PHOTOSYNTHESIS ( n ) h o w g r e e n
plants use water, air, and light to grow.
PHRASE (n; v) small group of words
that work together; say in words.
PHRASEOLOGY (n) how you use words.
PHRENETIC (adj) moving very quickly
with much emotion.
PHRENOLOGY (n) believing different
shapes in the head show different
spirits or abilities in people.
PHYLA (n) big groups of plants or animals that are the same in some way.

PHYLACTERY (n) small container a Jew
wears, with writing about God in it.
PHYLUM (n) big group of plants or animals that are the same in some way.
PHYSIC (n; v) job of a doctor; medicine; give medicine to.
PHYSICAL ( a d j ) o f t h i n g s y o u c a n
touch and see; of the body.
PHYSICIAN (n) doctor.
PHYSICS (n) study of qualities and actions between things and forces.
PHYSIO (n) fixing the body with exercise, electricity, heat, or light, but not
medicines; person with much ability
to fix bodies in this way.
PHYSIOGNOMY (n) things you can easily see about a country or person;
face; art of understanding the spirit
of a person from his or her face and
shape.
PHYSIOGRAPHY (n) study of the shapes
of land on the earth.
PHYSIOLOGY (n) study of how the parts
inside living bodies work.
PHYSIOTHERAPY (n) fixing the body
with exercise, electricity, heat, or light,
but not medicines.
PHYSIQUE (n) body of a person.
PI (n) special number for finding how
much space is in a circle.
PIANISSIMO (adj; n) very softly; piece
of music to play very softly.
PIANIST (n) person who plays a PIANO.

PICKAXE (n) PICK.
PICKET (n; v) stick with a sharp end;
person who tries to change things by
stopping people from buying or working at a place; try to stop people from
buying or working at a place.
PICKLE (n; v) GHERKIN; difficult time
when you do not know what to do;
liquid that makes food safe to eat for
a long time; put food in this liquid.
PICK-ME-UP (n) drink, medicine, or
other thing that gives enthusiasm.
PICKPOCKET (n) person who secretly
robs from clothes you are wearing.
PICK-UP (n) small truck.
PICNIC (n; v) happy time when you eat
food outside of buildings in a beautiful place; eat food outside buildings.
PICTORIAL (adj; n) of, or with, pictures; newspaper with pictures in it.
*PICTURE (n; v) thing a camera makes;
painting or drawing; think about a
thing, to see it in your brain.
PICTURES (n) moving pictures (see
PROJECTOR).
PICTURESQUE (adj) beautiful.
PICTURISE (v) (of a moving picture)
make it (In).
PIDDLE (v) push water from a body
organ through a hole between your
legs.
PIDDLING (adj) not important.
PIDGIN (n) new language made from
other languages.
PIE (n)
meat or
fruit cooked inside a
wheat paste skin.

PIANO (n)
musical instrument with
hammers that hit strings in a big box.
PIANO-ACCORDION (n) ACCORDION.
PIANOLA (n) machine that plays a PIANO for you.
PIAZZA (n) big open place in a town
in Italy.
PICA (n) letter size in a TYPEWRITER.
PICADOR (n) person on a horse, who
makes male cows angry in a sport (Sp).
PICAYUNE (n; adj) small coin or thing
(Am); easily becoming angry.
PICCANINNY (n) child with dark skin.
PICCOLO (n) small FLUTE.

PICK (v; n) hit, break, or dig
with a sharp point; eat very
slowly; say bad things about;
choose; lift; open a
lock without a
KEY; take
fruit
or
flowers from a plant; tool with a sharp
point; best person or thing.

PIEBALD (n) (of an animal) black and
white, or of two other colours.
*PIECE (n; v) part; length of writing;
small thing you move in a game; one
of a group of things; music, picture,
or writing; woman; put parts together.
PIECEMEAL (adv; adj) one part at a
time; in pieces.
PIECE-WORK (n) job where you pay a
worker by how much he or she does.
PIER (n) JETTY; tall stone cylinder that
holds a road or building up.
PIERCE (v) go into, like a spear.
PIERRETTE, PIERROT (n) entertainer
who does not talk, wears the clothes
of a CLOWN, and has a very white face.
PIETY (n) love for God.
PIFFLING (adj) not important.
*PIG ( n ; v ) b i g d i r t y m a m m a l t h a t
people eat; greedy or dirty person;
policeman; eat too much.
PIGEON (n) big bird
that lives in many
towns.
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PIGEONHOLE (n; v) one of many boxes
in a cabinet, that you put important
papers in; put a thing into a special
place, to remember it in the future.
PIGGERY (n) FARM for pigs.
PIGGISH (adj) greedy; dirty.
PIGGY (n) little pig.
PIGGY-BACK (adv) carrying a person
on your back.
PIG-HEADED (adj) not listening to others when choosing or doing a thing.
PIG-IRON ( n ) m e t a l i n r o u g h b a r
shapes.
PIGLET (n) little pig.
PIGMENT ( n ) c h e m i c a l t h a t g i v e s
colour.
PIGMY (adj; n) small; small person.
PIG-SKIN (n) LEATHER from a pig; ball
or other thing made from pig
LEATHER.
PIGSTY (n) place where pigs live.
PIGTAIL (n) PLAIT.
PIKE (n) timber spear with a metal point;
big fish with a long, narrow nose, that
eats much and eats quickly; bending
the body to touch the toes with the
fingers, when in the air.
PIKELET (n) small flat cake (Br).
PIKER (n) person who is lazy, shy, or
greedy.
PIKESTAFF (n) timber spear handle.
PILAF, PILAU (n) food from rice with
meat, fish, or vegetables (In).
PILCHARD (n) small ocean fish.
PILE (n; v) group of things on top of
each other; much wealth; long piece
of timber, stone, or metal that you put
in the ground, to build other things
on; soft feeling of a rug; put things
on top of each other.
PILE-DRIVER (n) machine that hammers
long pieces of timber, stone, or metal
into the ground.
PILES (n) sore blood tubes near the
hole between the buttocks.
PILEUS (n) top part of a MUSHROOM.
PILFER (v) rob small things.
PILGRIM (n) person travelling to a special place for God.
PILGRIMAGE (n) travelling of a person
to a special place, for God.

PILL (n) small piece
of medicine; boring or
difficult person.

PILLAGE (v) destroy or take things
by force, often after winning a war.
PILLAR (n) vertical stone cylinder in a
building; good worker in a church.
PILLBOX (n) small container for PILLS;
hat with a cylinder shape; small round
stone place where a soldier hides with
a very big gun.
PILLION (n) place where a second person sits on a horse or MOTORCYCLE.
PILLOCK (n) stupid person (Br).
PILLORY (n) timber with holes in it to
hold the hands or feet of a prisoner.

PILLOW ( n )
soft
thick
shape to put
your head on
when sleeping.
P I L L O W CASE
(n)
cloth covering
for
a
PILLOW.
PILLOW-FIGHT
(n) foolish fight with PILLOWS.
PILLOW-SLIP (n) cloth covering for a
PILLOW.
PILLULE (n) small PILL.
PILOT (n; v) person who drives a plane
or boat; first of many stories in a
group; leader; lead.
PILOT-FISH (n) small fish that leads a
SHARK to an animal to kill it.
PILOT-LIGHT (n) small fire that starts
another fire in a STOVE or HEATER.
PILULE (n) small PILL.
PIMENTO (n) dry BERRY that is a spice.
PIMP (n; v) man who finds men to pay
a woman to mate; person who tells
police secrets (Aus); tell secrets to
police (Aus); find people to pay a
woman to mate.
PIMPERNEL (n) plant with a small red,
white, or blue flower.
PIMPLE (n) small projection on the skin
from a sore under the skin.
PIN (n; v) thin metal
bar with a sharp end;
timber or metal bar; join
two or more things with
a PIN; hold a person or
animal to stop it from
PIN
moving.
PINAFORE (n) cloth that a woman or
child wears to cover a dress.
PINBALL (n) game with balls in a box.
PINCE-NEZ (n) glasses that squeeze
your nose, and have no sides.
PINCERS (n) tool like PLIERS.
PINCH ( v ; n ) s q u e e z e ; r o b ; s t r o n g
squeezing between two fingers; measure of salt or other powder that you
can squeeze between two fingers;
time when difficult things are happening to you.
PINCHED (adj) (of a face) thin and white
from being sick, afraid, or cold.
PINCUSHION (n) small PILLOW you put
NEEDLES and PINS
into
when
not
using them.
PINE
(n;
v)
CONIFER; want a
thing, and stop
other
actions
because you are
sad; become very
weak
from
a
sickness.
PINEAPPLE (n) big
yellow fruit.
PING (n; v) sound of a bullet moving
through the air; make this sound.

PING-PONG (n)
game to hit a
small white
ball from end
to end of a
table.

PINHEAD (n) flat PIN top; stupid person.
PINION (n; v) wheel in a machine, with
projections on it; big feather; joint on
a wing; cut feathers on a bird to stop
it from flying; tie the arms of a person
with rope.
*PINK (adj; n; v) light red colour; good
time; make a pattern of small cuts or
holes.
PINK-EYE (n) sickness of the eyes.
PINKIE (n) little finger (Am, Br).
PINKING (adj) (of SCISSORS) making
a ZIG-ZAG cutting line.
PINNACLE (n) top of a mountain.
PINOCHLE (n) a card game (Am).
PINOLE (n) grain powder made from
dry corn (N Am).
PIN-POINT (v) tell where a thing is.
PINPRICK (n) very small sore.
PIN-STRIPE (n) narrow line of colour
on cloth.
PINT (n) a measure of liquid (Br, Am).
PINTAIL (n) duck with a sharp tail.
PINTO (n) black and white horse (Am).
PIN-UP (n) picture of a beautiful man
or woman, that you put on a wall.
PIONEER (n; v) leader who does a thing
first; lead by going first.
PIOUS (adj) showing love for God.
PIP (n; v) seed; short, high sound; star
on the SHOULDER of a coat or shirt
for an army leader; shape on a card;
win against in a close competition.
PIPE ( n ; v ) t u b e ;
tube with a bowl,
for smoking; musical
instrument
you push air into
(see
F L U T E);
make music with
a wind instrument;
PIPES
put t h i c k string
around the border of cloth; put music
through a line carrying electricity; put
a gas or liquid through a tube.
PIPEDREAM (n) plan for the future that
cannot happen.
PIPE-FITTING (n) cutting, bending, and
joining PIPES together for a job.
PIPER (n) person who plays a musical
instrument that you breathe into.
PIPETTE (n) thin glass tube for measuring small measures of liquid.
PIPI (n) animal like an OYSTER (Aus).
PIPING (adj; adv; n) with a very high
sound; very; line of sweet paste on a
cake; thick string on the border of a
piece of cloth.
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PIPPIN (n) red and yellow apple.
PIPS (n) boring, sad, or angry feeling.
PIPSQUEAK (n) person you do not like,
and who you think is not important.
PIQUANT (adj) with a good, sharp taste
or smell; interesting.
PIQUE (n) anger.
PIRACY (n) robbing of ships; robbing
writings or entertainment.
PIRANHA (n) small dangerous fish from
South America.
PIRATE (n) person who robs ships;
person who robs music or entertainment.
PIROUETTE (n; v) fast turn on one toe;
turn quickly on one toe in a dance.
PISCATORY (adj) of people who fish.
PISS (n; v) beer (Aus); water from a
body organ, that you push through a
hole between your legs; push water
from the body; go.
PISSED (adj) angry; drinking too much.
PISS-POT (n) person who drinks too
much beer (Aus); container near a bed
that you use like a TOILET.
PISTACHIO (n) a green nut.
PISTIL (n) female part of a flower.
PISTOL (n) REVOLVER.
PISTOL-WHIP (v) hit with a REVOLVER
(Am).
PISTON (n) solid metal cylinder that
goes up and down in a motor or horn.
PISTON-RING (n) circle of metal around
a cylinder in a motor.
PISTON-ROD (n) metal bar that moves
a cylinder up and down in a motor.
PIT (n; v) big hole in the ground; big
seed in some fruits; place for fixing
cars in a race; floor of an entertainment building; put one person against
another person in a competition; take
seeds from fruit; make holes in.
PIT-A-PAT (adv) with fast, soft steps.
PITFALL (n) danger you cannot see.
PITCH (n; v) dark, sticky liquid; how
flat or steep land is; part of a cricket
ground; how deep or high a sound is;
throw; fall forward; cover with a dark,
sticky liquid; put up a TENT.
PITCH-AND-TOSS (n) game you play
with coins.
PITCHER (n) person
who throws a ball in
some sports; container for liquids.

PITCHFORK (n) big FORK with two or
three projections for throwing grass.
PITCH-PIPE (n) tool you breathe into,
to find the right musical sound.
PITEOUS (adj) making people feel sad.
PITH (n) inside part of some plants.
PITHY (adj) saying important things
with few words.
PITIFUL (adj) making people feel sad;
not very good.

PITILESS (adj) without emotion; not
forgiving.
PITTANCE (n) little money for a job.
PITUITARY (n) small organ that makes
the body grow.
PITY (n; v) feeling of sadness for another person or animal; feel sad for
the pain of another person or animal.
PIVOT (v; n) turn on; place where a
thing turns like a HINGE.
PIVOTAL (adj) most important.
PIXIE, PIXY (n) FAIRY.
PIZZA (n) round flat bread from Italy,
with cheese, tomato and other food
on it.
PLACABLE (adj) easily forgiving.
PLACARD (n) big piece of hard paper,
with big writing on it.
PLACATE (v) make less angry.
*PLACE (v; n) put; find; finish in the
first three in a competition; where a
thing is or should be; where you are
reading in a book; where you finish in
a competition; house.
PLACEBO (n) false medicine.
PLACE-KICK (n) kick a ball that you
were putting in a special place on the
ground.
PLACE-MAT (n) small cloth on a table.
PLACEMENT (n) giving a person a job.
PLACE-NAME (n) name of a country,
town, or other place.
PLACENTA (n) organ that feeds a baby
before it is born, and that comes out
of the mother after the baby is born.
PLACID ( a d j ) w i t h o u t s t r o n g e m o tions; thinking or moving slowly;
quiet.
PLAGIARISE (v) take and use writings
of another person as yours.
PLAGUE (n; v) sickness or other bad
thing happening to very many people
at the same time; make you worry much.
PLAICE (n) flat fish from Europe, that
people eat (see FLOUNDER).

PLAID ( n ) c l o t h
with a pattern of
horizontal and
vertical lines on
it.
PLAIN (adj; n; adv) clear; easy to see
or understand; with one colour; without spices; not beautiful; (of land) flat
(In); big place of flat land; clearly; very.
PLAINSMAN (n) person who lives on a
big place of flat land.
PLAIN-SPOKEN (adj) telling the truth.
PLAINTIFF (n) person who takes an argument to a court
to fix it.
PLAINTIVE (adj)
with a sad sound.
P L A I T
(v; n)
cross small ropes
of hair to make a
pattern;
hair
pattern
from
crossing ropes of
hair many times.

*PLAN (n; v) drawing (or thinking) of
how you will do a thing; map; draw a
map; think of how you will do a thing.
*PLANE (n; adj; v) flying vehicle; tool
for making timber smooth; flat,
smooth place; flat and smooth; make
timber smooth with a PLANE; travel
in a plane.
PLANE

*PLANET (n) earth, or another very big
ball of land moving around the sun.
PLANETARIUM (n) building with lights
or shapes for planets and their ORBITS.
PLANETARY (adj) of planets.
PLANK (n) strong board; thing a group
wanting to lead a country says it will do.
PLANKTON (n) very small ocean animals.
*PLANT (n; v) tree or other living thing
that is not an animal; machines, tools,
and buildings for a big job; false friend
who is helping people who are fighting against you; put into dirt to grow;
put in a place to stay.
PLANTAIN (n) big green banana.
PLANTATION (n) big FARM for growing trees or other plants.
PLAQUE (n) flat piece of metal with
special writing on it; strong dirt on
teeth.
PLASMA (n) liquid in the blood.
PLASTER (n; v) paste that becomes
hard when dry; cloth for covering a
sore; cover with a paste.
PLASTERED (adj) not thinking well
from drinking too much alcohol.
*PLASTIC (n; adj) solid made from
petrol, that you can easily shape; made
from plastic; able to change shape.
PLASTICINE (n) material like clay that
you can shape with your hands.
PLATE (n; v) flat dish; dish of food; flat
piece of metal or glass; competition for
an award shaped like a dish; picture in
a book; DENTURES; cover with metal.
PLATEAU (n) flat piece of land on top
of a mountain; time of no changes
after becoming better.
PLATFORM (n) high floor; what leaders
say they will do; thick shoe bottom.
PLATINUM (n) white, heavy metal.
PLATITUDE (n) thing people often say,
without thinking much about the truth
in it.
PLATONIC (adj) about spiritual love,
without any thinking about mating.
PLATOON (n) group of soldiers.
PLATTER (n) big shallow dish.

PLATYPUS (n)
water animal in
Australia, with hair,
that comes from an egg.
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PLAUDIT (n) good thing you say about
a person.
PLAUSIBLE (adj) easy to believe.
*PLAY (v; n) do things to be happy;
compete in a game; use a musical instrument; act; games or other things
you do to be happy; story that actors
act in; action; time of action in sports;
measure of movement between two
things that can stop the movement.
PLAY-ACTING (n) acting like a thing
that is not true is real.
PLAYBILL (n) big paper on a wall, that
tells about entertainment.
PLAYBOY (n) man who always plays,
without working or being serious.
PLAYER-PIANO (n) PIANO with a machine that makes music from it.
PLAYFUL (adj) easily playing.
PLAYGROUND (n) ground at a school
or in a town where children can play.
PLAYHOUSE (n) building where actors
entertain.
PLAYING-CARD (n) card in a game.
PLAYING-FIELD (n) land for sports.
PLAYLUNCH (n) food a child eats in
the middle of the morning at school.
PLAYMATE ( n ) f r i e n d a c h i l d p l a y s
with.
PLAY-OFF (n) competition for people
who were equal in another competition.
PLAYPEN (n) container for a baby or
very small child to play in.
PLAYTHING (n) toy.
PLAYWRIGHT (n) person who writes
stories for actors.
PLAZA (n) big open place in a town.
PLEA (n) saying, in a court, if you were
obeying a rule; asking for help.
PLEAD (v) say if you were or were not
disobeying a rule; ask for help.
PLEASANT (adj) easy to like.
PLEASE ( v ; i n t e r j ) m a k e a p e r s o n
happy; humble word to ask for a thing.
PLEASURABLE (adj) giving happiness.
PLEASURE (n; v; adj) happiness; choosing; make happy; for being happy.
PLEAT (n; v) line from a sharp bend in
cloth; bend to make a line in cloth.

PLEATS
PLEBEIAN (adj; n) of people who are
not leaders; person who is not a leader.
PLECTRUM (n) small piece of plastic for
hitting strings on a GUITAR or BANJO.
PLEDGE (v; n) say strongly that you
will do a thing; thing you must give if
you do not do what you were agreeing to do.
PLENARY (adj) for all.

PLENIPOTENTIARY (adj; n) with all the
strength of the leader; person with all
the strength of the leader.
PLENTEOUS, PLENTIFUL (adj) with
much.
PLENTY (n) much; enough and more.
PLETHORA (n) having too much.
PLEURISY (n) sickness of the lungs.
PLEXUS (n) group of muscles.
PLIABLE, PLIANT (adj) easy to bend
or change.
PLIERS (n) tool for cutting or bending
WIRE, or for turning NUTS.

PLIERS
PLIGHT (n) time of problems for you.
PLIMSOLL (n) soft shoe for walking
on sand (Br).
PLINTH (n) square stone BLOCK.
PLIOCENE (adj) of a time very far in
the past.
PLOD (v) walk slowly; slowly work at.
PLODDER (n) person who is not fast
or smart, but who does well because
he or she does not stop working.
PLONK (v; n) put yourself, money, or
another thing down strongly, on a
table, chair, or other thing; wine (Aus).
PLOP (n; v) quiet sound of a thing
dropping into water; drop; put.
PLOT (n; v) plan for a story; secret; small
piece of land; make a picture or map
of; secretly plan to hurt a person.
PLOUGH (n; v) big tool for pushing dirt
or snow (see CATERPILLAR); turn dirt
or snow up and over; push through.
PLOUGHSHARE (n) blade of a tool for
turning dirt over.
PLOVER (n) bird that lives near water.
PLOY (n) plan to secretly help yourself.
PLUCK (v; n) pull feathers off a bird;
pull off, away, up, or out; pull fruit or
flowers off a plant; confidence and
strength.
PLUG (n; v) thing that goes into and
covers a hole; joining piece on a
LEAD; horse that is not fast; words to
sell a thing; go into and cover a hole;
say good things about a person or
thing; work.
PLUM (n) purple fruit like a PEACH;
award; very good job.
PLUMAGE (n) feathers on a bird.
PLUMB (n; adj; adv; v) piece of metal
on the end of a string, for making a
vertical line; being vertical; very; measure how deep a thing is.
PLUMBER (n) person who fixes PIPES.
PLUMBING (n) PIPES in a building.
PLUMB-LINE (n) string with a piece of
metal at the end, to measure if a thing
is vertical.
PLUME (n) long beautiful feather.
PLUMMET (n; v) piece of metal on a
string, for making a vertical line; fall
quickly.
PLUMP (adj; v) very round; fat; drop
or sit quickly; make or become fat.

PLUNDER (v; n) take many things by
open force; rob; taking things by open
force; things a person was robbing.
PLUNGE (v; n) drop quickly; push, fall,
or go quickly into a thing; falling or
pushing quickly into; dangerous thing
to do.
PLUNGER (n) tool that brings water to
the top of a tube; part of a machine
that moves up and down.
PLUNGING (adj) (of a dress) with a deep
V-shape in the front.
PLUPERFECT (adj) (of words) telling
of an action finished before a time in
the past.
PLURAL (adj; n) two or more; word
for two or more things.
PLURALISM (n) having many different
teachings in one country; teaching
that there is more than one most important rule.
PLURALITY (n) more than half.
PLUS (n; prep; adj) good thing; cross
mark to show you should add a number; with this more; more than; good.
PLUS

PLUSH (adj) very expensive; very soft.
PLUTOCRACY (n) rich people leading
a country.
PLUTOCRAT (n) rich person.
PLUTONIUM (n) chemical that is often
in very dangerous weapons.
PLUVIAL (adj) of rain.
PLY (n; v) one string in a rope; one of
many thin, flat pieces of timber sticking together; work at; give; travel to
and from.
PLYWOOD (n) strong timber from many
very thin, flat pieces sticking together.
PNEUMATIC (adj) with, or by, air or wind.
PNEUMONIA (n) sickness in the lungs.
POACH (v) rob animals that live on the
land of another person; cook an egg
in water, without the shell on it.
POCK (n) small hole in the skin, from
a sickness.
POCKET ( n ; v ;
adj) small bag
that is part of
some
clothes;
small hole; place
in the ground
that is full of a
special material;
take and hide;
hit a ball into a
hole, in a game
POCKET
like SNOOKER;
small enough to carry in a POCKET.
POCKET-BOOK (n) HANDBAG; small
container for carrying papers and
money.

POCKET-KNIFE (n) small bending knife.
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POCKET-MONEY (n) money a child carries, to buy small things with.
POD (n) long thin container on some
plants that holds seeds inside it (see
BEAN).
PODDY (n) baby cow or sheep that a
person feeds (Aus).
PODGY (adj) short and fat.
PODIATRIST (n) doctor who fixes feet.
PODIUM (n) small stage.
POEM (n) writing, with words that show
strong emotion and often rhyme.
POET (n) person who writes words that
show strong emotion and often rhyme.
POETRY (n) strong emotions in words
that sound like music and often rhyme.
PO-FACED (adj) with a serious face.
POGO (n) toy with a strong SPRING,
that you jump up and down on.
POGROM (n) killing of many people by
leaders of a country (Rus).
POIGNANT (adj) with strong emotion,
taste, or colour.
POINSETTIA (n)
plant with big,
red leaves, and
small, yellow
flowers.

*POINT (n; v) very small mark; sharp
end of a tool or other thing; direction
on a COMPASS; place or time; thing
you are saying; quality; number in a
competition; PERIOD; show direction
with a finger or other projection; turn
in a direction.
POINTED (adj) with a point; very clear.
POINTER (n) stick for pointing; dog that
points to wild animals; small truth
that points to another truth.
POINTLESS (adj) with no good reason.
POINTILLISM (n) way of painting that
uses very small POLKA-DOTS.
POISE (n) confidence.
POISED (adj) in a place without moving, but waiting to move.
POISON (n; v) thing that makes you
sick or kills you if you eat or drink it;
dangerous teaching; kill by giving a
dangerous chemical to; teach a person things that are bad to think.
POISONOUS (adj) dangerous to eat or
drink.
POKE (v; n) push against with the end
of a finger or other projection; look into;
pushing into from a sharp thing; bag.
POKER (n) game of cards; metal stick
for moving burning timber.
POKER-FACED (adj) not showing feelings through the face.
POKER-WORK (n) burning patterns on
white timber.
POKEY (n) prison.
POKIE (n) machine you put coins into,
and that you receive money from, if it
shows the right shapes after you pull
a handle on it (Aus).
POKY (adj) (of a room) small and old.
POLAR (adj) of the top or bottom of
the earth; with opposite qualities.

POLARISE (v) push people to separate
into groups with opposite thinking.
POLE (n; v) long, round stick; top or
bottom of the earth; one end of the
movement of electricity; one end of a
MAGNET; starting place nearest to the
middle of an OVAL for horse or car competitions; person from a country in
Europe; move or push with a long stick.
POLE-AXE (n; v) big axe for a weapon;
hit or kill with this weapon.
POLECAT (n) small, dark-brown mammal that eats meat and has a bad smell.
POLE-JUMPING (n) POLE-VAULTING.
POLEMIC (n; adj) argument; easily arguing.
POLENTA (n) food from corn powder.
POLER (n) lazy animal in a YOKE with
another one (Aus); lazy worker (Aus).
POLE-STAR (n) star above the top of
the earth.
POLE-VAULTING ( v ; n ) j u m p i n g u p
high with a long stick to help you.

POLE-VAULTING
POLICE (n; v) policemen; stop people
from disobeying rules.
POLICE-COURT (n) court where all of
the arguments are with policemen.
*POLICEMAN (n) person who tries to
stop dangerous things from happening, and who stops people who disobey rules.
*POLICEMEN (n) more than one policeman.
POLICE-STATION (n) building where
policemen work.
POLICY (n) plan of action by a leader
or other person; agreement on paper,
to pay money if a bad thing happens.
POLIO, POLIOMYELITIS (n) sickness in
the line through your back bone.
POLISH (v; n; adj) rub to make smooth;
make more perfect; liquid or paste you
rub on a thing to make it more smooth;
being very smooth or good; language
of a country in Europe; from this country.
POLITE (adj) doing and saying kind
things that people want you to say.
POLITIC (v; adj) compete to lead; of a
country; smart about saying things
that will get a good effect.
POLITICAL (adj) about leading countries.
POLITICIAN, POLITICO (n) leader of a
country that people choose.
POLITICS ( n ) a r g u m e n t s b e t w e e n
groups of people who want to lead;
study of leading countries; what you
think about the leading of a country.

POLKA (n; v) music for a fast dance;
fast dance from a country in Europe;
dance this dance.
POLKA-DOTS (n)
pattern of many
circles of colour
on cloth or other
material.

POLL (n;v) asking many people what
they think about a thing; counting;
head; cow without horns; cut horns
or hair; ask many people what they
think about a person or thing.
POLLARD (n) cow or other animal without horns; tree without branches.
POLLEN (n) powder in flowers, that
bees use to make a sweet sticky liquid.
POLLINATE (v) put powder from one
flower on another flower to help it
grow.
POLLING-BOOTH (n) very small room
you go into, to choose leaders for a
country or town.
POLLIWOG (n) baby frog when it looks
like a fish.
POLLSTER (n) person who asks many
people what they think about a thing.
POLL-TAX (n) money that each person
in a country must pay to the leaders.
POLLUTE (v) make dirty.
POLLUTION (n) dirt or other thing that
destroys a beautiful place, clean air or
water, or other good things.
POLLYWOG ( n ) b a b y f r o g w h e n i t
looks like a fish.
POLO (n) ball sport using horses.
POLO-NECK (n) high neck piece on a
shirt, with a thick FOLD (see SKIVVY).
POLONY (n) soft meat from pigs, that
people cut in thin pieces to put on
bread (Br) (see DEVON).
POLTERGEIST (n) spirit without a body,
that makes much noise.
POLYCHROMATIC ( a d j ) w i t h m a n y
colours.
POLYESTER (n) plastic cloth.
POLYGAMIST (n) person who is married to two or more people.
POLYGAMY (n) marrying two or more
people.
POLYGLOT (adj; n) of, in, or talking,
more than one language; person or
book that uses more than one language.
POLYGON (n) flat shape with many
sides.
POLYHEDRON (n) solid shape with
many sides.
POLYP (n) small animal in the ocean;
skin projection growing inside the
body.
POLYTHEISM (n) believing in many gods.
POLYTHENE (n) strong, light plastic
that you can see through.
POLYUNSATURATED (adj) (of oil) without a chemical in it that is bad for your
heart if you eat too much of it.
POLYURETHANE (n) plastic that is full
of balls of air, making it soft, but solid.
POMADE (n) good-smelling oil for hair.
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POMEGRANATE
(n) big fruit
with many
sweet red
seeds.

POMMEL
(n; v) front
part of a
SADDLE;
hit many times with the FISTS.
POMP (n) beautiful showing of important people or things.
POMPOUS (adj) thinking and showing
you are important when you are not.
PONCHO (n) big cloth with a hole in
the middle for the head to go through
(S Am).
POND (n) small LAKE.
PONDER (v) think about.
PONDEROUS (adj) big, slow, and heavy.
PONG (n; v) bad smell (Br, Aus); give
out a bad smell (Br, Aus).
PONTIFF (n) most important leader in
a very big church in Italy.
PONTIFICAL (adj; n) of an important
church leader; with serious thinking
that will not change; book with rules
for leaders in a very big church in Italy.
PONTIFICATE (v; n) lead in a very big
church; act like you are important
when you are not; job of the most important leader in a very big church in
Italy.
PONTOON (n) big
boat holding up a
moving BRIDGE;
card game.
PONY ( n ) s m a l l
horse.
PONY-TAIL ( n )
hair
hanging
together at the
back of the head,
like a tail.
POO (n) DUNG (Aus).
POOCH (n) dog.
POODLE (n) dog
with long hair
that grows in
COILS.
POOF (Br, Aus),
POOFTER
(Br,
Aus) (n) man who acts like a woman;
man who mates with other men.
POOH (interj) word to show you do not
like a thing.
POOH-POOH (v) say or show you think
a thing is not important.
POOL (n; v) SWIMMING-POOL; hole full
of water; money, things, or people
that many different people can use;
money you can win when playing
cards or another game; game like
SNOOKER; put all money or things
together.
POOP (n; v) top back part of a ship;
DUNG; push DUNG from the body.

POOPED (adj) tired (Am).
*POOR (adj; n) with little money; sad;
sick; not of good quality; people with
little money.
POOR-BOX (n) box in a church, that
people put money into for poor people.
POORLY (adv; adj) badly; sick.
POP (n; v; adj) sound of a CORK coming from a bottle; father; music that
many people like now; sweet, cold
drink; explode POPCORN; make a
sound like a CORK coming from a
bottle; come out
quickly; with
many people
liking it now.

POPCORN (n)
corn that explodes when
you heat it.

POPE (n) most important leader of a
very big church in Italy.
POP-EYED (adj) with eyes wide open.
POPLAR (n) tall, thin, straight tree.
POPLIN (n) heavy cloth.

POPPY
(n)
plant with red
or
orange
flowers, that
a white drug
comes from.

POPPY-COCK
(n) thing that is too
foolish to believe.
POPULACE (n) all people of a place.
POPULAR (adj) of the people; with
many people liking or using it.
POPULARITY (n) many people liking
you.
POPULARISE (v) make a thing easy for
many people to understand or like.
POPULATE (v) put people in a place.
POPULATION (n) all people in a place;
number of all the people in a place.
POPULOUS (adj) with many people.
PORCELAIN (n) beautiful dishes made
from a very white clay.
PORCH (n) VERANDAH (Am).
PORCINE (adj) of, or like, a pig.
PORCUPINE (n) mammal like an ECHIDNA, with many sharp hairs on its
body.
PORE (n; v) very small hole in the skin;
study or think about strongly.
PORK (n) meat from a pig.
PORKER (n) young fat pig.
PORN, PORNOGRAPHY (n) bad writing
or pictures about mating.
POROUS (adj) with many small holes
for liquids to go through.
PORPOISE (n) animal like a DOLPHIN.
PORRIDGE (n) soft food from flat grain
that you cook in water or milk.

PORT (n) window in a ship; safe place
for ships, near land; town with a safe
place for ships; SUITCASE (Aus);
sweet, dark red wine; left side of a
ship.
PORTABLE (n; adj) radio, television,
TYPEWRITER, or other thing that you
can easily carry; easy to carry.
PORTAGE (n) carrying things; price
you pay a person to carry things for
you.
PORTAL (n) door.
PORTEND (v) show a future happening.
PORTENT (n) telling of the future.
PORTER (n) person who carries things,
or opens a door for people, for a job.
PORTERAGE (n) price you pay a person to carry things for you.
PORTERHOUSE (n) very good piece of
meat from a cow.
PORTFOLIO (n) container for important papers; jobs a leader of a country
should do; list of other companies that
one company owns part of.
PORT-HOLE (n) window in a ship.
PORTICO ( n ) V E R A N D A H w i t h t a l l
stone cylinders holding up the roof.
PORTION (n; v) part; separate into
pieces; give pieces to each person.
PORTLY (adj) fat.
PORTMANTEAU (n) big SUITCASE.
PORTRAIT (n) picture of a person.
PORTRAITURE (n) pictures of people.
PORTRAY (v) tell or show what a thing
is like; make or act like another thing.
POSE (v; n) show yourself, often for a
picture; ask; try to look like another
thing; how you show yourself.
POSER (n) difficult question.
POSH (adj) expensive; for rich people.
POSITION (n; v) job; place; thinking
you have about a thing; how important a person is; put in a special place
or turn in a special direction.
POSITIVE ( a d j ; n ) t h i n k i n g o f g o o d
things; confident that a thing is true;
with electricity in it in a special way;
showing a sickness; more than nothing; real; picture from a camera.
POSSE (n) group to help a policeman.
POSSESS (v) get; hold; own; live in.
POSSESSED (adj) with a devil in you.
POSSESSION (n) thing you own; owning.
POSSESSIVE (adj) wanting very much
to keep things you own; (of a word)
showing a person or thing owns a
thing.
POSSIBILITY (n) thing that can happen; ability to happen.
POSSIBLE (adj) able to be or happen.
POSSUM ( n ) m a m m a l t h a t l i v e s i n
trees, carries babies in a bag on its
stomach, and
has a tail
that can
hold
things.

POSSUM
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POST (n; v) vertical, timber or metal
stick; letters; sending and carrying
letters; place where soldiers live and
work; job; put a paper on a wall or in a
place where many people will see it;
send letters; put a person in a place.
POSTAGE (n) price to send a letter.
POSTAL (adj) of letters, or things going like letters.
POSTCARD (n) card that people write
a short letter on.
POSTCODE (n) number or letters to tell
where a letter must go.
POSTDATE (v) write a day in the future
on an important paper now.
POSTER (n) paper SIGN.
POSTERIOR (adj; n) at the back; coming or happening after; buttocks.
POSTERITY (n) future children of your
children; people who will live in the
future.
POSTGRADUATE (n) person studying
more after finishing studying other
things at a big school.
POST-HASTE (adv) quickly.
POSTHUMOUS (adj) happening after a
person dies.
POSTIE (Aus), POSTMAN (n) person
who brings letters to houses.
POSTMARK (n) mark on a letter to
show where you were sending it from.
POSTMASTER, POSTMISTRESS (n) person leading people who work in a
building where people send letters.
POST-MORTEM (n) study of a dead
body; talking about a game or action
after it is finished.
POSTNATAL (adj) after a baby is born.
POSTPONE (v) stop an action now, to
do it in the future.
POSTSCRIPT (n) writing you add to the
end of a story or letter.
POSTULATE (v; n) think a thing is true,
but not know if it is; thing you think is
true.
POSTURE (n) how a body stands; how
you think about a thing.
POST-WAR (adj) after a war.
POSY (n) small group of flowers.
POT (n; v) SAUCEPAN or other container for food; container for young
plants to grow in; MARIJUANA;
projecting stomach of a fat person;
put into a container; make more short.
POTABLE (adj) safe to drink .
POTAGE (n) hot liquid food from meat
or vegetables.
POTASH (n) chemical people often put
on soil to help plants grow well.
POTASSIUM (n) soft, light, white metal.
POTATO ( n )
round root of
a plant, that
many people
eat.
POT-BOILER ( n ) b o o k , p a i n t i n g , o r
other thing a person makes for a little
money, and not for love.
POTENT (adj) strong; (of a man) able
to make children by mating.
POTENTATE (n) KING.

POTENTIAL (n; adj) ability to do or be
a thing in the future; able to be or do
a thing in the future.
POT-HOLE (n) hole in a road.
POTION (n) liquid medicine; dangerous drink.
POTPOURRI (n) mixing of spices and
dry flowers; mixing of music or writings.
POT-ROAST (n) big piece of meat you
cook with a little water.
POTSHERD (n) piece of a clay dish.
POTTAGE (n) hot liquid food from meat
or vegetables.
POTTER (n; v) person who shapes
things from clay; do little things that
are not important.
POTTERY (n) dishes and other containers made from clay; making
containers from clay.
POTTY ( a d j ;
n) f o o l i s h;
crazy;
small
TOILET for a
child.
POUCH (n) small bag; bag of skin.
POUFFE (n) low, soft thing to sit on.
POULTICE (n) soft hot cloth with medicine on it, to put on a sore body part.
POULTRY (n) birds people grow to eat.
POUNCE (v; n) jump on quickly to hurt,
catch, or kill; fast jumping on.
POUND (n; v) piece of paper money
(Br); measure of how heavy a thing
is; place with a fence, for holding animals that people were losing; hit
many times with strength.
*POUR (v) move a container to make
liquid fall from it; come down or out
quickly in big numbers; rain strongly.
POUT (v; n) push the lips out when
sad or angry; be angry and not talk;
pushing the lips out from the face.
POVERTY (n) being poor.
POVERTY-STRICKEN (adj) poor.
*POWDER (n; v) soft dry solid from
many very small pieces; put a powder
on or over a thing.
POWDERED (adj) that people were
changing to powder.
POWDER-HORN, POWDER-MAGAZINE
(n) container for a powder that explodes in guns.
POWDER-PUFF (n) soft, round, thick
cloth for putting powder on your skin.
POWDER-ROOM (n) room in a restaurant or other building, where women
leave coats, or go to the TOILET.
POWER (n) strength; ability; being a
leader over; electricity; strong country; measure of the strength of a number.
POWERFUL (adj) strong.
POWERHOUSE (n) building where electricity is made.
POW-WOW (n) meeting to talk about
important things (N Am).
POX (n) a sickness.
PRACTICABLE (adj) that people can do.
PRACTICAL (adj) about, from, or good
for real actions.

PRACTICALLY (adv) almost.
PRACTICE (n) exercising; action; what
happens many times; job of a doctor.
PRACTICIAN (n) worker.
PRACTISE (v) do many times; do.
PRACTISED (adj) very able.
PRACTITIONER (n) doctor or other person who studies many years for a job.
PRAGMATIC (adj) learning from things
that happen; using thinking to do real
actions.
PRAGMATISM (n) teaching that truths
are not important if they cannot help
people in a real way.
PRAIRIE (n) very big, flat piece of land
with grass and no trees (N Am).
PRAISE (v; n) say good things about;
saying good things about.
PRAISEWORTHY (adj) very good.
PRALINE (n) lolly with ALMONDS in it.

PRAM (n)
vehicle you
push a baby
or small child
in.
PRANCE (v; n) walk with little jumps,
to show you are proud or happy; walking in this way.
PRANG (n; v) accident with a vehicle;
have an accident with a vehicle.
PRANK (n) action to make people laugh.
PRANKSTER (n) person who does a
foolish action to make people laugh.
PRATTLE (v; n) talk foolishness; foolish talking.
PRAWN (n)
s m a l l
ocean animal with a
body like a
LOBSTER.
*PRAY (v) talk to God; ask for.
PRAYER (n) words for praying.
PRAYER-BOOK (n) book with words in
it for people to use in church meetings.
PRAYER-MEETING ( n ) m e e t i n g f o r
people to pray together.
PREACH (v) teach important things
about God; talk loudly, thinking you
are right and others are wrong.
PREACHER (n) church leader; person
who teaches important things about
God.
PREAMBLE (n) first part of a long talk
or writing.
PRE-ARRANGE (v) plan before doing.
PRECARIOUS (adj) dangerous.
PRE-CAST ( a d j ) ( o f b u i l d i n g p a r t s )
made in shapes that you put together.
PRECAUTION (n) action to make a happening or thing more safe.
PRECEDE (v) go before; happen more
early than; be more important than.
PRECEDENT (n; adj) happening that
makes a rule; more early or important.
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PRECEPT (n) rule.
PRECINCT (n) space inside the borders
of a place or building.
PRECIOUS (adj) important; expensive;
that you love.
PRECIPICE (n) cliff; mountain.
PRECIPITATE (v; n) change from gas
to a liquid; make an action happen
more quickly; come in small solid
pieces from a liquid; solid material
from a liquid.
PRECIPITATION (n) rain or snow; coming of small solid pieces from a liquid.
PRECIPITOUS (adj) dangerous and
steep, like a cliff.
PRÉCIS (n) short writing about a long
writing.
PRECISE (adj) perfect; clear; at the
right time; obeying all the rules.
PRECISELY (adv) in the right way.
PRECISION (n) being perfect.
PRECLUDE (v) stop from happening.
PRECOCIOUS (adj) (of a child) learning very quickly, or being like an adult.
PRECOGNITION (n) knowing a thing will
happen before it happens.
PRECONCEIVE (v) think about before
you know if it is true, or before it happens.
PRECONCEPTION (n) thinking that you
have before you know if it is true.
PRE-CONDITION (n; v) thing you need
before another thing can happen; exercise for a happening in the future.
PRECURSOR ( n ) p e r s o n w h o t e l l s
people that another person is coming.
PREDATE (v) be or happen before.
PREDATOR (n) animal that kills other
animals.
PREDATORY (adj) killing or robbing.
PREDECEASE (v) die before another.
PREDECESSOR (n) leader before the
person who is leading now.
PREDESTINATE (v) make a thing happen in the future.
PREDESTINATION (n) teaching that
God chooses who will be good and
who will be bad.
PREDESTINED ( a d j ) h a p p e n i n g b y
choosing from God, with people having no control over it.
PREDETERMINE (v) say before it happens.
PREDICAMENT (n) problem.
PREDICATE (v; n) say a thing is true;
part of a saying that tells what a person or thing was doing.
PREDICT (v) say what will happen in
the future.
PREDICTION (n) saying, about what will
happen in the future.
PREDILECTION (n) liking for.
PREDISPOSE (v) push toward doing an
action.
PREDISPOSITION (n) push from inside
a person to do an action.
PREDOMINANT (adj) most important;
most strong.
PRE-EMINENT (adj) best.
PRE-EMPT (v) act before others are
able to act.
PRE-EMPTIVE (adj) hurting others before they can hurt you.

PREEN (v) make yourself beautiful.
PRE-EXISTENT (adj) being before.
PRE-FAB (n) house that was made in
pieces before bringing the pieces to
the place where they are put together.
PRE-FABRICATE (v) make in pieces, to
be put together in another place.
PREFACE (n; v) short writing before a
long writing; say a thing before you
say the important things.
PREFECT (n) student leader (Br, Aus).
PREFER (v) like more than others.
PREFERABLE (adj) better.
PREFERENCE (n) what you like more
than other things.
PREFERENTIAL (adj) with more liking
for one thing than for others; making
a list with the ones you like most at
the top.
PREFIGURE (v) show a truth about a
thing that will happen in the future.
PREFIX (n; v) letters you add to the
front of other words to make a new
word; word you add to the front of a
name; add at the start.
PREGNANT (adj) with a baby growing
inside the body; with many important
effects.
PREHENSILE (adj) (of a tail or foot) able
to hold.
PREHISTORIC (adj) in the past, before
people were learning to write.
PREJUDGE (v) think a person is bad,
before knowing the truth about him
or her.
PREJUDICE (n; v) liking, or not liking,
before knowing all the truth; push a
person to believe a thing before knowing all the truth about it.
PRELATE (n) important church leader.
PRELIMINARY (adj; n) leading to the
important action; action that comes,
or must happen, before another action.
PRELUDE (n) music or other action that
leads to the important action.
PRE-MARITAL (adj) before marrying.
PREMATURE (adj) happening before
the right time.
PREMEDITATE (v) plan.
PREMIE (n) baby that is born too early.
PREMIER (n; adj) top leader; first; most
important; leading.
PREMIÊRE (n) first time that people are
able to see an entertainment.
PREMIERSHIP (n) sport competition for
many groups (Aus); job of an important leader.
PREMISE, PREMISS (n) truth that other
thinking comes from.
PREMISES (n) land or buildings.
PREMIUM (n) more money; award.
PREMONITION (n) emotion that you
think tells about a thing in the future.
PRE-NATAL (adj) before birth.
PREOCCUPATION ( n ) t h i n k i n g t o o
much about one thing.
PREOCCUPIED (adj) not able to do one
thing because you are thinking about
another thing.
PREORDAIN (v) make a thing happen
in the future.
PRE-PAGE (n) the page before the one
you are reading now (In).

PREPAID (adj) that you were paying for
before receiving.
PREPARATION (n) food, medicine, or
other thing you were making to use;
action you do for a future action.
PREPARATORY (adj) helping with a
thing you will need in the future.
PREPARE (v) cook or make a thing, to
use it in the future; do an action for a
future action.
PREPAY (v) pay for a thing before you
receive it.
PREPONDERANCE (n) more of one
thing in a group than another.
PREPONE (v) change the time for a
thing in the future to a time more close
to now (In).
PREPOSITION (n) word joining a word
for a thing with another word.
PREPOSSESSING (adj) beautiful.
PREPOSTEROUS (adj) foolish; wrong.
PREPUBESCENT (adj) of the time before a child is old enough to have children.
PREPUCE (n) skin at the end of a penis.
PREREQUISITE (n) thing you need before you can have another thing.
PREROGATIVE (n) thing that no rule
can stop you from doing, but that no
others can do.
PRESAGE (n; v) thing showing what
will happen; show what will happen.
PRESBYTER (n) leader in a church.
PRESBYTERY (n) house where a church
leader lives; group of church leaders.
PRE-SCHOOL (n) place where children
go to learn before they are old enough
to go to school.
PRESCIENCE (n) knowing the future.
PRESCRIBE (v) make rules; say what
medicine will fix a sickness.
PRESCRIPTION (n) paper from a doctor that tells you what medicine to use
for a sickness; rule for fixing a problem.
PRE-SELECTION (n) choosing a person
from your group, who will compete to
be a leader of your country.
PRESENCE (n) being in a place; confidence.
*PRESENT (n; adj; v) time happening
now; thing you give to show love; happening now; being here; give or show.
PRESENTABLE (adj) good enough for
others to look at.
PRESENTATION (n) giving or showing
for many people to see.
PRESENT-DAY (adj) of this time.
PRESENTIMENT (n) feeling about a
thing that will happen in the future.
PRESENTLY (adv) in a short time; now.
PRESERVATION (n) keeping safe, new,
young, healthy, or working well .
PRESERVATIVE (n) chemical to keep a
thing like it was when young or new.
PRESERVE ( v ; n ) k e e p s a f e , n e w ,
young, healthy, or working well; food
from fruit, that you eat on bread; land
where you must not kill wild animals.
PRESIDE (v) lead a meeting.
PRESIDENCY (n) job of the leader of a
company, group, school, or country.
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PRESIDENT (n) leader of a company,
group, school, or country.
PRESS (v; n) make cloth smooth with
an IRON; push against; force a person to work in the army; lifting a heavy
bar slowly above your head for exercise; movement of many people near
a thing; cabinet with shelves for
clothes; machine that squeezes; printing machine.
PRESS-CLIPPING, PRESS-CUTTING (n)
story you cut from a newspaper.
PRESS-GALLERY (n) place where people
who write for newspapers sit, at meetings of the leaders of a country.
PRESSING (adj) important to do now.
PRESS-STUD (n) special button with
two parts that you squeeze together.
PRESS-UP (n) PUSH-UP.
PRESSURE (n; v) strength of pushing;
try to change the thinking of a person.
PRESSURISE (v) push more air into a
plane or container.
PRESTIDIGITATOR (n) MAGICIAN who
works well with his or her hands.
PRESTIGE (n) (of a person) being important or special to many people.
PRESTIGIOUS (adj) showing that you
are important or special to many
people.
PRESTO (interj) word a MAGICIAN often uses before a fast changing.
PRESUMABLY (adv) thinking a thing
is true without knowing if it is.
PRESUME (v) think a thing is true without knowing if it is.
PRESUMPTUOUS (adj) too confident
that other people will agree with you.
PRESUPPOSE (v) believe before you
know.
PRETENCE (n) thing that is not true;
saying a thing that is not true.
PRETEND (v) act like a false thing is
real; try to become a leader.
PRETENTIOUS (adj) trying to look very
good or important when you are not.
PRETERITE (n; adj) word for an action
in the past; past; in the past.
PRETEXT (n) false reason you give for
doing a thing.
PRETTY (adj; adv) beautiful; very.
PRETZEL (n) hard
biscuit with salt
on it, that is tied
in a shape.
PREVAIL (v) win against; be what most
people are doing.
PREVALENT (adj) most strong; happening most times, or for most people.
PREVARICATE (v) hide the truth with
words that are not clear.
PREVENT (v) stop from happening.
PREVENTATIVE (n; adj) medicine to
stop a sickness before it starts; stopping a thing before it happens.
PREVENTION (n) stopping a thing before it happens.
PREVIEW (n; v) part of entertainment
you see before the whole thing; see
entertainment before others see it.
PREVIOUS (adj) happening before.

PREY (n; v) animal that another animal
eats; take or kill a person or animal.
*PRICE (n; v) money you must give for
a thing; say how much money people
must give for a thing.
PRICE-FIXING (n) making prices by
rules or by an agreement.
PRICELESS (adj) too good to sell.
PRICK (n; v) pain or small hole from
touching a sharp point; thing with a
sharp point; penis; put a hole into with
a sharp point; move the ears to hear
better.
PRICKLE (n; v) sharp point on a plant
(see CACTUS); give a feeling of touching many sharp points.
PRICKLY ( a d j ) h a v i n g m a n y s h a r p
points; becoming angry easy; with a
feeling of touching many sharp points.
PRIDE (n; v) being proud; thing that
you are proud of; group of lions; be
proud of.
PRIEST (n)
leader in a
religion.

PRIESTESS (n)
female leader
in a religion.
PRIESTHOOD
(n) all PRIESTS;
being a PRIEST.
PRIESTLY (adj) o f, or like, PRIESTS.
PRIM (adj) trying to be perfect in all
things; not wanting to think about
mating.
PRIMAL (adj) first; at the start.
PRIMARY ( a d j ; n ) m o s t i m p o r t a n t ;
first; first colour, school, or meeting.
PRIMATE (n) monkey or other mammal that walks on two legs; important
Christian PRIEST.
PRIME (adj; v; n) most important; best;
first; put water, petrol, or bullets into
a machine or gun before using it;
cover with a special first covering of
paint or oil; best part.
PRIMER (n) book for young students;
special paint for the first covering.
PRIMEVAL (adj) from the start of the
world; very old.
PRIMITIVE (adj) from a very early time
in the past; not difficult; very old.
PRIMORDIAL (adj) being at the start
of the world.
PRIMP ( v ) m a k e h a i r a n d c l o t h e s
smooth, to look beautiful.
PRIMROSE (n) plant with yellow flowers; yellow colour.

PRINCE (n) male in the family of a
KING; KING of a small country; husband of a QUEEN.
PRINCESS (n) daughter of a KING.
PRINCIPAL (adj; n) most important;
first; leading; school leader; first
money you give .
PRINCIPALITY (n) country.
PRINCIPALLY (adv) for the most part.
PRINCIPLE (n) rule or truth; obeying
good rules.
*PRINT (n; v) put writing on paper with
a machine; write words without joining the letters together; mark, words,
or a picture made by pushing down
on a thing; cloth with patterns on it.
*PRINTED (adj) that was made by printing.
PRINTER (n) person who makes books
and other papers with machines.
PRINTING-PRESS (n) machine for making writing on books or other papers.
PRINT-OUT (n) words on paper from a
COMPUTER.
PRIOR (adj; adv; n) coming before in
time; leader in a church house.
PRIORITY (n) thing that is first on a
list, or more important than another
thing; being first or more important.
PRIORY (n) house for church people.
PRISE (v) push open or apart with a
LEVER.
PRISM (n) triangle-shaped
bar of glass,
that bends
light, and separates it into colours.
*PRISON (n) place or building for holding prisoners.
PRISON-CAMP (n) place for prisoners
from a war.
*PRISONER (n) person who must stay
in a place when he or she does not
want to.
PRISSY (adj) wanting all little things
to be right; not wanting to think about
mating.
PRISTINE (adj) very old, but like new.
PRIVACY (n) having things or time for
yourself and no others.
PRIVATE (adj; n) not for other people
to know about; of, or for, one person;
secret; soldier who is not a leader.
PRIVATES (n) organs for mating.
PRIVATION (n) being poor; not having
enough.
PRIVATISE (v) give parts of a country
to companies and other people to
control.
PRIVET (n) small bush that people often grow in a line to make a fence.
PRIVILEGE (n) thing you can do, that
others must not or cannot do.
PRIVILEGED (adj) able to do things that
others cannot or must not do.
PRIVY (adj; n) secret; knowing secret
things; TOILET.
PRIZE (n; v) award; like very much.
PRIZE-FIGHT (n) fighting competition,
for money.

PRIMUS (n) STOVE you can carry easily.
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PRIZE-MONEY (n) money you win in a
competition.
PRO (n; prep) person who works for
money; woman who mates for money;
reason for doing a thing; for.
PRO-AM (n) competition with people
who play for money and people who
do not play for money competing together.
PROBABILITY (n) measure of if a thing
will happen or not; action having
strong reasons that it will happen.
PROBABLE (adj) with more reasons to
happen than reasons to not happen.
PROBABLY (adv) with more reasons to
happen than reasons to not happen.
PROBATE (n) paper saying what a dead
person wants to do with the things he
or she was owning.
PROBATION (n) time for a person to
show that he or she will obey rules.
PROBE (n; v) stick or other thing that
helps you look into a place; looking
into; look into.
*PROBLEM (n) thing that is difficult to
fix or understand; difficult question.
PROBLEMATIC, PROBLEMATICAL (adj)
not easy to fix, answer, or understand.
PROBOSCIS (n) long nose on an elephant, insect, or other animal.
PROCEDURE (n) plan for doing a thing.
PROCEED (v) go forward; start doing;
return to doing.
PROCEEDINGS (n) list of actions at a
meeting; actions in a court.
PROCEEDS (n) money you receive from
selling, an entertainment, or another
action.
PROCESS (n; v) plan of action; change
a thing with special actions.
PROCESSION (n) line of vehicles or
people moving in the same direction.
PROCESSIONAL (adj) that you use,
sing, or carry when walking in a group.
PROCLAIM (v) tell many people about.
PROCLAMATION ( n ) w o r d s t e l l i n g
many people.
PROCLIVITY (n) wanting to do, or easily doing, a thing.
PROCRASTINATE (v) plan to do in the
future what you should be doing now.
PROCREATE (v) make a baby by mating.
PROCURE (v) get.
PROD (v; n) push at with the end of a
stick, finger, or sharp thing; stick or
other sharp thing for pushing at;
pushing at with a sharp thing.
PRODIGAL (adj; n) spending money
too quickly; person who spends
money too quickly.
PRODIGIOUS (adj) very good or big.
PRODIGY (v) very special thing, or very
special person.
PRODUCE (v; n) make; put where people can see it; things that are made;
fruits and vegetables.
PRODUCER ( n ) p e r s o n w h o m a k e s
things; person who leads the planning
of entertainment.
PRODUCT (n) thing that is made; sum
of a number times another number.

PRODUCTION (n) making things; being made; things that were made.
PRODUCTIVE (adj) good for making or
growing things.
PRODUCTIVITY ( n ) a b i l i t y t o m a k e
things.
PROFANE (adj) saying bad or foolish
things about serious or spiritual
things.
PROFANITY (n) bad words about serious or spiritual things.
PROFESS (v) say you believe or will do
a thing.
PROFESSION (n) job; all people who
do the same job; saying what you will
do, or what you believe.
PROFESSIONAL (n; adj) person who
works for money; person who works
well; working for money; working very
well.
PROFESSIONALISM (n) doing a job
very well.
PROFESSOR (n) important teacher in a
school for adults.
PROFFER (v) try to give.
PROFICIENCY (n) very good ability.
PROFICIENT (adj) with much ability.
PROFILE ( n ) o u t s i d e s h a p e ; w o r d s
about the life or thinking of a person.
PROFIT (n; v) how much more money
you receive for a thing, than the money
you pay for it; receive wealth.
PROFITEER (v; n) put very high prices
on things that people need; person
who puts very high prices on things
that people need.
PROFLIGATE (n; adj) person who does
many bad things, or uses money too
quickly; doing many bad things, or
using money too quickly.
PROFOUND (adj) showing much smartness; needing much thinking to
understand.
PROFUSE (adj) giving or making very
many or much.
PROFUSION (n) many or much.
PROGENITOR (n) parent of your parent, on a line into the past.
PROGENY (n) children of your children,
on a line into the future.
PROGNOSIS (n) telling what will happen in the future; what a sickness will
do to a person.
PROGNOSTICATE (v) tell what will happen in the future.
PROGRAM (Am), PROGRAMME (n; v)
plan or list of actions; entertainment;
rules for a COMPUTER; put rules into
a COMPUTER.
PROGRESS (n; v) forward movement;
move forward.
PROGRESSION (n) moving forward;
moving from step to step; line of steps.
PROGRESSIVE (adj; n) growing, moving, or changing a step at a time;
about an action that is happening over
a long time; wanting to change rules to
make them better; person who wants
to change rules to make them better.
PROHIBIT (v) make a rule to stop an
action.
PROHIBITION (n) rule against selling beer
or wine, or against another action .

PROHIBITIVE (adj) too expensive.
*PROJECT (v; n) push out or forward;
think into the future; plan, job or other
thing you are working on.
PROJECTILE ( n ) t h i n g y o u t h r o w ;
weapon that moves through the air.
*PROJECTION (n) part that goes out or
forward; going out or forward.
PROJECTIONIST (n) person who uses
a PROJECTOR.
PROJECTOR (n) machine that puts
light through a coil of plastic pictures
to make moving pictures on a wall.
PROJECTOR

PROLETARIAT (n) people in a country
who work for the rich people; workers.
PROLIFERATE ( v ) g r o w t o b e c o m e
many very quickly.
PROLIFIC ( a d j ) h a v i n g o r m a k i n g
many.
PROLOGUE (n) talking or writing at the
start of a happening that tells about
it.
PROLONG (v) make more long in time.
PROM (n) special meeting at a school,
for dancing (Am).
PROMENADE (n; v) road or open place
where people walk, exercise, or show;
walk, showing yourself to people.
PROMINENCE (n) being important or
easy to see; projection.
PROMINENT (adj) easy to see; important; projecting out from.
PROMISCUITY (n) wanting to mate with
many people.
PROMISCUOUS (adj) wanting to mate
with many people.
PROMISE (v; n) say clearly that you
will do a thing; show that a good thing
will happen in the future; saying you
will do a thing; what makes you believe a thing will happen.
PROMISING (adj) showing that a good
thing will happen in the future.
PROMISSORY (adj) saying clearly that
a person or bank will give money.
PROMO (n) words or actions to make
people like a person or buy a thing
(Am, Aus).
PROMONTORY (n) high piece of land
projecting into the ocean.
PROMOTE (v) encourage people to buy
a thing; say good things about; move
a person up or forward to a better place.
PROMOTER ( n ) p e r s o n w h o p l a n s
fights for money, in a sport.
PROMOTION (n) movement forward to
a better place or job; words or actions
to make people like a person or thing.
PROMPT (adj; v) doing actions quickly,
or at the right time; help to start.
PROMPTER (n) person who helps an
actor remember words when he or she
forgets them.
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PROMULGATE (v) tell many people.
PRONE (adj) horizontal, with the face
down; happening easily.
PRONG (n) thin metal bar projecting
from a FORK or other tool.
PRONOUN (n) word for a person or
thing that does not say its name: “he,
she, it, they, we, I, you, them, us”.
PRONOUNCE (v) say.
PRONOUNCED (adj) easy to see or hear.
PRONOUNCEMENT (n) strong saying of
what you think.
PRONTO (adv) quickly (Am).
PRONUNCIATION (n) saying a word.
PROOF (n) what shows a thing is true;
showing a thing is true; first paper
from a printing machine; measure of
how much alcohol is in a drink.
PROOF-READ (v) read a thing before
printing it, to find wrong words or letters.
PROP (n; v) stick holding a thing up;
thing an actor uses when acting; PROPELLER; hold, to stop from falling.
PROPAGANDA (n) words to change the
thinking of people.
PROPAGATE (v) become more; move
into other new places; teach.
PROPANE (n) gas you burn in a PRIMUS,
STOVE, HEATER, or motor.
PROPEL (v) push forward.
PROPELLANT (n) chemical that pushes forward,
by burning or exploding.

PROPELLER (n) blade
that turns quickly, to pull
a plane or push a boat.

PROPENSITY (n) ability
to easily do a thing;
wanting to do a thing.
PROPER (adj) right; real; following the
rules of action for a group.
PROPERLY (adv) in the right way; very.
PROPERTIED (adj) owning land; rich.
PROPERTY (n) land or other things a
person owns; quality of a chemical.
PROPHECY (n) words to say what will
happen in the future; words from God.
PROPHESY (v) tell what will happen in
the future; give words from God.
PROPHET (n) person who says words
from God; person who tells what will
happen in the future.
PROPHYLACTIC (n; adj) medicine or
action to stop a sickness before it
starts; stopping a sickness or other
bad thing before it happens.
PROPITIATION (n) thing that brings forgiving.
PROPITIOUS (adj) at a good time; kind;
helping.
PROPORTION (n) size of one thing,
with the size of another thing.
PROPORTIONAL, PROPORTIONATE
(adj) becoming more or less when the
measure of another thing becomes
more or less.
PROPORTIONS (n) measures; size;
shape.

PROPOSAL ( n ) p l a n t h a t y o u w a n t
people to agree to doing; asking a
person to marry you.
PROPOSE (v) say a thing you want to
do, and ask people to agree with it;
ask a person to marry you.
PROPOSITION (n; v) plan; thing you
say should happen, and that you ask
others to agree with; asking someone
to mate with you; ask someone to
mate with you.
PROPOUND (v) say a thing for others
to think about.
PROPRIETARY (adj) with a person owning it.
PROPRIETOR (n) person who owns a
shop, company, or other thing.
PROPRIETORSHIP (n) owning a company.
PROPRIETY (n) being right in actions.
PROPULSION (n) forward pushing.
PROSAIC (adj) boring.
PROSCENIUM (n) front part of a stage.
PROSE (n) writing that is like the language people use when talking.
PROSECUTE (v) take a person to court,
saying he or she was disobeying a
rule.
PROSECUTION (n) taking a person to
court for disobeying a rule; person in
court who says another person was
disobeying a rule.
PROSELYTE (n) person who changes
his or her thinking to join a new group.
PROSELYTISE ( v ) t r y t o b r i n g n e w
people into your group.
PROSPECT (n; v) how much land you
can see from a place; what you think
will happen; person you think will buy
from you or join your group; look in
the ground for expensive stones or
metal.
PROSPECTIVE (adj) in the future.
PROSPECTOR (n) person who looks for
expensive stones in the ground.
PROSPECTUS (n) paper telling important things about a company, school,
or book.
PROSPER (v) work or grow well.
PROSPERITY (n) working or growing
well.
PROSPEROUS ( a d j ) w o r k i n g w e l l ;
healthy; rich.
PROSTATE (n) organ in a male.
PROSTHESIS (n) metal or plastic piece
a doctor puts in the body to take the
place of a broken part of the body.
PROSTITUTE (n; v) person who mates
for money; use your abilities for greed.
PROSTRATE (adj; v) horizontal; put
yourself with your face on the ground.
PROSTRATION (n) being very weak,
sad, or tired.
PROTAGONIST (n) most important person in a story.
*PROTECT (v) stop danger from touching.
PROTECTION (n) thing that protects;
protecting.
PROTECTIONISM (n) putting higher
prices on things from other countries,
to encourage people to buy from your
own country.

PROTECTIVE (adj) protecting.
PROTECTORATE (n) weak country that
a strong country controls.
PROTÉGÉ, PROTÉGÉE (n) person you
lead or protect.
PROTEIN (n) important part of food like
meat, milk, and cheese, that can make
muscles in people who eat it.
PROTEST (n; v) action to show you
disagree; disagreeing; say you do not
agree.
PROTESTANT (n; adj) person from a
group of churches that were leaving
the first church; about, or from, this
group of churches.
PROTOCOL (n) rules for good actions
between leaders of countries.
PROTON (n) piece in an ATOM.
PROTOPLASM (n) thick, clear liquid in
the small pieces of all living things.
PROTOTYPE (n) first thing or person
before people make others like it.
PROTOZOA (n)
group of very
little animals
that you need a
MICROSCOPE
to
see (see
AMOEBA).
PROTRACT (v) make more long.
PROTRACTOR (n) tool for measuring
ANGLES.

PROTRACTOR
PROTRUDE (v) project.
PROTRUSION (n) projection.
PROTUBERANT (adj) projecting.
*PROUD (adj) thinking you are better
or more important than other people;
feeling happy because people think
you are good or important.
PROVE (v) show how a thing is true.
PROVENDER (n) food.
PROVERB (n) short, true saying.
PROVERBIAL (adj) that many people
say or talk about.
PROVIDE (v) bring or give what a person needs.
PROVIDED (conj) if.
PROVIDENCE (n) smart actions for the
future; good things from God.
PROVIDENTIAL (adj) with help from
God.
PROVIDING (conj) if.
PROVINCE (n) big piece of a country;
place where a person works or leads.
PROVINCIAL (adj; n) of a special piece
of a country; person from a special
piece of a country; church leader.
PROVISION (n; v) giving a thing that a
person needs; thing you must do before other things will happen; get
things that people need.
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PROVISIONAL (adj) helping for a short
time.
PROVISIONS (n) food for the future.
PROVISO (n) one part that you must
do in an agreement.
PROVOCATION (n) action that tries to
make a person, group, or animal angry.
PROVOCATIVE (adj) making people
angry; making people think of mating.
PROVOKE (v) push a person to feel or
show anger or another emotion.
PROVOST (n) leader of a school, town,
or of army policemen.
PROW (n) front part of a boat.
PROWESS (n) strong ability.
PROWL (v; n) move softly, often to kill
or rob; quiet movement to act secretly.
PROXIMATE (adj) most near to.
PROXIMITY (n) place around a thing;
being near in time or place.
PROXY (n) person acting for another.
PRUDE (n) person trying too hard to
obey little rules about females, males,
and mating.
PRUDENCE (n) smart thinking about
what is right and wrong.
PRUDENT, PRUDENTIAL (adj) smart
about what is good for the future; not
talking too much.
PRUDERY (n) trying too hard to obey
little rules about females, males, and
mating; action or thinking of a person who does this.
PRUNE (v; n) cut parts off a plant, to
make it better; dry fruit with a big seed.
PRURIENT ( a d j ) t h i n k i n g t o o m u c h
about mating.
PRY (v) look into; force open with a
stick; ask too many questions.
PSALM (n) song for God.
PSALTER (n) book of songs for God.
PSEUDO (adj) false.
PSEUDONYM (n) false name.
PSITTACOSIS ( n ) s i c k n e s s o f t h e
lungs, that people receive from birds.
PSORIASIS (n) sickness of the skin.
PSST (interj) sound you make to secretly ask a person to look at you.
PSYCH (v) try to make yourself feel
confidence; try to take confidence
from a person in a competition, to help
you win against that person.
PSYCHE (n) emotions and thinking.
PSYCHEDELIC (adj) (of a drug) making people see or believe things that
are not real; (of music or colours)
making people think of when they
were using a drugs to see things that
are not real.
PSYCHIATRIST (n) doctor for people
who are sick in thinking or emotions.
PSYCHIATRY (n) study of sicknesses
in thinking and emotions.
PSYCHIC (adj; n) using strength from
God or the devil; person who can hear
spirits.
PSYCHO (n) dangerous crazy person.
PSYCHO-ANALYSE (v) study the sleeping part of the brain to understand
emotions and thinking of a person.
PSYCHOLOGIST (n) person who studies thinking and emotions.

PSYCHOLOGY (n) study of thinking and
emotions; thinking and emotions.
PSYCHOMOTOR (adj) moving the body
from thinking.
PSYCHONEUROSIS (n) small sickness
of the emotions or thinking.
PSYCHOPATH (n) dangerous crazy person.
PSYCHOSIS (n) bad emotional sickness.
PSYCHOSOMATIC (adj) from emotions
changing the body, or the body changing emotions.
PSYCHOTHERAPY (n) fixing sick emotions and thinking, without medicine.
PSYCHOTIC (n; adj) person with a bad
emotional sickness; sick in emotions.
PTERODACTYL (n) reptile bird that
does not live on the earth now.
PTOMAINE (n) dangerous thing in old
food, that can kill people.
PUB (n) shop where you drink beer (Br,
Aus).

PUB
PUBERTY (n) time when a child is old
enough to make and have children.
PUBES (n) the body, between the legs
and stomach, where adults have hair.
PUBESCENT (adj) old enough to have
children.
PUBIC (adj) above the legs, and below
the stomach.
PUBLIC ( a d j ; n ) o f , o r f o r , a l l t h e
people; all the people.
PUBLIC-ADDRESS ( a d j ) u s i n g M I CROPHONES.
PUBLICAN (n) leader of a PUB; person
in the past who was taking money
from people, for the leaders of a country (Is).
PUBLICATION (n) book or newspaper;
printing a book or newspaper.
PUBLICISE (v) tell all people about.
PUBLICITY ( n ) w o r d s o r a c t i o n s t o
make many people think about a thing.
PUBLICLY (adv) not secretly; for all
people to see or hear about.
PUBLIC-SPIRITED (adj) wanting to help
all people in a town or country.
PUBLISH (v) tell all people; make a
book or newspaper.
PUBLISHER (n) person who prints books
or papers to sell or give to people.
PUCE (adj; n) brown with blue and red.
PUCK (n) round, flat rubber thing you
hit when playing HOCKEY on ice.
PUCKER (v; n) squeeze together with
many little CORRUGATIONS; little
CORRUGATION from squeezing a
thing.
PUDDING (n) soft, sweet food.

PUDDING-STONE (n) big stone with
little stones sticking to it.
PUDDLE (n) small hole of water after
rain.
PUDGY (adj) short and fat.
PUERILE (adj) not important; for children.
PUFF (n; v) short, fast push of air; very
light cake; thick, soft cloth; breathe
quickly; smoke; become more big,
round, and soft.
PUFF-ADDER (n) snake from Africa that
can make the front part of its body
become big and round when angry or
afraid.
PUFF-BALL (n) plant like a MUSHROOM,
with a shape like a ball on a stick.
PUFFED (adj) tired from exercises.
PUFFIN (n) ocean bird that lives north
of the equator.
PUFFY (adj) big from air or water pushing inside; breathing quickly.
PUG (n) dog with a short, flat nose;
person who fights for sport.
PUGILISM (n) fighting for sport.
PUGNACIOUS (adj) easily wanting to
fight or argue.
PUISSANT (adj) very strong.
PUKE (v) push food in your stomach
out through your mouth.
PULCHRITUDE (n) being beautiful.
PULE (n) cry softly about a thing that
is not important.
*PULL (v) bring a thing toward yourself; hurt a muscle from using it too
much; (of a vehicle) stop, start, or
move to the side.
PULLET (n) young female chicken.
PULLEY
(n)
wheel or wheels
with a rope moving around them
for lifting heavy
things.
PULL-IN
(n)
restaurant beside a road (Br).
PULLMAN (n) special train car where
you can sleep, or where people move
easily in a big room.
PULLOUT (n) part of a book, magazine,
or newspaper that you can take out of
it.
PULLOVER (n) jumper.
PULMONARY (adj) of the lungs.
PULP (n) soft, wet part of fruit; any
soft, wet solid.
PULPIT (n) high place in a church,
where a leader stands to talk (see LECTERN).
PULSAR (n) star or other thing in space
that gives off small sounds or movements.
PULSATE (v) move with many small
movements, like movements of the
heart.
PULSE (n) movement of the heart, that
pushes blood through the body; seeds
that people cook and eat.
PULVERISE ( v ) d e s t r o y ; b r e a k i n t o
many very small pieces.
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PUMA (n) small mountain lion (Am).
PUMICE ( n ) l i g h t s t o n e f o r r u b b i n g
things.
PUMMEL (v) hit many times.
PUMP (n; v) light shoe for dancing;
machine that pushes a gas or liquid
(see BOWSER); use a machine to push
a gas or liquid; move a thing up and
down many times with your hand; ask
many questions of a person, to learn
what he or she knows.
PUMPERNICKEL (n) a brown bread from
Germany.
PUMPKIN (n) big round vegetable that
grows on a VINE.
PUMPKIN

PUN (v; n) use the wrong word for a
word with the same sound, to be foolish; word you use in this way.
PUNCH (v; n) hit with the FIST; push a
hole into material with a tool or machine; drink with pieces of fruit in it;
tool or machine for making holes in
paper, cloth, or other material.
PUNCH-DRUNK (adj) a little crazy from
much hitting in the head in fights.
PUNCH-LINE (n) last words in a story,
that are important for understanding
the story.
PUNCH-UP (n) fight.
PUNCHY (n) strong; (of words) saying
strongly what you want to say.
PUNCTILIOUS (adj) obeying all little
rules about doing a thing well.
PUNCTUAL (adj) doing things at the
right time.
PUNCTUATE (v) put punctuation marks
in writing; put stops in movement.
*PUNCTUATION (n) marks in writing to
show you how to read the words (see
PERIOD, APOSTROPHE, SEMICOLON
COMMA, QUERY).
PUNCTURE (v; n) make a small hole in;
small hole; making a small hole in.
PUNDIT (n) very smart person (In).
PUNGENT ( a d j ) ( o f t a s t e o r s m e l l )
strong.
*PUNISH (v) hurt a person because he
or she was not obeying a rule.
PUNISHMENT (n) difficult thing you receive for not obeying a rule.
PUNITIVE (adj)
punishing.

PUNK (n; adj)
person
with
very different
clothes and
hair; bad person or thing;
bad.
PUNKAH (n) fan from the top of a room,
that you move with a rope (In).

PUNNET (n) small basket for fruit.
PUNT (n; v) shallow boat with square
ends; giving money because you believe you will receive more money from
it; kicking a ball after you drop it; move
a shallow boat with a long stick, pushing on the bottom of a river; kick a
ball after you drop it; give money because you think you will receive more
money from it in the future.
PUNTER (n) person who tries to win
money, by saying who will win a race.
PUNY (adj) small and weak.
PUP (n; v) young dog, mouse or SEAL;
give birth to a young dog, mouse, or
SEAL.
PUPA (n) insect in a CHRYSALIS.
PUPIL (n) student; round, black part
of the eye, that light goes through.
PUPPET (n) toy that you move like a
person.

PURSUE (v) follow to get; keep doing;
work in a job.
PURSUIT (n) job; going to get.
PURULENT (adj) (of a sore in the body)
with a thick yellow liquid in it.
PURVEY (v) get food and other things
for an army or other people.
PURVEYOR (n) person who gets food
for other people.
PUS (n) thick yellow liquid in a sore
part of the body.
*PUSH (v; n) try to move a thing away
from you; move forward; ask strongly
for; try to sell a thing; trying to move a
thing away from you; helping a person.
PUSHBIKE (n) bicycle or TRICYCLE.
PUSH-BUTTON (n; adj) BUTTON you
push to use a machine; working from
pushing a BUTTON.
PUSHER (n) small PRAM; greedy person who sells dangerous drugs.
PUSH-OVER (n) thing that is very easy
to do; person who will easily agree.
PUSH-UP (n) exercise to lift the body
from the ground
by pushing
down.

PUPPETS
PUPPY (n) young dog.
PURCHASE (v; n) buy; buying; thing
you buy; strong holding.
PURE (adj) clean; perfect; with no other
chemical mixing with it; not mating at
any time in the past.
PUREE (n) thick liquid food from cooking meat or vegetables for a long time.
PURGATIVE (n) medicine to push all
food out of the intestines.
PURGATORY (n) place where you go
after you die, to become clean through
pain.
PURGE (v; n) clean; action that cleans.
PURIFICATION (n) making clean.
PURIFY (v) make clean.
PURIST (n) person who wants language,
art, or another thing to be perfect.
PURITAN (n; adj) person wanting people to be perfect for God; wanting
people to be perfect for God.
PURITY (n) being very clean.
PURL (n) special movement in knitting.
PURLOIN (v) rob.
*PURPLE (n; adj) red-blue colour.
PURPORT (v; n) say; show; saying;
showing.
PURPOSE (n; v) reason; what you want;
want; choose.
PURR (n; v) soft sound a happy cat
makes; make a soft, happy sound.
PURSE (n; v) small bag for money;
HANDBAG (In, Am); money award; (of
lips) make CORRUGATIONS by bringing the sides together.
PURSER (n) person on a ship who
keeps the money and buys things for
the ship.
PURSUANT (adj; adv) following; obeying.

PUSHY (adj) pushing other people to
agree with you.
PUSILLANIMOUS ( a d j ) w i t h o u t e n thusiasm or confidence.
PUSS, PUSSY (n) cat.
PUSSYFOOT (v) move secretly and
softly.
PUSSY-WILLOW (n) small tree with soft,
grey flowers that feel like the hair of a
cat.
PUSTULE (n) small projection on the
skin, from a sore under the skin.
*PUT (v; n) bring to a place; ask (In);
throw.
PUT-ON (n) false thing.
PUTREFY (v) (of food or a sore) become bad, often with a bad smell.
PUTRESCENT, PUTRID (adj) old and
bad, with a very bad smell.
PUTT (v; n) hit a ball softly
in GOLF; hitting a ball softly.

PUTTER (n) GOLF stick for
hitting a ball softly.

PUTTING - GREEN
(n)
smooth grass place in GOLF.
PUTTY
(n; v) paste for
holding glass in windows,
or for filling holes in timber;
use this paste to fill holes, or
to hold glass in windows.
PUT-UP (adj) with secret planning.
PUZZLE (n; v) toy or other thing that
is difficult to understand or to know
how to do; try to understand a difficult thing.
PUZZLEMENT (n) not being able to understand or answer a difficult question.
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PUZZLER (n) difficult question.
PYGMY (adj; n) small; small person.
PYJAMAS (n) loose shirt and pants for
sleeping in.
PYLON ( n ) t a l l s t r o n g c y l i n d e r f o r
holding telephone WIRES or other
things up.
PYLORUS (n) place where the stomach joins the intestines.
PYORRHOEA (n) sickness of the skin
around the teeth.
PYRAMID (n) big building
or other thing with a point
at the top, and sides
shaped like triangles.
PYRAMIDAL (adj) with the shape of a
PYRAMID.
PYRE (n) small hill of things to burn.
PYRETHRUM (n) chemical for killing insects, from a big yellow flower; this
flower.
PYRETIC (adj) making the body hot.
PYROMANIA (n) wanting too much to
make fires.
PYROTECHNICS (n) art of exploding
things to make beautiful lights.
PYRRHIC (adj) (of a competition or war
that you win) too expensive.
PYTHON (n) big snake from Africa,
South Asia, and Australia, that
squeezes animals to kill them (see
BOA).
PYX (n) container for special bread in
a church.

Q
QUA (prep) as.
QUACK (v; n; adj) make a sound like a
duck; sound a duck makes; false doctor; doctor; (of medicine) false.
QUAD (n) square piece of ground with
buildings on all sides; one of four children born together from the same
mother.
QUADRANGLE ( n ) s q u a r e p i e c e o f
ground with buildings on all sides;
square, RECTANGLE, or other shape
with four sides.
QUADRANT (n) one of
four equal parts of a
circle or ball; tool to
measure ANGLES.
QUADRAPHONIC (adj) (of a RECORDPLAYER or radio) using four channels
for giving and receiving sounds.
QUADRELLA (n) choosing the horses
that you think will win four races
(Aus).
QUADRILATERAL (adj; n) having four
sides; shape with four sides.

QUADRILATERALS
QUADRILLE (n) card game for four
people; a square dance for four people.

QUADRILLION (n) 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 (Br); 1,000,000,000,000,000 (N Am).
QUADRIPLEGIC (n; adj) person who
cannot move both arms and legs; not
able to move the arms and legs.
QUADROON (n) person with one parent with light skin and one parent with
skin that is half dark and half light.
QUADRUPED (n) animal with four legs.
QUADRUPLE (v; adj) make four times
as big; with four equal things.
QUADRUPLET (n) one of four children
born together from the same mother.
QUAFF (v) drink much quickly.
QUAGMIRE (n) very soft, wet ground.
QUAIL (n; v) bird that makes its NEST
on the ground; show fear.
QUAINT (adj) old, but beautiful and interesting.
QUAKE ( v ; n ) s h a k e ; s h a k i n g o f
ground.
QUALIFICATION (n) thing you must
have, to be good enough for.
QUALIFY (v) be, make, or become good
enough for; change; give a quality to.
QUALITATIVE (adj) about how good or
bad a thing is.
*QUALITY (n) colour, size, spirit, or
other special thing about a person or
thing; how good or bad a thing is.
QUALM (n) short, sick feeling; feeling
of being wrong.
QUANDARY (n) difficult place or time
when you do not know what to do.
QUANDONG (n) red tree fruit (Aus).
QUANTA (n) measures of how much
of a thing you need.
QUANTIFY (v) say the number or size
of a thing.
QUANTITATIVE (adj) of a thing you can
measure.
QUANTITY ( n ) s i z e o r n u m b e r o f
things.
QUANTUM (n) measure of how much
of a thing you need, want, or can have.
QUARANTINE (n; v) time when animals
or people must be away from other
animals or people to stop a sickness
from growing; stop a sick person or
animal from being with other people
or animals.
QUARK (n) very small part of an ATOM.
QUARREL (v; n) argue; argument; ARROW for a CROSSBOW.
QUARRELSOME (adj) easily arguing.
QUARRY (n; v) person or animal another person or animal is trying to take
or kill; EXCAVATION where people dig
for stones; look for and find stones in
the ground, or truths in books.
QUART (n) measure of liquid.
QUARTER ( n ; v ) o n e o f f o u r e q u a l
parts; a coin (Am, Can); part of a town;
cut into four parts; give places to
sleep to soldiers or other people.
QUARTER-DECK (n) high floor near the
back of a ship.
QUARTER-FINAL (n) competition to
find the four best from the eight best.
QUARTER-HORSE (n) small horse that
is very fast for a short distance.

QUARTERLY (adv; adj; n) happening
four times in a year; newspaper or magazine that is made four times a year.
QUARTERMASTER ( n ) p e r s o n w h o
drives a ship.
QUARTER-PLATE (n) small dish (In).
QUARTERS (n) place where you sleep.
QUARTET, QUARTETTE (n) four people
making music together; music for four
people; group of four.
QUARTO (n) a size of paper.
QUARTZ (n) a stone.
QUASAR (n) thing like a star, that gives
out very strong electricity.
QUASH (v) destroy; stop, with a rule.
QUASI (adj; adv) not real; almost.
QUATRAIN (n) four lines of words for
music.
QUAVER (v) make a shaking sound
when talking or singing.
QUAY (n) place on land, where you walk
to ships in the water beside it (see
JETTY).
QUEASY (adj) feeling a little sick or
wrong; afraid.
QUEEN (n; v) female KING; wife of a
KING; very special
woman; card in a
game; important
piece in a chess
game; man who
mates with other
men; special female bee or other
insect; change a
small piece for an
important piece
in a chess game.
QUEENLY (adj) like, or good for, a
QUEEN.
QUEER (adj; n) very different; not right
or healthy; man who mates with other
men.
QUELL (v) stop a fight, fear, or another
bad thing.
QUENCH (v) stop a fire, or wanting to
drink, with water or another liquid.
QUERULOUS (adj) not happy; a little
angry.
QUERY (n; v) punctuation mark at the
end of a question;
question; ask a
question about.

?

QUEST (n; v) time or action of looking
for; thing a person is looking for;
competition to find the best; look for.
*QUESTION (n; v) words that ask; thing
you must give an answer to; ask;
think a thing is not true.
QUESTIONABLE (adj) not clearly good
or true.
QUESTIONNAIRE (n) paper with a list
of questions on it.
QUESTION-TIME (n) time for asking
questions of leaders of a country.
QUEUE (n; v) line of vehicles or people
(Br, Aus); join or stand in a line of
people or vehicles (Br, Aus).
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QUIBBLE (v) argue about things that
are not important.
QUICHE (n) food from vegetables, milk,
eggs, and cheese or meat, cooked on
a flat bread.
QUICK (adj; n) fast; smart; alive; soft
skin below the nails or below a sore,
where you feel pain; place in the body
where emotions are.
QUICKEN (v) make more alive; make
more fast.
QUICKIE (n) thing you do quickly.
*QUICKLY (adv) happening in a short
time; fast.
QUICKSAND (n) loose, wet sand that
heavy things go down into.
QUICKSILVER (n) a liquid metal.
QUICKSTEP (n; v) a fast dance; walk
quickly.
QUICK-WITTED (adj) smart.
QUID (n) measure of paper money (Br).
QUIESCENT (adj) quiet.
*QUIET (adj; v; n) with little or no sound
or movement; (of colours) soft; stop
sound or movement; time of no
sound or movement.
QUIETEN (v) make or become quiet.
QUIETUDE (n) no sound or movement.
QUILL (n) feather.
QUILT (n) two pieces of cloth, with soft
material between them, to cover a bed;
thick, cloth, bed covering.

QUILT
QUINCE (n) sour fruit from a tree from
Asia.
QUININE (n) medicine with a sour taste,
that helps stop the body of a sick person from becoming too hot.
QUINSY (n) sickness in the throat.
QUINTESSENCE (n) most perfect thing.
QUINTET, QUINTETTE (n) music for five
people or instruments; five people
who make music together; group of
five.
QUINTUPLE (v) make five times more
big.
QUINTUPLET (n) one of five children
born together from the same mother.
QUIP (v; n) say a short, smart thing;
smart saying.
QUIRE (n) group of pages together in
a book; 24 pieces of writing paper.
QUIRK (n) small action that is wrong
or different.
QUIT (v) stop doing; leave.
QUITE (adv) very; very much; well.
QUIVER (n; v) container for ARROWS;
small, fast movements or sounds;
shake.
QUIZ (v; n) ask questions; questions;
competition with questions.

QUIZZICAL ( a d j ) d i f f i c u l t t o u n d e r stand.
QUOD (n) prison (Br).
QUOIT (n) heavy metal or rope circle
that you try to throw over a vertical
stick, in a game.
QUONSET (n) long building with the
roof bending from the ground on one
side to the ground on the other side.
QUORUM (n) number of people from a
group who must be at a meeting before they can make plans or rules for
the group.
QUOTA (n) part of a sum that one person in a group should give, do, or receive; number of people who can
come into a country or school in one
year.
QUOTABLE (adj) (of a thing a person
was saying) good enough for others
to learn to say.
QUOTATION (n) thing you say, that another person was saying; price you
give.
QUOTATION-MARKS
(n)
punctuation
marks at the start
and end of a thing a
person was saying.

“a”

QUOTE (v; n) give a price; say what
another person was saying; what a
person was saying; price you give;
QUOTATION-MARK.
QUOTIENT (n) number of times you can
put one number into another number.

R
RABBI (n) spiritual teacher in Judaism.
*RABBIT (n) small mammal that jumps.
RABBITER (n) person who finds rabbits, kills them, and sells them (Aus).
RABBIT-PUNCH (n) hitting a person on
the back of the neck.
RABBLE (n) loud group.
RABBLE-ROUSING (n) encouraging
many people to show strong hate.
RABID (adj) angry; with a bad sickness
that stops you from drinking water.
RABIES ( n ) d a n g e r o u s s i c k n e s s i n
dogs, people, and other animals, that
makes them not able to drink water.
RACCOON (n)
small mammal
from North
America,
with a big
soft tail.

*RACE (n; v) competition to be first;
channel; people with the same skin
colour; go quickly to be first.
RACECOURSE (n) ground where horses
run in competitions.
RACE-MEETING (n) special time for
races with horses.
RACER (n) fast car, boat, or horse.

RACE-TRACK (n) OVAL road where
horses or vehicles compete in races.
RACIAL (adj) about skin colour.
RACIALISM, RACISM (n) believing that
the colour of the skin of a person
makes him or her better or worse than
people with a different skin colour.
R A C K (n; v)
thing with bars
or sticks for putting things in or
on; cruel instrument for pulling
the arms and
legs of a person; give much
pain to.
RACKET (n) much loud noise; job that
robs people; game or job; RACQUET.
RACKETEER (n) person in a job that
robs people.
RACOON (n)
RACCOON.
RACQUET
(n)
stick with a circle
- shaped NET on
it, for hitting a
ball in tennis, or
a game like it.
RACY (adj) making
people think a
little about mating.
RADAR (n) using
sounds to find planes,
ships, or other things that are near.
RADIAL (adj; n) with lines out from
the middle; of the thick bone from the
elbow to the wrist; a strong TYRE.
RADIANCE (n) strong light coming from
a thing; being beautiful or happy.
RADIANT (adj) being beautiful; showing happiness; giving out light or heat.
RADIATE (v) give out happiness, love,
heat, light, or lines from the middle.
RADIATION (n) dangerous light from
some stones and metals.
RADIATOR (n) HEATER that uses water or electricity; part of a car that uses
water to take heat from the motor.
RADICAL (adj; n) going to the roots;
changing important parts; person
who wants to change important
things.
RADII (n) straight lines from the middle
of a circle to its border.
*RADIO (n; v; adj) machine to send or
receive sounds through the air; use a
machine to send sounds; using a radio.
RADIOACTIVE (adj) giving out dangerous light that people cannot see.
RADIOACTIVITY (n) dangerous light
that comes from some chemicals.
RADIOGRAPHER (n) person who uses
a camera that can see through body
parts.
RADIO-ISOTOPE (n) chemical giving
out a dangerous light that you cannot
see.
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RADIOLOGY (n) study of the light coming from some chemicals, often to
learn to use the light to fix sicknesses.
RADIOTHERAPY (n) using a light from
some chemicals to fix sicknesses.
RADISH (n) small
red root vegetable
that people eat
without
cooking
it.

RADIUM (n) metal
that gives out a
light that people
cannot see.
RADIUS ( n ) s t r a i g h t l i n e f r o m t h e
middle to the border of a circle; thick
bone between the elbow and wrist.
RAFFIA (n) string from a PALM tree,
that people from a big ISLAND near
Africa use to make hats, baskets, and
other things.
RAFFLE (v; n) sell a thing by asking
many people to give a little money, and
giving the thing to one of the people;
selling a thing in this way.
RAFT ( n ) f l a t
vehicle of timber, metal, or
rubber, for travel on water.

RAFTER (n) one of the strong, steep
pieces of timber
in a roof.

RAFTERS
RAG (n) old or broken piece of cloth;
newspaper.
RAGAMUFFIN (n) boy who wears old,
dirty clothes.
RAGE (n; v) strong anger; loud, strong
action; happy meeting of friends;
thing many people are enthusiastic
about for a short time; be angry; make
a loud, strong action.
RAGGED (adj) (of cloth) rough on the
border; of old, broken cloth.
RAGLAN (n) coat with sleeves coming
to the neck.
RAGOUT ( n ) f o o d w i t h s m a l l m e a t
pieces, vegetables, and spices.
RAGTIME (n) loud music with a hitting sound, from people with dark skin
in America.
RAID (n; v) fast, secret coming of police or soldiers; go quickly and secretly
into a place.

RAIL (n; v) horizontal bar in a fence;
long metal bar on each side of the road
a train travels on; trains; send a thing
by train; shout angry words.
RAILCAR (n) car on a train.
RAILHEAD (n) end of a train road.
RAILING (n) fence on a floor or steps.
RAILROAD (n; v) road for a train (Am);
trains, their roads, and all the people
and things that work with them (Am);
push a person too strongly to do a
thing.
RAILWAY (n) road for a train; trains,
their roads, and all the people and
things that work with them.
RAILWAYMAN (n) person who works
with trains.
RAIMENT (n) clothes.
*RAIN (n; v) water falling from the sky;
fall in many small pieces from the sky.
RAINBOW (n) colour in the sky, when
light from the sun comes through rain.

RAINBOW
RAINCOAT (n) coat that water cannot
easily go through.
RAINDROP (n) one small piece of rain.
RAINFALL (n) how much rain is, or was,
falling.
RAINFOREST (n) very many trees and
other plants growing together in a
very hot, wet country.
RAIN-GAUGE (n) instrument for measuring how much rain falls.
RAINWATER (n) water from rain.
RAINY (adj) with much rain falling.
RAISE (v; n) lift up; build; bring up;
make more high; say; receive money
that you were asking for; feed and lead
animals or children when they are
growing; more money for working.
RAISIN (n) dry grape.
RAJ (n) time when Britain was leading
India.
RAJA, RAJAH (n) leader or important
person in India.
RAKE (n; v) tool with many sticks on a
bar, for pulling things together; bad
man; train (In); pull together, or make
smooth or clean with a RAKE; look in
many places; make many
parallel cuts.

RAKE
RALLY (v; n) bring people together to
encourage them; become more strong
in fighting fear, sickness, or another
problem; meeting to encourage each
other; big competition with cars or
MOTORCYCLES; hitting of a ball between two people in tennis or a game
like it.

RAM (n; v) male sheep; tool or weapon
for hitting against a wall or other thing
with strength; hit into or against.
RAMBLE (v) walk without going to any
one place; talk or think about many
different things that are not important.
RAMIFICATION (n) truth that comes
from another truth, like a branch.
RAMP (n) floor, short road, or steps
that join a low place with a high place.
RAMPAGE ( v ; n ) m o v e w i t h m u c h
noise, anger, or hurting; movement
with much noise, anger, or hurting.
RAMPANT (adj) growing without control.
RAMPART (n) strong thing to hide behind.
RAMROD (n) very straight metal stick
for pushing a bullet into a RIFLE tube.
RAMSHACKLE (adj) old and broken.
RAN (v) was running.
RANCH (n; v) FARM for cows or horses
(N Am); feed and protect cows or
horses for a job (N Am).
RANCID (adj) smelling or tasting bad,
like old animal fat.
RANCOUR (n) hate.
RAND ( n ) m e a s u r e o f m o n e y f r o m
South Africa.
RANDOM (n; adj) where no reason or
plan is; without choosing one more
than another.
RANDY (adj) wanting to mate.
RANG (v) was making the sound of a
bell.
RANGE (n; v) STOVE or FIREPLACE for
cooking food on; line of buildings or
mountains; place where people use
guns in a competition; distance a
thing can go; cover a place in many
directions.
RANGE-FINDER (n) instrument on a
camera or gun that shows the distance
to the thing you are pointing at.
RANGER (n) person who works on a
big piece of land without buildings,
keeping it beautiful for all people.
RANGY (adj) tall and thin.
RANK (n; v; adj) line of cars or people;
followers; measure of a quality; give
a measure of a quality to a person or
thing; bad; with a bad smell; (of
plants) with too much growing close
together.
RANKLE (v) give pain, often to your
thinking.
RANSACK (v) look in many parts of a
place, and take or destroy things.
RANSOM (n;v) money you give to return a person or thing to you; give
money to return a
person or thing to
you.
RANT (v) talk too
much, or with too
much noise or
emotion.
RANUNCULUS (n)
group of plants,
often with yellow
flowers.
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RAP (n; v) sound of a little hit on a
door or other hard thing; little hit;
thing that punishes you; talk; hit.
RAPACIOUS (adj) showing greed; taking many things.
RAPE (v; n) force a person to mate;
forcing a person to mate; plant with a
seed that people use to make oil.
RAPID (adj; n) happening quickly; fast,
steep moving water in a river.
RAPIER (n) light, thin SWORD.
RAPINE (n) robbing.
RAPIST (n) person who forces another
person to mate with him.
RAPPORT (n) good understanding between people.
RAPPROCHEMENT ( n ) b e c o m i n g
friendly, often between two countries.
RAPSCALLION (n) person who disobeys many rules.
RAPT (adj) enthusiastic.
RAPTURE (n) strong happiness; much
enthusiasm.
RAPTUROUS (adj) very happy or enthusiastic.
RARE (adj) not happening often; that
there are not many of; very expensive,
interesting, or good; (of meat) that is
not cooked all the way through.
RAREBIT ( n ) f o o d o f h o t b u t t e r o r
cheese on bread.
RAREFIED (adj) (of air) very thin, like
air in high places.
RARELY (adv) not often; almost never.
RARING (adj) enthusiastic.
RARITY (n) thing you almost never see;
almost never happening.
RASCAL (n) bad person.
RASE (v) destroy and leave nothing.
RASH (n; adj) many little sore places
on skin; acting too quickly, or without thinking of dangers.
RASHER (n) thin piece of pig meat.
RASP (n; v) flat tool with many small
projections, for rubbing and shaping
timber; sound like two things rubbing
together; use this tool; make this
sound; make a person angry.

RASPBERRY (n)
small, sweet, red
berry; noise to
show you do not
like a thing.

RASTAFARIAN (n) person who follows
a religion from an ISLAND near Cuba,
and believes a KING from Africa is
God.
RAT (n; v) animal like a big mouse;
person who stops being a friend when
difficult times come; stop being a
friend when difficult times come.
RATAFIA (n) drink with alcohol, that
has a taste of ALMONDS or fruit.
RAT-A-TAT-TAT (n) hitting sounds, like
a MACHINE-GUN makes.
RATBAG (n) person who argues too
much (Aus).
RATCHET (n) wheel with projections
to make it move in one direction.

RATE (n; v) how quickly an action happens; say how good you think a thing
is; put a price on.
RATES (n) money you pay to leaders
of a town for land you own (Br, Aus).
RATHER (adv) more; very; wanting to
choose more.
RATIFY (v) agree, by writing your name
on a paper that says what you agree with.
RATING (n) person who works on a
ship; measure of how good television
or radio entertainment is.
RATIO (n) measure of how big one
thing is beside another thing.
RATION (n; v) measure for each person; give a measure to each person.
RATIONAL (adj) with clear thinking.
RATIONALE (n) reason.
RATIONALISE (v) give reasons for doing or not doing a thing; plan to use
work well in a company.
RATIONALISM (n) not using teachings
that do not have good reasons.
RATRACE (n) too much competition.
RATTAN (n) part of a PALM that people
use for making furniture.
RAT-TAT (n) sound of hitting on a door.
RATTLE (v; n) make many short, sharp,
hard sounds, often by shaking; talk
too much or too quickly; make a person afraid; toy or other thing that
makes a noise when you shake it.
RATTLER, RATTLESNAKE (n) dangerous snake from North America,
that makes a sound by
shaking its tail.

RATTLESNAKE
RATTLE-TRAP ( n ) o l d v e h i c l e t h a t
makes much noise when it travels.
RATTY (adj) becoming angry easily.
RAUCOUS (adj) loud .
RAUPO (n) plant that grows in or near
water, with tall sticks that have a soft,
brown cylinder on the end.
RAVAGE (v; n) hurt very much, or destroy; much hurting or destroying.
RAVE (v; n) talk with enthusiasm (Br,
Aus); happy meeting with music.
RAVEL (v) (of string or cloth) separate
into small pieces; join
together with
many pieces
bending.

RAVEN
(n) big
black
bird.
RAVENOUS (adj) wanting food very
much.
RAVINE (n) deep narrow channel, often in a mountain.
RAVIOLI (n) small containers made of
PASTA, with meat inside (It).
RAVISH (v) force a woman to mate with
you; make very happy; take by force.

RAW (adj; n) not cooked; without skin
or covering; (of weather) cold and wet;
without special abilities; (of a sore)
without skin covering it; being without clothes on.
RAW-BONED (adj) thin and tired.
RAY (n) line of light; straight line
away from a thing; big, flat
ocean fish; little piece;
a sound in music.

RAY

RAYON (n) cloth made from a plastic.
RAZE (v) destroy and leave nothing.
RAZOO (n) small measure of money
(Aus).
RAZOR ( n ) t o o l
for cutting hair
off your face or
another part of
your body.
RAZOR-BACK
( n ) al i n e o n a
mountain, where
two sides meet; thin, ugly cow.
RAZZLE-DAZZLE (n) trying to sell, with
much noise; time of loud happiness.
RAZZMATAZZ (n) foolish noise and
emotions.
RE (prep; n) about; a sound in music.
REACH (v; n) move out to touch or talk
to; go as far as; measure of how far a
thing will go out, up, or away; moving
out to touch or talk to.
REACT (v) act because of another action.
REACTION (n) action that is an effect
of another action; change that happens from mixing different chemicals.
REACTIONARY (adj; n) changing because of another action ; person who
changes because of actions of other
people.
REACTOR (n) building where a metal
is changing to heat and electricity.
*READ (v; n) know or say what writing
or music is saying; time of reading.
READABLE (adj) interesting; easy to
read.
READER (n) book that teaches people
to read; person who fixes wrong
words in a book or paper before it is
made; teacher at a school for adults.
READERSHIP (n) job of a teacher in a
school for adults (Br); all people who
read a thing.
READILY (adv) easily.
READINESS (n) ability to act now.
READY (adj; v) with all parts right for
doing or using now; easy; make good
to use now or in the future.
REAGENT (n) material that makes a
change happen between chemicals.
*REAL (adj; adv) true; being a thing
that is; of land and houses; very.
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REALISATION (n) understanding.
REALISE (v) understand; act on a plan;
change to money; receive money.
REALISM (n) wanting to see thinking
work in action; (of art) being like the
real world; (of writing) showing ugly
truth and beautiful truth too.
REALIST (n) person who wants to see
thinking work in action.
REALISTIC (adj) knowing, believing,
and doing things that will work well
in the real world.
REALITY (n) truth; what is true.
REALTY (n) houses and land.
REALTOR (n) person who sells houses
or land for other people (Am).
REAM (n) 500 pieces of paper.
REAP (v) take food from plants; receive
a thing that comes from past actions.
REAPER (n) machine for taking food
from plants.
REAR (n; adj; v) back part; at the back;
lead and feed a child or animal when
it is growing; (of an animal) stand on
the back legs; grow plants; build.
REARGUARD (n) soldiers who are at
the back of an army, to fight people
who come from behind the army.
REARMOST ( a d j ) m o s t t o w a r d t h e
back.
REAR-VIEW (adj) (of a MIRROR) helping a person driving a car to see things
behind the car.
REARWARD (adj; adv) toward the back.
*REASON ( n ; v ) w h a t m a k e s y o u
choose to do a thing; ability to think
well; good and smart actions; softly
argue with; try to understand.
REASONABLE (adj) with clear thinking;
happy to listen to what other people
say; not too much or too little.
REASSURANCE (n) words or actions
that give confidence to a person who
is worried.
REASSURE (v) tell a person not to
worry; give confidence to.
REBATE (n; v) money a person returns
to you from a price you were paying
for a thing; return part of a price to
the person who was paying it.
REBEL (v; n) fight against leaders, or
against what most other people do;
person who fights against leaders, or
against what most other people do.
REBELLION (n) fighting against leaders.
REBELLIOUS ( a d j ) f i g h t i n g a g a i n s t
leaders.
REBOUND (v; n) return, like a rubber ball,
after hitting a thing; return to confidence after a difficult time; returning.
REBUFF (n; v) action showing you do
not want to be friendly; not be friendly
to.
REBUKE (v; n) tell a person he or she is
wrong; telling a person he or she is
wrong.
REBUT (v) show a thing is not true.
REBUTTAL (n) argument against.
RECALCITRANT (adj; n) disobeying;
person who will not obey.
RECALL (v; n) remember; ask to return; remembering; asking to return.

RECANT (v) say you are wrong, and are
changing your thinking about a thing.
RECAP (n; v) old TYRE with a new
piece of rubber on it; telling again, with
few words; put new rubber on an old
TYRE; tell again, with few words.
RECAPITULATE (v) tell again, with few
words.
RECEDE (v) go slowly down or away;
become less important or expensive.
RECEIPT (n; v) paper from a person
you were giving money to, showing
h ow m uc h m oney y o u w e re g i vi n g ;
measure of money a person receives;
write that you were receiving a measure of money.
*RECEIVE (v) take a person, thing, or
action into your hand, body, house,
or group; (of a radio, telephone, or
television) change electricity to
sounds or pictures.
RECEIVER (n) person who takes money
or things from people who were not
paying what they were saying they will
pay; person who buys things a robber was robbing; part of a telephone,
radio, or television that receives electricity and changes it to sounds or pictures; radio or television.
RECENT (adj) close to now in the past.
RECENTLY (adv) happening close to
now in the past.
RECEPTACLE (n) container.
RECEPTION (n) receiving; special time
for people who come to see you; how
well a radio, telephone, or television
receives sounds or pictures.
RECEPTIONIST (n) person who first
talks to people who come to see a
doctor or other important person.
RECEPTIVE (adj) easily receiving new
thinking.
RECESS (n; v) food you eat in the middle of the morning at school; NICHE;
secret place; rest from work or studying; make a NICHE in a wall.
RECESSION (n) time in a country when
people make and sell less, and many
people do not have jobs.
RECESSIONAL (n) song you sing in a
church when the leaders walk out.
RECESSIVE (adj) (of a quality you are
born with) weak when with an opposite quality.
RECIDIVIST (n) person who often returns to disobeying rules.
RECIPE (n) list of rules for making a
food.
RECIPIENT (n) person who receives.
RECIPROCAL (adj; n) that each does
for the other; number times another
number, that gives an answer of one.
RECIPROCATE (v) give the same thing
in return; go forward and backward.
RECIPROCITY (n) giving and receiving
the same or equal things.
RECITAL (n) musical entertainment by
one or a few people; saying what was
happening.
RECITATION (n) piece of writing you
say without reading.
RECITE (v) say words from a writing,
without reading; say a list of actions.

RECKLESS ( a d j ) w i t h o u t t h i n k i n g
about dangers.
RECKON (v) count; find sums; think.
RECKONING (n) finding sums.
RECLAIM (v) take a person, land, or
another thing back from being bad.
RECLAMATION (n) making bad land or
other things good.
RECLINE (v) put your body or another
thing in an almost horizontal direction; rest this way.
RECLUSE (n) person living away from
other people.
RECOGNISABLE (adj) that people can
see and know or understand.
RECOGNISE (v) know a thing or person you were knowing in the past;
understand a thing to be true.
RECOGNITION (n) knowing a person or
thing you were knowing in the past;
understanding a thing to be true.
RECOIL (v; n) move quickly away from
a thing you do not like; move back
from the explosion in a gun pushing
you; push against you when you shoot
a gun.
RECOLLECT (v) remember.
RECOLLECTION ( n ) r e m e m b e r i n g ;
thing you remember.
RECOMMEND (v) tell people you think
a person, thing, or action is good.
RECOMMENDATION (n) words or writing you give to say a person or thing
is good.
RECOMPENSE (v ; n) punish or give an
award for a thing a person was doing;
thing you receive because you were
doing a good or bad thing in the past.
RECONCILE (v) bring people together
to be friendly after an argument; make
things work well together.
RECONDITION (v) fix all parts of a thing.
RECONNAISSANCE (n) army studying
of a place before fighting.
RECONNOITRE (v) study a place before
fighting.
RECONSIDER (v) think about changing
your thinking.
RECONSTITUTE (v) put pieces together
again.
RECORD (v; n) write on paper, or put on
another thing, to keep
or remember; flat,
round piece of
plastic that
gives sounds
when you put
it in a RECORDPLAYER; writings;
RECORD
paper or other thing
that keeps words, sounds,
or numbers; best
action.

RECORDER
(n) musical instrument
you breathe into; person who
writes things that were happening
machine that keeps sounds or pictures.
RECORDING (n) paper, RECORD, or
other thing that holds sounds, words,
or moving pictures.
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RECORDPLAYER (n)
m a c h i n e
that
uses
RECORDS to
make sounds.

RECOUNT (v) tell a story.
RECOUP (v) get again what you were
losing.
RECOURSE (n) way of helping.
RECOVER (v) get again a thing you
were losing; become healthy again;
stop feeling effects of a thing.
RECOVERY (n) getting again what you
were losing.
RECREATION (n) action you do to rest
and be happy; entertainment.
RECRIMINATE (v) say bad things about
a person who says bad things about
you.
RECRUIT (n; v) new soldier or person
in a group; bring new people into a
group.
RECTAL (adj) of the end of the intestines, where it opens between the legs.
RECTANGLE ( n )
QUADRILATERAL
with four square
corners.
RECTIFIER ( n ) p a r t i n a r a d i o t h a t
changes electricity going through it.
RECTIFY (v) fix; make right or clean.
RECTILINEAR, RECTILINEAL (adj) with
straight lines.
RECTITUDE (n) (of a person) being
good.
RECTOR (n) church or school leader.
RECTORY (n) house for a church leader
.
RECTUM (n) last part of the intestines.
RECUMBENT (adj) (of the body) almost
horizontal.
RECUPERATE (v) become better after
being sick or tired; get again what you
were losing.
RECUR (v) happen again.
RECYCLE (v) change an old or broken
thing to make it good to use again.
*RED (adj; n) colour of blood; person
who believes all people in a country
should be equal in wealth; needing to
give money to.
REDBACK
(n)
dangerous black
spider with a red
mark on its back
(Aus).
REDDEN (v) make or become red.
REDDISH (adj) with some red.
REDEEM (v) pay to get a person out of
prison; buy a thing you were losing;
change things to money; help; forgive.
REDEMPTION (n) paying to return a
thing you were losing; forgiving.
REDEPLOY (v) send soldiers or workers to a new place or job.

RED-GUM (n) red EUCALYPTUS tree
from Australia.
RED-HANDED (adv) in the act of disobeying a rule.
REDHEAD (n) person with red hair.
RED-HOT (adj ) hot enough to be red;
angry; very enthusiastic.
RED-LETTER (adj) (of a day on a CALENDAR) being special, for happiness,
remembering, or not working.
REDOLENT (adj) with a strong smell of
a thing; making you think of a thing.
REDOUBLE (v) make much more.
REDOUBTABLE (adj) strong; difficult to
fight against.
REDOUND (v) help much at the end.
REDRESS (v; n) make a bad thing right;
fix ; making a bad thing right.
REDSKIN (n) person from North America with a red colour in his or her skin.
REDUCE (v) make or become more
small, weak, low, or light.
REDUCTION (n) making or becoming
more small, weak, low, or light; small
picture from a big picture.
REDUNDANT ( a d j ) t h a t y o u d o n o t
need.
REDWOOD (n) very tall tree from North
America, that people use for timber.
REED (n) tall, thin water plant; thin
piece in the mouth part of a CLARINET or other musical instrument.
REED-PIPE, REED-STOP (n) tube on an
instrument like a PIANO, often made
from a water plant.
REEF (n) stones or sand not far below
the top of ocean water; top or bottom
piece on a sail, that you can take away
from the sail; line of rock in the earth.
REEFER (n) MARIJUANA CIGARETTE.
REEF-KNOT (n) way of tying a rope.
REEK (v) give out a bad smell.
REEL ( n ; v ) c y l inder for putting
string, rope, or
another long, thin
thing around; a
dance; d a n c e;
almost fall many
times, when walking; say a long
thing very quickly; turn a REEL,
REEL
to put string on it.
RE-ENTRY (n) (of a SPACECRAFT) coming into the air around the earth after
leaving the earth.
REF (n) person who says who is right
in an argument or competition.
REFECTORY (n) room in a place where
many people live, where they eat.
REFER (v) send, point, or look to a person, book or other thing; talk about a
person or thing.
REFEREE (n; v) person who says who
is right in an argument or competition; do the job of this person.
REFERENCE (n) letter from a job leader
to say you are a good worker; person
who says you are good; number, letter,
or mark (see DAGGER and ASTERISK)
to show a place in a book or other thing.

REFERENDUM (n) all people in a group
saying what a leader should do.
REFERENTIAL (adj) of a thing pointing
you to another thing.
REFERRAL (n) (of a sick person) sending by one doctor to another doctor;
paper sending you to a person or
place.
REFINE (v) make more good, clean, or
beautiful.
REFINEMENT (n) ability to like things
and feel things the way important
people do.
REFINERY (n) place to make oil, metal,
or sugar more clean or good.
REFIT (v) fix all parts of a ship.
REFLECT (v) throw back light, heat, or
sound; think; (of a MIRROR) show a
picture of what is near it.
REFLECTION (n) light or heat hitting a
thing and coming from it to you.
REFLECTIVE (adj) thinking much.
REFLECTOR (n) thing that sends light
or heat back when they hit it.
REFLEX (adj; n) (of a muscle) bending
back very quickly without thinking,
from feeling pain or fear.
REFLEXIVE (adj) (of a word) showing
the person giving and receiving an
action are the same: “yourself, myself,
herself”.
REFORM (v; n) make or become better; change that makes better.
REFORMATION (n) making or becoming better; time in the past when many
people were starting new churches.
REFORMATORY (n) prison for children.
REFRACT (v) bend light.
REFRACTOR (n) MIRROR, PRISM, or
glass in a TELESCOPE.
REFRACTORY (adj) difficult to control.
REFRAIN (n; v) part of a song that you
sing a few times; stop yourself from
doing an action.
REFRESH (v) make to feel new and
clean.
REFRESHER (adj) studying things you
were studying in the past.
REFRESHMENT (n) food or drink.
REFRIGERANT (n) chemical for making
things cold.
REFRIGERATE (v) make cold.
*REFRIGERATOR (n) container for making food cold.
REFUGE (n) place to hide from danger.
REFUGEE (n) person coming to a country to be away from danger in his or
her own country.
REFUND (v; n) return money that a person was paying; money you return
that a person was paying.
REFUSAL (n) saying no when a person asks you to do an action.
REFUSE (v; n) say no when a person
asks you to do a thing; things people
throw away.
REFUTE (v) show a thing is not true.
REGAIN (v) return to a place or quality
that you were losing.
REGAL (adj) of a KING or QUEEN; very
good.
REGALE (v) give good entertainment.
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REGALIA (n) special clothes and other
special things of a KING or QUEEN.
REGARD (v; n) look on; listen to; liking; thinking about; looking.
REGARDING (prep) about; looking at.
REGARDLESS (adv) without thinking
of this.
REGATTA (n) big boat competition.
REGENCY (n) job of a person leading
in the place of a KING or QUEEN.
REGENERATE (v; n) give new or better
life to; person after a good spiritual
change to his or her life.
REGENERATION (n) giving of new life.
REGENT (n) person leading in the place
of a KING or QUEEN.
REGGAE (n) music from ISLANDS near
Cuba, with a strong hitting sound.
REGIME (n) way of leading.
REGIMEN (n) rules for living or eating.
REGIMENT (n; v) group of soldiers; big
number of things; put into groups.
REGIMENTATION (n) much interest in
rules, and putting things in groups.
REGINA (n) QUEEN who is leading now.
REGION (n) part of a country; part of
the world; space around a thing.
REGISTER (n; v) list; how much sounds
can change from high to low; metal
piece you move to change heat in a
room; put on a list; show on the face;
(of lines) be on the same place.
REGISTRAR (n) leader in a big school;
person keeping a list.
REGISTRATION ( n) putting on a list; (of
lines) being on the same place; paying
to use a vehicle for one year (Aus); time
you can use a vehicle before you must
pay this money again (Aus).
REGISTRY (n) place where an important list is.
REGO (Aus) (n) paying to use a vehicle
for one year; time you can use a vehicle
before you must pay this money again.
REGRESS (v) move backward; become
worse.
REGRESSION (n) backward movement;
becoming worse.
REGRET (v; n) be sad about; sadness.
REGRETFUL (adj) full of sadness.
REGRETTABLE (adj) that makes you
feel sad; bad.
REGULAR (adj; n) following an easy
pattern; like many other actions; person who comes often to a shop.
REGULARITY (n) being the same, with
no changes.
REGULATE (v) change or fix by rules.
REGULATION (n; adj) rule; following
rules.
REGULATOR (n) part on a machine that
makes it not too fast or too slow.
REGURGITATE (v) push liquid out of
the stomach through the mouth.
REHABILITATE (v) fix a sick, crippled,
or bad person slowly.
REHASH (v; n) say the same thing with
new words; saying the same thing with
new words.
REHEARSE (v) do an action away from
people before you do it for people to
see or hear it; give a list of.

REIGN (v; n) lead; leading; time of leading, often of a KING or QUEEN.
REIMBURSE (v) give money to a person, for money that he or she was
using.
REIMBURSEMENT (n) giving money to
a person, for money the person was
using; money you give in this way.
REIN (n; v) LEATHER rope for turning
a horse; lead a horse
with this rope.

REIN
REINCARNATE (v) live again in a new
body after dying.
REINDEER (n) deer that people use for
meat, milk, and for pulling vehicles.
REINFORCE (v) make more strong.
REINFORCEMENT (n) more soldiers or
other things, to give more strength.
REINSTATE (v) give a person a job
again, after he or she was leaving it.
REITERATE (v) say or do again.
REJECT (v; n) say no to a thing people
want you to receive, use, or believe;
person or thing that no person wants.
REJOICE (v) be, or make, very happy.
REJOICINGS (n) happy actions.
REJOINDER (n) answer.
REJUVENATE ( v ) m a k e o r b e c o m e
young.
RELAPSE (n) becoming worse after becoming better.
RELATE (v) tell; show how two things
are the same or different.
RELATED (adj) almost the same; of the
same family.
RELATION (n) person in your family;
feeling between two people; how one
thing is with another thing.
RELATIONSHIP (n) feeling between two
people; how one thing is with another.
RELATIVE (n; adj) person in your family; pointing to another thing.
RELATIVITY (n) teaching about time
and space each pointing to the other.
RELAX (v) become loose; rest.
RELAXATION (n) resting; entertainment.
RELAY

RELAY (v; adj; n) receive from one and
give to another; moving things from
one person to another; race with each
person in a group running part of the
distance; joint for electricity.

RELEASE (v; n) stop holding; RECORD, moving picture, or newspaper
story you give to all people; machine
part that stops it from holding a thing.
RELEGATE (v) put down to a low place.
RELENT (v) become kind after being
angry.
RELENTLESS (adj) cruel; not stopping
a bad action.
RELEVANT (adj) important for the thing
you are talking about.
RELIABLE (adj) always doing the thing
you believe it will do.
RELIANCE (n) confidence in a person
or thing.
RELIC (n) old, interesting thing.
RELIEF (n) end of pain or worry; help
for people who are sick, poor, or having a difficult time; person who does
your job when you need a rest; projection from a wall or painting.
RELIEVE (v) bring an end to pain, work,
or another difficult thing.
*RELIGION (n) church or other group
with rules about God.
RELIGIOSITY ( n ) b e i n g t o o p e r f e c t
about following rules of a religion.
RELIGIOUS ( a d j ; n ) f o l l o w i n g r u l e s
about God; Christian who uses all of
his or her time working for God.
RELIGIOUSLY (adv) following all rules.
RELINQUISH (v) stop holding.
RELISH (v; n) like; food that makes
other food taste better; enthusiasm.
RELUCTANT (adj) not wanting to.
RELY (v) believe; have confidence in.
REMAIN (v) stay after others go.
REMAINDER (n) what stays after others go; difference between two numbers.
REMAINS (n) dead body; pieces of a
broken thing.
REMAND (v; n) put a prisoner in prison
before he or she goes to court; being
in prison before going to court.
REMARK (v; n) say; thing you say.
REMARKABLE (adj) very interesting.
REMEDIABLE (adj) that you can fix.
REMEDIAL (adj) fixing.
REMEDY (n; v) medicine; thing to fix;
fix.
*REMEMBER (v) think about a thing
from the past; not forget; say in praying.
REMEMBRANCE (n) thing to help or
show remembering; remembering.
REMIND (v) help a person to remember.
REMINDER (n) thing to help you remember.
REMINISCE (v) think about the past.
REMINISCENCE (n) remembering; thing
or happening that you remember.
REMINISCENT (adj) helping you remember a thing in the past.
REMISS (adj) not doing all that you
should be doing; lazy.
REMISSIBLE (adj) that you can forgive.
REMISSION (n) forgiving; becoming
less.
REMIT (v) forgive; send money.
REMITTANCE (n) sending of money;
money you send.
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REMITTENT (adj) stopping and starting.
REMNANT (n) small part that stays
when most goes.
REMODEL (v) give a house or other
thing a different shape.
REMONSTRATE (v) argue strongly to
change a thing.
REMORSE (n) sadness.
REMORSEFUL (adj) very sad.
REMORSELESS (adj) cruel; not stopping.
REMOTE (adj) far away; very small.
REMOULD (v; n) shape again; old TYRE
with new rubber on it.
REMOVAL (n) taking away.
REMOVALIST (n) person moving furniture from one place to another for a
job (Aus).
REMOVE (v) take away; take to another
place; move one step away.
REMUNERATE (v) pay.
REMUNERATION (n) money you receive
for a job.
REMUNERATIVE ( a d j ) g i v i n g m u c h
money.
RENAISSANCE (n) time of much interest in art and writing in the past; way
of art and building from this time.
RENAL (adj) of the organs that clean
the blood.
REND (v) break apart.
RENDER (v) give; pay; make; show; put
a covering of stone paste on; melt.
RENDERING (n) giving of entertainment; telling of a story or happening.
RENDEZVOUS (n; v) place to meet;
meeting by agreement; meet at a
place.
RENDITION (n) giving of entertainment;
telling of a happening or story.
RENEGADE (n) person who leaves a
group for a bad reason.
RENEGE, RENEGUE (v) not do a thing
you were saying you will do.
RENEW (v ) make like new; start again.
RENNET (n) milk from the stomach of
a baby cow, or another chemical, that
you put in milk to make cheese.
RENOUNCE (v) say you will stop loving
or believing a thing.
RENOVATE (v) fix; make like new.
RENOWNED (adj) that very many people know about.
RENT (n; v) money you pay to use a
thing; big hole in cloth or another
thing; break; pay to use a thing.
RENTAL (n) price to use a thing; money
you receive from people who use your
house or another thing.
RENUNCIATION (n) saying you will stop
loving or believing a thing.
REP (n) group of actors; person who
sells to shops; person who talks for
other people.
REPAIR (v; n) fix; fixing.
REPARABLE (adj) able to be fixed.
REPARATION (n) money to fix; fixing.
REPARTEE (n) smart short answer.
REPAST (n) MEAL.
REPATRIATE (v) return to your country.

REPATRIATION (n) money for soldiers
when they return from war; returning
to your country.
REPAY (v) pay for an action with money
or another action.
REPEAL (v) stop a rule.
REPEAT (v; n) say or do again; saying
or doing again; entertainment on radio or television that was showing
before.
REPECHAGE (n) race for people who
were losing, to find one to compete
with people who were winning.
REPEL (v) push away.
REPELLENT (n; adj) thing that pushes
away; ugly or bad; pushing away.
REPENT (v) be sad about what you were
doing or not doing.
REPENTANCE (n) being sad about what
you were doing or not doing.
REPERCUSSION (n) effect.
REPERTOIRE, REPERTORY (n) different
things an entertainer can do.
REPETITION (n) happening again; action that is the same as another.
REPETITIOUS, REPETITIVE (adj) happening again, many times; boring.
REPLACE (v) put another thing in the
place of; return a thing to a place.
REPLACEMENT (n) person or thing that
takes the place or job of another.
REPLAY (v; n) play again; showing on
television again; playing again.
REPLENISH (v) fill again.
REPLETE (adj) full; enough.
REPLICA (n) thing that is made to be
like another thing.
REPLY (v; n) answer.
REPLY-PAID (adj) (of a letter) with the
person who sends it paying the price
of answering it.
REPORT (v; n) write or tell about; telling about; paper from a school to say
how well a student was working; thing
that tells about; sound of a gun shooting.
REPORTAGE (n) action or way of writing for newspapers.
REPORTER (n) person who writes for a
newspaper.
REPOSE (v; n) rest; sleep; put or be
put on; resting; sleeping.
REPOSITORY (n) container; big building for putting things in.
REPREHEND (v) be angry at a person,
and tell the person that he or she is
bad.
REPREHENSIBLE (adj) very bad.
REPRESENT (v) tell or show what a person or thing wants or is like.
REPRESENTATIVE (adj; n) being like
others in a group; person or thing acting for a person or group.
REPRESS (v) cover and push down;
stop from coming out .
REPRIEVE (v; n) stop the killing of a
prisoner; stopping the killing of a prisoner.
REPRIMAND (v; n) tell a person he or
she was wrong; doing this action.
REPRISAL (n) action to hurt a person
who was hurting you.

REPROACH ( v ; n ) s a y a p e r s o n i s
wrong; quality or action that makes a
person bad or wrong.
REPROACHFUL ( a d j ) s h o w i n g y o u
think a person or thing is wrong; bad
or wrong.
REPROBATE (n; adj) bad person who
God will not help; very bad.
REPRODUCE (v) make more of the
same; make babies.
REPRODUCTION (n) picture; making
more of the same; making babies.
REPRODUCTIVE (adj) about making
new animals or plants.
REPROOF (n) telling a person he or she
is wrong; being wrong.
REPROVE (v) say a person is wrong.
*REPTILE (n) lizard, snake, or other animal from a group with lungs and cold
blood; cruel smart person.
REPTILIAN (adj; n) from the reptiles;
reptile.
REPUBLIC (n) country without a KING
or QUEEN, where the people choose
their leaders.
REPUBLICAN (n) person not wanting
to have a KING or QUEEN, and wanting the people to choose leaders; person in a very big group in America that
chooses leaders for the country.
REPUDIATE (v) say a thing is not true.
REPUGNANCE (n) smell or other quality that pushes people away.
REPUGNANT (adj) with a bad taste,
smell, or other quality.
REPULSE (v) push back or away.
REPULSION (n) ability of things to push
each other away; not liking.
REPULSIVE (adj) easy to hate; very bad.
REPUTABLE (adj) with most people
thinking it is good.
REPUTATION, REPUTE (n) what most
people think about a thing or person.
REPUTED (adj) with most people thinking it is true.
REQUEST (v; n) ask; asking; thing you
ask for.
REQUIEM (n) church meeting for a dead
person.
REQUIRE (v) need.
REQUIREMENT (n) thing you need.
REQUISITE (n; adj) thing you need; that
you need.
REQUISITION (v; n) take; say on paper
that a person must do or give a thing;
this paper.
REQUITE (v) give in return.
RESCIND (v) stop a rule.
RESCUE (v; n) bring from danger to a
safe place; action that brings away
from danger.
RESEARCH (v; n) study a thing well to
learn new truths about it; this action.
RESEMBLANCE (n) what is the same
about two different people or things.
RESEMBLE (v) be like.
RESENT (v) show or feel hate or anger.
RESENTFUL (adj) with feelings of hate.
RESERVATION (n) agreement that you
can use a thing in the future; thinking
you cannot or will not do a thing; land
that leaders of a country say is for
some people, but not for all people.
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RESERVE (n; v) land, soldier, feeling,
money, thing, or person in a sport,
that you keep to use in the future;
keep to use in the future.
RESERVED (adj) not talking much; for
a special person to use in the future.
RESERVOIR (n) very big container for
water or other things you are holding
to use in the future.
RESHUFFLE (v; n) move people or
pieces to different places in a group;
this movement.
RESIDE (v) live, or be, in a place.
RESIDENCE (n) house; place where you
live.
RESIDENT (n; adj) person living in a
place; being, or living, in a place.
RESIDENTIAL (adj) for houses; with
people living in it; where you live.
RESIDUAL (adj; n) staying after other
things go.
RESIDUE (n) what stays after other
things go.
RESIGN (v) stop working, fighting, or
competing against.
RESIGNATION (n) paper saying you will
stop working in a job; feeling sadness
without showing it to other people.
RESIGNED (adj) agreeing with yourself
not to show anger or sadness about a
difficult thing.
RESILIENT (adj) easily returning to a
shape after you bend or squeeze it; easily becoming happy after being sad.
RESIN (n) sticky liquid from a plant;
chemical in plastic.
RESIST (v) fight against; stop.
RESISTANCE ( n ) f i g h t i n g a g a i n s t ;
group fighting secretly against leaders in a country; ability of a material
to stop movement of electricity;
strength to fight against.
RESOLUTE (adj) not changing in what
you believe or want.
RESOLUTION (n) how clear a thing is;
what you, or a meeting, choose to do;
strength to not change what you
choose to do; answer to a difficult
question.
RESOLVE (n; v) strength to choose not
to change; choose; answer a difficult
question.
RESONANT (adj) making a sound you
can hear for a short time after it ends.
RESONATOR (n) instrument to make
sounds more long.
RESORT (v; n) go to for help or rest;
place or thing you go to for help; place
where you go when resting from work.
RESOUNDING (adj) big; strong; clear.
RESOURCE (n) thing you can use.
RESOURCEFUL (adj) able to use things
for many different actions; helping
much (In).
RESOURCES (n) money or abilities.
RESPECT (n; v) thinking a thing or person is important; looking at; show you
think a person or thing is important.
RESPECTABLE (adj) good, important,
or big enough.
RESPECTFUL (adj) showing you think
other people are important.
RESPECTING (prep) about.

RESPECTIVELY (adv) in the same pattern that you were giving.
RESPIRATION (n) breathing.
RESPIRATOR (n) machine to help you
breathe.
RESPIRATORY (adj) about breathing.
RESPITE (n) time of resting from a difficult thing.
RESPLENDENT (adj) very beautiful; giving out much light.
RESPOND (v) act or talk in answer to.
RESPONDENT (n) person who answers.
RESPONSE (n) answer; effect; words
people in a church say after a leader
says some words.
RESPONSIBILITY (n) job; doing things
well.
RESPONSIBLE (adj) being the one who
must answer if a thing is wrong; doing things well.
RESPONSIVE (adj) answering.
*REST (v; n) stop working or moving;
sleep; be dead; be quiet; be on; time
of resting; all other parts of a thing or
group; part on a machine or a piece of
furniture that holds up your arm or
another thing.
*RESTAURANT (n) shop where people
buy and eat MEALS.
RESTAURATEUR (n) person who owns
a restaurant.
RESTFUL (adj) helping you to rest.
RESTITUTION (n) paying for a bad thing
you were doing.
RESTIVE (adj) not obeying well because a thing is boring or you are not
happy.
RESTLESS (adj) often wanting to move.
RESTORATION (n) making new; building again.
RESTORATIVE ( a d j ; n ) m a k i n g y o u
strong or healthy again; medicine or
food to make you strong or healthy
again.
RESTORE (v) make new or better; fix;
return a thing or quality that a person
or thing was losing.
RESTRAIN (v) hold or put in prison, to
stop movement.
RESTRAINT (n) thing to stop movement; holding emotions from being
too strong.
RESTRICT (v) hold; stop some actions.
RESTRICTION (n) rule; thing stopping
some actions or movements.
RESULT (n; v) effect; sum; end; make
to happen; happen from another thing.
RESULTANT (adj; n) coming from an
action before it; effect.
RESUME (v) start again after stopping.
RÉSUMÉ (n) short writing about a book,
happening, or other long writing; paper about the jobs you were doing
(Am).
RESUMPTION (n) starting again.
RESURGENCE (n) coming up again, after being destroyed or going down.
RESURRECT (v) give new life to a dead
thing.
RESURRECTION (n) receiving new life
after being dead.
RESUSCITATE (v) give new life to; make
strong or healthy again.

RETAIL (v; adj; n) sell things in small
numbers; selling things in small numbers.
RETAIN (v) keep; hold; remember.
RETAINER (n) money you pay to have
a person work for you in the future.
RETALIATE (v) return a bad action with
another bad action.
RETARD (v; n) make slow or late; stupid person.
RETARDED (adj) very slow to learn or
grow; stupid.
RETCH (v) move the stomach muscles
to push food out through the mouth.
RETENTION (n) holding or keeping.
RETENTIVE (adj) remembering or holding well.
RETHINK (v) think about again.
RETICENT (adj) not talking much.
RETICULATE (v) move electricity or water through a pattern of channels.
RETINA (n) back part of the eye, that
feels light.
RETINUE (n) people who travel with and
help an important person.
RETIRE (v) go to bed; stop doing a job
for all time; go away.
RETIRED (adj) finished working in a
job, for all time.
RETIREMENT (n) time in life after a person finishes working in jobs.
RETIRING (adj) shy; (of a room) for
waiting in (In).
RETORT (n; v) thing you say in return;
return; turn an argument against the
person who was making it.
RETOUCH (v) change a picture, writing, or other thing to make it better.
RETRACE (v) return on a road or line,
to the starting place.
RETRACT (v) pull away from; say you
do not now believe what you were saying.
RETRACTATION, RETRACTION (n) pulling in or away; saying you do not now
believe a thing you were saying.
RETREAD (v; n) put new rubber on an
old TYRE; old TYRE with new rubber
on it.
RETREAT (v; n) pull away from fighting or another action; special music
on a TRUMPET at night; army horn
music to say the sun is going down;
going to a quiet place; quiet place.
RETRENCH (v) cut down the number
of workers that you are using.
RETRIBUTION (n) bad thing you receive
for a bad thing you were doing.
RETRIEVAL (n) finding and taking a
thing you were losing.
RETRIEVE (v) find and take an animal
you shoot with a gun; find and take a
thing that you were losing.
RETRIEVER (n) dog that finds animals
that you shoot with a gun.
RETROACTIVE (adj) (of a rule) having
effect in the past, before it was made.
RETROGRADE (adj) becoming worse.
RETROGRESSIVE (adj) moving backward.
RETRO-ROCKET (n) small ROCKET on
a SPACECRAFT to stop it, or make it
go more slowly.
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RETROSPECT (n) looking at the past.
RETROSPECTION (n) thinking of the
past.
RETROSPECTIVE (adj) of the past; (of
a rule) being for actions before the rule
was made.
*RETURN (v; n; adj) come, go, or give
to a place again; returning; thing that
was or is returning; (of travel) returning you to where you were starting
from.
REUNION (n) time of many people coming together after being separate.
REV (v) make a motor go quickly.
REVALUE (v) give a new price to.
REVAMP (v) fix; make better.
REVEAL (v) show.
REVEILLE (n) music in the morning, to
tell soldiers to stop sleeping.
REVEL (v; n) make noise being happy
and foolish; foolish, happy time.
REVELATION (n) showing; thing God
shows you; showing a secret thing.
REVELRY (n) loud, foolish, happy time.
REVENGE (n) hurting people because
they were hurting you.
REVENGEFUL (adj) wanting to hurt a
person for hurting you.
REVENUE (n) money you, or a country,
receive in a year.
REVERBERATE (v) throw sound, light,
or heat back many times to where it
was coming from.
REVERE (v) love a person or thing like
it is from God.
REVERENCE (n) loving a person or
thing like it is from God.
REVEREND ( n ) n a m e f o r a c h u r c h
leader.
REVERENT (adj) feeling or showing
love for a thing like it is from God.
REVERIE (n) deep thinking.
REVERSAL (n) changing to the opposite direction.
REVERSE (v; n; adj) move or turn in an
opposite direction; other side of a coin
or paper; opposite in direction.
REVERSION (n) changing to be like it
was in the past.
REVERT (v) become like it was in the
past.
REVIEW (v; n) think about again; writing that tells if entertainment or another thing was good or bad.
REVIEWER (n) person who writes to say
if entertainment was good or bad.
REVILE ( v ) s a y a n g r y , b a d t h i n g s
about.
REVISE (v) change; study.
REVISION (n) change; studying.
REVITALISE (v) put new life into.
REVIVAL (n) receiving new life or enthusiasm.
REVIVE (v) put new life or enthusiasm
into.
REVIVER (n) drink that makes you less
tired.
REVOCABLE (adj) (of a rule) that a
leader can stop.
REVOKE (v) stop a rule.
REVOLT (v; n) fight against a leader.
REVOLTING (adj) making you feel sick.

REVOLUTION (n) fight to change leaders of your country; movement in a
circle.
REVOLUTIONARY (adj; n) making big
changes; fighting against leaders of
your country; soldier fighting against
leaders of his or her country.
REVOLUTIONISE (v) change all parts.
REVOLVE (v) move around in a circle.

RHYTHM (n) pattern of steps in time
between different sounds.
RIB (n; v) thin bone around the chest;
thin umbrella piece; CORRUGATION on
cloth; push a person with foolishness.
RIBALD (adj) foolish
about things that are
often serious, like
mating.

REVOLVER (n)
small gun that
you can hold
in one hand.

RIBAND, RIBBON (n)
narrow
piece
of
smooth cloth for an
award, or to make another thing beautiful
(see BOW and MEDAL).

REVOLVING (adj) moving in circles.
REVUE (n) entertainment that looks or
laughs at happenings from newspapers.
REVULSION (n) feeling of strong hate.
REWARD (n; v) award; give an award.
REWARDING (adj) good to do.
REWIRE (v) put new WIRES for electricity in a building or in a machine.
REWORD (v) say again, using new words.
RHAPSODY (n) music, talking, or writing that is very enthusiastic.
RHESUS (n) small monkey from India.
RHETORIC (n) writing or talking that
has much strong feeling.
RHEUMATIC (adj) of a sickness with
pain in muscles and joints.
RHEUMATISM (n) sickness with pain
in muscles and joints.
RHEUMATOID (adj) of a sickness with
pain in muscles and joints.
RHINESTONE (n) stone that is not expensive, but is like a DIAMOND.

RHINO

RHINO, RHINOCEROS (n) big animal
from Africa, with thick skin and a horn
on its nose.
RHODODENDRON
(n) bush
with big
flowers.
RHUBARB (n) plant with big red sticks
that people eat with sugar; much talking or arguing.

*RHYME (v; n) (of a word) have a sound
at the end like that of another word
(like “rain and train”); words that have
a sound at the end that are the same.

RIBOFLAVIN ( n ) c h e m i c a l i n m a n y
foods that helps make people healthy.
RIBONUCLEIC (adj) of a chemical that
helps things to grow.
*RICE (n) food from a white grass seed
that grows in wet places.
RICE-PAPER (n) thin paper that you can
eat.
*RICH (adj) with much wealth; (of food)
with much spice, sugar, or oil; expensive; (of dirt) very good for growing
plants in; strong; foolish.
RICKETS (n) sickness in children, that
makes bones soft.
RICKSHAW (n) vehicle with two wheels,
that a
person
pulls.
RICOCHET (n; v)
movement of a bullet or other thing
after it was hitting a thing; move in a
different direction after hitting a thing.
RID (v) take a quality or thing away
from a person, place, or thing.
RIDDANCE (n) not having a thing that
you were having in the past.
RIDDEN (v) was riding.
RIDDLE (n; v) question hiding a truth
for you to find; put many holes in a
thing.
*RIDE (v; n) travel in, or on, a vehicle,
animal, or WAVE; time of riding.
RIDER (n) more words you add to an
important paper to change it.
RIDGE (n) line on the top of a hill or
mountain, where the sides meet; border of a cliff.
RIDICULE (v; n) show a thing to laugh
at it; laughing at a person or thing.
RIDICULOUS (adj) very foolish.
RIDING (n) part of a town or place (Br).
RIESLING (n) a white wine from Germany;
grapes for making this white wine.
RIFE (adj) happening often; with many.
RIFFLE ( v ) m i x c a r d s q u i c k l y ; t u r n
pages quickly.
RIFF-RAFF (n) bad people.
RIFLE (n; v) gun with a long cylinder;
look through papers or other things
to rob.

RIFLE
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RIFT (n) line where a thing is breaking; separating.
RIG (n; v) part of a DERRICK that digs
to find oil; big truck (Am, Aus); secretly force a happening; give all the
things that a person or vehicle will
need for a job.
RIGGER (n) person who works with the
ropes on a ship.
RIGGING (n) ropes and sails on a ship.
*RIGHT (adj; adv; v; n) not broken or
wrong; true; good; on or toward the
side of the body opposite the heart;
all the way; straight; not wrongly;
make good, straight, or true; what is
good or true; action that people must
not stop you from doing; part of a
group that does not want changes.
RIGHT-ABOUT (n) turn that goes in the
opposite direction.
RIGHTEOUS ( a d j ) f o l l o w i n g g o o d
rules.
RIGHTFUL (adj) that rules say you can
have or do.
RIGHT-WING (n) part of a group that
does not want to change.
RIGID (adj) not bending, changing, or
moving; following all rules.
RIGMAROLE (n) much talking that is
not important for what you want.
RIGOROUS (adj) very difficult.
RIM (n) border of a wheel or circle.
RIND (n) skin of fruit, cheese, or meat.
RING (n; v) metal circle you
wear on a finger; circle
shape; people work-ing together secretly to disobey
rules of a coun-try; sound
travelling in air after
the
first
sound; make this
RING
sound; make a sound with
a bell; use a telephone to talk to a
person (Br, Aus); go around.
RING-BARK (v) cut the skin around a
tree to kill it or make it grow slowly.
RINGER (n) person looking very much
like another person (Am); worker who
cuts hair from
sheep more quickly
than other workers
on the job (Aus).
RING - FINGER (n)
finger you wear a
RING on, to show
you are married.
RINGLEADER (n) leader of a group that
fights or disobeys rules of a country.
RINGLET (n) COIL of hair.
RING-PULL (n) round
piece you pull to
open a tin.
RINGSIDE (n) chairs close to the action in entertainment.
RINGWORM ( n ) s k i n s i c k n e s s t h a t
makes round marks on the skin.
RINK (n) floor or grass for games; ice
floor for some sports.
RINSE (v; n) clean with water; liquid to
change the colour of your hair.

RIOT (n; v) much fighting; much noise,
foolishness, and disobeying of rules;
(of many people) make much noise or
fighting.
RIP (v; n) cut or pull a piece of material apart; move quickly; cut or breaking; line in water where two ocean
parts meet.
RIP-CORD (n) string you pull to open a
PARACHUTE after jumping from a plane.
RIPE (adj) good to eat or use now.
RIP-OFF (n) robbing, often with a price
that is too high.
RIPOSTE (n) fast, returning action in
FENCING; fast returning of words in
an argument.
RIPPER (n) very good person or thing
(Aus).
RIPPING (adj) very good (Br).
RIPPLE (n) small water movement;
sound of water moving; small
CORRUGATION.
RIP-ROARING (adj) foolish and loud.
RIP-SAW (n) SAW that cuts parallel to
lines in timber.
RISE (v; n) come up; go up; grow; live
again; stand; fight against; how much
a thing goes up; high piece of land.
RISER (n) vertical piece between steps.
RISIBLE (adj) easily laughing; easy to
laugh at.
RISK (n; v) danger; do a dangerous
thing.
RISKY (adj) dangerous.
RISSOLE (n) ball of meat or fish, with
very small pieces of bread covering it.
RISQUÉ (adj) bad; about mating.
RITE (n) special serious action, often
in a religion.
RITUAL (adj; n) of, with, or using special serious actions of a religion; action that you must do in a religion or
group.
RITUALISM (n) following special serious actions without thinking about
the reason for doing them.
RITZY (adj) very expensive; proud.
RIVAL (n; adj; v) person competing
with you; equal to another in quality;
compete with.
RIVALRY (n) spirit of competition.
*RIVER (n) water moving in a channel
that men were not making; many things,
or much of a material, moving together.
RIVERSIDE (n) ground on the side of a
river.
RIVET
RIVET (n; v) small
stick of metal to hold
pieces of metal or another material together,
by making the ends of the stick wide
and flat; hold together in this way;
look at, without moving your eyes.
RIVULET (n) very
small river.
ROACH (n) flat,
brown
insect
that lives in many
houses.

ROAD-BLOCK (n) thing policemen or
soldiers put across a road to stop vehicles.
ROAD-HOG (n) person who is driving
in a dangerous way.
ROAD-SENSE (n) ability to be safe when
driving.
ROADSTER (n) car with no roof.
ROAD-TRAIN (n) truck pulling other
trucks in a line.
ROADWAY (n) part of a road where the
vehicles travel.
ROADWORTHY (adj) (of a vehicle) safe
to use on roads.
ROAM (v) travel without plans.
ROAN (adj; n) (of a horse or cow) with
skin or hair of two colours mixing together; soft leather from a sheep.
ROAR (v; n) make a noise like an angry
lion or person; laugh or sing with a
loud noise; sound or noise like this.
ROAST (v; adj; n) cook food with dry
heat; become very hot; cooked with
dry heat; meat you cook with dry heat.
ROASTING (adj; n) (of weather) very
hot; strong words to say what is wrong
about a person.
*ROB (v) take what is not yours.
*ROBBER (n) person who robs.
ROBE (n) long loose coat.
ROBIN (n) small, fat, brown bird with a
red chest.
ROBOT (n) machine that looks and
works like a person; person with no
emotions or ability to disagree.
ROBUST (adj) strong and healthy.
ROCK (v; n) move slowly from side to
side; dance; loud, strong music;
stone.
ROCK-CAKE (n) hard cake.
ROCKER (n) curving bar on the bottom
of a CRADLE or chair (see ROCKINGHORSE); chair that moves forward and
backward
on two
curving bars; young
person who likes
loud
music
and
dancing, often wears
LEATHER clothes,
and likes MOTORCYCLES (Br).
ROCKERY (n) dirt and
stones people put in
small hills, to grow
plants on.

ROCK-MELON (n) big round MELON.
ROCKY (adj) of, or like, stones; having
many stones; rough.
ROCOCO (adj) (of art, buildings, and
furniture) made with SCROLLS and
COIL shapes, like a time in Europe in
the past.
ROD (n) long, thin, round stick or bar,
often for hitting or fishing.
RODE (v) was riding.
RODENT (n) mouse, rabbit, or other
mammal with two big front teeth.
RODEO (n) competition using horses
and cows (Am).
ROE (n) small deer from Europe and
Asia; group of fish eggs.
ROEBUCK (n) small male deer from Europe and Asia.
ROGER (interj; v) word to show you
understand what a person was saying; mate with.
ROGUE (n) bad person; angry, wild
horse, elephant, or other animal.
ROISTER (v) be very loud with happiness.
ROLE (n) part in a story that an actor
acts; your job.
ROLL (n; v) cylinder made from a long
COIL of paper or cloth (see SCROLL);
list; small ball of bread; round movements; long sound of electricity in
clouds; much money; move in circles;
move on wheels; (of a ship) move from
side to side.
ROLLAWAY (adj) (of a bed) that moves
easily on wheels (Am).
ROLL-CALL (n) saying names from a
list, to learn if all people from a group
are in a place.
ROLLER (n) cylinder that turns in circles, often for painting, squeezing, or
making things smooth or dry.
ROLLERBALL (n) BIRO that uses a
more liquid
INK.
ROLLER-COASTER

ROCKET
(n; v)
weapon or vehicle,
with fire pushing it;
go up quickly.

ROLLER-COASTER (n) small train, that
goes quickly up and down for entertainment.

ROCKETRY (n) study of ROCKETS.
ROCKING-HORSE
(n) toy
like a
horse.

*ROAD (n) way where
people, vehicles or animals travel.
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ROLLER-SKATE
(n) shoe with
wheels.

ROLLICKING
(adj) very happy
and loud, with much movement.
ROLLING-PIN (n) cylinder for making
food and other things flat.
ROLLMOP (n) piece of fish in a COIL,
with spices, in salt water.
ROLY-POLY (adj) fat.

ROMANCE (n; v) story with happenings that are beautiful, but that do not
often happen; thinking that is more
beautiful than true; do things to make
a person want to marry you.
ROMANTIC (adj; n) of, or about, things
that are beautiful, but not real; very
beautiful; person who thinks about
beautiful things that are not real.
ROMANY (n) person who travels from
place to place, without a house to live
in.
ROMP (v; n) play, with much movement; move quickly and easily; time
of playing.
ROMPERS (n) loose clothes for babies,
or for girls playing games at school.
RONDO (n) music with one part happening two or more times.
RONEO (n; v) cheap printing machine;
print using this machine (see PHOTOCOPIER).
ROO (n) KANGAROO (Aus).
ROO-BAR (n) bar in front of a vehicle,
that protects it if it hits an animal (Aus).

ROO-BAR
ROOD (n) measure of land.
*ROOF (n; v) top of a building, car or
other thing; put a roof on a building.
ROOFER (n) person who makes or fixes
roofs.
ROOFING (n) material for making roofs.
ROOF-RACK (n) bars on the top of a
car, that you use to carry things on.
ROOK (n; v) chess piece; bird like a
RAVEN; rob, by hiding the truth.
ROOKERY (n) group of SEALS, PENGUINS, or birds like RAVENS.
ROOKIE (n) new person in the army or
in another job.
*ROOM (n; v) part of a building with
walls around it; measure of space in a
building or other place; use a room
with another person.
ROOM-MATE (n) person living in the
same room with you.
ROOM-SERVICE (n) giving food and
other things to a person in a room
where the person pays to sleep.
ROOMY (adj) with much empty space.
ROOST (n; v) place where birds live or
rest; stay at a place to sleep.
ROOSTER (n) male chicken.
*ROOT (n; v) plant part that is in the
ground; starting place or reason; (of
pigs) dig with the nose, to find food;
make a thing stay strongly in a place;
pull a plant out of the ground; mate
with (Aus); encourage (Am).
ROPABLE (adj) angry.
*ROPE (n; v) strong string; tie or catch
with a rope; make a fence around with
rope.
ROPEABLE (adj) angry.
ROQUEFORT (n) cheese from France,
that is made from sheep or goat milk.

RORT (n) loud meeting; false action.
ROSARY (n) place for growing ROSES;
long praying, with many parts; string
with pieces on it to count when praying.
ROSE (n; adj; v)
plant with beautiful,
good smelling, red,
yellow, or white
flowers, and with
sharp points on the
branches; pink; was
coming or going up.
ROSÉ (adj; n) pink; pink wine.
ROSEATE (adj) having a pink colour.
ROSE-HIP ( n ) r e d f r u i t f r o m s o m e
ROSE bushes.
ROSELLA (n)
beautiful bird
with strong
colours.

ROSEMARY (n)
bush that people
make a spice from;
spice from this bush.
ROSERY (n) place for
growing ROSES.
ROSETTE (n) beautiful shape like a
ROSE.
ROSICRUCIAN (n) person in a group
with secret teachings about Jesus.
ROSIN (n) solid oil from some plants.
ROSTER (n; v) list of people to do jobs;
make a list of people to do jobs at
different times.
ROSTRUM (n) place to stand when talking to a meeting (see LECTERN).
ROSY (adj) pink; showing or thinking
good things will happen in the future.
ROT (v; n) (of plants or meat) become
destroyed from being old; bad or
dangerous thing; foolish talking.
ROTARY (adj; n) going in circles; motor with parts moving in circles.
ROTATE (v) move in circles.
ROTATION (n) moving in circles; many
happenings in a pattern.
ROTATOR (n) part of a machine that
moves in circles.
ROTE (n) action or remembering that
happens without thinking.
ROT-GUT (n) drink with alcohol in it,
that can destroy your stomach.
ROTISSERIE (n) machine with a stick
that goes through meat or other food,
and turns in circles over a fire to cook
all sides of the food.

ROTISSERIE
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ROTOR ( n ) p a r t o f a m a c h i n e t h a t
moves in circles; turning blades on a
HELICOPTER.
ROTTEN (adj) (of plants or meat) very
bad from being old; very bad; showing effects of drinking too much alcohol (Aus).
ROTTER (n) bad person (Br).
ROTUND (adj) fat; round.
ROTUNDA (n) round building or room.
ROUBLE (n) piece of money from Russia.
ROUGE (n; v) red colour women put
on their faces or lips to look beautiful; put red colour on your face or lips.
*ROUGH (adj; n; v) not smooth; with
much hair, or many projections; cruel;
not finished; first plan; (in GOLF)
ground that is not smooth; person
who does not obey rules; fight; plan
or draw quickly.
ROUGHAGE (n) rough food that helps
the intestines to work well.
ROUGH-AND-READY ( a d j ) n o t v e r y
good, but good enough.
ROUGH-AND-TUMBLE (n; adj) fight
without a plan; without a plan.
ROUGHCAST ( n ) m i x t u r e o f s m a l l
stones and a paste for covering the
outside walls of a building.
ROUGHEN (v) make or become rough.
ROUGH-HEWN (of timber or stone) cut
into a rough shape, but not smooth.
ROUGHLY (adv) almost; in a cruel, hard,
or difficult way; with a rough shape.
ROUGHNECK (n) person who fights and
does many dangerous things.
ROUGHSHOD (adj) (of a horse) with
nails projecting from the shoes.
ROULETTE (n) game to choose where
a moving ball will stop on a wheel.

ROULETTE
*ROUND (adj; n; adv; prep; v) with a
circle shape; like a circle; whole; thing
with a shape like a circle or cylinder;
one drink or other thing for each person; places you often go to, one after
the other; (in GOLF) doing all holes
one time; one part of a competition;
one bullet; in all directions from the
middle; make or become round.
ROUNDABOUT (n; adv; prep) joint in a
road where all vehicles must travel
around a circle in the middle; almost;
on all sides; around.
ROUND-ARM (adj) (of throwing) with
the arm horizontal.
ROUNDEL (n) MEDAL.
ROUNDERS (n) game like BASEBALL.

ROUND-SHOULDERS (adj) bending forward when sitting or standing.
ROUNDSMAN ( n ) p e r s o n w h o b u y s
things, and does other little jobs for
other workers; newspaper worker who
writes about one special thing.
ROUND-TABLE (adj) (of a meeting) with
no person being more important than
the others.
ROUND-UP (n) time of bringing cows
or other animals together.
ROUNDWORM (n) WORM that is not
flat.
ROUSE (v) make a person stop sleeping; start working, or doing another
thing; talk with anger to a person who
was doing a thing wrongly.
ROUSTABOUT (n) person who does
little fixing jobs, often on a FARM
(Aus); worker in a place where people
are getting oil from the ground; worker
who puts things on and off ships (Am).
ROUT (n; v) running away of soldiers
who were losing a war or fight; make
people who are fighting you turn and
run; (of pigs) dig with the nose to find
food.
ROUTE (n) line through the places
where a person or thing travels.
ROUTINE (n; adj) things you do many
times; actions an entertainer does often; happening many times without
being interesting.
ROVE (v) move about in many directions.
ROVER (n) travelling person; person
in football games who is small, and
able to catch the ball well (Aus); robber who travels on the ocean.
ROW (n; v) straight line of things; loud
argument; noise; move a boat with
OARS.
ROWAN (n) mountain tree from Europe
and Asia, with red BERRIES.
ROW-BOAT (n) small
boat that you
push with
OARS.

ROW-BOAT
ROWDY (adj; n) rough and loud; rough
and loud person.
ROWEL (n) circle with sharp projections, on the back of a shoe, for hitting a horse when you ride it.
ROWLOCK (n) joint on a boat, that
holds an OAR.
ROYAL (adj; n) of the family of a KING
or QUEEN; very good; person from the
family of a KING or QUEEN.
ROYALIST (n) person who agrees with
having a KING or QUEEN in a country.
ROYALTY (n) being of the family of a
KING or QUEEN; money you must pay
to use a thing that is not yours.
*RUB (v; n) put your hand or another
thing on a thing, and move against it;
time of rubbing; place where you were
rubbing.

*RUBBER (n; adj) material like soft,
bending plastic, that comes from liquid in some trees; rubber piece for
rubbing writing away; rubber cover for
the penis when mating (Am); three
games of cards; made of rubber.
RUBBER-NECK (n; v) person looking
with interest at many things, often
when travelling (Am); look at many
new things (Am).
RUBBER-STAMP (v) agree for a thing
to happen, without thinking about it.
RUBBING (n) pattern made by rubbing.
RUBBISH (n; v) things people do not
want or use; stupid talking; say a thing
is not good or will not work.
RUBBLE (n) stone pieces that you cannot use.
RUBELLA (n) sickness that can make
a baby grow wrongly if the mother has
it when the baby is growing inside her.
RUBY (n; adj) expensive red stone; red.
RUCK (n; v) group of three people in a
football game, who move where the
ball goes (Aus); two groups in a football game, who push together to get
the ball; most people in a competition,
who do not win; make bends in cloth.
RUCKSACK (n) KNAPSACK that hangs
from the SHOULDERS.
RUCKUS (n) loud argument or happening.
RUDDER (n) flat
piece on a plane
or boat, to make
the vehicle go in
the direction you
want.
RUDDY (adj) healthy red colour on
the face; very bad.
RUDE (adj) not a thing people should
talk about or see, often because it is
about mating; not kind; not made
well; saying or doing things to make
others shy or angry.
RUDIMENTS (n) first rules or parts of a
truth or other thing.
RUDIMENTARY (adj) not finished growing.
RUFFIAN (n) rough person who disobeys rules.
RUFF (n) special hair, feathers, or cloth
with CORRUGATIONS, around the
neck of a person or animal; a PIGEON.
RUFFLE (v; n) make rough, angry, or
sad; cloth with CORRUGATIONS, on
the border of another cloth.
RUFOUS (adj) red-brown.
*RUG (n; v) thick, heavy cloth to cover
floors; wear many warm clothes.
RUGBY (n) a football game.
RUGGED (adj) rough; not bending easily.
RUGGER (n) a football game.
RUGOSE (adj) with CORRUGATIONS.
RUIN (v; n) break a thing, or make it
not good to use; breaking of a thing;
being not good to use; what breaks
or destroys another thing; old building, town, or person that is not good
to use now.
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RUINOUS (adj) destroying.
*RULE (n; v) words saying what you
must do; timber, metal, plastic, or
cloth line with marks on it, for measuring distances; RULER; leading with
force; say what others must do; draw
a line using a RULER.
RULER (n) measuring tool for making
straight lines; leader who makes rules.

RULER
RULES (n) way of playing football in
Australia.
RULING (n) rule from a leader.
RUM (n) drink with much alcohol, often made from SUGAR-CANE.
RUMBA (n) a dance from Cuba.
RUMBLE (v; n) make the sound of electricity in clouds that are far away from
you; make a low, deep noise like this
when moving; this sound; back part
of a car or other vehicle; fight.
RUMBUSTIOUS (adj) with much noise.
RUMINANT (n; adj) animal that eats
again after food returns to the mouth
from the stomach; of these animals.
RUMINATE (v) eat food again; think
about slowly.
RUMMAGE ( v ) l o o k t h r o u g h m a n y
things for a special thing.
RUMMY (n) a card game.
RUMOR (Am) RUMOUR (n; v) talk that
many people hear without knowing if
it is true; tell people a thing that you
do not know to be true.
RUMP (n) buttocks; bottom; end part.
RUMPLE (v) make CORRUGATIONS in.
RUMPUS (n) fight; loud actions.
*RUN (v; n) move on legs more quickly
than walking; grow or happen with no
rules or help; compete; make a machine work; action or time of running;
distance a thing travels; cut in cloth,
that grows in length; line of happenings; building or piece of land for animals; many people wanting a thing.
RUN-AROUND (n) choosing not to help
a person, and sending him or her to
another place for help.
RUNAWAY (n) person who was going
away from a prison, his or her family,
or another place where he or she
should be.
RUNG (n; v) horizontal stick in a LADDER; was making a sound with a bell;
was using the telephone (Aus).
RUNNEL (n) small river.
RUNNER (n) person or animal that runs;
plant with branches that become new
plants; branch on a plant that can become a new plant; blade on a SLED;
bar for things to move on; long narrow rug.
RUNNER-UP (n) person finishing second in a competition.
RUNNING (adj; n) happening in a line,
without stopping; competition.
RUNNING-BOARD (n) place for standing, on the outside of a motor vehicle.
RUNNY (adj) liquid; too liquid.

RUN-OFF ( n ) c o m p e t i t i o n b e t w e e n
people who were equal in a first
competition; liquid moving away from
a place.
RUNT (n) animal or person that is more
small than it should be.
RUN-UP (n) action or place leading to
a happening.
RUNWAY (n) road for planes to go up
from and come down on.
RUPEE (n) piece of money from India.
RUPTURE (n; v) breaking; breaking of
an organ inside the body; break; cut.
RURAL (adj) away from towns.
RUSE (n) plan to make people think a
thing that is not true.
RUSH (v; n) move, or do a thing, too
quickly, often without thinking; fast
movement; movement of many people.
RUSH-HOUR (n) time when many people travel to or from their jobs.
RUSK (n) hard bread.
RUSSET ( a d j ; n ) r e d - b r o w n c o l o u r ;
POTATO or apple with rough redbrown skin.
*RUSSIA (n) very big country in Asia.
RUSSIAN (n; adj) person from Russia;
language of Russia; of Russia.
RUST (n; v) red-brown powder on metal,
from air mixing with it; changing of
metal to red-brown powder; sickness
of plants; (of metal) change to powder
from air mixing with it; become weak.
RUSTIC (adj; n) from or about FARMS
(or the people who work on them) and
other places away from towns; not of
good quality; rough; poor person who
lives away from towns or on a FARM.
RUSTLE (n; v) sound of leaves moving in the wind; make this sound; rob
horses or cows (Am); find and give.
RUSTLER (n) person who robs horses
or cows (Am).
RUSTY (adj) (of metal) with some of it
changing to red-brown powder, from
air mixing with it; old; not working well
now, after working well in the past.
RUT (n) small channel made by wheels,
people or animals moving across
ground; always doing the same thing;
time when a male deer wants to mate.
RUTHLESS (adj) cruel.
RUTILE (n) stone people make metal
from.
RYE (n) grain people feed to animals,
or make bread from.
RYE-GRASS (n) grass people feed to
animals.

S
SABAOTH (n) armies of God.
SABBATH (n) rest; day each week when
people rest from working.
SABBATARIAN (n) person with strong
rules about resting one day each week.
SABBATICAL (n; adj) one year in seven,
when a teacher travels and studies;
of a time for resting.
SABLE (n) small mammal from very
cold countries, with expensive skin
and hair; black clothes you wear to
show you are sad when a person dies.

SABOTAGE (v; n) destroy or break the
work of another person; destroying or
breaking the work of another person.
SABOTEUR (n) person who tries to destroy or break the work of another.
SABRE (n) SWORD with a little bend in
the blade; SWORD with a blade that is
thick at the handle and thin at the
point.
SABRE-RATTLING (n) showing weapons, or doing other actions, to make a
person or country think you can win
against them in a war or fight.
SAC (n) bag of skin inside an animal
or plant.
SACCHARIN (n) sweet chemical that
people use for sugar.
SACCHARINE (adj) too sweet; with too
much love and other soft emotions.
SACHET (n) small bag.
SACK (n; v) bag made of paper or thick
cloth; telling from a leader, that you
must leave a job; bed; put things into
a bag; tell a person that he or she must
leave a job; rob and destroy.
SACKBUT (n) musical instrument like
a TROMBONE.
SACKCLOTH, SACKING (n) thick cloth
for making big bags.
SACK-RACE ( n ) c o m p e t i t i o n w h e r e
people stand inside big bags and jump.
SACRAMENT (n) special bread or wine
for Christians, or another special
church action.
SACRED (adj) spiritual; special for
God; very important.
SACRIFICE (v; n) do a difficult action
for God or another person; difficult
action for God or another person;
thing you give to God.
SACRILEGE (n) doing a bad action
against a thing that is special to God.
SACROSANCT (adj) safe from people
touching it, because it is important to
God.
SACRUM (n) bone in the buttocks.
*SAD (adj) not happy; not good.
SADDEN (n) make sad.
SADDLE (n;
v) thing you
sit on, on a
horse or bicycle; high
land between the
tops of two
mountains or
hills; meat from
the buttocks;
SADDLE
put a SADDLE
on a horse.
SADDLER (n) person who makes or
sells SADDLES.
SADISM (n) wanting to give pain.
*SADNESS (n) being sad.
SADO-MASOCHIST ( n ) p e r s o n w h o
wants to give and receive pain.
SAFARI (n) travelling to kill or look at
wild animals in Africa.
*SAFE (adj; n) without danger; that
cannot hurt or be hurt; container with
a lock, for holding important or expensive things.
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SAFEGUARD (n; v) thing or action to
protect; protect.
SAFETY (n) being safe.
SAFETY-BELT (n) belt to hold you in a
car or other vehicle .
SAFETY-BOLT, SAFETY-CATCH (n) lock
on a gun.
SAFETY-PIN (n)
joining
PIN,
with a cover for
the point of it.
SAFFLOWER ( n ) p l a n t w i t h s h a r p
leaves, and flowers of many colours,
that people use to make oil and colour.
SAFFRON (n; adj) plant with yelloworange flowers; powder from this
flower, that people use for colour, and
for a spice; yellow-orange colour.
SAG (v; n) hang low in the middle; hang
between two sides; loose hanging.
SAGA (n) very long story.
SAGE (n) spice made from green leaves
with a strong smell; smart man who
understands many things.
SAGITTARIUS (n) picture (from a group
of stars) of a man using a BOW and
ARROW.
SAGO (n) powder made from the soft,
middle part of a PALM tree.
SAID (v; adj) was saying; that you were
saying.
*SAIL (n; v) piece of vertical, strong
cloth on a boat, that catches wind to
push the boat; travelling by boat;
travel in, or drive, a vehicle with a sail;
move easily and quickly.
SAILBOARD (n) light SURFBOARD
with a sail on it.
SAILCLOTH (n) cloth for making sails.
SAILOR (n) person who works on a
ship; soldier who works on a ship.
SAINT (n) Christian; follower of God;
very good person.
SAINTHOOD (n) following God; being
a Christian.
SAINTLY (adj) like a person who is following God; like a Christian; having
much love.
SAKE (n) reason; interest; happiness;
drink from Japan, made from rice with
alcohol in it.
SALAD (n) pieces of different fruit or
vegetables together as food, without
cooking.
SALAMANDER (n) animal like a lizard,
with soft skin.

SALAMANDER
SALAMI (n) piece of meat like DEVON,
but made with many spices (It).
SALARY (n) money you receive for
working in a job.
SALE (n) selling; what was selling;
special time when a shop makes prices
less expensive.
SALEABLE (adj) good enough to sell.

SALESMAN ( n ) p e r s o n w h o s e l l s
things for a job.
SALESMANSHIP ( n ) a b i l i t y t o s e l l
things.
SALIENT (adj) projecting; easy to see.
SALINE (adj) having salt.
SALIVA (n) liquid from the mouth.
SALIVATE (v) make liquid in the mouth.
SALLOW (adj; n) sick, yellow colour;
tree or bush with long, thin branches.
SALLY (n; v) smart, fast saying; fast
forward movement; move quickly forward.
SALMON (n) big fish with pink meat.
SALMONELLA ( n ) s i c k n e s s f r o m
GERMS in some foods.
SALON (n) special room in a big house,
for receiving people who do not live
in the house; shop where you pay to
be made beautiful.
SALOON (n) room where many people
meet, sit, and talk on a ship or in a
train; place that sells alcohol (Am); car
with a strong body and roof.
*SALT (n; v; adj) spice from ocean water; chemical from a metal and another
chemical mixing together; put salt on
food; keep for the future; with the
taste of salt.
SALT-LICK (n) rock or ground with salt
in it for animals to eat.
SALT-MARSH (n) land that is covered
by ocean water when the ocean is
high.
SALT-PAN (n) concave piece of land
with much salt in it.
SALTPETRE (n) white powder people use
to make medicine, food, and bullets.
SALUBRIOUS (adj) making the body
healthy.
SALUTARY (adj) good; making good
effects.
SALUTATION (n) first words you say
when meeting a person.
SALUTE (v; n) say friendly first words
when meeting a person; do a special
action when meeting a person in the
army, or when you are near a flag; special words or action you use when
meeting a person, or being near a flag.
SALVAGE (v; n) take things away from
a fire or other danger; use a thing that
other people were throwing away; taking things away from danger; using
things people were throwing away;
using paper or metal again after using it one time before.
SALVATION (n) protecting your spirit
from being punished by God; keeping a thing safe.
SALVE (n; v) medicine paste you put
on skin; action to fix bad feelings;
make a person feel better.
SALVER (n) flat, metal dish you carry
food or letters in, to give to people.
SALVO (n) shooting many guns at one
time.
SAMBA (n) dance from South America;
music for this dance.
*SAME (adj; pro) like another thing;
thing that is like another thing; thing
you were saying.
SAMENESS (n) being the same.

SAMOYED (n)
white
dog
with a bending tail.

SAMPAN (n)
small boat with a
flat bottom, from
China and Japan.
SAMPLE (n; v) little piece of a thing,
showing what the whole is like; take a
little piece of a thing to see what the
whole is like.
SAMPLER (n) cloth with many beautiful patterns from strings going
through it.
SAMSON (n) very strong person.
SANATORIUM (n) healthy place for
people who were sick for a long time.
SANCTIFY (v) make perfect; make special for God; give to God.
SANCTIMONIOUS (adj) showing you
are proud of being very good for God.
SANCTION (n; v) ability to act without
rules stopping you; action a country
does against another country; say that
a person or group can do an action.
SANCTITY (n) being special for God.
SANCTUARY (n) special place for God;
church; safe place for wild animals.
SANCTUM (n) special place for God;
room for one person to use.
*SAND (n; v) very small stone pieces;
put sand on a thing; rub a thing with
sand to make it smooth.
SANDAL (n) shoe with belts for the
top of it.
SANDALWOOD (n) timber from South
Asia with a good smell; the smell of
this timber.
SANDBAG (n; v) bag of sand; hit with
a bag of sand; put bags of sand in a
place to protect it from bullets or much
water.
SANDBANK (n) shallow place in a river
or ocean, from much sand in the place.
SAND-BLAST (v) use a machine that
shoots sand like bullets.
SAND-CASTLE (n) small building of
sand that a child makes on the beach.
SANDER (n) machine for rubbing things
with sand, to make them smooth.
SANDPAPER (n; v) paper with sand on
it, for rubbing things to make them
smooth; rub with this paper.
SANDPIPER (n) bird with a long, thin
beak, that lives near the ocean.
SANDPIT (n) place with sand, for children to play in.
SANDSHOE (n) light shoe with a rubber bottom.
SANDSTORM (n) much wind pushing
clouds of sand.
SANDWICH (n; v) pieces of bread with
food between them; put a thing between
two other
things.

SANDWICH
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SANDY ( a d j ) l i k e s a n d ; w i t h m u c h
sand; with orange hair.
SANE (adj) not crazy; able to think
clearly.
SANG (v) was singing.
SANGUINARY ( a d j ) w a n t i n g t o s e e
blood.
SANGUINE (adj) happy; with red colour
in the skin.
SANITARIUM ( n ) h e a l t h y p l a c e f o r
people who were sick for a long time.
SANITARY (adj) clean, to be healthy.
SANITATION (n) keeping a place clean,
to be healthy; taking away DUNG.
SANITISE ( n ) m a k e c l e a n , t o b e
healthy.
SANITY (n) not being crazy; ability to
think clearly.
SANK (v) was going down; was making a thing drop under water.
SAP (n; v) blood in plants; stupid person; take away strength.
SAPLING (n) young tree.
SAPPER (n) soldier who builds things
(Br).
SAPPHIRE (n) expensive blue stone.
SAPPHISM (n) mating between two
women.
SARABAND (n) slow dance from Spain.
SARCASM (n) words saying a good
thing that you do not believe, to show
hate.
SARCOPHAGUS (n) stone box for holding a MUMMY.
SARD (n) yellow or orange stone.
SARDINE (n) small fish that is often
put in tins with oil.
SARDONIC (adj) being foolish in an angry way, to hurt a person.
SARDONYX (n) blue-white or orange
stone.
SARGASSO (n) plant that grows on the
top of the North Atlantic Ocean.
SARGE (n) leader of a few soldiers or
policemen.
SARI (n) dress from
India, that is made
from one long piece
of cloth.

SARONG ( n ) c l o t h
that men or women
wear around the
stomach in parts of
Asia.
SARSAPARILLA (n)
spice from a root,
that people use in a
cold drink.
SASH (n) piece of cloth you wear
around your stomach or over your
SHOULDER; timber border for a window, that often moves up and down.
SASSAFRAS (n) tree from North America, with leaves and skin that people use to make tea or medicine.
SAT (v) was sitting.
SATAN (n) the devil.
SATANIC (adj) of the devil; very bad.
SATANISM (n) loving and following the
devil.

SATAY (n) pieces of meat with much
spice, cooked on timber sticks (SE
Asia).
SATCHEL (n) bag of cloth or LEATHER,
often for carrying books.
SATE (v) take all that you want of a
thing; take more than you need.
SATELLITE (n) thing that people were
making, that travels around a planet;
moon; weak country that follows a
strong country.
SATIATE (v) take all that you want of a
thing; take more than you need.
SATIETY (n) feeling that you were having or doing too much of a thing.
SATIN (n) very smooth expensive cloth.
SATINETTE (n) cloth that is like a more
expensive, very smooth cloth.
SATIRE (n) speaking, writing, or acting
that makes you laugh at other people.
SATIRISE (v) write or act to make people
laugh at other people.
SATIRIST (n) person who writes or acts
to make people laugh at other people.
SATISFACTION (n) having enough of a
thing, and being happy with it.
SATISFACTORY (adj) good enough.
SATISFY (v) give enough to make a
person happy.
SATURATE (v) put as much of a liquid
or other thing in a place as it can hold.
SATURDAY (n) last day of the week.
SATURN (n) planet with ten moons and
flat circles around it.
SATYR (n) god in the past, that was
half man and half goat; man who
thinks too much about mating.
SAUCE (n) thick liquid you add to food
to give more taste.
SAUCEPAN
(n)
metal
container
with
a
handle, for
cooking.
SAUCER (n) dish you put under a cup.
SAUCY (adj) beautiful; too confident
when talking to leaders.
SAUERKRAUT (n) sour cabbage (Germ).
SAUNA (n) room where you sit in hot,
wet air, to become healthy or feel
good.
SAUNTER (v; n) walk slowly; slow way
of walking.
SAUSAGE ( n ) c y l i n d e r - s h a p e d s o f t
meat (see DEVON).
SAUTÉ (n; v; adj) food cooked quickly,
with oil; cook this way; cooked this
way.
SAUTERNES (n) sweet white wine from
France.
SAV (n) soft red cylinder of meat (see
FRANKFURTER).
SAVAGE (adj; v; n) wild; cruel; hurt
quickly, like a wild animal; wild person.
SAVANNAH (n) land that is hot and flat,
with much grass and few trees.
SAVE (v; prep; conj) keep away from
danger; stop a thing from becoming
bad; keep for the future; apart from.

SAVELOY (n) soft, red cylinder of meat
(see FRANKFURTER).
SAVING (prep) apart from.
SAVINGS (n) money or other things you
keep to use in the future.
SAVIOUR (n) Jesus; person who takes
you away from danger.
SAVOIR-FAIRE (n) ability to say or do
the right thing in any happening.
SAVORY (adj; n) with a good taste;
food that is not sweet.
SAVOUR (n; v) taste or smell; like.
SAVOURY (adj; n) with a good taste;
food that is not sweet.
SAVOY (n) cabbage.
SAVVY (Am) (v; n) understand; smartness.
SAW (n; v) tool or machine for cutting
timber; cut with a SAW; was seeing.

SCAFFOLDING (n) bars beside a building, that you stand on when working
on the building .
SCALD (v; n) burn skin with hot gas
or liquid; heat milk; wash with very
hot water; sore on skin from hot liquid.
SCALE (n; v) instrument that measures
how heavy a thing is; small, flat piece
on the skin of a reptile or fish; size;
hard chemicals from water, that stick
to teeth or containers; go up a cliff;
measure; make a thing that looks like
another thing with a different size;
take SCALES off a fish.

SAW
SCALES
SAWBUCK (n) piece of paper money
(Am).
SAWDUST (n) powder from cutting timber with a SAW.
SAWFISH (n) fish with a nose like a
blade, that it uses for a weapon.
SAW-HORSE (n) timber piece of furniture that holds another piece up when
you are cutting it with a SAW.
SAWMILL (n) place where workers cut
timber with big machine SAWS.
SAWN (v) was cutting with a SAW.
SAW-SET (n) tool for bending the teeth
of a SAW.
SAWTOOTH (adj) with the shape of
teeth on a SAW, with one steep side
and one side that is not very steep on
each tooth.
SAWYER (n) worker who cuts timber.
SAX (n) SAXOPHONE.
SAXHORN (n) horn
like a TRUMPET.
SAXONY (n) cloth
made from the hair
of sheep.
SAXOPHONE ( n )
musical instrument
with buttons, that
you breathe into.
SAXOPHONIST
(n) person who
plays a SAXOPHONE.

*SAY (v) tell what you think; talk.
SAYING (n) what a person says; what
many people often say.
SCAB (n) dry blood covering a sore.
SCABBARD (n) covering for a SWORD.
SCABIES (n) sickness of the skin.
SCAFFOLD (n) bars beside a building,
that you stand on when working on
the building; high floor for GALLOWS.
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SCALENE (adj) (of a triangle) with all
sides having different lengths.
SCALLOP (n; v) shell fish; thin piece
of potato, covered with wheat paste
and cooked in oil (Aus); pattern of
many half circles in a line; put a pattern of half circles on a thing.
SCALLYWAG (n) friendly name for a
bad person.
SCALP (n; v) top of the head and hair;
hurt with words; cut hair and skin
from the top of the head (N Am); sell
things for prices that are too high.
SCALPEL (n) small knife that a doctor
uses.
SCALY (adj) covered with SCALES.
SCAM (n) plan for taking money from
people.
SCAMP (n; v) friendly name for a bad
person; work quickly, but do a bad job.
SCAMPER (v) run quickly from place
to place.
SCAN (v) look at each part quickly.
SCANDAL (n) action that many people
think is bad; feeling of anger from
people about a bad thing a person was
doing.
SCANDALISE (v) surprise people by
doing an action they think is very bad.
SCANDALMONGER ( n ) p e r s o n w h o
talks about bad things other people
do.
*SCANDINAVIA (n) group of countries
in a big ISLAND in the north part of
Europe.
SCANDINAVIAN (n; adj) person from
Scandinavia; of Scandinavia.
SCANNER (n) tool or machine for close
looking at all parts of a thing.
SCANT, SCANTY (adj) with not many,
or not enough of.
SCAPEGOAT (n) thing or person who
pays for the wrong actions of others.
SCAPULA (n) big flat, triangle-shaped
bone, high on each side of your back.

SCAR (n; v) mark on skin from a cut or
sore in the past; sad feeling that stays
after a bad thing happens; make a mark
or sore that will stay in the future.
SCARAB (n) stone cut in the shape of
a BEETLE.
SCARCE (adj) not enough; difficult to
find.
SCARCELY (adv) almost not; not.
SCARCITY (n) thing that is difficult to
find; not having enough of a thing.
SCARE (v; n) make afraid; feeling of
fear.
SCARECROW
(n) shape
of a man
that you put
on a piece of
land to stop
birds from eating food that
grows on
the land.

SCARF (n) piece of cloth you wear
around your neck or head (see
SCARVES); joint for two pieces of timber.
SCARIFY (v) make many shallow cuts
on skin or on the ground.
SCARLATINA (n) sickness that gives
the body a red colour.
SCARLET (n; adj) red colour.
SCARVES (n) pieces of cloth that you
wear around your neck or head.

SCARVES
SCARY (adj) giving fear.
SCAT (interj; v) word to tell a person
or animal to go away quickly; go away
quickly.
SCATHING (adj) (of words saying that
a person is wrong) hurting or cruel.
SCATTER (v) move away from the middle in many directions; throw or force
to go in many directions.
SCATTERBRAIN (n) person who cannot remember things well.
SCATTERED (adj) far apart, in many different places.
SCATTERING (n) few things in a big
place.
SCATTY (adj) crazy; stupid.
SCAVENGE (v) look for and keep things
that others throw away.
SCAVENGER (n) person who keeps
what others throw away; animal that
eats animals that other animals kill.
SCENARIO (n) plan for entertainment;
plan of what can or should happen.

SCENE (n) trees, buildings, furniture,
and other things around actors in a
story; place where a thing happens;
strong showing of emotions; part of
a story for actors; buildings, land, and
other things that you are looking at.
SCENERY (n) trees, buildings, and
other things that actors use; how a
place looks.
SCENIC (adj) (of a place) beautiful.
SCENT (n; v) liquid with a beautiful
smell; smell an animal leaves, that
other animals can follow; smell; follow by smelling; put a liquid with a
good smell on a thing.
SCEPTIC (n) person who does not believe things easily.
SCEPTRE ( n ) s t i c k t h a t a K I N G o r
QUEEN holds to show he or she is an
important leader.
SCHEDULE (n; v) list of things to do at
special times; list things you must do
at special times; put a thing on a list.
SCHEMA (n) plan.
SCHEMATIC (adj) with a plan or pattern.
SCHEME (n; v) plan; secret plan; make
plans; plan secretly.
SCHISM ( n ) ( o f a c h u r c h o r o t h e r
group) separating into different
groups because people disagree
about what they believe; thing that
separates people.
SCHISMATIC ( a d j ; n ) e n c o u r a g i n g
people to argue and separate; person
who encourages people to argue.
SCHIZO, SCHIZOID, SCHIZOPHRENIC (n)
person with a sickness in emotions,
that makes him or her change from one
emotion to another very quickly.
SCHIZOPHRENIA (n) sickness in emotions, that makes you change emotions quickly.
SCHMALTZ (n) too much happiness
or love in songs or stories.
SCHNAPPS (n) drink from Europe, with
much alcohol in it, that is made from
fruit.
SCHNITZEL (n) cooked meat from a
young cow.
SCHOLAR (n) student; person who is
smart about one thing.
SCHOLARSHIP (n) money to help a person study at a school for adults; much
learning about a thing.
SCHOLASTIC (adj; n) of schools and
learning; teacher.
*SCHOOL (n; v) place or building for
teaching and learning; teachers and
students in a school; time of learning; people who follow or believe the
same things; group of fish; teach;
study at a school (In).
SCHOOLING (n) learning in a school.
SCHOOL-LEAVER (n) person who was
leaving school to find a job.
SCHOOLBOY (n) boy at school.
SCHOOLCHILD (n) child at school.
SCHOOLGIRL (n) girl at school.
SCHOOLMARM (n) female teacher at a
school.
SCHOOLMASTER (n) most important
male teacher at a school.
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SCHOOLMISTRESS (n) most important
female teacher at a school.
SCHOONER (n) small ship, often with
two sails; measure of beer; beer glass
of this measure.
SCIATIC (adj) of the bones or feelings
of the buttocks.
SCIATICA (n) pain near the buttocks.
SCIENCE (n) understanding how or
why things work and happen; study
of a special thing.
SCIENTIFIC (adj) for understanding
how and why things work or happen;
using good, clear thinking.
SCIENTIST ( n ) p e r s o n w h o s t u d i e s
much to understand why and how
things work or happen.
SCI-FI (n) (of stories) about life on
other planets, or in the future.
SCIMITAR (n) short SWORD from Asia,
with a curve.
SCINTILLA (n) very small piece of light.
SCINTILLATING (adj) very interesting;
giving out many small pieces of light.
SCISSORS (n) cutting instrument with
two blades that you hold in one hand;
holding a person between your legs
when fighting.

SCISSORS
SCLEROSIS (n) sickness that makes
soft parts of the body become hard.
SCOFF (v) laugh at, and say a thing is
stupid; eat; eat or drink with greed.
SCOLD (v; n) say angry words to a child
or other person who was doing a bad
thing; angry woman.
SCONCE (n) thing on a wall, that holds
a CANDLE or LAMP.
SCONE (n) small, soft, flat cake.
SCOOP (n; v) tool like a deep SHOVEL,
for moving food, grain, coal, liquids,
and other things; fast movement to
lift and carry; important story one
newspaper uses before other newspapers do; lift and carry quickly; write
a story for your newspaper that other
newspapers were not receiving.
SCOOT (v) run; go away quickly.
SCOOTER ( n ) t o y v e h i c l e t h a t y o u
move by pushing one foot on the
ground; MOTORCYCLE with small
wheels; vehicle with three wheels, for
carrying people from place to place in
India.

SCOOTER
SCOPE (n) how far a thing can go.
SCORCH ( v ; n ) b u r n a l i t t l e ; d r i v e
quickly; mark made by heat.

SCORCHER (n) very hot day.
SCORCHING (adj) very hot.
SCORE (n; v) number you receive in a
game or competition; numbers to
show who is winning in a competition; 20; musical writing; win part of a
game; write numbers to show who is
winning in a game; cut or write a line
or mark in a thing; write music.
SCORE-BOARD (n) big SIGN with numbers to show who is winning in a game.
SCORN (n; v) not liking; laugh at with
hate; not do a thing because you do
not like it.
SCORNFUL (adj) hating.
SCORPIO (n) group of stars that make
the shape of a
SCORPION.
SCORPION
(n)
small animal with
hard skin, big front
legs, and a dangerous chemical in its
tail.
SCOTCH (n; v) drink from North Britain, with much alcohol in it, that is
made from grain; destroy.
SCOT-FREE (adj) not being punished
for a bad action.
SCOUNDREL ( n ) p e r s o n w h o s a y s
things that are not true, and who does
not follow rules.
SCOUR (v; n) make clean by rubbing;
go over all parts of a place, looking for
a thing; cleaning by rubbing; action of
water rubbing the sides of a channel.
SCOURER (n) rough cloth for rubbing
things to make them clean.
SCOURGE (n; v) WHIP for hitting a bad
person; person or thing that gives
much pain to people; hit with a WHIP.
SCOUT (n; v) person who goes to a
place first to tell others what is there;
boy or girl in a group that learns about
living outside houses; go to a place
first to learn about it, and to tell others what is there.
SCOW (n) boat with a flat bottom.
SCOWL (n; v) angry look on the face;
make your face look angry.
SCRABBLE (v; n) move your fingers to
find or hold a thing; game with letters, that people make words from.
SCRAGGLY (adj) (of a person) thin.
SCRAM (v; interj) go away; word to
tell a person to go away.
SCRAMBLE (v; n) mix eggs quickly;
move quickly over rough ground; mix
sounds on a telephone, to stop people
from understanding them; trying to do
or get a thing, with enthusiasm; fast
movement over rough ground, often
with MOTORCYCLES; walk over rough
or steep ground.
SCRAMBLER (n) machine that mixes
words on a telephone, to make it difficult for other people to understand
them.
SCRAP (n; v) small piece; thing people
do not want; fight or argument; throw
away; fight or argue.

SCRAP-BOOK (n) ALBUM.
SCRAPE (v; n) rub a hard thing against
another thing; movement, sound, or
mark of rubbing a hard thing against
another thing; fight; difficult time.
SCRAPER (n) hard tool for rubbing dirt
or paint off things.
SCRAP-HEAP (n) hill of broken things
that people were throwing away.
SCRAPINGS (n) small pieces from rubbing a hard thing against another thing.
SCRATCH (v; n; adj) mark a thing by
rubbing it with a sharp thing; rub skin
with your nails, to stop a feeling in it;
sound of rubbing with a sharp thing;
stop, or stop from, being in a competition; mark from a sharp thing rubbing; back line in a race.
SCRATCHY (adj) (of a drawing) that
you were doing quickly, with many
small lines; starting and stopping; (of
a material) giving a feeling in the skin,
that you want to rub.
SCRAWL (v; n) write quickly; writing
that you were doing quickly.
SCRAWNY (adj) very thin.
SCREAM (v; n) give a high, loud cry of
pain, fear or anger; crying, shouting,
or singing with a high, loud noise;
high, loud noise; thing that makes you
laugh strongly.
SCREE (n) side of a mountain with
many loose stones that move when
you walk on them.
SCREECH (v; n) make a loud, high
noise; loud, high noise.
SCREECH-OWL (n) OWL; person who
tells of a bad thing in the future.
SCREED (n) long, boring argument, letter, or writing; smooth covering on a
floor.
SCREEN (n; v) piece of furniture that
separates one part of a room from the
other; material that protects from heat,
wind, or light; metal, plastic, or cloth
material with small holes, for separating big things from small things; hide;
cover; stop wind, heat, or light from
coming through; show moving pictures to many people; separate people
you want from people you do not want,
often by asking questions.
SCREENPLAY (n) words for a
story for a moving picture.
SCREW (n; v) cylinder you
turn, to pull pieces together;
PROPELLER; policeman in
a prison; bad horse; mating;
mate; turn a SCREW to bring
SCREW
things together.
SCREWBALL (n) crazy person.
SCREWDRIVER (n) tool
that turns SCREWS.

SCREWDRIVER
SCRIBBLE (v; n) write quickly; writing
that you were doing quickly.
SCRIBBLY (adj) rough, like fast writing.
SCRIBE (n) person who writes for a
newspaper; Jewish person who tells
what rules from God are saying.
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SCRIMMAGE (n; v) fight.
SCRIMP (v) use very little of a thing.
SCRIP (n) paper money that a company makes; money bag for people
who travel.
SCRIPT (n; v) writing, with the letters
joining; words for a talk, or for actors
to say; writing from a doctor, to say
what medicine you should use; write
words for actors to say.
SCRIPTURE (n) BIBLE or other special
book from God.
SCRIPTURAL (adj) of, or using, the
BIBLE.
SCROLL (n) long COIL of paper with
writing on it; pattern or shape like this.

SCROLL

SCROLLED ( a d j ) w i t h a p a t t e r n o f
SCROLL shapes.
SCROOGE (n) greedy person who will
not use what he or she has; person
with no feelings.
SCROTUM (n) bag of skin holding the
testicles.
SCROUNGE (v) get by finding or asking.
SCRUB (v; n) rub, often with a BRUSH,
to clean; throw away; hard rubbing;
ground covered with short bushes.
SCRUFF (n) back of the neck.
SCRUFFY (adj) dirty and messy in the
way you look.
SCRUM (n) fight; two groups pushing
to get a FOOTBALL in a game.
SCRUM-HALF (n) person who throws
the ball to two groups that push together to get it in a football game.
SCRUMMAGE (n; v) two groups pushing to get a FOOTBALL in a game;
come together to push like this.
SCRUMPTIOUS (adj) beautiful to eat or
see.
SCRUNCH (v) squeeze together.
SCRUPLE (n) small measure of how
heavy a thing is; thinking a thing is bad.
SCRUPULOUS (adj) wanting to follow
all rules, to do a thing well.
SCRUTINEER (n) person who reads papers that people use to choose leaders.
SCRUTINISE (v) look at a thing, to see
if it is right or wrong.
SCRUTINY (n) looking at a thing, to see
if it is right or wrong.
SCUBA (n) container of air that you wear
when under water (see FROGMAN).
SCUFF (v; n) rub; walk with your feet
rubbing the ground; mark from rubbing; shoe with no part to cover the
back of the foot.
SCUFFLE (v; n) fight, often on the
ground or with little movement.
SCULL (n; v) small, light OAR; move a
boat across water with this OAR.
SCULLER (n) person who moves a
boat with an OAR; very fast, thin ROWBOAT.

SCULLERY (n) room where you wash
many dishes.
SCULPT (v) make solid shapes for art.
SCULPTOR ( n ) p e r s o n w h o m a k e s
solid shapes for art.
SCULPTURE (n; v) art of shapes; solid
art shape (see BUST and NICHE);
make a solid art shape.
SCUM (n) dirt on the top of a liquid.
SCUMMY (adj) bad; dirty; (of a liquid)
with dirt on the top of it.
SCUNGY (adj) dirty; bad.
SCURRILOUS (adj) saying very angry,
bad things about a person.
SCURRY (v) run with short, fast steps.
SCURVY (n) sickness from not eating
enough fruits and vegetables.
SCUTTLE (n; v) container for carrying
and holding coal; fast walking; make
holes in a boat to make it go under
water; run with short, fast steps; run
from a dangerous or difficult thing.
SCYTHE (n; v) tool
with a long handle
and long, bending
blade, for cutting
grass; cut grass
with this tool.
SEA (n; adj) big
place of salt water; ocean; much
of a thing; of, on,
from, in, for, near,
or like the ocean.
SEA-DOG (n) worker on a boat.
SEA-ELEPHANT (n) big SEAL with a
long nose.
SEAFARER (n) person travelling on
oceans; worker or soldier on a ship.
SEAFARING (adj) for travel on oceans.
SEAFOOD (n) fish, LOBSTERS, and
other ocean animals that you eat.
SEAGOING (adj) for travel on oceans.
SEAGULL (n)
ocean bird.

SEA-HORSE (n) small ocean animal
that looks like a horse.
SEAL (n; v) big ocean mammal that eats
fish; thing to hold a letter or container
closed; special mark to say a thing is
true; close; put a mark
on a thing to show it
is true; stop gas
or liquid going
in or out of a
place; kill
SEALS.

SEAL

SEA-LEGS (n) ability to walk well in a
moving boat.
SEALER (n) ship or person that tries
to kill SEALS.
SEA-LEVEL (n) how high the ocean is.
SEA-LION (n) SEAL with big ears.
SEAM ( n ; v ) l i n e w h e r e b o r d e r s i n
cloth, stones, or other things meet;
join two borders.
SEANCE (n) meeting to see or listen to
spirits of dead people.
SEAPLANE (n) plane that goes up from,
and comes down on, water.
SEAPORT (n) big town by the ocean.
SEARCH (v; n) try to find a thing; time
of trying to find a thing.
SEARCHING (adj) covering all little parts.
SEARCHLIGHT (n) big strong LAMP
that moves around, often to look for
things.
SEARCH-PARTY (n) people looking for
a person or thing together.
SEARCH-WARRANT (n) paper policemen must have before they can look
in a building for a thing.
SEASCAPE (n) picture of the ocean.
SEA-SHORE (n) beach.
SEASICK (adj) sick from movement in
a boat.
SEASIDE (n) places near the ocean.
SEASON (n; v) one of the four parts of
the year; right time for a thing; put
salt or spice in food; become better
with time.
SEASONABLE (adj) right for this time.
SEASONAL (adj) changing with different times in the year; for a special time
of the year (In).
SEASONING (n) salt or another spice.
SEASON-TICKET (n) paper saying you
can travel on a vehicle, or go to a place,
many times in one part of a year.
SEAT (n; v) chair; thing you sit on;
buttocks; part of pants covering the
buttocks; place where a thing happens; give chairs to people; put in a
place.
SEATAINER (n) container for sending
things on ocean ships.
SEAT-BELT (n) belt in a vehicle to stop
you from falling in an accident.
SEA-URCHIN (n) URCHIN.
SEAWEED (n) ocean plant.
SEAWORTHY ( a d j ) s a f e f o r o c e a n
travel.
SEAWARD (adj; adv) in the direction
of the ocean; on the ocean.
SEBACEOUS (adj) having or giving oil.
SECATEURS (n)
SCISSORS for
cutting small
branches
of
plants
and
trees (Br).
SECEDE (v) stop being part of a church
or country.
SECESSION (n) stopping being part of
a church or country.
SECLUDED (adj) away from others.
SECLUSION (n) being away from others.
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*SECOND (adj; n; v) first after the first
one; person or thing that is not most
important or most perfect; small measure of time; very small measure of an
ANGLE; second thing; agree with
what a person is saying in a meeting.
SECONDARY (adj) not most important;
not of the best quality; second.
SECOND-BEST (adj; n) not the best;
thing that is not the best.
SECOND-CLASS (adj) not of the best
quality.
SECOND-HAND (adj) that you use after
other people were using it; (of a shop)
where you can buy things that other
people were using.
SECOND-RATE (adj) not of the best
quality.
SECONDS (n) more food after finishing the first food.
SECRECY (n) keeping secrets.
*SECRET (adj; n) not for other people
to see or know; thing you do not want
other people to know.
SECRETAIRE (n) small writing DESK
with small DRAWERS on the side.
SECRETARIAT (n) place where leaders
work for more than one country.
SECRETARY (n) worker who does writing, and answers letters and the telephone; leader of a group.
SECRETARY-BIRD (n) bird from Africa,
with feathers that look like a BIRO behind the ears.
SECRETE (v) hide; (of an organ) make
a liquid to use or send out to the body.
SECRETION (n) chemical that an organ
makes to use or send out to the body.
SECRETIVE (adj) acting secretly.
*SECRETLY (adv) not wanting other
people to see or know it.
SECT (n) part of a religion that is different from what most people in the religion believe.
SECTARIAN (adj) of different religions
or groups arguing with each other.
SECTION (n; v) part that is cut off or
that you can separate from the whole;
cut in parts.
SECTION-MARK
(n) punctuation
mark to show a
new part of a
book or writing.

SECTOR (n) part of a circle; place of
action in a war; branch of an action in
a country.
SECULAR (adj) about things people
do, and not about God.
SECULARISM (n) teaching that people
should not follow religions in choosing what to do each day; teaching that
all religions should work together (In).
SECURE (adj; v) not worrying or having fear; safe; strong; not loose; tie;
make strong; protect; get.
SECURITY (n) feeling of being protected; thing you give for a time to show
you will do what you were saying.
SEDAN () car for four or more people.

SEDAN-CHAIR (n) chair for an important person, that four people carry on
sticks.
SEDATE (adj; v) quiet and serious; give
medicine to make a person or animal
quiet or sleepy.
SEDATION ( n ) b e c o m i n g q u i e t o r
sleepy, by using a medicine.
SEDATIVE (n; adj) medicine that makes
you quiet; making quiet or sleepy.
SEDENTARY (adj) with little exercisse.
SEDGE (n) water plant like thick grass.
SEDIMENT, SEDIMENTATION (n) material going to the bottom of a liquid.
SEDITION (n) actions or talking that encourage people to fight a leader.
SEDUCE (v) encourage a person to
mate or to do a bad thing.
SEDUCTION (n) act of leading a person to mate, or to do a bad thing.
SEDUCTIVE (adj) very interesting or
beautiful.
*SEE (v; n) look at; understand; learn
about; think about; place that a church
leader leads.
*SEED (n; v) grain from a plant, that
grows to be a new plant; very small
thing in the testicles that can become
a baby if it joins with a very small egg
in a female; your children; put a chemical in clouds to make rain; plant
seeds.
SEED-BED (n) place for planting seeds.
SEEDLING (n) young plant.
SEEDY (adj) dirty; bad; not healthy.
SEEING (conj) because.
SEEK (v) look for; ask for; try to do.
SEEM (v) look or feel like it is true.
SEEMING (adj) looking to be true.
SEEMLY (adj) right for this time.
SEEN (v) was seeing.
SEEP (v) (of liquid) come out slowly.
SEEPAGE (n) liquid that comes out
slowly; coming out slowly.
SEER (n) person who understands or
sees things from God.
SEERSUCKER (n) thin cloth, with lines
and many small hills on it.
SEESAW (n; v; adj) long bar that children go up and down on; play on
this toy; with up and down
or backward and forward
movements.....

SEETHE (v) (of liquid) move because
of heat; be very angry.
SEGMENT (n; v) part; cut into pieces.
SEGREGATE (v) separate people by religion, skin colour, or being male or
female; separate.
SEISMIC (adj) of shaking of the earth.
SEIZE (v) catch quickly; hold strongly.
SEIZURE (n) strong, fast holding; short
time when you cannot force the
muscles to obey your brain.

SELDOM (adv) not often.
SELECT (adj; v) very good; choose.
SELECTION (n) choosing; thing you
choose; action over a long time, of
the best animals having babies, and
the worst animals dying.
SELECTIVE (adj) choosing the best of
many different things.
SELF (n) the special interests and feelings of one person, for that person.
SELF-ADDRESSED (adj) (of an ENVELOPE) that you put your ADDRESS
on, for another person to send it to
you.
SELF-APPOINTED (adj) (of leading) that
you were choosing for yourself.
SELF-ASSERTIVE (adj) strong in pushing for your own way.
SELF-CENTRED (adj) thinking much
about yourself and your interests.
SELF-CONSCIOUS ( a d j ) w o r r y i n g
about what others think of you.
SELF-CONTAINED (adj) with all the
parts you need in it.
SELF-ESTEEM (n) what you think about
yourself.
SELF-EVIDENT (adj) easy for all to see.
SELF-IMAGE ( n ) w h a t y o u t h i n k o f
yourself.
SELF-IMPORTANT (adj) thinking too
much that you are important.
SELF-INDULGENT (adj) doing all things
that make you feel good.
SELF-INTEREST (n) love for yourself.
SELFISH (adj) loving yourself.
SELFLESS (adj) loving others.
SELF-MADE (adj) changing yourself
from poor to rich by working well.
SELF-OPINIONATED (adj) thinking all
people should agree with you.
SELF-PORTRAIT (n) picture that you
paint of yourself.
SELF-PRESERVATION (n) wanting to
live, and often hurting others to do it.
SELF-RAISING (adj) (of wheat powder)
not needing a chemical to make air in
it when cooking.
SELF-RESPECT (n) believing that you
are good or good enough.
SELF-RIGHTEOUS (adj) thinking you
are better than other people.
SELF-SACRIFICE (n) doing difficult actions to help other people.
SELFSAME (adj) very same.
SELF-SATISFIED (adj) proud.
SELF-SERVICE (adj) (of a shop) where
you choose and take things yourself.
SELF-STYLED (adj) with a job name
that you were giving to yourself.
SELF-SUFFICIENT (adj) not needing
help from others.
SELF-TAPPING (adj) (of a SCREW) cutting lines for itself.
*SELL (v) give for money; encourage
a person to want, or to buy, a thing.
SELLOTAPE (n) clear, sticky tape.
SELLOUT (n) selling all of a thing; helping a person hurt your friend.
SELTZER (n) drinking water with many
good chemicals in it.
SELVES (n) all the interests of some
people, for the same people.
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SEMANTICS (n) study of how people
understand words in a language.
SEMAPHORE (n; v) stick with arms that
move to say things; saying things with
flags in your hands; say things with
flags, or with arms on a stick.
SEMBLANCE (n) how a thing looks on
the outside .
SEMEN (n) thick, white liquid from the
testicles, that holds the seeds that can
make a baby when a man mates.
SEMESTER (n) part of a year for a time
of learning in a school.
SEMI (adj) half; part of; SEMI-TRAILER.
SEMICOLON (n)
punctuation
mark that tells
you to stop for
a short time.

;

SEMICONDUCTOR (n) material that
electricity travels through slowly.
SEMI-DETACHED (adj) (of a house) with
another house joining on one side.
SEMI-FINAL (n) competition for the
four best, to find the two best.
SEMINAL (adj) of a seed that will grow
to become a new animal.
SEMINAR (n) small group talking and
learning together for a short time;
meeting to learn together for a short
time.
SEMINARY (n) school to teach people
to be church leaders.
SEMIPRECIOUS (adj) (of a stone) expensive, but not very expensive.
SEMI-TRAILER (n) big truck that can
separate into a front, driving part and
a back, carrying part.

SEMI-TRAILER
SEMOLINA (n) hard round parts of a
grain.
SENATE (n) group of people who make
rules for a school or country.
*SEND (v) tell to go; make a thing go;
give (In).
SEND-OFF (n) time of happiness for
friends before a person leaves a place.
SEND-UP (n) laughing at a thing to
show how it is wrong (Br).
SENILE (adj) weak, or a little crazy, from
growing old.
SENIOR (adj; n) more important; more
old; father of a person with the same
name; student who is in the last year
of studying at a school.
SENIORITY (n) being more old, or more
important.
SENSATION (n) feeling in the body,
mind, or emotions; thing that makes
many people feel a strong emotion.
SENSATIONAL (adj) making people feel
a strong emotion; very good.

SENSE (n; v) hearing, tasting, seeing,
smelling, or touching; ability to understand or think clearly; see, hear, smell,
or feel you know a thing.
SENSELESS (adj) crazy; with no reason.
SENSIBLE ( a d j ) u n d e r s t a n d i n g o r
thinking clearly.
SENSITIVE (adj) easily feeling pain or
seeing, hearing, or smelling a thing;
easily changing to agree with actions
or emotions of people or things
around you.
SENSOR (n) part of a machine that sees
or measures things around it.
SENSORY (adj) of touching, tasting,
seeing, smelling, or hearing.
SENSUAL (adj) of feelings from eating, drinking, or mating; beautiful.
SENSUOUS (adj) of feelings; beautiful.
SENT (v) was sending.
SENTENCE (n; v) group of words that
say one truth; send a person to prison
for disobeying a rule.
SENTIMENT (n) feeling
about a thing.
SENTINEL, SENTRY ( n ) soldier
who looks for
danger.
SENTRY-BOX ( n )
small room for a
soldier
who
looks for danger.
SEPARABLE (adj)
able to separate.
*SEPARATE (adj; v) apart from others;
keep or pull apart from others; go in
different ways; stop living together as
husband and wife.
SEPARATION (n) being or going apart.
SEPARATIST (n) person in a big group
that wants to be separate from the
country they live in.
SEPARATOR (n) machine that separates milk from the fat in milk.
SEPIA (n) dark brown colour made from
a liquid in an animal like an OCTOPUS.
SEPTEMBER (n) name of a month.
SEPTET (n) musical piece for seven
people or seven instruments.
SEPTIC (adj) dirty and full of GERMS.
SEPTICAEMIA (n) sickness from a bad
chemical in the blood.
SEPTUAGENARIAN (n) person from 70
to 79 years old.
SEPTUAGINT (n) books from the BIBLE
that 72 people were making.
SEPTUM (n) thin piece that separates;
skin between the two nose holes.
SEPTUPLET (n) one of seven children
born at the same time of the same
mother.
SEPULCHRE (n) hole or room for putting a dead person in.
SEQUEL (n) another part of a story, after the story was finishing for a time.
SEQUENCE (n) things or actions in a
line; one part of a story for actors.
SEQUENTIAL (adj) following, as an effect.

SEQUIN (n) small, flat circle of colour
you put on clothes.
SEQUOIA (n) very tall tree from America.
SERAPH (n) most important angel.
SERENADE (n; v) music you sing or play
at night; sing at night to a person you
love.
SERENDIPITY (n) ability to find good
things by accident.
SERENE (adj) quiet; not worried.
SERENITY (n) being confident and quiet.
SERF (n) poor worker from Europe in
the past, who was not free to leave a
place.
SERFDOM, SERFHOOD (n) not being
free to leave a place where you work.
SERGE (n) strong cloth with parallel
lines projecting from it.
SERGEANT (n) leader of a few policemen or soldiers.
SERGEANT-AT-ARMS (n) person in a
court or meeting, who does small jobs.
SERGEANT-MAJOR (n) army leader.
SERIAL (n; adj) story made from many
short stories following each other; actions that happen one after the other;
happening one after the other.
SERIES (n) things that are almost the
same, following one after the other;
line of joints for electricity.
*SERIOUS (adj) important and often
dangerous; thinking about things that
are important or dangerous; very sick
(In).
SERJEANT (n) leader of a few policemen or soldiers.
SERMON (n) talking to people about
what they should do; talking about
what God wants people to do.
SERMONISE (v) talk like a church leader,
when saying what people should do.
SEROUS (adj) of, or like, the water part
of blood.
SERPENT (n) big snake.
SERPENTINE (adj) bending from side
to side, or in COILS; like a big snake.
SERRATED ( a d j ) w i t h m a n y s m a l l ,
sharp points on the border, like the
cutting border of a SAW.
SERUM ( n ) l i q u i d s e p a r a t i n g f r o m
blood when the blood dries; liquid like
water, that is in animals.
SERVANT (n) person who works for
you, often doing work in your house.
SERVE (v; n) work for; help; give food
or other things to; start hitting a ball
in a game like tennis or PING-PONG;
go through a time in a job or in prison;
(of a male animal) mate with; first hitting of a ball in a game like tennis or
PING-PONG; measure of food for one
person.
SERVERY (n) room where you put food
on dishes, to give to other people.
SERVICE (n; v) helping and working
for others; army, buses, trains, water
or electricity for all houses, or another
big company working for all people in
a country or town; church meeting;
dishes; first hitting of a ball in a game
like tennis or PING-PONG; fix a thing,
or help it to work well.
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SERVICEABLE (adj) good for using.
SERVICEMAN (n) soldier; person who
fixes things for a job.
SERVICE-PIPE (n) PIPE that carries water or gas to a house.
SERVIETTE (n) cloth or paper you clean
your hands and face with when eating (Br).
SERVILE (adj) with actions to show
you are humble; like another person
owns you.
SERVING (n) measure of food for one
person.
SERVITUDE (n) obeying all rules a person gives you; being a prisoner.
SESAME (n) small seed with much oil
in it.
SESSION (n) court meeting; serious
meeting; time of studying; time of
playing in cricket.
SET (v; adj; n) put; make to stand; make
to stay in the same place; put a chicken
on eggs; put or turn in the right direction; plant; make hair stay in a shape;
give a difficult job or question; change
from a liquid to a solid; (of the sun) go
down; not changing; with all things
right for starting; number of things or
people that are part of a special group;
group of tennis games; television, radio, or other machine for receiving
sounds in the air; direction or way a
thing is, that will not easily change;
strength of hair to stay in a shape;
buildings, trees, and other things that
actors use when acting; special group
of things or people; young plant that is
big enough to be put in new ground.
SET-BACK (n) thing that stops forward
movement for a time.
SETTEE (n) couch.
SETTER ( n ) d o g t h a t s t a n d s v e r y
straight when it sees animals that you
want to kill.
SETTING (n) metal piece that holds a
DIAMOND or other expensive stone;
all parts of a place for a happening;
place where actors act.
SETTLE (v) stay or live in a place; sit,
or make to sit, down; stop moving;
agree; choose; marry, and live in one
place; go down low; go to the bottom
of a liquid; pay what you must pay.
SETTLEMENT (n) agreement; rules you
must follow in an agreement; part of
a new country with people living on
it; group of houses where poor people
live.
SETTLER (n) person who goes to live
in a new, wild country.
SET-TO (n) fight; argument.
SET-UP (n) secret plan to make a person look bad; plan for a place.
*SEVEN (adj; n) one more than six.
*SEVENTEEN (adj; n) 17.
SEVENTH (adj; n) happening or coming after six others; thing that comes
after six others.
*SEVENTY (adj; n) 70.
SEVER (v) separate; cut or break off.
SEVERAL (adj) more than two.
SEVERALLY (adv) not together; for
each one.

SEVERANCE (n) separating; cutting or
breaking off; time of leaving a job.
SEVERE (adj) cruel; not changing; not
beautiful or happy; serious; very cold.
SEVILLE (n) small sour orange.
SEW (v) use a string and NEEDLE, or a
SEWING MACHINE, to join cloth
pieces.
SEWAGE (n) very dirty water, often with
DUNG in it.
SEWER (n) big PIPE under the ground,
for carrying dirty water.
SEWERAGE (n) PIPES for taking dirty
water away from houses.
SEWING-MACHINE (n) machine that
joins pieces of cloth with a NEEDLE
and thin strings.

SEWING-MACHINE
SEWN (adj) that a person was joining
together with a NEEDLE and thin string.
SEX (n; adj; v) being male or female;
thinking and actions about mating;
mating; about being male or female;
say if an animal is male or female.
SEXAGENARIAN (n) person who is 60
to 69 years old.
SEXIST (adj; n) thinking males are better than females, or females are better
than males; person who thinks this
way.
SEX-MANIAC (n) person who wants to
mate too much.
SEX-POT ( n ) b e a u t i f u l w o m a n w h o
makes men think about mating.
SEX-STARVED (adj) wanting to mate,
but not having a person to mate with.

SEXTANT
(n) tool for
measuring
ANGLES.

SEXTET (n)
group of six musical instruments, or
six people singing together.
SEXTON (n) person who cleans and
protects a church building, and does
other work for the church.
SEXTUPLET (n) one of six children born
from the same mother at the same time.
SEXUAL ( a d j ) o f f e e l i n g s b e t w e e n
males and females.
SEXUALITY (n) qualities and actions
that are special for a male or special
for a female.
SEXY (adj) beautiful; making a person
think about mating.
SEZ (v) says.
SHABBY (adj) old and weak; wearing
old clothes of poor quality; (of actions)
not kind to a friend or other person.

SHACK (n; v) rough, little house; live
in a house.

SHACKLE (n; v) metal circle that joins
two chains; chain around an ankle or
wrist, or another thing that stops you
from being free.
SHAD (n) big fish that people eat.
SHADE (n; v) place away from the light
of the sun; colour that is almost the
same as another colour; small difference; cover to stop light, heat, or wind
from touching; make a colour a little
more dark.
SHADOW (n; v) dark shape from a thing
that is stopping light from coming to a
place; person or animal who stays near
and follows another person; small part
or difference; secretly follow.
SHADOW-BOXING (n) exercise of fighting against a person who is not real.
SHADOWY (adj) dark.
SHADY (adj) away from light; dark;
that people think is bad or false.
SHAFT (n) handle of a spear, tool, or
weapon; cylinder-shaped stick joining parts on a machine; most important vertical part of a plant; line of
light; tube for gas or smoke to travel
through; saying that tres to hurt another person.
SHAG (n; v) rough covering of hair;
big ocean bird; mate with.
SHAGGED (adj) tired.
SHAGGY (adj) with much hair; rough
and dirty.
*SHAKE (v; n) move quickly from side
to side, or up and down; make a person weak, sad, angry, or worried; hold
the hand of another person with your
hand and move it up and down to be
frienndly; shaking movement; shaking
the hand of a person in a friendly way.
SHAKEN (adj) weak, worried, angry, or
sad from a surprise.
SHAKER (n) container you mix or shake
things in.
SHAKY (adj) shaking; easily able to fall.
SHALE (n) soft stone made of many
flat pieces together.
SHALL (v) will; should.
SHALLOT (n) small ONION.
*SHALLOW (adj; n) not deep; not important or interesting; place that is not
deep.
SHALOM (interj) friendly word that Jews
say when they meet or leave a person.
SHALT (v) will; should.
SHAM (n; adj; v) false person or thing;
false; be false.
SHAMATEUR ( n ) p e r s o n r e c e i v i n g
money for competing, who says he or
she does not compete for money.
SHAMBLES (n) place where people kill
animals for meat; very dirty place.
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SHAME (n; v) feeling of being wrong
or bad; thing people think is very bad;
hurt the feelings of a person by showing that he or she is wrong or bad;
hurt the feelings of friends by doing a
bad or wrong thing yourself.
SHAMEFACED (adj) shy.
SHAMEFUL (adj) that many people
think is bad or wrong.
SHAMMY (n) soft LEATHER from goats,
sheep, or other animals, for rubbing.
SHAMPOO (v; n) wash hair or other
things with liquid soap; liquid soap
for washing hair
or other things.
SHAMROCK ( n )
leaf with three
round shapes on
it.
SHANDY (n) mixture of beer and a
sweet drink.
SHANGHAI ( n ; v )
weapon that throws
stones (Aus); throw
stones at, with a
SHANGHAI
(Aus);
secretly make
a
person sleep, by
using a strong drug;
make people do what
SHANGHAI
they do not want to do,
by saying things that are not true.
SHANGRI-LA (n) perfect place.
SHANK (n) leg; part of the leg between
the knee and ankle; cylinder-shaped
part of a thing.
SHANTY (n) song that workers on a
ship sing; SHACK.
*SHAPE (n; v) line around the border
of a thing; pattern; how healthy a person is; change the shape of a thing.
SHAPELESS (adj) with no clear shape.
SHARD (n) broken piece of a clay container.
SHARE (n; v) part you own or should
own, from a whole thing that many
people own; part of a
thing that you give to another person; give parts
out to other people; talk
to other people.
SHARK (n) big dangerous ocean fish; person
who secretly
robs.

*SHARP (adj; n; adv) with a point or
blade that cuts easily; (of a line) clear;
(of a sound) loud and clear; (of a taste)
sour; full of pain; smart; (of an INCLINE) steep; sound in music between two other strong sounds; at the
right time; with a musical sound that
is too high.
SHARPEN (v) make or become sharp.
SHARPIE (n) sailing boat; young person with very different clothes and hair.

SHASHLICK, SHASLIK (n) food from
Asia, made from small pieces of meat
cooked on a stick that goes through
them.
SHATTER (v; n) break quickly into many
pieces; breaking quickly into pieces.
SHAVE (v; n) cut hair from the face or
other part of the body with a RAZOR;
cut thin pieces from timber (see
PLANE); cutting hair with a RAZOR;
SPOKESHAVE.
SHAVER (n) RAZOR.
SHAVINGS (n) thin
pieces cut from timber,
often with a PLANE.
S H A W L (n) triangle or square
shape of cloth you
wear around your
neck
and
SHOULDERS.
*SHE (pro; adj) female that you are talking about; female.
SHEAF (n) group of parallel sticks,
spears, flowers, papers, or other
things tied together.
SHEAR (v) cut the hair of a sheep; cut,
using SHEARS or SCISSORS; break off.
SHEARING (n) time or action of cutting the hair of a sheep.
SHEARS (n) tool with two blades, that
you hold in one hand, for cutting.

SHEARS
SHEATH (n) close covering for a knife
blade; close, straight dress; thin rubber
covering for the penis when mating.
SHEATHE (v) put the blade of a knife
into a covering.
SHEAVES (n) groups of parallel sticks,
spears, flowers, papers, or other
things tied together.
SHED (n; v) building you work in, or keep
things in; (of people, animals, or trees)
have your blood, hair, clothes, feathers, or leaves fall off or out of you.
SHEEN (n) beautiful good quality showing like a light.
*SHEEP (n) quiet mammal with much
soft hair.
SHEEP-DIP ( n ) c h a n n e l w h e r e y o u
cover sheep with a medicine to kill insects that live on sheep.
SHEEPISH (adj) shy.
SHEEP-SHANK (n) way of tying a rope
to make it more short.
SHEER (adj; v) (of cloth) thin; (of a cliff)
vertical; with no other thing to help it;
turn to the side.
SHEET (n) big square piece of cloth
you put on a bed; wide, flat piece of
paper, glass, metal or other material;
wide piece of water, snow, or ice.
SHEIKH (n) important leader in Arabia.
SHEILA (n) young woman; girl (Aus).
SHEKEL (n) coin from Israel; measure
of weight in Israel in the past; money.

*SHELF (n) horizontal board in a piece
of furniture or projecting from a wall,
for putting things on (see BRACKET);
flat projection on a cliff; place where
a high line of sand makes ocean water
shallow.
SHELF-LIFE (n) time that a food will
stay safe to eat.
*SHELL (n; v) hard outside covering
of an egg, nut, seed, fruit, or animal
(see LOBSTER and ALMOND); CHASSIS of a vehicle or building; bullet;
outside part of a thing; take away the
shell from a thing; shoot or throw exploding weapons at.
SHELLAC (n) chemical from a liquid in
insects, that is used in making a clear
paint.
SHELL-SHOCK (n) sickness in thinking and emotions, from being in a war.
SHELTER (n; v) thing that protects from
wind, rain, or danger; protect from
wind, rain or danger; hide from wind,
rain, or danger.
SHELVE (v) put books on a shelf; put
away and not think about.
*SHELVES (n) more than one shelf.
SHEMOZZLE (n) stupid plan that will
not work.
SHENANIGAN (n) stupid or foolish action.
SHEPHERD (n; v) person who leads
sheep; Christian leader; Christ; lead
and help sheep or people.
SHEPHERDESS (n) female who leads
sheep.
SHERBET (n) sweet drink or powder.
SHERD (n) broken piece of a clay container.
SHERIFF (n) policeman for a town (Am);
leader working for a KING or QUEEN (Br).
SHERRY (n) a strong wine, often from
Spain.
SHETLAND (n) very
small horse
from
North
Britain.

SHEW
(v) show.
SHIBBOLETH (n) word, action or small
teaching that people say you must use
if you want to be part of their group.
SHIELD (n; v) flat piece of metal you
hold in front of yourself, to stop weapons from hitting you; shape that is
flat on the top, with bending sides that
come to a point on the bottom; covering or other thing to protect; protect.
SHIFT (v; n) move quickly; change;
move from one place to another;
group of workers who work at the
same time; time of working; narrow,
loose dress; BUTTON on a TYPEWRITER that changes it between big
and small letters.
SHIFTLESS (adj) not using well what
you have; lazy.
SHIFTY (adj) not saying the truth.
SHILLELAGH (n) thick stick weapon
from North Britain.
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SHILLING (n) coin from Britain and
some countries in Africa.
SHILLY-SHALLY (n) slow choosing.
SHIM (n) thin piece of metal or other
material you put between two loose
parts in a machine to stop too much
movement.
SHIMMER (n; v) weak or shaking light;
give out a weak or shaking light.
SHIN (n) front of the leg between the
ankle and knee.
SHIN-BONE (n) big bone from the knee
to the ankle.
SHINDIG (n) happy, foolish meeting of
people, often with much noise.
SHINE (v; n) give out strong light or
colour; be smart or good; rub to make
very clean; strong light or colour.
SHINER (n) dark colour around the eye
from a thing hitting it.
SHINGLE (n; v)
small, thin square
of timber for a
r o o f; cover
a roof with
SHINGLES.

SHINGLES (n) sickness in lines that
carry electricity through the body.
*SHIP ( n ; v ) b i g o c e a n b o a t ; s e n d
things on a ship or truck.
SHIPBOARD (adj) happening on a ship.
SHIPSHAPE (adj) fixed and clean.
SHIPMENT (n) things you are sending
to another place, often by ship or truck.
SHIPWRECK (n) destroying of a ship.
SHIPWRIGHT (n) person who builds or
fixes ships.
SHIPYARD (n) place for building ships.
SHIRE (n) part of a country, often with
more than one town (Br, Aus).
SHIRK (v) hide from a thing you should
do, because you are lazy or afraid.
*SHIRT (n) piece of clothes for the top
half of the body.
SHIRTING (n) cloth for making shirts (In).
SHIRTY (adj) angry.
SHISH-KEBAB (n) pieces of meat and
vegetables cooked on a thin stick.
SHIT (n; v) DUNG; foolish or false thing;
pushing DUNG from the body; push
DUNG from the body.
SHIVER (v; n) shake because of cold
or fear; break into small pieces; shaking because of cold or fear; small
piece of a thing.
SHOAL (n) shallow part of the ocean,
where land shows when the water is
low; danger that you cannot see; many
fish swimming together.
SHOCK (n; v) action that surprises or
hurts; electricity going through the
body; sickness from fear or surprise
after an accident or other bad thing
was happening; hard hitting; shaking
of land; group of corn plants together;
part of the hair that is not smooth;
surprise; hurt with electricity .
SHOCK-ABSORBER (n) part on a vehicle or machine to make rough movements more smooth.

SHOCKER (n) very bad or surprising
happening.
SHOCKING (adj) very bad.
SHOD (adj) with shoes on.
SHODDY (adj) of bad quality; dirty.
*SHOE (n; v) strong covering for the
foot; thing that is like a shoe; put
metal shoes on a horse.
SHOEBITE (n) sore on the foot from
rubbing against a shoe (In).
SHOEHORN (n) tool to
help you put a shoe
on easily.

SHONE ( v ) w a s g i v i n g o u t l i g h t o r
strong colour; was being smart or
good; was cleaning by rubbing.
SHOO (interj; v) word to make people
or animals go away; send people or
animals away.
SHOOK (v) was shaking.
*SHOOT (v; n) send a bullet from a gun;
hit a person or thing with a bullet from
a gun; send out, move, come, go, or
say quickly; (of a plant) start to grow;
take a picture with a camera; new
branch, leaf, or flower on a plant.
SHOOTING-GALLERY (n) place where
people use guns in competitions.
*SHOP (n; v) building or room where
people buy things; place where you
make things to sell; place where you
work; go to places to buy things.
SHOP-ASSISTANT ( n ) p e r s o n w h o
works in a shop and sells things to
people.
SHOPKEEPER (n) person who owns a
shop.
SHOP-LIFTER (n) person who secretly
robs things from shops.
SHOPPING (n) things you buy from
shops.
SHOP-SOILED (adj) dirty or old from
being in a shop without people buying it.
SHORE (n; v) beach; big timber piece
holding up a wall or other thing; was
cutting hair from sheep; stop a wall
from falling by putting big sticks or
other things against it.
*SHORT (adj; adv; n; v) not long in time
or distance; not tall; not having
enough; broken place in a line for electricity; (of electricity) go the wrong
way.
SHORTAGE (n) not having enough;
measure of what you need but do not
have.
SHORTBREAD, SHORTCAKE (n) sweet
cake or BISCUIT with much butter in it.
SHORT-CHANGE (v) not give enough
money to a person.
SHORT-CIRCUIT (v) (of electricity) go
the wrong way.
SHORTCOMING (n) bad quality.
SHORT-CUT (n) shorter way of going
or doing.
SHORTEN (v) make shorter.
SHORTENING (n) fat for cooking.
SHORTFALL (n) sum of money you do
not have, but that you should have.

SHORTHAND (n) fast way of writing.

SHORT-HANDED (adj) without enough
people to help with work.
SHORTS (n) short pants that do not
hang below the knees; showing of a
few short parts of a moving picture.
SHORT-SIGHTED ( a d j ) n o t t h i n k i n g
about the future; not able to see far.
SHORT-STAFFED (adj) without enough
workers.
SHORT-TEMPERED (adj) becoming angry easily.
SHOT (n; adj; v) one sound or action
of shooting; person who uses a gun;
bullet; small balls of metal in a big
bullet for a SHOTGUN; medicine from
a HYPODERMIC NEEDLE; time of trying; heavy metal ball you throw in a
sport; measure of a drink with much
alcohol; one picture from a camera;
broken; was shooting.
SHOT-GUN (n) gun that uses bullets
with many small metal balls in them.

SHOT-GUN
*SHOULD (v) be what is right to do;
need to do to be right.
SHOULDER ( n ; v )
joint at the top of an
arm or a front leg of
an animal; part of
clothes that covers the top of
the arm; line of
dirt on the side
of a road; time
between expensive and not expensive times for travelling; push or
carry with your SHOULDER.
SHOULDER-BAG (n) bag you carry on a
belt hanging over your SHOULDER.
SHOULDER-BLADE (n) big
flat triangle-shaped bone high
on each side of your back.
*SHOUT (n; v) loud talking; buying food or drinks
for others; t a l k with
much noise; buy food
or a drink for another person.
SHOVE (n; v)
strong pushing; p u s h
quickly and
strongly;
put.
SHOVEL (n; v) tool
with a handle and a
piece of metal on the
end, for digging; move
things with this tool.
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*SHOW (v; n) use actions to say a thing;
help people to understand or see a
thing; (of a thing) come to where people
can see it; time each year when people
in a town come together with interesting things to do or see; entertainment.
SHOWBOAT (n) big river boat with entertainment on it.
SHOWBIZ (n) entertainment as a job.
SHOWCASE (n) glass box you show
things in.
SHOWDOWN (n) last competition, to
see if you are good enough.
SHOWER (n; v) small
falling of water, snow,
rain, or other things;
meeting of friends
to give things
to a woman
who will be
getting married or having a baby;
room where
water comes
down for washi n g yourself;
come down like
SHOWER
rain; wash yourself with water from a high place.
SHOWGIRL (n) woman who is in an
entertainment to be beautiful.
SHOW-JUMPING (n) horses jumping
over things in a competition.
SHOWMAN ( n ) p e r s o n w h o o w n s ,
makes, or sells entertainment.
SHOWMANSHIP ( n ) a b i l i t y t o s h o w
things and make them interesting.
SHOW-OFF (n) proud person who tries
to show others that he or she is good.
SHOWROOM (n) room where you show
things for people to buy.
SHOWY (adj) trying to be too beautiful.
SHRANK (v) was becoming more small;
was moving away backward from a
thing it was not liking.
SHRAPNEL (n) small pieces of metal that
go out from an exploding weapon.
SHRED (n; v) very thin piece of the
whole; cut into very thin pieces.
SHREW (n) small mammal with a long
nose, like a mouse; angry woman.
SHREWD (adj) smart about knowing
what to do.
SHREWDIE, SHREWDY (n) person who
is smart about knowing what to do.
SHRIEK (n; v) loud, high shout or cry;
make a loud, high shout or cry.
SHRILL (adj) very high in sound.
SHRIMP (n) pink ocean animal like a
small PRAWN.
SHRINE (n) place you go to, to remember important happenings from the
past.
SHRINK (v; n) become or make more
small; move away backward from a
thing you do not like; doctor who studies emotions, and how people think.
SHRIVEL (v) (of a material) become
more small with CORRUGATIONS, often from being dry and hot.
SHROUD (n; v) long cloth for covering; cover a thing with a cloth.

SHRUB (n) plant like a small tree.
SHRUBBERY (n) plants like small trees.
SHRUG (v; n) lift the SHOULDERS to
show you do not know, or that you
think a thing is not important; this
movement.
SHRUNK (v) was becoming more small;
was moving away backward from a
thing it was not liking.
SHUCK (Am) (n; v) shell or skin of a
seed, corn, or other food; take the
shell or skin off food.
SHUCKS (interj) word to show sadness
that a thing was not happening well
(Am).
SHUDDER (v; n) shake quickly, often
from being cold, or from a strong emotion; fast, shaking movement.
SHUFFLE (v; n) move things, or walk,
rubbing the ground; mix cards or
other things; movement or walking
with parts rubbing on the ground;
changing places.
SHUFFLEBOARD (n) game where you
push a thing across the floor, trying
to make it stop on a mark.
SHUN (v) stay away from a thing or person you do not agree with.
SHUNT (v) put electricity or a train on
a different line.
SHUNTER ( n ) p e r s o n w h o c h a n g e s
trains from one line to another.
SHUT (v; adj) close; cover; be between
the sides of a thing that is closing;
put the sides of a book together;
closed.
SHUT-DOWN (n) time when all work
stops in a place where people make
things.
SHUT-EYE (n) sleep.
SHUTTER (n; v) cover for a window;
hole that opens and closes in a camera; cover a window.
SHUTTLE (n; v) train, bus, plane, or
SPACECRAFT going to and from a
place many times; tool that pulls string
under and over many other strings,
to make cloth; go to and
from a place many times.
SHUTTLECOCK (n)
thing with feathers or
plastic shapes like
feathers on it, that
you hit in a game
like tennis.
*SHY (adj; v) not liking to talk or to be
with others because you are afraid of
what they will think of you.
SHYSTER (n) bad person who disobeys
rules when doing a job.
SIAMESE (adj) (of people) with two
bodies growing together at one place.
SIBLING (n) one of two or more children with the same mother or father.
*SICK (adj; v) not healthy; pushing
food out of the stomach through the
mouth; tell an animal to fight.
SICK-BAY (n) part of a ship, school, or
other place, where sick people go.
SICKEN (v) make or become sick.
SICKENING (adj) very bad.
SICKIE (n) day of not working on a job
because you are sick (Aus).

SICKLE (n)
tool for cutting grass,
with a
CRESCENTshaped blade.
SICKLE-CELL (n)
very small piece
of blood with a CRESCENT shape.
SICKLY (adj) not healthy; too sweet;
with too much love and emotion.
*SICKNESS (n) being sick; wrong thing
in a body, that makes a person, plant,
or animal sick.
*SIDE (n; v) border or wall; border or
wall that is not the front or back; front
or back of a paper or other flat thing;
place (In); group working together in
a war or competition; agree with one
side of a competition, war, or argument.
SIDEBOARD (n) cabinet for dishes.

SIDEBOARD
SIDEBOARDS (Br) SIDEBURNS (Am) (n)
hair growing on the sides of the face
of a man.
SIDE-CAR (n) chair for a second person riding on the side of a MOTORCYCLE.
SIDE-CAR

SIDE-EFFECT (n) effect from a medicine, that is different from what the
medicine was trying to help or stop.
SIDE-ISSUE (n) thing you talk about,
that is not important to the first thing
you were talking about.
SIDE-KICK (n) friend (Am).
SIDELIGHT (n) interesting talking that
is not what you were first talking
about.
SIDELINE (n) other work you do after
you do your job; place for people to
watch a game or other happening.
SIDELONG (adj) going to one side.
SIDEROAD (n) small road that goes to
the side of an important road.
SIDE-SADDLE (n; adv) SADDLE for sitting with two legs on one side of a
horse; riding a horse this way.
SIDE-SHOW (n) small entertainment
place near a big entertainment place.
SIDE-SPLITTING (adj) that makes you
laugh very much.
SIDE-STEP (v) step to the side of.
SIDE-STREET (n) road that is away
from, or to the side of, an important
road.
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SIDE-STROKE (n) way of swimming.
SIDETRACK (v) make a person go away
from where he or she was going.
SIDEWALK (n) road for walking (Am).
SIDEWAYS (adv; adj) with the side
moving forward; to, or from, a side.
SIDING (n) small side road for a train.
SIEGE (n) going around a place to stop
people from coming out or going in.
SIENNA (n) red-brown colour.
SIERRA (n) line of rough mountains.
SIESTA (n) short sleep in the middle
of the day (Sp, N Am, S Am).
SIEVE (n) tool with small holes in it, for
separating big things from small things.
SIFT (v) separate big things from small
things with a tool; put powder
through a tool with many small holes.
SIGH (v; n) breathe out with a noise,
to show you are sad, tired, or happy;
breathing out one time like this.
SIGHT (n; v) ability to see; what you
see; thing people go to a place to see;
gun part that shows where the bullet
will go; see.
SIGHT-HIT (v) look at strongly (In).
SIGHTLESS (adj) not able to see.
SIGHTSEEING (n) looking at interesting things in a place.
SIGHTSEER (n) person who looks at
interesting things in a place.
SIGN

SIGN (n; v) words or pictures
for many people to read or
see; board that words or pictures like this are on; action
that shows a truth; action that
shows a person has strength
from God or the devil; one of 12 groups
of stars; your name when you write it
(In); write your name on a thing; say
with an action.
SIGNAL (n; v; adj) action, sound, or light
to say a thing; tell by using actions,
sounds, or lights; very good or bad.
SIGNAL-BOX (n) building near a train
line for showing trains where to go (Br).
SIGNALMAN ( n ) w o r k e r w h o u s e s
flags, lights, or other things to tell a
person driving a train what to do.
SIGNATORY (n) person who was writing his or her name on an agreement.
SIGNATURE (n) your name when you
write it.
SIGNBOARD (n) board with a SIGN telling about a building or place.
SIGNET (n) small mark, often on a
RING, that you use to show you agree
with a thing.
SIGNIFICANCE (n) what a thing says;
how a thing is important.
SIGNIFICANT (adj) with an interesting
or important thing to say.
SIGNIFY (v) say without words.
SIGNPOST (n; v) SIGN on a vertical
stick, often saying the name of a road,
or pointing to a place; put SIGNS on
vertical sticks.

SILAGE (n) keeping green grass in a
building or hole without drying it; this
grass.
SILENCE (n; v) no sound; push to become quiet, often by force.
SILENCER (n) thing for a gun, motor,
or other loud thing, to make it quiet.
SILENT (adj) with little or no sound.
SILEX (n) chemical in sand and stones;
glass made from melting a stone.
SILHOUETTE (n) dark picture of the
shape of a person or thing.
SILICA (n) chemical in sand and some
stones.
SILICATE (n) chemical made from mixing metal, air, and a chemical in sand.
SILICON (n) hard chemical in sand and
stones, that is not a metal.
SILICONE (n) group of chemicals that
we use in paint and many other things.
SILICOSIS ( n ) l u n g s i c k n e s s f r o m
breathing a chemical in the air.
SILK (n) strong, soft string that some
caterpillars make; cloth from this
string.
SILKEN (adj) soft and smooth; made
from strings that a caterpillar makes.
SILKWORM (n) caterpillar that makes
a soft string that we use to make cloth.
SILL (n) timber or stone at the bottom
of a window or door.
SILLY (adj) foolish; stupid.
SILO (n) big hole, container, or room
for holding grain, grass, or ROCKETS.
SILT (n; v) dirt that a river carries; become full of dirt from moving water.
SILVER (n; adj) white expensive metal;
coins; eating tools made from white
metal; colour of a white, expensive
metal; made of, or coloured like, this
metal.

SIMPLISTIC (adj) thinking a thing is
easy to understand when it is not.
SIMPLY (adv) with no other things to
change it or make it difficult.
SIMULATE (v) make a second thing
that is almost like the real thing.
SIMULTANEOUSLY (adj) at the same
time.
SIN (n; v) bad action; disobey a rule
from God.
SINCE (prep; conj; adv) in the time after a thing was happening; because;
after a happening in the past.
SINCERE (adj) wanting to know the
truth; wanting to do good things.
SINE (n) measure of how one side of a
triangle changes with another.
SINEWS (n) muscles; strength.
SINFUL (adj) bad; disobeying rules
from God .
*SING (v) make music with the mouth.
SINGSONG (adj) (of talking) with a boring sound.
SINGE (v) burn a little; burn the ends
of hair or other projections.
SINGLE (adj; n; v) for one person; for
one time of travelling; not married;
one, not with another; RECORD with
one song on each side; choose one
person or thing.
SINGLE-BREASTED (adj) (of a coat) with
buttons on one side.
SINGLE - HANDED (adj)
with no help from
another person.
SINGLE-MINDED
(adj) strongly wanting a thing, and not
changing from it.

SILVER-FISH (n) insect with no wings.

SINGLET (n) shirt
with no sleeves,
that you can wear
under other shirts.

SILVER-PLATE ( v )
cover with a white
expensive metal.
SILVERSIDE (n) special piece of meat
from a cow.
SILVERSMITH (n) person who works
with a white expensive metal.
SILVER-TONGUED (adj) able to talk very
well.
SIMIAN (adj; n) like a monkey; monkey.
SIMILAR (adj) like; looking the same.
SIMILE (n) words about one thing, to
show what another thing is like.
SIMILITUDE (n) what a thing is like.
SIMMER (v) (of a liquid) be or keep
hot enough for small balls of gas to
come to the top; hide anger, or hold
in a laugh.
SIMPER (v; n) show too much love,
with a foolish smile; foolish smile.
SIMPLE (adj) easy to understand or do;
not beautiful or expensive; not smart.
SIMPLETON (n) stupid person.
SIMPLICITY (n) being easy to understand or do.
SIMPLIFY (v) make easy to understand.

SINGULAR ( a d j ) f o r o n e p e r s o n o r
thing; better than others.
SINISTER (adj) dangerous; very bad.
SINK (v; n) fall
or come down
slowly; go
under, or to
the bottom
of, liquid; dig;
put a ball in a hole,
in a game like
GOLF or SNOOKER; bowl with a
SINK
TAP going into it
and a hole on the bottom.
SINKER (n) piece of metal to hold a
string under water when fishing.
SINNER (n) person who disobeys rules
from God.
SINUS (n) empty place behind your
nose.
SIP (v; n) drink a liquid, a little at a
time; small drink of liquid.
SIPHON (n; v) tube for pulling liquid
over a thing to a more low place, by
pulling air out of the tube; bottle with
gas in it to push water out; pull liquid
through a tube by pulling air out of it.
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SIR (n) name for a male teacher, leader,
or important person.
SIRE (n; v) animal father; important
man; father; become the father of.
SIREN (n) loud noise to tell of danger;
machine for making this noise; woman
in a story, who sings to lead ships toward rocks; beautiful woman; woman
who leads men to mate with her.
SIRLOIN (n) best meat from the buttocks of a cow.
SISSY (n) boy who is afraid, or who is
like a girl.
*SISTER (n) daughter of your parents;
close female friend; NURSE (Br); NUN.
SISTERHOOD (n) group of women living or working together to help people.
SISTER-IN-LAW (n) sister of your husband or wife; wife of your brother .
*SIT (v) be in a place where your buttocks rest on a thing; put a thing down
on another thing.
SITAR (n) Indian musical instrument
that is like a GUITAR with seven
strings.
SITE (n; v) ground where a building or
town is, was, or will be; find; look.
SIT-IN (n) time when people stay in a
place, to make leaders listen to what
they are angry about.
SIT-OUT (n) stone floor in an open
place by a house (In).
SITTER (n) person who helps children
when their parents go away; person
sitting for you to make a picture of.
SITTING (n) time of a meeting; time
when a person sits for a picture.
SITTING-ROOM (n) room in a house
where people sit.
SITUATE, SITUATED (adj) in a special
place.
SITUATION (n) a place and the things
around it; how things happen together; job.
*SIX (adj; n) one more than five.
SIXER (n) hitting a ball over the fence
in cricket.
SIX-SHOOTER (n) REVOLVER that
holds six bullets at one time.
*SIXTEEN (adj; n) 16.
SIXTH (adj; n) coming after five others; one of six equal parts.
*SIXTY (adj; n) 60 .
*SIZE (n; v) how big, small, short, long,
thin, or wide a thing is; paste that
makes cloth or paper hard; separate
into groups by size.
SIZZLE (n; v) sound of food cooking
in hot oil; make this sound.
SKATE (n; v) RAY fish; shoe with a
blade or wheels under it (see ROLLERSKATE); move on shoes like this.
SKATEBOARD (n) small piece of timber or plastic, with small wheels under it, that you stand and travel on.

SKATEBOARD
SKEDADDLE (v) go away quickly.
SKEET (n) sport using a gun to hit clay
pieces that a person throws in the air.

SKEETER (n) MOSQUITO (Am).
SKEIN (n) long string in COILS that pull
out to become loose bends.
SKELETON (n) all bones of an animal,
together; CHASSIS; first, important
parts of a thing or group.
SKERRICK (n) very small piece (Aus).
SKETCH (n; v) rough drawing or plan;
short story for an actor; write or draw
quickly.
SKETCHBOOK (n) book of empty pages
for drawings.
SKETCHY (adj) rough; not clear.
SKEW (n) not being straight.
SKEWER ( n ; v ) t h i n s t i c k y o u p u t
through meat or vegetables when you
are cooking them; put a stick through.
SKI (n; v) long,
flat timber
piece that
you wear
on a shoe,
for moving
quickly over
snow; travel
on SKIS.

SKID ( v ; n ) s t o p q u i c k l y , r u b b i n g
across the ground as you do; fast stopping; part of a vehicle that stops it;
strong timber under heavy things, that
you use when lifting the heavy things
with a machine.
SKIDDOO (v) leave (Am).
SKID-LID (n) strong hat to stop your
head from being hurt in an accident.
SKIFF (n) small, light ROW-BOAT.
SKILFUL (adj) with much ability.
SKILL (n) ability to do a job well.
SKILLET (n) FRYPAN (Am); SAUCEPAN
with a long handle and legs (Br).
SKIM (v) take dirt from the top of liquid; take fat from the top of milk; read
quickly without much thinking; go
over quickly without much touching.
SKIMPY (adj) not using enough.
*SKIN (n; v) body or organ covering;
outside part; take skin off.
SKINDIVE (v) swim under water with
FLIPPERS (see FROGMAN).
SKIN-FLICK ( n ) m o v i n g p i c t u r e s o f
people with few, or no, clothes on.
SKINFLINT (n) person who will not give
or use much money or other things.
SKINHEAD (n) young person in a group
that likes to fight and break things (Br).
SKINK (n) small, flat lizard.
SKINNY (adj) very thin.
SKINNY-DIPPING (n) swimming with no
clothes on.
SKINT (adj) having no money (Br).
SKIP (v; n) jump and land on the same
foot before changing to the other foot;
run, walk or dance with much happiness; jump over; move quickly
across; not read or do part of a thing;
run away; fast movement over a thing;
big container for things people do not
want; container to lift things from big
holes in the ground.

SKIPJACK (n) boat with a sail (Am);
small Pacific Ocean TUNA.
SKIPPER (n) leader of a ship, plane, or
group of people working together.
SKIPROPE (n) rope you move in circles, and jump over for exercise.

SKIPROPE
SKIRMISH (v; n) fight without a plan;
short argument.
SKIRT (n; v) piece
of clothes that
hangs
from
around the stomach; border, or far
out part; meat
from between the
ribs
and
leg;
woman; be on the
border, or far out
part, of a thing; go
around.
SKIRTING (n) border.
SKIRTING-BOARD (n) timber around
the bottom of a wall.
SKIT (n) short piece of entertainment
that often makes you smile or laugh.
SKITE (v) be proud, and tell people
about good things you were doing
(Aus).
SKITTISH (adj) enthusiastic; wanting
to play; with a little fear.
SKITTLE (n; v) bottle-shaped timber
piece; hit a person with a vehicle.
SKITTLES (n) game with nine bottleshaped timber pieces that you try to
hit with a heavy ball.
SKIVVY (n) thin
jumper.
SKULDUGGERY,
SKULLDUGGERY
(n) very bad secret action.
SKULK (v) move
secretly; hide
from danger or
difficult work.
SKULL (n) bone covering of the brain.
SKULL-CAP ( n ) s m a l l h a t w i t h t h e
shape of the head, and no BRIM.
SKUNK (n) black and white mammal
that gives a bad smell when it is afraid;
win strongly against (Am).
*SKY (n) air above the earth; space.
SKY-DIVING (n) sport of jumping from
planes and using a PARACHUTE to
stop when you are near the ground.
SKY-HIGH (adj) very high.
SKYJACK (v) rob a plane from the person who is flying it.
SKYLARK (n) small brown bird that
stays in one place in the air and sings.
SKYLIGHT (n) window in a roof.
SKYLINE (n) shape of buildings, hills,
and trees, with sky behind them .
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SKY-ROCKET (n; v) toy ROCKET that
explodes high in the air; (of prices)
become expensive very quickly.
SKYSCRAPER (n) very tall building.
SKYWARD (adv) in the direction of the
sky.
SKY-WRITING (n) writing in the sky,
made with smoke from a plane.
SLAB (n) flat, wide piece of cheese,
cake, stone, timber, or other material.
SLACK ( a d j ; n ) l a z y ; l o o s e ; b e i n g
loose.
SLACKEN (v) make or become lazy,
tired, or loose.
SLACKER (n) lazy person.
SLACKS (n) long pants.
SLAG (n; v) stones, after taking metal
out of them; hot, liquid stones; push
liquid from your mouth (Aus).
SLAIN (adj) dead from a killing.
SLAKE (v) stop a feeling of wanting to
drink; mix with water.
SLALOM (n) race around flags or other
things, on snow or in water.
SLAM (v; n) close, throw, or put down
with a loud noise; say bad things
about a person; noise from a door
closing; winning all parts of a competition.
SLANDER (n; v) bad talking that hurts
a person, and is often not true; say
bad things about a person.
SLANG (n) word people often use in a
wrong way, or that is not a real word.
SLANT (v; n) be on an INCLINE; hill.
SLAP (v; n; adv) put down quickly with
force; hit with an open hand or other
flat thing; happening quickly or well.
SLAP-BANG (adv) too quickly, or with
too much noise.
SLAPDASH (adj; adv) too fast; not well.
SLAP-HAPPY (adj) wanting to fight.
SLAP-UP (adj) very good.
SLASH (v; n) make deep cuts in; (of a
price) make more low; long cut.
SLASHER (n) LAWN-MOWER or other
tool for cutting bushes and tall grass.
SLAT (n) thin piece of timber for furniture or a window covering.
SLATE (n) green, grey, or blue stone
that separates into thin, flat pieces;
piece of this stone that you put on a
roof or that you write on with a white
stone.
SLATTERN (n) dirty and messy woman.
SLAUGHTER (n; v) much killing; kill
many people; kill animals for meat.
SLAUGHTER-HOUSE (n) place for killing animals for meat.
SLAV (n) person from East Europe.
SLAVE (n; v) person that another person owns; machine that another machine leads; work very hard.
SLAVE-DRIVER (n) cruel work leader.
SLAVER (n; v) ship or person that buys
and sells people; have liquid fall from
your mouth.
SLAVERY (n) owning people; very difficult work.
SLAVISH (adj) obeying all rules without thinking.
SLAY (v) kill.
SLEAZY (adj) beautiful, but false.

SLED (n) vehicle without wheels, that
rubs across ground or snow to move.

SLED
SLEDGE (n) vehicle without wheels,
that rubs across ground to move; big
heavy hammer.
SLEEK (adj) smooth and beautiful.
*SLEEP (v; n) close your eyes, rest your
muscles, and stop thinking; mate; die;
give space for a person to sleep in;
time when you sleep.
SLEEPER (n) timber piece across a road
for trains; train car you sleep in.
SLEEPING-BAG (n) thick cloth bag you
can sleep in.
SLEEP-OUT (n) part of a VERANDAH
that you make a room in for sleeping
(Aus).
SLEEP-WALK (v) walk when sleeping.
*SLEEPY (adj) tired; wanting to sleep.
SLEET (n) snow or ice that half melts
when it is falling .
*SLEEVE (n) part of clothes that covers one arm; cylinder that covers a
thing; flat covering for a RECORD.
SLEIGH (n) vehicle without wheels,
that a horse pulls, often over snow.
SLEIGHT (n) ability to work well with
your hands, like a MAGICIAN.
SLENDER (adj) thin; not enough.
SLEPT (v) was sleeping.
SLEUTH (n) policeman who tries to find
answers or secrets.
SLEUTH-HOUND (n) dog that policemen
use to find people by smelling them.
SLEW (v) was killing; turn around a
line through the middle of a thing.
SLICE (n; v) thin piece of meat, cake,
bread, or another thing, that you were
cutting off from it; movement with a
blade, that cuts a thing; cut a thin
piece off; hit a GOLF ball in a way to
make it curve away from you.
SLICK (adj; v; n) smooth; smart; fast;
beautiful; make smooth; oil on water.
SLICKER (n) coat that keeps you dry
when rain is falling; smart person
wearing beautiful clothes, who lives
in a big town (Am).
SLIDE (v; n) move over a smooth thing,
rubbing against it; smooth, quiet
movement; INCLINE that people or
things move down, rubbing against
it; piece of glass you put a thing on
when you want to look at it with a MICROSCOPE.
SLIDE-RULE (n) special RULER with a
moving middle part for doing sums.
SLIGHT (adj; v) thin; not much; show
that you think a person is not important.
SLIGHTLY (adv) in a small measure.
SLIM (adj; v) thin; become thin.
SLIME (n) smooth, wet, sticky material.
SLIMMER (n) person trying to become
thin by exercising and eating special
foods.

SLING (n; v) rope
or belt for holding
or lifting things;
cloth
hanging
around the neck to
hold a sore arm;
SHANGHAI;
lift
with ropes; throw;
say things to hurt
a person (Aus).
SLINK (v) go secretly.
SLINKY ( a d j ) s m o o t h ; ( o f c l o t h e s )
close to the body, to be beautiful.
SLIP ( v ; n ) m o v e q u i c k l y a c r o s s a
thing, rubbing against it, often by accident; make a fast, smooth, quiet
movement; little, wrong action you
were doing by accident; fast, smooth,
quiet movement; much land falling
from the side of a mountain; place out
of water, where you put boats when
you are working on them; person in a
cricket game who is behind the
WICKET; cloth covering for a PILLOW;
thin dress that a woman wears under
another dress; narrow piece of paper
or other material; part of a plant that
you join to another plant; thin child.
SLIPPER (n) light, loose shoe you wear
in a house.
SLIPPERY (adj) difficult to hold, because it is smooth, or has oil on it.
SLIPSHOD (adj) that you were not doing well, or with much planning.
SLIPSTREAM (n) line of air moving away
from a moving vehicle or person.
SLIP-UP (n) little, wrong action you
were doing by accident.
SLIPWAY (n) INCLINE into water, that
ships move down after you fix or build
them.
SLIT (n; v) narrow cut or hole; make a
narrow cut.
SLITHER (v) move across ground like
a snake.
SLIVER (n) very small piece of timber.
SLOB (n) very dirty or fat person.
SLOBBER (v) have water fall from the
mouth; show much false love.
SLOE-EYED (adj) with blue-black eyes.
SLOG (v) hit with a BAT or FIST; work
or walk without stopping.
SLOGAN (n) short saying for a group;
short saying to sell a thing.
SLOOP (n) ship with one vertical stick
for sails.
SLOP (v; n) have liquid go over the
side of a container; put liquid on
roughly; liquid food; dirty liquid.
SLOPE (n; v) INCLINE; hill; (of an INCLINE) go slowly up or slowly down.
SLOPPY (adj) too loose; wet; messy;
not doing a job well; showing too
much emotion.
SLOSH (n; v) wet, dirty snow; wet dirt;
(of a liquid) fall over the side of a container.
SLOSHED (v) not able to think clearly,
from drinking too much alcohol (Br,
Aus).
SLOT (n) thin hole you put a coin or
other thing in.
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SLOTH (n) being lazy; slow animal
from South America, that lives in trees.
SLOTHFUL (adj) lazy.
SLOT-MACHINE (n) machine you put
coins in, to receive a thing or to play a
game.
SLOUCH (n; v) loose hanging of the
body, or of a hat BRIM; stand, sit, or
move with loose bending in the body.
SLOUGH (n; v) place with much wet
dirt; dead skin from a snake, or from a
sore; drop skin off the body.
SLOVENLY (adj) lazy or messy.
*SLOW (adj; v) not fast; taking a long
time to happen; stupid; boring; not
moving fast enough; make to move
more slowly.
SLOWCOACH, SLOW-POKE (Am, In)
(n) very slow person .
*SLOWLY (adv) not quickly.
SLOW-WORM (n) lizard from Europe,
with no legs.
SLUDGE (n) thick, wet dirt.
SLUG (n; v) animal like a SNAIL with
no shell; bullet or other thing with a
rough or different shape; line of metal
letters for printing; small drink of alcohol; hard hitting; hit with strength.
SLUGGARD (n) lazy person.
SLUGGISH (adj) moving slowly; tired.
SLUICE (n; v) door for starting and
stopping water movement; water channel that people were making; wash
quickly with much water.
SLUM (n) part of a town where many
poor people live close together.
SLUMBER (v; n) sleep; sleeping.
SLUMP (n; v) time of low enthusiasm;
fall or hang down.
SLUNG (v) was throwing; was hanging.
SLUNK (v) was going secretly.
SLUR (v; n) say words together, making them difficult to understand; say
bad words against a person; punctuation mark for music, to join two
sounds.
SLURP (v) drink with much noise.
SLURRY (n) thin liquid mixing of clay,
paste, or another material.
SLUSH (n) wet, dirty snow.
SLUSHY (adj) with much soft emotion.
SLUT (n ) lazy woman; bad woman.
SLY (adj) smart; secretly bad.
SMACK (n; v; adv) noise like an open
hand hitting a thing; dangerous drug;
kiss; hit; have a quality; quickly; with
much force.
SMACKER (n) kiss; lip; measure of
money (Br, Am).
*SMALL (adj; n) little; not many; not
much; not important; most thin part.
SMALLGOODS (n) pieces of meat like
DEVON and FRANKFURTERS (Aus).
SMALL-MINDED ( a d j ) n o t c h a n g i n g
your thinking easily.
SMALLPOX (n) sickness that makes
round sores on the skin, with liquid in
them.
SMALL-SCALE (adj) made or happening in small measures.
*SMART (adj; v) knowing many things;
clean and beautiful; feel sharp pain.

SMARTEN (v) make more smart; make
more clean and beautiful.
SMARTIE (n) smart person .
*SMARTNESS (n) being smart.
SMARTY-PANTS (n) person who thinks
he or she is smart.
SMASH (v; n) break into pieces; hit
with much strength; act or sound of
hitting or breaking into pieces.
SMASHING (adj) very good or beautiful.
SMASH-UP (n) accident with a vehicle.
SMATTERING (n) a little understanding about a thing .
SMEAR (v; n) rub sticky material on a
thing; say bad things about a person;
dirty or sticky mark from rubbing.
*SMELL (n; v) quality that the nose can
feel; receive a quality through the
nose; give out a bad smell.
SMELT (v) melt stones to take metal
from them; was smelling.
SMELTER (n) place where people melt
stones to take metal from them .
*SMILE ( v ; n ) s h o w a h a p p y f a c e ;
mouth on a happy face.
SMIRK (n) foolish or proud smile.
SMITE (v) hit; kill.
SMITH ( n ) p e r s o n w h o w o r k s w i t h
metal.
SMITHEREENS (n) small pieces.
SMITHY (n) shop for a person who
works with metal.
SMITTEN (v) was giving or receiving a
hit.
SMOCK ( n ) l o o s e s h i r t t o c o v e r
clothes; loose dress.
SMOCKING (n) small, tight PLEATS on
material.
SMOG (n) smoke and gases in the air.
*SMOKE (n; v) dirty gas from a burning thing; CIGARETTE; breathe
smoke from a CIGARETTE, or from a
PIPE with dry leaves burning in it;
cover or fill with smoke.
SMOKER (n) person who smokes; part
of a train where people can smoke.
SMOKE-SCREEN (n) much smoke to
hide an action; action to hide another
action.
SMOKE-STACK (n) CHIMNEY.
SMOKO (n) short rest from work, often
for smoking, eating or drinking (Aus).
SMOOCH (v) kiss and touch with love.
*SMOOTH (adj; v) with no projections
or holes; (of liquid) with no pieces in
it; flat; make flat, with no holes or
projections.
SMOOTH-SPOKEN (adj) (of a person)
able to talk well and make people believe you.
SMORGASBORD (n) food that people
take from a big table, to eat at another
table.
SMOTE (v) was hitting; was killing.
SMOTHER (v) kill by stopping air; die
by not being able to breathe.
SMOULDER (v) burn slowly; hide anger.
SMUDGE (n; v) dirty mark, often on paper or your face; rub a thing, making
it dirty, not clear, or difficult to see.
SMUG (adj) lazy about being good, because you think you are good enough.

SMUGGLE (v) carry a thing secretly to
a place.
SMUT (n) bad talking or pictures about
people mating or wearing no clothes.
SNACK (n; v) small measure of food;
eat a small measure of food.
SNACK-BAR (n) shop that sells small
measures of food.
SNAFFLE (n) rope and mouth piece to
turn a horse with (see REINS).
SNAFU (n) happening that makes it difficult for you to do an action (Am).
SNAG (n; v) sharp projecting thing;
thing that makes an action difficult;
hole in cloth from a sharp projection
cutting it; cylinder of meat (Aus); stick
to a sharp projection.
SNAIL (n) animal
that walks on
its s t o m a c h ,
and lives in
a shell.
*SNAKE (n) long reptile with no legs.
SNAP (v; n; adj) make a picture with a
camera; bite, move, or shout quickly;
make a fast, loud noise; fast noise,
bite, movement, or shout; picture
made with a camera; card game; button that joins by pushing two parts
together; short time of cold weather;
hard BISCUIT with spice in it; happening quickly or without planning.
SNAPDRAGON (n) plant with flowers
shaped like bags.
SNAPPER (n) name for many different
fish that people eat.
SNAPPY (adj) easily becoming angry;
enthusiastic; happy; fast.
SNAPSHOT (n) picture from a camera.
SNARE (n; v) string to catch an animal
with; words or action to make you do
what you were not wanting to do;
DRUM with WIRES or LEATHER strings
on it; catch with a string that you were
hiding.
SNARL (v; n) become tied together
without planning; make angry noises
like a dog with the teeth showing; many
strings or other things tied together;
angry noise with the teeth showing.
SNARL-UP (n) many vehicles or other
things too close together to move well.
SNATCH (v; n) take quickly; fast taking; small piece of entertainment or
talking; fast lifting of a heavy thing in
a sport.
SNAZZY (adj) smart; beautiful; good.
SNEAK (n; v) person who secretly does
bad things; go or take secretly.
SNEAKERS (n) shoes with a soft bottom (Am).
SNEAKING (adj) that you feel you know,
but do not understand how you know
it.
SNEAK-THIEF ( n ) p e r s o n w h o r o b s
things secretly, without breaking
things.
SNEER (v; n) talk or smile with hate.
SNEEZE (n; v) short, fast explosion of
air from the nose; explode air from the
nose without planning.
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SNIB (n) piece that locks or holds a
door, window, NAPPY, or other thing.
SNICKER (n; v) quiet laughing; laugh
without much noise.
SNIDE (adj) secretly showing hate.
SNIFF (v) breathe air into the nose.
SNIFFLE (n; v) breathing air into the
nose with a little noise; make this
noise when breathing.
SNIFFLES (n) small sickness that makes
a liquid come out of the nose.
SNIGGER (v; n) laugh secretly; secret
laugh.
SNIP (v; n) cut quickly with SCISSORS;
fast cut with SCISSORS.
SNIPE (n; v) water bird with a long
beak; shoot people one at a time, from
a secret place.
SNIPER (n) person who shoots people
one at a time, from a secret place.
SNIPPET (n) small piece that you were
cutting off; little piece of talking.
SNIPS (n) SCISSORS for cutting metal.
SNITCH (v; n) tell others about a bad
thing a friend was doing; rob secretly.
SNIVEL (v) cry with much noise from
breathing in through the nose.
SNOB (n) proud rich person.
SNOEK (n) BARRACOUTA from South
Africa.
SNOOD (n) loose NET for hair.
SNOOK (n) putting your thumb on your
nose and your fingers apart, to show
hate.
SNOOKER (n; v)
game with balls
on a table; make
a person lose
this game.

SNOOP (v) secretly try to learn things
about other people.
SNOOT (n) nose.
SNOOTY (adj) proud.
SNOOZE (v; n) sleep
for a short time, often in the day; short
time of sleeping.
SNORE ( n ; v ) l o u d
breathing
noise
when sleeping; make
this noise.
SNORKEL ( n ) s h o r t
tube you breathe air
through when swimming under water.
SNORT (n; v) noise made by pushing
air quickly out of the nose, often to
show anger; small measure of a drink;
small measure of a drug that you
breathe in through your nose; take a
drug in this way; make a loud noise
by pushing air quickly out of your
nose.
SNOT (n) sticky liquid from the nose.

SNOTTY (adj) angry.
SNOUT (n) projecting nose and mouth
of an animal; projection on the front
of a thing.
*SNOW (n; v) soft white ice that falls
from clouds (see SNOWFLAKES); falling of soft white ice from clouds; white
marks on a television, that stop the picture from being clear; fall like snow.
SNOWBALL (v) (of an action) become
big, serious, or important very quickly.

SNOWFLAKES
SNOWFLAKE (n) very small, beautiful
piece of snow.
SNOW-LINE (n) line on a mountain
where it starts to be
cold enough to have
snow on the ground.

SNOWMAN (n)
shape of a
person made
of snow.
SNOW-SHOE (n)
shoe with the
shape of a RACQUET, for walking on snow.

SNOW-WHITE (adj; n) perfect white
colour.
SNUB (v; adj) not look at or show an
interest in, often to hurt a person; (of
a nose or gun) short.
SNUFF (n; v) black colour on a burning CANDLE; powder drug that people
breathe in through their noses; kill;
stop a fire from burning on a CANDLE;
die; breathe in through the nose, with
a noise.
SNUG (adj) warm, dry, and away from
wind and cold or wet weather.
SNUGGLE (v) move to be very close to
a person, animal, or thing.
SO (adv; adj; conj; n) in the way you
were saying; as; very; too; because
of this; after that; musical sound.
SOAK (v; n) be in liquid for a time; (of
liquid) go into a material; hole with
water in it after rain.
*SOAP (n; v) cleaning chemical that
makes balls of air when you rub it in
water; put soap on; rub with soap.
SOAP-BOX (n) box or LADDER you
stand on to talk to people walking on
roads.
SOAPSTONE (n) stone with a feeling
of oil, that people often make into a
powder.
SOAR ( v ) f l y o r l i f t h i g h ; m o v e
smoothly in the air without moving
wings or using a motor.

SOB (v; n) breathe air in with much
noise when crying; sound of breathing air in with much noise when crying.
SOBER (adj; v) serious; quiet; drinking very little or no alcohol; make more
serious or quiet.
SOBRIETY (n) being serious; not drinking alcohol.
SO-CALLED (adj) having a name that
is not a true name.
SOCCER ( n ) f o o t b a l l g a m e w i t h a
round ball (see FOOTBALL).
SOCIABLE (adj) friendly.
SOCIAL (adj; n) about feelings and actions between people; about living
with others; happy meeting for a
group.
SOCIALISE (v) be friendly with many
people; (of a company or job) make
the country own and lead all parts of
it.
SOCIALISM (n) believing that leaders
in a country should own all land and
companies, and give equal parts to all
people in the country.
SOCIALITE (n) important or rich person who many people know.
SOCIETY (n) rules and actions of people in a country; big group; rich people.
SOCIOLOGY (n) study of how people
live and work together.
*SOCK (n; v) cloth covering for a foot;
hard hit; hit strongly.
SOCKET (n) hole that a thing stands,
moves, or turns in.
SOCKEYE (n) big Pacific Ocean fish
with pink meat.
SOD (n) piece of dirt and grass.
SODA (n) soft white powder chemical;
water with small balls of air in it; drink
made from this water.
SODDEN (adj) very wet; like paste; stupid from drinking too much alcohol.
SODIUM (n) soft white metal.
SODOMITE (n) man who mates with
other men.
SODOMY (n) mating between two men.
SOEVER (adv) in any way; to any measure.
SOFA (n) long couch.
*SOFT (adj) that you can squeeze or
cut easily; smooth; not loud; kind;
not strong in taste, colour, or light;
(of water) without many minerals in
it; without clear lines.
SOFTBALL (n) BASEBALL with a big,
soft ball.
SOFT-BOILED (adj) (of an egg) that you
were cooking in water for a short time.
SOFTEN (v) become or make more soft;
become less strong, loud, or sharp.
SOFT-HEARTED (adj) easily forgiving.
*SOFTLY (adv) without much strength;
with love.
SOFT-PEDAL (v) not encourage people to look at or think about a thing.
SOFTWARE (n) plans for a COMPUTER.
SOFTWOOD (n) timber from a CONIFER.
SOGGY (adj) very wet.
SOIL (v; n) make dirty; make bad; become dirty; ground; dirt.
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SOIRÉE (n) happy meeting at night.
SOJOURN (v; n) stay in a place for a
short time; short staying in a place.
SOLACE (n) love you receive when you
are sad or worried.
SOLAR (adj) of, from, or working by
using strength from, the sun.
SOLARIUM (n) place to receive light
from the sun, or from very strong
lights like the sun.
SOLD (v) was selling.
SOLDER (n; v) metal you melt, to join
other metals together; join metals by
melting another metal between them.
SOLDERING-IRON (n) tool for melting
a soft metal, to join other metals.
*SOLDIER (n; v) person who is part of
an army; work without stopping.
SOLDIER-ANT (n) fighting ANT.
SOLE (n; v; adj) bottom part of a foot,
shoe, or sock; flat fish; put a new bottom on a shoe; one and no more; happening one time, and no other time.
SOLEMN (adj) serious; very important.
SOLEMNISE (v) make important by serious actions in a meeting.
SOLEMNITY (n) being very serious.
SOLENOID (n) cylinder-shaped COIL of
WIRE that electricity goes through.
SOLICIT (v) ask much; ask a person to
mate with you for money.
SOLICITOR ( n ) p e r s o n w h o h e l p s
people understand rules in a court.
SOLICITOR-GENERAL (n) person who
tells leaders of a country what they
can do without disobeying rules (Br,
Am).
SOLICITOUS (adj) worried; enthusiastic.
*SOLID (adj; n) not soft; not a liquid
or gas; of the same material in all
parts; strong; material that is solid.
SOLIDARITY (n) agreeing in interests,
feelings, and actions.
SOLIDIFY (v) become or make more
solid.
SOLIDS (n) solid food.
SOLILOQUY (n) talking, often by an actor, to himself or herself.
SOLITAIRE (n) RING with one expensive stone in it; game for one person.
SOLITARY (adj) with no others.
SOLITUDE (n) being with no others;
quiet place, away from other people.
SOLO (n; adj; adv) flying a plane with
no other person in it; musical entertainment by one person; without others.
SOLOIST (n) person who plays music
or sings with no other person helping.
SOLSTICE (n) day when the sun is most
far from, or most close to, the earth.
SOLUBLE (adj) (of a chemical) that can
mix with liquid; that has an answer.
SOLUTION (n) liquid made from mixing
two chemicals; answer to a question.
SOLVE (v) find the answer to a difficult question.
SOLVENCY (n) having enough money
to pay what you must pay.
SOLVENT ( a d j ; n ) h a v i n g e n o u g h
money to pay what you must pay; liquid that will mix well with another thing.

SOMATIC (adj) about the body.
SOMBRE (adj) dark; sad; dirty.
SOMBRERO (n) very big hat that people
wear in Mexico.

SOMBRERO

*SOME (adj; pro) measure or number
of; that you do not know or have a
name for; big measure of; almost this
number, measure, or quality; very
good; some people or things.
SOMEBODY (n) a person; an important
person.
SOMEHOW (adv) in a way you do not
know.
SOMEONE (pro) a person.
SOMERSAULT (n; v) body movement
with one end going over the other end;
make this movement.
SOMERSAULT

SOMETHING (pro; n) a thing; important or interesting person or thing.
SOMETIME (adv) at a time you were
not saying, or that you do not know.
SOMEWHAT (adv) in some measure or
way.
SOMEWHERE (adv) in, or to, some
place.
SOMNAMBULISM ( n ) w a l k i n g w h e n
you are sleeping.
*SON (n) male child, to his parents;
name for a young male.
SONAR ( n ) i n s t r u m e n t f o r f i n d i n g
where things are, by using sound.
SONATA (n) music for one or two instruments, with three or four parts.
*SONG (n) piece of music you sing.
SONGBIRD (n) bird that makes a musical sound.
SONGSTER (n) person who sings.
SONIC (adj) of, using, or about, sound.
SON-IN-LAW ( n ) h u s b a n d o f y o u r
daughter.
SONNET (n) 14 lines of writing, like music, with two ways of thinking in it.
SONNY (n) name for a young male.
SONOROUS (adj) with a good sound.
SOOK (Aus) (n) baby cow that people
(and not the mother) give milk to; person who is too shy, or who cries too
much.
SOON (adv) after a short time.
SOONER (adv) before another time;
want more than another thing.
SOOT (n) black powder from smoke.
SOOTHE (v) make less worried or sore.
SOOTHSAYER (n) person who tells
what will happen in the future.

SOP (n; v) piece of bread you put in a
liquid; thing you give or do to make a
person less angry; become very wet.
SOPHISM (n) false argument.
SOPHISTICATED (adj) beautiful and
smart.
SOPHOMORE (n) person studying in
the second year at a school (Am).
SOPORIFIC ( n ; a d j ) m e d i c i n e t h a t
makes you sleep; that makes you
sleep.
SOPPY (adj) very wet; with too much
talk about love.
SOPRANO (n) music for people who
sing with very high sounds; woman
who sings with very high sounds.
SORCERER (n) person who does difficult things with help from the devil.
SORCERY ( n ) d o i n g d i f f i c u l t t h i n g s
with help from the devil.
*SORE (adj; n; adv) making or feeling
pain; broken or sick place on the body,
that gives pain; with pain.
SORELY (adv) very; very much.
SORGHUM (n) grass with grain in it.
SORREL (n; adj) sour leaf that is a
spice; horse with a red-brown colour;
with a red-brown colour.
SORROW (n) sadness.
SORROWFUL (adj) sad.
SORRY (adj) sad for, or about, a thing
that was happening in the past; weak
or bad.
SORT ( n ; v ) g r o u p ; s e p a r a t e i n t o
groups.
SORTIE ( n ) ( o f s o l d i e r s ) g o i n g o u t
quickly to fight other soldiers; time of
flying an army plane.
SOUFFLÉ (n) soft food made with the
white, clear part of eggs.
SOUGHT (v) was trying to find or get.
SOUL (n; adj) spiritual or thinking part
of a person or animal; person; enthusiasm; (of music or food) like people
with dark skin make it (Am).
SOUL-DESTROYING (adj) very boring.
SOUL-MATE (n) perfect friend.
SOUL-SEARCHING (n) asking yourself
if you are true or false.
*SOUND (n; v; adj) what you hear or
can hear; understanding that comes
with words; make a noise; say; learn
if a thing is good, by listening to it;
find how deep water is; healthy; not
broken or bad; true; strong.
SOUND-EFFECTS (n) sounds that are
not words, in a story for radio.
SOUNDINGS (n) measures of how deep
water is in a place.
SOUND-TRACK (n) sounds that go with
a moving picture.
SOUP (n) hot liquid food.
SOUPCON (n) very small measure.
*SOUR (adj; v) with a sharp taste or
smell, like alcohol or LEMONS; often
angry or arguing; make or become
sour.
SOURCE (n) place where a river, truth,
or other thing comes from.
SOURPUSS (n) angry or sad person.
*SOUTH (n; adj; adv) direction or place
toward the bottom of the earth; at,
near, or toward this direction.
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SOUTHEAST (adj; adv; n) in a direction between south and east; this direction.
SOUTHERLY (adj; n) from the south;
wind from the south.
SOUTHERN (adj) of, in, or looking toward the south.
SOUTHERNER ( n ) p e r s o n f r o m t h e
south part of a country.
SOUTHPAW (n) person who uses his or
her left hand more than the right hand.
SOUTHWARDS (adv) toward the south.
SOUTHWEST (adj; adv; n) in a direction
between south and west; this direction.
SOUVENIR (n) thing you keep to help
you remember a place or happening.
SOU’-WESTER (n) rain hat with a piece
at the back to keep your neck dry.
SOVEREIGN (adj; n) most important; of
the family of a KING or QUEEN; KING
or QUEEN; old coin from Britain.
SOVIET (n; adj) person from Russia;
group in Russia that meets to make
rules or lead; of these groups.
SOW (v; n) plant seeds; female pig.
SOX (n) socks.
SOY, SOYA (n) seed people eat as an
oil or powder.
SOZZLED (adj) not able to think well,
from drinking too much alcohol.
SPA (n) place where water with many
chemicals in
it
comes up from
the ground; TUB
of moving water.
(n; v)
*SPACE
place where planets and stars are;
empty time
or
place
between
actions or things;
measure of the
size of a place;
put empty places
between things or
actions.
S PA C E C R A F T
(n) vehicle for
travelling away
from earth.
SPACIOUS (adj) with mush space in it.
SPADE (n) SHOVEL
with a flat blade; black
leaf shape in cards.
SPAGHETTI ( n )
strings of PASTA.
*SPAIN (n) country in Europe.
SPAN (n; v) length,
from end to end, of
wings or open fingers; horizontal part
of a bridge
between two vertical
parts holding it up;
cover a distance
from side to side or from end to end.
SPANGLE (n) small piece of beautiful
metal on clothes, that gives off light.

SPANIEL (n) dog with big ears and long
hair.
SPANIARD (n) person from Spain.
SPANISH (n; adj) language of Spain
and Mexico; of Spain.
SPANK (v) hit with an open hand, often on the buttocks.
SPANKING (adj; adv; n) perfect; in a
perfect way; hitting (often of a child)
with an open hand.
SPANNER (n) tool for turning NUTS and
BOLTS.

SPANNERS
SPAR (n; v) horizontal bar for holding
sails; horizontal bar on the wing of a
plane; argue; fight, for exercise.
SPARE (v; adj; n) stop from hurting;
give without hurting yourself; that you
do not need now; thing you do not
need now.
SPARK (n; v) very small piece of fire;
enthusiastic person; give off very
small pieces of fire.
SPARKLE (v) give off very small pieces
of fire or light; (of wine) have small
balls of gas in it.
SPARKLER (n) beautiful
piece of fire on a stick; DIAMOND.
SPARKPLUG (n) part in a
motor, that makes a small
fire to burn the petrol.
SPARROW (n) small, brown-grey bird.

SPARROWHAWK (n)
small FALCON.
SPARSE (adj) with very few; not much.
SPARTAN (n; adj) serious, strong person who does difficult things; not soft
or easy.
SPASM ( n ) f a s t e m o t i o n o r m u s c l e
movement that happens without planning.
SPASMODIC (adj) happening at different times, without a plan or pattern.
SPASTIC (n; adj) person with a brain
sickness, who is not able to move his
or her muscles well; having this sickness.
SPAT (v; n) was pushing with force from
the mouth; LEATHER ankle covering.
SPATE (n) much or too much of a thing.
SPATIAL (adj) of, or about, space.
SPATTER ( v ) t h r o w , o r c o v e r w i t h ,
many small pieces of liquid or paste.
SPATULA (n) tool like a knife, with a
wide blade for mixing pastes; tool a
doctor uses to hold down your tongue.

SPAWN (v) (of animals) make, or push
out, eggs or babies; make.
SPAY (v) cut the egg-making organ out
of a female animal.
SPEAK (v) talk.
SPEAKEASY (n) place in America in the
past, where people were disobeying
rules to sell drinks with alcohol.
SPEAKER (n) person who is talking;
instrument that makes small sounds
big.
*SPEAR (n; v) throwing weapon from
a sharp, straight stick; hit or cut with
the sharp point of a thing.
SPEAR-GRASS (n) grass that has long,
thin seeds with sharp points.
SPEARHEAD (v) lead a group in a fight
or movement.
SPEARMINT (n; adj) sweet leaf spice;
made from this sweet leaf spice.
*SPECIAL (adj; n) for one time, thing,
or person; different; important; thing
that is selling at a special low price.
SPECIALISE (v) be or become very
smart about one thing.
SPECIALIST (n) person who is very
smart about one thing.
SPECIALITY, SPECIALTY (n) special
quality or thing that a person is best
at doing.
SPECIE (n) coins.
SPECIES (n) group of things or animals that are the same in an important way.
SPECIFIC (adj) clear; about a special
thing.
SPECIFICALLY (adv) about one special thing.
SPECIFICATION (n) rule or part of a
plan, for a job or action.
SPECIFY (v) say clearly the name of a
thing.
SPECIMEN ( n ) p a r t o f a t h i n g t h a t
shows what the whole thing is like.
SPECIOUS (adj) wrong, but looking
right.
SPECK, SPECKLE (n; v) small mark or
piece; put small marks or pieces on.
SPECS (n) glasses.
SPECTACLE ( n ) s h o w i n g f o r m a n y
people.
SPECTACLES (n) glasses.
SPECTACULAR ( a d j ; n ) w i t h v e r y
strong qualities, for many people to
see; big entertainment for many
people to see.
SPECTATOR (n) person looking at a
game, entertainment, or happening.
SPECTRE (n) spirit of a dead person.
SPECTRUM (n) parallel lines of each
of the colours in a light; many steps
between opposite qualities in a group.
SPECULATE (v) think, talk, or write about
a thing that you do not know is true.
SPED (v) was going or sending quickly.
SPEECH (n) way of talking; talking to
many people; language.
SPEECHLESS (adj) not able to talk, because of strong emotions.
SPEED (n; v) how fast a thing moves;
medicine that gives much enthusiasm;
go or send quickly; travel too quickly.
SPEED-BOAT (n) small fast motor boat.
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SPEEDO, SPEEDOMETER (n) instrument
to measure how quickly a vehicle is
travelling.
SPEEDWAY (n) place for car races.
SPEEDY (adj) fast; at the right time.
SPELL (v; n) say or write the letters of
a word; take the job of a person, for
the person to rest; rest; words to make
the devil do a thing; measure of time.
SPELT (v) was saying or writing the
letters of a word.
SPENCER (n) very thin jumper that a
woman wears under other clothes.
SPEND (v) use money or time.
SPENT (v; adj) was using money or
time; with all strength or another quality going away.
SPERM (n) white liquid that comes from
the penis when a male mates.
SPERMATAZOA (n) very small seeds
in a white liquid from the penis, that
can make a baby when a male mates.
SPERMICIDE (n) chemical that kills the
seeds that make babies.
SPEW, (v) push food from the stomach, out through the mouth.
SPHERE, SPHEROID (n) ball shape.
SPHINCTER ( n ) r o u n d m u s c l e t h a t
opens or closes a hole.
SPHINX (n) animal with the head of a
person and body of a lion; quiet person who is difficult to understand.
*SPICE (n; v) plant part that people use
to give different tastes to food; thing
that gives enthusiasm, or makes a
thing interesting; make more interesting, often with spices.
SPICK (adj) clean; beautiful; new.
SPICY (adj) having spices; interesting.
*SPIDER (n) animal with eight legs, that
makes a WEB to catch insects; cold
drink with ICE-CREAM in it.
SPIEL (n; v) talk to sell a thing.
SPIGOT (n) small TAP in a container.
SPIKE (n; v) big nail; projecting point
on the bottom of a shoe for running;
make a hole with a sharp projecting
point; put alcohol in a drink.
SPIKES (n) running shoes with sharp
points on the bottoms of them.
SPILL (n; v) fall; fall from a horse or
vehicle; (of a liquid) drop from a container.
SPILLAGE (n) measure of what falls
from a container.
SPILLWAY (n) channel for water to
leave a DAM.
SPILT (v) was falling.
SPIN (v; n) pull and turn cotton, hair,
or other things, to make strings; (of a
spider or caterpillar) push strings out
from the body; turn around quickly;
feel like your head is moving in circles;
tell a story; turning movement; fast,
short time of driving.
SPINA-BIFIDA (n) sickness a person is
born with, where parts of the bone in
the back are missing.
SPINACH (n) dark green leaf vegetable.
SPINAL (adj) of the bone in the back.
SPINDLE (n) thin stick from a SPINNING-WHEEL, to turn strings on; stick
in a machine or piece of furniture.

SPINDLY (adj) tall and thin.
SPINE (n) line of bones in the back;
place where sides of a mountain or
book meet; sharp projection.
SPINE-CHILLING (adj) (of a story) making people feel fear.
SPINELESS (adj) too shy or afraid.
SPINIFEX (n) rough grass with sharp,
projecting leaves (Aus).
SPINNAKER (n) big triangle-shaped sail
on some fast boats.
SPINNER (n) insect or other thing that
moves on a string in water, to catch fish.
SPINNERET (n) organ in a spider or caterpillar that makes very thin strings.

SPINNINGWHEEL (n)
instrument
with a big
wheel, for
making
string.
SPINSTER (n) woman who is not married.
SPINY (adj) with many sharp points.
SPIRACLE (n) hole in whales, insects,
and some fish, for air.
SPIRAL (n; adj; v) COIL; with a COIL
shape; become more big or strong;
go around in a COIL shape.
SPIRE (n) tall, thin CONE or PYRAMID
shape on a church or other building.
*SPIRIT (n; v) thinking part of you, that
lives after you die; enthusiasm; emotion; confidence; drink with much alcohol in it; what a rule is trying to do;
carry a thing away without people
knowing how you were doing it.
SPIRITED (adj) enthusiastic.
*SPIRITUAL (adj; n) of spirits, enthusiasm, or God; Christian song that some
people with dark skin from America sing.
SPIRITUALISM (n) believing the spirits
of dead people talk to living people.
SPIRITUALITY (n) being spiritual.
SPIT (n; v) long, sharp stick you push
through meat to hold it when cooking;
piece of land projecting into the ocean;
liquid from the mouth; push with force
out of the mouth; send out small pieces
of liquid; (of rain) fall softly.
SPITE (n; v) hate.
SPITEFUL (adj) with hate and anger.
SPITTLE (n) liquid from the mouth.
SPITTOON (n) container for receiving
liquid that you push from your mouth.
SPLASH (v; n) hit liquid; hit with liquid; (of liquid) fly about; use money
quickly, with much foolishness; many
small parts flying away from a liquid;
sound of a thing hitting liquid; small
piece of colour.
SPLASH-DOWN (n) slow falling of a
SPACECRAFT NOSE-CONE in an ocean.
SPLAT (interj) sound of a wet thing
strongly hitting another thing.

SPLATTER (v; n) throw small pieces
of liquid in many directions; mark
from liquid hitting a thing.
SPLAYED (adj) with elbows or feet projecting to the sides.
SPLEEN (n) organ near the stomach,
that helps blood to be healthy; anger.
SPLENDID, SPLENDIFEROUS (adj) very
good.
SPLENDOUR (n) giving much light;
being very good or beautiful.
SPLENETIC (adj) easily being angry.
SPLICE (v; n) join rope or other things
by mixing the end pieces; joint made
by mixing end pieces.
SPLINT (n) stick tied parallel to an arm,
leg, or other thing to stop movement.
SPLINTER (n; v) thin, sharp piece that
breaks from timber or other material;
people who leave a group to make a
new group; break into thin, sharp
pieces.
SPLIT (v; n) break into parts, often on
a weak line in a material; separate into
different groups; breaking; nuts, bananas, and CHOCOLATE, with ICECREAM.
SPLIT-LEVEL (adj) (of a house) having rooms on one side more high than
rooms on the other side.
SPLITS (n) sitting or jumping with the
legs horizontal in opposite directions.
SPLIT-UP (n) giving parts of a thing
for each person; separating of friends.
SPLURGE (n) use too much money.
SPLUTTER (v; n) make the sound of air
pushing through liquid; this sound.
SPOIL (v; n) make or become too bad
to use; become broken (In); be too soft
in leading a child; rob, often after a
war; things you rob.
SPOILER (n) part of a plane that stops
it from lifting too much.
SPOIL-SPORT (n) person who stops
other people from being happy.
SPOILT (adj) too bad to use; broken (In).
SPOKE (n; v) bar from the middle to
the border of a wheel (see HUB); horizontal bar on a LADDER; was talking.
SPOKEN (v; adj) was talking; that a
person was saying.
SPOKESHAVE ( n ) t o o l f o r s h a p i n g
round parts of timber.
SPOKESHAVE

SPOKESMAN, SPOKESPERSON (n) person who talks for a group, to say what
the group thinks.
SPONGE (n; v) ocean
animal with bones
like rubber, and
many holes in the
bones; bones of
this animal, that
you use for cleaning;
soft piece of rubber with
holes in it, that you use for cleaning;
soft cake; rub or clean with a SPONGE;
receive food, money, or other things
by asking, and not working.
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SPONGY (adj) soft, like a SPONGE.
SPONSOR (n; v) person who will help
a child if its parents die or are sick;
company, group, or person that helps
a group or person; company that pays
for time on radio or television; person
who helps another person to join a
group; help a person or group.
SPONTANEOUS (adj) happening without any outside thing making it happen; happening without thinking or
planning.
SPOOF (n) acting like a real person,
but with some foolish changes to
make people laugh.
SPOOK (n) spirit of a dead person.
SPOOKY (adj) making you feel afraid.
SPOOL (n) cylinder you bend a long
string around; round shape that a line
of pictures from a camera bend around
(see PROJECTOR).

SPOON
SPOON (n; v) tool you use in cooking
and eating; lift liquid with a SPOON.
SPOON-BILL (n) water
bird with a beak
shaped like a
SPOON.

SPOONERISM (n) changing the first letters or sounds of two words, without
thinking or planning, like saying “ball
smell” when you want to say “small
bell”.
SPOONFUL (n) measure of a thing that
fills a SPOON.
SPORADIC (adj) happening at different times, without a plan or pattern.
SPORE (n) very small part of some
plants, that is like a seed.
SPORRAN (n) small bag that hangs at
the front of KILTS (Br).
*SPORT (n; v) game or competition
with much action; person who is not
angry when people laugh at him or her,
or when he or she does not win; wear
or show.
SPORTING (adj) with much interest in
sports; not too difficult.
SPORTSMAN (n) person playing in a
sport; person in a competition who is
not sad if he or she does not win.
SPOT (n; v) small round mark; place;
small measure of; put marks on; receive marks; look for and see.
SPOTLESS (adj) very clean.
SPOTLIGHT (n; v) moving LAMP that
puts strong light on a thing; put
strong light on a thing.
SPOT-ON (adj) perfect.
SPOTTED, SPOTTY (adj) with many
round marks.

SPOUSE (n) husband or wife.
SPOUT (n; v) container projection that
liquid comes out through (see
KETTLE); liquid going up into the air
(see GEYSER); push liquid out in a fast
line; talk with enthusiasm.
SPRAIN (v; n) turn a body joint, making much pain; this turning.
SPRANG (v) was jumping up quickly.
SPRAWL (v; n) sit, fall, or be with arms
and legs projecting out to the sides;
movement in different directions without a plan.
SPRAY (n; v) liquid that is in very small
pieces, almost like a gas (see AEROSOL); small, beautiful branch with a
flower; push liquid out quickly in
many directions.

SPRAYGUN
(n) tool for
pushing paint
into the air in
very small
pieces.
SPREAD (v; n) make more wide; make
more people know; cover; how much
a thing can cover, or how wide it can
become; paste you put on bread; big
story in a newspaper; distance between the most high and most low
measures; food; FARM (Am).
SPREE (n) enthusiastic time or happening; time of drinking alcohol.
SPRIG (n) projection on the bottom of
some sport shoes; small thin branch.
SPRIGHTLY (adj) enthusiastic.
SPRING (v; n) come or
jump up quickly; start;
grow up; piece of metal
that re-turns to the same
shape after you squeeze it;
place where water or oil
comes up from
the
ground; time of year when
plants start to grow again.
SPRINGBOARD (n) board that you jump
up from, when doing bends in the air
or going into water (see DIVINGBOARD).
SPRINGBOK (n) animal like a deer, from
Africa.
SPRINGY (adj) that returns to the same
shape after you squeeze or bend it.
SPRINKLE (v; n) drop small pieces of
liquid or powder on; light rain.
SPRINKLER (n) tool for throwing small
pieces of water, often on grass.
SPRINKLING (n) a few of.
SPRINT (v; n) run a short distance very
quickly; short, fast race.
SPRIT ( n ) b a r t h a t g o e s f r o m t h e
middle of a boat to the top outside
corner of a sail.
SPRITE (n) male or female FAIRY.
SPROCKET (n) projection on a wheel,
that joins and turns with a chain.
SPROUT ( v ; n ) s t a r t g r o w i n g ; v e r y
young plant.

SPRUCE (v; adj; n) make to look more
clean; clean; CONIFER tree.
SPRUNG (adj; v) having SPRINGS; with
a SPRING broken; was coming or
jumping up quickly.
SPRY (adj) easily moving quickly.
SPUD (n) POTATO.
SPUN (v) was turning around quickly;
(of a spider or caterpillar) was giving
out strings from the body.
SPUNK (n) enthusiasm; white liquid
from the penis.
SPUNKY (adj) not easily afraid.
SPUR (n; v) sharp projection at the back
of a shoe; push this projection into a
horse to make it run; encourage a person to do an action.
SPURIOUS (adj) false.
SPURN (v) push away with hate.
SPURT (v; n) (of a liquid) come out
quickly from one place; do an action
quickly for a short time; line of liquid
coming quickly from a place; short
time of many actions.
SPUTNIK (n) machine from Russia travelling in space around the earth.
SPUTTER (v; n) make the sound of air
pushing through liquid; this sound.
SPUTUM (n) liquid from the mouth and
lungs.
SPY (n; v) person secretly learning
things about another country or person; secretly learning things about
others.
SPYGLASS (n) small TELESCOPE.
SQUAB (n) young PIGEON.
SQUABBLE (v; n) argue; argument.
SQUAD (n) small group of soldiers or
other people working together.
SQUADRON (n) group of soldiers or
other people working together.
SQUALID (adj) dirty and poor.
SQUALL (n) fast, strong wind; crying
or shouting that is not clear.
SQUALOR (n) quality of being dirty and
poor.
SQUANDER (v) use much money on
things that are not important.
*SQUARE (n; adj; v) shape with four
equal sides and ANGLES; thing with
this shape; T-shaped tool, for drawing square ANGLES; person who does
not think in a new or young way; a
number times itself; with a square
shape; parallel; true; good enough;
not needing to pay more money; not
changing to new or young thinking;
make square; add a number to itself
the same number of times; pay; become equal in a competition.
SQUASH (v; n) squeeze flat or into a
paste; force into a small place; many
people close together in a small place;
vegetable that grows on a VINE (Am)
(see GOURD); drink made from fruit
that you squeeze (Br, Aus); ball game
in a building.
SQUAT (v; n; adj) stand with the backs
of your feet close to, or touching, the
buttocks; live in a place without asking the person who owns it; place you
live in without asking the owner; short
and fat.
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SQUATTER (n) person living in a place
without asking the person who owns
it; person paying the leader, of a country to use land; person growing many
sheep and cows on a big FARM (Aus).
SQUATTOCRACY (n) strength to lead
a country, from people who own
FARMS (Aus).
SQUEAK ( n ; v ) s h o r t , h i g h , c r y i n g
sound; make a short, high sound.
SQUEAL (n; v) long, high noise; make a
long, high noise; tell other people when
a friend secretly does a bad thing.
SQUEAMISH (adj) easily feeling sick or
worried; wanting to be too perfect.
SQUEEGEE (n) tool
with a rubber blade,
for taking liquid off
glass, or off
other flat
things.
*SQUEEZE (v;
n) push together from
all or both sides; push into a small
place; squeezing action; many people
close together in a small place.
SQUELCH (v) step in wet ground or
water; make this sound; squeeze flat.
SQUID (n) ocean animal with ten legs.

SQUID
SQUIGGLE (n) short line with bends.
SQUINT (v) look through a small hole;
half close your eyes when looking.
SQUIRE (n; v) important man in a place
away from towns (Br); man in the past,
who was helping a soldier for a job;
lead a woman to a place.
SQUIRM (n) move like a WORM; feel or
show you are very shy.
SQUIRREL (n) small mammal with a very
soft tail, that lives in trees.
SQUIRT (v; n) push a line of liquid out
quickly; fast liquid projection; person
who is small, or not important.
SQUISH (v) make a sound like stepping in water, or on very wet ground.
SQUIZ (n) short look (Aus).
STAB (v; n) push a sharp point into;
this action; sharp pain.
STABILISE (v) make strong, or not easy
to move, change, or fall.
STABILISER (n) part of a ship or plane
that stops it moving from side to side.
STABILITY (n) being strong and not
easy to move, change, or fall.
STABLE (adj; n; v) not changing or
moving easily; strong; building you
keep horses in; put a horse in a building.
STACCATO (adj; adv) with empty parts
between words, or between sounds
in music.
STACK (n; v) small hill of things on
top of each other; CHIMNEY; make a
small hill of things on top of each
other; move cards secretly.

STADIUM (n) very big building where
people look at, and play, sports.
STAFF (n; v) stick or bar; parallel lines
that you write music on; all workers
in a school or company; worker in a
school or company (In); give workers
to a company.
STAG (n; adj) adult male deer; of males
without women with them.
*STAGE (n; v) high floor for actors or
for other entertainment; one of a few
steps in changing, learning, travelling,
or growing; part of a SPACECRAFT
that you drop when finished with it;
vehicle that horses pull; give entertainment; plan or make a thing happen.
STAGE-STRUCK (adj) wanting very
much to be an actor.
STAGE-WHISPER (n) soft talking that
you want others to hear.
STAGFLATION (n) time when prices are
growing, but the strength of money is
not growing with the prices.
STAGGER (v; n) feel like falling when
walking; surprise; plan things to happen at different times; plan things to
not be in a line; almost falling when
walking.
STAGGERING (adj) difficult to believe.
STAG-HORN (n) horn of a big male deer
(see ELK); plant with this shape.
STAGNANT (adj) not moving.
STAGNATE (v) not move.
STAID (adj) serious and quiet.
STAIN (v; n) make dirty; put colour on;
dirty mark; liquid that makes the
colour of timber more dark or light.
STAINLESS-STEEL (adj) made from a
metal that is very easy to clean.
STAIRCASE (n) group of steps.
STAIR-ROD (n) horizontal bar to hold
a rug in the corner between two steps.
STAIRS, STAIRWAY (n) group of steps.
STAIRWELL (n) big vertical hole in a
building, for steps.
STAKE (n; v) stick you push into the
ground; big stick people tie a person
to, to kill him or her with fire; money
you give, to receive more; hold or mark
with a stick; give
money to,often
to receive more
in the future.
STALACTITE
(n) stone hanging from the roof
of a big hole in
the ground.
STALAGMITE
(n) tall stone on
the floor of a big
hole in the
ground.
STALE (adj) with
an old, wet smell;
(of bread or other food) old; boring.
STALEMATE (n; v) time in chess or another competition when no person can
win or lose; make this happen in a competition.

STALK (n; v) vertical part of a plant that
is not made of timber (see CELERY);
follow secretly, often to catch or kill.
STALL (n; v) place for one animal in a
building; building for animals; small
shop with an open front; chair close
to where actors act; put or keep a cow
or other animal in a building; stop a
motor without wanting to; try to use
time before doing a difficult action.
STALLION (n) male horse.
STALWART (adj; n) strong; confident;
strong worker for a group.
STAMEN (n) male part of a flower.
STAMINA (n) ability to be strong after
much work or pain.
STAMMER (v; n) talk with many short
stops, often saying parts of words
many times; talking that is like this.
STAMP (n;v) piece of paper you stick
on an ENVELOPE or other
thing; special mark you
push on a thing; action
of bringing a foot down
with much force; bring a
foot or other thing down
with much force o n a
thing; push a mark on a
thing; put a STAMP on an ENVELOPE.
STAMPEDE (n; v) fast running of many
people or animals, with strong emotion; be part of this running.
STAMP-HINGE (n) small piece of paper
for joining STAMPS to a page in a book.
STANCE (n) how you stand; what you
believe about a thing.
STANCH (v) stop blood coming from a
cut.
STANCHION (n) strong vertical piece of
timber or metal for holding things up.
*STAND (v; n) be on feet; be, or make to
be, in a vertical direction; stay in one
place; be; piece of furniture that you
put things on; small shop; place where
vehicles stay for a short time; high
place where people sit to look at games
or entertainment; group of trees growing together; fighting; how you stand;
how you think about a thing; entertainment by travelling entertainers.
STANDARD (n; adj) rule; flag; measure
that you try to be equal to; measure;
of good quality.
STANDARDISE (v) change things to
make them all follow one rule.
STANDING (adj; n) that you can use at
any time; (of a jump) that you do without running; what people think of a
person or thing.
STAND-OFF (n) time when both sides
in a competition cannot move (Am).
STAND-OFFISH (adj) not friendly.
STANDOUT (n) very good person or
thing (Am).
STANDPOINT (n) how and what you
think about a thing.
STANDSTILL (n) no movement.
STANK (v) was giving a bad smell.
STANNIC, STANNOUS (adj) of the metal
in tins.
STANZA (n) group of lines that are one
special part of a song.
STAPES (n) small bone in the ear.
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STAPHYLOCOCCI (n) GERMS that make
a thick white or yellow liquid in sores.
STAPHYLOCOCCUS (n) GERM that
makes a thick white or yellow liquid in
sores.
STAPLE (n; v; adj) piece of metal with
both ends parallel, that you push into
paper or another material to hold things
together; important food or other thing;
join with STAPLES; important.
STAPLER

STAPLES
STAPLER ( n ) t o o l f o r p u s h i n g
STAPLES into paper or other material.
*STAR (n; v) small, white light that you
see in a clear sky at night; shape with
five or more points, often to show a
thing is good or important; smart or
important person; important actor; be
the most important actor in a piece of
entertainment.
STARBOARD (n) right side of a ship.
STARCH (n; v) white chemical from
grain and POTATOES, that can make
cloth hard; make clothes hard by putting this chemical on them.
STARCHY (adj) not friendly.
STARDOM (n) being a very important
actor.
STARE (v; n) look at for a long time,
with your eyes wide open; this action.
STARFISH (n) ocean
animal with five
or more arms
coming from
the middle.

STARK (adj; adv) sad; empty; clear;
clearly.
STARKERS (adj) without any clothes on.
STARLET (n) young woman learning
to be an important actor.
STARLIGHT (n) light of the stars.
STARLING (n) small bird with beautiful colours, that talks much.
STARLIT (adj) with light from stars.
STARRY-EYED (adj) enthusiastic, but
not understanding dangers.
STAR-STUDDED (adj) with many important actors or other entertainers.
*START (v; n) make the first movement
toward travelling, working, burning, or
another action; make to happen; tell
people in a race when to start; make a
fast movement of surprise; starting;
place to start from; fast movement of
surprise.
STARTER (n) person who tells people
to start in a race; person who starts in
a competition; machine that starts a
motor; small measure of food before
a MEAL.

STARTING-BLOCK (n) instrument you
put your feet against when starting in
a race.

STARTING-GATE (n) moving wall or
door, where horses start a competition.
STARTLE (v) surprise.
STARVE (v) die or feel pain from not
having enough food; kill or give pain
by not giving enough food.
STASH (v; n) hide a thing; place for
hiding things; things you hide; much
money.
STATE (n; adj; v) quality; big part of a
country, with one group of leaders;
country; of, for, or about a country, or
a part of a country with one group of
leaders; say in words or writing.
STATELY (adj) big and important.
STATEMENT (n) saying in words or
writing; list of money you were paying, or must pay.
STATEROOM (n) room for one person
on a ship.
STATESMAN (n) leader of a country
who plans well for the future.
STATIC (adj; n) not changing or moving; bad noise on a television or radio, from electricity in the air.
STATION (n; v) buildings and land on
a very big FARM for sheep or cows
(Aus); radio or television company;
stopping place for trains or buses;
place where you work (In); how important you are; put in a place.
STATIONARY (adj) not moving.
STATIONER (n) person who sells pencils, paper, and other things for writing.
STATIONERY (n) paper, pencils, and
other things for writing.
STATION-HAND (n) worker on a very big
FARM for cows or sheep (Aus).
STATION-HOUSE (n) building for police.
STATION-MASTER (n) leader at a stopping place for trains.
STATION-WAGON (n) car with a big
place in the back,
for carrying
things.

STATION-WAGON
STATISTICS (n) truths with numbers.
STATUARY (n) art shapes.
STATUE (n) art shape (see BUST and
NICHE).
STATUESQUE (adj) having a beautiful
shape.
STATUETTE (n) small art shape (see
BUST, NICHE, and FIGURINE).
STATURE (n) how tall a person is.
STATUS (n) how important you are.
STATUTE (n) rule for a town or country.
STATUTORY (adj) of, or from, rules.

STAUNCH (adj; v) not stopping what
you believe; stop blood coming from
a cut.
STAVE (n) vertical stick on a BARREL;
thick stick you carry to show you have
an important job; parallel lines you
write music on.
*STAY (v; n) not move for a time; do
an action without stopping; stop; live
(in a place); rope or stick to hold a
thing up.
STAYER (n) person or animal with ability to do a thing for a long time.
STAYING-POWER (n) ability to do an
action for a long time.
STAYS (n) CORSET.
STEAD (n) place.
STEADFAST (adj) strong; not changing or becoming tired; not stopping.
STEADY (adj; v; adv; n) not moving,
falling or changing easily; make or become without movement, falling, or
changing; not too fast; without
changing; person you love as a special friend for a time.
STEAK (n) thick piece of meat.
STEAL (v; n) rob or take secretly; move
secretly; expensive thing that you
were buying for a very low price.
STEALTH (n) secret action.
STEAM (n; v) gas from very hot water;
strength; use hot water gas to cook;
give off a gas from very hot water.
STEAMBOAT ( n ) b o a t t h a t u s e s
strength from hot water gas to move.
STEAM-ENGINE ( n ) t r a i n t h a t u s e s
strength from hot water gas to move.
STEAMER (n) ship that uses strength
from hot water gas to move; container
for cooking food with hot water gas.
STEAMROLLER (n) vehicle with a heavy
metal cylinder for making roads flat.

STEAMROLLER
STEED (n) horse; bicycle.
STEEL (n; v) very strong metal; make
yourself hard in your thinking, to do a
difficult thing.
*STEEP (adj; n; v) with a high INCLINE;
too expensive; cliff; keep a thing in a
liquid for a time.
STEEPLE (n) tall part of a building.
STEEPLECHASE (n) race with jumps
over fences and water.
STEEPLEJACK (n) person who fixes
CHIMNEYS.
*STEER (v; n) choose the direction for
a vehicle, person, or animal to go in;
young male cow without testicles.
STEERING-WHEEL (n) vehicle wheel
that you turn to change directions.
STEIN (n) big beer cup from Germany.
STELLAR (adj) of stars.
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STEM (n; v) vertical part of a plant; thin
piece between two ends (see CHALICE);
most important part of a word; grow
from; start from; stop a movement.
STEN (n) small MACHINE-GUN from
Britain.
STENCH (n) very bad smell.
STENCIL (n; v) thin material with words
or pictures cut in it, for printing; pictures or writing that you make with paint
going through holes cut in a thin material; make pictures or writing in this way.
STENOGRAPHER (n) person who writes
quickly, using SHORTHAND.
STENTORIAN (adj) (of talking) loud.
*STEP (v; n) lift and put down a foot,
when walking; measure by walking; full
movement of one leg when walking, running, or dancing; distance of one step;
sound of a step; one of a list of actions
toward an effect; projecting piece to step
on; one of many flat pieces you step on
to move between a low place and a high
place; horizontal piece on a LADDER.
STEP-BROTHER (n) son of a person
your mother or father was marrying,
who is not your real brother.
STEP-DAUGHTER (n) daughter of your
husband or wife, that he or she was
receiving from another husband or wife.
STEP-FATHER (n) man your mother was
marrying, who is not your father.
STEP-MOTHER (n) woman your father
was marrying, who is not your mother.
STEPNEY (n) TYRE that you carry in a
car to use if another one breaks (In).
STEPPE (n) flat ground without trees,
in Russia.
STEPPING-STONE (n) thing or person
you use to get a thing you want.
STEP-SISTER (n) daughter of a person
your mother or father was marrying,
who is not your real sister.
STEP-SON (n) son of your husband or
wife, that he or she was receiving from
another wife or husband.
STEREO (n; adj) radio or other music
machine that gives sound from two
places; sending sound from two or
more places at the same time.
STEREOPHONIC (adj) sending sound from
two or more places at the same time.
STEREOTYPE (n; v) metal shape that
you use to for printing; what people
think about the qualities of a person
or thing, that is often not true, but that
they will not easily change; believe
things about qualities of a person or
thing, that you will not change.
STERILE (adj) not making seeds, fruit,
children, or effects; boring; without
GERMS; without enthusiasm or
strength.
STERILISE (v) kill all GERMS on a thing;
make not able to make seeds, fruit,
children, or effects.
STERLING (adj) real; of good quality;
of money from Britain.
STERN (adj; n) serious; making people
obey rules; back part of a ship or boat.
STERNUM (n) bone across the chest.
STEROID (n) important chemical in animals and plants.

STET (v) word to say not to change a
writing.
STETHOSCOPE
(n) instrument doctors use to listen to
your heart and lungs.
STETSON (n) big hat.
STEVEDORE (n) person who puts things
on and off ships.
STEW (v; n) cook for a
long time in liquid; vegetables and meat that were
cooking for a long time in liquid.
STEWARD (n) person holding money for
another person, for a job; person who
helps people on a plane, ship, bus, or
train; important leader at a horse race.
STEWARDESS (n) woman on a plane,
ship, bus, or train, who helps people.
STEWARDSHIP (n) job of holding or
using money or other things.
STEWED (adj) not able to think well,
from drinking too much alcohol.
*STICK (v; n) put or stay in a place;
use paste to make a thing stay in a
place; not move well because of rubbing; not stop; put a sharp thing into;
project; small tree branch; thin piece
of timber; thing shaped like a stick;
CIGARETTE (In).
STICKER (n) paper with paste on the
back, to stick on things.
STICKLER (n) person who says rules
or other things are very important.
STICK-UP (n) robbing with a gun.
*STICKY (adj) easily sticking; (of weather) hot and wet; difficult.
STICKYBEAK (n; v) person who asks,
or looks at, things too much when they
are not about him or her; act this way.
STIFF (adj; n) not bending or moving
easily; like paste and not like liquid;
dead body.
STIFFENING (n) cloth you add to a piece
of clothes to stop it from bending.
STIFF-NECKED (adj) very proud.
STIFLE (v) stop air, words, or sounds
from coming out of your mouth.
STIGMA (n) mark showing a person is
bad; part of a flower that receives a
powder from other flowers.
STIGMATA (n) marks on a person that
are like a sore Jesus was receiving;
marks showing a person is bad.
STIGMATISE (v) say bad things to make
other people think a person is bad.
STILE (n) steps you use to go through
or over a fence or wall; TURNSTILE.
STILETTO (n) short, sharp knife; small
tool like an AWL, for making holes; high,
sharp back piece on a shoe for women.
STILL (adj; n; v; adv) without sound
or movement; time without movement
or sound; picture from a camera; thing
for making strong alcohol; make or
become quiet and without movement;
without changing or stopping.
STILLBORN (adj) born dead.
STILLSON, STILLSONS (n) MONKEYWRENCH.

STILTS (n) long
sticks you stand
on to make yourself more tall.
STILTED ( adj )
(of writing or talking) trying too hard
to sound important.
STIMULANT (n)
medicine or drug
to make you more
enthusiastic.
STIMULATE ( v )
put life or movement in; give enthusiasm or another
emotion to.
STIMULI (n) things that give emotion,
movement, or other effects to others.
STIMULUS (n) thing that gives emotion,
movement, or another effect to others.
STIMY (v) give a person a problem that
he or she cannot fix.
STING (n; v) sharp pain; sharp organ
of an insect, snake, or plant, that it
uses as a weapon (see SCORPION);
sore made by a sharp projection on
an insect, snake, or plant; hit with this
sharp organ; give sharp pain to.
STINGRAY (n) RAY with a dangerous
chemical in a point at the end of its tail.
STINGY ( a d j ) n o t g i v i n g o r u s i n g
enough money or other things.
STINK (v; n) have a bad smell; bad
smell; argument.
STINK-BOMB (n) weapon that gives a
bad smell when it explodes.
STINKER (n) friendly name for a person who does a bad or wrong thing;
difficult problem.
STINKING (adj; adv) that you do not
like; that gives a bad smell; very.
STINT (v; n) give things or help in small
measures without love; time of working.
STIPEND (n) money that people, often
church leaders, receive for working.
STIPENDIARY (adj) receiving money for
working.
STIPPLE (v; n) cover with small round
marks, to make colours; small round
marks for making colours.
STIPULATE ( v ) m a k e a r u l e f o r a n
agreement.
STIR (v; n) make small movements;
make round movements in a liquid or
paste; make to feel strong emotions;
action by many people to show anger
against leaders (In); moving a liquid
or paste; movement; loud, happy, or
angry happening; prison.
STIRRER (n) person
who likes to ask
difficult questions
(Aus).
STIRRING (adj)
that makes you
feel strong
emotions.
STIRRUP (n) part
of a SADDLE where
you put your feet.
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STITCH (n; v) one movement of a NEEDLE and string, in a SEWING-MACHINE or with your hand; piece of
string between the two holes you
make with a NEEDLE; most small piece
of clothes; sharp pain in one side, that
you feel after running, laughing, or
exercising; join cloth with a NEEDLE
and string.
STOCK (n; adj; v) things to use in the
future; things you have; liquid made
from cooking bones in water; animals
on a FARM; money you give a company, to receive more money if the
company becomes more rich; looking
at to understand; parents of parents;
handle of a RIFLE, machine or tool;
plant that you put part of another plant
into, to grow; fat part of a tree; that
you have many of; that you do often;
have or keep for the future; give things
to a shop or person, for them to use
in the future.
STOCKADE (n) line or wall of strong
vertical sticks.
STOCKBROKER (n) person who buys
and sells parts of companies for other
people.
STOCK-CAR (n) car for races where
you can hit the other cars.
STOCKHOLDER (n) person owning part
of a company; person owning many
cows or sheep (Aus).
STOCKING (n) sock that covers the leg.
STOCKIST (n) person who has things
to sell.
STOCK-KEEPER, STOCKMAN (n) person
who leads many cows or sheep (Aus).
STOCK-MARKET (n) place for buying
and selling parts of companies.
STOCKPILE (n; v) things to use in the
future; get many things to use in the
future.
STOCKS (n) timber pieces for holding
the feet of a prisoner.
STOCK-STILL ( a d j ) w i t h o u t m o v e ment.
STOCK-TAKING ( n ) l o o k i n g a t a n d
counting things that you own.
STOCKY (adj) short, and fat or strong.
STOCKYARD ( n ) p l a c e w i t h f e n c e s
around it, where you keep cows or
sheep.
STODGE (n) food like POTATOES and
RICE, that is heavy and makes you fat.
STODGY (adj) thick and heavy; boring.
STOIC (n; adj) person who stops emotions from leading him or her; person
who chooses to be poor; not following or showing emotions.
STOKE (v) feed a fire.
STOLE ( n ; v ) p i e c e o f c l o t h e s t h a t
women or some church leaders wear
over the SHOULDERS; was robbing
secretly.
STOLEN (adj) that a person was robbing.
STOLID (adj) slow to show feelings.
*STOMACH (n; v) organ where food
goes after you eat it; part of the body
between the chest and legs; eat.
STOMP (v; n) step with much noise
and force; loud, happy dancing.

*STONE (n; adj; v) very hard piece in
the ground; hard thing like a stone;
measure of how heavy things are; hard
seed shell in PEACHES and some other
fruit; made of stone; throw stones at;
kill by throwing stones at; take hard
seeds out of.
STONED (adj) not thinking well, from
drinking alcohol or taking drugs.
STONE-DEAD (adj) very dead.
STONE-DEAF (adj) not able to hear any
sounds.
STONE-FISH (n) fish that looks like a
stone, with a very dangerous chemical in sharp projections on its back.
STONEMASON (n) person who works
or builds with stones.
STONEWALL (v) try to stop action in a
meeting, with much talking and arguing.
STONEWARE (n) clay dishes.
STONEWASHED (adj) (of JEANS) with
an old look from rubbing.
STONEWORK (n) stone part of a building.
STONKERED (adj) very tired (Aus).
STONY (adj) not showing emotions.
STOOD (v) was standing.
STOOGE (n) false person or thing; stupid follower.
STOOL (n) chair with no back or sides;
TOILET; DUNG.
STOOP (v) bend the body forward and
down; become bad enough to do a
thing.
*STOP (v; n) end a happening or movement; force to end or not happen; cover
a hole; stay; stopping; part on a camera or musical instrument that covers a
hole; PERIOD; place where buses or
trains stop; thing to stop movement.
STOPCOCK (n) handle of a TAP.
STOPGAP (n) thing you use for a time,
when you do not have the real thing.
STOPOFF, STOPOVER (n) short stopping at a place on the way to where
you are going.
STOPPAGE (n) stopping; thing stopping movement.
STOPPER (n) CORK or other thing that
closes the hole in a bottle or other thing.
STOP-PRESS (n) story you add to a
newspaper about the last thing happening before you were starting to print.
STOPWATCH (n) WATCH with buttons
that you push to measure the time of
a race or other happening.
STORAGE (n) safe place for holding
things; putting things in a safe place;
money you pay to do this.
STORE (n; v) shop; how much you have;
part on a COMPUTER that remembers
what you were writing; put in a safe
place, to use in the future; hold; keep.
STOREFRONT (n) front of a shop (Am).
STOREHOUSE ( n ) b u i l d i n g y o u p u t
things in, to use in the future.
STORE-KEEPER (n) person owning a
shop.
STORE-ROOM (n) room for keeping
things in, to use in the future.
STOREY (n) all rooms in a building that
are horizontal with each other.

STORK (n) tall
white water
bird.

STORM (n; v) strong wind, rain, snow,
or lightning; much noise; move
quickly with much anger or noise.
STORM-BOUND (adj) not able to travel, because of heavy rain, snow, or
wind.
STORM-CLOUD (n) dark CUMULUS
cloud.
STORM-TROOPS (n) soldiers who fight
quickly.
*STORY (n) telling of a happening; telling that is not true.
STORY-LINE (n) important parts of a
story.
STOVE (n) instrument for making heat,
to cook food (see PRIMUS).
STOVE

STOW (v) put in, close together; hide.
STOWAGE (n) putting things in a close
space; space for this.
STOWAWAY (n) person who hides on
a vehicle, to not pay money to travel.
STRADDLE (v) sit or stand with legs
on opposite sides of a thing.
STRAFE (v) shoot many bullets at.
STRAGGLE (v) move away from a group.
STRAGGLY (adj) loose, going in many
different directions.
*STRAIGHT ( a d j ; a d v ; n ) w i t h o u t
bends; without stops; without water
in it to make it more weak; (of males)
not mating with other males; in the
right place or way; without bending
or stopping; straight part of a road.
STRAIGHTAWAY (adv) at this time.
STRAIGHTEN ( v ) m a k e o r b e c o m e
straight.
STRAIGHT-FACED (adj) hiding a feeling that you want to smile or laugh.
STRAIGHTFORWARD (adj) without secrets.
STRAIGHT-LACED (adj) too serious.
STRAIN (v; n) use or pull with much
strength; hurt a muscle or other thing
by using too much strength; put liquid or powder through a tool that
separates big things from little things;
special group of animals or plants that
are the same; strong pulling or worrying.
STRAINED (adj) with worry and fear;
not friendly.
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STRAINER (n) tool for pulling WIRE
(Aus); tool
for separating big or
solid things
from powder
or liquid;
strong timber piece at
the corner of
a fence (Aus).
STRAIT (n; adj) narrow channel joining two big pieces of water; difficult
or worrying time; narrow; very serious.
STRAITENED (adj) poor.
STRAIT-JACKET ( n ) s t r o n g c o a t t o
stop an angry or crazy person from
using his or her arms.
STRAIT-LACED (adj) too serious.
STRAND (n) one string in a rope; one
piece of hair; beach.
STRANDED (adj) in a difficult place,
with no way of travelling for help.
STRANGE ( a d j ) v e r y d i f f e r e n t f r o m
most others; that you cannot understand.
STRANGER ( n ) p e r s o n y o u d o n o t
know.
STRANGLE, STRANGULATE (v) kill by
squeezing the throat.
STRANGLEHOLD (n) pressing your arm
against the throat of a person to stop
breathing; very strong controlling.
STRAP (n; v) belt; join or hit with a
belt.
STRAPHANGER (n) person standing on
a moving bus or train.
STRAPLESS (adj) (of a dress) without
a piece going over the SHOULDERS.
STRAPPER (n) person who protects
horses and makes them look beautiful.
STRAPPING (adj) tall and strong.
STRATA (n) horizontal lines of stones
in the ground, or of air around the
earth; measures of how important or
rich people are.
STRATAGEM (n) plan; plan for making
a person believe a thing that is not
true.
STRATEGIC (adj) important for winning.
STRATEGY (n) plan for winning a war
or other competition.
STRATIFY ( v ) p u t i n h i g h a n d l o w
groups.
STRATOSPHERE (n) horizontal line of
air that is high above the earth.
STRATUM (n) horizontal line of stones
in the ground, or of air around the
earth; measure of how important or
rich people are.
STRATUS (n) long thin cloud.
STRAW (n) dry cut grass; thin tube to
pull liquid through when drinking.
STRAWBERRY
(n) red BERRY
that is covered
with small yellow seeds.

STRAY (v; n; adj) go away from the
right way; animal that cannot find the
person who owns it; going away from
the right way; not happening often.
STREAK (n; v) thin line; time when
many of the same things happen easily; quality a person often has; mark
with thin lines; move very quickly; run
through a place where people are, with
no clothes on.
STREAM (n; v) small river; line of liquid or other moving things; move in a
line, like a river.
STREAMER (n) long narrow piece of
cloth, paper, or other material.
STREAMLET (n) very small river.
STREAMLINE (v; n) shape a vehicle, to
make it move through wind or water
easily; make to move or happen more
quickly; vehicle shape that makes it
move most quickly.
STREET (n) road in a town, with houses
or other buildings on it.
STREETCAR (n) TRAM (Am).
STREET-WALKER ( n ) p e r s o n w h o
mates for money.
*STRENGTH ( n ) b e i n g s t r o n g ; h o w
strong a thing is; good quality.
STRENUOUS ( a d j ) n e e d i n g m u c h
strength.
STREPTOCOCCUS ( n ) G E R M t h a t
grows in chains.
STREPTOMYCIN (n) medicine to kill
GERMS.
STRESS (n; v) worrying; pushing; push
strongly, to make a word or saying
more important.
STRETCH (v; n) make or become more
long; rest; becoming more long; time;
distance; straight part of a running
OVAL.
STRETCHER (n) cloth between parallel
bars, for a bed.

STRETCHER
STREW (v) throw sand, flowers, or
other small things over the ground.
STREWN (v) having sand, dirt, flowers, or other small things covering it.
STRIATED (adj) with STRIPES.
STRICKEN (v) was receiving a hard hitting; was receiving a sickness.
STRICT (adj) following all rules.
STRIDE (v; n) walk with long steps;
cross over with one step; one step in
walking or running; distance of one
long step; walking with long steps.
STRIDENT (adj) loud, and not beautiful to listen to.
STRIFE (n) fighting or arguing; difficult or bad happening.
STRIKE (v; n) hit; make to receive a
sickness or hitting; (of workers) stop
working because they disagree with
leaders; make, often from liquid metal;
fast hitting; people not working, to
make leaders agree; trying, but not
hitting the ball in BASEBALL; hitting
ten cylinders with a heavy ball in a
game like BOWLS.

STRIKE-BREAKER (n) worker who takes
the job of a person who was stopping
work to make leaders agree with him.
STRIKING (adj) interesting.
*STRING (n; v; adj) thin rope; thing like
a thin rope; line of people or things;
things in a line on a string; put strings
on; put things on a string; pull strings
off BEANS; having strings (see VIOLIN).
STRINGENT (adj) obeying all rules.
STRINGER (n) person who writes for a
newspaper at some times.
STRINGS (n) VIOLINS, and other musical instruments with strings.
STRINGY (adj) like string.
STRINGYBARK (n) EUCALYPTUS tree
with skin in long pieces like string
(Aus).
STRIP (v; n) take clothes, paint, or other
things off; take all the parts off a motor
or other machine; taking things off;
long, narrow piece.
STRIPE (n) long
narrow line of colour, often parallel
to other narrow
lines; put long,
narrow lines on.
STRIPLING (n)
boy who is almost
STRIPES
a man.
STRIP-MILL (n) place that squeezes
metal to make long narrow pieces.
STRIPPER (n) chemical that takes paint
off a thing; machine that takes grain
off plants; woman who takes her
clothes off for entertainment.
STRIP-TEASE (n) entertainment with
women taking their clothes off slowly.
STRIVE (v) try; fight or argue.
STROBE (n) machine for making lights
go quickly off and on.
STRODE (v) was walking with long
steps; was crossing with one step.
STROKE (n; v) hitting; short action or
movement in one direction; sickness
that stops you from being able to move
well; make a short movement with the
hand or arm in one direction.
STROLL (v; n) walk slowly; slow walk.
STROLLER (n) vehicle like a PRAM, for
a small child to sit in when you push it.
*STRONG (adj) having strength; with
much of a quality; that you cannot
break, hurt, change, worry, or catch
easily; healthy; clear.
STRONGHOLD (n) place where believing is strong; strong place for soldiers.
*STRONGLY (adv) with strength; without stopping easily; well; clearly.
STRONG-MINDED (adj) not following
others, or changing thinking, easily.
STRONTIUM (n) soft white metal.
STROP (n) LEATHER belt for making
blades sharp.
STROPPY (adj) becoming angry easily.
STROVE (v) was trying; was fighting.
STRUCK (v) was hitting; was making,
often from liquid metal.
STRUCTURAL (adj) of buildings.
STRUCTURE (n; v) building; making a
building; build.
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STRUDEL (n) food from Europe, that
is like thin bread with fruit inside it.
STRUGGLE (v; n) move your arms and
legs to go away from; try when it is
not easy; difficult time or competition;
fighting movement to go away from.
STRUM (v) hit strings on a GUITAR or
other instrument.
STRUNG (v; adj) was putting strings
on; was putting things on a string;
with strings on it.
STRUT (n; v) strong bar on a FRAME;
walk with proud movements.
‘STRUTH (interj) word you say when
you receive a surprise (Aus, Br).
STRYCHNINE (n) dangerous chemical
from some plants, that can kill you.
STUB (n; v) last part of a CIGARETTE,
PENCIL, or other thing you were using; stop a fire on a CIGARETTE by
pushing it against a thing; hit your
toe against the ground or another
thing.
STUBBIES (n) short pants for males
(Aus).
STUBBLE (n) projecting ends of grass
or hair, after you were cutting them.
STUBBORN (adj) not easy to move or
change; proud.
STUBBY (adj; n) short and fat; small,
fat bottle of beer (Aus).
STUCCO (n) white building paste.
STUCK (adj; v) not able to move, because of rubbing; was sticking; was
putting a sharp thing through or into;
was projecting.
STUCK-UP (adj) very proud.
STUD (n) projecting top of a nail; strong,
vertical piece of timber for a wall; metal
button with two parts that join; animal
you keep for mating with others; place
where you keep male animals for mating with other animals; young man
who many women like.
STUDDED (adj) with many projecting
round things on it.
*STUDENT (n) person who is studying.
STUD-FARM (n) FARM for male animals
that will mate with female animals.
*STUDY (v; n) try to learn, or learn
about; trying to learn; piece of art or
music that you make, to use what you
were learning; room you study in.
STUFF (n; v) things; material; push
things into; eat too much too quickly;
mate with; destroy.
STUFFED (adj) full; very tired; broken.
STUFFED-UP (adj) not able to breathe
well through your nose.
STUFFING (n) food you push inside
meat before you cook it; material you
put in furniture to make it soft.
STUFFY (adj) (of a room) too hot, and
without enough air; too close; proud.
STULTIFY (v) make foolish or not good
to use.
STUMBLE (v; n) start to fall, from hitting your foot on a thing; find a thing
you were not looking for; starting to
fall when walking.
STUMBLING-BLOCK (n) thing stopping
you from moving to more important
things.

STUMP (n; v) projecting piece after you
cut a tree, branch, arm, or leg off;
small piece of a PENCIL; one of the
sticks in a WICKET; hit a WICKET; be
too difficult for you to fix or answer.
STUMPS (n) legs; WICKET; end of one
day of playing cricket.
STUMP-TAIL (n) lizard from Australia,
with a short, fat tail.

STUMP-TAIL
STUMPY (adj) short and thick;
STUN (v) surprise or hit a person, making him or her not think well for a time.
STUNNER (n) beautiful person.
STUNNING (adj) very good or beautiful.
STUNG (v) was giving a sharp pain, often from a projecting part of an insect, snake, or plant.
STUNK (v) was giving a bad smell.
STUNT (v; n) stop from growing; special action to make other people look;
dangerous or difficult movement.
STUNTMAN (n) person who does dangerous actions for moving pictures.
STUPEFY (v) make a person feel stupid or not able to understand.
STUPENDOUS (adj) too big and important to understand; very interesting.
*STUPID (adj) not smart; foolish; boring.
STUPIDITY (n) stupid action.
STUPOR (n) being not able to think
well, often from surprise, sleeping, or
drinking too much alcohol.
STURDY (adj) strong; fat.
STURGEON (n) big fish that people eat,
and that they eat the eggs of too.
STUTTER (v; n) talk with fast starts and
stops, often saying parts of words
more than one time; talking this way.
STY (n) place where pigs live.
STY, STYE (n) sore on the EYELID.
STYLE (n; v) way of writing, talking,
doing, or wearing; special quality of a
person, school, time, or other thing;
good quality or way of doing a thing;
special shape or pattern; female part
of a flower; plan or make a thing in a
special size, colour, or shape, or in another special way.
STYLISE (v) make, following rules of
how it should look.
STYLISH (adj) beautiful; of a better
quality.
STYLIST (n) person who makes hair
beautiful for people for a job.
STYLUS ( n ) p o i n t o n a R E C O R D PLAYER that rubs against the
RECORD; writing instrument from the
past.
STYMIE (v) put a person in a place
where he or she has no answer, or
cannot move.
STYPTIC (n) chemical that stops blood
from coming out.
STYRENE (n) liquid for making plastic
or rubber.

SUAVE (adj) beautiful and friendly, but
often false.
SUB (n; v) thing or person you use in
the place of another; SUBMARINE;
money you pay to be part of a group;
take the place of another person or
thing.
SUBATOMIC (adj) more small than ATOMS.
SUBCONSCIOUS (n; adj) brain part that
can change your actions without you
knowing about it; of this brain part.
SUBCONTINENT (n) big country or land
piece, like India, that is not big enough
to be one of the seven most big parts
of land on earth.
SUBCONTRACT (n; v) agreement to pay
a person to do work that another person was paying you to do; make an
agreement like this.
SUBDIVIDE ( v ) s e p a r a t e l a n d i n t o
pieces for different people to buy.
SUBDUE (v) win over; make quiet.
SUB-EDITOR (n) person who puts stories together for a magazine or newspaper.
SUBHUMAN (adj) not able to do what
people can do.
SUBJECT (n; adj; adv; v) what you are
learning or talking about; follower;
obeying; changing if another thing
does not agree; force to receive.
SUBJECTIVE (adj) of thinking, and not
of things people can see and touch.
SUBJECTIVISM ( n ) t e a c h i n g t h a t
people cannot know if a thing is true
for all people.
SUBJUGATE (v) win over and make
humble.
SUBJUNCTIVE (adj; n) using an action
word to show what you want or think,
when that action is not happening
now; action word you use in this way,
like “God help you”.
SUBLET (v) agree for a person to pay
to use part of a place you were paying
to use.
SUBLIMATE (v) change from solid to
gas by using heat; change an action
from one that people do not think is
good, to one they do think is good.
SUBLIME (adj) most beautiful or good.
SUBLIMINAL (adj) too weak or fast to
know you are hearing or seeing it.
SUB-MACHINE-GUN ( n ) s m a l l M A CHINE-GUN.
SUBMARINE (adj; n) under the ocean;
vehicle that can travel under water.
SUBMARINE

SUBMERGE (v) put or go under liquid.
SUBMISSION (n) writing or thinking you
give to another person to think about;
following and being humble to.
SUBMISSIVE (adj) following easily.
SUBMIT (v) obey; stop fighting; give;
say what you think.
SUBORDINATE (adj; n) less important;
less important person or thing.
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SUBORN (v) encourage a person to do
a bad action.
SUBPOENA (n; v) writing that says you
must come to a court; give this writing to a person.
SUBSCRIBE (v) agree to pay, often to
be part of a group or to receive things
from a company; agree to.
SUBSCRIPTION (n) what you pay to be
part of a group or to receive things
from a company; agreement to pay this.
SUBSEQUENT (adj) happening as an effect of another action.
SUBSERVIENT (adj) too humble; being
a way to another thing.
SUBSIDE (v) go down; become more
quiet or more weak.
SUBSIDIARY (adj; n) helping a more
important thing; small company that
a more important company owns.
SUBSIDISE (v) give money to help.
SUBSIDY (n) money that a country or
company gives to help pay part of a
price.
SUBSIST (v) be able to live.
SUBSISTENCE (n) living; way of getting
food or other things you need to live.
SUBSOIL (n) dirt that is under the top,
best dirt.
SUBSTANCE (n) material; thing; most
important part; being solid; wealth.
SUBSTANTIAL (adj) important; solid.
SUBSTANTIVE (adj; n) real; word for a
thing.
SUBSTATION (n) place that leads electricity to many different buildings.
SUBSTITUTE (n; adj; v) person or thing
taking the place of another; taking the
place of another; put or use in the
place of another.
SUBSTRATA ( n ) p a r a l l e l h o r i z o n t a l
lines of material under other lines;
reasons.
SUBSTRATUM (n) horizontal line of
material under other lines of material;
reason.
SUBSUMED (adj) being part of a big
thing.
SUBTENANT (n) person paying a person who is paying another person to
use a building or piece of land.
SUBTERFUGE (n) action to stop people from seeing a weak thing in you.
SUBTERRANEAN (adj) under the ground.
SUBTITLE (n) second name for a book
or piece of writing; writing on moving
pictures, to tell what the actors are
saying.
SUBTLE (adj) difficult to see or know;
soft; beautiful; smart.
SUBTRACT (v) take a number, or other
thing, away from.
SUBTROPICAL (adj) close to the equator.
SUBURB (n) outside part of a very big
town.
SUBURBAN (adj) of, or like, the outside parts of a very big town.
SUBURBANITE (n) person who lives in
an outside part of a very big town.
SUBURBIA (n) outside parts of a very
big town, and the people who live
there.

SUBVERT (v) secretly destroy; try to
secretly destroy; try to secretly destroy
a group by encouraging people not to
follow its leader.
SUBWAY (n) road under the ground.
SUCCEED (v) do well; come after.
SUCCESS (n) receiving what you were
trying to get; person who does this.
SUCCESSFUL (adj) receiving what you
were trying to get.
SUCCESSION (n) following one after
the other in a line.
SUCCESSIVE (adj) following one after
the other.
SUCCESSOR (n) person or thing that
comes after another.
SUCCINCT (adj) (of talking or writing)
short, but easy to understand.
SUCCOR, SUCCOUR (n; v) help.
SUCCULENT (adj) (of food) with much
liquid in it; (of plants) thick and fat,
with much liquid in them.
SUCCUMB (v) die; stop fighting.
SUCH (adj; pro) of this way, quality, or
measure; this big; this much; things
like this thing.
SUCHLIKE (pro) thing like the thing you
are talking about.
SUCK (v) pull into the mouth or another place by taking air out of the
place; take from other people.
SUCKER (n) new plant growing from
the root of another plant; organ on
the arm of a STARFISH or OCTOPUS
for sticking to things; stupid person
who believes false words easily.
SUCKLE (v) feed milk to a child or animal from the breast.
SUCKLING (n) young child or animal
that is drinking milk from its mother.
SUCROSE (n) sugar from some plants.
SUCTION (n) pulling action, from taking all air away.
SUDDEN (adj) happening very quickly.
SUDS (n) small balls of air, like the ones
in soap and water.
SUE (v) take a person to court, to force
him or her to pay you for a wrong or
bad action.
SUEDE (n) LEATHER from a baby goat.
SUET (n) fat around the organs that
clean the blood in sheep and cows.
SUFFER (v) feel pain or another difficult thing; be sick (In); agree to have
happen.
SUFFERANCE (n) agreeing for a person to do a thing when you do not
want that person to do it.
SUFFICE (v) be enough.
SUFFICIENT (adj; n) enough.
SUFFIX (n) letters you add at the end
of a word, to make a new word, like “ness” in “smartness”.
SUFFOCATE (v) stop the breathing of;
die from not being able to breathe;
kill by stopping from breathing.
SUFFRAGE (n) ability to help choose
the leaders of a country or other group.
SUFFRAGETTE (n) woman in the past
who was wanting women to be able to
help choose the leaders of a country.
SUFFUSE (v) (of liquid or colour) move
out and over a place.

*SUGAR (n; v) sweet
powder
from
a
plant; add sugar to.
SUGAR-BEET ( n )
root vegetable that
people use to make
sugar from.

SUGAR-CANE ( n )
grass like BAMBOO,
that people make
sugar from.
SUGGEST (v) show a person a plan or
other thing to think about.
SUGGESTIBLE (adj) easy (In).
SUGGESTION (n) plan or other thing
you give a person to think about; very
small measure of a thing.
SUGGESTIVE (adj) making you think
of bad things.
SUICIDE (n) killing yourself.

SUIT (n; v) group
of clothes that
you
wear
together; special
shape in cards;
action against a
person, through a
court; make or be
good enough for.

SUITABLE (adj) good, or right, for.
SUITCASE (n)
container
with a handle
that you carry
clothes in.
S U I T E (n)
group of rooms
or
furniture;
pieces of music that go together.
SUITING (n) cloth for making a SUIT
(In).
SUITOR (n) man who wants to marry
you.
SULFA (n) chemical that kills GERMS.
SULK (v) be quiet and not friendly, from
being angry.
SULKY ( n ) l i g h t v e h i c l e w i t h t w o
wheels, that a horse pulls.
SULLEN (adj) quiet, but angry.
SULLY (v) make dirty or less perfect.
SULPHA, SULPHONAMIDE (n) chemical
that kills GERMS.
SULPHUR ( n ) y e l l o w c h e m i c a l t h a t
gives a bad smell and blue fire when
you burn it.
SULTAN (n) KING in some countries
near Arabia.
SULTANA (n) wife, mother, or daughter of a KING in some countries near
Arabia; dry grape with no seeds.
SULTRY (adj) (of weather) hot and
close; (of a person) making you think
about mating.
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*SUM (n) measure of money; answer
you receive from adding numbers or
other things together.
SUMAC (n) bush with leaves that become a powder that people use when
making LEATHER.
SUMMARY (n; adj) saying the most important parts, with few words; happening quickly without much planning.
SUMMATION (n) adding, to find sums.
SUMMER (n; adj; v) most hot time of
the year; of, or for, the most hot time
of the year; stay in a place for the most
hot time of the year.
SUMMING-UP (n) special talking from
the leader of a court after he hears all
the people say what they think is the
truth.
SUMMIT (n) most high part of a mountain or other thing; talking between
leaders of different countries.
SUMMON (v) tell a person to come to
a court; try to bring together.
SUMMONS (n; v) paper telling you to
come to a court; give a person this
paper.
SUMP (n) hole or container to receive
water or oil from above it.
SUMPTUOUS (adj) very expensive.
*SUN (n; v) star that earth and other
planets travel around; light and heat
from the sun; be or put in a place to
receive light and heat from the sun.
SUNBAKE, SUNBATHE (v) be in a place
to receive light and heat from the sun.
SUNBEAM (n) line of light from the
sun; clean knife, FORK, or SPOON after a MEAL (Aus).
SUNBONNET (n) cloth hat with a soft
BRIM, that protects the face and neck
from the sun.
SUNBURN (n) red or brown skin from
the heat of the sun.
SUNBURNT (adj) with red or brown skin
from the heat of the sun.
SUNDAE (n) ICE-CREAM with fruit.
SUNDAY (n) first day of the week.
SUNDAY-SCHOOL (n) time of learning
about God at a church meeting.
SUN-DECK (n) high part on a ship or
house, that receives much light from
the sun.
SUNDIAL
(n) clock
that uses
the sun to
show the
time.
SUNDOWN (n) time at the end of the
day when the sun goes down.
SUNDOWNER (n) travelling poor person who comes to a place late in the
day, asking for food and a place to
sleep (Aus).
SUN-DRENCHED (adj) (of a place) receiving much light and heat from the
sun.
SUN-DRESS (n) dress with no sleeves.
SUNDRIES (n) many different things.
SUNDRY (adj) different.
SUNFISH (n) big ball-shaped fish.

SUNFLOWER (n)
plant with a big
yellow flower,
and seeds that
people eat.
SUNG ( v ) w a s
singing.
SUN-GLASSES
(n) dark glasses
that protect your
eyes from strong
light.
SUN-HAT (n) light hat with a big BRIM.
SUNK (v) was going more low or deep;
was going under water.
SUNKEN (adj) that was going under
water; more low than parts around it.
SUN-LAMP (n) LAMP giving a very
strong light, to make skin more brown.
SUNNY (adj) with much light from the
sun; happy.
SUNRISE (n) time in the morning, when
the sun comes up; coming up of the
sun.
SUNSET (n) time before night, when
the sun goes down; going down of
the sun.
SUNSHINE (n) light from the sun.
SUNSPOT (n) dark mark on the sun.
SUNSTROKE (n) short sickness from
too much heat from the sun.
SUN-TAN (n; v) dark colour on skin,
from the heat of the sun; become dark
on the skin from heat of the sun.
SUN-UP (n) time in the morning when
the sun comes up.
SUP (v) drink slowly; eat food at the
end of the day.
SUPER (adj; n) very good; chemical
that makes plants grow well; good
petrol.
SUPERANNUATION (n) money you receive when you are too old to work;
stopping work, from being too old.
SUPERB (adj) very good; perfect.
SUPERCHARGER (n) part in a motor
that makes explosions more strong.
SUPERCILIOUS (adj) proud and hating.
SUPERCOOL (v) make liquid more cold
than ice, without it becoming solid.
SUPER-EGO (n) part of your thinking
that tells you what is right and good.
SUPERFICIAL (adj) on the outside, but
not deep or inside; not real or true.
SUPERFLUOUS (adj) more than you
need.
SUPERHEAT ( v ) m a k e l i q u i d h o t
enough to become gas, without it
becoming gas.
SUPERHUMAN (adj) able to do more
than people can do.
SUPERIMPOSE (v) put one thing on or
above another thing.
SUPERINTEND (v) lead workers.
SUPERINTENDENT (n) leader.
SUPERIOR (adj; n) better; person who
is more important; leader of a group
of NUNS.
SUPERLATIVE (adj; n) most strong in
a quality; perfect; word to show a thing
is most strong in a quality, like “best”
or “worst”.

SUPERMARKET (n) big shop with many
different things to sell.
SUPERNATURAL (adj; n) happening
with help from God or the devil; actions of God, the devil, and other spirits.
SUPERNOVA (n) star that gives more
light very quickly.
SUPERPHOSPHATE (n) chemical for
making plants grow well.
SUPERPOWER (n) very strong country.
SUPERSCRIPTION (n) words you write
at the top, or above other words.
SUPERSEDE (v) take the place of another; use another in the place of.
SUPERSONIC (adj) able to move more
quickly than sound can travel.
SUPERSTITION (n) fear of what you do
not know; false spiritual thing that
many people believe.
SUPERSTRUCTURE ( n ) b u i l d i n g o r
other thing that is on the top of another.
SUPERVISE (v) look at and lead, to
make actions or people work well.
SUPINE (adj) horizontal, with the face
up.
SUPPER (n) small MEAL at night (Br,
Aus); MEAL at the end of the day (Am).
SUPPLANT (v) take the place of.
SUPPLE (adj) able to bend easily.
SUPPLEMENT (n; v) part you add to a
newspaper or other thing; add a part.
SUPPLICATE (v) ask in a humble way.
SUPPLY (v; n) give; giving; things you
have, to use in the future.
SUPPORT (v; n) hold up; give clothes,
food, and other things a person
needs; help; agree with; holding; helping; thing that holds, helps, or agrees
with.
SUPPORTER (n) person who is interested in a sport or a group.
SUPPOSE (v; conj) think that a thing
is true; if; what if.
SUPPOSED (adj) that people think is
true, or should happen.
SUPPOSITION (n) what you think is
true.
SUPPOSITORY (n) medicine you push
into the intestines through a hole between the legs.
SUPPRESS (v) force a thing not to happen; cover or hide a truth.
SUPREMACY (n) being most important.
SUPREME (adj) most important; best.
SUPREMO (n) most important leader.
SURCHARGE (n) more money you must
pay.
SURE (adj; adv) confident; that will
clearly happen; strongly.
SURE-FIRE (adj) that you know will
happen.
SURE-FOOTED (adj) walking well on
rough ground, and not falling easily.
SURELY (adj) that will clearly happen.
SURETY (n) person who agrees to pay
if you do not pay, or if you do a bad
action.
SURF (n; v) ocean WAVES on a beach;
ride on ocean WAVES with a SURFBOARD.
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SURFACE (n; v) top of water, ground,
or another flat thing; outside part of a
thing; cover the top or outside part of
a road or other thing; come to the top
or outside part of water or other material; come to where you can see it.
SURFBOARD (n)
narrow piece of
timber or plastic
for travelling on
WAVES.

SURFEIT (n; v) too much, often of food
and drink; eat or drink too much.
SURFIE ( n ) p e r s o n r i d i n g a S U R F BOARD (Aus).
SURGE (v; n) move like WAVES; move
quickly and strongly; this movement.
SURGEON ( n ) d o c t o r w h o c u t s o r
touches parts of the body to fix them.
SURGERY (n) touching or cutting the
body to fix it; room a doctor works in.
SURGICAL (adj) of, or by, touching and
cutting the body to fix it; of doctors
who fix people or animals in this way.
SURLY (adj) angry; not friendly.
SURMISE (v) believe softly.
SURNAME (n; v) name for all people in
a family; give a family name to.
SURPASS (v) be better than.
SURPLICE (n) loose white dress with
long sleeves, for a PRIEST or person
who sings in a church.
SURPLUS (n; adj) what you have above
what you need; more than you need.
*SURPRISE (n; v) feeling when a thing
you were not thinking will happen
happens; action giving a surprise; give
a surprise.
SURREALISM (n) way of making art that
shows things to be more than real.
SURRENDER (v; n) stop fighting; give;
choosing to stop fighting and to
agree with people who are fighting
you; giving.
SURREPTITIOUS (adj) secret.
SURROGATE (n) thing or person you
use in the place of another.
SURROUND (v; n) go around; border.
SURROUNDINGS (n) things around or
close to.
SURVEILLANCE (n) close looking at,
often of a person who you think is bad.
SURVEY (v; n) look at; find borders of
a piece of land; ask many people what
they think about a thing; finding the
borders of a piece of land; map from
this action; questions to find what
many people think.
SURVEYOR (n) person who finds the
borders of a piece of land, for a job.
SURVIVAL (n) not dying when a dangerous or difficult thing happens.
SURVIVE (v) stay alive.
SUS (adj; v) that you do not think is
good or right; look into, to understand.
SUSCEPTIBLE (adj) easily receiving an
emotion, sickness, or other thing.

SUSPECT (v; n; adj) feel a thing can
easily be bad; person you think can
be bad; that can easily be bad.
SUSPEND (v) hang; stop from happening for a time.
SUSPENDER (n) belt that hangs down,
to hold up long socks or pants.
SUSPENSE (n) time of worry or fear.
SUSPENSION (n) hanging; parts holding a vehicle above the AXLES; mixture of solid things in a liquid.
SUSPICION (n) feeling that a thing can
easily be bad; very small measure.
SUSPICIOUS (adj) easily able to be bad;
feeling that a thing can easily be bad.
SUSTAIN (v) receive a difficult action.
SUSTENANCE (n) food.
SUTURE (n; v) string for joining parts
of the body together; join two parts
of the body with a string and NEEDLE.
SVELTE (adj) thin and beautiful.
SWAB (v; n) clean liquid away with a
cloth; clean a floor with a MOP (In);
cloth for cleaning or holding liquid.
SWADDLE (v) cover a baby with cloth.
SWADESHI (adj) that people were making or growing in the country where
they sell it (In).
SWAG (n) things a robber was taking;
bag of things a travelling person owns
(Aus).
SWAGGER (n; v) proud or important
way of walking; walk this way.
SWAGGIE, SWAGMAN (n) person with
no job, who walks from place to place
carrying all the things that he or she
owns.
SWAIN (n) person who loves you and
wants to marry you.
SWALLOW (v; n) small bird with
a long tail that
has two points;
measure of
food you can
push down
your throat in one
action; push food down
your throat with the
back of your tongue;
believe; force a feelSWALLOW
ing to stop in yourself.
SWAM (v) was swimming.
SWAMP ( n ; v ) p i e c e o f w e t , s o f t
ground; cover with water or another
thing.
SWAN (n) big black
or white water bird
with a long
neck.

SWANKY
(adj) for important rich people.
SWAN-SONG (n) last song or action before dying or going away.
SWAP (v; n) give one thing to receive
another; this action; thing you give
or receive in this way.

SWARM (n; v) big number of insects
or other things moving together; move
in a big group.
SWARTHY (adj) with dark skin.
SWASHBUCKLER ( n ) p e r s o n w h o
openly robs from ships, often with
much killing.
SWASTIKA
(n)
shape with four
bending lines going out from the
middle, from India and Germany.
SWAT (v; n) hit; flat hit.
SWATCH (n) small piece of cloth to
show what the whole cloth is like.
SWATHE (n; v) line of grass where you
were cutting it; cover with cloth.
SWATTER (n) tool for hitting insects.
SWAY (v; n) move smoothly from side
to side; lead; strength to lead.
SWAY-BACKED (adj) (of a horse) with
a very concave shape on the back.
SWEAR (v) say you will give a thing if
what you are saying is not true; use a
word that many people think is bad.
SWEAT (n; v) liquid coming from the
skin; difficult work; being worried;
give out a liquid from the skin.
SWEAT-BAND (n) cloth circle around
the wrist or head, to catch liquid coming from the skin when you are hot.
SWEATER (n) jumper.
SWEATSHIRT (n) cotton jumper.
SWEDE (n) big yellow, brown, or purple
root vegetable; person from a country in Scandinavia.
SWEEP (v; n) clean with a broom; move
quickly across; push away; action of
pushing away or moving quickly
across; competition with the winning
person receiving all the money.
SWEEPING (adj) for all.
SWEEPSTAKE (n) competition with the
winning person receiving all the money.
*SWEET (adj; n) tasting like sugar;
kind; beautiful; (of water) good for
drinking (In); sweet food; person you
love.
SWEETHEART (n) person you love and
want to marry.
SWEETMEAT (n) small lolly.
SWELL (v; n; adj; interj) grow more
big, loud, or strong; growing more big,
loud, or strong; long WAVES; very
good; word to show you think a think
is very good.
SWELLING (n) sore part of the body
that becomes big for a time.
SWELTER (v) (of weather) be very hot.
SWEPT (v) was cleaning with a broom;
was moving quickly over the top of.
SWERVE (v; n) quickly change the direction you are moving in; this movement.
SWIFT (adj; n) fast; fast bird with long
wings, that eats insects.
SWIFTIE (n) action to make a person
believe a thing that is not true, or to
do a thing he or she was not wanting
to do (Aus).
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SWIG (v; n) drink; measure of liquid
that you drink at one time.
SWILL (v; n) clean, using moving water; drink with greed; liquid food for
pigs; drink with alcohol in it.
*SWIM (v; n) move through water by
moving parts of the body; feel like you
are swimming; time of swimming.
SWIMMERS (n) clothes that you wear
when swimming (Aus).
SWIMMING-POOL (n) big container
that you swim in.

SWIMMING-POOL

SWIMMINGLY (adv) easily.
SWIMSUIT (n) clothes that you wear
when swimming.
SWINDLE (v; n) take money by saying
things that are not true; taking money
this way.
SWINE (n) pig; very bad person.
SWING (n; v) hanging chair that you
move backward and forward in; time
of moving in this chair;
smooth music for
dancing; curving
movement;
change in direction; make
a curving
movement;
move around
a thing
you are
hanging
from.
SWINGER (n) happy, proud, rich person.
SWINGERS (n) husbands and wives
who agree to mate with others in the
same group.
SWINGING (adj) happy, enthusiastic,
and with much action; changing.
SWING-WING (adj) (of a plane) having
wings that you can bend backward.
SWIPE (v; n) rob; hit.
SWIRL (n; v) circle movement; move
in circles.
SWISH (v; n) move a stick, dress, or
other thing quickly through the air,
making a sound; this sound.
SWITCH (n; v) instrument that turns
electricity on or off; bar that makes a
train move from one road to another;
small branch you cut off a tree;
change; give one thing for another;
turn electricity on or off.
SWITCHBACK (n) train that people go
up and down very steep hills on.

SWITCHBOARD (n) instrument with
many electricity joints that you can
change.
SWITCH-GIRL (n) woman who answers
the telephone for a company for a job
(Aus).
SWIVEL (n; v) joint with one part able
to move in circles without the other
part moving; turn on a joint like this.
SWIZZLE (n) drink that you mix.
SWOLLEN (adj) more big, often from
being sore.
SWOON (v) sleep quickly from feeling
a strong emotion, or from being sick.
SWOOP (v; n) come down quickly like
a bird that catches and eats animals;
this movement.
SWOP (v) give a thing to
receive another
thing.

SWORD (n)
long knife that
is a weapon.
SWORDFISH (n) big ocean fish with a
SWORD-shaped nose (see MARLIN).
SWORD-PLAY (n) FENCING.
SWORDSMAN (n) person who is good
at FENCING.
SWORE, SWORN (v) was saying you will
give a thing if you were not saying the
truth; was saying words that many
people think are bad.
SWOT (n; v) hard studying; person
who studies well; study strongly.
SWUM (v) was swimming.
SWUNG (v) was making a curving movement; was moving around a thing you
were hanging from; was changing
directions.
SYCAMORE (n) a tree.
SYCOPHANT ( n ) p e r s o n w h o s a y s
good things about a person for bad
reasons.
SYLLABLE (n) part of a word with one
sound.
SYLLABUS (n) teaching plan.
SYLPH (n) thin girl.
SYLVAN (adj) covered with trees; of
land away from towns.
SYMBIOSIS (n) two different animals
living together with each helping the
other.
SYMBOL (n) thing that makes people
think of another thing; SIGN; letter or
number.
SYMBOLICAL (adj) to make you think
of another thing.
SYMBOLISE (v) be a thing to make you
think of another thing.
SYMBOLISM (n) using marks or things
to make people think of other things.
SYMMETRY ( n ) t h i n g s , o r p a r t s o f
things, making a pattern.
SYMPATHETIC (adj) feeling sadness or
pain because another is sad or sore.
SYMPATHISE (v) feel and understand
an emotion that another person has.
SYMPATHY (n) feeling and understanding an emotion that another person
has.

SYMPHONY (n) music with parts for
many different instruments to play.
SYMPOSIUM (n) meeting to talk about
a special thing.
SYMPTOM (n) effect, often of a sickness.
SYNAGOGUE (n) building where Jews
meet to pray or talk about God.
SYNAPSE (n) joint between small parts
of the body that carry electricity.
SYNC, SYNCH (n) actions happening
well together, or at the same time.
SYNCHROMESH (n) part of a car that
makes one part turn as quickly or as
slowly as another part touching it.
SYNCHRONISE (v) make actions happen well together, or at the same time.
SYNCOPATED (adj) (or music or talking) with two different time patterns
for the sounds.
SYNDICATE (n; v) group of newspapers or other companies working together; join with other companies to
work together.
SYNDROME (n) pattern of effects that
are part of a sickness; pattern of actions in a person.
SYNOD (n) meeting of church leaders.
SYNONYM (n) word that says the same
as another word in the same language.
SYNOPSIS (n) short talking or writing
to say what a big talking or writing is
about.
SYNOVIA (n) sticky liquid that makes
body joints move well without rubbing.
SYNOVITIS (n) pain in a body joint.
SYNTHESIS (n) making a material or
thing like one that God or an animal
makes; joining things together.
SYNTHESISER (n) instrument using
electricity to make musical sounds.
SYNTHETIC (adj) made by people and
not by God or animals.
SYPHILIS (n) sickness from mating.
SYRINGE (n; v) instrument for pulling
liquid in and pushing it out in a thin
line (see HYPODERMIC); wash, by
pushing liquid from this instrument.
SYRUP (n) water with much sugar in
it, often with medicine in it too.
SYSTEM (n) group of body organs or
other things working together; plan;
leaders and rules of a country or other
big group.
SYSTEMATISE ( v ) m a k e t o f o l l o w
plans, rules, or good thinking.
SYSTEMIC (adj) of the working parts
of a whole body; (of a chemical to kill
insects) going into a plant through the
roots.

T
TA (interj) word to show you are happy
with a thing a person was doing (Br).
TAB (n; v) small projecting piece that
is a handle, has words on it, or is beautiful; sum you must pay; put a small,
projecting piece on a thing.
TABBY (n) female cat; grey or brown
cat with dark lines.
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TABERNACLE (n) TENT temple for
Jews in the past; church building;
container for bread that people believe
was becoming the body of Jesus.
*TABLE (n; v) piece of furniture with a
flat top, and vertical pieces to hold it
up; DESK (In); food on a table; list;
flat piece of stone to write on; put on
a table; give a plan or other saying at
a meeting, for others to talk or think
about.
TABLEAU (n) group of people who do
not move, to look like a picture.
TABLELAND (n) big, high, flat piece of
land.
TABLESPOON (n) big SPOON for putting food on or into a dish; measure
of a thing that this SPOON holds.
TABLET (n) small flat thing you write
on; small flat piece of soap or other
thing; small solid piece of medicine.
TABLOID (n) newspaper that is half the
size of most newspapers.
TABOO, TABU (n; adj) rule to stop
people from doing a thing that a group
says is bad; that you must not do,
because a group says it is bad.
TABULAR (adj) of lists; like a table.
TABULATE (v) put numbers or words
in lists.
TABULATOR (n) TYPEWRITER part for
putting things in vertical lists.
TACHOMETER (n) instrument in a vehicle, to measure how quickly the motor is turning.
TACIT (adj) that you understand or
know without saying.
TACITURN (adj) not talking much.
TACK (n; v) small sharp nail or DRAWING-PIN; rope for tying the corner of a
sail; direction a boat is moving in;
food; change from one direction to
another; hold in place with small nails
or DRAWING-PINS; join cloth with long
movements of a NEEDLE and string.
TACKLE (n; v) ropes and PULLEYS for
lifting heavy things; things you need
for fishing or another sport; act of
holding, stopping, or pushing over a
person in a game or fight; try to stop
a person, or to do a difficult job.
TACKY (adj) sticky, but almost dry.
TACT (n) knowing what to say, without
making others sad, angry, or worried.
TACTICAL (adj) being part of a plan to
win a war or other competition.
TACTICS (n) plan for winning a war or
other competition.
TACTILE (adj) of, or about, touching.
TADPOLE
(n) baby
frog.
TAFFETA (n) very smooth cloth made
of strings that some caterpillars make.
TAFFY (n) hard lolly like rubber (Am).
TAG (n; v) small projection, or piece on
a string, for holding or knowing a thing;
name; game of running after and touching people; touch a person in this game;
put a small piece on a thing, to use for
holding or knowing it; follow behind.

*TAIL (n; v) most back part of an animal or vehicle, often projecting from
the body; person or thing that follows
at a close distance; thing like a tail in
shape or place; last part of a line; vertical line under a circle in a letter; one
side of a coin; follow at a close distance.
TAILCOAT (n) coat for men, with two
pieces of cloth hanging at the back.
TAIL-END (n) last part.
TAIL-GATE (n; v) door that opens down
at the back of a vehicle; drive too close
to the back of another vehicle (Am).
TAIL-LAMP, TAIL-LIGHT (n) light at the
back of a car or other vehicle.
TAILOR (n; v) person who makes clothes
for a job; fix clothes or other things to
be the right size for a person.
TAILOR-BIRD (n) small bird from Asia,
that joins leaves together with string
to make a house.
TAILOR-MADE (adj) made for a special
person or special job; (of a CIGARETTE) made by a company.
TAILPIECE (n) pattern on the empty
part of the page at the end of a book
or other piece of writing.
TAILPIPE (n) EXHAUST-PIPE.
TAILPLANE (n) horizontal piece like a
small wing, on the back of a plane.
TAILRACE (n) place under a water
wheel, where moving water turns it.
TAILSPIN (n) turning of a plane when
it is falling; time of much worrying.
TAINT (v; n) make a little dirty or sick;
small dirty place.
TAIPAN (n) big dangerous snake from
Australia.
*TAKE (v; n) move toward and hold;
choose; get; make a person not have;
use; eat; mate with; make to come or
go with you; write or remember; make
a picture with a camera; measure of
what you take or catch; one time of
using a camera for moving pictures.
TAKE-AWAY (adj) (of food) that you do
not eat in the shop where you buy it.
TAKE-HOME (adj) (of money for a job)
that you receive after giving what you
must pay to leaders of the country.
TAKE-OFF (n) place that you jump from;
act of starting to fly; doing actions
like another person, for entertainment.
TAKE-OVER (n) making yourself the
leader, by force.
TAKINGS (n) money you receive in a
shop or company.
TALC, TALCUM ( n ) p o w d e r f r o m a
clear, soft stone.
TALE (n) story.
TALEBEARER (n) person telling secrets
or happenings, often for bad reasons.
TALENT (n) special ability; person with
a special ability; piece of money.
TALENTED (adj) with a special ability.
TALENT-SCOUT (n) person who looks
for people with special abilities, often
to ask them to work as entertainers.
TALISMAN (n) thing people believe will
stop bad happenings, or make good
happenings, for the person who owns
it.

*TALK (v; n) say words; be able to say
words; use a language; tell secrets;
talking between two or more people;
words a teacher or leader says to many
people; what many people are saying
about a person; way of talking.
TALKATIVE (adj) talking much or often.
TALKER (n) person who talks well; person who talks to all the people at a
special meeting (In).
TALKIE-HOUSE (n) place where people
look at moving pictures (In).
TALKIES (n) moving pictures that have
sounds with the pictures; place where
people look at moving pictures.
TALKING-TO (n) angry talking to a person about a thing he or she was doing wrongly.
*TALL (adj; adv) more high than most;
(of a story) not true; as high as you
were saying; (of walking) with confidence.
TALLBOY (n) tall cabinet.
TALLOW (n) animal fat that you can
make soap and other things from.
TALLY (n; v) one of two lists that are
the same; sum; agree; be the same as.
TALLY-HO (interj) word you say to dogs
when you see a fox you want to catch.
TALMUD (n) Jewish book of rules and
stories about God.
TALON (n) bending claw of a bird.
TAMARIN ( n ) m o n k e y f r o m S o u t h
America that eats insects.
TAMARIND (n) fruit that people use in
medicine and in food with hot spices.
TAMARISK (n) bush with long, thin
branches and small pink or white flowers.
TAMBOUR (n) DRUM; circle you pull
cloth over before making patterns on
the cloth with coloured strings.
TAMBOURINE (n)
round instrument
that you hit, to
make
musical
sounds.
TAME (adj; v) not wild; without spirit
or enthusiasm; boring; teach not to
be wild; make humble.
TAMMY, TAM-O’-SHANTER (n) round,
flat hat made from the hair of sheep
(Br) (see BERET).
TAMP (v) push down to be more solid.
TAMPER (v) change a thing secretly.
TAMPON (n) thick cotton piece to push
in a hole, to stop blood coming out.
TAN (v; adj; n) change animal skins, to
make LEATHER; (of skin) become
brown; yellow-brown colour; brown
colour on skin, from the heat of the sun.
TANDEM (adv; n) (of horses, people,
or machines) with one moving or working behind the other; vehicle that you
drive this way; two people, machines,
or other things, with one at the back
of, or following, the other.
TANG (n; v) projection from a blade
into the handle of a tool; strong taste
or smell; have a strong taste or smell.
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TANGENT ( n ) s t r a i g h t
line touching the border
of a circle but not crossing it; side road in thinking or talking; special
measure of differences
in sides of a triangle.
TANGERINE (n; adj) small orange with
a sweet smell; dark orange colour.
TANGIBLE (adj) that you can know or
understand by touching or seeing.
TANGLE (n; v) string or other things
that are difficult to separate; mix
string, hair, words, or other things,
making them difficult to understand
or separate; fight or argue.
TANGO (n) slow dance from Africa and
South America.
TANK (n) big container, or hole in the
ground, for liquid; strong army vehicle
that moves like a CATERPILLAR.
TANKARD (n) tall cup for beer.
TANKER (n) ship, truck, or other vehicle that carries big measures of oil,
petrol, milk, or other liquids.
TANNERY (n) place where people make
LEATHER from animal skins.
TANNIN (n) chemical in tea, wine, and
some trees, that people use to dry animal skins, or to make INK.
TANTALISE (v) make a person angry,
by showing a thing he or she wants,
but not giving it.
TANTAMOUNT (adj) equal to.
TANTRUM (n) fast showing of anger.
TAP (n; v) turning piece
for starting or stopping
movement of liquid or
gas in a PIPE; tool
for cutting SCREW
lines on, or in, a
PIPE or BOLT;
quiet hitting
TAP
sound; take liquid
out, by cutting a hole; put a TAP on;
join electricity lines, often to hear what
people are saying on a telephone; put
SCREW lines in or on; hit softly.
TAP-DANCE (n; v) dance where you
make sound patterns with your feet;
dance this way.
*TAPE (n; v) long, flat piece of material, often with a sticky side; put tape
on; put sounds on a RECORD or on a
special, plastic tape.
TAPE-MEASURE (n) long piece of cloth
or metal for measuring lengths.
TAPER (n; v) long MATCH; thin CANDLE; become more thin toward one
end.
TAPESTRY (n) cloth with a picture on
it, from coloured strings in it.
TAPIOCA (n) white food from a grain
like rice.
TAPIR (n) mammal like a pig with a long
nose, from South America and Asia.
TAPPET (n) thin vertical bar in a motor, that moves up and down.
TAP-ROOT (n) long vertical root.
TAR (n; v) dark sticky liquid from timber, coal, or CIGARETTES; cover with
this liquid.

TARANTELLA (n) fast, turning dance
from Italy.
TARANTULA (n) big spider.
TARDY (adj) late.
TARE (n) plant you do not want growing in a place; measure of how heavy a
container or vehicle is when it is empty.
TARGET (n) thing you try to hit or do.
TARGET

TARIFF (n) money you must pay to
leaders of a country; list of prices (Br).
TARMAC (n) hard, smooth covering on
a road; road for planes.
TARN (n) LAKE on a mountain.
TARNISH (v; n) (of metal) take away,
or lose, the ability to give off light;
dirty quality of metal or of another
good thing.
TARO (n) plant root from Asia, that
people eat.
TAROT (n) game with cards that some
people say can tell about the future.
TARP, TARPAULIN (n) heavy cloth that
water cannot go through.
TARRAGON (n) plant and spice with a
good smell and a sour taste.
TARRY (v) be late; do slowly; stay.
TARSUS (n) small bones in the ankle.
TART (adj; n) sour; small sweet PIE;
young woman; bad girl or woman.
TARTAN (n) special PLAID pattern, for
one family (Br).
TARTAR (n) food paste with ONIONS
and spices; hard dirt on teeth; proud,
cruel person.
TARWHINE (n) BREAM fish (Aus).
TASK (n) piece of work you must do.
TASKMASTER (n) leader in a job.
TASSEL (n) beautiful group of hanging strings on cloth or on a piece of
clothes.
*TASTE (n; v) feeling in the tongue,
from different chemicals touching it;
liking for; ability to know what is good
and what is bad; learn the taste of a
thing by touching it with your tongue.
TASTE-BUD (n) very small organ on the
tongue, that tastes things.
TASTEFUL ( a d j ) t a s t i n g g o o d ( I n ) ;
beautiful.
TASTELESS (adj) boring, ugly, or bad.
TASTER (n) person who tastes wine or
tea, to choose the good ones, for a job.
TASTY (adj) with an interesting taste.
TA-TA (interj) word you say when leaving other people (Br, Aus).
TATTERS ( n ) o l d c l o t h s ; h a n g i n g
pieces of broken cloth or paper.
TATTING (n) beautiful cloth made from
tying thin strings.
TATTLE (v) talk about other people, often telling bad things they were doing.

TATTOO (n; v) sound at night, to tell
soldiers to go to their rooms; walking
of many soldiers, with music, for
entertainment; many fast hitting
sounds on a DRUM; pattern on skin
made by putting INK in many small
holes; make a pattern or picture on
skin in this way.
TATTY (adj) old and broken (Br).
TAUGHT (v) was teaching.
TAUNT (n; v) words you say to make a
person angry; say words in this way.
TAURUS (n) group of stars with a shape
like a male cow.
TAUT (adj) not loose, or easily able to
bend.
TAUTOLOGY (n) different words saying the same thing two times.
TAVERN (n) place where people buy
and drink beer (Am); restaurant.
TAWDRY (adj) trying to look expensive,
when it is not expensive.
TAWNY (adj) of an orange-brown colour.
TAX (n; v) money that you must pay
to leaders in a country; make people
pay leaders; take strength from.
TAX-DEDUCTIBLE (adj) (of money) that
you do not have to pay part of to the
leaders of a country.
TAX-FREE (adj) that you buy or receive
without giving money to leaders of a
country.
TAXI (n; v) car that carries people to
places for money; (of a plane) move
on the ground,
using the
TAXI
motor.

TAXIDERMY (n) art of pushing things
inside animal skins to make them look
alive.
TAXIMETER (n) machine on a TAXI that
shows how much you must pay.
TAXONOMY (n) putting plants or animals in groups that are almost the
same; rules for doing this.
TAXPAYER (n) person who pays money
to the leaders of his or her country.
T-BONE (n) piece of meat from a cow,
with a T-shaped bone in it.
TE (n) sound in music.
*TEA (n) drink made from dry leaves;
leaves for this drink; time when you
rest from work, often to drink tea; big
time of eating each day, often at night;
MARIJUANA, often as a hot drink (Am).
TEA-BAG (n) small bag with leaves in
it, that you put in water to make tea.

TEA-BAG
TEA-BREAK (n) time when you rest
from work, often to drink tea.
TEA-CAKE (n) flat, round, sweet bread
with dry grapes in it (Br).
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*TEACH (v) lead a person to learn, by
showing and telling.
TEACHABLE (adj) learning well; humble.
*TEACHER (n) person who teaches.
TEA-CHEST (n) big timber box, often
with metal paper covering the inside.
TEACHING (n) job of a teacher; what
you teach; truth you believe.
TEACUP (n) small cup for tea.
TEA-DUST (n) powder from tea leaves,
for making cheap tea (In).
TEAK (n) tree with hard, heavy timber.
TEAL (n) small duck that lives near rivers and LAKES.
TEAM (n; v) group of animals working
together to pull a vehicle; group of
people working together, often in a
competition; join a group.
TEAMSTER (n) person driving a truck,
or a vehicle that animals pull (Am).
TEAMWORK (n) working
well together.
TEAPOT (n)
container for
tea, with a
projecting
tube.
TEA-POY (n) small table for tea (In).
TEAR (v; n) pull apart or break with
force; move too quickly; make a hole
in; hole or cut made by pulling or
breaking with force; piece of water
from your eyes, when you are crying.
TEARAWAY (adj) moving quickly.
TEARDROP (n) small piece of water
from your eyes, when you are crying.
TEARDUCT (n) thin channel in the head,
for water going to the eyes or nose.
TEARFUL (adj) crying.
TEAR-GAS (n) gas that makes people
cry.
TEAR-JERKER (n) very sad story.
TEASE (v; n) say things that are not
true, to play with or hurt a person;
separate each piece of hair; person
who says false words to play with
people.
TEASER (n) difficult question or job.
TEAT (n) point on a breast, where milk
comes out; rubber piece with this
shape, on a bottle for babies.
TECH (n) school that teaches how to
do some jobs.
TECHNICAL (adj) for a special art, job,
or study.
TECHNICALITY (n) small rule that is not
important.
TECHNICIAN (n) worker with a special
ability from studying.
TECHNICOLOUR (n) way of making
moving pictures with colours.
TECHNIQUE (n) special way of doing
an action.
TECHNOCRACY ( n ) h a v i n g s m a r t
people lead a country.
TECHNOLOGY (n) smartness in making things.
TEDDY (n) soft toy bear.
TEDIOUS (adj) long and boring.
TEDIUM (n) being long and boring.

TEE (n; v) small timber or
plastic piece you put a
GOLF ball on before you
hit it; place where you
first hit a ball in GOLF;
start hitting a GOLF ball.
TEEM (v) move in a big
group; (of rain) come in
big measures.
TEEN, TEENAGER (n) person who is between 12 and 20 years old.
TEENS (n) time when you are from 13
to 19 years old.
TEENY (adj) very small.
TEENY-BOPPER (n) girl from 13 to 19
years old, who follows what most girls
her age wear or like.
TEENY-WEENY (adj) very small.
TEETER (v) move like it will fall.
*TEETH (n) more than one tooth.
TEETHE (v) grow teeth.
TEETHING-RING (n) rubber circle that
babies bite when growing new teeth.
TEETOTALLER (n) person who drinks
no alcohol.
TELECAST (n; v) pictures and sounds
you receive on a television; send pictures and sounds to televisions.
TELECOMMUNICATION (n) talking over
long distances, using electricity.
TELEGRAM (n) words you send over a
long distance, by electricity.
TELEGRAPH (n; v) way of sending
words by electricity; send words this
way.
TELEGRAPHY (n) using electricity to
send words over a long distance.
TELEOLOGY (n) teaching that all happenings have reasons.
TELEPATHY (n) knowing what a person is thinking, without the person
telling you.
*TELEPHONE (n; v) instrument you use
to talk over long distances; time of
talking on a telephone; use a telephone to start talking to a person.
TELEPHONIST (n) person who joins
lines between people talking on telephones (Br, Aus).
TELEPHOTO (adj) (of a camera) making things that are far away look near.
TELEPRINTER (n) TYPEWRITER that
writes words it receives by electricity
from a long distance away.
TELESCOPE ( n ; v ) i n s t r u m e n t t h a t
makes far away things look near; go
together, with one part
going inside
another.

TELESCOPE

TELETHON (n) very long showing on
television, often to encourage people
to give money for a good reason.

TELEVISE (v) show on television.
*TELEVISION (n) machine that receives
pictures and sounds of a happening
in another place; sending pictures and
sounds to televisions.
TELEX (n; v) TYPEWRITER that sends
and receives words through telephone WIRES; send words in this way.
*TELL (v) say truths, stories, or rules
to people; know; make a clear effect.
TELLER (n) person receiving and giving out money, often in a bank; person counting papers that show what
each person was choosing.
TELLY (n) television.
TEMERITY (n) acting without thinking.
TEMPER (v; n) give strength to metal;
mix with an almost opposite thing;
how much strength and ability to
bend, a metal has; spirit; anger; time
of anger.
TEMPERA (n) paint that dries quickly.
TEMPERAMENT (n) thinking, spirit, and
actions of a person.
TEMPERAMENTAL (adj) changing emotions quickly; often becoming angry.
TEMPERANCE (n) not drinking much
(or any) alcohol; not doing too much.
TEMPERATE (adj) in the middle between
opposites; not too hot or too cold.
TEMPERATURE (n) measure of heat;
being too hot from being sick.
TEMPEST (n) time of much wind and
rain or snow; time of many angry emotions.
TEMPESTUOUS (adj) with much wind,
rain, snow, emotions, or movement.
TEMPLATE (n) thin piece of timber or
metal, showing where to cut or drill.
*TEMPLE (n) building where people
think God lives; top of the side of the
head.
TEMPO (n) measure of how fast music
or another action is.
TEMPORAL (adj) not spiritual.
TEMPORARY (adj) for a short time.
TEMPT (v) lead to do a wrong action.
TEMPTATION (n) leading to do a wrong
action; thing leading you in this way.
TEMPTING (adj) beautiful; making you
want it; interesting.
*TEN (adj; n) one more than nine.
TENABLE (adj) strong enough not to
change for a time.
TENACIOUS (adj) holding strongly.
TENANCY (n) living in a place; time of
living in a place.
TENANT (n) person paying to use a
place; person who lives in a place.
TEND (v) move in a general direction;
often do; look at, fix, or help grow.
TENDENCY (n) often doing or going in
a general direction.
TENDENTIOUS (adj) with secret reasons.
TENDER (adj; v; n) soft; kind; feeling
pain or sadness easily; easy to break;
young; show for a person to take; give
to pay for; give a price for doing a thing;
train car with coal in it, to use in driving
the train; price you give for an action.
TENDERFOOT (Am) (n) new person;
new worker.
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TENDERISE (v) (of meat) hit, or do another action, to make it soft and easy
to eat.
TENDON (n) body part joining muscles
to bones.
TENDRIL (n) plant branch that can hold
things.
TENEMENT-HOUSE (n) house with separate rooms for different people to live
in.
TENET (n) thing you believe.
TENFOLD (adj; adv) ten times a measure.
*TENNIS (n) game where you hit a ball
over a NET fence with a RACQUET.
TENON (n) projecting piece on timber,
that makes a joint with another piece.
TENON-SAW (n) SAW with a thin blade,
small sharp teeth, and a strong back.
TENOR (n) general direction or spirit;
high male musical sound; RECORDER
with middle musical sounds.
TENOSYNOVITIS (n) pain in the body
parts that join muscles to bones.
TENPINS (n) game like BOWLS, where
you try to hit ten timber bottle-shapes
with a heavy ball (Am).
TENSE (adj; v; n) making or making
worry, fear, or anger; not loose; with
much pulling in opposite directions;
pull; change in an action word, to
show when it is happening, and who
is doing it.
TENSED (adj) making worry, fear, or
anger (In).
TENSILE (adj) (of WIRE or another material) measure of how far you can pull
it before it breaks.
TENSION (n) much pulling in opposite
directions; being worried or angry.
TENT (n) room made of cloth, ropes,
and sticks, that you can move easily.
TENT

TENTACLE (n) long bending part of an
animal, that touches and holds (see
OCTOPUS and SQUID).
TENTATIVE (adj) that you do for a time,
to learn if you want to change it; that
you do without confidence.
TENTER-HOOKS (n) HOOKS for holding cloth, when INK on it is drying.
TENUOUS (adj) thin; difficult to see.
TENURE (n) agreement for holding land
or a job.
TEPEE (n) TENT from North America,
with a CONE shape.
TEPID (adj) not very warm.
TEQUILA (n) drink with alcohol in it,
from Mexico.
TERCENTENARY (n) time to remember
a thing that was happening 300 years
in the past.
TERM (n) length of time; time of studying; word; number, letter, or mark in a
number question.

TERMINAL (adj; n) (of a sickness) that
kills the people who have it; of the
last or end part; end of a line of electricity; place at the end of where a train
or bus goes; instrument that gives and
receives words from a COMPUTER.
TERMINATE (v) bring or come to an
end; stop; die; kill.
TERMINATION (n) ending.
TERMINOLOGY (n) words
you use.
TERMINUS (n) place
at the end of where
a train or bus goes.
TERMITE (n) insect
that lives in groups,
and destroys timber.
TERMS (n) rules for an agreement.
TERN (n) small ocean bird.
TERNARY (adj) made with three parts.
TERRACE (n) road for walking, near a
house; shelf of dirt on the side of a
hill, for plants to grow on; line of high
houses; line of houses joining together, that look the same; road.
TERRACOTTA (n) brown-red clay.
TERRAIN (n) piece of land and how it
looks.
TERRAPIN (n) TORTOISE that lives in
rivers and LAKES.
TERRAZZO (n) smooth floor material,
made from small pieces of stone in a
paste that becomes very hard.
TERRESTRIAL (adj) of earth; of land.
TERRIBLE (adj) that can make people
feel much fear; very big or bad.
TERRIBLY (adv) very.
TERRIER (n) small, enthusiastic dog.
TERRIFIC (adj) very good, beautiful, or
big; making you feel fear.
TERRIFY (v) make a person feel much
fear.
TERRINE (n) clay food container.
TERRITORIAL (adj; n) of land that an
animal, army, or leader owns, and will
fight for; soldier who lives in his or her
house and does some army exercises.
TERRITORIAN (n) person or animal that
lives on a special piece of land.
TERRITORY (n) place that an animal,
army, or leader owns and will fight for;
piece of land; places where you often
sell things; big part of a country, that
does not have full ability to lead itself.
TERROR (n) strong fear; child who
does many little actions to make you
angry.
TERRORISE (v) force people or animals
to feel much fear.
TERRORISM (n) forcing people to do
what you want, by hurting, killing, or
destroying.
TERRORIST ( n ) p e r s o n w h o f o r c e s
people to do what he or she wants, by
hurting, killing, or destroying.
TERROR-STRICKEN, TERROR-STRUCK
(v) feeling much strong fear.
TERRY (adj) (of cloth) with many short
string LOOPS projecting from it.
TERSE (adj) strong, and with few words.

TERTIARY (adj) (of a school) being for
adults who were finishing schools for
children and schools for young
people.
TERYLENE (n) plastic cloth.
TEST (n; v) questions or actions to
find how good a person or thing is;
cricket competition between countries; give questions or do actions to
find how good a person or thing is.
TESTACEOUS (adj) having a hard shell.
TESTAMENT (n) writing that says what
you believe or want, often after you die.
TESTATE (n; adj) person writing to say
who will receive what he or she owns
when he or she dies; leaving this writing.
TESTATOR (n) man writing to say who
will receive what he owns when he dies.
TESTATRIX (n) woman writing to say
who will receive what she owns when
she dies.
TEST-CASE (n) action to see if you can
use a rule to answer other questions.
TEST-FLIGHT (n) flying a new plane to
see if it is good enough.
*TESTICLES (n) round male organs that
make seeds to go in female eggs.
TESTIFY (v) say what you know is true.
TESTIMONIAL (n) letter from a leader
or other person, to say how good a
person is; award for a good person.
TESTIMONY (n) serious telling of what you know is true.
TEST-TUBE ( n ) t h i n g l a s s
container for holding chemicals when you study them.
TESTY (adj) easily becoming
angry.
TETANUS (n) dangerous sickness with
very much pain and pulling on muscles.
TÊTE-A-TÊTE (n) secret talking between two people.
TETHER (n; v) rope tied to an animal,
to stop it from going too far; tie a rope
to an animal to do this.
TETRAD (n) group of four.
TETRAGON (n) flat
shape with four sides
and ANGLES.
TETRAHEDRON
(n) PYRAMID
with three sides.
TETRARCH (n) leader of one of four
parts of a country.
TEXT (n) words in a writing; words from
the BIBLE, that a church leader reads
and talks about.
TEXTBOOK (n) book that teaches.
TEXTILE (n; adj) cloth; of cloth.
TEXTUAL (adj) of, or in the words of, a
writing or saying.
TEXTURE (n) how a thing feels when
you touch it.
THALIDOMIDE (n) medicine that was
making arms and legs grow wrongly on
babies in mothers that were using it.
THALLIUM (n) soft, blue-white metal
chemical that is dangerous to eat.
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*THAN (conj; prep) showing the second of two things with a difference.
THANK (v) tell a person that you are
happy for a kind or good action.
THANKFUL ( a d j ) h a p p y f o r g o o d
things or actions that you receive.
THANKLESS (adj) not happy for things
you receive; (of a good action) that
no person will say they are happy for.
THANK-OFFERING (n) thing you give to
show you are happy for a kind action.
THANKS (n) happiness for a kind action.
THANKSGIVING (n) telling God you are
happy for a good thing from him; saying you are happy for a kind action.
*THAT (pro; adj; conj; adv) thing you
are showing or talking about; being
what you are showing; making this effect; for this reason; as much as you
were saying.
THATCH (n; v) dry grass for a roof;
make a roof with dry grass.
THAW (v; n) (of ice) melt; become less
cold; warm weather that melts snow.
*THE (adj) not any one, but a special
one.
THEATRE (n) building for entertainment
by actors or moving pictures; room,
often with the floor on an INCLINE,
where a teacher teaches many people.
THEATRICAL (adj; n) of, or for, acting;
false; to make people look; actor.
THEE (pro) you.
THEFT (n) robbing.
*THEIR (adj) of them; that they own.
THEISM (n) believing that God is real.
*THEM (pro) they, when receiving an
action.
THEME (n) what you are talking about;
writing exercise about one thing; leading sounds in a piece of music.
THEMSELVES (pro) them, when receiving an action that they were doing.
THEN (adv; adj; n) at
that time; after that;
that time.
THENCE (adv) from
that; from that time.
THEOCRACY (n)
using rules from
God, to lead a
country.
THEODOLITE (n)
instrument that
measures ANGLES
on land borders.
THEOLOGIAN (n) person who studies
much about God.
THEOLOGICAL (adj) of the study of
God.
THEOLOGY (n) study of God.
THEOREM (n) rule that you can show
is true.
THEORETICAL (adj) about thinking and
knowing, but not about doing.
THEORY (n) list of rules about truths;
rule you cannot show to be true now.
THEOSOPHY (n) teaching that people
can know God in their thinking or feelings.

THERAPEUTIC (adj) to stop a sickness.
THERAPEUTICS (n) study of ways to
stop sicknesses.
THERAPY (n) action to stop a sickness.
*THERE (adv; n; interj) in, or at, that
time or place; that time or place; word
to make people look; word to stop a
person from talking or crying.
THEREABOUT, THEREABOUTS (adv)
near that place, measure, or time.
THEREAFTER (adv) after that time.
THEREBY (adv) by, or using, that way.
THEREOF (adv) of that.
THEREUPON (adv) because of, or after, that.
THERMAL (adj) of heat; warm or hot.
THERMION (n) piece like an
ATOM, that comes from a
hot metal that is giving
out light.
THERMODYNAMICS ( n )
study of how heat and
other forces work together.
THERMOMETER ( n ) i n strument
for measuring
heat.
THERMONUCLEAR ( a d j )
using changes in ATOMS
that happen with very much heat.
THERMOPLASTIC (adj) that changes
shape each time you heat it, and becomes hard when cold.
THERMOS (n) container in
another container, with
no air between them, for
keeping liquids hot or
cold.
THERMOSTAT ( n )
instrument
for
keeping
heat at the right strength.
THESAURUS ( n ) b o o k
with groups of words that
say almost the same thing.
THESE (adj; pro) more than one of this.
THESIS (n) reason or thinking that can
be true, but needs more thinking to
show how; long piece of writing from
a student.
THESPIAN (adj; n) of acting; actor.
*THEY (pro) people or things you are
talking about.
THIAMIN, THIAMINE (n) chemical in
some foods, that we need to be healthy.
*THICK (adj) fat; wide; (of liquid) like a
paste; stupid; (of talking) not clear;
with many things in a small space;
friendly.
THICKEN (v) make or become more
thick; become more difficult to understand.
THICKENING (n) powder or other thing
to make liquids more thick like paste.
THICKET (n) many bushes or small
trees growing close together.
THICK-HEADED (adj) stupid.
THICKNESS (n) measure of how thick
a thing is; being thick.
THICKSET (adj) short and fat.

THICK-SKINNED (adj) not feeling sad,
angry, or worried easily when others
say that you are bad or wrong.
THICK-SKULLED (adj) stupid.
THIEF (n) robber.
THIEVE (v) rob.
THIGH (n) leg, above the knee.
THIMBLE (n) small, metal
cup you wear on a finger,
to push a NEEDLE with.
THIMBLEFUL (n) very small
measure of a drink.
THIMBLERIG (n; v) game with three
cups hiding one ball; play this game.
*THIN (adj; v) not fat, wide or thick;
not close together; (of a liquid) like
water more than like paste; make or
become thin or more thin.
THINE (adj) your; yours.
*THING (n) what you can touch, see,
think, do, or say; person, animal, plant,
spirit, gas, liquid, solid, or name for
an action or quality.
THINGAMY , THINGUMAJIG , THINGUMBOB, THINGUMMY (n) person or
thing that you cannot remember the
name for.
*THINK (v; n) use your brain; see in the
brain; believe; want; plan; know;
remember; time of thinking.
THINK-TANK (n) group trying to find
an answer to a difficult question.
THINNER (n) liquid for making paint or
other chemicals more thin, like water.
THIN-SKINNED (adj) becoming sad or
angry too easily by what people say.
THIRD (n; adj) one of three equal parts
of a whole; thing coming after two others; coming after two others.
THIRD-CLASS, THIRD-RATE (adj) not
very good; of less good quality.
THIRST (n; v) pain from needing water; strongly wanting or needing a
thing; strongly want water or another
thing.
THIRSTY (adj) wanting or needing water.
*THIRTEEN (adj; n) 13.
*THIRTY (adj; n) 30.
*THIS (pro; adj; adv) person or thing
that is near, or that you are showing;
a; that is near or that you are showing; that; in this measure.
THISTLE (n) wild
plant with sharp
projections.
THISTLEDOWN
(n) seeds from a
THISTLE, with hairs
that help them move in wind.
THITHER (adv) to, or toward, that place.
THONG (n) LEATHER rope; flat shoe
with two ropes holding it on the big
toe.
THORAX (n) part of the body between
the neck and stomach.
THORN (n) sharp projection on a plant.
THORNBILL (n) small bird from South
America.
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THORN-DEVIL, THORN-LIZARD (n) lizard from Australia, with projections on
its body.
THORNY (adj) with many hard, sharp
projections; difficult to handle.
THOROUGH (adj) through, or covering,
all of a thing.
THOROUGHBRED (n) horse or other animal with both parents from a special
group.
THOROUGHFARE (n) road with both
ends open, and many people using it.
THOSE (adj; n) more than one of that.
THOU (pro; n) you; thousand.
THOUGH (conj; adv) without this truth
changing it.
THOUGHT (n; v) thinking; what you
think; time of thinking; was thinking.
THOUGHTFUL ( a d j ) k i n d ; t h i n k i n g
much.
THOUGHTLESS ( a d j ) n o t t h i n k i n g
about effects of an action; not thinking about how others feel.
THOUGHT-TRANSFERENCE (n) sending
what you think to another person,
without using words or actions.
*THOUSAND (adj; n) 1,000; big measure.
THRASH (v) hit much, often with a stick
or WHIP; win against strongly; move
with much noise and force.
THREAD (n; v) very thin string; put a
string through the hole in a NEEDLE
or another thing; move between many
things to where you want to go.
THREADBARE (adj) (of cloth) with each
string showing, from much rubbing;
(of a saying) that you use too many
times.
THREAT (n) words or actions that say
you will do an angry action if people
do not do what you want them to do;
SIGN that a bad thing can easily come.
THREATEN (v) say you will do an angry
action; show that a bad action can
easily happen.
*THREE (adj; n) one more than two.
THREE-DECKER (n) ship with three
floors; SANDWICH with four pieces of
bread, and food between each of them.
THREE-DIMENSIONAL (adj) solid, and
not flat like a picture; looking solid.
THREE-LEGGED (adj) (of a race with two
people) with one leg from each tied
together.
THREE-PLY (adj) (of string) with three
strings bending around each other to
be one string; (of timber) with three
very thin pieces of flat timber joining
together as one.
THREE-POINT (adj) (of a plane) coming down with three parts touching
the ground at the same time.
THREESOME (n) group of three people.
THRESH (v) hit grass to separate the
grains from it.
THRESHOLD (n) timber or stone piece
at the bottom of a door opening; border of where an effect starts to happen.
THREW (v) was throwing.
THRICE (adv) happening three times.

THRIFT (n) ability or action of not using too much money to buy too many
things.
THRIFTY ( a d j ) n o t u s i n g t o o m u c h
money, to buy too many things.
THRILL (n; v) movement or feeling of
emotion; feel a movement of emotion;
make a person feel a strong emotion.
THRILLER (n) story that makes you feel
a strong emotion, often fear.
THRIVE (v) become more alive; grow
well.
*THROAT (n) front part of the neck;
neck tube that food goes through.
THROATY (adj) (of talking) not clear;
with rough sounds.
THROB (v) (of an organ, pain, or other
thing) with movements like WAVES.
THROES (n) very strong pains.
THROMBOSIS (n) changing of blood
to a solid, in the heart or in body tubes.
THRONE (n) chair for a KING or church
leader; strength of a leader.
THRONG (n; v) many people close together; come in big numbers.
THROTTLE (n; v) machine part that
changes the measure of petrol going
to a motor; stop movement of petrol
or air through a tube.
*THROUGH (prep; adv; adj) from end
to end, or side to side; from start to
finish; with help from; finished.
THROUGHOUT (adv; prep) in all parts.
THROUGHPUT (n) measure of things a
person, machine, or company was doing.
*THROW (v; n) send through the air;
push or put down with force; make a
person not know what to do or say;
(of an animal) have a baby; secretly
plan not to win a competition; act of
throwing; distance of a throw; fall in
a fighting sport.
THROW-AWAY (adj; n) that you can
throw away after using one time; thing
you can do this with.
THRU (prep; adv; adj) through (Am).
THRUSH (n) sickness in
the throat, or in the
mating organ of a
female; small,
singing bird.

THRUST (v; n) push or force in, on, or
against; strong pushing action; reason for an action; pushing strength
of a machine.
THUD (n) low sound of two solid things
hitting together.
THUG (n) dangerous person who disobeys rules; robber who kills people;
person who forces people to pay too
much for things they buy
from him or her (In).
THUMB (n; v) short,
thick finger that is
separate from the
other four; make
pages dirty or old
from much reading.

THUMB-INDEX (n) projections or holes
on the border of pages, to help you
find special pages quickly.
THUMB-PRINT (n) THUMB FINGERPRINT.
THUMB-SCREW (n) instrument that
gives much pain by squeezing a
THUMB.
THUMB-TACK (n) DRAWING-PIN.
THUMP (n; v) sound of heavy hitting;
heavy hitting; hit with the FIST.
THUMPING (adj) very big.
THUNDER (n; v) loud noise that happens with lightning; any loud noise
like this; talking that gives fear; make
a long, loud, deep noise.
THUNDERBOLT (n) piece of lightning,
or another fast action that destroys
or gives surprise or fear.
THUNDERING (adj; adv) very big; very.
THUNDERSTORM (n) much wind, rain,
and noise from lightning.
THUNDERSTRUCK (adj) full of fear or
surprise.
THURIBLE (n) container for burning a
chemical that gives a good smell.
THURIFER (n) person in a church, who
carries a container for burning a
chemical that gives a good smell.
THURSDAY (n) a day in the week.
THUS (adv) in this way.
THWACK (n; v) hitting with a stick; hit
with a stick.
THY (adj) your.
THYME (n) spice from leaves of a bush.
THYMUS (n) small organ in the neck.
THYROID (n; adj) small organ in the
neck; chemical from this organ, to
stop a sickness; of this organ.
THYSELF (pro) yourself.
TI (n) tree from ISLANDS in the Pacific
Ocean; musical sound.
TIARA (n) small piece
of expensive metal,
with
expensive
stones in it, that a
woman wears at the
front of her hair.
TIBIA (n) bone from your knee to your
ankle.
TICK (n; v) fast, clear, quiet sound that
happens often; insect that drinks blood;
short time; strong cloth for covering the
soft part of a bed; mark beside a thing
on a list, to show it is right; make this
mark; make a fast, clear, quiet sound.
TICKER (n) WATCH; heart; machine
that receives words by electricity.
TICKER-TAPE (n) very long paper from
a machine that receives words by
electricity.
TICKET (n; v) small piece of paper to
show you were paying to go in, use,
or travel on a thing; paper showing
the price of a thing; paper showing
your ability to drive a ship or plane, or
do another job; list of people from a
group, who are trying to be leaders in
a country; paper from a policeman, to
show you must pay for disobeying a
rule; put a small paper with a price or
name, on a thing.
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TICKING (n) thick, strong cloth for covering the soft part of a bed.
TICKLE (v; n) touch softly to make feelings that often start a person laughing; feel this feeling; make a person
feel like laughing; action or feeling of
touching softly, that often starts a
person laughing.
TICKLISH (adj) easily laughing from
soft touching; difficult.
TIDAL (adj) of ocean movements that
make it more deep or shallow at different times of the day.
TIDDLY (adj) feeling effects of drinking a little too much alcohol (Br).
TIDDLYWINKS (n) game of squeezing
small pieces of plastic to make them
jump into a container.
TIDE ( n ; v ) o c e a n m o v e m e n t t h a t
comes from a pulling from the moon;
way many people are going or thinking; carry.
TIDINGS (n) words about what is happening.
TIDY (adj; n; v) neat; of a good measure; container you put things in that
you do not want; make neat.
*TIE (v; n) join with
rope or string; make
movement difficult, or
stop an action, with a
rule; be equal with, in
a competition;
thin
piece of cloth for tying
around the neck; heavy
piece of timber joining
the two metal bars
that trains move on;
thing that joins or
brings together; curve
going under or over
two circles in musical
TIE
writing; being equal in
a competition.
TIE-BEAM (n) horizontal timber piece
in a roof, that joins the RAFTERS, to
make a triangle (see RAFTER).
TIE-BREAKER (n) competition to find
who wins, when two people or groups
were equal in a past competition.
*TIED (adj) that you were tying; equal.
TIE-DYEING (n) way of making patterns
on cloth, by tying parts of it, and putting the cloth in INK.
TIE-PIN (n) beautiful PIN you wear on
a TIE.
TIER (n) one of a few horizontal lines of
things, with each one above the other.
TIFF (n) small or stupid argument.
TIFFIN (n) small MEAL.
TIFFIN-CARRIER (n) metal container for
carrying hot food (In).
TIFFIN-ROOM (n)
restaurant (In).
TIGER (n) big
wild cat like a
lion with black
and
orange
lines; person
with much enthusiasm for
action.

TIGER-CAT (n) small cat like a TIGER.
TIGER-LILY (n) orange LILY from China
and Japan, with dark marks on it.
TIGER-MOTH (adj) black and orange
MOTH.
TIGHT (adj) not loose; close together;
with no movement; closed; not giving money easily; feeling the effects
of drinking too much alcohol.
TIGHT-FISTED (adj) not giving money
easily.
TIGHTROPE (n) high rope that an entertainer walks on.
TIGHTEN (v) make or become less
loose.
TIGHTS (n) thin piece of clothes like a
skin on the bottom half of the body.
TIGRESS (n) female TIGER.
TIKI (n) big timber, or small green
stone, shaped like a person.
TILDE (n) mark over
the letter “n”, to
show you should
say it like “ny”.

TILE (n; v) thin square for covering a
floor, roof, or other thing; small piece
in some board games; cover with thin
square pieces.
TILL (prep; conj; n; v) to the time of;
to the measure that; shop DRAWER
or other place, where you keep money;
dig dirt to make it loose, for growing
plants.
TILLER (n) stick you move to change
the direction a boat travels in.
TILT (v; n) be on an INCLINE; run at,
with a weapon; INCLINE.
*TIMBER (n; adj) boards; big trees;
piece of a tree; made from a tree.
TIMBERED (adj) covered with trees.
TIMBRE (n) quality of sound that is
special for one person or instrument.
*TIME (n; v) year, week, day, hour, or
other measure of when; when you can
do an action; measure of when you
must be in prison; being; life, from
when you were born to when you die;
happening; how fast or slow sounds
in music are; choose a time to do an
action; measure the time you use to
do an action.
TIME-HONOURED (adj) that people
think is good because it is old.
TIMEKEEPER (n) person who measures
the time people use in a race.
TIME-LAG (n) time between a happening and the effect of that happening.
TIMELESS (adj) not changing with time.
TIMELY (adj) happening at a good time.
TIMEPIECE (n) clock or WATCH.
TIMER (n) person or instrument that
measures time.
TIMES (n) groups of.
TIME-SHARING (n) a few people using
a COMPUTER at the same time.
TIMETABLE (n) list of times for doing
things, or for when trains, buses,
planes, or other things go to a place.
TIMID, TIMOROUS (adj) shy.
TIMPANI (n) big metal DRUMS.

*TIN (n; v) white metal that you can
shape by hammering; container made
of this metal; pieces of metal with
CORRUGATIONS, that people build
with; put food in closed, metal containers, to stop it from becoming old.
TINCTURE (n; v) medicine mixture with
alcohol in it; small measure of colour
or taste; put a little taste or colour in.
TIN-CUTTER (n) tool for opening tins
(In).
TINDER (n) old, dry timber.
TINE (n) projection on a FORK or COMB.
TINEA (n) sickness from very small
plants that grow on wet skin.
TINGE (v; n) mix a small measure of
colour, taste, or other quality with;
small measure of a colour, taste, emotion, or other quality.
TINGLE (n; v) feeling of many small,
sharp points touching you softly; receive this feeling.
TINKER (n; v) travelling person who
fixes KETTLES and SAUCEPANS;
travel and fix things; try to fix.
TINKLE (n; v) sound of a small bell; try
to talk to a person by telephone (In);
make the sound of a small bell.
TINNY (n; adj) tin of beer (Aus); having the sound, taste, or look of metal.
TINPOT (adj) of bad or worse quality.
TINSEL (n) strings of soft metal, to
make a place beautiful; being too
beautiful, in a false way.
TINT (n; v) small measure of one colour
mixing with another colour; mix a little
colour with another colour.
TINTACKS (n) truths.
TINTINNABULATION (n) making the
sound of a small bell.
TINY (adj) very small.
TIP (n; v) point; small piece you join
to the end of a thing; soft pushing or
touching; place where all people from
a town put what they do not want;
short talking to a person, to say what
you think is good to do; money you
give to show you are happy for work a
person was doing; be or put on an
INCLINE; hit or touch softly; give a
small measure of money to show you
are happy with the work a person was
doing.
TIP-OFF (n) words telling about a secret happening.
TIPPLE (v) drink alcohol.
TIPSTER (n) person who says what
horse will win a race.
TIPSY (adj) feeling effects of drinking
too much alcohol.
TIPTOE (v; n; adv) walk softly, or on
your toes; end of the toe; (of walking)
with the backs of the feet off the ground.
TIPTOP (adj) perfect.
TIRADE (n) much angry writing or talking.
TIRE (v; n) make or become tired; feel
a thing is boring; put a piece of metal
around a wheel, to give it strength;
clothes; piece of metal around a
wheel; TYRE (Am).
*TIRED (adj) feeling that you want to
sleep or rest.
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TIRESOME (adj) making many little
problems; making you tired (In).
TISSUE (n) very thin paper; material
that plants or animals are made from.
TIT (n) breast; dark point on a breast;
small bird that moves much; hitting.
TITAN (n) very big or strong person.
TITANIC (adj) very big.
TITANIUM (n) dark grey metal.
TITBIT (n) small piece of very good
food; short, interesting story.
TITHE (n; v) one of ten equal parts of
all that you have; give this to God.
TITIAN (adj) (of hair) orange-brown.
TITILLATE (v) touch softly, or do another action, to make a person feel
good, or have an interest in a thing.
TITLE (n) name of a writing or work of
art; book; writing at the start or end
of a moving picture; special part of a
name that shows how important a
person is; ability to own a house or
land; paper to show you own a thing.
TITLED ( a d j ) i m p o r t a n t e n o u g h t o
have a special name.
TITLE-DEED (n) important paper to
show that you can own a piece of land.
TITLE-PAGE (n) page showing the name
of a book and who was writing it.
TITLE-ROLE (n) person in a story with
the same name as the story name.
TITMOUSE (n) small bird that moves
much.
TITRATE (v) find the measure of a
chemical in a thing, by adding another
chemical that makes a change happen.
TITTER (v; n) make a foolish or secret
laugh; this laugh.
TITTLE (n) small mark in writing.
TITTLE-TATTLE (v) tell secret things
about other people.
TITULAR (adj) of, or about, a name.
TIZZ, TIZZY (n) time of being very worried or enthusiastic.
*TO ( p r e p ; a d v ) t o w a r d ; i n t o ; w i t h ;
starting; (of a door) almost closed;
awake.
TOAD (n) animal like a frog, that lives
most of its life on land; ugly person;
person you do not like.
TOADSTOOL (n) MUSHROOM that is
dangerous to eat.
TOADY (n; v) person acting humble,
to show false love, often to get things
from you; be too humble in obeying.
TOAST ( n ; v ) p i e c e o f b r e a d y o u
cooked again to make the sides brown;
person you drink for, to show you
want him or her to be happy; cook
bread again; make yourself warm near
a fire; drink for a person, to show you
like him or her.
TOASTER ( n ) m a c h i n e f o r c o o k i n g
bread again,
to make it
brown.

TOAST-MASTER (n) leader at a happy
eating meeting, who tells people to
drink to show that they like a person.
TOBACCO (n) leaves that people dry
and put in CIGARETTES.
TOBACCONIST (n) person or shop that
sells CIGARETTES (Br).
TOBOGGAN ( n ; v )
TOBOGGAN
light vehicle with no
motor or wheels,
that moves down
hills of snow
or ice; use
this vehicle.

TOCCATA (n) fast piece of music.
TOCOLOGY (n) study of babies being
born.
TOCSIN (n) bell that tells people a dangerous thing will happen.
TOD ( B r ) ( n ) f o x ; m e a s u r e o f h o w
heavy a thing is.
TODAY (n; adv) this day; on this day;
now, and not in the far past.
TODDLE (v) walk with rough, short
steps, like a small child.
TODDLER (n) small child.
TODDY (n) hot sweet drink with alcohol.
TO-DO ( n ) m u c h n o i s e , o f t e n w i t h
much emotion.
*TOE (n; v) projection on the end of a
foot; part of a shoe or sock covering
the toes; bend; hit a GOLF ball
wrongly; put your toes on.
TOE-CAP (n) strong toe covering on a
shoe.
TOE-HOLD (n) small place to put your
foot, to stop from falling.
TOEY (adj) fast; enthusiastic to run in
a race (Aus); wanting an action to happen quickly.
TOFF (n) important person, or a person wearing expensive clothes.
TOFFEE (n) hard lolly made from butter and sugar.
TOFFEE-APPLE (n) apple with a hard
sweet covering on it.
TOFFEE-NOSED (adj) proud; false.
TOG (n) measure of how warm a BLANKET or QUILT is.
TOGA (n) long, loose dress that men
were wearing in Italy, many years in
the past.
*TOGETHER (adv) with others; at the
same time; joining.
TOGETHERNESS (n) good feeling of being close with other people.
TOGGED (adj) in the right clothes for a
special happening.
TOGGLE (n) PEG on a coat, bag, or
other thing, that you push through a
hole to join things together.
TOGGLE-SWITCH (n) projection you
push to turn electricity on or off.
TOGS (n) clothes; swimming clothes
(Aus).
TOIL (v; n) work with much trying; difficult work.

TOILET (n) room with a
chair that you push DUNG
and liquids from your body
into; this chair; washing
and dressing
yourself.
TOILETPAPER (n)
paper you
use to clean
between your
buttocks, after using a TOILET.
TOILETRIES (n) things you use to make
yourself clean.
TOKAY (n) a sweet wine; big sweet
grape for making this wine.
TOKEN (n) thing, mark, or action, to
show, or to help you remember, another
thing; thing you use like money; money.
TOKENISM (n) helping in small ways
that are not important.
TOLD (v) was telling.
TOLERABLE (adj) that you can feel, be
with, or hear, without stopping or
becoming angry; not too bad.
TOLERANCE (n) ability to receive a difficult action without breaking; quality of not being angry with people who
are very different from you; how much
a measure can change.
TOLERATE (v) receive a difficult thing
without being angry or breaking.
TOLL (n; v) money you must pay to
use a road, telephone, or other thing;
slow sounds from a bell; (of a bell)
give slow sounds.
TOM (n) male cat.
TOMAHAWK (n) fighting axe (N Am);
small axe (Aus).
*TOMATO (n) red fruit that people eat
as a vegetable.
TOMB (n) hole or other place where
you put a dead person.
TOMBOLO (n) narrow sand piece joining one ISLAND with another ISLAND.
TOMBOY (n) girl who acts like a boy.
TOMBSTONE (n) stone with writing on
it, marking a place where a dead person is in the ground.
TOME (n) big book.
TOM-FOOLERY, TOMMY-ROT (n) foolishness.
TOMORROW (adv; n) on the day after
now; the day after now; the future.
TOMTIT (n) small bird from Europe that
eats insects and seeds.
TOMTOM (n) DRUM you hit with your
hands.
TON (n) big measure of how heavy a
thing is; one hundred (Br); many or
much.
TONAL (adj) of sound.
TONE (n; v) quality and strength of a
sound; talking sound that shows an
emotion; musical sound or measure;
spirit of a group or writing; effect of
colours being light or dark in a picture; right measure between soft and
hard, of organs; change the sound or
colour of.
TONE-DEAF (adj) not able to hear differences in musical sounds.
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TONGS (n) instrument you hold
in one hand, with two parts
for holding and lifting things.

*TONGUE (n) muscle organ for tasting,
talking, and pushing food down your
throat; language; loose material in a
shoe, under the strings.
TONGUE-IN-CHEEK (adj) that you say
without being serious about it being
true.
TONGUE-TIED (adj) not able to talk.
TONGUE-TWISTER (n) words that are
difficult to say together quickly.
TONIC (adj; n) making you strong or
healthy; medicine; special water you
mix with drinks with alcohol in them.
TONIGHT (adv; n) on this night; this
night.
TONNAGE (n) how much a ship can
carry, or is carrying; ships; money you
must pay for a vehicle to carry things.
TONNE (n) big measure of how heavy
a thing is.
TONSIL (n) small organ in the throat.
TONSORIAL (adj) of a person who cuts
the hair of men, or of this job.
*TOO (adv) more than enough; with
another.
TOOK (v) was taking.
*TOOL (n; v) instrument you use with
your hands; draw on metal or LEATHER
with a hammer and a sharp tool.
TOOT (n; v) short horn sound; TOILET
(Aus); make a short sound on a horn.
*TOOTH ( n ) h a r d p r o j e c t i o n i n t h e
mouth for biting and eating; projection like a tooth in some tools.
TOOTHACHE (n) pain in a tooth.
TOOTHBRUSH (n) BRUSH for cleaning
teeth.

TOOTHBRUSH
TOOTHED (adj) having teeth.
TOOTHPASTE (n) paste for cleaning
teeth.
TOOTHPICK
(n) thin piece of
timber or plastic
for cleaning
between
teeth.

TOOTLE (v)
give many short,
soft sounds on a FLUTE or horn; go.
TOOTSY (n) foot; toe.
*TOP (adj; n; v) most
high; best; most
high part; covering;
piece of clothes to
cover your chest; toy
that turns around
quickly; make full; be
better or more than.

TOPAZ (n) expensive stone that is often yellow.
TOP-DRESS (v) put chemicals or DUNG
on the top of ground.
TOP-FLIGHT (adj) best.
TOP-HEAVY (adj) too heavy at the top.
TOPIC (n) what you are talking about.
TOPICAL (adj) about things happening here and now; (of medicine) for
rubbing on the skin.
TOPKNOT (n) hair that you were tying
on the top of your head.
TOPLESS (adj) with no covering on the
breasts.
TOPMOST (adj) most high.
TOP-NOTCH (adj) best; very good.
TOPOGRAPHY (n) shape of hills, rivers, buildings, trees, and other things
in a place.
TOPPER (n) tall hat.
TOPPING (n) liquid or paste that you
put on other food.
TOPPLE (v) fall; make to fall; make a
leader stop being a leader.
TOPS (adj) perfect; best; very good.
TOP-SECRET (adj) very secret.
TOPSIDE (n) meat from the back of a
cow (Br, Aus).
TOPSY-TURVY (adv; adj) with the top
at the bottom; with much action that
is difficult to understand.
TORCH (n) fire that you carry, and use
as a light; small LAMP that you carry.

TORCH
TORE (v) was pulling apart or breaking with force; was making a hole in;
was moving very quickly.
TOREADOR (n) person who fights a
male cow for entertainment (Sp).
TORMENT (n; v) thing giving you much
pain or worry; much pain or worry; give
a person much pain or worry.
TORN (adj) that was coming apart or
breaking with force; with forces pulling in opposite directions on it.

TORNADO (n)
very strong
wind that
goes in
circles.

TORPEDO (n; v) exploding weapon that
moves very quickly through water or
air; send one of these weapons
against a ship, plane, or other thing.
TORPID (adj) sleepy; lazy; boring.
TORQUE (n) force in a machine or instrument, from a turning movement.

TORRENT (n) fast movement of water
or liquid; much rain; many things
coming quickly.
TORRID (adj) very dry and hot.
TORSION (n) bending around.
TORSO (n) the body, without the head,
arms, or legs.
TORT (n) action that you do or do not
do, that hurts another person, and that
a court can punish you for.
TORTILLA (n) thin, flat corn bread from
Mexico.
TORTOISE (n) reptile with a shell.

TORTOISE
TORTUOUS (adj) with many difficult
bends and turns.
TORTURE (v; n) force a person to feel
very strong pain; very strong pain.
TORY (n) person in a group of leaders
who do not want changes.
TOSS (v; n) throw easily without much
trying; throw or move from side to
side; easy throwing; short, fast movement, often of the head.
TOSS-UP (n) throwing a coin up in the
air, to choose between two things.
TOT (n) small child.
TOTAL (adj; n; v) whole; all; sum; add.
TOTALITARIAN (adj) with leaders stopping all groups or people who disagree with them.
TOTALISATOR (n) machine that shows
how many people believe different
horses will win a race, and how much
money they will receive if they are right.
TOTE (v; n) carry; machine showing how
many people believe different horses
will win a race, and how much money
they will receive if they are right.
TOTEM (n) animal shape that is special for a person or family.
TOTEMISM (n) having special animal
shapes for people or families.
TOTEM-POLE (n) thick vertical stick
with animal shapes on it that are special for the family that owns it (N Am).
TOTTER (v) move like you are almost
falling.
TOUCAN (n) bird with
a big, hard beak.

*TOUCH (v; n) be, put, or move to meet
at one or more places; hit softly; put
your hand on to feel; make to feel an
emotion; act of touching; ability to feel;
person who will easily give you money;
small measure of a thing; part of a football ground that is outside a border line.
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TOUCH-AND-GO (adj) that you do not
know if it will go well or badly.
TOUCHDOWN (n) crossing a special
line in a football game (Am); touching the ground with the ball after doing this (Br).
TOUCHÉ (interj) word to say that the
other person in FENCING was hitting
you or the other person in an argument
was saying a good thing against you.
TOUCHED (adj) a little crazy.
TOUCHING (adj; prep) making you feel
a soft emotion; about.
TOUCH-LINE (n) side border of a football ground.
TOUCHSTONE (n) black stone you use
to measure the quality of an expensive metal; any thing you use to measure the quality of another thing.
TOUCH-TYPING (n) using a TYPEWRITER without looking at the letters
on it.
TOUCHY (adj) becoming angry easily.
TOUGH (adj) not breaking easily; difficult to win against; strong.
TOUGHIE (n) person who does not obey
rules; difficult question or problem.
TOUPEE (n) false hair for covering a
part of the head.
TOUR (n; v) time of travelling from
place to place, and finishing at the
starting place; travel this way.
TOURISM (n) selling things to people
who travel to see interesting places.
TOURIST (n) person who travels to see
interesting places.
TOURNAMENT, TOURNEY (n) competition between many different
people.
TOURNIQUET (n) piece of cloth you use
to squeeze an arm or leg, to stop blood
coming from a cut.
TOUSLE (v) make hair or clothes to be
rough or messy.
TOUT (n) person who helps a shop by
encouraging other people to go to it.
TOW (v; n) pull a thing behind you;
pulling a thing behind you.
*TOWARD, TOWARDS (prep) to; in the
direction of; for helping.
TOW-BAR (n) bar on the back of a vehicle, for pulling another vehicle.
TOWEL (n; v) cloth or paper for drying
things; rub dry with a cloth or paper.
TOWELLING (n) material for making
cloths to dry things with.
TOWER (n; v) tall projecting part of a
church or other building; tall building; be tall, or high above.
TOWERING (adj) very tall.
*TOWN (n) place with many houses and
shops; people living in this place; most
important group of shops in this place.
TOWNSFOLK (n) people living in a town.
TOWNSHIP (n) small town.
TOWPATH (n) small road beside a river
or channel, where a horse walks when
pulling a boat on the water.
TOW-TRUCK ( n ) t r u c k w i t h s p e c i a l
parts for pulling other vehicles.
TOXAEMIA (n) sickness in the blood.
TOXIC (adj) (of a chemical) dangerous
to eat, or to be in your body.

*TOY (n; v) thing to play with; doll,
car, or other thing that is like a real
thing, but is not real; play with or
handle; think about.
TRACE (n; v) mark that an animal, person, or moving thing was leaving; very
small measure; each of two ropes that
join a horse to a vehicle; draw the same
picture, by drawing over the lines of
the picture; follow marks from where
a person or animal was going; look
and find things, to learn how an action was happening.
TRACER (n) flying weapon with a fire
in it, to show where it is going.
TRACHEA (n) air tube from the throat
to the lungs.
TRACK (n; v) rough road; line of marks
made by vehicles, animals, or people
travelling in a place; line of travel or
movement; metal piece around the
wheels of a CATERPILLAR; OVALshaped road for races; song on a RECORD; long metal bars that trains travel
on; follow marks that a person, animal, or vehicle was leaving; follow.
TRACKER ( n ) p e r s o n w h o f o l l o w s
marks that people or animals leave.
TRACKLAYING (adj)
(of a vehicle) with a
metal covering that
moves around
the wheels (see
CATERPILLAR).
TRACKSUIT (n)
jumper
and
pants
that
people often
wear when exercising.
TRACK-WORK (n)
running
exercises for horses,
to make them fast.
TRACT (n) piece of land; group of organs that work together in the body;
short writing you print for many people.
TRACTABLE (adj) easy to lead; humble.
TRACTILE (adj) (of a metal) that you
can pull into a different shape without it breaking.
TRACTION (n) pulling strength; pulling.
*TRACTOR (n) vehicle for pulling heavy
things, often over rough ground.
TRADE (n; adj; v) working in a company or shop; handling or building job
that you study for; buying and selling; giving things to receive other
things; (of wind) always moving toward the equator; buy and sell; give a
thing to receive another.
TRADER (n) person or ship that buys
and sells.
TRADESMAN (n) person who studied
for a job that uses his or her hands.
TRADITION (n) believing or action that
people have or do because many others were having or doing it in the past.
TRADUCE (v) say things that are not
true to hurt a person.

TRAFFIC (n; v) coming and going of
vehicles, ships, people, or things; buy
and sell things that rules of a country
say you must not buy or sell.
TRAFFICATOR (n) light on a vehicle,
to show what direction
it will turn.

TRAFFIC-LIGHTS (n)
green, yellow, and red
lights, to show people
travelling on roads
when to go and when
to stop.

TRAGEDIAN (n) actor
in a story with a very
sad ending, often
with a person dying.
TRAGEDIENNE (n) woman actor in a
story with a very sad ending, often
with a person dying.
TRAGEDY (n) story with a very sad ending, often with people dying; very sad
happening; bad accident.
TRAGIC (adj) very bad or sad, often
with dying.
TRAGICOMEDY (n) story with parts that
make you laugh, but a very sad ending.
TRAGICOMIC (adj) sad, and making
you feel like laughing at the same
time.
TRAGUS (n) opening to the ear; hairs
that grow in this opening.
TRAIL (v; n) follow; pull a thing behind you; hang down and behind; follow marks of movement by a person,
animal or thing; hanging piece; marks,
smells, or a small road made by movement of people, animals, or vehicles.
TRAIL-BIKE (n) light MOTORCYCLE, for
travelling on rough land.
TRAILER (n) vehicle that another vehicle pulls; plant with parts that hang
down; some short parts from a moving picture, to give people an interest
in seeing the whole story.
*TRAIN (n; v) vehicles joining together
in a line; long, hanging piece on some
dresses; line of people or things following after each other; teach; do exercises to be strong and healthy; make
to grow or point in a direction.
TRAINEE (n) person learning a job.
TRAINER (n) teacher for animals, or for
a sport; plane or other machine that
you learn on.
TRAINERS (n) special shoes for running.
TRAIPSE (v) follow or walk in a tired or
lazy way.
TRAIT (n) special quality that makes a
person different from others.
TRAITOR (n) friend who changes to
help people who are fighting you.
TRAJECTORY (n) line or direction that
a moving thing is travelling in.
TRA-LA-LA (interj) sounds people often make when they cannot remember the words of a song.
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TRAM (n) train car
that travels on
roads.

TRAM-LINES (n) long metal bars that
a TRAM travels on.
TRAMP (n; v) poor person who walks
to many towns; sound of heavy steps;
long walk; ship that will carry any
things to any places; bad woman
(Am); walk with heavy steps, often for
long distances.
TRAMPLE (v) push down by walking on.
TRAMPOLINE
(n) thick cloth
on SPRINGS,
for people to
jump on.

TRAMWAY (n) road for a TRAM.
TRANCE (n) time when you are thinking
strongly about one thing, and not able
to know what is happening around you.
TRANNIE, TRANNY (n) small radio without a LEAD (Br).
TRANQUIL (adj) quiet and happy.
TRANQUILLISE (v) make to stop moving or worrying; make to sleep.
TRANQUILLISER (n) medicine to make
you quiet, happy, or sleepy.
TRANQUILLITY (n) being quiet, without movement or worry.
TRANSACT (v) do; finish.
TRANSACTION (n) action between two
companies, people, or groups.
TRANSCEIVER (n) machine that gives
out and receives radio sounds.
TRANSCEND (v) be better than.
TRANSCENDENT (adj) best; perfect;
outside of space.
TRANSCENDENTAL (adj) that you were
not learning by doing, hearing, or feeling.
TRANSCONTINENTAL (adj) across one
of seven big land parts of the earth.
TRANSCRIBE (v) change from one writing to a different writing.
TRANSCRIPT (n) piece of writing.
TRANSFER (v; n) change from one
place, group, or person to another;
paper giving a thing to another person to own; picture you put on another thing by using heat or water.

TRANSFERENCE (n) moving your feelings for one person or thing, to a new
person or thing.
TRANSFIGURATION (n) time when the
body of Jesus was changing, and
people were seeing how spiritual he
was.
TRANSFIX (v) push a long weapon into;
make very afraid and not able to move.
TRANSFORM (v) change a shape, quality, or ability; change a measure of
electricity.
TRANSFORMATION (n) strong changing.
TRANSFORMER (n) thing for changing
electricity.
TRANSFUSION (n) taking blood from
one person and putting it in another.
TRANSGRESS (v) do a bad action.
TRANSIENT (adj) going away quickly.
TRANSISTOR (n) very small piece that
can receive and give out electricity;
small radio without a LEAD.
TRANSIT (n) going across or over.
TRANSITION (n) time of changing from
one way or thing to another.
TRANSITIVE (adj) (of an action word)
needing a thing to receive the action.
TRANSITORY (adj) for a short time.
TRANSLATE (v) change words from on
language to another language.
TRANSLATION (n) changing words to
another language; words you were
changing to another language.
TRANSLUCENT (adj) that light can go
through.
TRANSMIGRATE (v) (of a spirit) go from
one body to another.
TRANSMISSION ( n ) s e n d i n g o u t ;
sounds or pictures for radios or televisions to receive; vehicle part that sends
strength from the motor to the wheels.
TRANSMIT (v) send; send out or carry
electricity, light, or radio sounds.
TRANSMITTER (n) radio part that sends
sounds.
TRANSOM (n) horizontal bar across
the top of a window or door.
TRANSPARENCY (n) (of a material)
quality of people being able to see
through it; picture you see by putting
light through it.
TRANSPARENT (adj) that you can see
through, or understand, easily.
TRANSPIRE (v) happen; give off a gas
or liquid from small holes in the skin.
TRANSPLANT (v; n) move a plant; move
an organ from one person to another;
moving an organ from one person to
another; organ that you do this with.
TRANSPORT ( v ; n ) c a r r y f r o m o n e
place to another; send a prisoner to
another country; carrying things from
one place to another; big truck; very
strong, happy emotion.
TRANSPORTATION (n) carrying; sending prisoners to a different country.
TRANSPOSE (v) change the pattern of
how two things are in a line; change
music, to make it right for a special
instrument.
TRANSSEXUAL (n) male with female
thinking, or female with male thinking.

TRANSUBSTANTIATION (n) believing
that bread and wine in a church meeting become the body and blood of
Jesus.
TRANSVERSE (adj) having a cross shape.
TRANSVESTITE (n) male who wears female clothes; female who wears male
clothes.
TRAP (n; v) thing for catching animals
or people in; trick to make a person
do what he or she does not want to
do; instrument that throws pieces of
clay high in the air, for you to hit with
a gun; bend in a PIPE, to stop bad
smells from going through it; mouth;
container that you open at the start of
a race, for a dog to run from; force an
animal or person into a place where it
cannot move; use an trick to make a
person do a thing he or she does not
want to do; stop a thing, and hold it.
TRAPDOOR (n) horizontal door.
TRAPEZE (n) horizontal hanging bar,
for exercises (see ACROBAT).
TRAPEZIUM (n) flat
shape with four
sides, and two
sides parallel.
TRAPEZOID (n) flat shape with four
sides, and no sides parallel.
TRAPPINGS (n) beautiful parts of a
thing, that are not important for the
thing to work.
TRAPPIST (n) person in a group that
is very poor and quiet for God.
TRAP-SHOOTING (n) sport of shooting at things a machine throws.
TRASH (n) things people throw away
(Am); lazy or bad people; foolishness.
TRASH-CAN (n) container for things
people throw away (Am).
TRASHY (adj) of very bad quality (Am).
TRAUMA (n) sick feeling from a cut or
hitting; sickness in the brain, from a
surprise, or too much worry.
TRAUMATIC (adj) giving pain or worry.
TRAVAIL (n; v) strong pain when giving birth to a baby; much trying; try
much.
*TRAVEL (v; n) go from one place to
another; go quickly; travelling.
TRAVELLER (n) person who travels.
TRAVELOGUE (n) moving picture about
travel; paper with pictures of travel.
TRAVERSE (v) travel, or be, across.
TRAVESTY (n) thing that is false.
TRAWL (n; v) big NET you pull with a
boat; catch fish by pulling a NET.
TRAWLER (n) boat that pulls a big NET.
TRAY (n) flat, shallow container; card
with three marks on it; one of two DICE
with three marks on it.
TRAYMOBILE (n) shelves on wheels
(Aus).
TREACHEROUS (adj) hurting a friend.
TREACHERY (n) hurting a friend.
TREACLE (n) thick, sweet, sticky liquid from sugar.
TREAD (v; n) travel over by walking;
step on; step; rubber pattern on a
TYRE or on the bottom of a shoe.
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TREADLE (v; n) part of a machine, that
you move with your feet, to make the
machine move.
TREADMILL ( n )
cylinder you walk
in or on, to turn it.
TREASON
(n)
action against a
friend, or against
your country.
TREASONABLE, TREASONOUS (adj) trying to hurt a friend, or your country.
TREASURE (n; v) wealth; love.
TREASURE-HUNT (n) game to find what
another person hides.
TREASURER (n) person who holds the
money for a group or country.
TREASURE-TROVE (n) wealth a person
was hiding, and you were finding,
without knowing who the person was.
TREASURY ( n ) p l a c e f o r k e e p i n g
money; big company that keeps
money for a country.
TREAT (v; n) do an action toward; give
medicine to; give things to a person,
that he or she likes; food, entertainment, or other thing that you like very
much.
TREATISE (n) writing about a thing.
TREATMENT (n) how you act toward a
person or thing; what medicine you
give to stop a sickness.
TREATY (n) agreement between countries.
TREBLE (adj; n; v) with three parts; (of
sound) high; three times a number or
measure; instrument or music for a high
sound; make three times more big.
*TREE (n; v) hard plant with timber in
it; timber piece you put in a shoe, to
give it the right shape; force to hide in
a tree.
TREFOIL (n) SHAMROCK.
TREK (v; n) travel a long distance; long
travel.
TRELLIS, TRELLIS-WORK (n) many thin
crossing sticks for VINES to grow on.
TREMATODE (n) small WORM that lives
inside other animals and people.
TREMBLE (v) shake with enthusiasm,
fear, or from being weak or cold.
TREMENDOUS (adj) very big or good.
TREMOLO (n) shaking effect in singing
or in sound from a musical instrument.
TREMOR ( n ) s h a k i n g m o v e m e n t o r
sound; shaking of the earth.
TREMULOUS (adj) shaking.
TRENCH (n) channel, often for soldiers
to hide in.
TREND (n; v) general way a thing is
going; go in a general way.
TRENDY (adj; n) following the way most
people act now; person who follows
the way most people act now (Br, Aus).
TREPIDATION (n) shaking from fear.
TRESPASS (v; n) go in a place where
you should not go; disobeying a rule.
TRESS (n) group of hairs together, often on a female; PONY-TAIL or PLAIT.
TRESTLE (n) thing for holding up a
table or BRIDGE.

TREVALLY (n) a fish that people eat.
TREY (n) card, or one of two DICE, with
three marks on it.
TRIAD (n) group of three.
TRIAL (n; v) court meeting to find if a
person was disobeying a rule; using
or looking at, to find if a thing is good;
time of pain, or another difficult thing;
game to learn if you are good enough
in a sport; be in a game or action to
learn if you are good enough.
TRIAMBLE (n) heavy PUMPKIN with
three round parts.
*TRIANGLE (n) flat shape with three
straight sides.
TRIANGULAR (adj) triangle-shaped.
TRIBE ( n ) g r o u p o f f a m i l i e s w i t h a
leader; group.
TRIBESMAN (n) person in a group of
families with a leader.
TRIBULATION (n) time of much pain or
difficult happenings.
TRIBUNAL (n) group that says if a person is right or wrong; court.
TRIBUNE (n) leader that many people
like.
TRIBUTARY (n) small river that goes
into a big river or LAKE.
TRIBUTE (n) money you must pay to
the leaders of a country; action to
show you think a person is good.
TRICE (n) very small measure of time.
TRICEPS (n) muscle that joins a bone
in three places; muscle on the arm,
between the SHOULDER and elbow.
TRICHINOSIS (n) sickness from small
WORMS in the muscles.
*TRICK (n; v) words or actions to make
a person believe a thing that is not
true; smart, false, or cruel plan or
happening; false thing; special action
or ability, that is often difficult; group
of cards in a game; make people believe a thing that is not true.
TRICKERY (n) tricking.
TRICKLE (v; n) (of liquid) move in small
measures; very small movement of a
liquid.
TRICKSTER ( n ) p e r s o n w h o t r i c k s
people.
TRICKY (adj) difficult to do well.
TRICOLOUR ( n ) f l a g w i t h t h r e e
colours.
TRICYCLE (n) bicycle
with three
wheels.

TRIDENT (n) spear with three points.
TRIENNIAL (adj) happening each three
years; living or being for three years.
TRIER (n) person who does not stop
when an action is difficult.
TRIFECTA (n) game to say the first
three horses in a running competition.

TRIFLE (n; v) small thing that is not
important; sweet food made from
cake, wine, and ICE-CREAM; play with.
TRIFLING (adj) small; not important.
TRIG (n) study of differences in the
lengths of triangle sides.
TRIGGER (n; v) piece you move to
shoot a gun or start a machine; action that starts another action; start.
TRIGGER-HAPPY (adj) wanting to use
a gun too much.
TRIGONOMETRY (n) study of differences in the lengths of triangle sides.
TRIKE (n) TRICYCLE.
TRILBY (n) hat for a man, with a channel on the top from the front to the
back.
TRILL (n; v) shaking sound; sing or
talk with a shaking sound.
TRILLION (adj; n) 1,000,000,000,000 in
America and France, and 1,000,000,000,000,000,000 in Britain and Germany.
TRILOBITE (n) stone made from the
shells of an animal that was dying
many years in the past.
TRILOGY (n) three books or pieces of
entertainment, that make one story.
TRIM (adj; v; n) neat; healthy and thin;
take dirty, loose, fat, or bad parts off;
put all parts in the right places; put a
beautiful border on; put sails up;
beautiful pieces you add to things;
cutting of hair or some other thing.
TRIMARAN (n) boat made by joining
three small, parallel boats (see OUTRIGGER).
TRIMMING (n) beautiful pieces you add
to clothes, furniture, or other things.
TRIMMINGS (n) small things to go with
a big, important thing.
TRINITROTOLUENE (adj) chemical that
explodes very easily.
TRINITY (n) God the Father, God the
Son, and God the Perfect Spirit; being
three that join as one; group of three.
TRINKET (n) small beautiful thing.
TRIO (n) group of three; music for three
people to sing or play.
TRIP (v; n) walk, run, or dance with fast,
light steps; hit your foot on a thing and
fall; make a person fall, by holding his
or her foot; have a feeling of seeing
things that are not real, from using a
drug; push a BUTTON or handle to start
a machine; BUTTON or handle that
starts or stops a machine; time of travelling; falling; feeling of seeing things
that are not real, from using a drug.
TRIPARTITE (adj) having three parts.
TRIPE (n) stomach of a cow, as food;
thing of bad quality; foolishness.
TRIP-HAMMER (n) machine that hammers (see JACKHAMMER).
TRIPLE (adj; v) with three times a measure; find the sum of three times a
number.
TRIPLET (n) each of three children
born together; special group of three
lines of words that rhyme or have a
musical sound.
TRIPLICATE (n; v) three of the same
thing; make three of the same thing.
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TRIPOD (n) instrument
with three legs to hold it
up (see EASEL).
TRIPTYCH (n) picture in three parts
that join together.
TRIP-WIRE (n)
low WIRE for people to fall over,
often starting
an explosion.
TRISECT (v) separate into three parts.
TRISYLLABLE ( n ) w o r d w i t h t h r e e
parts.
TRITE (adj) boring from people using
it too much.
TRITON (n) ocean god, with the body
of a man and the tail of a fish.
TRIUMPH (n; v) time, feeling, or act of
winning, or doing a thing that you were
wanting to do; happiness; win; do a
thing you were wanting to do; be
happy because you were winning.
TRIUMPHAL (adj) of winning.
TRIUMPHANT (adj) winning; happy.
TRIUNE (adj) three in one.
TRIVET (n) TRIPOD for cooking.
TRIVIA (n) things that are not important.
TRIVIAL (adj) not important; small.
TRIVIALITY (n) thing that is not important.
TROD, TRODDEN (v) was stepping; was
stepping on.
TROGLODYTE (n) person or animal that
lives in holes under the ground.
TROIKA (n) vehicle that three horses
pull.
TROLL (v; n) catch fish by pulling a
HOOK through water; bad animal in a
story for children.
TROLLEY (n) low truck; vehicle that
you push things in; small table on
wheels; TRAM that uses electricity.
TROLLOP (n) bad woman.
TROMBONE (n) big horn with a tube
that moves in another tube to change
sounds.

TROOP (n; v) group of soldiers or other
people; move in a big group.
TROOP-CARRIER (n) plane or ship for
carrying soldiers.
TROOPER (n) soldier; policeman (Am).
TROPHY (n) award.
TROPIC (n; adj) border of the most
warm part of the earth; of, or like this
part of the earth.
TROPICAL (adj) of, or like, the part of
the earth near the equator; very warm.
TROPOSPHERE (n) circle of air around
the earth, that is close to the ground.
TROPPO (adj) crazy, from too much
hot weather.
TROT (n; v) slow running of animals
with four legs; many things happening, one after the other; run slowly.

TROTS (n) horse races; sickness with
soft or liquid DUNG.
TROTTER (n) horse that was learning
to run in a special way; foot of a pig.
TROTTING (n) races for horses that pull
a person in a small vehicle.
TROUBADOUR (n) person who sings
about loving a woman.
TROUBLE (n; v) thing making you angry, sad, sore, or worried; worry or
pain; angry or loud happenings; trying; make angry, sad, sore, or worried;
worry; move.
TROUBLE-MAKER (n) person who tries
to make people angry with other people.
TROUBLE-SHOOTER (n) person who
finds things that need fixing in machines, and in plans; person who tries
to make people angry with other
people (In).
TROUBLESOME (adj) making you become angry, sad, sore, or worried.
TROUBLOUS (adj) difficult.
TROUGH (n) channel for liquids; narrow place in the sky that wind moves
toward.
TROUNCE (v) hit much; win against
very strongly.
TROUPE (n) company of actors and entertainers.
TROUPER (n) person in a company of
actors and entertainers.
TROUSERS (n) long pants.
TROUSSEAU (n) clothes for a woman
who is being married.
TROUT (n) fish that lives in rivers.
TROW (v) think; believe.
TROWEL (n) tool with a big blade, for
putting a thick paste on BRICKS; small
hand tool for digging.

TROWEL
TROY (n) measure of how heavy an
expensive metal is.
TRUANCY (n) not going to school when
you should.
TRUANT (n) child who does not go to
school when he or she should.
TRUCE (n) agreement for a short stop
in fighting or arguing.
*TRUCK (n; v) strong vehicle to carry
things in; vehicle that you push or pull
by hand; give a thing to receive another; carry things in a truck.
TRUCKIE (n) person who drives a truck
(Aus).
TRUCULENT (adj) angry; fighting often.
TRUDGE (v) walk like you are tired.
*TRUE (adj; adv) real; right; best; loving; not changing.
TRUE-BLUE (adj) perfect and true.
TRUFFLE (n) plant like a MUSHROOM,
that people eat (Eur); chocolate lolly (Br).
TRUISM (n) truth that is boring because people say it many times.
TRULY (adv) with truth; very.
TRUMP (n; v) card with the best shape
for a game; TRUMPET; sound from a
TRUMPET; use a card with a special
shape, to win over another person.

TRUMPET (n; v) horn; sound like a horn
makes, often from an elephant; say
with much noise.

TUATARA (n) very big lizard from an
ISLAND in the Pacific Ocean.

TUB
TRUMPETER (n) person using a TRUMPET.
TRUNCATE (v) cut the top end off.
TRUNCHEON (n) stick a policeman carries (Br).
TRUNDLE (v) move a thing on wheels.
TRUNK (n) vertical part of a tree; box
you carry things in when travelling;
long nose of an elephant; place for
carrying things in the back of a car;
body of a person, without the arms,
legs, or head.
TRUNK-LINE (n) important line that
trains or telephone sounds travel on.
TRUNK-ROAD (n) important road (Br).
TRUNKS ( n ) s h o r t , c l o s e p a n t s f o r
swimming or other sports.
TRUSS (n; v) board to hold a roof or
other thing up; cloth you put around
a body, to stop organs from projecting; put rope or cloth strongly around
a body.
TRUST (n; v) believing; money you must
use for another person or company;
group who say how to use money for a
company; agreement between companies, to stop companies that are not in
the agreement; believe a person.
TRUSTEE (n) person you give things to,
for that person to use them to help you;
one of a group of company leaders.
TRUSTFUL, TRUSTING (adj) believing
easily that others are true or good.
TRUSTWORTHY (adj) that you can believe.
TRUSTY (adj; n) good; that you can
believe; prisoner who leads other prisoners, or has another special job.
*TRUTH (n) being true; what is true.
TRUTHFUL (adj) saying what is true.
*TRY (v; n) use strength or thinking
toward doing a difficult action; use,
to see if it is good; touching a ball to
the ground after crossing a line in a
football game.
TRYING (adj) difficult.
TRY-OUT (n) using, to see if it is good.
TRYSAIL (n) small sail.
TRYST (n) meeting time and place.
TSAR (n) KING in the past in Russia.
TSARINA (n) wife of a KING in the past
in Russia.
TSETSE ( n ) f l y
from Africa, that
gives a sickness
that makes you
sleep too much.

TUB (n) open, round container with a
flat bottom; container you sit in to
wash your body; slow ship; short,
wide boat.
TUBA (n)
big
metal
horn with a
low sound.

T-SHIRT (n) shirt
you can wear under other shirts.

TUBBY (adj)
short and fat.
*TUBE (n) cylinder; DOUGHN U T - shaped
rubber cylinder
that you put inside a TYRE;
short cylinder
that is closed at one end, for holding
paste; part of a television that receives
sounds and pictures; cylinder-shaped
organ; long channel under the ground,
that trains travel in (Br); tin of beer;
WAVE that bends over and under.
TUBER (n) thick, round part of a root,
that new plants start from.
TUBERCLE (n) small, round, projecting part in the body, from a sickness.
TUBERCULIN (n) medicine made from
a small, round, projecting part in the
body, to stop the sickness that makes
the projections.
TUBERCULOSIS ( n ) s i c k n e s s w i t h
round, projecting sores in the lungs
and other parts of the body.
TUBING (n) length or number of tubes.
TUBULAR (adj) of, or like, tubes.
TUCK (n; v) CORRUGATION in cloth,
to make the cloth less loose in that
place; cakes and other sweet food
(Aus); make CORRUGATIONS in cloth;
push loose ends in or under.
TUCKER (n) food (Aus).
TUCKERED (adj) tired (Am).
TUCK-SHOP (n) shop in a school, that
sells food (Aus).
TUESDAY (n) a day of the week.
TUFT (n) group of grass, string, hair,
or feathers that is close together.
TUG (v; n) pull with much
force; small, strong boat
for pulling ships.
TUG-OF-WAR (n) competition with two groups
pull-ing in opposite directions.
TUITION (n) money to pay
a person or school to
teach you; teaching.

T-SQUARE (n) instrument with a Tshape, for making square ANGLES.

TULIP (n) plant with a
bell-shaped flower.
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TULLE (n) soft, thin cloth.
TUM (n) stomach.
TUMBLE (v; n) do difficult bends in
the air when jumping, as a sport; have
a time of bad happenings; fall.
TUMBLEDOWN (adj) old and broken.
TUMBLER ( n ) A C R O B A T ; d r i n k i n g
glass; piece in a lock, that the KEY
moves.
TUMBLEWEED (n) plant that moves in
the wind, like a big, light ball (Am, Aus).
TUMESCENT (adj) becoming more big
from a sore or sickness; proud.
TUMMY (n) stomach.
TUMOR (Am), TUMOUR (n) projection
growing in the body, from a sickness.
TUMULT (n) much noise or fighting;
much enthusiasm without understanding.
TUMULTUOUS (adj) with much movement, noise, and enthusiasm.
TUN (n) big BARREL for beer.
TUNA
(n) big
ocean
fish.

TUNDRA (n) piece of land with no trees
and very cold weather, in the far north.
TUNE (n; v) song; right musical sound;
fix sounds on a musical instrument;
make a motor work well; turn a part
on a radio, to make it receive sounds.
TUNER (n) person who fixes sounds
in PIANOS; radio part that chooses
what sounds you will receive.
TUNGSTEN (n) heavy, strong, grey
metal that people use to make WIRE.
TUNIC (n) loose dress with no sleeves,
that you wear over other clothes; short
coat that a policeman or soldier wears.
TUNING-FORK (n) metal instrument that
you hit, to hear the right sound for a
musical instrument.
TUNNEL (n; v) hole through a hill, often for trains to travel in; channel under the ground, that an animal digs;
dig a channel under the ground.
TUNNY (n) big ocean fish.
TURBAN (n) long
cloth in a COIL,
to make a hat;
hat shaped like
this (India).
TURBID (adj) not
clear; difficult to
understand; very dirty.
TURBINE (n) motor that turns around
by moving water or gas.
TURBO-JET (n) fast plane with a motor that pushes the plane, and
squeezes air together too.
TURBOT (n) big flat fish from Europe.
TURBULENCE (n) air movements in different directions.
TURBULENT (adj) moving without a
plan; angry; loud; disobeying rules.
TURD (n) solid piece of DUNG.
TUREEN (n) deep, covered dish.

TURF (n; v) short grass growing close
together; piece of grass, roots, and
dirt together; horse races; cover
ground with pieces of grass, roots and
dirt; throw out.
TURGID (adj) too big, from liquid or air
filling it; (of language) loud and proud.
TURKEY (n) big bird from North America, that people eat; country in Europe.
TURMERIC (n) spice from a yellow root.
TURMOIL (n) angry, sad, or worried
movements that make it difficult for
you to know what is happening.
*TURN (v; n) change directions; bend
around; change; say well; become bad
or sour; act of turning; bend; short
time for each person in a group to use
a thing; one LOOP of rope; surprise.
TURN-BUCKLE (n) joining piece for
WIRE.
TURNCOAT (n) person who changes
sides in a war or argument.
TURNER (n) worker who shapes timber
or metal pieces on a machine that turns
them around in circles very quickly.
TURNING (n) using a machine that
turns metal or timber pieces around
in circles very quickly.
TURNING-CIRCLE (n) most small circle
that a vehicle can turn around in.
TURNING-POINT (n) time or place when
a change happens.
TURNINGS (n) small pieces from timber
or metal that you were shaping on a
machine that turns the timber or metal
in circles very quickly.
TURNIP (n) plant
with a round root
that people and
animals eat.
TURNKEY (n)
policeman in a
prison.
TURN-OFF (n) place where a side road
leaves a more important road.
TURN-OUT (n) number of people at a
meeting; meeting.
TURNOVER (n) round piece of sweet
bread bending over fruit; money you
receive in a shop or company; number
of people coming to or leaving a job.
TURNPIKE (n) road you must pay to
use (Am).

TURPENTINE (n) oil that you mix with
paint to make it more like water; tree
that gives a liquid like this.
TURPITUDE (n) being very bad.
TURPS (n) oil that you mix with paint
to make it more like water; drinks with
alcohol in them (Aus).
TURQUOISE (n; adj) green-blue stone
or colour.
TURRET (n) tall round part of a building
or army vehicle, often with a gun in it;
piece that holds a drill in a machine.
TURTLE (n) ocean TORTOISE; wild PIGEON.
TURTLE-NECK (n) high part of a shirt,
that covers the neck (see SKIVVY).
TUSK (n) long projecting tooth of an
elephant, wild pig, or WALRUS.
TUSSLE (n; v) fight.
TUSSOCK (n) close group of grass.
TUT (interj) word to show you think a
thing is wrong.
TUTELAGE (n) leading; teaching.
TUTOR (n; v) teacher; teach.
TUTORIAL (adj; n) of a teacher; time
of teaching for a few students.
TUTTI-FRUTTI (adj) with tastes from
different fruits.
TUTU (n) short SKIRT for dancing, with
many CORRUGATIONS in much cloth.
TUX, TUXEDO (n) coat a man wears
when eating at expensive restaurants
or when going to very special meetings.
TWADDLE (n) foolish talking.
TWAIN (n; adj) two.
TWANG (n; v) sound made by pulling
a string of some musical instruments
or by a BOW shooting; quality of talking that is like this sound; make a
sound like this.
TWEAK (v; n) hold between two fingers and squeeze or turn; this action.
TWEED (n) rough cloth from the hair
of sheep.
TWEEDS (n) coat and pants made with
a rough cloth from the hair of sheep.
TWEET (n; v) sound of a very small
bird; give this sound.
TWEETER (n) instrument that uses electricity to make high sounds very loud.
TWEEZERS (n) tool with two parts that
meet, to lift very small things.

TWEEZERS

TURNSTILE

TURNSTILE (n) turning vertical piece
with four projections, to make people
go through a place one at a time.
TURNTABLE (n) turning, flat piece on
a RECORD-PLAYER; place for turning
a train around.
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TWELFTH (adj; n) coming after 11 others; one of 12 equal parts.
*TWELVE (adj; n) one more than 11.
TWELVEMONTH (n) year (Br).
*TWENTY (adj; n) 20.
TWERP (n) person who is not important.
TWICE (adv) two times; in two measures.
TWIDDLE (v) move around without a
plan.
TWIG (n; v) very small branch; see;
understand.
TWILIGHT (n) time of half light, when
the sun is going down or coming up.

TWILIT (adj) with a little light.
TWILL (n) cloth with CORRUGATIONS.
TWIN (n; adj; v) one of two children
born at one birth; each of two things
that are the same in some way; born
at the same birth; join close together.
TWINE (n) string.
TWIN-ENGINED (adj) with two motors.
TWINGE (n) little fast, sharp pain.
TWINKLE ( v ) g i v e o u t s h o r t m o v e ments of light; show happiness.
TWIRL (v; n) turn around quickly, and
in a smooth way; fast, smooth turn.
TWIRP (n) person who is not important.
TWIST (v; n) bend strings around each
other to make a more strong rope;
make to go around; change the shape
or way of a thing; dance in a bending
way; COIL; LOOP; sharp curve; way
of acting or thinking; thing you were
bending.
TWIT (n) foolish or stupid person.
TWITCH (v; n) pull softly and quickly;
soft, fast pulling.
TWITTER (v; n) give many fast, high
sounds; many fast, high sounds.
*TWO (adj; n) one more than one.
TWO-DIMENSIONAL (adj) flat, like a picture.
TWO-EDGED (adj) able to say two different things.
TWO-FACED (adj) (of a friend) false.
TWOFOLD (adj; adv) in two equal measures; two times.
TWO-HANDED (adj) that two people do
together.
TWOPENCE (n) small coin.
TWOPENNY (adj) not important.
TWO-PIECE (n) two pieces of clothes
that you wear together.
TWO-PLY (adj) with two flat parts together.
TWOSOME (adj; n) for two people; two
people; dance or game for two people.
TWO-STEP (n) a dance.
TWO-STROKE (adj) (of a motor) having
a full circle of strength from one down
movement and one up movement.
TWO-TOOTH (n) sheep between 15 and
24 months old.
TWO-TWO (adv) in groups of two (In).
TWO-UP ( n ) g a m e o f t h r o w i n g t w o
coins and saying which sides will be
up (Aus).
TWO-WAY (adj) moving both ways; (of a
radio) able to send and receive sounds.
TYCOON (n) very rich person.
*TYING (v) joining or making less loose,
with strings or ropes.
TYKE (n) child who does little bad things.
TYMPANUM (n) middle part of the ear.
TYPE (n; v) one of a group, that shows
how the group is special; way that a
group is special; letter shape for printing; group of letters with a special
shape; put in a special group; use a
TYPEWRITER.
TYPE-CAST (v) tell an actor to be a
person in a story, who is very much
like the actor in real life.
TYPEFACE (n) pattern or shape of letters you use for printing.

TYPESETTER (n) person who puts letter shapes together for printing.
TYPEWRITE (v) write with a TYPEWRITER.
TYPEWRITER (n) instrument that makes
letters on paper.
TYPEWRITER

TYPHOID (n) sickness in the intestines
from dirty food and water.
TYPHOON (n) dangerous strong wind
in the ocean around China.
TYPHUS (n) bad sickness from insects.
TYPICAL (adj) like others in a group;
like what a person or thing often is.
TYPIFY (v) be like others in a group.
TYPIST (n) person using
a TYPEWRITER.
TYPOGRAPHY (n) art
or way of printing.
TYRANNICAL (adj)
cruel and strong.
TYRANNISE (v) be
cruel in leading.
TYRANNY (n) cruel
leading.
TYRANT (n) cruel leadTYRE
er.
TYRE (n) rubber circle around a wheel.

U
U-BOAT (n) SUBMARINE from Germany.
UDDER (n) organ under a cow, with milk
in it.
UGH (interj) word to show hate or pain.
*UGLY (adj) not beautiful to see or hear;
bad; dangerous.
UKULELE (n) small GUITAR with four
strings.
ULCER (n) sore; bad action.
ULCERATE (v) make to have sores.
ULNA (n) bone in your arm, between
your wrist and elbow.
ULTERIOR (adj) that you cannot see.
ULTIMATE (adj) last; most important.
ULTIMATUM (n) rule for an agreement,
that you will fight about, if the other
person does not agree.
ULTRA-HIGH (adj) (of radio sounds)
very high.
ULTRAMARINE ( a d j ; n ) d e e p b l u e
colour.
ULTRASONIC (adj) (of a sound) too low
or too high for people to hear.
ULTRA-VIOLET ( a d j ) ( o f l i g h t ) o f a
colour that people cannot see.
UMBILICAL (adj) of the small hole on
your stomach from when you were born.
UMBRA (n) dark circle on the sun or
moon, from the moon or earth hiding
the sun.
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UMBRAGE (n) feeling that a person was
wanting to hurt you.
*UMBRELLA (n) bending instrument of
cloth and sticks, to stop the sun or rain
from touching you.
UMLAUT (n) punctuation mark to
show a change in
the sound of a
VOWEL.
UMPIRE (n; v) person who stops arguments or makes people obey rules, often in a sport; do the job of this person.
UMPTEEN (adj) many.
UNAFFECTED (adj) not changing from
an action on it.
UNALLOYED (adj) perfect.
UNANIMOUS (adj) with all agreeing.
UNASSUMING (adj) not proud or pushing.
UNATTACHED (adj) not married.
UNAWARES (adv) by surprise.
UNBALANCED (adj) a little crazy.
UNBECOMING (adj) not good or right.
UNBEKNOWNST (adj; adv) without you
or another person knowing.
UNBENDING (adj) holding strongly to
a rule.
UNBIDDEN (adj) that no person was
asking to come.
UNBOUNDED (adj) with no borders.
UNBRIDLED (adj) with no person stopping it.
UNBROKEN (adj) not broken; without
stopping.
UNBURDEN (v) say what you were feeling sad about.
UNBUTTON (v) open the joinings that
BUTTONS were holding together.
UNCALLED-FOR (adj) that no person
was wanting or asking for.
UNCANNY (adj) that you cannot understand, often giving fear.
UNCERTAIN (adj) changing easily.
UNCHARITABLE (adj) not loving.
UNCLE (n) brother of your parent; husband of the sister of your parent; male
adult, to a child (In, Aus, Br).
UNCOMMON (adj) not happening often.
UNCOMPROMISING (adj) not changing
when others disagree with you.
UNCONCERNED (adj) not worried.
UNCONDITIONAL (adj) not needing other
things before it will work or be true.
UNCONSCIOUS (adj) sleeping, from a
sickness or hitting; without knowing.
UNCONSTITUTIONAL (adj) not obeying
the most important rules of a country.
UNCOUPLE (v) open joints between
train cars.
UNCOUTH (adj) (of a person) rough and
boring.
*UNCOVERED (adj) not covered.
UNCTION (n) putting oil or spiritual
strength on a person; much enthusiasm.
UNDECIDED (adj) not choosing.
*UNDER (prep; adv) below; with a liquid covering it; less than; holding a
thing up; following (a person); into a
liquid; to a more low place.

UNDERACHIEVER (n) student who studies less than he or she should.
UNDER-AGE (adj) not old enough for.
UNDERARM (adj; adv; n) (of throwing)
with your arm moving under your
shoulder; concave part of your arm,
under your SHOULDER.
UNDERBID (v) give a price that is less
than another; say a price that is too
low.
UNDERCARRIAGE (n) bottom part of a
vehicle; wheels of a plane.
UNDERCLOTHES (n) clothes that you
wear under other clothes (see UNDERPANTS and T-SHIRT).
UNDERCOAT (n; v) special paint for the
first covering of a thing; paint a first
covering.
UNDERCOVER (adj) secret.
UNDERCURRENT (n) movement of water or emotions below where you can
see them.
UNDERCUT (v; n) cut below or under;
sell at a more low price; cut in a tree
to help it fall in the right direction.
UNDERDEVELOPED (adj) (of a country)
poor; not growing well.
UNDERDOG (n) person that most people think will not win a competition.
UNDERDONE (adj) not cooked enough.
UNDERESTIMATE (v) think a thing is
more low or weak than it is.
UNDERFELT (n) soft cloth under a rug.
UNDERFOOT (adv) under your feet.
UNDERGO (v) be made to feel a thing.
UNDERGRADUATE (n) student at a
school for adults, who is not finished
with the first plan for studying there.
UNDERGROUND (adv; adj; n) under the
ground; in hiding; secret; roads under ground, for trains; secret group
to change the leaders of a country.
UNDERGROWTH (n) plants growing under trees.
UNDERHAND (adj; adv) secret; with
your arm moving below your SHOULDER.
UNDERLAY (n) cloth you put under a
rug.
UNDERLINE (v) draw lines under words.
UNDERLING (n) follower.
UNDERLYING (adj) being under; secret.
UNDERMANNED (adj) without enough
people.
UNDERMINE (v) dig under; secretly hurt.
UNDERNEATH (prep; adv; n) below; to,
or at, the bottom; bottom.
UNDERPANTS (n)
small pants that you
wear under other
clothes.
UNDERPASS (n)
road under another
road.
UNDERPIN (v) hold up from below.
UNDERPRIVILEGED (adj) poor.
UNDERPROOF (adj) with less alcohol
in it than a special measure.
UNDERRATE (v) think a thing is not as
good, bad, big, or important as it is.

UNDERSCORE (v) show people that a
thing is important.
UNDERSELL (v) sell at a more low price.
UNDERSIGNED (n) person writing his
or her name under some important
words.
*UNDERSTAND (v) know what a person
is trying to say; be smart about a
thing; know the reason; agree with.
UNDERSTANDING (n; adj) smartness;
agreement; being kind; kind.
UNDERSTATE (v) tell a truth without
saying it strongly enough.
UNDERSTOOD (v) was understanding.
UNDERSTUDY (n) actor who learns a
part in a piece of entertainment, to do
it if another actor cannot do it.
UNDERTAKE (v) agree or try to do; do.
UNDERTAKER (n) person who plans the
burying or burning of dead people, for
a job.
UNDERTAKING (n) job; agreement.
UNDERTONE (n) soft sound or quality.
UNDERTRIAL (n) person who is in a
court because policemen believe he
or she was doing a wrong action (In).
UNDERWEAR (n) clothes that you wear
under other clothes (see UNDERPANTS and T-SHIRT).
UNDERWORLD (n) place where the devil
lives; all robbers.
UNDERWRITE (v) agree to pay money
to a person if a thing is destroyed.
UNDESIRABLE (adj; n) that you do not
like or want; person who you do not
like or want.
UNDIES (n) clothes that a woman wears
under other clothes.
UNDO (v) open a joining; destroy a
plan.
UNDRESS (v) take clothes off.
UNDUE (adj) more than it should be.
UNDULATE (v) move like WAVES.
UNDYING (adj) living for all time.
UNEARTH (v) dig up; find.
UNEARTHLY (adj) of spirits; ugly.
UNEASY (adj) a little worried.
UNEMPLOYED (adj) not working in a
job for money; not working.
UNEMPLOYEE (n) person who does not
have a job (In).
UNEQUAL (adj) not equal.
UNEXCEPTIONABLE (adj) that people
will not find wrong parts in.
UNEXCEPTIONAL (adj) not very good.
UNFAILING (adj) at all times.
UNFAIR (adj) not being equal to all.
UNFAITHFUL (adj) (of a married person)
mating with a person who is not your
husband or wife; not doing what you
were agreeing to do.
UNFEELING (adj) cruel; without feeling.
UNFIT (adj) not good for; not healthy.
UNFLAPPABLE ( a d j ) n o t b e c o m i n g
worried or angry in difficult times.
UNFOLD (v) open out; show; grow.
UNFORTUNATE (adj) having bad, sad,
or difficult things happening.
UNFOUNDED (adj) without good reasons.
UNFROCK (v) stop a PRIEST from being a PRIEST.
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UNFURL (v) open out a COIL of cloth.
UNGAINLY (adj) (of people, animals, or
their movements) not made well; without smooth movements.
UNGODLY (adj) bad; not obeying God.
UNGUARDED (adj) not thinking to stop
bad actions before they come.
UNHAND (v) take your hands off.
UNHEALTHY (adj) sick; making you
sick.
UNHEARD-OF (adj) that no other person was doing in the past.
UNHOLY (adj) bad; not of God.
UNI (n) school for adults (Aus).
UNICAMERAL ( a d j ) w i t h o n e g r o u p
making rules for a country.
UNICELLULAR (adj)
(of animals) with
a very s m a l l
body (see PROTOZOA).

UNICORN (n)
phoney horse
with a horn.

UNICYCLE (n)
bicycle with
one wheel.

UNIDENTIFIED
(adj) that you do
not know the name
of, or do not want
to say the name
of; that you do not
clearly know what
it is.
UNIFICATION (n) joining together.
UNIFORM (n; adj) special clothes for
each person in an army, school or
other group; the same in all parts.

UNIFORMS
UNIFORMITY (n) being all the same.
UNIFY (v) make to agree, or to be one.
UNILATERAL (adj) of, on, or for, one
side, but not others.
UNION (n) joining; joint; group for all
workers doing the same job.
UNIONIST (n) person in a group for all
workers doing the same job.
UNIQUE (adj) different from all others.
UNISEX (adj) with males and females
being the same.
UNISON (n) making the same sounds,
at the same time; agreement.

UNIT (n) thing you do not take apart;
the number one; one measure or step;
one thing, person, or group; house.
UNITARIAN (n) person who believes
God is one, and not three.
UNITE (v) join, mix, or work together;
make, or become, one; agree.
UNITY (n) joining or working together
as one.
UNIVERSAL ( a d j ) f o r a l l p e o p l e o r
things in the earth.
UNIVERSE (n) earth, space, and all that
God was making.
UNIVERSITY ( n ) s c h o o l f o r a d u l t s ,
where they can learn to be doctors,
teachers, or to do other difficult jobs.
UNKEMPT (adj) looking rough; messy.
UNLEASH (v) stop holding strength
back.
UNLESS (conj) if not.
UNLIKE (prep) different from.
UNLIKELY (adj) not easily happening.
UNLINED (adj) with no inside covering.
UNLOAD (v) take heavy things out of
or off of; take bullets out of a gun.
UNLUCKY (adj) having difficult or bad
actions happen to you.
UNMANNERLY (adj) with actions or
words that you should not use.
UNMENTIONABLE (adj) bad to talk
about.
UNMISTAKABLE, UNMISTAKEABLE
(adj) difficult not to see or know.
UNMITIGATED (adj) with no rule to stop
it.
UNMOVED (adj) not feeling an emotion.
UNNATURAL (adj) wrong; against rules
of how most things happen.
UNNECESSARY (adj) that you do not
need.
UNNERVE (v) take confidence from.
UNNUMBERED (adj) too many to count.
UNOBTRUSIVE (adj) not pushing.
UNOFFICIAL (adj) that leaders or rules
were not saying you must, or can, do.
UNPACK (v) open and take things out
of SUITCASES or other containers.
UNPARALLELED (adj) with no thing
equal to it.
UNPARLIAMENTARY (adj) disobeying
rules of a meeting for leaders of a country.
UNPICK (v) pull strings out, that were
joining pieces of cloth together.
UNPLACED (adj) not finishing in the
first three places in a competition.
UNPLEASANT (adj) not easy to like.
UNPOPULAR (adj) that many people
do not like.
UNPRECEDENTED (adj) that no others
were doing before.
UNPRINCIPLED ( a d j ) w i t h o u t r u l e s
about what is right to do; bad.
UNPRINTABLE (adj) too bad to put in
books or newspapers.
UNPROFESSIONAL ( a d j ) n o t g o o d
enough for a person to do in an important job.
UNPROPER (adj) bad or wrong (In).
UNQUALIFIED (adj) not good enough
for a job; without rules to stop it.
UNQUESTIONABLE (adj) that all people
will agree about.

UNQUOTE (v) word to show the end of
words that another person was saying.
UNRAVEL (v) separate strings of; make
more easy to understand.
UNREASONABLE (adj) without good
reason or thinking; too much.
UNREHEARSED (adj) without planning
or learning before doing it.
UNREMITTING (adj) without stopping.
UNRESERVEDLY (adv) without holding
back.
UNREST (n) spirit of anger, worry, or
fear.
UNSAVOURY (adj) bad to taste or see.
UNSCATHED (adj) with no cuts on it.
UNSCRUPULOUS (adj) without thinking about what is right.
UNSEASONABLE (adj) not good for, or
not often happening at, a special time.
UNSEAT (v) push a leader out of his or
her job.
UNSEEN (adj) that you were not seeing.
UNSELFISH (adj) not greedy; kind.
UNSETTLED (adj) that you were not
agreeing about, or finding an answer
to; changing easily.
UNSIGHTLY (adj) not beautiful.
UNSKILLED (adj) not having or needing special abilities.
UNSOLICITED (adj) without a person
asking for it.
UNSOPHISTICATED (adj) not beautiful,
smart, or with special abilities.
UNSPEAKABLE (adj) too bad to say.
UNTHINKABLE (adj) too bad to think.
UNTIL (prep; conj) up to the time of.
UNTIMELY (adj) at a bad or wrong time.
UNTO (prep) to; toward.
UNTOLD (adj) too many to count; that
people were not telling.
UNTOUCHABLE (n) person that people
believe they must not touch or eat with.
UNTOWARD (adj) bad.
UNTRUTH (n) thing that is not true.
UNUSUAL (adj) that you do not see or
do often; different.
UNUTTERABLE (adj) that words cannot say.
UNVEIL (v) take a cloth covering off a
thing.
UNWARRANTED (adj) that no leader
was saying you must or should do.
UNWELL (adj) sick; not healthy.
UNWIELDY (adj) too big or heavy to
move easily.
UNWIND (v) pull out a length of a COIL;
rest your body and your thinking.
UNWITTING (adj) not knowing.
UNWORTHY ( a d j ) n o t g o o d o r b a d
enough for.
UNZIP (v) open a ZIPPER.
*UP (prep; adv) to, or in, a more high
place, measure, or number; to, or in, a
vertical direction; in full measure; finished; growing; becoming more high,
good, important, or happy.
UPBEAT (n; adj) more short sound at
the end of a measure in music; happy.
UPBRAID (v) say angry words to a person for a bad action he or she was
doing.
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UPBRINGING (n) teaching of a child.
UP-COUNTRY (adv) toward the middle
of a country, away from the ocean.
UP-DATE (v) change a thing from the
past, to be good for now.
UP-END (v) turn the bottom to the top.
UPGRADATION (n) making better (In).
UP-GRADE (v) make better.
UPHEAVAL (n) fast changing, often
with force or fighting.
UPHILL (adj; adv) steep, and going up.
UPHOLD (v) hold up; help; agree with.
UPHOLSTER (v) cover a chair or other
piece of furniture with soft material.
UPHOLSTERY (n) soft cloth covering
for furniture, or for inside a vehicle.
UPKEEP (n) fixing; money to fix.
UPLIFTING, UPLIFTMENT (In) (n) helping.
UPON (prep) on; up on.
UPPER (adj; n) top; top of a shoe.
UPPER-CUT (n; v) hit, with the fist coming from below.
UPPERMOST (adj) most important or
high.
UPPITY (adj) proud; thinking others
are not good enough to be with you.
UPRIGHT (adj; adv; n) saying the truth;
in a vertical direction; vertical bar.
UPRISING (n) start of a fight against
leaders.
UPROAR (n) loud and angry happening.
UPROARIOUS (adj) (of laughing) loud.
UPROOT (v) pull a plant up from the
ground; move a thing from where it
was for a long time.
UPSET (v; n; adj) make to fall over; a
little angry; make the stomach a little
sick; surprise.
UPSHOT (n) last effect of a happening.
UPSIDE-DOWN (adj) with the top down.
UPSTAGE (adv; adj; v) toward the back
of a stage; stand where an actor must
turn away from people looking at him
or her, to talk to you; be better than.
UPSTAIRS (adv; adj) to, or of, rooms
above the bottom rooms of a house.
UPSTANDING (adj) good; true; standing.
UPSTART (n) person who is new at being important.
UPSTREAM (adv) against the direction
that water in a river is moving.
UPSTROKE (n) short line from a writing instrument moving up the paper.
UPSWEPT (adj) curving up.
UPTAKE (n) understanding.
UPTHRUST (n) up movement.
UPTIGHT (adj) angry; worried.
UPTURN (n) more buying and selling.
UPWARD (adj; adv) moving toward a
more high or important place.
UPWIND (adv) into, or against, the wind;
toward, or on the side of, the wind.
URAEMIA ( n ) s i c k n e s s f r o m a b a d
chemical in the blood.
URANIUM (n) heavy metal that gives off
a dangerous light from ATOMS in it.
URANUS (n) very big planet.
URBAN (adj) of, or in, a town.
URBANE (adj) kind and smooth with
words and actions.

URBANISE (v) change to be like a town;
bring more people into a town.
URBANITE (n) person who lives in a
town.
URCHIN (n)
foolish boy who
disobeys rules;
ocean animal
with many sharp
points on its body.
UREA (n) chemical in the liquid that
we push from our bodies.
URETER (n) body tube to a bag holding liquid that will leave the body.
URETHRA (n) tube from a bag in the
body for liquids that leave the body.
URGE (v; n) encourage; strong wanting.
URGENCY (n) being important to do
now.
URGENT (adj) important to do now.
URIC (adj) of the liquid we push out of
our bodies into a TOILET.
URINAL (n) container like a TOILET for
men to stand in front of.
URINARY (adj) of the liquid we push
out of our bodies into a TOILET.
URINATE (v) push liquid out of your
body, from a hole between your legs.
URINE (n) liquid we push out of our
bodies, from a hole between our legs.
URN (n) container for powder from a
dead body that you were burning; big
container with a TAP, for hot water.
UROGENITAL (adj) of body parts for
mating, and for pushing liquids out.
UROLOGY (n) study of body parts that
take old liquids from the body.
*US (pro) we, when receiving an action.
USAGE (n) way of using; using.
*USE (v; n) do an action with a thing,
for a reason, or as a tool or material;
wear (In); using; reason for using a
thing.
USED (adj) not new.
USEFUL (adj) good to use; giving good
effects.
USELESS (adj) not helping in any way.
USHER (n; v) man who leads people to
chairs in a meeting; lead this way.
USHERETTE ( n ) f e m a l e w h o l e a d s
people to chairs in a meeting.
USUAL ( a d j ) h a p p e n i n g o f t e n ; t h a t
most people do.
USURP (v) take strength from a leader,
for yourself, when you should not.
USURY (n) giving money to people, but
making them give more money in return.
UTE (n) small truck (Aus).

UTENSIL (n) tool or container.
UTERINE (adj) of the body part where
babies start and grow.

UTERUS (n) organ that babies grown
in.
UTILISE (v) use.
UTILITARIAN (adj; n) that was made to
be good to use, not to look beautiful;
person who wants the most good for
the most people.
UTILITY (n) working well; company
that sells gas, water, or electricity to
all people in a town; UTE.
UTMOST ( a d j ; n ) m o s t f a r , b i g , o r
different; place that is most far; very
strong trying.
UTOPIA (n) country where all leading
is perfect.
UTTER ( a d j ; v ) f u l l ; a l l ; s a y ; m a k e
money.
UTTERANCE (n) words you were saying.
UTTERMOST (adj; n) most far, big, or
different; place that is most far; very
strong trying.
UVULA (n) soft, hanging projection at
the back of the mouth.

V
VACANCY (n) being empty; job or part
of a building with no person to fill it.
VACANT (adj) empty; without thinking.
VACATE (v) leave from living in.
VACATION (n) days of rest from work,
often going to interesting places (Am).
VACCINATE (v) put a small measure of
a sickness in the body, to make it able
to fight the sickness in the future.
VACCINE (n) small measure of a sickness that you give a person for a medicine, to make the body strong to fight
the sickness in the future.
VACILLATE (v) change many times between different choosings.
VACUITY (n) being empty; being stupid.
VACUOUS (adj)
empty; stupid.

VACUUM (n; v)
space with no
air or other
thing in it;
cleaning
machine
that pulls
dirt into
it;
use
this machine.

VACUUM-CLEAN (v) clean with a VACUUM.
VAGABOND (adj; n) travelling; person
who travels, often without a job.
VAGINA (n) mating organ of a female.
VAGRANCY (n) not having a house or
job.
VAGRANT (n) person with no house
or job.
VAGUE (adj) not clear.
VAIN (adj) of no effect; proud.
VAINGLORY (n) being very proud.
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VALANCE (n) short CURTAIN around a
bed or over a
window.

VALE
(n) low place
between hills.
VALEDICTION (n) words you use when
you leave a person or place.
VALEDICTORIAN (n) best student, who
talks at a special meeting for students
who were finishing their studying.
VALENCE (n) joining strength of ATOMS.
VALENCIA (n) special ALMOND, orange, or dry grape.
VALENCY (n) joining strength of ATOMS.
VALENTINE (n) person you love on a
special day for love; letter of love, that
you give to a person on this day.
VALET (n) man who helps a rich man
with many small jobs.
VALIANT (adj) confident to do difficult or dangerous actions.
VALID (adj) with good reason; true.
VALIDATE (v) make real, good, or true.
VALIDITY (n) being real, good, or true.
VALISE (n) SUITCASE.
VALLEY (n) low place between hills.
VALOR, VALOUR (n) confidence, often in fighting.
VALUABLE (adj; n) expensive or very
important; expensive or important
thing.
VALUATION (n) price.
VALUE (n; v) measure of how good or
important a thing is; like; put a price
on.
VALUER (n) person who says what are
the right prices for things, for a job.
VALUER-GENERAL (n) leader in Australia, who says what are the right
prices for land that each person owns.
VALUES (n) what you think is important in life.
VALVE (n) part that changes the direction a liquid or gas moves in in a channel; each half of a shell that opens
like a book; tube with no air in it (often for a television or radio) for electricity to go through.
VAMOOSE (v) leave quickly (Am).
VAMP (n) beautiful woman who tries
to make men want to mate with her;
front top part of a shoe; old or broken
thing that you fix to look new.
VAMPIRE (n) spirit living in a dead
body, that drinks blood from other people; BAT that
drinks blood.

VAN (n)
covered
vehicle
for carrying things; train car (Br).

VANADIUM (n) hard grey metal you mix
with another metal to make it more
strong.
VANDAL ( n ) p e r s o n w h o d e s t r o y s
good or beautiful things.
VANDALISM (n) destroying beautiful
or good things.
VANE (n) instrument for showing what
direction wind is moving in; blade of
a WINDMILL; PROPELLER.
VANGUARD (n) front part of a group of
moving soldiers or ships; first, or most
strong, leaders of people who want to
change things.
VANILLA (n; adj) liquid from a flower,
with a good taste; having this taste.
VANISH (v) go away quickly, without
you seeing how or where it was going.
VANITY (n) being proud.
VANITY-BAG, VANITY-CASE (n) small
container of MAKE-UP and other things
to make you look more beautiful.
VANQUISH (v) force out of a place or
competition.
VANTAGE-POINT (n) place that you can
see well from.
VAPID (adj) boring; without enthusiasm.
VAPOR (n) cloud; smoke.
VAPORISE (v) change to become a gas.
VAPORISER (n) instrument for changing a liquid to a gas.
VAPOUR (n) cloud; smoke.
VARIABLE (adj; n) changing; changing number, measure, quality, or truth.
VARIANCE (n) disagreement.
VARIANT (adj; n) being different; thing
that is different.
VARIATION (n) thing that is different
from how it is most often; change.
VARICOSE (adj) (of blood tubes in the
body) more wide in parts than they
should be.
VARIEGATED (adj) with marks of different colours.
VARIETY (n) having different things to
choose from; small group of plants, animals, or other things that are not like
others in a big group they are part of.
VARIOUS (adj) with some differences.
VARNISH (n; v) clear, smooth paint;
cover with this paint; cover bad actions, to make them look good.
VARSITY (adj) of a school for adults
(Br).
VARY (v) change; have differences.
VASCULAR (adj) of tubes for blood.
VASE (n) tall container for flowers.
VASECTOMY (n) cutting tubes near
the testicles, to stop a man from making babies when he mates.
VASELINE (n) white oil paste.
VASSAL (n) person living on the land
of a rich person, who must pay to use
the land; humble follower.
VAST (adj) very big.
VAT (n) big container for liquids.
VATICAN (n) house and job of the most
important leader in a very big church,
in Italy.
VAUDEVILLE (n) entertainment with
many different pieces of entertainment.

VAULT ( n ; v ) r o o f o r r o o m w i t h
ARCHES; room under ground; big
strong room for money; jump over a
thing when touching it with your
hands, or when holding a long stick
(see POLE-VAULTING).
VAUNT (v) say how good you are.
VEAL (n) meat from a young cow.
VEALER (n) young cow that people use
for meat.
VECTOR (n) measure that has a direction.
VEER (v) change direction when moving.
VEG (n; adj) vegetable; (of a MEAL)
without meat (In).
VEGAN (n) person who will not eat
meat, eggs, milk, or any thing that
comes from animals.
VEGEMITE (n) dark food paste (Aus).
*VEGETABLE (n; adj) part of a plant
that we use for food; person who cannot move, often because of an accident; of, or about, plants.
VEGETARIAN (n; adj) person who eats
no meat; made from vegetables.
VEGETATE (v) have a boring life.
VEGIE (n) vegetable (Aus).
VEHEMENT (adj) with much force; angry.
*VEHICLE (n) machine to travel in; liquid you mix a medicine in.
VEHICULAR (adj) of, or about, vehicles.
VEIL (n; v) thin, clear cloth to cover
your head and part of your face; CURTAIN; cover or hide.
VEIN (n) body tube for blood going to
the heart; line like this in a leaf or the
wing of an insect; line of stones or
metal in the ground.
VELLUM (n) paper made from the skin
of a young cow.
VELOCIPEDE (n) bicycle or TRICYCLE.
VELOCITY ( n ) h o w q u i c k l y a t h i n g
moves.
VELOUR, (n) thick, soft cloth.
VELVET (n) thick, soft cloth; soft skin
on the horns of a deer.
VELVETEEN ( n ) t h i c k , s o f t c o t t o n
cloth.
VEND (v) try to sell things.
VENDETTA (n) long time of hate between people or families.
VENDOR (n) person who sells things.
VENEER (n) beautiful thin covering for
timber or another thing.
VENERABLE (adj) that you should love
because it is old, important, or good.
VENERATE (v) give love and be humble to; think of as being important.
VENEREAL (adj) (of a sickness) that
you can receive from mating.
VENETIAN ( n ) w i n d o w c o v e r i n g o f
many thin horizontal pieces.
VENGEANCE (n) hurting a person who
was hurting you; enthusiasm.
VENIAL (adj) not very wrong.
VENISON (n) meat from a deer.
VENOM ( n ) d a n g e r o u s l i q u i d f r o m
snakes and some other animals; hate.
VENOUS (adj) of body tubes for blood
going to the heart.
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VENT (n; v) small hole for air or another gas to move in or out; place
where DUNG leaves the body; opening; give out a feeling that you were
holding in.
VENTILATE (v) move air in, or bring
new air to, a room or other place.
VENTILATOR (n) machine or hole for
moving air in a place.
VENTRAL (adj) near the stomach, and
away from the back.
VENTRICLE (n) place in the heart that
holds blood; open place in an organ.
VENTRILOQUISM (n) act or art of talking without moving your lips.
VENTURE (n; v) dangerous action; do
a difficult or dangerous thing.
VENTURESOME (adj) often doing dangerous actions; dangerous.
VENUE (n) meeting place.
VENUS (n) female god of love; planet
that is second from the sun.
VERACITY (n) being true.
VERANDA, VERANDAH (n) room without some walls, on the outside of a
house.
VERANDAH

VERB (n) word that shows an action.
VERBAL (adj) of words; of action words.
VERBALISE (v) put into words; say.
VERBATIM (adv; adj) with each word
the same as what a person was saying.
VERBOSE (adj) with too many words.
VERDANT (adj) very green, like plants.
VERDICT (n) what a court or person
believes is true, after listening.
VERDURE ( n ) g r e e n p l a n t s ; g r e e n
colour.
VERGE (n; v) border of a road or other
thing; move close to.
VERGER (n) person who cleans a church.
VERIFY (v) show a thing is true.
VERILY (adv) in truth.
VERITABLE (adj) real.
VERITY (n) truth; true talking.
VERMICELLI ( n ) v e r y t h i n P A S T A
strings.
VERMILION (n; adj) strong red colour.
VERMIN (n) animals that destroy things
that people use.
VERMOUTH (n) white, sour wine.
VERNACULAR (n; adj) language you
were first learning; of this language.
VERNAL (adj) of the time of year that
is after the most cold time, and before
the most warm time.
VERONICA (n) plant that some people
use as a spice.
VERSATILE (adj) changing easily from
one job or talking to another.
VERSE (n) lines of words with a musical sound that often rhyme; small
piece of writing from the BIBLE.
VERSED (adj) with much ability.

VERSION (n) one of a few or many ways
of saying or doing a thing.
VERSUS (prep) against.

VICARIOUS (adj) that one person does
or feels for another person.

VERTEBRA
(n) each of
the joining
bones in a
line down the
middle of the
back.

VICE (n) bad action,
often about mating;
tool with two
parts that
squeeze
things to hold
them; second
important leader.

VERTEBRATE (n) animal with a back
bone.
VERTEX (n) most high point; point of
an ANGLE.
*VERTICAL (adj) straight up and down.
VERTIGO (n) feeling of falling.
*VERY (adv) in a strong way or measure.
VESICLE (n) small bag of skin with liquid in it.
VESPERS (n) night praying in a church.
VESSEL (n) bowl or other container
for liquid; ship; tube for blood.
VEST (n; v) coat, shirt, or jumper without sleeves; give strength, ability, or
a job to a person.
VESTAL (adj) (of a girl or woman) being for a god, and not for mating.
VESTIBULE (n) small room at the front
door of a house or other building.
VESTIGE (n) small thing that shows
another thing was in that place.
VESTMENT ( n ) a n y o f t h e s p e c i a l
clothes a PRIEST wears in a meeting.
VESTRY (n) room where a PRIEST puts
on special clothes; planning meeting
of people who pay money to a church.
VET (n; v) doctor for animals; look at
to find any wrong or sick parts.
VET, VETERAN (n) soldier who was in
an army in the past; old person.
VETERINARIAN (n) doctor for animals.
VETO (v; n) (of a leader) stop a rule
that leaders under you were making;
stopping a rule in this way.
VEX (v) make angry by small actions.
VEXATION (n) being angry about small
things; thing that makes you angry.
VEXATIOUS (adj) wanting to make anger.
VIA (prep) by this way; going through.
VIABLE (adj) able to live; that you can
do.
VIADUCT (n) road like a BRIDGE, over
a low place.
VIAL (n) small, cylinder-shaped container for liquid medicines; TESTTUBE.
VIBES (n) good or bad feeling that you
receive from a person, place or thing.
VIBRANT (adj) giving a strong emotion.
VIBRATE (v) make many fast movements to and from; give a shaking feeling.
VIBRATION (n) fast shaking; feeling.
VIBRATO (n) shaking effect of music.
VIBRATOR (n) machine that makes
many fast, shaking movements.
VICAR (n) leader in a church.
VICARAGE ( n ) h o u s e f o r a c h u r c h
leader.

VICE-CHANCELLOR (n) leader at a
school for adults.
VICEREGAL (adj) of a person acting
for a KING in a different country.
VICEROY (n) person who acts for a
KING in a different country.
VICINITY (n) places near or around.
VICIOUS (adj) cruel; very bad.
VICISSITUDE (n) change in happenings.
VICTIM (n) person receiving pain from
another person or action.
VICTIMISE (v) hurt a person, with hate.
VICTOR (n) person who wins.
VICTORIOUS (adj) winning.
VICTORY (n) winning.
VICTUALS (n) food and drinks.
VICUNA ( n ) a n i m a l f r o m S o u t h
America, that is like a LLAMA.
VIDEO (adj; n) of television or the making and keeping of moving pictures;
television; tape of a moving picture.
VIDEO-CASSETTE (n) CARTRIDGE with
a tape of a moving picture in it.
VIDEOTAPE (n; v) tape of a moving picture; make a tape like this.
VIE (v) compete with.
VIEW (n; v) what you can see; thinking
that you have about one thing; look at.
VIEWER (n) thing you look through.
VIEWFINDER (n) part that shows what
a camera will take a picture of.
VIEWPOINT (n) place you stand and
look at land from; way of thinking.
VIGIL (n) not sleeping on the night before a special happening.
VIGILANCE (n) looking well for dangers or wrong actions.
VIGILANT (adj) looking well for dangers or wrong actions.
VIGILANTE (n) person in a group of
people working like policemen (Am).
VIGOR, VIGOUR (n) being healthy and
strong.
VIKING (n) man from Scandinavia in
the past who was carrying things on
ships, or who was robbing things from
other ships.
VILE (adj) very bad.
VILIFY (v) say bad words about.
VILLA (n) house in Italy or France, that
is not near the shops in a town; house
outside a town, with a FARM around it.
VILLAGE (n) small town.
VILLAGER (n) person who lives in a
small town.
VILLAIN (n) bad person, often in a story.
VIM (n) being healthy and strong.
VINAIGRETTE (n) mixing of oil and a
sour liquid, that you put on vegetables
that you do not cook.
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VINDICATE (v) (of a thing or person
people were thinking was bad or
wrong) show to be true or right.
VINDICTIVE (adj) hating people who
hurt you.
VINE (n) plant that
grapes grow on; plant
with branches like
ropes.
VINEGAR (n) sour liquid made from wine.
VINEYARD (n) FARM
for grape VINES.
VINTAGE (n) time of
taking g r a p e s off
VINES; wine from a
special place or time;
how old a thing is.
VINYL (n) plastic cloth.
VIOLA (n) big VIOLIN or small CELLO.
VIOLATE (v) disobey a rule; force a person to mate with you.
VIOLENCE (n) fighting to hurt; much
force.
VIOLENT (adj) fighting and hurting;
using much force, often to hurt.
VIOLET (adj; n) blue-purple; plant with
blue flowers.
VIOLIN (n) instrument with four strings
that you pull a BOW over.

VIOLINIST (n) person who plays a VIOLIN.
VIPER (n) dangerous snake; person
who hates and hurts.
VIRAL (adj) of very small GERMS.
VIRGIN (n; adj) person who was not
mating at any time in the past; that no
person was using; new.
VIRGINITY (n) being new; quality of
not mating at any time in the past.
VIRGO (n) group of stars that make a
shape like a young woman.
VIRILE (adj) of, or like, a man; able to
make babies; strong and healthy.
VIRTUE (n) thinking and doing what
is right; good quality.
VIRTUOSO (n) person who has very
much ability at making good art or
music.
VIRTUOUS (adj) doing what is right;
good.
VIRULENT (adj) hating, hurting, or destroying; very bad.
VIRUS (n) very small GERM; bad action.
VISA (n) writing that says you can go
to a country for a time.

VISAGE (n) face; what a thing looks
like.
VIS-A-VIS (prep; adv) over against;
face to face with.
VISCERA (n) organs that are inside the
body.
VISCID (adj) sticky; like paste.
VISCOSE (n) sticky paste for making
plastic cloth.
VISCOSITY (n) quality of sticking like
paste.
VISCOUNT (n) important man in Europe; special name for the son of an
important man.
VISCOUS (adj) sticky; like paste.
VISIBLE (adj) that you can see.
VISIBILITY (n) how how well you can
see in the weather you have; ability to
see; how far you can see.
VISION (n) ability to see; thing you see
in your thinking; plan.
VISIONARY (adj; n) seeing things in
the brain; thinking of interesting
things without good plans; person
who does this.
VISIT (v; n) go to see a person or place,
often to stay there for a time; this action.
VISITATION (n) time when God or a
church leader punishes or gives
awards, for bad or good actions.
VISITOR (n) person who comes to see
a person or place, often to stay there
for a time.
VISOR (n) projection
on a hat or car window, to protect your
eyes from light; covering to hide the face.
VISTA (n) what
you can see
from a place.
VISUAL (adj)
of seeing.
VISUALISE
(v) think, to
make pictures
of it in the brain.
VITAL (adj) important for living.
VITALITY (n) strength and enthusiasm.
VITAMIN (n) chemical in food, that is
important to be healthy.
VITREOUS (adj) of glass.
VITRIOL (n) hating words.
VIVACIOUS (adj) full of enthusiasm;
with much movement or life.
VIVID ( a d j ) w i t h s t r o n g c o l o u r s o r
light; clear; with much movement.
VIVIPAROUS (adj) giving birth to living babies, not eggs.
VIVISECTION (n) cutting living animals
to learn how organs work.
VIXEN (n) female fox; hating woman.
VOCABULARY (n) word list; the number of words in a language that a person uses or knows.
VOCAL (adj) of, or with, talking or singing sounds; talking much.
VOCALIST (n) person who sings.
VOCATION (n) job; job God was telling you to do.

VOCATIONAL (adj) of, or for, a job.
VOCIFERATE (v) shout.
VOCIFEROUS (adj) shouting much.
VODKA (n) drink from Russia with much
alcohol in it, that is made from a grain.
VOGUE ( n ) w h a t m o s t p e o p l e l i k e ,
wear, use, or do now or at another
special time.
VOICE (n; v) sound of talking or singing; say what you think.
VOICE-OVER (n) talking in a moving
picture, from a person you cannot see.
VOICE-PRINT (n) special measure of
your talking, made by a machine.
VOID (adj; n; v) empty; empty place;
push DUNG out of the intestines.
VOILE (n) thin, almost clear cloth.
VOLATILE (adj) easily becoming a gas;
happy; changing easily.
VOL-AU-VENT (n) round bread shape
with food inside it.
VOLCANIC (adj) of, or like, a VOLCANO.
VOLCANO (n)
mountain or
hill with an
opening that
gas and hot
liquid stones
are, or were,
through.

VOLITION (n) ability to choose.
VOLLEY (n; v) shooting many guns or
other things at the same time; returning or hitting a ball before it touches
the ground; hit a ball between two
people or groups.

VOLLEY-BALL
(n) game for
two groups of
six
people,
who hit a ball
over a NET
with
their
hands.

VOLT (n) measure of electricity.
VOLTAGE (n) how much electricity a
thing has.
VOLTMETER (n) instrument that measures the strength of electricity.
VOLUBLE (adj) with angry talking, or
with much talking that does not stop.
VOLUME (n) book; measure of space in
a thing; how loud music or talking is.
VOLUMINOUS (adj) big or wide; much.
VOLUNTARILY (adv) because you want
to, without others forcing you.
VOLUNTARY (adj) because you want
to, without others forcing you.
VOLUNTEER (n; v) person choosing to
do a job without another person forcing or paying him or her; give; say you
will do a thing without a person forcing you.
VOLUPTUOUS (adj) of, or made for,
making the body feel good.
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VOMIT (v; n) push food from the stomach, out through the mouth; food that
was coming out this way.
VOMITUS (n) food from the stomach
that comes out through the mouth.
VOODOO (n) teaching from ISLANDS
near Cuba, that uses strength from
bad spirits, often to hurt people.
VORACIOUS (adj) greedy in eating.
VORTEX (n) fast COIL movement of
liquid or wind, pulling other things
toward the middle of it.
VOTARY (n) person saying he or she
will give time to obey a god or a group.
VOTE ( n ; v ) c h o o s i n g ; a b i l i t y t o
choose; choose.
VOTER (n) person who says what he
or she chooses in a group or country.
VOTIVE (adj) that you give, or make
special, by a special saying.
VOUCH (v) agree that a saying is true.
VOUCHER (n) paper showing that you
can receive a thing from a shop.
VOUCHSAFE (v) agree to give or do.
VOW (n; v) strong saying that you will
do an action; say strongly that you
will do an action.
VOWEL ( n ) s o u n d m a d e f r o m t h e
throat, without mouth movements;
letter that shows this sound.

A E I O U
VOWELS
VOYAGE (n; v) travel to a far place, often by boat or plane.
VOYEUR (n) person receiving mating
feelings by looking at other people.
V-SIGN (n) V-shape, made with two fingers, to show you were winning, or to
show you do not like a person.
VULCAN (n) a god of fire and working
with metal.
VULCANISE (v) add a chemical to rubber when it is hot, to make it more
strong.
VULCANITE (n) strong, hard, black rubber.
VULCANOLOGY (n) study of VOLCANOES.
VULGAR (adj) bad; that smart people
think is bad; that too many people use.
VULGATE (n) very old BIBLE.
VULNERABLE (adj) weak, and easy to
hurt.
VULTURE (n) big bird that eats dead
animals; person who uses other
people in a bad way.

VULTURE

VULVA (n) opening of the female organ for mating.
VYING (v) competing with.

W
WACKO (interj) word to show happiness.
WACKY (adj) crazy.
WAD (n; v) group of papers; money;
piece of soft cloth or other material,
often for filling a hole; squeeze paper
or other material into a round shape.
WADDING (n) soft material you put in
or around things to make them soft.
WADDLE (v) walk with short steps and
side movements, like a duck.
WADE (v) walk through water.
WADER (n) water bird with long legs.
WADERS (n) rubber shoes that cover the
legs and feet, to wear when fishing.
WAFER (n) very thin, light, hard BISCUIT; very thin, light, hard piece of
potato with salt (In).
WAFFLE (n; v) small cake you make
with a WAFFLE-IRON; talk with many
boring words.
WAFFLE-IRON ( n ) i n s t r u m e n t w i t h
metal pieces that cook a cake between
them.

WAFT (v) go through air or over water
in smooth movements.
WAG (v; n) shake from side to side; be
away from school when you should
be at school; foolish person.
WAGE (n; v) money you receive for a
job; keep fighting in a war.
WAGE-EARNER (n) person who receives money for a job.
WAGER (n; v) agreement with a person that you will give money if you
are wrong, and you will receive money
if you are right; make an agreement
like this.
WAGE-SLAVE (n) person who works
to receive money.
WAGGLE (v) move from side to side.
WAGGON, WAGON (n) vehicle with four
wheels, for carrying heavy things.
WAGTAIL (n)
small
bird
with a long
tail that is almost always
moving.
WAHINE (n)
woman who
rides a SURFBOARD (South Pacific ISLANDS).
WAIF (n) child with no house to live in
and not enough to eat.
WAIL (n; v) long, sad cry of pain; give
a long, sad sound.
WAINSCOT (n) timber covering the bottom part of the walls in a room.

WAIST (n) part of the body between
the ribs and buttocks; middle part of
a ship or other thing.
WAISTCOAT (n) coat without sleeves,
that you wear over a shirt and under a
coat with sleeves.
WAIST-DEEP, WAIST-HIGH (adj) up to
the middle of the body.
WAISTLINE (n) measurement around
the middle of the body.
*WAIT (v; n) not change or leave up to
the time of a happening; help; time of
staying, or not doing before an action.
WAITER (n) man who takes food or
drinks to people sitting at tables in a
restaurant.
WAITING-LIST (n) list of people who
are waiting to see a doctor, use a
thing, or do another action.
WAITING-ROOM (n) room people sit in
when they are waiting to talk to a doctor or other person.
WAITRESS (n) woman who takes food
or drinks to people sitting at tables in
a restaurant.
WAIVE (v) choose to not use a rule that
can help you.
WAIVER (n) saying that you will not
use a rule that you can use.
WAKE (n; v) line of movement behind
a ship or other thing; sad time of being with a dead body before burying
it; stop sleeping; make a person stop
sleeping.
WAKEFUL (adj) not sleeping.
WAKEN (v) make a person stop sleeping; stop sleeping.
*WALK (v; n) move with one foot always touching the ground; time, distance, or way of walking.
WALKABOUT (n) time of going away
from a place (Aus).
WALKATHON ( n ) w a l k i n g b y m a n y
people, to encourage people to give
money to a group that needs it.
WALKIE-TALKIE (n) telephone that you
can carry with you.
WALKING-STICK (n) stick you carry
when walking, often to help you walk.
WALK-OUT (n; adj) angry walking out
of a place; with the person buying a
building buying all the things in it.
WALK-OVER (n) easy winning.
WALKWAY (n) narrow way for walking.
*WALL (n; v) side of a room or other
thing; fence; make a wall for, or over.
WALLA, WALLAH (n) worker (In).
WALLABY (n) small KANGAROO (Aus).
WALLAROO (n) big brown-black KANGAROO that lives in places with many
stones (Aus).
WALLET (n) small, flat container for
money and other important papers.
WALLFLOWER (n) woman who does
not have a male friend to dance with.
WALLOP (v; n) hit with much force;
strong hit, often with a FIST.
WALLOPING (adj) big; tall and strong.
WALLPAPER (n) paper for covering
walls.
WALLOW (v) choose to move or stay
in a wet, dirty, or sad place.
WALLY (n) stupid or foolish person.
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WALNUT (n) nut with
a rough, round shell in
two parts; timber from
a WALNUT TREE.
WALRUS (n) ocean mammal like a SEAL, with
horns projecting
from its mouth.

WALTZ (n; v) slow, smooth dance for
two people together; dance this
dance; walk with smooth light steps.
WAMPUM ( n ) s t r i n g s o f s h e l l s f o r
money (N Am).
WAN (adj) without much colour; sick.
WAND (n) thin stick that a MAGICIAN,
FAIRY, or other person carries.
WANDER (v) go to many places without a plan; go away from the right way.
WANDERINGS (n) walking or talking
that is not following a plan.
WANDERLUST (n) strong wanting to
travel.
WANE (v; n) become less; becoming less.
WANGLE (v) make to happen by smart
planning.
WANKEL (n) motor with a big part that
moves in circles, and not up and down.
WANKER (n) person who does actions
that are not important.
*WANT (v; n) feel that you like or need
a thing; being poor; wanting.
WANTED (adj) that policemen are looking for.
WANTING (adj) not having enough.
WANTON (adj) wild; mating too much;
changing often and easily.
*WAR (n; v) fighting between armies;
angry actions and feelings between
people; actions to stop a sickness or
other bad thing; fight against.
WARATAH (n) bush with groups of red
or pink
flowers;
flower
from
this
bush
(Aus).

WARBLE (v; n) sing with a soft, shaking sound; this sound.
WARBLER (n) small bird that sings with
a soft, shaking sound.
WAR-CRY (n) words that soldiers shout
when fighting.
WARD (n; v) adult who acts like a parent for a young person; child who
must obey an adult who is not his or
her parent; student (In); separate
room or group of rooms in a hospital;
fight to keep off or away.

WARD-BOY, WARD-GIRL (n) young person who cleans rooms for a job (In).
WARDEN (n) leader of some schools
(Br).
WARDER (n) policeman in a prison (Br).
WARDROBE
(n)
room or big cabinet
that people keep
clothes in; all your
clothes.
WARD-ROOM ( n )
room where leaders
on a war ship sleep.
WARES ( n ) t h i n g s
made to sell.
WAREHOUSE (n) building you keep
things in before you need them to sell.
WARFARE (n) wars; fighting in a war.
WARHEAD ( n ) e x p l o d i n g e n d o f a
weapon like a very big bullet.
WARLIKE (adj) often fighting.
WARLOCK (n) man who does difficult
actions with help from the devil or
other spirits.
*WARM ( a d j ; v ) w i t h a l i t t l e h e a t ;
friendly or enthusiastic; (of clothes)
that will keep people warm; close to
what you were trying to find; (of
colours) with red or yellow in it; make
or become warm.
WARM-BLOODED (n) (of animals) with
the body staying at the same measure
of heat; showing much love or emotion.
WARMONGER (n) person who wants
wars.
WARMTH (n) being warm.
WARM-UP (n) exercise that makes you
able to do a more difficult movement.
WARN (v) tell people of a dangerous
or bad action coming in the future.
WARNING (n) words or action to tell of
a bad thing coming in the future.
WARP (n; v) strings that are not loose,
for bending other strings over and under to make cloth; curve in a board,
from one part becoming more small;
bend in this way; change the thinking
of a person, by saying things that are
not true.
WARRANT (n; v) strength from being
right; writing that says a policeman
can take you to prison or look in a
place to find things; give strength, or
a reason, for doing an action; say you
will give money to a person if a thing
he or she was buying is not good
enough.
WARRANTY (n) agreement by a person
selling a thing, that he or she will fix it
if it breaks.
WARREN (n) holes under the ground,
where many rabbits live and mate.
WARRIOR (n) old or important soldier.
WARSHIP (n) ship with weapons for war.
WART (n) small, round, dry projection
on skin, often with a dark colour.
WART-HOG (n) wild pig from South
America, with projections on the skin
of its face.

WARY (adj) often looking to know if
bad things will happen; afraid.
*WAS (v) is, in the past.
*WASH (v; n) clean with water; (of water) move by, against, or over; washing; clothes that you wash; water movement from a ship going through it.
WASH-BASIN (n) SINK; bowl you wash
your hands in.
WASHBOARD (n) piece of material with
CORRUGATIONS that you rub clothes
on, to wash them.
WASHER ( n ) m a c h i n e t h a t w a s h e s
clothes or dishes; piece of cloth for
washing your face; circle of metal or
rubber that goes around a BOLT.
WASHING (n) clothes that you are, will
be, or were washing.
WASHING-UP ( n ) w a s h i n g d i s h e s ;
dishes that need washing.
WASH-OUT (n) much water covering
or destroying a road; sad or bad end
to a meeting or other happening.
WASH-STAND (n) piece of furniture that
holds a bowl
for washing
your hands.
WASP (n) black
and yellow insect with a
sharp
point
that gives pain.
WASPISH (adj) becoming angry easily.
WAST (v) was; were.
WASTAGE (n) measure of things you
have that you do not use well.
WASTE (v; adj; n) use too much; use
for no good reason; make more weak
or empty; with no person using it; that
you do not need; place that no people
live in; using too much.
WASTEFUL (adj) using too much.
WATCH (v; n) look at for
a time; look for a thing
to happen; looking; four
hour time of working;
workers who work for
this time; small clock
you carry in a POCKET,
or wear on your wrist.
WATCH-DOG (n) dog that protects a
place from robbers.
WATCHFUL (adj) looking to know if bad
or wrong things will happen.
WATCHMAN (n) worker who looks for
robbers or dangers that can come to a
place, to stop them.
WATCH-NIGHT (n) last night of the
year; church meeting on this night.
WATCH-TOWER (n) tall building you
look from to see danger coming.
WATCHWORD (n) words saying an important truth for a group.
*WATER (n; v; adj) clear liquid from rain,
rivers, and oceans; give or add water
to; living or growing in water; of, or
for, water; using or giving water.
WATER-BED (n) bed made from a soft
container full of water.
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WATER-CANNON ( n ) m a c h i n e t h a t
pushes water strongly, like a gun.
WATER-CLOSET (n) TOILET.
WATER-COLOUR (n) coloured powder
you mix with water to make paint;
painting made with colours like this.
WATERCOURSE (n) channel where water travels after much rain.
WATER-CRESS (n) plant people eat with
other vegetables, without cooking
them.
WATER-DIVINER (n) person who uses
a stick in the air to find water under
the ground.
WATERFALL (n) river going over a cliff.
WATERFOWL (n) bird or birds that often live near water.
WATERFRONT (n) land or buildings beside an ocean, river, or LAKE.
WATERHOLE (n) hole in a river, often
with water in it when the river is dry.
WATER-JUMP (n) place in a race where
a horse or person must jump over water.
WATER-LEVEL (n) how high the top of
water is.
WATER-LILY (n) plant with wide leaves
and big flowers, that grows on water.
WATER-LINE (n) line where the top of
water touches the side of a ship; line
on the side of a ship where the top of
water should be when the ship is full.
WATERLOGGED (adj) too full of water.
WATERLOO ( n ) t i m e w h e n o t h e r s
strongly win against you.
WATERMARK (n) pattern in paper, to
show who was making the paper.
WATER-MELON
(n)
MELON
with red, sweet
fruit, and much
water in it.
WATER-PISTOL ( n ) t o y g u n y o u
squeeze to shoot water out.
WATERPROOF (adj; v) that water cannot go through; fix a thing to make
water not able to go through it.
WATERSHED (n) line where water on
one side goes to one river, and water
on the other side goes to another river.
WATERSIDER ( n ) w o r k e r w h o p u t s
things on or off ships (Aus).
WATERSPOUT (n) line of water going
up into the air.
WATER-TABLE (n) how high water is
in a hole in the ground.
WATERTIGHT (adj) with joints that water cannot go through; strong.
WATERWAY (n) water channel for travel.
WATER-WHEEL (n) wheel that turns by
the movement of water.
WATER-WINGS (n) rubber containers of
air that you wear on your arms to help
you when learning to swim.
WATERWORKS (n) water PIPES to, and
in, buildings; body organs that take
water from the body; crying.
WATERY (adj) of water; with too much
water; boring.
WATT (n) measure of electricity.

WATTAGE (n) how much strength electricity has.
WATTLE (n) ACACIA tree with bending branches and often with yellow
flowers (Aus).
WAVE
WAVE (n; v) line
with smooth ups
and downs (see
C O R R U G A TIONS); high part
between low parts
on top of moving
water; movement
like a WAVE, of
light, sound, heat,
or electricity; one group of many that
come after each other; moving your
hand to tell a person a thing; WAVE
shape in hair; hold up and shake or
move from side to side; put curves in
hair; be shaped like a WAVE.
WAVEBAND (n) how far measures of
electricity, sound, light, or heat
WAVES can change.
WAVELENGTH (n) measure of WAVES
of electricity, sound, light, or heat.
WAVER (v) become weak and shaking;
change quickly between two opposites.
WAVY (adj) having WAVE shapes (see
CORRUGATIONS); (of a road) rough
(In).
WAX (n; v) material that CANDLES are
made from; material that RECORDS are
made from; yellow material that bees
make; cover with this material; become more big; change slowly.
WAXEN (adj) made from, or smooth
like, the material that bees make.
WAXWING (n) small bird like a SPARROW.
WAXWORKS ( n ) p l a c e w i t h m a n y
shapes of people, made from the material that bees make.
*WAY (n; adv) road, channel, or line of
movement; plan; direction; ability;
quality of an action; far.
WAYFARER (n) person who travels.
WAYLAY (v) stop a person, to rob or
talk to the person.
WAYSIDE (n) side of a road.
WAYWARD (adj) often changing, and
difficult to control.
*WE (pro) you and I, when doing an
action together.
*WEAK (adj) not strong or much.
WEAKEN (v) make or become more weak.
WEAK-KNEED (adj) not having confidence to do an action.
WEAKLING (n) weak or shy person.
WEAKNESS (n) weak or bad quality.
WEAL (n) projecting line on skin from
where it was receiving a hard hit.
*WEALTH (n) money and things you own;
being rich; having much of a thing.
WEALTHY (adj) rich.
WEAN (v) teach a child to stop drinking milk from its mother; slowly stop
a person from needing a thing.
*WEAPON (n) thing people use to hurt
or kill.
WEAPONRY (n) all weapons of a country.

*WEAR (v; n) use as clothes; have part
of your body inside; carry or show on
your body; receive without becoming
angry; destroy by rubbing much; become, or make, tired; clothes and
other things you wear; destroying
from using.
WEARISOME (adj) boring; that makes
you tired from being too long or difficult.
WEARY (adj; v) tired; make tired, often
from being boring.
WEASEL (n) long, thin, wild mammal
with short legs.
*WEATHER (n; v) quality of air in a
place, often from rain, wind, snow, or
heat from the sun; change from the
effects of weather.
WEATHER-BEATEN (adj) old or broken
from strong effects of weather.
WEATHER-BOARD (n) horizontal timber pieces on the outside of a house;
house made from this timber.

WEATHER-BOARD
WEATHER-CHART, WEATHER-MAP (n)
map that shows the weather in a big
place.
WEATHER-PROOF (adj) that stops wind
and rain from coming in.
WEATHER-VANE (n) metal shape that
turns in the direction of the wind.
WEAVE (v) make cloth by bending grass
or strings over and under other grass
or strings; mix with the whole; move
from side to side when going forward.
WEB (n) pattern of
thin strings that a
spider makes; skin
between the toes
of some birds or
other
animals;
thin, flat, joining
piece in a machine;
very big, very long
WEB
COIL of paper.
WEBBED (adj) with skin between toes,
like on a duck or frog.
WEBBING (n) strong narrow cloth for
belts and other things.
WEB-OFFSET (n) way of printing on a
very long piece of paper.
WED (v) marry; join to become one.
WEDDING (n) time when two people
marry.
WEDGE
WEDGE (n; v)
piece of timber
or other material,
that is thick at
one end and thin at the other, that you
use to force things apart; thing
shaped like this; GOLF stick with this
shape on the end of it; force between.
WEDGEWOOD (n) very good quality
dishes from Britain, made from clay.
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WEDLOCK (n) being married.
WEDNESDAY (n) a day in the week.
WEE (adj; n; v) very small; liquid you
push from your body into a TOILET;
push this liquid from your body.
WEED (n; v) small plant that grows in
a place where you do not want it;
MARIJUANA; pull plants out of
ground where you do not want them.
WEED-KILLER ( n ) c h e m i c a l t o k i l l
plants that you do not want in a place.
WEEDY (adj) tall, thin, and weak.
*WEEK (n) seven days; time of working in seven days.
WEEKDAY (n) one of the five working
days in a week.
WEEKEND (n) two days at the end of the
week, when people rest from working.
WEEKENDER (n) small house away from
the place where you work, where you
can go to rest (Aus).
WEEKLY (adj; adv; n) happening one
time each week; newspaper or magazine that is printed each week.
WEEP (v) cry; give out small measures
of liquid; with branches that hang low.
WEEVIL (n) insect that destroys grain.
WEFT (n) string that bends under and
over other strings in a piece of cloth.
WEIGH (v) find how heavy a thing is;
think how important, interesting, or
good a thing is; be heavy or important.
WEIGHBRIDGE (n) machine that shows
how heavy vehicles on a road are.
WEIGHT (n; v) how heavy a thing is;
heavy thing; put a heavy thing with
another thing to hold it down; make a
thing go the way you want it to, by
pushing more in one direction.
WEIGHTLESS (adj) without feeling the
effect of falling to the earth.
WEIGHT-LIFTING (n) sport or exercise
of lifting heavy things.
WEIGHTY (adj) heavy; big; important.
WEIR (n) DAM.
WEIRD (adj) very different; that should
not happen; almost crazy.
WEIRDIE, WEIRDO (n) very different
person, who is almost crazy.
WELCH (v) run away or leave quickly,
without paying what you should.
WELCOME (interj; n; v; adj) word to say
you are happy when you meet a person; happy receiving; receive with happiness; that you are happy to receive.
WELD (v; n) force pieces of metal together, often with heat or electricity;
joining place like this in metal.
WELFARE (n) happiness or good living; actions to help others be happy.
*WELL (adv; adj; n; v; interj) in a good
way; healthy; deep hole to water, oil, or
gas in the ground; place like this; vertical hole in a building, for steps or for a
room that moves between high and low
floors in the building; come up and out;
word to show anger, happiness, that
you are starting to talk again, or that
you agree but are not happy.
WELL-BEING (adj) happiness.
WELL-DONE (adj) that you were doing
well; cooked for a long time.
WELL-HEELED (adj) rich.

WELL-INFORMED (adj) smart.
WELLINGTONS (n) GUMBOOTS (Br).
WELL-INTENTIONED ( a d j ) w a n t i n g
good results but often not receiving
them.
WELL-KNOWN (adj) that many people
know.
WELL-MEANING, WELL-MEANT (adj)
wanting good results, but often not
receiving them.
WELLNIGH (adv) almost.
WELL-READ (adj) smart from reading
many books.
WELL-SPOKEN (adj) able to talk well.
WELL-TO-DO (adj) rich.
WELL-WISHER (n) person who wants to
say happy words to another person.
WELL-WORN (adj) weak, old, or boring from much using.
WELSH (v) run away or leave quickly,
without paying what you should.
WELT (n) projecting line on skin, from
where it was receiving a hard hit.
WELTER-WEIGHT (n) measure of how
heavy a person must be in a fight or
other competition; person who is this
heavy.
WENCH (n) girl or young woman.
WEND (v) go.
WENT (v) was going.
WEPT (v) was crying.
*WERE (v) are, in the past.
WEREWOLF (n) person who changes
to become a wild dog.
WERT (v) were.
WERWOLF (n) person who changes to
become a wild dog.
*WEST (n; adj; adv) rich countries, where
all the people choose their leaders; direction where the sun goes down; near,
at, or toward this direction.
WESTERLY (adj; adv) toward, or from,
the west.
WESTERN (adj; n) of the west; of the
rich countries where people choose
their leaders; story about people on
horses in America in the past.
WESTERNER (n) person from the part
of a place that is toward the west; person from America or another rich
country where people choose their
leaders.
WESTERNISE (v) change to be more like
rich countries where the people
choose their leaders.
WESTWARD (adv; adj) toward the west.
*WET (adj; v; n) having water or another
liquid in or on it; selling drinks with
alcohol; make wet; time of much rain.
WETHER (n) male sheep
without testicles.
WET-NURSE ( n ; v )
woman who gives milk
from her breasts to a
child who is not hers;
do this action.
WET-SUIT (n) close
rubber clothes, for
swimming in cold water.
WHACK (v; n) hit, often
with a stick; big piece.

WHACKING (adj; adv) big; very (Br).
WHACKO (interj) word to show happiness.
WHACKY (adj) crazy.
*WHALE (n; v) very big ocean mammal
shaped like a fish; very big or good
thing; look for whales, to kill them;
hit much, often with a stick; do with
much action, enthusiasm, or anger.
WHALEBONE (n) hard bending material from the mouth of some whales.
WHALER (n) ship or person who works
to catch and kill whales.
WHALE-SHARK ( n ) v e r y b i g , s a f e
SHARK.
WHAM (interj) word to show a loud
and hard hitting.
WHARF (n) JETTY.
WHARFIE, WHARFY (n) person who
carries things on or off ships for a job
(Aus).
*WHAT (adj; pro; adv) of a quality that
you do not know; thing that you do
not know; that; how much.
WHATEVER (adj; conj; adv) what, with
any measure; if any; of, or in, any way.
WHATNOT (n) any thing.
WHATSOEVER (adj; conj; adv) what,
with any measure.
*WHEAT (n) grain that we use to make
bread, PASTA, and many other foods.
WHEATEN (adj) (of skin) light brown,
like the colour of wheat (In).
WHEATMEAL (n) powder made from
the whole grain of wheat.
WHEEDLE (v) get what you want by saying good things about a person.
*WHEEL (n; v) round turning piece on
a vehicle or other thing; push or pull
on wheels; go in circles; turn around
quickly, to a different direction.

WHEELBARROW
(n) vehicle
with one
wheel, that
you push
heavy things in.
WHEELBASE (n) distance between the
front and back AXLES of a vehicle.

WHEELCHAIR
(n) chair on
wheels for
sick or
crippled
people.

WHEELER-DEALER (n) person who
makes many plans to get money or to
become a leader (Am).
WHEEL-WRIGHT (n) person who makes
and fixes wheels.
WHEEZE (v; n) breathe with a loud
sound; sound of difficult breathing.
WHEEZY (adj) breathing with a loud
noise.
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WHELP (n; v) baby dog or lion; give
birth to baby dogs.
*WHEN (adv; conj; pro; n) at what time;
at any time; if; knowing that; what
time; time or day.
WHENCE (adv; conj) from where; from
what reason.
*WHERE (adv; conj; pro; n) in, or to,
what place or way; in, or to, the place
or understanding that; what place.
WHEREABOUTS (n) place, way, or happening near or where a person is.
WHEREAS (conj) knowing this truth.
WHEREBY (adv) by what; by that.
WHEREFORE (adv) for what reason.
WHEREIN (adv; conj) in what place.
WHEREOF (adj; conj) of what.
WHERESOEVER (adv) at, or to, any place.
WHEREUPON (conj) quickly after that.
WHEREVER (adv) at, or to, any place.
WHEREWITHAL (n) things that you need.
WHET (v) make more sharp.
WHETHER (conj) if; word showing the
first of two things to choose from.
WHETSTONE (n) shaped stone for making cutting tools more sharp.
WHEW (interj) word to show happiness
that a bad action was not happening.
WHEY (n) liquid like water, that separates from milk when it becomes old,
thick, and sour.
WHICH (adj; pro) of what quality; word
asking you to choose; that; who; what
person or thing; what people or things.
WHICHEVER (adj; pro) any that.
WHIFF (n) small push of a gas or smell.
WHILE (n; conj; v) time you use to do
an action; in the time that; without
worrying about the truth of another
happening; use time without enthusiasm.
WHILST (conj) in the time that; without worrying about the truth of another happening.
WHIM (n) thing you are enthusiastic
about for a short time.
WHIMPER (v; n) make soft sounds of
being sad, shy, or afraid; this sound.
WHIMSICAL ( a d j ) f o o l i s h ; w i t h o u t
plans.
WHIMSY (n) short time of enthusiasm.
WHINE (n; v) crying of a dog or child;
talking sound like this; cry this way.
WHINGE (v; n) say you do not like a
thing; saying you do not like a thing.
WHINNY (n) happy sound of a horse.
WHIP (n; v) rope or thin LEATHER piece
for hitting; leader in a group of leaders; hit with a WHIP;
mix liquid food
very quickly;
join by bending s t r i n g
around many
times; move
quickly.
WHIPLASH (n) fast movement of the
end of a WHIP; fast movement like this,
in the neck, when you stop quickly.
WHIPPER-SNAPPER (n) young person
who thinks he or she is important
when he or she is not.

WHIPPET (n) small GREYHOUND.
WHIPPING-BOY (n) person you punish
for the wrong actions of others.
WHIPPOORWILL (n) bird from North
America that finds food at night.
WHIRL (v; n) turn around quickly; feel
like you are turning in circles; fast turning around movement; trying.
WHIRLIGIG (n) toy that turns around;
machine with chairs, that you go in
circles on, for entertainment.
WHIRLPOOL (n) fast COIL movement
water.
WHIRLWIND (n) fast COIL movement
of wind; small TORNADO.
WHIRLYBIRD (n) HELICOPTER.
WHIRR (n; v) sound of a wheel moving
very quickly; make this sound.
WHISK (n; v) small broom or BRUSH;
tool for mixing liquid food quickly;
push away or off quickly; mix liquid
food quickly; carry or go with a fast,
light movement.
WHISKER (n) hair on the face; long hair
on the face of a cat.
WHISKEY (Am), WHISKY (n) drink made
from a grain, with much alcohol.
WHISPER (v; n) talk in a very quiet or
secret way; quiet talking; secret.
WHIST (n) card game, often for two
groups of two people.
WHISTLE ( n ; v )
loud, high sound
from pushing air
through a small
hole; tool or toy
made to give a
high, loud sound when you breathe into
it; make this sound.
WHISTLE-STOP (n) small town that a
train stops at if a worker gives a loud
sound from a WHISTLE (Am).
WHIT (n) most small measure or number.
*WHITE (adj; n) colour of milk or snow;
clear, sticky liquid around the yellow
part of an egg; person using white
pieces in chess.
WHITE-COLLAR (adj) doing a job that
uses more thinking than working.
WHITE-HOT (adj) (of metal) hot enough
to become white.
WHITEWASH (v; n) mixture of white
powder and water, to paint walls or
fences with; cover with this paint; try
to cover or hide bad truths.
WHITHER (adv; pro) to where.
WITHERSOEVER (adv) to any place.
WHITING (n) small ocean fish.
WHITLOW (n) small sore under or near
the nail of a finger or toe.
WHITSUNTIDE (n) week, or end of a week,
that is seven weeks after the time each
year when Christians remember that
Jesus was living again after dying.
WHITTLE (v) use a knife to cut small
pieces from a piece of timber or other
material.
WHIZ (v; n) make the sound of a thing
moving quickly through air; sound or
action of moving quickly through air;
very smart or interesting person.

WHIZ-KID (n) young person with very
much smartness or ability for a thing.
WHIZZ (v; n) make the sound of a thing
moving quickly through air; sound or
action of moving quickly through air;
very smart or interesting person.
*WHO (pro) what person or people;
that.
WHOA (interj) word to tell a horse to
stop or to stand without moving.
WHODUNIT, WHODUNNIT ( n ) s t o r y
about a policeman or other person trying to find who was killing a person.
WHOEVER (pro) any person or people.
*WHOLE (adj; n) not broken; with all
parts; all of a thing.
WHOLE-HEARTED (adj) loving in a full
measure; with true enthusiasm.
WHOLEMEAL (n) powder made from
the whole grain of wheat.
WHOLESALE (n; adj; adv) selling in big
numbers or measures, often for others to sell again; in a big measure.
WHOLESALER (n) person who sells
things in big numbers or measures,
often to people who will sell them again.
WHOLESOME (adj) helping people to
be healthy or good.
WHOLLY (adv) in full measure.
WHOM (pro) who, when receiving an
action.
WHOOP (v; n) give a loud shout of enthusiasm; loud shout of enthusiasm.
WHOOPEE (interj; n) word to show
much happiness; loud, happy actions.
WHOOPING-COUGH (n) sickness, often
of children, with loud, strong pushing of air out of the lungs.
WHOOPS (interj) word to quickly show
you were doing a wrong action by
accident.
WHOP (v) hit strongly; win over.
WHOPPER (n) big thing; saying that is
very false.
WHOPPING (adj) very big.
WHORE (n) woman who mates with
men to receive money from them.
WHORL (n) leaves growing in a circle
around a branch; one turn in a COIL.
WHORTLEBERRY (n) dark blue BERRY.
WHOSE (adj) who owns; of what person.
WHOSOEVER (pro) any person who.
WHY (adv; n) for what reason; for that
reason; reason.
WICK (n) string in a CANDLE or other
burning instrument.
WICKED (adj) very bad.
WICKER (n) thin, bending branches for
making baskets or
other things.
WICKERWORK ( n )
baskets, furniture, or
other things made by
bending sticks.

WICKET (n) three
vertical sticks with
two crossing sticks
in cricket; ground
between two WICKETS.
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WICKET-KEEPER ( n ) p e r s o n w h o
stands close behind the person using
the BAT in cricket.
*WIDE (adj; adv) having sides that are
far apart; far from where you were trying to hit or go; very.
WIDE-EYED (adj) full of surprise; not
knowing much.
WIDEN (v) make or become more wide.
WIDESPREAD (adj) going to many parts
of a wide place.
WIDOW (n) woman with no husband,
because her husband was dying.
WIDOWED (adj) with no husband or
wife, because he or she was dying.
WIDOWER (n) man with no wife, because his wife was dying.
WIDOWHOOD (n) being without a husband or wife, because he or she was
dying.
WIDTH (n) distance from side to side.
WIELD (v) hold and use; lead.
*WIFE (n) married woman; woman you
are married to.
WIG (n) false hair on the head.
WIGGLE (v; n) move from side to side;
little movement from side to side.
WIGWAM (n) CONE-shaped TENT (N
Am).
WILCO (interj) word to say you will do
what a person is asking you to do.
*WILD (adj; adv; n) loud and angry;
that no person was controlling; not
following rules or leading; place
where no people live or grow plants.
WILDCAT (adj) happening quickly, and
without good planning.
WILDEBEEST (n) GNU (Af).
WILDERNESS (n) place where people
were not living or growing plants.
WILDFIRE (n) lightning without noise.
WILDLIFE (n) wild animals in a place.
WILE (n) plan to make a person do an
action he or she was not wanting to
do.
WILFUL (adj) that you were choosing
to do; proud; not changing in your
thinking.
*WILL (v; n) is, am, or are (in the future); want; make a thing happen by
wanting; say on an important paper
who you want to give your wealth to
after you die; ability to choose and
want things; choosing; writing to say
who you want to give your wealth to
after you die.
WILLFUL ( A m ) ( a d j ) t h a t y o u w e r e
choosing to do; proud; not changing
in your thinking.
WILLIES (n) worried feeling.
WILLING (adj) happy to agree or do.
WILL-O’-THE-WISP ( n ) p e r s o n w h o
easily goes
away.
WILLOW
(n) tree
with thin
branches.

WILLOWY (adj) thin and easily bending.
WILLY-NILLY (adv) if you like it or not.
WILLY-WILLY (n) small TORNADO (Aus).
WILT (v) will; hang down from being
old, weak, or tired.
WILY (adj) smart in planning secret
things.
WIMPLE (n) cloth to cover the head,
neck, and sides of the face of a NUN.
*WIN (v; n) be first or best in a competition; receive as a result of trying; make
a person agree with you; being first
or best in a competition.
WINCE (v) pull away from pain.
WINCH (n; v) machine with a horizontal bar that a rope or chain bends
around, to pull or lift things; lift with
this machine.
*WIND (n; adj; v) moving air; smell in
the air, that shows a thing is in a place;
ability to breathe; gas in the stomach
or intestines; one time of turning a
thing around; (of musical instruments)
that you breathe into; make not able
to breathe well for a time; go through
many curves; curve around, to be a
COIL.
WINDBAG (n) person who talks too
much.
WIND-BREAK (n) line of trees to protect a place from wind.
WINDBREAKER, WINDCHEATER (n) thin
coat.
WINDFALL (n) good happening that
you were not planning or knowing will
happen; fruit that wind was making
to fall from trees.
WINDING-SHEET (n) big cloth for bending around a dead person.
WIND-JAMMER (n) ship with sails, that
carries things to sell.
WINDLASS (n) machine with a horizontal bar that a rope or chain bends
around, to lift things.
WINDMILL ( n ) m a chine that uses wind
to turn big blades,
and to do work.
*WINDOW (n) hole in
a wall, often with
glass, where light
from the sun can
come into a room.
WINDOW-DRESSING
(n) making your abilities or things you sell look very good.
WINDOW-SHOPPING ( n ) l o o k i n g a t
things in shop windows, but not buying them.
WINDOW-SILL (n) shelf at the bottom
of a window.
WINDPIPE (n) tube from the throat to
the lungs, for air to travel through.
WINDSCREEN, WINDSHIELD (Am) (n)
glass in the front window of a vehicle.
WIND-SOCK (n) cloth cylinder on a tall
stick, that shows the direction of the
wind.
WINDSURFING (n) using a SURFBOARD
with a sail on it.

WIND-SWEPT (adj) receiving much wind.
WIND-TUNNEL (n) big tube where you
push air quickly past small planes, to
study the effects of wind on them.
WINDWARD (adj; adv) in the direction
from where wind is coming.
WINDY (adj) having much wind.
*WINE (n; v) drink with alcohol, made
from grapes or other fruit; colour of
red wine; drink wine; give wine to.
WINE-CELLAR ( n ) r o o m b e l o w t h e
ground, for wine.
WINE-COOLER (n) container you put
wine bottles and ice in, to make wine
cold.
WINEGLASS (n) glass with a special
shape, that you drink wine in.
WINEPRESS (n) container you squeeze
grapes in, to make wine.
WINERY (n) company that makes wine.
WINESKIN (n) whole skin of a goat, that
is made to hold wine.
*WING (n; v) projection on a body or
vehicle that makes it able to fly; any
thing like a wing in shape or in how it
works; person in a football game, who
plays at the side; soldiers at one side
of an army in a war; travel by flying;
hurt in the wing or arm.
WING-CHAIR (n) chair with projecting
side pieces at the top of the back.
WINGDING (n) happy meeting or actions (Am).
WING-NUT (n)
NUT with projecting pieces to make it easy to turn.
WINK (v; n) quickly close and open one
or both eyes; (of a light) go quickly
off and on; fast closing and opening
of one or both eyes; short sleep.
WINKLE (n) ocean SNAIL.
WINNING-POST (n) vertical stick at the
end of a race.
WINNOW (v) move air in grain, to separate grass from the grain.
WINO ( n ) p e r s o n w h o c a n n o t s t o p
drinking much wine.
WINSOME (adj) beautiful; friendly.
WINTER (n; v; adj) most cold time of
the year; stay in a place for this time;
of, or in, this time of year.
WINTER-GREEN (n) plant from North
America, that is green in the most cold
time of the year.
WINTRY (adj) of the most cold time of
the year; cold; not friendly.
WIPE (v) clean or dry by rubbing; rub
away; try to hit strongly.
WIPE-OUT (n) falling from a SURFBOARD.
WIPER (n) moving piece for keeping
the front window of a vehicle clear.
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WIRE ( n ; v )
metal string;
words
that
you send by
electricity
over a long
distance without a telephone; put
WIRE in or
around; send
words over a long distance, using electricity.
WIRE-HAIRED (adj) having rough hair
that feels like little WIRES.
WIRELESS (n) radio (Br); very fast letter by electricity (In).
WIRE-TAPPING (n) secretly listening to
talking on telephones.
WIRY (adj) like WIRE; difficult to break;
not becoming tired easily.
WISDOM (n) smartness, and the ability to use it well; important truths.
WISE (adj; n) having, or showing, good
thinking, reasons, and plans; smart;
way or measure of an action.
WISECRACK (n) smart foolish words.
WISH (n; v) wanting; thing you want;
want; say a friendly word when seeing or leaving a person (In).
WISHBONE (n) Y-shaped
bone between the neck
and breast of a cooked
bird; thing shaped like
this.
WISHFUL (adj) wanting, but often not
enough to work for it.
WISHY-WASHY (adj) weak or shy.
WISP (n) small measure of smoke, hair,
grass, or another thing; small person.
WISPY (adj) small and thin.
WIST (v) was knowing.
WISTARIA, WISTERIA (n) bush with
blue or white flowers.
WISTFUL (adj) wanting, with sadness.
WIT (n; v) smartness; smart person
who is good with words; know.
WITCH (n) woman who works with the
devil or other spirits; old, ugly woman.
WITCHCRAFT (n) using help from the
devil or other spirits to do difficult actions.
WITCH-DOCTOR (n) doctor who uses
help from spirits to fix sicknesses.
WITCHETTY, WITCHETY (n) fat WORM
like a caterpillar, that some people in
Australia eat.
WITCH-HUNT (n) trying to hurt or kill
people who are different.
*WITH (prep) being together; using;
owning; having; from.
WITHAL (adv) too; in this way too.
WITHDRAW (v) pull back or to the side;
take back or take out.
WITHDRAWAL (n) pulling back or to the
side; taking back or out; effects of
stopping after using a drug.
WITHDRAWN (adj) quiet and shy.
WITHER (v) make or become dry and
more small; become less in enthusiasm and strength.

WITHERS (n) high part between the
SHOULDERS of a horse.
WITHHOLD (v) hold back; stop from
moving or doing.
WITHIN (prep; adv) in; inside; between.
*WITHOUT (prep; adv) not having or
doing; outside.
WITHSTAND (v) fight against to stop.
WITLESS (adj) foolish; stupid.
WITNESS (n; v) words or actions to say
that a thing was true; person in a court
who says what he or she was seeing;
person who writes that what he was
seeing is true; person who sees a happening; write or say that a thing you
were seeing or feeling is true; see a
happening.
WITNESS-BOX, WITNESS-STAND (Am)
(n) place in a court, where a person
stands when saying what he or she
thinks is true.
WITTICISM (n) smart saying.
WITTINGLY ( a d v ) w i t h p l a n n i n g o r
knowing.
WITTY (adj) smart with words.
WIVES (n) more than one wife.
WIZARD (n) MAGICIAN; person who
uses help from the devil or another
spirit to do difficult actions; very
smart person.
WIZARDRY (n) using help from spirits
to do difficult actions; smartness.
WIZENED (adj) (of skin) old and dry,
often with many CORRUGATIONS.
WOBBEGONG (n) SHARK with a pattern of different colours on its back.
WOBBLE (v; n) move in a shaking way,
from side to side; this movement.
WOBBLEBOARD (n) thin board that you
shake to make music (Aus).
WOE (n) much sadness; actions that
hurt.
WOEBEGONE (adj) looking very sad.
WOEFUL (adj) sad; full of pain.
WOG (n) person from another country; GERM; sickness (Aus).
WOK (n) metal cooking container from
China, shaped like a big bowl.
WOKE, WOKEN ( v ) w a s b e c o m i n g
awake.
WOLF (n; v) big wild dog from Europe
or North America; man who likes many
women, often wanting to mate with
them; eat with greed.

WOMANISER (v) man who tries to mate
with many women.
WOMANKIND (n) all women.
WOMB (n) organ in female mammals,
where a baby grows.
WOMBAT (n) digging mammal from
Australia that is like a fat BEAVER with
very short legs and a short tail.

WOMBAT
*WOMEN (n) more than one woman.
WOMENFOLK (n) women, often of your
family.
WOMENKIND (n) all women.
WON (v) was winning.
WONDER (n; v) very interesting thing
or happening; feeling of surprise and
love from seeing a very interesting or
good thing; have this feeling; want to
know or understand.
WONDERFUL (adj) very good.
WONDERLAND (n) place with many interesting things for entertainment.
WONDERMENT (n) surprise.
WONKY (adj) shaking; not working well
(Br).
WON’T (v) will not.
WONT (adj) able, from often doing.
WOO (v) try slowly to make a person
love you or agree with you.
WOOD (n) timber; ball in a game of
BOWLS; GOLF stick with a timber hitting part; ground covered with trees.
WOODBINE (n) HONEYSUCKLE.
WOODCUT (n) pattern cut into timber.
WOODED (adj) (of land) with many
trees on it.
WOODEN (adj) of timber; without spirit.
WOODLAND (n) place with many trees.
WOODMAN (n) person who cuts timber
for a job.
WOOD - NYMPH (n)
female spirit that
some people say
lives in a tree.
WOODPECKER ( n )
bird that makes
holes in trees, to find
insects in them.

WOLF

WOLF-HOUND (n) dog like a WOLF.
WOLFRAM (n) heavy grey metal.
WOLF-WHISTLE (n) WHISTLE sound
that a man makes with his lips when
he thinks a woman is beautiful.
WOLVERENE, WOLVERINE (n) meat-eating mammal from Europe or North
America.
*WOMAN (n) female, adult person.
WOMANHOOD (n) being a woman.

WOOD-PULP (n) paste from very small
pieces of timber, for making paper.
WOODWIND (n) instrument, often of
timber, that you breathe into to make
music (see CLARINET).
WOODWORK (n) art of making things
with timber; things made from timber.
WOOF ( n ) h o r i z o n t a l s t r i n g s g o i n g
over and under vertical strings, to
make cloth; deep, fast sound a dog
makes.
WOOFER (n) instrument making low
sounds very loud, using electricity.
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WOOL (n) hair of sheep and goats;
string or cloth made from this hair;
material that is like this hair.
WOOL-CLASSER (n) person who separates hair from sheep into groups of
different qualities (Aus).
WOOL-CLIP (n) how much hair a person cuts off the sheep that he or she
owns in one year (Aus).
WOOLLEN (adj; n) made from the hair
of a sheep; thing made from this hair.
WOOLLY (adj) like the hair of a sheep;
(of a sound or thinking) not clear.
WOOLSHED (n) big building where you
cut hair off sheep and put it into big
cloth containers.
WOOMERA (n) stick you
throw a spear with (Aus).

WOOZY (adj) not able to think well, often from drinking too much alcohol.
*WORD (n; v) small group of letters to
say one thing, that you use when talking or writing; short piece of talking
or writing; telling to do; saying that
you will do a thing; say or write;
choose words to say.
WORDING (n) how you use words.
WORD-PLAY (n) using smart words to
argue or be foolish.
WORDY (adj) with too many words.
WORE (v) was wearing.
*WORK (n; v) using force, thinking, or
action; job; materials or thing you
make in a job; piece of writing; art;
shape; do a job; try; make to work; be
in action; do; be able to do what you
want it to do; find the answer.
WORKABLE (adj) able to work.
WORKAHOLIC (n) person who wants
to work too much.
WORKDAY (n) day when most people
work.
*WORKER (n) person doing a job, often one that needs muscles; bee or
ANT that is not a male or a female.
WORK-FORCE (n) workers.
WORKINGS (n) place where you dig for
expensive stones or other things.
WORK-LOAD (n) measure of work to do.
WORKMAN (n) worker.
WORKMANSHIP (n) quality of work that
a person does.
WORK-OUT (n) time of exercise.
WORKPLACE (n) place where you work.
WORKS (n) moving parts of a clock or
other machine; stories or music that
one person was writing; good actions; all that you can have; place for
making a thing.
WORKSHEET (n) list of jobs.
WORKSHOP (n) room or building where
people work on, or make, things; meeting to talk about, or do, jobs.
WORK-TO-RULE (n) following job rules
in a perfect way, to show that the rules
do not work well.

WORLD (n) earth or another planet; all
things that are; interests and actions
of people who do not follow God;
most people and their ways of acting
or thinking; big measure; all countries.
WORLD-BEATER (n) person or thing
that is better than all others.
WORLD-FAMOUS (n) that people from
all countries know about.
WORLDLY (adj) not spiritual; that can
die or end; of this earth.
WORLDLY-WISE (adj) smart in helping
yourself to be rich and happy.
WORLDWIDE (adj) of all countries.
WORM (n; v) thin, often digging, animal, with no bones or legs; baby insect like a caterpillar; person who others think is bad or not important; cylinder-shaped turning part of a SCREW;
move like a WORM; use smart or false
words to learn a secret or to make
people like you.

WORMS

WORM-GEAR (n) wheel and SCREW
that join together at the projections
and channels of each.
WORM-WHEEL (n) wheel with projections that move in the projections on
the sides of a SCREW.
WORMWOOD (n) plant from Europe
with a bad taste; bad thing that happens to you.
WORN (v; adj) was wearing; that you
were wearing; old from using; tired.
*WORRIED (adj) sad or afraid about a
thing you cannot change.
*WORRY (v; n) be sad or afraid about a
thing you cannot change; make to feel
sad or afraid; (of an animal) shake,
pull, kill, break, or hurt with the teeth;
thing that makes you afraid or sad.
*WORSE (adj; adv) more bad; in a less
healthy, strong, or good way.
WORSEN (v) make or become worse.
WORSHIP (n; v; adj) actions showing
you love and want to obey God; show
you want to love and obey God; love
a person or thing like it is God; of a
church meeting to show love to God.
WORSHIPFUL (adj) important like a god.
WORST (adj; adv) most bad; in the
most bad way.
WORSTED (n) cloth made from thin
strings of sheep hair.
WORTH (adj; n) equal to; good enough
for; how good a thing is; measure of
money that is equal to a thing.
WORTHLESS (adj) good for nothing.
WORTHWHILE (adj) with an effect that
is good enough for the time and trying you give to it.
WORTHY (adj) good; that people should
know is good; good enough for.

WOT (v) was knowing.
WOULD (v) was wanting to; will (In);
was doing.
WOULD-BE (adj) wanting to be.
WOUND (n; v) sore; pain in feelings;
hurt; was bending around like a COIL.
WOVE (v) was making cloth by bending grass or strings over and under
other grass or strings; was putting
together with much bending or mixing.
WOVEN (adj) (of cloth) made by bending grass or strings over and under
other grass or strings; that was put
together with much bending or mixing.
WOW (interj; n; v) word to show strong
liking or surprise; good happening;
make a person like a thing very much.
WOWSER (n) boring person who does
not want others to drink alcohol or do
other things that he or she thinks are
wrong.
WRAITH (n) spirit of a dead person.
WRANGLE (n; v) loud fight or argument; fight or argue.
WRAP (v; n) cover in cloth or another
material; cloth covering that you bend
around your body to keep it warm.
WRAPPED (adj) covered with.
WRAPPER, WRAPPING (n) paper cover
for a lolly, book, or other thing; loose
piece of clothes like an open coat.
WRATH (n) anger.
WRATHFUL (adj) very angry.
WREAK (v) give or do, without stopping.
WREATH (n) circle
of flowers, leaves,
smoke, or a soft
cloth.
WREATHE
(v) (of flowers,
leaves, smoke, or
soft cloth) go around, as in a circle;
hug.
WRECK (n; v) ship, car, or other thing
that was destroyed or broken; destroying or breaking, often of a ship;
destroy or break.
WRECKAGE (n) broken material; pieces
from a broken ship or other thing.
WRECKER (n) person who destroys old
buildings; person who sells parts from
old or broken vehicles.
WREN (n) small brown bird with short
wings, that eats insects on the ground.
WRENCH ( n ; v ) S P A N N E R ; p u l l ,
squeeze, or break off with force.
WREST (v) pull away, or take, with force.
WRESTLE (v) fight without hitting, by
holding and pulling; try to do a difficult thing.
WRETCH (n) very sad, or poor, person.
WRETCHED (adj) very sad, poor, or bad.
WRIGGLE (v; n) move like a WORM;
short, turning movement.
WRIGHT ( n ) p e r s o n w h o b u i l d s o r
makes things.
WRING (v) squeeze or turn, often to
make dry; get from a person by using
force, strong words, or emotions.
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WRINGER (n)
instrument
for squeezing water from
clothes you
were washing.
WRINKLE (n;
v) CORRUGATION in skin, cloth, or another thing;
make CORRUGATIONS in a thing.
WRINKLY (adj; n) with CORRUGATIONS
on skin or other material; old person.
*WRIST (n) joint between the hand and
arm; part of clothes covering this.
WRISTLET (n) circle of chain or other
material, for wearing on the wrist.
WRIST-WATCH (n) WATCH that you
wear on your wrist.
WRIT (n) what is in writing; writing
from a court telling you to do or not
do an action.
*WRITE (v) put words or marks on paper or other material.
WRITE-OFF (n) thing that is too broken to use again.
WRITER (n) person who writes for a job.
WRITE-UP (n) story in a newspaper.
WRITHE (v) bend the body in pain.
WRITING (n) special way each person
writes; important paper.
*WRONG (adj; n; v) not right, good, or
true; not in a good way; not what it
should be; bad or wrong action; do a
bad or wrong action to a person.
WRONGDOING (n) disobeying a rule.
*WRONGLY (adv) in the wrong way.
WROTE (v) was writing.
WROTH (adj) very angry.
WROUGHT (adj) that you were making
with a hammer; was making happen.
WROUGHT-IRON (n) IRON-WORK.
WROUGHT-UP (adj) full of anger, worry,
or enthusiasm.
WRUNG (v) was squeezing or turning,
often to make dry.
WRY (adj) with a very different shape.

X
XENON (n) a heavy gas.
XENOPHOBIA (n) being afraid of meeting new people.
XEROX (v; n) print with a PHOTOCOPIER; picture from a PHOTOCOPIER.
XMAS (n) special day to remember
when Jesus was born.
X-RAY (n; v) line like electricity in the
air, that can go through some solid
things; picture, using this electricity,
to see through solid things; make a
picture like this.

XYLOPHONE (n) musical instrument
with small timber bars of different sizes,
that you hit with a timber hammer.

Y
YABBER (n; v) talking; fast talking;
talk; talk quickly.
YABBIE, YABBY (n) small animal like a
LOBSTER, that lives in rivers and
LAKES (Aus); ocean PRAWN that
people use on a HOOK, for fishing.
YACHT (n) light boat with a sail or small
ship, often with a motor, for happy
travelling.
YACK, YACKETY-YAK (n; v) much talking; talk without stopping.
YAHOO (n; interj) person who disobeys
rules; word to show much happiness.
YAK (n; v) animal from Asia, that is
like a cow with long hair; much talking; talk without stopping.
YAK

YAKKA (n) tree with leaves like grass;
working; job (Aus).
YAKKER (n) working; job (Aus).
YAM (n) plant from hot wet countries,
with roots that people eat; the root of
this plant.
YANK (n; v) fast, short pulling; pull with
a short, fast movement; person from
America.
YAP (v; n) talk with foolishness; say
that you are not happy with a thing;
make the loud, high noise of a happy
or angry dog; this sound; mouth.
YARD (n; v) measure of distance that
is 36 INCHES long; measure of sand
or other material that will go in a cube
with sides that are 36 INCHES long;
horizontal bar to help hold a sail; piece
of land with a fence around it; ground
near a stopping place for trains, where
you keep things for fixing trains; piece
of land with a house; put animals into
a piece of ground with a fence around
it.
YARDAGE (n) how long a piece of cloth
or other thing is.
YARD-ARM (n) one end of a horizontal
bar that helps to hold a sail.
YARDSTICK (n) stick for measuring,
that is 36 INCHES long; thing or rule
for measuring the quality of a thing.
YARN (n; v) thick string for making
cloth; story; tell a story; talk.
YAW (v; n) (of a ship or plane) change
from the right direction, because of
strong winds; this changing.
YAWN (v; n) open the mouth wide and
breathe in, often from feeling tired or
bored; this action.
YAWS (n) skin sickness with red projections shaped like RASPBERRIES.
YE (pro) you.
YEA, YEAH (interj) word to show you
agree or will do a thing.

*YEAR (n) time it takes for the earth to
travel in a full circle around the sun;
about 365 days; 12 months.
YEAR-BOOK (n) book with interesting
happenings for the year.
YEARLING (n; adj) animal that is one
year old; one year old.
YEARLY (adj; adv) happening one time
each year; one time each year.
YEARN (v) have a strong wanting for.
YEAST ( n ) g r e y - y e l l o w p o w d e r o r
paste that puts air in bread, and helps
sugar change to alcohol.
YELL (n; v) shout.
*YELLOW (n; adj; v) colour of LEMONS or DAFFODILS; afraid; become
yellow.
YELLOW-CAKE ( n ) s t o n e s w i t h
strength in them from a special light
that goes out from them.
YELP (n) sharp, loud shout of a dog.
YEOMAN (n) person in the past who
worked on his or her own FARM.
YES (interj) word to show you agree,
or will do a thing.
YES-MAN ( n ) p e r s o n w h o o b e y s a
leader without thinking.
YESTERDAY (n; adv) the day before now;
on the day before now; in the past.
YESTERYEAR (n) the year before now.
YET (adv; conj) up to now, or to that
time; in adding; but at the same time.
YETI (n) big animal like a man, that
some people believe lives in snow on
a very big mountain in north India.
YIELD (v; n) give fruit, money, or an
effect; stop fighting against; measure
or number that you give or receive.
YIPPEE (interj) word to show much
happiness.
YOB, YOBBO (n) loud boy or man who
does not obey rules (Aus).
YODEL (n; v) singing with fast changes
of high and low sounds; sing this way.
YOGHURT, YOGURT (n) soft food paste
made from milk that is becoming solid.
YOICKS ( i n t e r j ) w o r d t o e n c o u r a g e
dogs to find a fox.
YOKE (n; v) timber piece for joining
two cows or prisoners together; timber piece that goes over the SHOULDERS for carrying containers on; part
of clothes that covers the SHOULDERS; joining piece in a machine; join
together with a YOKE.

YOO-HOO (interj) word to make a person look at you.
YORE (n) the past.
*YOU (pro) person, people, thing, or
things, that you are talking to.
*YOUNG (adj; n) that was living or being for a short time; that was starting
a short time in the past; new; young
people; children.
YOUNGSTER (n) young person; child.
*YOUR (adj) of you; that you own; that
we all know of.
*YOURS (pro; adj) what you own; that
you own; of you.
*YOURSELF (pro) you, when receiving
an action you were doing.
YOUTH (n) being young; time between
being a child and being an adult;
young man.
YOUTHFUL (adj) young; like a young
person.
YOWL (n; v) loud crying sound like a
cat that is hurting; give this sound.

YO-YO (n) toy with a
round piece that falls
down and comes up
on a string.

YUCCA (n) plant from
North America with white
flowers.
YUCKY (adj) ugly or
bad to look at, taste, feel, or smell.
YUK (interj) word to show you strongly
do not like a thing.
YUKKY (adj) that is ugly or bad to look
at, taste, feel, or smell.
YULE (n) happy time when people remember when Jesus was born.
YULE-LOG (n) big piece of timber that
people burn at the time when they remember when Jesus was born.
YULETIDE (n) time when we remember
when Jesus was born.
YUMMY (adj) very good to taste.

Z
ZANY (adj) foolish; crazy.
ZAP (v; n) hit; kill or destroy; strength
and enthusiasm.
ZEAL (n) enthusiasm.
ZEALOT (n) person with much (often
too much) enthusiasm about a thing
he or she believes.
ZEALOUS (adj) full of enthusiasm.
ZEBRA (n) animal from Africa, that is
like a horse with black
and white STRIPES.

YOKE
YOKEL (n) person who lives away from
towns, and does not know much
about happenings in towns.
YOLK (n) yellow, middle part of an egg.
YON (adj; adv; n) that is in that place;
in that place; that place.
YONDER (adv; adj) in that place; far,
but that you can see; that is in that
place.
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ZEBRA

ZENITH (n) most high point.
ZEPHYR (n) light wind with a smell of
the ocean; thin cotton cloth.
ZEPPELIN (n) big vehicle like a BLIMP.
*ZERO (n; v) nothing; the number 0;
look at in a more close way.
ZERO-HOUR (n) time to start an action,
or choose between two things.
ZEST (n) enthusiasm; interest; taste.
ZIGGURAT (n) PYRAMID.
ZIGZAG (n; adj; adv; v)
line with many sharp turns
from side to side; having
lines or ANGLES like this;
turning from side to side;
move in this way.
ZINC (n) hard blue-white metal that
mixes with other metals to make them
strong.
ZING (v; n) move quickly, or with a high
sound; strength; enthusiasm.
ZINNIA (n) plant with beautiful flowers like DAISIES.
ZION (n) word Jews and Christians use
for the people of God or the place
where God lives.

ZIONISM (n) teaching of Jews that they
should become a strong country.
ZIP (n; v) ZIPPER; light, sharp sound;
enthusiasm; join with a ZIPPER; make
the sound of a ZIPPER; move
quickly.
ZIP-FASTENER, ZIPPER
(n) two lines of projections, often on cloth,
that
join together
when you pull a moving piece over them.
ZIRCON (n) clear expensive stone like
a DIAMOND.
ZIT (n) small sore, often on the face or
back, from oil and dirt in the small
holes of the skin.
ZITHER (n) musical instrument like a
GUITAR.
ZOMBIE (n) spirit living in a dead body;
dead body with a living spirit in it; person who is not enthusiastic, or who
does not think about what he or she
is doing.
ZONE (n; v) place; circle; separate into
places with borders.
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ZODIAC (n) part of the sky that was all
that people in the past were knowing,
and that they were separating into 12
parts.
ZOO (n) place with wild animals for
many people to look at.
ZOOLOGY (n) study of animals.
ZOOLOGICAL (adj) of the study of animals.
ZOOM (v; n) move with a loud, low
sound like bees; fly up very high or
down very low very quickly; (of a camera) move quickly toward or away
from; loud, low noise; fast, steep
movement; piece for a camera, that
brings a picture very close, or very far
when you move it.
ZUCCHINI (n) small, cylinder-shaped
vegetable with dark green skin, that
grows on a VINE.
ZUCCHINI

ZYGOTE (n) egg from a female that was
receiving the seed from a male to make
a new person, animal, or plant.

This page uses some words that are not in the Easy English word list.
A noun is any
word that names
a person, a place,
or a thing. Can
you see that
words like man,
country, and box
name
people,
BOX
places, or things?
But some "things" are not solid
like a box: Wind, cricket, problem,
and enthusiasm are nouns too.

NOUNS
and qualities (greed, anger, strength,
happiness), and things that there
can only be one of (the future, India,
English).

GREED

ENTHUSIASM
One way to know if a word is a
noun is to put the word "some" in
front of it (you may have to add an
"s" to the word) and see if it sounds
right: We played some cricket. She
showed some enthusiasm. We had
some problems.
"Uncount nouns" are nouns that
you cannot count. You do not add
an "s" to uncount nouns. Milk is an
uncount noun. You can drink much
milk, some milk, or a little milk; but
you never drink two or three milks.

PLASTIC
Uncount nouns include materials (plastic, metal, cloth, timber), liquids (alcohol, rain, coffee); things
made of many small pieces (sand,
rice, sugar, grass, snow); and other
things like this (smoke, lightning, butter, space, air).

CHESS
Uncount nouns include games
(chess, tennis, football), emotions

Fruit, furniture, art, and entertainment are uncount nouns too. But
many people forget, and add an "s"
when talking about more than one
thing from each of these groups.
It is wrong to say four fruits, six
furnitures, two arts, or three entertainments. You should use a word
like "pieces" when talking about
more than one thing in each of these
groups: Three pieces of fruit; six
pieces of furniture; two pieces of
art; three pieces of entertainment.
FRUIT

Pants, scissors, and glasses (that
you wear) are nouns that always
come in twos. You cannot have
one scissor (without breaking them
apart and throwing away one half)
and you cannot have one pant without cutting off the other leg.
You must use the word "pair"
when talking about two or more of
these: two pairs of pants, three pairs
of scissors, four pairs of glasses.

The dog bites.
(It is an action,
because it is
what the dog
does.) I have
many mosquito
bites.
(It is a
noun: "I have
some mosquito
BITE
bites").
I can smell a bad smell. (The first
word is an action, because it tells
what I can do; and the second word
is a noun, as in "some bad smells".)

SMELL

You can add "ing" to an action
word and use it as a noun. When
you do this, you are naming the
action as a thing; the action itself is
not happening in what you are saying:

SWIMMING
I am swimming (action is, was, or
will be taking place; this is a verb).
I like swimming. (The action is not
happening in the sentence; instead,
I am only naming the action. This is
a noun.)

SMOKING

Here are a few more "ing" nouns:
Smoking is bad for your health. Her
singing is beautiful. Flying scares
me.

PANTS

If the same word can be used as
a noun or as a verb (an action word)
you must study how the word is
used in a sentence before you can
say if it is a noun or a verb. You can
put "some" or "the" in front of it as it
is in the sentence if it is being used
as a noun. Here are some words
used both as verbs and as nouns:
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SINGING

Proper nouns are special names
for people, places, or things (David,
Kenya, and The Nation). Proper
nouns start with a capital letter.

This page uses some words that are not in the Easy English word list.
Verbs are action words. In any
sentence they tell what is happening (or will, should, did, or can happen).

VERBS

run;" or "I must run." Each helper
verb changes our understanding of
your feeling about running.

FLY

COOK
SLEEP

It is easy to see that words like
run, cook, and explode are actions,
because we can see these actions
happening. But live, become, and
finish are actions too.

Other verbs never have a person or thing receiving the action.
These are "i nt r a n s i t i v e " v e r b s .
Sleep, disagree, and talk are intransitive verbs. You can talk t o
someone; you can talk about someone; but you cannot talk someone.
If you want "someone" to receive
the action, you must use tell, as in
"I will tell someone."

FINISH

If you can find the action word in
a sentence, you will see that we
build most of the sentence around
it, to tell who or what is doing the
action, and (at times) who or what is
receiving the action.
HIT

Here is an example: After the
meeting, a boy from my class hit the
girl beside him with his fist. The
most important word is hit. In short,
the sentence is saying "a boy hit the
girl". The other words tell us which
boy, which girl, and how and when
he hit her.

GET

Some verbs must always have a
person or thing receiving the action. These are "transitive" verbs.
Get, like, send, and tell are transitive verbs. You cannot say "I will
get." You must always get something, even if you just say "I will get
i t". And you cannot say "I like". You
must say who or what you like.

TRICK
When an action was happening
in the past, we change the verb to
show this. "Regular" verbs add "ed"
to the end to show this (tricked,
remembered, opened). Some verbs
double the last letter before adding
" e d " (planned, stopped, rubbed).

PLAN

"Irregular" verbs do not follow
this rule. They change in many
different ways to show that the action was happening in the past. Say
becomes said; fall becomes fell; go
becomes went, etc.
An easier way to say something
happened in the past is by using
"helper verbs".

MUST RUN
Helper verbs add a quality to the
action. You can say "I run" , b u t
what you are saying becomes more
clear if you say "I can run;" "I should
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Helper verbs can show if an action was happening in the past. But
first you add "ing" to the end of the
verb. "I was flying" means the action
was in the past. "I am flying" means
the action is happening now. And "I
will be flying" means the action will
happen in the future.
An easier way to say an action is
happening in the present or in the
future is to say "I fly" for the present,
and "I will fly" for the future. But for
each irregular verb you must learn
a new word to show that the action
was happening in the past. Fly
becomes flew; sit becomes sat; hold
becomes held; and catch becomes
caught. It is much easier to say "I
was flying," " I was sitting; " " I was
holding;" and "I was catching. "

CATCH

The most difficult verb of all is to
be. It is the helper verb for past
actions. But we use it to show a
t h i n g is too. If I am being, I use the
w o r d am. He, she, or it is, and we,
you, or they are. In the past, I, he,
she, or it was, and we, you, or they
were.

I A M HAPPY

"Being" is the hardest action to
picture, because it has no movement. If you use be without another
verb, it can join two names for the
same person or thing (Kahleel is a
tailor; Guns are dangerous weapons) or it can join a person or thing
with a word for a quality of the person or thing (I am happy; The food
was cold).

This page uses some words that are not in the Easy English word list.
Adjectives name a quality of a
noun, and always answer
the question
which person
or thing. You
can say a pers o n i s cruel,
smart, rich, old,
crazy, or boring.
All these words
are adjectives.
They tell which
person you are
talking about.
BORING

ADJECTIVES

I/ ME
YOU
Pronouns (I, you, we, he, she, it,
they) become new words when they
are used as possessive pronouns
(my, your, our, his, her, its, their).

If you want boxes,
you can ask for a round
red plastic box, or six
big heavy b o x e s .
Again, the adjectives
(in italics) tell us which
box or boxes you want.

ROUND
Some nouns
can be used
as adjectives without
changing
them at all: a
town p l a n ner, a school
newspaper,
chemical reactions.

The is used for one or more than
one, but a and an are only used for
one. If we say more than one in a
general way, we do not need these
adjectives: Dogs (any or all dogs)
run. I like eggs (any or all eggs).
Guns (any or all guns) are dangerous.

MUCH
Many is used to show more than
one of most nouns (many cups,
many rules). But uncount nouns
(ones that do not add an "s") use
much (much water, much rice, much
anger, much furniture).
LONGER

MY
YOUR
Verbs can be changed to adjectives (1) by adding "ed": a marked
change, cooked rice, controlled anger, married women; or (2) by adding "ing": his closing words, a burning building, a surprising discovery,
the following things.

CHEMICAL

Other nouns can become adjectives by adding a "y": dirty (dirt),
greedy (greed), messy (mess), sleepy
(sleep), healthy (health).

HEALTHY
The "y" means that the noun
owns this quality. A healthy boy
has good health. A dirty shirt has
dirt on it.
Another way to show that a
noun owns a thing is to change the
noun itself to an adjective by adding "'s". These adjectives are called
possessive nouns: the boy's health,
the bird's feathers, the group's plan,
Clare's sister.

KNITTED
You use "ing" if the noun does
the action (a knitting group, a crippling sickness, an interesting story),
and you use "ed" if the noun receives the action (a crippled dog, a
knitted jumper, interested spectators).
The most difficult adjectives are
the, and a or an. The is used for a
special person or thing (the man on
the bus; the buildings in Nairobi;
the money you owe me), but a or an
is for any one of a group of things.
A man on the bus, for example, can
be any one of the men on the bus.
A/AN

THE

SHORTER
You can show more of a quality
by adding "er" (a longer snake, a
softer pillow, greener grass). You
can show the
most strength of
a quality by adding "est" (the
smartest student
in the class; the
cleanest shirt on
the line; the richest man in town).
Some adjectives do not add "er"
and "est". You must use "more" or
"most" with these adjectives to say
the same thing: most expensive, (not
expensivest), more dangerous, (not
dangerouser).

FIXED
A few adjectives cannot be used
in front of a noun. They are only
used after a "being" verb, as a quality of the person or thing that "is":
I was afraid. She is asleep. The
lights are on. The cup is fixed.
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This page uses some words that are not in the Easy English word list.
Prepositions and conjunctions
are joining words. Prepositions
show a relationship between a noun
and another noun, verb, or adjective.
We can show some of these relationship with a ball and a box. A
ball can be above a box, below a
box, behind
ABOVE
a box, beBEHIND
INSIDE
fore a box,
BEFORE
inside
a
b o x , outside a box,
BESIDE
o r beside a
BELOW
box.
Together with its noun, the
preposition can work as an adjective or as an adverb.
As an adjective, it tells w h i c h
person or thing you are talking about:
If you talk about
ON
the ball on the
box, or the ball
under the box,
t h e w o r d s "on
the box" or "unUNDER
der the box" tell
us which ball you are talking about.
Here are some prepositions joining two nouns, that act as adjectives for the first noun: The girl near
you painted the picture on the shelf.
"Near you" tells w h i c h girl, and "on
the shelf" tells which picture.

JOINING WORDS
Here are some prepositions that
tell when or how an action happens:

Other conjunctions can join a
second sentence to the first sentence in a way that the second sentence helps and becomes part of
the first sentence.
The second sentence can do the
job of a noun for the first sentence:
first sentence

second sentence

I know that you are here.
In the sentence above, the second
sentence tells what I know.

She danced to m u s i c by herself
for hours after school. "To music"
and "by herself" tell how she danced,
and "for hours" and "after school"
tell when she danced.
Here are some prepositions that
tell h o w for a quality.

The second sentence can do the
job of an adverb for the first sentence too, telling h o w, when, where,
or w h y the action happened.
1st sentence

The boy is kind to the dog. "To
the dog" tells h o w kind he is.
The elephant is too big for the
tub. "For the tub" tells h o w big it is.

2nd sentence

I am happy because I won.
1st sentence

I rested

2nd sentence

after

I worked.

" I w o n " t e l l s w h y I am happy, and
"after I worked" tells when I rested.

If a preposition joins a noun to a
verb or adjective, the preposition
and noun together act as an adverb, telling us where, when, or how,
the action happens or h o w m u c h
the quality is.
UP

OVER
THROUGH
ACROSS

DOWN

CONJUNCTIONS
Conjunctions are another kind
of joining word.
"And" and "or" join words or
groups of words that do the same
thing in a sentence:
Ahmed
or will do it
Jaya
apples
oranges
He likes and
grapes

UNDER

A ball can move over the box,
under the box, up the box, down the
box, through the box, or across the
box. These prepositions all tell us
where the action is happening.

"And" and "or" can join two equal
sentences too:
Eat your food
or
Go to bed
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That, what, who, a n d which can
be conjunctions and nouns at the
same time. This happens when a
second sentence acts as an adjective for a noun in the first sentence:
1st sentence

The boy buried it.
who killed the bird
2nd sentence

The second sentence acts as an
adjective, telling w h i c h boy buried
the bird. The conjunction "who" is the
subject of the second sentence too.

This page uses some words that are not in the Easy English word list.
Adverbs are often "added" to
verbs to say where, w h e n, or h o w
the action happened. If you remember those three questions, you
will be able to find most adverbs.
If we were talking about Prabu
trying to jump over hurdles, we could
s a y : Yesterday Prabu almost
jumped over.

ADVERBS

NOT SWEET

Not can be used with qualities
too. It makes a quality not exist, or
changes the quality to an opposite
quality. For example: He is not
very strong. Lemons are not sweet.
It tells us h o w strong or h o w sweet.

HIT SOFTLY

ALMOST

Adjectives can often be changed
to adverbs by adding "ly": hit softly;
write neatly; give generously; r u n
slowly.

In the sentence above, yesterday tells w h e n Prabu jumped; almost tells h o w he jumped; and over
tells where he jumped.
WIN EASILY
NOT

RUN SLOWLY

If an adjective ends in "y", you
usually change the "y" to an "i" before adding "ly": win easily; eat
greedily; walk heavily.
QUALITIES OF QUALITIES

NOT STRONG

One thing that makes adverbs
difficult to find in a sentence is that
they can be at the beginning, at the
end, or in the middle. Here are four
sentences. See how many adverbs
you can find in each, and say which
question each one is answering
(where, when, or how). Answers
are after each sentence.
Together we always finish very
quickly. (Together and quickly t e l l
h o w we finish; always tells when we
f i n i s h ; very tells h o w quickly.)

Not all adverbs are qualities of
verbs. Some are qualities of other
qualities (that is, qualities of adjectives, or qualities of other adverbs).
Some adverbs are more difficult
to understand. Not is one of these.
It could be telling us when or how
the action happened, but it changes
the action so much that the action
does not even happen.
THERE

VERY
BEAUTIFUL

TOGETHER
Two important adverbs are very
and too. She is very beautiful. The
water was too deep. These adverbs answer the question "how?"
in relation to the quality. They tell
u s h o w beautiful and h o w deep.

LATE
He will never come so late
again. (Never, late, and again tell
when he will come; and so tells h o w
late.)
The car soon moved forward.
(Soon tells when it moved; and forward tells where it moved.)

TOO DEEP

Here is another sentence: We
often g o there together.
In this
sentence "go" is the action, often
tells us w h e n we go, there t e l l s u s
where we go, and together tells us
h o w we go.

FORWARD
Later there were not as many
people. (Later tells w h e n people
were; there tells where people were;
and not as tells h o w many.)
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HELP WITH ENGLISH
Special nouns
On page 33 are some rules for changing a noun when you are talking about more than
one thing. Some nouns do not follow the rules about adding an 's' or 'es' for more than one:
one
one
one
one

man
sheep
foot
fish

two
two
two
two

men
sheep
feet
fish

one
one
one
one

woman
child
tooth
knife

two
two
two
two

women
children
teeth
knives

one
one
one
one

mouse
person
deer
half

two
two
two
two

mice
people
deer
halves

A few nouns are always more than one, because they are two halves working together
as one. We call them 'a pair of' (a pair of scissors, a pair of pants, a pair of glasses).

Uncount nouns
Nouns that cannot be counted are 'uncount nouns'. Do not add an 's' to them.
Some are uncount nouns because there is only one of them (India, Islam, space, earth,
past, present, future).
Some are uncount nouns because they are games, activities, or subjects of study
(chess, cricket, tennis, art, running, history, English).
Some are uncount nouns because they are liquids or other materials that are only
counted by measures (cups of tea, bags of rice, bottles of beer, loaves of bread, glasses of
water, litres of oil, bars of soap, pinches of salt, spoons of sugar, pounds of butter, truckloads of sand, drops of blood, ears of corn, pieces of string or tape, kilograms of fruit or
meat).
Some uncount nouns are materials that cannot be easily measured or counted (cotton,
cloth, rubber, electricity, dirt, wealth, food, money, smoke, hair, land). The names of qualities and feelings (heat, strength, greed, anger, happiness) and many things that are a part of
weather (wind, air, sky, lightning, snow, rain, ice) are also uncount nouns because they are
difficult to measure or count.

Changing adjectives
On page six are some rules for making the quality of an adjective stronger. Not all
qualities can be changed by adding the endings that you will read about on page six. For
these adjectives, you must use the words 'more' and 'most':more afraid
most afraid
more alive
most alive
more awake most awake
more beautiful most beautiful
more boring
most boring
more broken most broken
more confident most confident
more crippled most crippled

more dangerous most dangerous
more different
most different
more difficult
most difficult
more enthusiastic most enthusiastic
more expensive most expensive
more foolish
most foolish
more generous
most generous
more important
most important
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more interesting most interesting
more musical
most musical
more opposite most opposite
more real most real
more secret
most secret
more serious
most serious
more spiritual
most spiritual
more worried
most worried

Actions in the past
For most verbs, you add 'ed' for an action that happened in the past. (He fixed the television
this morning. I planted that tree last year.) But some verbs change in other ways when you are
talking about them happening in the past:–
I become today
I became yesterday
I bend today I bent yesterday
I bite todayI bit yesterday
I break today I broke yesterday
I bring today
I brought yesterday
I build today I built yesterday
I buy today I bought yesterday
I catch today I caught yesterday
I choose today
I chose yesterday
I come today I came yesterday
I cut today
I cut yesterday
I dig today
I dug yesterday
I draw today I drew yesterday
I drink today I drank yesterday
I drive today I drove yesterday
I eat today
I ate yesterday
I fall today
I fell yesterday
I feed today I fed yesterday
I feel today
I felt yesterday
I fight today I fought yesterday
I find today I found yesterday

I fly today
I flew yesterday
I forgive today
I forgave yesterday
I get today
I got yesterday
I give today I gave yesterday
I go today
I went yesterday
I grow today I grew yesterday
I hang today I hung yesterday
I have today I had yesterday
I hear today I heard yesterday
I hide today
I hid yesterday
I hit today
I hit yesterday
I hold today I held yesterday
I hurt today I hurt yesterday
I keep today I kept yesterday
I know today I knew yesterday
I lead today
I led yesterday
I leave today I left yesterday
I lose today I lost yesterday
I meet today I met yesterday
I pay today I paid yesterday
I put today
I put yesterday
I read (reed) today
I read (red) yesterday

I ride today I rode yesterday
I run today
I ran yesterday
I say today I said yesterday
I see today I saw yesterday
I send today I sent yesterday
I shake today I shook yesterday
I shoot today I shot yesterday
I sing today I sang yesterday
I sit today
I sat yesterday
I sleep today I slept yesterday
I stand today I stood yesterday
I swim today I swam yesterday
I take today I took yesterday
I think today
I thought yesterday
I throw today I threw yesterday
I teach today
I taught yesterday
I tell today
I told yesterday
I understand today
I understood yesterday
I wear today I wore yesterday
I win today
I won yesterday
I write today I wrote yesterday

Joining verbs with prepostions or adverbs
Some prepositions or adverbs go with some verbs better than others, and some can change the meaning of the verb. Here are some: –
act up (be foolish; not work well)
add up a list of numbers
agree upon some rules
agree with another person
answer back (argue)
argue about anything
ask after a friend who is not here
back up (move backward; agree
with)
believe in a person or truth
bring back (return: a thing)
bring down (stop: a leader)
bring on (lead to: a sickness)
bring up (start talk about; vomit)
build up (give strength to)
burn up (destroy or be destroyed
by fire)
buy back a thing you were selling
buy into (join: an argument)

carry on (talk about too much)
catch on (start to understand)
catch up (come from behind to be
equal with)
change into a different thing
chew over (think about)
choose up teams
clean out or up a room or place
clean up (make a lot of money)
close down (stop a business)
close in (come around from all sides)
close off (stop people from going
into)
come about (happen)
come back (answer; return)
come on (be friendly toward)
compete against another person
count down (count backward to
zero)
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count on (believe strongly in)
cover up (hide a truth)
cry over a sad happening
cut into pieces
cut out (take some from a group)
cut up (make many cuts in)
dig into (look into truths)
dig through (look through papers)
dig up (find truths from the past;
turn all dirt in a piece of land)
disagree with another person
do up (join together)
draw back (breathe smoke into the
lungs)
draw in (breathe in)
draw on (use: wealth or abilities)
draw up (make: an important
paper)

dress down (tell a person with
anger that he or she is wrong)
dress up (put special clothes on)
drill in (say many times to help a
person remember)
drink in (see and think about)
drink up (drink all of)
drive on (drive forward or away)
drop in (go to see friends at their
house for a short time)
drop out (stop a race or time of
schooling before you finish)
dry off or out (become dry)
eat out (eat in a restaurant)
eat up (eat all of)
fall down or over (fall)
fall in (move to be in a straight line
of people)
fall out (have a disagreement with)
fall through (not happen as
planned)
feed on (eat much of)
fill in (write answers on a paper
with questions on it; tell little truths
about a happening)
fill out (become fatter)
fill up a container
find out (learn)
finish up (finish)
fish through (go through things,
looking for one thing)
fix up (fix)
fly out (come out quickly)
follow after (travel behind)
follow through (finish)
follow up (return to see again)
force into doing
get at (try to hurt with words)
give in or up (stop trying or fighting)
go after (try to catch)
go on (not stop)
grow on (slowly become a thing
you like)
grow up (become an adult)
hammer out (talk to find agreement on: things you disagree on)
hang down (hang; be too low at the
bottom)
hang on (hold to with your hands)
hang out (spend much time in a
place, often without doing much)
hang up (put a telephone down
after using it)

hear about or of a happening
hear out (listen, without stopping
the person who is talking)
heat up a thing or place
help out (help)
hide out (hide, often for a long
time)
hit on (find almost by accident)
hit out at (try to hurt, often with
words)
hold back or in (control feelings to
hide them)
hold on (hold to with your hands)
hold out (not change when another
person is trying to change you)
hold up (rob, often with a gun)
join up (join)
jump in (join others in an action)
jump up (stand quickly)
keep at or on (not stop: doing an
action)
keep after (talk to often, to encourage an action)
keep out (stop people or things
from coming in)
keep up (not stop: often an action
that others do not like)
kick against (argue against)
kick out (send a person out of a
group)
kick in (give part of the price, with
others giving too)
kiss up (do things to make a leader
like you)
laugh at a thing
learn about or of a thing
leave out (not put with other people
or things in a group)
leave off (stop an action for a time)
list down (write on a list)
listen to a sound
live down (slowly stop feeling bad
about a bad happening)
live off (use another person's
money to buy food and other things)
live up (have much action and
happiness)
lock up (lock)
look after (protect, feed, and fix)
look at a thing
look on (watch an action without
being part of it)
look up to (think of a person as
important)
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lose out (lose)
love up (be very kind to)
make out (kiss and hug together)
make up (become friends after
fighting; tell a story that is not true)
mark out (draw the lines or
borders)
marry into a family
measure out or up (find all the
measures of a thing or place)
meet up (meet)
meet with a person or people
mix in (put one thing with another
as you are mixing them)
mix up (think one thing is another)
move in (start living in a new
house)
move over (move to the side, to
give space for another person)
move up (become richer)
open up (open)
own up (say that you were the
person who did a bad thing)
pay in (put money in a bank)
pay off (pay a person, often for
doing a bad action)
pay out (give money out to people)
pay up (pay what you should pay)
plan out (plan)
plant out (fill a piece of land with
plants)
play up (be foolish; not work well)
point at or to a thing
point out (show)
pour out (pour)
pray about a problem
print out (print)
protect from a danger
pull over (move to the side of a
road and stop when driving)
put across (say)
put down (say bad things about)
put off (change to a later time)
put on clothes
put through (join two people
talking on different telephones)
put up (give a room and food to)
put up with (receive a thing you do
not want, without stopping it)
rest up (rest)
rhyme with another word
ride in a vehicle
ride on an animal
ride out (wait for the effects of a
bad happening to go away)

rob from (rob)
rub down the body of a person or
animal
rub in (add a bad saying to a bad
happening, to make it hurt more)
rub out (kill; take writing away)
run across (find by accident)
run down (slowly stop working;
hit with a vehicle)
run over (drive over with a
vehicle)
run through (read a thing
quickly)
run up to (run a short distance to
a special place, often in a sport)
sell out or up (sell all that you
have of a thing or things)
send out (send more than one)
send up (say things to make
people laugh at)
separate out (take some from
many)
shake down (rob from a person)
shake up (make afraid quickly)
shape up (become better in your
actions)
shoot through (leave secretly)
shoot up (shoot many times)
shout down (stop another person
from talking by talking loudly
yourself)
shout out (shout)
show off (encourage others to
look at you and to say that you are
good)
show up (come to a meeting)
sing along (sing with others)
sing out (sing loudly)
sit down (move from standing to
sitting)
sit on a paper (not act on it when
you should act on it)
sit out (not be part of an action,
often in a game)
sit through (not leave for a time,
often when a thing is boring)
sit up (sit with your back straight)
sleep in (sleep late in the morning)
sleep over (sleep for the night at
the house of a friend)
smell up (put a smell all over a
place)

smile at a person
smoke out (put smoke in a place
to force people or animals out of it)
snow in (force people to stay inside
from too much snow on the ground)
snow under (win very strongly
against)
squeeze out (slowly force out of a
group)
squeeze together (push closer
together)
stand down (end the job of a
worker because there is not enough
work)
stand in for (take the place of)
stand out (be clearly different from
things around it)
stand over (watch a worker too
closely)
stand up (move from sitting to
standing; stand with the back very
stragiht)
start out (start an action)
start over (start again from the
beginning)
start up (start a machine)
stay at (not stop doing an action)
stay in (not go out of the house)
stay up (be awake for a long time
at night)
step down (stop leading)
step outside (go out of a room)
step up (come close to a person
for a short time)
stick out (project)
stick to or at (not stop a difficult
action)
stick up (rob, using a gun)
stop up (fill a narrow place so
movement through it cannot happen)
stop over (stay at a place, often
for one or more nights)
study up (study a special thing well
for a short time)
swim across a piece of water
take away (take one number from
another number)
take down a building
take in money (receive in a shop)
take out (carry out of a building)
take up (start where another stops)
talk about a person or thing
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talk down to (talk to a person like
you are more important than him or
her)
talk to a person
talk up (say good things about; talk
more loudly)
teach about a thing or truth
think about a thing or truth
think up (make a plan or story
from your own thinking)
tie in with (join with in thinking)
tie up (tie to stop movement of a
person, animal, or vehicle)
travel around (go to many different places)
try out (try a thing to learn if it
works; go in a competition to become part of a bigger competition)
turn around (turn to go in the
opposite direction)
turn down (not take a thing that a
person is giving to you)
turn in (go into your bed at night)
turn out (how a thing is, at the end
of a happening; come to a meeting)
turn up (come to a meeting)
use up (use all of)
wait around (do little or nothing
when waiting)
wait for a thing to happen
wait up (stop for a person travelling
behind you to join you)
walk out (leave a room or meeting,
often in anger)
wash out (wash: clothes or cloth)
wash up (wash dishes after eating;
wash your face and hands)
wear in ([of a new thing] become
better as you use it for a time)
wear off ([of a drug] slowly stop
having an effect on you over time)
wear out (stop working from using
it too much)
win out (win after a difficult time)
win over (bring a person to agree
with you after they were not agreeing)
work out (do exercises; be good in
the end)
work at an action
worry about a thing
write down (write on paper)
write out (put in writing)

EASY ENGLISH READING SERIES
Easy English readers, edited and illustrated by David and Kevin McKay, are also part of
the Easy English programme. These include adult and children's classics, true stories, a book
of quotations, and biographies of famous people. These books use the same basic easy
vocabulary that is used in this dictionary. They start with a a title that uses only 250 different
words. Then each book after that adds a few more words to the vocabulary list, until students
know more than 2,000 different English words. In this way, students gradually expand their
vocabulary while adding to their appreciation of great literature.

Smart men trick a king
and a little duck learns
the truth about himself.

A mermaid wants to
become a person and
marry a beautiful man.

Book of quotes from
famous people about
different areas of life.

Nine stories in one book
and each one teaches a
different truth.

Story of Mowgli
and his animal
friends.

A bad storm leaves
him alone on an
island.

Two boys looking
for fun find more
than they planned.

An Indian girl and her
friends walk through
an Australian desert.

The story of a slave
in America in the
1850's.

The great Russian
writers' hunt for
meaning in life.

Being a friend of the "king"
of Rome has its dangers!
The Shakespeare story.

A picture story of
the life and
sayings of Jesus.

EASY ENGLISH TEACHING AIDS

Teaches the alphabet

These aids are to be used in teaching the first 150 words
in the Easy English programme. They can be used in the
classroom or at home.
The ABC book teaches the alphabet through colourful
pictures. It uses words taken from the Easy English word
list.
The Word Bank cards are colour coded according to
parts of speech. A word appears on one side of each
colourful card and the picture is on the other. They are
large enough to be used in front of a whole class or placed
on the wall as a display. They also come with an instruction manual that shows you how to use the cards.
Ten Men in a Tin and Bad Animals can be used with the
Word Bank cards. Students can start reading and understanding stories after learning a small number of English
words. This makes learning fun and gives students confidence to learn more.
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Uses the first 50 words

Front

Back

Set one: Teaches first 150 words.
Set two: Teaches second 150 words.
Set three: Teaches another 200 words.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Uses the first 100 words

You can buy Easy English books and teaching aids for
yourself or for your school by writing to us at: Friends
Learning Resources, P.O. Box 8648 City Square Nairobi 00200,
or phoning us at 0720375915 or 0735478867). Please give us
a phone number so we can get back to you quickly. Thank you.

If you wish to contact the author, you can write to him at:
Dave McKay, P.O. Box A678, Sydney South, 1235, Australia.
Or you can send an email to him at: fold@idl.net.au

